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HEHORANDUM TO: Bruno Uryc, Director
Enforcement and Investigation

Coordination Staff

FRON: Kenneth P. Barr, Chief
Plant Support Branch 'f,

Divison of Reactor Safety % g
,

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO ALLEGATION RII 96 A 0251

This alleption documents Region il actions on three of four concerns reported
to the NP., Inspector General (IG). IG provided the concerns, tracked as
Allegation RII 96 A 0251, to Region II on December 19, 1996, for follow up.
Two of the concerns involve technical matters and the other is an
adrninistrative matter. The )ur)ose of the letter is to document technical
staff actions associated wit 1 taese three concerns in allegation
RII 96 A 0251.

In reviewing the concerns from the IG, it became apparent that two of the
concerns were similar to concerns previously voiced directly to Region II by
concerned individuals and tracked through the Region II allegation tracking

The specifics of Concern #3 were not previously#3 is very similar to
system. raised to the RIIoffice. Rather, the statement identified as IG Concern
a portion of Region II's response to Allegation RII 96 A 0035 where the
inspector was stating corrective actions planned by the licensee. Following,

receipt of the information from the IG, the Resident Inspectors followed up on
Concern #3 in December 1996 and January 1997. That follow up is documented
the attached Allegation Evaluation Report (AER) for Allegation RII 96 A 0251.
Concern #3,

Following are the s>ecific concerns of Allegation RII 96 A 0251 and Region
II's responses to tiose concerns:

Concern #1

HP Staff were derelict in the way they handled, stored and trans)orted
radwaste. Theyallowedatrucktogototheseconarysiden'.c1was
against the rules.

Resoonse

Allegations RII 95 A 0186, RII 96 A 0192 and RII 96 A 0213 address this
concern.- These allegations were received on November 27, 1995,
September 4,1996,andOctober 34, 1996, respectively. These

t al,egations were closed on May 20, 1996. February 28, 1997, and March 5,
1997, res)ectively. Copies of the AERs and the inspection reports forn

i each of t1ese allegations are attached. These documents appear to
i adequately address Concern #1.
:
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B. Uryc 2

Concern #2

FP&L agreed to refurbish the library with new manuals and procedures and
to man it 10 hours per day. There are repeated instances of procedures
out of date and misfiling of documentation and the library has not been
manned since....

Resoonse-

Allegation RII 96 A 0035 addressed the issue of procedure control
practices in the library. This allegation was received on February 27
1996, and closed on May 2, 1996c The AER for this allegation is
attached.

In the AER to RII 96 A 003'5. the NRC inspector discussed corrective
actions planned by the licensee in resolving the procedures issue in
allegation RII 96 A 0035.
discussion of planned corre, Concern #3 is very similar to the NRC'ctive actions in Allegation RII 96 A 0035.

_

Attachment 5 to this memo contains the AER addressing the concern
specifically documented as Concern #3 in Allegation RII 96 A 0251. This
concern was not substantiated.

. Concern #4

F. Wright has written up FP&L for contaminated tools in the secondary
tool room or cold tool room in the RCA area. On three different visits,
he found the same problem. Wright tells the alleger the FP&L is not.....

'

Resoonse

NRC Inspection Report 50 33"/96 09 and 50 389/96 09 dated August 5,
1996, issued a Notice of Violation for inadequate control of
contaminated tools. A follow up inspection, documented in NRC
Inspection Report 50 335/97 02 and 50 389/97 02 dated February 27, 1997,
showed that control of contaminated tools had improved. These
inspection reports are attached to the AERs identified in the above
response to Concern #1.

In summary, the actions taken by Region II technical staff on-the concerns
-provided to Region II by the IG and tracked as allegation RII 96 A 0251 are
documented in the attachments to this memo. No additional technical staff
work is planned for these concerns.
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Attachments: 1. Allegation Evaluation Report for
RIl 95 A 0186 and Ins'>ection Report
50 335/96 04 and 50 339/96 04

2. Allegation Evaluation Report for
RII 96 A 0192 and Inspection Report
50 335/97 02 and 50 389/97 02

3. Allegation Evaluation Report for
RIl 96 A 0213 and Ins)ection Report
50 335/96 09 and 50 339/96 09

4. Allegation Evaluation Report for
RII 96 A 0035

Allegation Evaluation Rep #3
5. ort for

R11 96 A 0251, Concern

.
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April 23, 1997

HEHORANDUM T0: Bruno Urye, Director
Enforcement and Investigation

Coordination Staff

FROM: Kenneth P. Barr Chief
Plant Support Branch (Original signed by K. P. Barr)
Divison of Reactor Safety-

SUBJECT: -RESPONSE TO ALLEGATION RII 96 A 0251

This allegation documents Region II actions on three of four concerns reported
to the NRC Inspector General (IG). IG provided the concerns, tracked as
Allegation RII 96 A 0251. to Region II on December 19, 1996, for follow up.
Two of the-concerns involve technical matters and the other is an
administrative matter. The aur>ose of the letter is to document technical
staff actions associated wit 1 t1ese three concerns in allegatic i
RII 96 A 0251.

In reviewing the concerns from the IG, it became apparent that two of the
concerns were similar to concerns previously voiced directly to Region II by
concerned individuals and tracked through the Region II allegation tracking

-The specifics of Concern #3 were not previously#3 is very similar to
-system. raised to the RII
office. Rather, the statement identified as IG Concern
a portion of Region II's response to Allegation RII 96 A 0035 where the
inspector was stating corrective actions )lanned by the licensee. Following
receipt of the information from the IG, tie Resident Inspectors followed up on
Concern #3 in December 1996 and January 1997. That follow up is documented
the attached Allegation Evaluation Report (AER) for Allegation RII 96 A 0251,
Concern #3.

Following are the s)ecific concerns of Allegation RII 96 A 0251 and Region
II's responses to tiose concerns:

Concern #1

HP Staff were derelict in the way they handled, stored and trans>orted
radwaste. They allowed a truck to go to the secondary side whic1 was
against the rules.

Respong

Allegations RII 95 A 0186 RII 96 A 0192 and RII 96 A 0213 address this
concern. These allegations were received on November 27, 1995,
September 4, 1996. and October 34, 1996, respectively. These
allegations were closed on May 20, 1996, February 28, 1997, and March 5,
1997, res>ectively. Copies of the AERs and the inspection reports for
each of tiese allegations are attached. These documents appear to
adequately address Concern #1.
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Concern #3

FP&L agreed to refurbish the library with new manuals and procedures and
to man it 10 hours per day. There are repeated instances of procedures
out of date and misfiling of documentation and the library has not been
manned since....

ResDonie

Allegation RII 96 A 0035 addressed the issue of procedure control
practices in the library. This allegation was received on February 27,
1996, and closed on May 2, 1996. The AER for this allegation is
attached.

In the AER to RII 96 A 0035, the NRC inspector discussed corrective
actions planned by the licensee in resolving the procedures issue in
allegation RII 96 A 0035. Concern #3 is very similar to the NRC
discussion of planned corrective actions in Allegation RII 96 A 0035.

Attachment 5 to this memo contains the AER addressing the concern
specifically documented as Concern #3 in Allegation RII 96 A 0251. This
concern was not substantiated.

Concern 14

F. Wright tes written up FP&L for contaminated tools in the secondary
tool roca or cold tool room in the RCA area. On three different visits,
he found the same problem. Wright tells the alleger the FP&L is not.....

Response

NRC Inspection Report 50 335/96 09 and 50 389/96 09 dated August 5,
1996, issued a Notice of Violation for inadequate control of
contaminated tools. A follow up inspection. documented in NRC
Inspection Report 50 335/97 02 and 50 389/97 02 dated February 27, 1997.
showed that control of contaminated tools had improved. These
inspection reports are attached to the AERs identified in the above
response to Concern #1.

In summary, the actions taken by Region II technical staff on the concerns
provided to Region II by the IG rd tracked as allegation RII 96 A 0251 are

,

documented in the attachments to this memo. No additional technical staff
work is planned for these concerns.
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Attachments: 1. Allegation Evaluation Report for ..

RII 95 A 0186 and Ins wetion Report
50 335/96 04 and 50 339/96 04

2. Allegation Evaluation Report for
RII 96 A 0192 and Ins wetion Report
50 335/97 02 and 50 389/97 02

3. -Allegation Evaluation Report for
RII 96 A 0213 and Ins xction Report
50 33S/96 09 and 50 339/96 09

4. Allegation Evaluation Report for
RII 96 A 0035

Allegation Evaluation Rep #3
5, ort for

RII 96 A 0251, Concern
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ENCLOSURE 1

ALLEGATION EVALUATION REPORT
.

ALLEGATION R!l-95-A-0186

QUESTIONABLE WORK PRACTICES

ST LUCIE NUCLEAR PLANT

DOCKET NOS. 50-335 AND 50-389

CONCERN:
,

Region 11 received an anonymous telephone call to the Senior Allegation
Coordinator making 5 allegations regarding the-work practices at the St Lucie
Nuclear Plant: (1) work performed without procedures; (2) hazardous waste
drums removed on secondary side without labels, tags, or HP procedures; (3
wildlife entering secondary side ponds that are contaminated; (4) workers a)re
being fired who speakout; (5) green deficiency _taga over one year old on
equipment and 480 volt panels rusted out.

DISCUSSION:

11Lwork eerformed without orocedures: This concern is true; however, it is
not an allegation as this concern was known to the NRC; as this concern had
been identified through issuance of many violations involving a failure to
follow procedures (see Enclosure 2) prior to receiving this concern.

(2) hazardous waste drums removed on secondary side without labels. taos. or
'HP orocedures: (3) wildlife enterina secondary side conds that are

contaminated: Documentation.of the inspection related to these concerns are
in NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-335/96-04 and 50-389/96-04 paragraph R3.1,
" Control of Radioactive Materials and Contamination, Surveys and Monitoring."

.The inspector observed several empty drums in the RCA and inquired about the
licensee's. procedures for releasing empty drums having once contained
hazardous material or used cil. The inspector learned that drums containing a
hazardous material and radio.ctive contamination were not released an6 were
stored within the RCA. Fifty-five gallon drums of hazardous material free of
radioactive contamination and exiting the RCA were stored on a special pad on
the secondary side of the facility. Used oil leaving the RCA which could have
been exposed to radioactive contamination was sampled and analyzed for
uncontrolled release. No-concerns with the removal of drums from the primary
to. secondary side of the facility were identified.

Housekeeping in the Auxiliary Buildings was generally good. However process
areas such as the decontamination facility and equipment storage areas such as

^

the one near the Unit 1 personnel access hatch were cluttered and untidy. No
uncontrolled containers of radioactive material or contamination were
identified.

The inspector noted that the east pond was posted w.th signs displaying a
radiation symbol and the words: " Restricted Area Keepout" and " Rad oactive

>
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Materials Area." The inspector determined that the east pond had received
some contaminated water from a spill in 1977. The inspector learned that in

'.
1992 the licensee had sampled and evaluated the soil from the pond berm and
bottom. At that time, detectable radioactive contamination was observed at
various depths of 1-6 feet with the activity decreasing with depth. The most
significant level of contamination detected was in the first three feet of
sediment below the pond with radioactive concentrations of 1.5E-6 micro-Ci/g
of Cs-137 and 2.4 E-6 micro-Ci/g of Co-60. Licensee representatives repcried
that the water was currently free of measurable contamination. The inspecter
observed several species of fowl utilizing the pond during the inspection.

(4) workers are beino fjred who speakout: Documentation of the inspection
related to this concein is in NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-335/96-07 and 50-
309/96-07. The results of the Speakout inspection could not substantiate that
people who speakout are fired.

(5) areen deficiency taas over one year old on eouipment and 480 volt Danels
rusted out: The number of deficiency tags have increased significantly since
the middle of 1995 (with some beint over a year old) as the licensee has
initiated an operations performanca improvement program (PIP). The PIP has as
one objective to improve the overall degraded equipment conditions at St >

Lucie. The concern regarding old deficiency tags is not an allegation as it
has been known by NRC at least since August of 1995. Regarding the concern
about 480 volt panels being rusted out, housekeeping is addressed in almost
every inspection report. Example documention of the inspections related to
deficiency tags and housekeeping are in (1) NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50- n
335/96-01 and 50-389/96-01 paragraphs 02.1, 07.1.a and 07.1.b; (2) 50-335/96- -

04 and 50-389/96-04 paragraph 02.1; and (3) 50-335/96-06 and 50-389/96-06.
Equipment operability, material condition, and housekeeping were acceptable in
all cases and presented no immediate safety concern. The Residents have
observed no rust related concerns with safety related panelc.

CONCLUSION:

(1) work cerformed without crocedures: This concern is true; however, it i;
not an allegation as this concern was known to the NRC; as this concern had
been identified through issuance of many violations involving a failure to
follow procedures (see Enclosure 2) prior to receiving this concern.

(2) hazardous waste drums removed on secondary side without labels taas. or
HP procedures: (3) wildlife enterina secondary side conds that are
contaminated: hused on interviews with licensee staff, record reviews, and
observetions mu'e during tours of licensee facilities; the inspector found no
concerns with the removal of drums from the primary to secor.dary side of the
facility and no uncontrolled containcrs of radioactive material or
contamination. The inspector found evidence that the pond sediment and not
the pond ' water had measurable contamination. Concerns (2) and (3) are not
substantiated.

(4) workers are beino fired who speakout: The results of the Speakout
inspection could not substantiate that people who speakout are fired.
Consequently this concern could not be substantiated.

"

.
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f5) areen deficiency taas over one year oldA 'ouipment and 480 volt panels
.r_uit ed ou t : The concern regarding old defi ir tags is not an allegation as'

it has been known by NRC at least since Augu t #, 19F Retarding the concern
about 480 volt panels being rusted out, the Lesidents nave observed no rust
related concerns with safety related panels.

As discussed above, the inspectors concluded that the concerns were not
substantiated. This allegation is considered closed,

k
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ALLEG|. TION EVALUATION REPORT

ALLEGATION RII 96 A 0192

POTEKTIALLY COVTAMINATED WATER FROM EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR (EDG)
CATCHMENT IS RELEASED FROM RCA WITH0 LIT PROPER SCREENING

ST. LUCIE NUCLEAR PLANT-

DOCKET NOS. 50 335 AND 50 389

CONCERN:

The concerned individual expressed a concern about the following:
-

Potentially contaminated water from Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG)
catchment is released from RCA without proper screening.

There were no health physics or chemistry procedures to control this
material.

Improper use of oil separators, which are used to separate fuel oil and
coolant from water.

DISCUSSION: Radiological Protection Controls

The NRC inspection regarding the above concern is documented in NRC Inspection
Report Nos. 50 335/97 02 and 50 389/97 02, paragraph R1.2.

The inspectors reviewed licensee documentation, records of radiation surveys
and sample analysis, Hechanical Maintenance-(HM) and Radiation Protection (RP)
procedures, and interviewed licensee personnel.

The inspector reviewed licensee Condition Report (CR) 96 2199 initiated
August 2,1996, which was written for failure to comply with licensee
procedures controlling release of material out of the RCA. On August 2, 1996,
Mechanical Maintenat. (HM) personnel aumped a water and oil mixture from the
Unit 2 diesel generator oil catchment aox into 55 gal drums. The drums were
to be taken to the turbine building where a separator was located for the
aurposes of separating the oil and water mixture. The se)arated water would
Je released into the site storm drains and the Gil would ye collected and
placed into a used oil storage tank.

In accordance with licensee procedures the drums were required to be sampled
and analyzed for radioactive contamination. If no radioactivity was detected
in the samples, the drums could be ren.oved from the RCA. On August 2, 1996,
MM personnel requested chemistry personnel- sample the drums and Health Physics
(HP) survey the vehicle so it could leave the Radiological Control Area (RCA).
The drum samples were taken by chemistry and an HP technician surveyed the
outer surfaces of the drums and the vehicle. The vehicle with the drums of
oil and water mixture was permitted to leave the RCA before the drum sample
analysis were completed.

ATTACHME 2
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2 RII 96 A.0192

' Chemistry sent the results of the drum sample analysis to the HP department.
Later in the morning at about 6:30 a.m., the HP Operations Su>ervisor
recognized the drums had been released from the RCA prior to tle drum sample
analysis report and had the drums returned to the RCA. The HP Operations

-Supervisor initiated a CR to investigate.the problem and to develop corrective
: actions. The drums have- remained-in the RCA during the January 27 31, 1997
-inspection.

.

Health Physics Procedure (HPP) .41 " Movement of material and Equi 3 ment,"
Revision 2, dated April 23, 1996, described the licensee's process-ay which

.

Health Physics personnel can exercise positive control of materials and
equipment located in end leaving the RCA. Step 5.7 stated that the free
release of oil, liguids and bulk quantities of building or construction-

materials such as dirt and rock shall not be unconditionally released by use
of gamma ray. spectroscopy unless the samphs are analyzed on a counting system
and. meet the environmental lower limit of detection limits contained inChemistry Procedure C 200, Offsite Dose Calculation Manual. O

!

Contrary to the above, on August 2, 1996, HP technicians permitted the free
release of oil removed from the Unit 2 diesel generator catchment box without
the analysis of samples to verify the oil did not contain radioactive
material. Failure of HP personnel to analyze the contaminated oil samples
prior to releasing the oil from the RCA was a violation of the licensee's
contamination control' procedures.

In response to the violation the licensee held meetings with HP personnel to
discuss the issue. A policy letter-was issued which required the HP technical'
-supervisors to-review and authorize the free release of radioactive materials
from the RCA which are determined to be free of licensed material through the
use of gamma spectroscopy analysis. The policy letter was dated October 4,
1996, to HP staff from the Radiation Protection Hanager (RPM). The letter

-

stated. " Approval of the release shall be by review and signature ap3roval of
the radionuclide analysis report for the sam
Tag after.the RPM has signed the Blue Tag " ple and countersigning t1e Blue !

'

The licensee also revised General Maintenance Procettu*es 1 H 001C, Hechanical
Maintenance Safety Related Preventative Maintenance Program, Revision 45 and
2 H 0018, Mechanical Maintenance Safety Related Preventative Haintenance
Program Revision 45. The revisions included HP signoffs- for sampling and

-

analysis of oil removed from oil catchment boxes.

There appeared to be several problems contributing to the violation. HP
personnel failed to follow procedures for the free release of bulk materials;
there were poor communications between the Chemistry, HPs and HH personnel;
and procedural guidance in MH instructions was poor. i

The ins)ectors were unable to determine whether the use of the separators in J

the turaine building to seaarate oil and water mixtaes from the Emergency
Diesel Generator Building lad been improper. The licensee had not processed

,

any liquid.from the RCA in the separators following the event on August 2,
1996. Additionally, the inspector learned that the licensee had purchased a
separator for use in the RCA. In the future, water from any oil and water

l
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-separation will be processed by th'e Plant-Radwaste Systems and the oil removed'
from the separator will be analyzed by gamma spectroscopy. If the o"l is-

-found free of radioactive contaminates-it will beLfree released from the RCA.
This should eliminate the need to separate oil and water from the RCli outside--
the RCA in the future.

CONCLUSION:

JThe inspector substantiated the inadequate survey concern and one. violation of '
NRC requirements was identified. The inspector was unable to substantiate (1)

,

.the concern that no health physics or chemistry procedures existed to control
:the material,-and-(2) the concern that the cil and water separator ~was
operated improperly.-

This allegation is closed.

3
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ALLEGATION EVALUATION REPORT

ALLEGATION RII-96 A 0213

ADEQUACY OF HP CONTROLS AT THE RCA EXIT POINT

ST. LUCIE NUCLEAR PLANT

DOCKET NOS. 335 AND 389.

CONCERN: I

:The concerned individual' expressed an interest in the adequacy of Health
Physics-(HP) controls at the Radiation Control Area (RCA) exit point.

DISCUSSION:
1

The NRC insaections related to. the above concern are documented in NRCInspa. tion Report Nos. 50 335/97 02 and 50 389/97 02.-paragraph R1.2:
50 335/96 20 and 50 389/96 20, paragraph R1,1:' and 335/96 09 and 50 389/96 09,-

_ paragraph R1.2.

The licensee's contamination controls at the Unit I and 2 RCA portals were-
reviewed to evaluate the adequacy of|those controls in preventing the release
of radioactive contamination to unrestricted areas outside the licensee's RCA. I

iRequirements /Gui_ dance: '

Technical Specifications require written procedures be established,
implemented and maintained. The licensee's radiation protection program was
described in the Florida. Power and LightL(FP&L) Health Physics Manual and
various site radiation protection implementing procedures.

There are no-specific regulatory prescribed limits for releasing radioactive
contaminated materials from nuclear power reactor facilities. Licensee's

. establish contamination-limits are based on the minimum detectable level of
contamination that can be seen with the monitoring equipment utilized. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) provided some guidance to nuclear power
reactor facilities concerning the surveys of potentially contaminated material
in NRC Inspection and Enforcement (IE) Circular No. 81 07: " Control of
Radioactively Contaminated Material," issued May 14. 1981. Utilizing
radiation survey and analytical instrumentation, widely used in the industry
for detection of low levels of beta / gamma contamination the detection levels
recommended in the circular were 1,000 dpm/100 cm for removable contamination2

2and 5,000 dpm/100 cm for total fixed and removable contamination. . The
licensee utilizes the minimum detection levels, as described in the circular,
as the contamination release limits for items and materials leaving the RCA.
Those limits were specified in the FP&L Health Physics Manual. Items and-
materials having radioactive contamination activities above those limits wer
not to be released as clean items from the RCA.

ATTADMENT 3..
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Several years ago, St Lucie'had very good controls in place to help prevent
the uncontrolled release of contaminated or radioactive material from the RCA.
Dosimeter issuance personnel were located at a single RCA entrance and exit
point to issue dosimetry. Those personnel also observed personnel departing
the RCA. The dosimetry workers monitored the exit point and required the blue
tags be presented for items and material leaving the RCA. Blue tags provided
evidence that materials listed on the tag had been surveyed by a HP technician
and had been found free'of radioactive contar' ation and was cleared to leave a
the RCA. These were some very good contamine. On control measures for items
and enipment exiting the RCA. In recent years those controls changed.
Dosimetry workers checking the personnel leaving the RCA were removed and the
blue tag system was effectivelv eliminated. The single RCA exit point became
two primary exit points and - 'ation workers were permitted to survey their-

-

own personnel items carried i ind out of the RCA.

Licensee's have a great deal of f (ibility in establishing and implementing
radiological co ,trols for items departing RCAs. The requirements are
basically that .,urveys be appropriate and procedures be followed. The
licensee determines the implementing processes. The changes St. Lucie
management made concern 1ng controls of materials exiting the RCA were -
permissible. However, they have not been as effective as previous control
measures.

On several occasions in 1996, tools were found outside the RCA that had
contamination. activity greater than the release limits. In June of 1996, HP
personnel identified several contaminated tools outside the RCA during surveys
in the clean tool room. Those examples were identified as a procedure
violation that was issued in NRC Inspection Report 96 09, issued August 5,
1996. At that time, it was clear that the licensee had a problem with
contaminated items leaving the RCA. The violation was identified as
50 335/96 09 06, " Failure to Control Contaminated Tools In Accordance With
Licensee Procedures," -' As a result of the violation, the licensee proposed
various corrective actions, Since June of 1995, the licensee has continued to
implement additional corrective measures to improve controls of contaminated
items and materials. A list of corrective measures the licensee had
implemented included:

Revision of the radiation survry policy to require Health Physics (HP)o
personnel to perf.. m surveys of " personal items" exiting the RCA:

Assignment of a HP technician to monitor the primary RCA exit points ono
day shifts, Honday thrcugh Friday;

use of video monitoring and recording equipment to monitor radiationo
workers exiting the Unit 1 and 2 RCA control points;

Increased clean tool room routine survey frequency from monthly too
weekly;

Established a lower fixed contamination goal / limit of less than 10.000o
dpm (direct frisk) for hot tool room tools:

ATTACHMENT 3..
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Reduce the amount of t' ols located in the RCA to-o o
and efficient radiation and contamination survey: permit a more thorough

Established a larger tool room to supply all the tools used in the RCAo
during non outage periods:

Assignment of utility workers to operate the tool room on day shifts,o
Monday through Friday;

.ablished a Tool Task Team to address site tool control issue- .nd
o-

Conducted stand down meetings with HP personnel to stress the importanceo
of performing thorough unconditional release surveys.-

In November 1996, the licensee began assigning a HP Technician at each of the
RCA exits to survey'all hand carried tools and equipment of personnel leaving.-the RCA. The licensee also used video cameras and recorders in the exitportals to monitor personnel exiting the RCA.

!
,

Region II-inspectors have inspected various elements of-the licensee
contamination control- program, including the licensee's controls at the
primary exit points, during inspections inlecember of 1996 and January of1997,-- ;-

!

CONCLUSION:-

'The inspector concluded that the adequacy of HP controls at the RCA exit point
have been inadequate since 1996. As a result, several tools in excess of the
licensee's contamination limits were unconditionally released from RCA as
clean tools.;? This had been identified by the NRC as a violation in June,
1996. The inspector reviewed the status of the pro)osed licensee's corrective-
action in response to the violation and verified t1e corrective actions were
being implemented during the-December 1996 and January. 1997 inspections.

-

;

Since some of the corrective actions were only recently implemented in
November 1996, the-NRC will continue to review the effectiveness of the newly
implemented corrective actions to improve the licensee's controls of tools and

-contaminated material at St'Lucie site in future radiation protection
inspections. This allegation is considered closed.

ATTACit1ENT 3..
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-ALLEGATION EVALUATION REPORT

ALLEGATION RII-96-A-0035

0UTDATED PROCEDURES MAY BE USED FOR MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

ST LUCIE NUCLEAR PLANT

DOCKET N05. 50-335 AND 50-389
i

ALLEGATION:

The alleger stated that he had a concern related to procedure control-
practices at the St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. The alleger's concern was based on-

- personal-experience that outdated procedures-are available for maintenance
activity use-and-taat personnel on backshifts may not be able to verify
appropriate procedure revision.

'

DISCUSSION:

l. During observation of maintenance activities the inspector went with
craftsmen to the north service building where they had been instructed'

to go to-verify that the procedure they were-using were the appropriaterevisions. The requirement for the procedure user to verify that the-

correct revision of.the procedure is found in paragraph 4.5 of Document
Control Procedure No. Q16-PR/PLS-1 and the maintenance work orders. On
one occasion Revision 14 of Procedure M-0043, which the planner had !

;

furnished in the maintenance package, was found not to be the current
revision and the index for all the procedures in the cabinet was not
being maintained as instructed on the cover sheet of_ the index. The
inspector.also noted_that the doors to the room where the procedure
cabinets were kept had locks on them, which indicated that limited
access could be established for this room. However, the inspector found."

that-the index was not a. control document and the procedures in the '

cabinets were control copies of the procedures. Therefore, the
procedures superseded the index in the order of use.

'As a result of the above. findings and questions addressed to management!
concerning tne adequacy of document controls the licensee issued two
STAR Actio'n Reports (Nos. 960456 & 7). Management's attention was then
focused on appropriate corrective actions and the follcwing measures
were implemented.

All maintenance groups gow will use only one new centralized-

library in the North-Service Building. This library has an
attendant manning it and updating control procedures 1:r 10 hours
a day. The room-where the library is located has- also had the
locks removed from the doors in order that no backshift per:,onnel
are excluded from using-the facility.

'

ATTACHMENT 4 '
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The document-index cover. sheet has been revised to insure that ;--
-

this'untantrolled document is not used'for.p.'ocedure status except; - l

on.the date indicated'on the1 cover, sheet.

When planners now verify procedure revisions during~ the planning--

; stage they will double stamp the procedure and only sign one
F verification block.- This will requireithe user to also verify the

procedure.
.

An up-to-date procedure index will be established for all on-line-

computers by approximately August 1996. iWhen this enhancement is
-fully implemented,.the index will supersede all documents for
establishing < procedure status. EAll plant personnel will have
access to the index at that time.

.

'
2. This issue was' reviewed during an NRC inspection conducted Marsh 25-29,

1996 and documented in Inspection Report No 50-335,389/96-04. _This
;- . report is attached, and the specific allegation is addressed in general #

- in paragraph M3.2
.

F Conclusion:
'

The allegation was in part substantiated in that document control weaknesses
were identified. There were no violations or deviations from regulatory
re 'rements because the ' inspector did not find any example were the: control
cc ss of the procedures in the cabinets were not the correct revision to--
pe. form-the-work. In addition, the. procedure user was required by Procedure4

:No- Q16-PR/PSL-1 (Document Control) to verify the correct revision and to.

reconcile'any difference with the procedure before using it. The inspector
: observed.that maintenance personnel knew these requirements'and were-

Econforming with to them. Corrective actions taken by:the-licensee however,
should provide:significant improvements in the control of procedures.

,

;

,

;

.

!
,
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ALLEGATION EVALUATION REPORT

ALLEGATION NUMBER RIJ 96 A 0251

CONCERN 3

ALLEGED FAILURE TO MEET COMMITMENT TO RErVRBISH LIBRARY

ST, LUCIE NUCLEAR PLANT

ALLEGATION:

The alleger stated he had a_ concern related to the procedures library. He I

stated that FP&L made a commitment to the NRC to refurbish the library and man
it 10 hours per. day and FP&L has not met that commitment.

DISCUSSION:
4

There are two controlled document libraries on site. The North Service
Building is usually the library used by maintenance personnel to-verify that
they have the most recent revision of a procedure prior to starting work,

The NRC resident inspectors at St. Lucie periodically observe the status of
the procedure libraries while they cre using them to accomplish their.
inspections. They find them usually to be in acceptable order. However, to
respond to this concern, a resident inspector was-assigned in December 1996 to
retrieve _the FP&L commitment to refurbish the lib ary and to determine if-
those actions have been-accomplished.

NRC Inspection Report 96 04 section M.3 documented several corrective actions
to two STARS (960456 and 960457) written to improve the effectiveness of
-document control. -These corrective actions were actions planned by FP&L in
response to the STARS and were not commitments or regulatory obligations to
the NRC, Licensee management may modify their stated internal corrective
actions as needed. as long as regulatory commitments are met, 1.e. procedures-
in use are the correct revision. The following is a summary of the corrective
action that addresses the above allegation and the inspector's findings
documented'in report 96 04.

Corrective Action
- All- maintenance groups now use only the North Service-Building Library.
The library has an attendant manning it and updating 3rocedures 10 hours
per day. The room where the library is located has tie lock removed
-from the doors in order to' ensure that no backshift personnel are
excluded from the library, '

,

Inspector's Findings _
.

- Maintenance groups are located in the Ncrth Service Building and it is
logical to assume that the majority of the people use that library. The
South Service Building Library is equally equipped as far as procedures,
tech manuals, and drawings are concerned.

ATTACHME 5
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The North Service Building .is not continuously manned. No commitment
was made to NRC to have the library continuously manned. The Resident
Inspectors noted that, during normal business hours, there are
knowledgeable peoale available to help find things in the library.
However, on backs 11fts, one may have to search other offices in the
Service Building to find someone to help.

The interior door locks have been deactivated. The door to the outside
still- has an operable lock, but the licensee has put a sign on it not to
lock it.

A Resident Inspector observed the-condition of both libraries on December 24
-and December 28, 1996. The libraries a
All docurants were easily identifiable.ppeared very clean and well organized.There were no attendants during
either backshift observation. On January 15, 1997, the inspector verified
revisions on approximately 20 procedures in the file cabinets in both
libraries. No discrepancies-were noted.

The corrective actions proposed by FP&L in respor.se to the STARS are not
regulatory commitments to the NRC. NRC inspectors use the libraries
frequently, observe conditions periodically and have made special inspections
to review the conditions..

* 4

CONCLUSION:

This allegation was not substantiated. No deviation from an NRC conaitment
was identified. . NRC finds the current library conditions acceptable. This
concludes NRC actions on this matter.

r!
P
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NRC SUMMARY OF LICENSEE ALLEGATION RESPONSE

The following is a NRC generated summary of the FP&L res anse to
the NRC explaining the results of SPEAKOUT's inveetigation into
each of the listed concerns, and FP&L's conclusions.

CONCERN A.

SPEAKOUT concludes through interviews of plant personnel that
it was likely the incident occurred as described in the
allegation. Drums (approximately 50) were found during this

] investigation in the area as described in the allegation. The
drums had no identifying information other than a sign taped
to each drum indicating " Catchment Box Material". There is no
documentary information as to when the materials were put in
the drums, or any indication as to the drums' contents. Also
found in the area were 20 unidentified drums, 5 of which
contained an unknown material. These drums appeared to have
been recently placed in the area. Condition Report No. 97-
0659 was written to address this condition.

This part of the allegation was substantiated.

CONCERN B.

SPEAKOUT interviewed the Plant Manager and determined the PSL
Plant Manager did have a conversation with an individual (s)
relative to druas of unmarked material in the RCA. The Plant
Manager relayed the information to an HP Supervisor and
believed the problem would be resolved. SPEAKOUT could find no
documentary evidence that sampling, analysis, and labeling
occurred. Drums were found in the area in March of 1997 that
most likely are the drums described in this allegation.
SPEAKOUT could find no procedural requirement to analyze or
label such drums.

This part of the allegation was substantiated

CONCERN C.

SPEAKOUT found that until recently drums of material had been
stored in the Dry Storage Facility. The drums were taken to
the f acility for safe storage for the recent hurricane season.
There are no drums of liquid material stored in the facility
at the current time. The responsible supervisor indicated any
drum that required labeling relative to its contents was
labeled. There were a number of unlabeled drums in this group
and according to the responsible supervisor the drums did not
contain any material that required a label.

This part of the allegation was substantiated.
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Concern D.

SPEAKOUT interviewed members of the HP, Chemistry, Protective
Services, Maintenance Departments and FPL's Environmental
Group relative to this allegation. It was determined through
these interviews that periodically when the Diesel Generators
are shut down, the coolant ingredient "Nalcool 2000" is
drained from the diesel (s) , to the Diesel building floor
drains and is eventually routed to a settling basin on the PSL
property. Nalcool 2000 is primarily utilized in the diesels as
a corrosion inhibitor. At times the Nalcool is also

B discharged P o the sump areas, and becomes mixed with " oily
water", also gathered into the sump Catchment Boxes from the
diesels. Eventually, the mixture of water and Nalcool is
separated from the oil, and the water and Nalcool mixture is
discharged into the settling basin.

According to the Environmental Compliance Supervisor, the
settling basin into which Nalcool is drained, is
hydrologically isolated from any offsite fresh groundwater.
The product Nalcool is below any maximum contaminant level
(MCL) for inorganic compounds. The most harmful constituent in
Nalcool is nitrate. The allowable MCL level for nitrate is 10
mg/L. A recent tes: for nitrate levels was found to be 0.04
mg/L, well below the MCL. PSL is in compliance with the
Florida Administrative Code (FAC), and the discharges of
Nalcool to the PSL settling basin pose no danger to the pablic
health and safety. Samples from the settling basin are taken
periodically, and the results have been within acceptable
limits.

While the alleged incident did occur, SPEAKOUT concludes based
on interviews and review of associated documents, that the
practice of discharging used Nalcool to the PSL settling basin
is an acceptable practice relative to the governing
environmental regulations. The settling basin into which
Nalcool is drained, is hydrologically isolated from any
offsite fresh groundwater.

'

This part of the allegation was substantiated.

CONCERN E.

Through interviews of plant staff, an example similar to that
described in the allegation was found by SPEAKOUT. SPEAKOUT
interviewed a supervisor, who remembered the incident. It was
his opinion at that time that a respirator was not required to
perform the work. He felt, because the work area was outside,
there was no need for respirators beyond a dust mask. Also the
method used by FPL had been changed to reduce the amount of
dust.

-_ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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It was decided by the Supervisor that the crew would not be
required to do the work, even though, in his opinion, all
necessary safety precautions had been confirmed, rather than
cause the crew to perform a task for which they had
reservations as to their safety.

According to the Hazardous Materials Supervisor, the decision
as to whether- an individual should wear a forced air
respirator while performing the Carbon _ Filter change, rests
with the individual. The respirators are- available upon
request. He and others interviewed indicated that the_ process
used since about mid-1995, creates much less carbon dust than
the prior method. Previously, carbon was handled--dry, during
the entire process of refilling the Water Treatment Tanks.
When this method was used it was common to use forced air
respirators. A change in the process has resulted in wetting

'

the carbon prior to depositing the carbon into the filtration
tank, thereby creating less carbon dust.

This part of the allegation was substantiated.

CONCERN F.

SPEAKOUT reviewed completed PSL Safety Memorandum Forms 1880A
(Unsafe Condition /Act) and 1880 (Personal Injury) for the
years 1994, to present. SPEAKOUT also interviewed employees
in Protection Servi.ces (Safety) and Mechanical Maintenance,
and reviewed Work Packages associated with the removal and
replacement of resins in the Cation Dem.4~ralization and Mixed
Bed Demineralization tanks in the Stes Generator Blowdown
Building.

The review of these forms revealed that on 3-29-95, an HP
employee jammed her neck while climbing a ladder to a platform
to -take a resin sample. The employee hit her head on a-
tubelock section in position directly over the top rung of the
ladder on which she was ascending. On 12-23-95, another HP
-employee lost his balance on a Blowdown room scaf fold platform
when a board apparently came loose and tilted. The employee
was not injured and the necessary repair was made. One other
reference to an accident in-the Blowdown Building was made on
2-23-96, on a Journeyman's Work Report attached to Work Order
(WO)95035378. No Safety Memorandum was found in the
Protection Services file related to this re ference on the WO.

References to resin laying on the floor in the various rooms
in the B3owdown Building were made by several persons
interviewed. No Safety Memorandums were found in the
Protection Services files documenting this fact, or noting
that spilled resin had resulted in accident or injury. Resin
appar ntly falls from the top of the Demineralization tanks

a
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when~the tanks are. refilled, and no responsibility for the
cleanup-of resin was found during the investigation.g

, SPEAKOUT learned that the scaf folding i.n the Blowdown Building ~
rooms-(six):may have been erected as long 10_ years ago. The
scaffolding 1has remained in-place until recently (February
1997) at which time it was removed ' from the rooms. The
purpose _ of the _ scaffolding is to support workers obtaining -

' resin samples, and removing-and-replacing resins periodically
-in the Demineralization tanks.-

Condition Report No. 97-0049 was written on 1-07-97 to address l

problems associated with the structural configuration of the-

scaffolding in the; Blowdown Building, -lack of -proper
inspection- and - tagging- of- the scaffolds, -and potential
violations- of -safety- regulations _ and standards.- The j

Maintenance Support Supervisor and the Protection Services
'

Medical / Safety . Supervisor inspected the scaffolding as a -
result of the CR. They found the scaffolding was not unsafe,
but that-it did not_ meet-the requirements.of the applicable
AP,_ "Use of Scaffolds, Ladders. Boatswain's Chair and'
Manbasket s" , Rev. 9, 6 -24 -96. The Maintenance Supervisor also
noted in a hand written report of the walkdown/ inspection that

-

there was resin on the scaffold work platforms and floor.

SPEAKOUT concludes there was one recorded injury related1to
. scaffolding _in the Blowdown building within the time frame:of
1994 to present. The injury report does. not indicate' that the
' injury was the result of the . scaf fold not being -properly
assembled. Another report -documented Jan = unsafe condition '

related to a scaffolding.-platform in_the Blowdown _ Building.
No injury was reported.and' Corrective ~ Action was taken. One
other reference to an accident was made .in a Journeyman's Work

' Report. SPEAKOUT could find _no Safety Memorandum to elaborate
on this " accident".

SPEAKOUT also concludes, there is no evidence that resin on
the f:oor of the Blowdown Building contributed to any reported
accidents / injuries.. There were. no documents found. in - the

.

Protection Services Department :'oting.that resin on the floor
resulted -in _ an accident, gr that resin- on the floor was
recorted as a safety hazc?rl. There=is evidence that-resin can
ibe found on the floor of the building from time to time as:
well as on the scaffolding platforms. No responsibility for
cleanup of the spilled-resin'was found by SPEAKOUT.

~

The scaffolding _has been removed and replaced.

This part of the allegation was_ partially substantiated.

|

|
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CONCERN G.

SPEAKOUT interviewed cognizant personnel from PSL Operations,
Chemistry, HP, and Engineering and learned the Blowdown
Building (BDB) is not being utilized per the original design
for various reasons.

According to a pSL Chemistry Sunervisor, a team has recently
been formed at PSL to discuss potential problems associated
with the condition and operability of systems and components
in the Steam Generator Blowdown Building.

The issues referred to in this concern were assumed to be the
references to scaffolding accidents and the deposits of resins
found on platforms and floor (s) of the Blowdown Building.

The injuries observed by the CI(s) are presumed to be the
injuries referenced in Allegation F above. Condition Reports
have been issued to address the discrepancies.:

This part of the allegation _was substantiated.

CONCERN H.

SPEAKOUT determined that scaffolding erected in the Steam
Generator Blowdown Building approximately ten years ago has
recently been removed and replaced. The removal of the
ccaffolding was the result of an inspection by qualified
employees, which was prompted by a Condition Report written to
document safety concerns that the CR originator had with the
configuration, inspection / tagging processes associated with
the scaf folding and compliance with the latest revision to the
scaf fold erection procedure. The previous scaffolding was
determined to not be in compliance with the latest revision to
the PSL scaffolding procedure. The replacement scaffolding
was erected in accordance with the latest OSHA requirements
and PSL procedures.

All scaffolding on the site has been reevaluated and is in
compliance with the latest revision to the _ scaf folding AP.
When scaffolding is erected henceforth on the site, a -

qualified person will inspect the scaf fold for compliance with
the OSHA guidelines and the revised PSL AP.

This part of the allegation was substantiated.
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- CONCERN I.

Since the allegations and examples cited by the CIs primarily
relate to _ Maintenance Department activities, SPEAKOUT's
investigation focused first on the Maintenance supervisory
qualifications.

SPEAKOUT reviewed the career and employee. profile, and
training records of six supervisors reporting to the

-Maintenance Manager. Each supervisor was found to have been a
'

supervisor- prior to their current position, some in other
areas._ The Maintenance Manager considered the varying
experience to be a strength for the Maintenance Department.

SPEAKOUT. also reviewed a- complete list of Maintenance
Supervisors with the Maintenance Training Supervisor, to
determine whether or not the Supervisors had completed all the
necessary training for their current positions. Sixty six
Supervisors in the Maintenance discipline were reviewed. Each
has completed the required Supervisory training. Four of
these individuals were determined in a recent INPO audit
(March 1997) to have been acting indpendently in 1995, before
they had completed their qualification program. SPEAKOUT
. determined through interviews with HR and Training that a
system is now in' place to assure that all current and new
supervisors and managers meet the qualifications established
for their positions. Where additional qualifications are to
be met, a plan is - developed to complete the' necessary
training.

''

SPEAKOUT found no evidence to support that middle levels of
management are unwilling to listen to
recommendations / suggestions by plant personnel. There was no
support found for-the statement that swing, night, or day
shift supervisors do not have adequate backgrounds or
experience in the areas they supervise. The Maintenance
Manager stated that he selects his supervisors for their
leadership and interpersonal skills and considers the varied
work experience of his supervision to be a strength to the
~ Department. .All supervisors reviewed in the Maintenance
Department were found to have completed their required
Supervisory training. SPEAKOUT determined through interviews
with HR and Training that a formal system is now in place to
assure that all current and new supervisors and managers meet
the qualifications established for their positions. Where
additional qualifications are to be met, a plan is developed
to complete the necessary training. SPEAKOUT was unable to
determine what certain Senior Manager was referred to in the
allegation. However, it is the current policy and practice of
the new site VP and the Plant General Manager to regularly
meet with employees to both improve communications and solicit

- - - _ - _ - . . _ .
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their_ input.

This part. of the - allegation was partially substantiated in-

that an INPO Inspection recently determined that four'
supervisors. were -acting in -1995' before Ecompleting their
required qualification program.

_ .

CORRECTT.VE' ACTION / RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. SPEAKOUT recommended that all containers should be I

clearly labeled as:to their contents, dated the day the
material was deposited, and signed or initialed / dated by
the person in charge of the-removal process. Information
should also be on the labelJproviding the date of any
samples taken and the result _of the sample.

2.- SPEAKOUT also recommendedTthat the storage' process for
materials such as described in concern A, be reviewed:and
applicable procedures be revised / clarified to provide
adequate guidance for labeling 1and storage _of " waste"
materials.

3 ~. SPEAKOUT recommanded that- the Maintenance Department
assign.the responsibility of removing spilled resin from-
the floor- of the Blowdown, Building _ when the resin-
-exchange process dictates.

4. Training of appropriate personnel in the proper methods
of labeling and storage of.such materials __on site shouldi
be provided.

q

Condition-Report 97-0769 was issued to track Recommendations 1, 2,
-and 4, and a SPEAKOUT: Recommendation Letter dated April 22, 1997,
was-- sent - to the Maintenance Departraent Manager for Recommendation
.No. 3.
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FLORIDA POWER and LIGHT COMPA.N_Y

ST LUCIE NUCLEAR PLANT. UNITS 1 and 2
4

STATEMENT OF CONCERNS

A. In 1995 the concerned individuals (Cis) were told to move approximately seventy five 55
gal drums of liquid out of the RCA to be processed for water anci oil separation. The *

Mechanical Maintenance (MM) personnel reported that they were reluctant to take the -
drums out of the RCA because there w'as no evidence that the drums had been sampled
and analyzed and free of hazardous materials. There were no markings or|abels .
Identifying the contents on the drums. The MM personnel were concerned that the drums -
contained hazardous materials that would be released to the environment. The
Chemistry department took random samples of the drums contents and sampled the
liquid for radioactive material but did not sample for other hazardous material such as
anti-freeze.

B. The MM foreman notified the Plant Manager that he was concemed about the possible
release of hazardous material to the environment. The Cl reported that the Plant
Manager verbally committed to having the liquid material removed from the RCA properly
tested, labeled, and documented. The Cl reported that correction of the sampling,
analysis, and drum labeling activities never occurred. *

C- The Cls stated that numerous drums of liquid material being stored in the Dry Storage
Facility that were still unlabeledi The Cls stated that a HP technician had told the C!S cnd
an NRC inspector that no one knew the contents of the drums in the Dry Storage Facility.

D. The Cls reported that the water effluent from the oil and water separator had a blue color
' similar to the color of "Now Cool" a anti-freeze used in the diesel generators. The water

was routed to a storm drain that flowed into the west pond located within the protected
area.

E. - - Management has reassigned task to other work crews when a work crew raised concerns
about a particular activity. Issue belowis an example. Carbon Filters in the Water
Treatment Plant have Material Safety Data Sheets requiring workers to wear supplied air
respirators when handling filters. -When the crew raised the concem to management, the
task was assigned to another work crew and the new work crew wore dusk mask rather
than supplied air respirators when handling the materials.

F. Spilled resin and scaffold ladders in the Blowdown Building have contributed to three
. personnelinjuries, one resulting serious injury.

G. The Cls stated that a failure to properly operate the systems within the steam generator
blow down building was a root cause for many of the issues observed.

H. Scaffolds constructed within the steam generator blowdown building are not properly
assembled and are left standing too long.
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FLORIDA POWER and LIGHT COMPANY

ST. LUCIE NUCLEAR PLANT. UNITS 1 and 2

STATEMENT OF CONCERNS

1. Management does not pay attention to details. Plant Work Orders (PWOs) issued by
planning are pre-reviewed and do not get detail quality control reviews. An assessment of
the PWO process was performed by QC and identified numerous issues with inadequate
PWO planning.

J. Middle levels of management are unwilling to listen to recommendations and uggestions
by the maintenance personnel who have experience with the work activity. Many of the
personnelin middle management on swing shift and night shift do not have adequate
backgrounds and experience in the areas they supervise. Cls believe certain manager is
committed to correcting problems at St. Lucie but is hampered by middle managers that
do not know or report the true conditions of plant activities. Cls suggest that a certain
manager go directly to line personnel to find out were the problems are.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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ALLEGATION EVALUATION REPORT-

ALLEGATION NUMBER RII 97 A 0027

CONCERNS OVER CONTROL OF ON SITE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, MAINTENANCE _ MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES, AND INDUSTRIAL SAFETY CONDITIONS,

ST, LUCIE NUCLEAR PLANT

DOCKETS 50 335 AND 50 389:

ALLEGATION:

-The-ALLEGER provided a list'of ten concerns which-included aspects.of control
of potential environmentally hazardous materials on site, maintenance
management practices, and concern for industrial safety conditions. -One of
the' items concerning a OC assessment of the plant work order (PWO) process wasu -

assigned to the resident inspectors for inspection followux The remainina
items were referred to the licensee.-Florida Power and Ligit (FP&L) for their
followup and a response requested to the NRC,

!

DISCUSSION:

A NRC generated summary of the FPL response is enclosed along with this
document. FP&L's investigation-substantiated most of-the information-provided'-

in this allegation, described some-corrective actions already taken and other
future actions planned. NRC-reviewed:the FP&L response and considers it-

acceptable and concludes that the corrective actions are appropriate for the
circumstances, None of the issues discussed involve a violation of NRC
requirements. The state of Florida was informed of the issue regarding the
diesel coolant additive Nalcool being discharged to the settling basin-.

The results of NRC inspection of. the OC assessment of- the PWO process are-
included in paragraph M7.2 of inspection report 97-01. NRC concluded that the i-

assessment of the PWO process was effective in identifying needed i_mprovements !

and'was a positive step. No violation of NRC requirements occurred,

CONCLUSION:

'The allegation was partially substantia.ed as the ALLEGER described. The
licensee is taking corrective action,- NRC considers the situation acceptable

|and no violation of regulatory requirements occurred. Staff' action is
' complete on this matter and this allegation is closed.

Ad
4
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Florida Power & Light Company
ATTN: T. F. Plunkett

President - Nuclear Division
-P. O. Box-14000
Juno Beach, Florida 33408 0420

SUBJECT: NRC INTEGRATED' INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50 335/96-04 AND ;

50-389/96-04 AND NOTICE OF VIOLATION

-Gentlemen:

This refers-to the inspection conducted on February 18 through March 30. 1996.
-at the St, Lucie facility. The purpose of the inspection was to determine
whether activities authorized by the license were conducted safely and in
accerdance with NRC recuirements. At the conclusion of the inspection, the
findings were discussec with those members of your staff identified in the
enclosed report.

Areas examined during the inspection are identified in the report. Within
these areas, the inspection consisted of selective examinations of procedures
and representative records, interviews with personnel, and observation of
activities in. progress.

Based on the results of this inspection. the NRC has determined that
violations of NRC requirements occurred. The violations are ited in the-

-enclosed Notice'of Violation (Notice) and the circumstance surrounding them
are described-in detail in the subject inspection report. The violations are
of concern because they indicate that personnel- performance-with respect to
procedure compliance and usage and attention to detail perrist even after
corrective actions had been completed for previous, similar, violations.
Particularly illustrative of this point is a violation for failures associated
with the Unit 1 containment particulate / iodine / gaseous radiation monitor. The
event displayed particularly poor performance on the part of several
-individuals and included aspects of failing to access and follow a procedure.
compounded by failing to ca)italize on multiple opportunities to identify the
inoperable component througl logtaking. Logtaking weaknesses were further-
compounded by the fact that non-licensed operators taking the logs were
electronically prompted that a key parameter associated with the component's
operability was unacceptably low. The failure to pursue this condition, with
at least six logtaking opoortunities, indicates that a lack of a questioning
attitude extends to multiple personnel. It is also noted that a failure to
employ an-approved procedure lead to a condition of Emergency Diesel Generator-
inoperability (the subject of another violation in the enclosed report).

As documented in the report, we have performed an initial review of the
Licensee Event Report you submitted for the subject event. While we found

.your immediate corrective actions appropriate, we question the scope of the
actions delineated in your transmittal. Consequently, in your response to th

ATTACHMENT 1A t m e 91 10") 'W
__ _ _-___-___-_
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enclosed Notice, please describe what actions you will take to instill, in
non-licensed operators, an understanding of the vital role they play in the
early detection of off-normal conditions during logtaking and log review.
Additionally, please describe your basis for believing that other cases of
inoperability in com)onents have not been overlooked through similar errors
and any actions you lave taken (or plan to take) to identify those components
which may be rendered inoperable in a similar manner (by non Operations
personnel performing routine evolutions for which the control room may not
lave cognizance). Please plan to discuss the progress of your corrective
actions at the next FPL/NRC management meeting scheduled for June 12. 1996.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the-instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to )revent recurrence. Your response may reference or
include previous docceted correspondence, if the correspondence adequately
addresses the required response. After reviewing your response to this
Notice. including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirem ats,

in accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter, its enclosures, and your response will be placed in the NRC
Public Document Room (PDR). To the extent possible, your response should not
include any personal privacy, proprietary. or safeguards information so that
it can be placed-in the PDR without reduction.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. Pub. L. No, 96-511.

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact us.

Sincerely.

Orig signed by Kerry D. Landis

Kerry D. Landis Chief,,

}- Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects

Docket.Nos. 50-335, 50 389
License Nos. DPR-67. NPF-16

Enclosures: Notice of Violation
Inspection Report-

cc w/ encl: (See page 2)
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L cc w/en'c':
W H. Bohlke. Site Vice President

_

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
P. O. Box 128
Ft. Pierce. FL 34954 0128

H. N. Paduano, Manager
Licensing and Special Programs
Florida Power and Light Company
P, 0. Box 14000

-Juno Beach, FL -33408-0420

J. Scarola, Plant General Manager
St, Lucie Nuclear Plant
P. O. Box 128
Ft. Pierce, FL 34954 0128

E. J. Weinkam, Plant Licensing Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant.
P. O. Box 128
Ft. Pierce. FL 34954-0218

J. R. Newman, Esq.-
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius
1800 M Street, NW,

Washington, D. C. 20036-
_

John T. Butler, Esq.
-Steel. Hector-and Davis
-4000 Southeast Financial Center
Miami, FL 33131-2398

Bill Passetti
Office of Radiation Control
De)artment of Health and 1,

Rehabilitative Services
1317.Winewood Boulevard
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0700

Jack ShNve. Public Counsel
.0ffice of the Public Counsel
c/o The Florida Legislature
111 West Madison Avenue Room 8122
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1400

Joe Myers.- Director
Division of Emergency Preparedness
Department of Community Affairs
2740 Centerview Drive
Tallahassee. FL 32399-2100

.

cc w/ encl: See page 3
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cc w/ encl: Continued
Thomas R. L. Kindred
County Administrator
St. Lucie County
2300 Virginia Avenue
Ft. Pierce- FL 34982

Charles B. Brinkman
. Washington Nuclear Operations -

ABB Combustion Engineering. Inc.
12300 Twinbrook Parkway. Suite 3300
Rockville. MD 20852

Distribution w/ encl:
J. Norris NRR
B. Crowley, Ril
G. }|allstrom RII
PUBLIC

NRC Resident Inspector
U.S. Nuclear Regulato./ Comm.

.

7585 South Highway A1A
Jensen Beach, FL 34957-2010

crrftr ot! off off o!! o!! off

SIGhATURE

NAME Etee4/28 MM111er4/28 $5andin4/28 MThomas4/26 Fartgnt4/26 RChou4/27

OAft 04 / / 97 04 / / 97 04 / / 97 04 / / 97 04 / / 97 04 / / 97

COPY? Yt$ NO Y[$ NO YES NO 1ES NO VES NO YES h0

nrrier ett ett

$!GNATURf

NAM [ JColey4/26 JMoorman4/26

OATE 04 / / 97 04 / / 97 04 / / 97 04 / / 97 04 / / 97 04 / / 97

COPY? YES NO YES NO VES NO Y[5 NO VES NO VES NO

Or r iLi AL kr.CLm/ LOe r uutuMr.hi hAMt.: 6: nitutii nL9eN . MAR
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Florida Power & Light Company Docket Nos. 50-335
St. Lucie 1 License Nos. DPR-67

During an NRC inspection conducted on February 18 through March 30. 1996.
violations of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with the
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions " (60
FR 34381: June 30. 1995), the violations are listed below:

A. Technical Specification 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures be
established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities
recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33. Rev 2. February.-

1978. Appendix A. paragraph 1.d includes administrative procedures for
arocedural adherence. 015-PR/PSL-1, Rev 68. " Preparation. Revision.
Review / Approval of Procedures." Section 5.13.1. states that all
procedures shall be strictly adhered to.

Step 7.5.1.R of procedure HPP-22. Rev 2. " Air Sampling," required that
valve 3 of the Unit 1 containment Particulate lodire Gaseous Monitor be
returned to the open position following the performance of a containment
grab sample.

AP 0010120. Rev 79. " Conduct of Operations. Appendix F. " Log Keeping "
required in part, that " Log readings shall be compared to previous
readings to detect abnormal trends or conditions and verified to be
within the minimum and maximum values for that parameter. All log
readings outside the min / max values shall be circled with reasons stated
for abnormal readings (i.e. 00S. NPWO ISOL. etc)."

Contrary to the above:

1. On February 22. 1996, a health physics technician performing a
grab sample of the Unit 1 containment failed to return valve 3 to
the open position and, as a result, rendered the monitor
inoperable.

2. On February 22, 23. and 24, 1996. Senior Nuclear Plaat 03erators .

failed to perform adequate reviews of logs taken in the Jnit 1
Reactor Auxiliary Building, as the out-of-specification log
readings taken on the Unit 1 containment particulate iodine
gaseous monitor were not highlighted and explained. As a result,

the Unit 1 containment Particulate Iodine Gaseous monitor remained
inoperable and Unit 1 transitioned from Mode 3 to Mode 2 without
satisfying Technical Specification '_imiting Condition for
Operation 3.4.6.1. The Mode transition was prohibited by
Technical Specification 3.0.4.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).

n, .n /
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B. Technical Specification 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures be
established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities
recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33. Rev 2, February.
1978. Appendix A paragraph 1.d includes administrative procedures for
3rocedural adherence. 01 5-PR/PSL-1. Rev 68. " Preparation. Rev sion.i

Review / Approval of Procedures " Section 5.13,1. states that all
procedures shall be strictly adhered to.

AP 0010120. Rev 80. " Conduct of Operations." Appendix F. " Log Keeping."

Reactor Controls Operator Chronological _pulations be entered in the
required in part, that reactivity mani

Log.

AP 0010120. Rev 80. " Conduct of Operations." Appendix F. " Log Keeping."
required in part.-that abnormal conditions in turbine generator
auxiliary systems be entered in the Reactor Controls Operator
Chronological Log.

Contrary to the above:

1. On March 27. 1996. St. Lucie Unit 1 operators performed two
Reactor Coolant System dilutions (reactivity manipulations), which
were not entered in the Reactor Controls Operator Chronological
Log.

2. On March 27. 1996. hydrogen was added to restore a low pressure
condition in the St. Lucie Unit 1 generator and was not entered in
the Reactor Controls Operator Chronological Log'.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement 1)

C. Technical Specification 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures be-
established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities
recommended in' Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33. Rev 2. February.
1978. Appendix A. paragraph 1.d includes administrative procedures for
procedural adherence. 01 5-PR/PSL-1. Rev 68. " Preparation. Revision.
Review / Approval of Procedures." Section 5.13.1. states that all
procedures shall be strictly adhered to.

OP 1-2200050A, Rev 24. "1A Emergency Diesel Generator Periodic Test and
General Operating Instructions," Appendix E required, in part, that the
1A Emergency Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage Tank be recirculated by
establishing a flow path from the tank, through the transfer pump, and
through valves V17207 and V17208 back to the tank.

QI 1-PR/PSL-2 . Res 26. " Operations Organization." and AP 0010120. Rev
79 " Conduct of Operations." Appendix A. required that Senior Nuclear
Plant Operators "... report 3romptly to the Control Room any equipment
or valve manipulations so tlat the RC0 will be aware of the current
plant status."

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ .
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Contrary to the above:

1. On January 5. a Senior Nuclear Plant Operator placed the 1A
Emergency Diesel Generator Fue! Oil Storage Tank in recirculation
by isolating the discharge of the transfer pum) and allowing the
fuel to be recirculated back to the tank via t1e pump's min 1 mum

-flow line. The 1 solation of the transfer pump's discharge
resulted in the Emergency Diesel Generator being inoperable.

2. On January 5. a Senior Plant Nuclear Operator failed to notify the
Unit I control room of a valve manipulation made to place the 1A
Emergency Diesel Generator on recirculation.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement 1)

D. 10 CFR 50. Appendix B. Criterion XI. " Test Control." requires in part
that a test program be established to assure that all testing required
to demonstrate that components will perform satisfactorily in service
and that test results be evaluated to assu'e that test requirements have

Cnntrol." step 11.2.3.picalQualityAssuranceReport11.0.Rev4." Test
been satisfied. FPL To

Evaluation of Test Results." requires that
" .. documented test results shall be evaluated against the predetermined.

acceptance criteria by a group or individual having appropriate
qualifications."

Contrarytotheabove.onHa{v
22. 1993, the licensee failed to

adequately evaluate Unit 1 C DM coil resistance test iesults to assure
that test requirements were satisfied as specified in PWO 63/0046 for
PC/M 133 191. This resulted in not identifying and dispositioning 11
CEDMs coils whose resistance readings did not meet the s)ecified item
#11. Acceptance Criterie of Attachment 4. "PC/M Testing )ocument "

This is a Severity Level IV violation-(Supplement 1)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.101, the Florida Power & Light Company
is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ATTN: Document Control Desk. Washington. 0.C.
20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator Region 11. and a topy to the
NRC Resident inspector at the facility that is the subject of this Notice,
within 30 days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice o' Violation
(Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of
Violation" and should inc!wie for each violation: (1) the reason for the
violations. or. if contesteu the basis for disputing the violations. (2) the
corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved. (3) the
corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and.(4) the
date when full compliance will be achieved. Your response may reference or
include previous docketed correspondencc if the correspondence adequataly
addresses the required response. If an adequate reply is not received within
the time specified in this Notice, an order or a Demand for Information may be
issued as to why the license should not be modified. suspended, or revoked, or
why such other action as may be proper should not be taken. Where good cause
is shown, consideration will be given to extenGiry the response time.

I
_ _ _ J
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Decause your res)onse will be placeo in *,he NRC Public Document Room (PDR). to
.the extent possi)le, it should not include any personal privacy, aroprietary.
or. safeguards-information so that it can be placed in the PDR witaout-
reduction, However, if you find it necessary to iaclude such information, you
should clearly indicate-the specific in 4rmation that you desire not to be
placed in the-PDR. and provide the lega', basis to support your request for
withholding the informG ion from the public,

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this 129th_ day of _ April _1996,

.

-

._ =_ -= _=

m
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e- e' 101 MARIETTA STREET. N.W.. SUITE 2500
$ -| ATLANTA, GEORGIA 303234100 !'
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-U.S.: NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION 11 |
,

I
*

Docket Nos: 50 335. 50 389
License Nos: -DPR 67. NPF lE !

!

Report No: 50-335/96 04. 50 389/96 04
,

'
.

Licensee: Florida Power & Light Co. j

;

Facility: St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Units 1 & 2
!

Location: 9250 West Flagler Street
-Miami. FL 33102

,

Dates: February 18 March 30. 1996-

Inspector: Edwin Lea-Jr for -4/28/96- !

R. Miller. Sr. Resident Inspector Date Signed

Accompanying Inspectors:

S. Sandin, Resident inspector
M.~ Thomas.- Reactor inspector, paragraph M2
F. Wright. Reactor ins
0aragraphsRI.R3.R5pector,R6. R7. and R8

Chou Reactor-Inspector. >

,oragraphs 1.2.1 through 1.2.4
E. Lea Project Engineer,
paragraphs 04.2, 04.4. M8.2. M8.3, and M8.4
J.-Coley. Reactor Inspector,
paragraphs M1.2.5 through'l.2.10 and M3.2 '

J. Moorman, License Examiner, paragraphs 04.3-
and 05-

'

,

Approved by: K. Landit 4/29/96
K. Landis. Branch chief Dite Signed
Division of Reactor Projects
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Units 1 & 2
NRC Inspection Report 50 335/96 04. 50 389/96-04

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations,
maintenance. and plant support. The report covers a 6 week period of resident
inspection: in addition. it includes input from regional inspectors in the
areas of Maintenance and Plant Support.

'herations

Operators performd well during a Unit I dropped CEA event on Februarye
22. Response to the transient, declaration of an Unusual Event, and a
manual reactor trip (inserted when f;, Jwater anomalies were ident 'ied)
were all timely and appropriate,

On March 4, while a Unit 1 MTC test was being conducted. CEA #1 wase
declared inoperable during installation and removal of test equipment
with no Equipment Out 0f Service Log entry made (NCV 50 335/96 04-08.
"f ailure to log an 005 CEA in the Equipment Out-Of Service Log").

The return to power of Unit I was complicated by an attempt toe
synchronize to the grid with the main generator disconnects open. An
inadequate procedure was the root cause (NCV 50-335/96 04 07.
" Inadequate procedure leads to switchyard misalignment".

Walkdowns of both units' Containment Spray systems resulted in thee
identification of a number of procedural. drawing and hardware
deficiencies. Based on the number of deficiencies identified the
in:pectors expanded the scope of the detailed walkdowns to include the
intake Cooling Water System of both units. At the close of the
inspection period the reviews were not complete. The issue will be
tracked as an unresolved item (ld! 96 04-05. " Configuration Control
Management").

* Control room observations resulted in the identification of:

e a failure to employ a procedure for boric acid addition (an
additional example of a previous violation - VIO 96 03 01)
failures to make required log entries for reactivity manipulationse
and a main generator hydrogen addition (VIO 96-04-02)

A containment gaseous / particulate / iodine monitor was rendered inoperablee
due to a failure to follow procedures. combined with a lack of proper
follow through on the part of non-licensed operators taking logs (VIO
96-04-01).

An Emergency Diesel Generator was rendered inoperable due to a failure*

to follow procedures while placing the fuei oil tank on recirculation
(V10 96-04-03).

The requalification program is supporting management expectations for*

operations and covering timely and important topics,

1

.. .
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* The Unit 1 TS 3.6.2.2.a and the UFSAR Table 6.2-22 is inconsistent with
respect to NaOH concentration. Pending further NRC review. failure to
update the UFSAR is an un esolved item (URI 50 335.389/96-04 09. Failure
to Update UFSAR).

|
Maintenanca

The procedures used for testing and maintenance on a number of observed j
e

maintenance activities were adequate to provide the details for the <

craft to perform maintenance. inspection. and calibration. The crafts
were knowledgeable and skillful in doing work. The inspectors were
satisfied with the work performed. However. One weakness was observed
for a crew not signing and dating the working copy of the Work Order in
the field prior to physically starting work,

A review of maintenance procedure revision control indicated that thee
licensee's program contained vulnerabilities which could result in the
wrong revision to a given procedure being used in the field The
licensee's corrective actions were satisfactory.

The Lack of a preapproved structured troubleshooting plan for a CEA*

problem, especially ':ensidering the short TS ADT involved, was
considered a weakness,

There were weaknesses noted in the licensee's maintenance programe
relative to the SBCS valves and MFRV.

Reviews of historical data for CEA maintenance revealed that post-e
modification testing acceptance criteria for Unit 1 CEA power cables
were not applied to post modification test data (VIO 96 04 04).

Closecut of an Unresolved item concerning poor HP work practices*

exhibited by maintenance personnel resulted in a non-cited violation for
failure to adhere to Radiation Work Permit requirements (NCV 96 04 05)

Enaineerino

The engineering disposition for a deficiency identified in Unit 1e
Boroflex panel length was reviewed and found to be satisfattory.

Plant Sunnort

e Based on interviews with licensee staff. record reviews, and
observations made during tours of licensee facilities: the inspector
found the RP program to be adequately managed and internal and external
exposure control programs were effectively implemented with all
radiation exposures within 10 CFR Part 20 limits. One non-cited
violation was identified concerning failure to follow procedures for the
control of contaminated tools utilized in the licensee's radiological
control area (NCV 96 04 06).
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The permanent modifications for cooling Unit 2 Containment Building ine

1995 was a positive step in increasing worker efficiency and reducing
collective outage dose and number of personnel contamination events.
The modification demonstrated managements commitment to worker safety.
RP and ALARA.

Unplanned mainten6nce activities and rework significantly increasede
outage work in 1995 and was the primary reason the licensee exceeded its
1995 annual collective dose goal of 283 person-rem by approximately 129
person-rem. This was basically a maintenance and operations problem
adversely impacting the station ALARA program.

.. __ _
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Report Details

Summary of Plant Status

Unit 1

Unit 1 o>erated at full power from the beginning of the inspection Seriod
until Fe)ruary 22, when a manual trip was initiated during a unit slutdown,
The shutdown was the result of'a dropped and unrecoverable CEA. The unit
achieved criticality on February 24 and returned to full power operations on
February 25. On March 26. the unit was downpowered for waterbox cleaning.
The unit returned to full power on March 29 and remained at full powe through
the end of the inspection period.

Unit 2

Unit 2 operated at essentially full power throughout the inspection period.

I. Doerations

01 Conduct of Operations (71707, 61726, 93702)

01.1 General Comments

Using Inspection Procedure 71707, the inspectors conducted frequent
reviews of ongoing plant operations. In general. the conduct of opera-
tions was professional and safety conscious: specific events and
noteworthy observations are detailed in the sections below.

01.2 Unit 1 TS reauired shutdown / trio

On February 22. at 8:55 a.m.. Unit 1 began FLCEA testing aer OP 1-
0110050 " Control Element Assembly Perio<iic Exercise." T11s test is
performed at least once every 92 days in modes 1 or 2 as required by TS
4.1.3.1.2 to verify operability of each-full-length CEA not fully
inserted. Per the test methodology. each full length CEA is inserted at
least 7.5 inches. All CEAs in Grc ys 1. 2 and 3 were successfully
exercised. At 10:03 a.m. when o)erators were preparing to exercise CEA
#57 (the last CEA in Group 4). CEA #20 (Group 2) dropped. Power
initially fell to 93 percent. Operators responded promptly by matching
turbine load per ONOP 1 0110030. "CEA Off Normal Operation and
Realignment." Efforts to recover CEA #20 were unsuccessful and,
consequently, a Unit 1 shutdown per TS 3.0.3 and NOUE occurred.

The vispector was present in the control room and observed the decision-
making process leading to a unit shutdown. . Initially, Unit i entered TS
3.1.3.1. action statement "e" which stated "With one full length CEA
misaligned from any other CEA in its group by 15 or. more inches.
operation in Modes 1 and 2 may continue provided that the misaligned CEA
is positioned within 7.5 inches of other CEAs in its group within the

- time constraints shown in Figure 3.1-la." Figure 3.1-la allowed 60 - - -
-minutes to restore CEA group alignment.

_ _______ - _______-____
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At 10:30 a.m.. when it became clear that CEA #20 was not recoverable,
action statement f was entered. Action statement f stated:

"With one full length CEA misaligned from any other CEA in its
group by 15 or more inches beyond the time constraints shown in<

Figure 3.1 la.' reduce power to less than or equal to 70 percent of
|r

rated thermal power prior to completing action f.1 or f.2. i

f.1 Restore the CEA to operable status within the specified
alignment requirements, or t

f.2 Declare the CEA inoperable and satisfy the shutdown margin !

requirements of Specification 3.1.1.1 After declaring the
CEA inoperable. operation in Modes 1 ard 2 may continue
pursuant to the requirements of Specification 3.1.3.6
provided:

'

I a) Within one hour the remainder of the CEAs in the group
with the inoperable CEA shall be aligned to within 7.5
inches of the inoperable CEA while maintaining the
allowable CEA sequence and insertion limits shown on
Figure 3.1-2: the thermal power level shall be
restricted to Specification 3.1.3.6 during subsequent
operation period. r

b) The shutdown margin requirement of Specification
3.1.1.1 is determined at least once per 12 hours."

'

The shutdown margin calculation was performed using OP 1 0110055.
" Surveillance i!quirements for Shutdown Margin. Modes 1 and 2- >

(Critical)." ' nere was a discussion between operations and reactor
,

engineering on whether the vore restrictive PDil of Unit l's Plant
Physics Curve C.5 as referenced for an immovable CEA were applicable.
If so, this would require reducing power to less than approximately 34
percent within 1 hour. It was concluded that immovable referred to a
withdrawn stuck CEA and was not a)plicable in this case. However. TC
#1-96 33 was issued to document t1is clarification.

At 12:00 p.m.. Unit 1 entered TS 3.0.3 since CEA #20 could not be
realigned within the one hour allowed for continued operation. At 12:05
p.m. the NPS declared an NOUE based on increased Awareness due to a
Shutdown required by Technical Specifications for which the required
shutdown is not reached within tie action limits. Since TS 3.1.3.1 had
no explicit requirement or allowed time associated with a single
inoperable CEA not aligned within 7.5 inches of the other CEAs in the-
group.' .the licensee's entry i_nto TS 3.0.3 was appropriate. However. the
basis for the declaration of an NOUE was incorrect. TS 3.0.3 stated
"When a LC0 is not met. except as provided in the associated action
requirements within one hour action shall be initiated to_ place the
unit in a mode in which the specification does not apply by placing it,
as applicable in at least hot standby within the next six hours." An :

NOUE would have been required if the unit was not in hot standby within
,

v-w- .-r-v. v,w,-s-,-=,,---4 --.-w - ~ -. mew,p,,.-,.-m-- ,,.,w.,-- - -,,-.,y,,.-.i- < ---w +----w -- 9vv y - -, e - - - -
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seven hours. The inspector reviewed EPIP 3100022E. " Classification of
Emergencies." and concluded that the NOUE was voluntary based un
criteria 6.A. for Unusual Event. " Emergency Coordinator's Judgement that
plant conditions exist which warranted increased awareness on the part
of the operating staff and/or local authorities."

During the shutdown at approximately 30 percent power with only the "lB"
MFW pump in service, operators observed fluctuations in SGWLs. An
attempt to take manual control of-the "lA" MFRV and prevent overfeeding
the SG was unsuccessful. The NPS directed operators to manually trip
the unit at approximately 26 percent power. Various equipment problems
were encountered following the trip and during restart which are
discussed in paragraphs M2.1 of this report.

At 1:30 p.m.. the NOUE was exited with Unit 1 stable in hot standby
(mode 3)

The inspector observed the operators respond to the dropped CEA #20 and
implementing the Emergercy Plan. Operator response was considered

.?xcellent. All recuired actions were promptly executed with a minimum
of direction proviced by supervision.

The inspectors reviewed the )ost trip package which was, with the
exceptions noted in paragrap1 M1.2. considered acceptable.

On February 23. at 9:00 a.m.. Unit 1 commenced a startu). During
withdrawal of Shutdown Bank "A" for an operability checc. CEA #47
dropped from 12 inches to the bottom. At 11:55 a.m. the remaining

- Shutdown Bank "A" CEAs were driven to the bottom and the startup
terminated. A containment entry was made for 1&C troubleshooting of CEA
#47 3roblem. See paragraph M1.2 of this report 'ar a discussion of CEA
trou)leshooting issues.

Unit 1 completed a second startup and was returned to service on
February 24. See paragraph 01.3 of this report.

01.3 Unit i Switchyard Electrical Misalianment

On February 24. at 2:15 a.m.. Unit I commenced a second startup with
entry into Mode 1 on February 25. at 12:33 a.m. After closing the Main
Generator Output Breaker during synchronization with the Grid, operators
received annunciator C 29. " GENERATOR MOTORING." and noted that the
synchroscope continued to rotate. The Main Generator Out>ut Breaker ms
opened to prevent a backup lockout and Generator trip. T1e licensee
determined that both Unit 1 Generator Disconnects. 8G27 and 8G29 were
open (the Main Generator disconnects are opened per procedure if the
unit is off line more than 4 hours by eithe- OP 1-0030125. " Turbine

Shutdown - Full Load to Zero load " step'IC
8.29 or, in this case.1 EOP-

02. " Reactor Trip Recovery " step 20). 1-96-036 to OP 1-0030124
" Turbine Startup Zero to Full Load." was issued to restore the
switchyard lineup following which, the Main Generator was successfully
synchronized to the Grid.

.. . . ..

..- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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The inspector identified several weaknesses regarding the switchyard
misalignment:

No STAR or IHE was generated documenting that an inadequatee
procedure was identified during use which resulted in an
anticipatory alarm that a generator backu) lockout would occur.
An Operations Department Problem Report (Jata Sheet 7) was
completed, however, AP No. 0010120 Rev 79. " Conduct of Operations"
step 8.0 states that " Problem reports should be utilized to
supplement other reporting and corrective processes: 1.e. LER.
lHE."

,

Completed OP l 0030124 did not document any repeated stepso
following the initial failure to synchronize to the grid as
reported in the RC0 log entry of 3:55 a.m.

* OP 1 0030124 was revised in October 1995 adding a @JT1 before step
8.1 which stated "if startup of the turbine is a result of a
turbine trip OR Turbine shutdown and the cause has been corrected.
Then the subsequent restart can be commenced with Section 8.3."
This revision failed to provide a separate verification that the
Unit 1 Generator Disconnects. 8G27 and 8G29. were CLOSED as was
accomplished in step 8.1.4 if steps 8.1 and 8.2 were not
performed. The inadequate procedure. OP 1-0030124, constitutes a
violation of minor significance and is being treated as a NCV.
consistent with Section IV of the NRC Enforcement Policy. (Closed)
NCV 50 335/96 04 07 " Inadequate procedure leads to switchyard
misalignment"

* TC 1 96 036 added the above verification as step 8.3.1
resequencing all other steps in section 8.3. Since the completed
OP 1 0030124 did not document any repeated steps, the inspector
concluded that this step was performed out-of sequence.

The licensee initiated a Data Sheet 7 (Operations Department Problem
Report) to document this event. Unit 1 completed the power ascension
without further incident.

02 Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment (71707) ;

i

02.1 Enaineered Safety Feature System Walkdowns
j

The inspectors used Inspection Procedure 71707 to walk down accessible
portions cf the following ESF systems: l

a. During the week of March 4. the inspector performed a walkdown of
the Unit 1 Containment Spray System. This consisted of a review
of the following procedures and engineering drawings and

-

verification of current system alignment including:

OP 1-0420020. Rev 31. " Containment Spray -. Initial Valve*
Alignment"
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010P l 0030131. Rev 62. " Plant Annunciator Summary"e
e Applicable Engineering Drawings

The following discrepancies were noted:

(1) OP 1 0420020. Rev 31. " Containment Spray - Initial Valve
Alignment"

e V07230 was listed as Locked Closed, however, no lock
was installed.

V07163 and V07191 positions were given as Closed*
although they were Administratively Controlled as
Locked Closed per AP 1 0010123 and did have locks
installed.

e Precaution 4.1 stated that "Certain valves in this
system are M jned for shutdown cooling and must not
be repositioned without considering the impact upon
shutdown cooling. These valves will be designated."
The following valves were not designated as shown in
OP l-0010123 (sheets 43, 46, and 52):

* V07161 (sh. 43). V07164 (sh. 46) and MV 07-3A.
MV-07 3B (sh. 52) were designated " Locked Closed
when Shutdown Cooling in service "

V07130 was Locked Closed during cooldown ande
should have been annotated by Note 2. "These
valves are positioned as part of heatup and
cooldown."

e MV 07 1A and MV-07 1B were annotated with Note 2.
however, they were not rcpositioned Locked Closed per
OP l-0030127 (Cooldown) and OP 1-0030121 (Heatup - sh.
14. 15) only ensured that these valves were Open or
Locked Open.

V07160 h;id no valve tag or other identifier.*

e V07224 and V07225 descriptions were not consistent
with AP l-0010123.

* SE-07 1A. SE-07 2A SE-07-1B. SE-07-28 descriptions
were not consistent with RTGB-106 tag identification.

(2) ONOP 1 0030131. Rev 62. " Plant Annunciator Summary"

e Annunciator R 2 CAUSTIC TANK PRESS HIGH
_

Setpoint 7 psig was incorrect. PIS-07-7 was set at 8
psig increasing (TEDB).

_ _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _
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e Annunciator R-12 CAUSTIC TANK LEVEL LOW / LOW LOW
1

Setpoint in TED8 was given as 65" decreasing and 3" |

decreasing. Gallonage was from strapping table which |

was not refererced. The Sensing Element LIS 07 7D
only closed one of four NaDH admission valves. The.

other three closed on a Caustic Tank Level Low Low
setpoint of 3" decreasing from LIS 07 7A. LIS 07 7B
and LIS 07 7C.

e Annunciator R 21 CONTMT SPRAY HEADER A PRESS LOW

Sensing element was identified as PT-07 3A. rather
than PIS-07-3A appearing on CWD 362

e Annunciator R-22 CONTMT SPRAY HEADER B PRESS LOW

Sensing element was identified as PT-07 3B rather than
PIS 07-3B appearing on CWD 362

e Annunciator R-31 CONTMT SPRAY FCV 07-1A Fall TO OPEN

Setpoint of 10 seconds after OPEN signal was not shown
on CWD 289. CWD showed alarm after 15 seconds.

e Annunciator R 32 CONTMT SPRAY FCV 07-1B Fall TO OPEN

Setpoint of 10 seconds after OPEN signal was not shown
on CWD 289. CWD showed alarm after 15 seconds.

(3) Engineering Drawing

8770 G 088. " Flow Diagram Containment Spray ande
Refueling Water Systems." Rev 31

LT 07-7A is shown isolated by V07237 and V07244.
Field verification found junction box with cable to LT
labelled as LT 07-7C.

LT 07-7C is shown isciated by V072387 and V07243.
Field verification found junction box with cable to LT
labelled as LT 07 7A.

V07223. V07230 and V07233 were not shown as Locked
| Closed.

V07152 1B SDC HX Outlet vent was installed at the
bottom of the pipe. thus appearing unable to vent the
pipe. In contrast. V07148 1A SDC HX Outlet vent was
installed on the top of the pipe.
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(4) OP 1 0010123. Rev 100. " Administrative Control of Valves.
Locks and Switches"

e V07223. V07230 and V07233 were Locked Closed in OP 1
0420020. however none were Administratively
Controlled per AP l 0010123.

V07145. V07130. V07255. V07257 (sh. 72). and V07271,e
V07272 (sh. 74) were npt designated " Valves Locked
Closed if Shutdown Cooling in service or less than
1750 psia RCS Pressure" as was done for Unit 2.

MV 07 3A and MV 07 3B (sh. 43. 46 and 52) appeared in*

Appendix "f." TC# 2 95 683 transferred the
functionally equivalent valves MV 07 3 and MV 07 4
from Appendix "F" to Appendix "L." MV 07 3A and MV-
07-3B were also repositioned by OP 1 0030127
(Cooldown). This was identified as an inconsistency
between Units.

b. During the week of March 11. the inspector performed a walkdown of
the Unit 2 Containment Spray System. This consisted of a review
of the following procedures and engineering drawings and<

verification of current system alignment including:

OP 2 0420020. Rev 19. " Containment Spray Initial Valvee

Alihnment"ON0 2-0030131. Rev 50 " Plant Annunciator Summary"e
Applicable Engineering Drawingse

The following discrepancies were noted:

(1) OP 2 0420020. Rev 19. " Containment Spray Initial Valve
Alignment"

V07106. V07390 through V07393. V07191 and V07163e
positions were given as Closed although they were
Administratively Controlled as locked Closed per AP 2-
0010123.

MV 07-3 and MV 07-4 positions were given as Open*

although they were Administratively Controlled as
Locked Open by keyswitch at RTGB-206 per AP 2-0010123.

V29429 and V29430 (Nitrogen Supply) were not included*

in initial lineup as was done for Unit 1.

V3868 2A SDC HX Outlet Vent was omitted from lineup.*

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ . _
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Vaives whose positions would be verified by controle
room indication. e.g. SE 07 3A. SE-07-3B. MV-07-1A.
MV 07 18. MV-07-3. MV-07-4. etc., were not identified
as was done for Unit 1.

e Precaution 4.1 stated that "Certain valves in this
system are aligned for shutdown cooling and must not
be repositioned without considering the impact upon
shutdown cooling. These valves will be designated."
The following valves were not designated as shown in
OP 2 0010123 (sheets 51. 54. 84 and 85):

e V07162 (sh. 51) and V07165 (sh. 54) were
designated " Locked Closed when Shutdown Cooling '

in service."

e V07145. V07130 (sh.85). and SH07248. SH07252.
SH07253 (sh.84) were designated " Valves Locked
Closed if Shutdown Cooling in service or less
than 1750 psia RCS Pressure."

(2) ONOP 2 0030131. Rev 50 " Plant Annunciator Summary"

e Annunciator S 10 HYDRAZlNE TK LEVEL L0

Setpoint of 35.5 inches was incorrect. PCM 109 294
issued 9/16/94 changed setpoint to 36.7 inches. TEDB
has no reference to this setpoint.

e Annunciator S 20 HYORAZINE TK LEVEL LO L0

Auto Action that Hydrazine pumps 2A/2B stop was
unrelated to Sensing Element LIS 07-9. Sensing
Elements LS 07-10A and LS 07 10B stopped Hydrazine
Pumps 2A and 2B and closed SE 07 3A and 3B at the same
setpoint as LIS 07-9.

(3) Engineering Drawing

2998 G-088. " Flow Diagram Containment Spray ande
Refueling Water Systems." Rev 23. Sh 1

V07101 (B6) and V07106 (D4) were shown as Closed
instead of Locked Closed.

V07334 (FS) and V07335 (GS) were shown as Open instead
of Locked Open.

" LOW LEVEL STOPS PUMP & CLOSES VALVE" (F1 and F3) was
incorrect. The note should have read '' LOW-LOW LEVEL
STOPS PUMP & CLOSES VALVE."

. _ _ _ _ _ _
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e 2998-G-088, " Flow Diagram Containment Spray and
Refueling Water Systems". Rev 23. Sh 2
V07390 through V07393. V07191 and V07163 (C2 3. D2 3)
were shown as Closed instead of Locked Closed.

(4) OP 2-0010123. Rev 69. " Administrative Control of Valves.
Locks and Switches"

56.1 incorrectly references St. Lucie Unit 1 UFSAR.e

* TC# 2-95-683 transferred valves MV-07-3 and MV-07 4
from Appendix "F" to Appendix "L" and s' ted the
reason for the change in part. as "MV-07-3&4 are to
be :losed until mode 3/1750 psia." however, the change
failed to annotate the position with "#". " Valves
Locked Closed if Shutdown Cooling in service or less
than 1750 psia RCS Pressure" as appears on sh. 84.

Note "#," " Valves Locked Closed if Shutdown Cooling ine
service" on sh. 85 was not complete. It should have
included "or less than 1750 psia RCS Pressure" - see
GP 2-0030127 (Cooldown),

e TC# 2 95-688. Section G. " Authorization Dat!" left
blank.

The licensee documented the inspector's findings on STAR 951515 and
PMAl 96 03-402 and 403. The number of findings suggested that a
potential configuration control weakness existed. In an effort to
established whether or not programmatic weaknesses rise to a level
requiring enforcement. the inspectors expanded the scope of the detailed
walkdowns to include the intake Cooling Water System of both units. At
the close of the inspection Seriod the reviews were not complete.
Accordingly, the issue will 3e tracked as an unresolved item (URI 96-04-
05. " Configuration Control Management").

Equipment operability material condition, and housekeeping were accept-
able in all cases. Several minor discrepancies were brought to the
licensee's attention and were corrected. The inspectors identified two
areas of concern as a result of these walkdowns:

a. On Unit 1. the licensee's failure to identify and correct during
previous system alignments the misidentification of LT 07 7A and
LT 07-7C as noted in paragraph 02.1.a(3) above.

b. On Unit 2 the licensee's failure in implementing PCM 109-294
Attachment 1 (TEDB) and the Other Affected Documents " Plant to
identify any affected procedure which may require revision due to
this modification. including the annunciator procedures" as noted
in paragraph 02.1.b(2) above.

1
l

4

- _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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02.2 Eauipment Clearances

The inspectors independently verified the following equipment clearances
for correctness:

a. 1 96 02-125 on Feed Reg Backup Air - This clearance consisted of
four tags isolating the Backu) Air supplies to FCV-9011. FCV 9021.
lA HSIV Accumulator and the 13 MSIV Accumulator, which were no
longer in use. All tags were in place and the valves were in the
correct position. During verification the inspector identified
two discrepancies to the ANPS and the Work Control Center:

(1) Two of the tags were weathered and needed to be reolaced.
(2) Twenty Administratively Controlled valves i.e. all of the

"lA" and "18" MSIV valves listed in Appendix N of AP 1
0010123 Rev 100. " Administrative Control of Valves. Locks
and Switches." had locks installed, however none have
position placards attached as required by AP 0010143 Rev 11.
" Labeling /laggir.g of Plant Ecuipment." step 8.1.11. Similar
valves on Unit 2 were removec as Administrative Controlled
valves by TC #2 95 688 issued December 29, 1995 and did not
have locking devices installed.

b. 1-96 03-132 on replacement of HVA 3B - This clearance consisted of (
two tags isolating the electrical supply to the HVA 3B. Both tags /
were in place and the breakers in the correct position.

c. 1-96-03 134 on MV 09 14 Cross-Tie between AFW Pump "10" discharge
to SG "1A" - This clearance consisted of one tag isolating the
electrical supply. The tag was in place and the breaker in the
correct position.

d. 2-96-03 023 on Condensate Pump "2B" - This clearance consisted of
two tags; one aligning the power supply to the "2C" Condensate
Pump and the other isolating the suction side of the pump. Both
tags were in place and the transfer switch and the suction valve
in the correct positions,

e. 2-96-03-102 on the New Fuel Storage Area Crane - This clearance
consisted of one tag isolating the electrical supply. The tag was
in place and the breaker in the correct position.

The inspectors noted that Operations appears to be improving in the area
of attention to detail in clearance preparation.

03 Operations Procedures and Documentation (61726)

03.1 OP 3200051. Rev 16. "At Power Determination of Moderator Temperature
Coefficient and Power Coefficient"

"
- This procedure provided the method for determining MTC at aower and was

performed per TS 4.1.1.4.2.c which required verification tlat MTC was

.

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _
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within TS 3.1.1.4 limits "At any THERMAL POWER. within 7 EFPD after
reaching a RATED THERMAL POWER equilibrium boron concentration of 300 *

ppm."

On March 4. Unit I commenced the MTC test. During insertion o' CEA #1
from 105 inches to 104 inches to maintain delta T power at 100 percent.
CEA #1 dropped. Operators entered ONOP l 0110030. "CEA Off-Normal." and
took the required actions to reestablish CEA alignment. The MTC test
was exited and a STAR written to investigate and correct the cause of
the dropped CEA. Vendor representatives were called onsite to evaluate
the )revious visicorder readings taken on CEA #1 following replacement
of t1e timer card on March 2 (NPWO 63/5079).

After a discussion with Operations. 1&C (in conjunction with a:1
independent vendor review) concluded, after performing a system
evaluation and procedural review, that the CEA #1 drop may have been a
result of " operator technique." 1.e. allowing the Rod Control System to
stop inward CEA motion before depressing the CEA Motion inhibit (CMI)
bypass to resume inward motion and releasing the CMI bypass switch
prematurely after stopping CEA inward motion. TC #0 96 031 to the MTC
procedure )rovided clear instructions to operators on use of the CMI a

fbypass pus 1 button momentary switch to preclude dropping a CEA.

On March 6. the inspectors attended a management review meeting where a
plan of action was adopted prior to recommencing the MTC test on March
7. It was decided at this meeting that CEA #1 would be declared
INOPERABLE during connection and removal of test dipment. This
decision was based on a voluntary entry into TS 3.1.3.1 for planned
maintenance should the CEA drop.

On March 7. the ins)ector attended the pretest brief held in the Unit 1 I
control room. The )rief was thorough and included the management
decision to declare CEA #1 INOPERABLE during installation and removal of
test equipment.

The inspector remained in the control room during performance of the
test and made the following observations:

CEA #1 was declared INOPERABLE during instalht'.on and removal ofo
test equipment with no Equipment Out 0f Service Log entry made.

CEA #1 was paralleled to CEA #68 during installation and removal
of test equipment. This cnsured that loosening terminal olock
connectionscouldnotinadvertentlycauseCEAkltodrop
However,anyattempttomoveaparalleledCEAwouldresuitine
drop since a paralleled CEA receives power to the Upper Gripper
coil only. Thus, operators logged CEA #1 IN0DERABLE and entered
TS 3.1.3.1.c which stated:

"With one full length CEA inoperable due to causes other than
addressed by Action a above. but-within its above specified-

alignment requirements and either fully withdrawn or within the

_ _ - _ . |
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long tenn steady state Insertion limits if in CEA group 7
operation in MODES 1 and 2 may continue."

TS 3.1.3.1.a described "1noperable CEAS" as those CEAs being
immovable as a result of excessive friction or mechanical
interference or known to be untrippable. Thus. CEA #1 was not
inoperable er TS as it both satisfied alignment criteria and was
mechanica11 free to perform it safety function.

Foilowing a discussion with the ANPS the inspector concluded that
the failure to complete an Equipment Out 0f Service Log entry was
a cognitive error attributable to several factors:

e The decision to declare CEA #1 INOPERABLE and enter TS
3.1.3.1.c for installation and removal of test equipment was
briefed as part of the test evolution and entirely
voluntary,

o TS 3.1.3.1.c had no action times associated with an LCO.

For the above reasons, the inspector concluded that operators
viewed this as being controlled within the context of an
infrequently performed test or evolution and forgot the
administrative requirement for entry in tne Out 0f Service Log.
Although the requirement to complete an Equipment Out-Of Service
Log entry was not met, the inspector attributed the cause to
simplecognitiveerrorwithnosafetysignificance. The
inspector s evaluation of safety significance is based on:

RCO log entries documenting installation and removal of teste
equipment for CEA #1 which clearly identified when the CEA
was considered inoperable.

CEA #1 remained capable of performing its safety function at*

all times.

Consequently, the failure to log an 00S CEA in the Equipment Out-
Of-Service Log constitutes a violation of minor significance and
is being treated as a NCV. consistent with Section IV of the NRC-

Enforcement Policy. (Closed) NCV 50-335/96-04-08 " Failure to Log
an 005 CEA in the Equipment Out-Of Service Log"

Independent verification of 1&C jumper.e

I&C installed a jumper per step 8.5.1 of the test proc.aure in
order to clear CWP and allow CEA withdrawal to avoid a trip. The
inspector observed both the installation and somewhat informal
independent verification. The technician who performed the
independent verification pointed out the location where the jumper
was to be installed before installation and remained at the
instrument cabinet during installation. The Maintenance Manager,
who was in the control room at the time, questioned the adequacy

_ - - _ _ _ .
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of the independent verification and had an l&C Supervisor reverify
the ,)umper. The jumper was reverified to be properly installed.
The inspector found the Maintenance Manager was proactive in
recognizing this potential error.

Verification step in test procedure signed in error.e
,

Step 8.4 verified that RCS boron concentration was stable based on
two consecutive samples taken at 15 minute intervals with a
difference between the RCS and pressurizer of less than or equal
to 25 apm. The Test Specialist had verified this step as complete
with t1ree samples recorded at 30 minute intervals. The inspector
brought this to the attention of the NPS to ensure tht an
additional two samples would be taken per the 15 minute criteria.

The Test Specialist stat d that it was his intention to request
additional RCS samples 6s required and acknowledged that he had
signed this step in error.

In general, the i:.spector concluded that this infrequent test was
performed satisfactorily. However it should be pointed out that
neither the Test Specir 'ist nor Management Designee assigned to provide
Management Oversight t a ntified the above three discrepancies. The
inspector reviewed the completed MTC test procedure and found no
discrepancies.

04 Operator Knowledge and Performance (71707, 71715)

04.1 Failure to Follow Conduct of Onerations Procedure

IR 96 03. which addressed an overdilution event on Unit 1. noted that
operators had not em)loyed the appropriate procedure in performing the
subject dilution. T1e inspectors noted that AP 0010120. " Conduct of
Operations." Appendix M. " Procedural Compliance and Implementation."
stated that procedures would be implemented and complied with by
o)erators and described tasks. considered to be " skill of the trade "
w11th did not require a procedure in hand during )erformance of the
specified activities. The inspectors noted that Doron concentration
control was not one of the evolutions considered to be " skill of the
trade." The failure of the operator performing tne dilution at the time
to employ OP 1 0250020. " Boron Concentration Control Normal
Operation." was cited as a violation of-AP 0010120.

On February 22, while touring the Unit 2 control room, the inspector
observed operators adding boric acid to the VCT for temperature control.
At the completion of the evolution, the inspector noted that the
operators had not employed a procedure for the evolution. The inspector
questioned the ANPS overseeing the activity as to the need to employ the
procedure. A review of AP 0010120 indicated that boron concentration
control was still not considered " skill of the trade."

The iicensee investigated the issue and reported that the subject

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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precedure had been out and available previously in the shift. The
licensee determined that the procedure had been put away sometime during
the shift in preparation for tours by NRC senior managers, who were
onsite for the public SALP meetino conducted on that date. The
inspector concluded that the failure of the operators to emplo.y OP 2-
0250020. " Boron Concentration Control - Normal Operation." condituted a
violation of AP 0010120. " Conduct of Operations." However, as the

i

licensee had not had an opportunity to describe and execute their J

corrective action to the violation described in IR 96 03, the incident
is cited as an additional example of eel 335.389/96 03 01. " Operators
failed to follow Procedures for Boron Dilution. Watch Turnover.
Procedure Adherence, and Event Reporting." This additional example of
will be considered in the assessment of your corrective action response
to violation eel 335.389/96 03 01.

04.2 Unit 1 Containment PIG Rendered 005 Due to Personnel Error

following the Unit 1 trip of February 22. a number of containment
entries were made to troubleshoot CEAs. In preparation for one such
entry, an HP technician was dispatched to obtain a grab sample of the
containment atmosphere on February 22. at 1:55 p.m. The methodology for
obtaining the sample involved attaching a removable air sampling device
to quick disconnect fittings which )laad the device in a parallel path
.to the air flow moving through the )!G unit. A valve (procedurally
designated as valve 3) located between the quick connects was then to be
throttled closed to force the air flow through the sample device at a
predetermined rate. A sample was then to be taken for a minimum of 30
minutes, at which time the throttle valve was to be returned to its open
position and the sample device was to be isolated at the quick
disconnects and removed from the unit.

When the HP technician performed the sample, he failed to return the ,

throttle valve to its open position. The result was that flow through
the PlG was reduced to approximately 15 percent of the intended value,
rendering the PlG inoperable. The licensee's investigation of the event
revealed that the HP technician failed to employ HPP42. Rev 2. " Air
Sampling." Step 7.5.1.R required that. Upon completion of the sampling,
valve 3 be returned to the full open position, in fact, the subject
step was proceeded by a caution statement stating that valve 3 must be ,

returned to the full open position. The failure of the HP technician to
employ the governing procedure for obtaining air samples is one example
of a violation (VIO 335/96-04 01 " Failures to follow Procedures Lead to 4

Unit 1 Containment PIG Inoperability").

The PlG remained in its inoperable state until February 24, when a
chemistry technician performing an unrelated task noted the indicated
flow through we PIG at a value much lower than normal (a fraction of
one scfr. vi.+ E 6 to 3.5 scfm required by procedure), which resulted in
the identi. icetion of the PIG's inoperability and its return to service.
During that time. SNP0s recorded the lower-than normal flow values
during logtaking rounds once per shift. Operators employed data loggers
(small hand held computers) to take logs, and when a given parameter was

. - , - - . . .- . ._- --. -- . - . ----
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sensed to be out of specification by the computer, the operator was
prompted to enter the data again to verify that the out-of specification
value was, indeed, the intended value, in the case of PlG air flow.
SNPOS logged the data twice each round without pursuing the cause for
the low reading.

AP 0010120. Rev 79. " Conduct of Operations. Appendix F. " Log Keeping."
stated. in part, " Log readings shall be compared to previous readings to
detect abnormal trends or conditions and verified to be within the
minimum and maximum values for that parameter. All log readings outside
the min / max values shall be circled with reasons stated for abnormal
readings.. " The failure of SNP0s to identify the low flow condition of
the Unit 1 containment PIG and to provide reasons for the observed
performance is a second en mple of a violation (VIO 96 04 01. " Failures
to Follow Procedures Lead ,o Unit 1 Containment PIG Inoperability").
Additionally. the direction that out cf-specification values should be
" circled" indicated that the procedure was not current, as the direction
was a clear reference to paper logs (the predecessor of the data
loggers). which hau not been employed for some time by SNP0s.

On February 24. the unit was taken critical, resulting in a change from
Mode 3 to Mode 2. TS 3.0.4 stated that " Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE
or other specified applicability condition shall not be made when the
conditions of the Limiting Condition for Operation are not met. .." Unit
1 entered Mode 2 on 5:13 a.m. on February 24 with the containment PlG
inoperable. TS 3.4.6.1 requires the PIG to be operable in mode 2. As a
result of the violations detailed above, the licensee transitioned from
Mode 3 to Mode 2 in centradiction of TS 3.0.4.

fhe inspectors concluded that a number of barriers to failure were
breached in this event. The specific actions relating to those barriers
included:

An HP technician performed an activity without availing himself of*

the appropriate procedure
The HP technician failed to properly reposition a valve bye
procedure

* SNP0s failed, on multiple opportunities, to determine the cause
for out of-specification log readings
SR0s reviewing log data did not identify the out-of specificatione
values
The Conduct of Operations procedure appendix which discussed loge
taking was out of-date, with no current methodology describing how
to identify out-of specification values in the new. "paperless."
logtaking environment.
A low flow alarm setpoint for the PlG appeared to be set*

nonconservatively, as it was based on a no-flow, rather than low
flow. :ondition (see discussion of LER specified corrective
actior.s below)

The inspector reviewed the licensee's discussion of the event in LER 335
96 003 00. " Containment Particulate and Gaseous Monitor Out of Service

e
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Resulting in a Condition Prohibited by Technical Specifications Due to
Personnel Error." In the LER, the licensee descri)ed corrective actions
which included:

e Disciplining the HP technician involved in the event.
Enhancement of both units' logs to include a written explanatione
for out of specification readings.
incorporating sign offs in HP procedures for actions involving thee
manipulation of plant equipment,
Reviewing the event with HP personnel emphasizing procedurale
compliance.

The inspector reviewed Rev 3 to HPP 22. and noted that the new revision
included requirements that the control room be notified at the beginning
and end of containment sampling (new requirements) and that independent
verifications be made of valve positions following sampling. Similar,

changes were made to the procedure for Unit 2 sampling.

The ins)ector discussed the event with the Operations Supervisor and
asked w1 ether in the past, the PIGS were declared ino)erable when
sampling occurred and was informed that they had not. v that they
would in the future. The inspector concluded that the licensee's
corrective actions for the short term appeared adequate: however, the
licensee may not have adequately bounded the issue in the LER's
treatment. Specifically, the LER did not discuss what other pieces of
equipment were operated by personnel other than operations which may be
susceptible to similar errors, nor did the licensee discuss what
actions if any were taken to ensure that SNP0s understand the
importante of questioning out of-specification data. The inspector will
follow these issues in closing the subject LER.

In summary, the inspector found that the undetected inoperability of the
subject component was the result of not employing a procedure while
performing a grab sample. The condition was extended in time due to
inadequate logtaking on the part of non licensed operators and
inadequate review of the logs taken, As a result of these failures, a
violation of TS occurred when a reactor startup was performed with the
component 00S. Additional weaknesses included a logging procedure which ,

was not up to-date, and an historical failure on the part of Operations
to declare the containment PIG 005 when grab sampling was taking place.

04.3 Control Room Observation

The inspector observed control room operations in both units at various
times during the inspection period of March 25-29. 1996. Observation of
steady state plant operations and shift turnover were conducted to
determine if the operators were operating the plant in accordance with
plant procedures and guidelines. The inspector compared observed
operator performance to the requirements and guidelines for operator
performance in AP 0010120. Rev 80. " Conduct of Operations." This
procedure covered topics such as procedure compliance and
implementation communications, crew relief / shift turnover and log

|
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keeping among others. To fulfill one of the corrective actions to the
recent overd11ution event (see IR 96 03). Operations Management
reinforced through operating crew briefings their expectations in
" Conduct of Operations." Particular emphasis was placed on notification
of Operations Management. log keeping focus on reactivity changes and
the short term turnover process. in a letter to the NRC datad March 6,
1996, the licensee stated that the above stated corrective action was
complete.

Operator conduct in the control room was generally business like and
professional. The inspector observed no unauthorized reading material
in the control room and noted that the majority of conversations between
operators concerned plant operation. Plant policy concerning
comunications between operators was stated in AP 0010120. Appendix L.
" Communications." and provided guidelines for face to face
communications. The aspendix stated that face to face communications
should include repeat-)acks with confirmation (three way
communications). Face to-face communication between the operators was
rarely conducted in accordance with this guidance. The inspector
observed one conversation during which a repeat back was used, and this
was not followed by a confirmation.

The RCO maintained a chronological log to document events and operator
actions of importance. The requirements for mainta , inn the
chronological log were stated in AP 0010120. AppendixF: " Log Keeping."
Among the items that were required to be entered in the RC0
chronological log were reactivity manipulations and abnormal conditions
related to turbine-generator auxiliary systems. The inspector observed
the Unit 1 RCO perform two RCS dilutions of 300 gallons each on March
27, 1996. A review of the RCO logs the next day indicated that not only
were the two observed reactivity manipulations not entered into the RCO
chronological log as required, but there were no log entries for
dilutions. The initial log entry made when assuming the shift included
the statement " Board RCO diluting periodically to maintain RCS
temperature." Discussions with the ANPS indicated that he thought this
general log entry was adequate to comply with log keeping requirements.
However, the shift before and the shift after logged tro and seven
dilutions, respectively. in addition to making a general log entry
addressing the need to dilute more than normal.

The shift turnover meeting between the off going day shift and the on-
coming peak shift on March 27 included information that the Unit 1 main
generator hydrogen cooling system pressure needed to be increased due to
loss from a slow leak. When the ANPS was asked whether this should be
conducted using the Normal Operating procedure or t$e Off Normal
Operating Procedure, the ANPS expressed no preference for either and
told the SNPO to choose one. The inspector determined the next day from
the SNP0 logs that the Unit 1 main generator hydrogen pressure was
increased at approximately 6:30 p.m. The SNPO logs did not say which
procedure was used, however, discussions with the operators indicated
that the ONOP for loss of main generator hydrogen was typically used
since it did not require an extensive valve line up and could be

.. ..
_ _
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conducted in a minimal amount of time. The next day, the inspector
reviewed the peak shift RCO logs and determined that the Unit 1 main
generator hydrogen pressure increase was not entered into the RCO
chronological log as required. The failure to enter the above three i

events into the RCO Chronological Log as required is identified as a 1

violation (VIO 50 335/96 04 62 " Failure To Make Required Log Entries"). ]
At the exit interview. the plant manager and operations manager stated
that it was not their expectation that the operators log every

'reactivity manipulation when frecuent manipulations were required to
balance a transient. They statec that since the initial shift log entry
had included the statement " Board RC0 diluting periodically to maintain
RCS tamperature " there was no need to log each individual dilution.

Based on the above. the inspector concluded that implementation of AP
0010120. " Conduct of Operations " was inconsistent and that plant
management and operations would benefit from a more rigorous
implementation of the procedure.

04.4 Inonerable EDG Due to Ooeratcr Error

On January 5. In lHE Number 96 02, the licensee identified an event in
which improper valve line up for recirculating the 1A DFOST occurred.
An improper valve line u) occurred following a request made by chemistry
to operations te place tie 1A 0FOST on recirculation for sampling. The
subject valve lineup resulted in the inadvertent inoperability of the
EDG. Based on the review of the event there were procedure violations
committed by operations, communication problems and training
deficiencies.

Details of the t,;nts are as follows. The Unit 1 RCO was contacted at
1:30 a.m, by chemistry to place the 1A DFOST on recirculation. The Unit
1 SNP0 was contacted and asked to complete the task. There were no
Indications that the RCO directed the SNPO to perform the task according
to OP 1 2200050A, Rev 24. "lA Emergency Diesel Generator Periodic Test
and General Operating Instructions." Appendix E (which provided the
necessary guidance). The SNP0 performed the function by c1csing the
discharge of the DF0 transfer pump (creating a flow path back to the
DFOST via the pump's minimum flow line), as opposed to establishing the
procedure based lineup through DFOST cross connect and truck fill piping
(which would have allowed the DF0 transfer pump to replenish the 1A EDG
day tank, should such replenishment be necessary, thus ensuring EDG
operability). The failure of the SNP0 to establish the appropriate
valve lineup for the DF0ST recirculation is one example of a violation
(VIO 50-335No 04-03. " Failure to Follow Procedures While Placing EDG
Fuel Oil Tank on Recirculation").

At 2:45 a.m,. primary chemistry contacted the control room to determine
the status of the 1A DFOST. The RC0 cnntacted the SNP0 concerning the
completion of the task. The SNP0 reported that the task had been
completed since 2:00 a.m. There was no indication that the SNPO
reported back to the control room that the task had been completed.
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Step 5.A.9 of Appendix A in Conduct Of Operations stated that the SNPO
"Shall report-prom)tly to the control room any equipment or valve
manipulations so 11at the RC0 will be aware of the current Plant
Status." The failure of the SNP0 to advise the control room of the
completion of the assigned task is one exam)1e of a violation (VIO 96-
04 03. " Failure to follow Procedures While ? lacing EDG Fuel Oil Tank on
Recirculation").

Licensed operators are typically trained to give instruction as to what
procedure and section of the procedure should be completed in order to
perform a task or evolution. In some instances the control room
operator will give specific instruction on what must be done to complete
a task. Following conversations with the licensee, the inspector
confirmed that operators are trained to provide direction in the manner
described above.

A review of documentation associated with the event and interview with
licensee personnel indicated that the SNP0 was not aware of procedural
steps for placing the OF0ST on recirculation. The fact that the SNP0
was not aware of the procedural steps is an indication of training
inadequacy or weaknesses. Also there is no indication that the SNP0 was
instructed by the licensed o>erator to perform the evolution per the
applicable procedure until t1e licensed operator realized that the
system was improperly aligned. Following conversations with training
personnel the inspector confirmed that during operator licensing
training, operators would give the procedure number and steps to be
completed in order to perform the task. The )rocedure number and steps
would be given to the individual performing tie task. It was also
confirmed that the individual completing the task would report back to
the control room once the assigned task was completed. This is as
example of both the licensed operator and the non licensed operator not
performing as trained.

05 Operator Training and Qualification (71001, 71715, 92901)

05.1 Licensed Doerator Reaualification Proaram

The inspector observed portions of licensed operator requalification
training that were conducted during the inspection period. This
-included simulator training directed by the training department and a

_

classroom session led by the shifts' Nuclear Plant Supervisor the
senior person on the shift.

The simulator session provnieu i. raining and )ractice for the crew on a
rapid plant downpower mm euver necessitated )y jellyfish intrusion into
the circulating water system. The downpower was followed by a loss of
power to an electrical bus that caused loss of running circulating water
pumps and presented conditions that eventually caused a reactor trip.
The instructor emphasized conduct of operations issues to the crew and
their importance to safe plant operation. He also provided a good
synopsis of management expectations for professional conduct in the
. control room and of the need to improve from the level that currently

1
.. _ .. . . . .
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exists. This meant that the requalification simulator training would,
for futura sessions, require the operators to practice and strictly
adhere to ;he conduct of operations guidelines and requirements.
Previous training had mostly focussed on the technical aspect of plant
operations with little or no-emphasis on conduct of operations. Log
keeping was emphasized to the crew. However, the training department
was unable to provide the o)erators with a laptop computer on which-to
kee) logs the way they are cept.in the plant. Proper communication
tec1niques were emphasized by the instructor. However. during the
scenario, these techniques were rarely used. During the downpower
practice. the operators allowed some plant parameters to get oun' 1 of
their normal operating limits. The instructor highlighted this to the
operators and explained how their focus was on just completing the
downpower and not accomplishing the downpower within the operating

.

limits of the plant. Portions of the scenario were video taped to allow
the operators the opportunity to self critique themselves.

The inspector attended a classroom session that covered the '' Conduct of
Operations" procedure. The session was led by the shifts * NPS. He
covered the new changes to the procedure and answered questions from the
o)erators as necessary. Log kee)ing was covered during the session and
t1e NPS specifically addressed tie requirement to log reactivity
manipulations. The session was scheduled for two hours. The NPSs'
lecture took approximately one hour and the remaining hour was allotted
for self study.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's schedule for the previous and
upcoming 24 month requalification periods. The current two year period
is scheduled to end in December 1996 and the previous period ended in
October 1994. As of this review the current 24 month period was
scheduled to end approximately 26 months after the official end of the
previous 24 month period. -While the total amount of time of the current
and previous requalification periods combined does not exceed 24 months.
the amount of time from the end of the previous cycle to the end of the
current cycle would exceed by two months that allowed by the
regulations. This has occurred because the current requalification
period has been modified to-contain six cycles of training, instead of
five cycles as were contained in the previous period.- The licensee
interpreted the regulation to allow all training to be conducted within
a two year period that they could define, in defining their periods,
they counted the two years from the beginning of the calendar year and
not from the end of the >revious cycle. The licensee is making
arrangements to change t1eir schedule to comply with the regulation
while considering whether or not to seek an exemption from the -

regulation.

Within this area. no violations or deviations were identified.

_ _ _
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05.2 Followun On Previousiv identified insoection items

05.2.1 NRC Inspection Report 50 335.389/94-19 identified that the
licensee could, by procedure, maintain an SR0 licensed operator up
to date in requalification training by requiring that operator to
pass the required annual operating test at the R0 level. This
allowed some efficiency in the requalification training program
since SRO licensed operators who(e facility assigned position
requires only an R0 license coulu be examined in less time. The
program required an SRO affected by this policy to receive special
training a9 examination as an SR0 prior to assuming a aosition
that requiied and SRO license. This was identified as JRI 50-
335.389/94 19 02.

Since this inspection, the licensee has removed this from the
governing procedure. Administrative Procedure 0005720. Licensed
Operator Requalification Program. Rev 36. Currently, all licensed
operators are required to be examined at the level of their NRC
license. Since there were no significant e>amples of operators
not receiving the proper examination and since the licensee has
taken corrective action, this item is closed.

05.2.2 NRC Inspection Report 50-335.389/94 19 identified that AP 0005720.
" Licensed Operator Requalification Program." allowed the
Operations Supervisor to-maintain an active license by virtue of
filling the position, in accordance with 10 CFR 55.53(e).
maintaining an active license requires that an operator be
" actively perforraing the functions of an operator or senior
operator." Since the Operations Su)ervisor had not filled a
position that required a license. t11s was identified as inspector
followup item 50 335.389/94 19 03. The licensee has changed the
governing procedure to address this inadequacy. The corrective
action for this item is adequate and this item is closed.

05.2.3 NRC Examination Ri ort 50 335/94 300 ideni.ified that the St. Lucie
emergency operating procedures did not adequately provide guidance
to the operators to ensure that a reactor coolant pump was tripped
when reactor coolant system temperature dropped below 5007. An
RCP is trip)ed in this condition to prevent core uplift. The
E0Ps were clanged to address this concern. however the change did
not provide the guidance necessary to ensure consistent
implenuntation of the requirement. The training department
initiated a corrective action number PM 96 03-212. to address
this problem. The St. Lucie E0Ps will undergo another revision
which is scheduled to be completed by July 1996. This item will
remain open until the E0Ps have been revised.

- - _
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08 Hiscellaneous Operations Issues

08.1 (Closed 1 VIO 50 335/95-15 03. "F # ure to follow Procedure and Document
Abnorma' Valve Position in the VQvf,,1 witch Deviation loa''

The inspector reviewed the licer. ee's activities relating to the subject
violation, which complicated a loa of RCS inventory event on August 10.
1995. The issue involved a series of floor drain velves (HCV 25 1/7)
which had been left in the closed position following difficulties
encountered while testing them prior to the arrival of Hurricane Erin.
0)erators had failed to log the fact that the valves were left shut in
t1e Valve Switch Deviation log. When a relief valve lifted while
placing Unit 1 on shutdown cooling, coolant collected in the Unit 1 pipe
tunnel and was not removed via the floor drains due to the closed
valves.

The inspector reviewed work order packages which documented maintenance
activities on the subject valves for the subject period. NPW0s 61/5778
and 61/5785 documented work which had been performed on valve HCV 25 4
which had failed to operate pro)erly during stroke testing. Work was
aerformed on September 8 througl 10, 1995. Work performed under these
iPW0s includeo verifying proper valve / actuator alignment, removal of the
actuator and bonnet, and repacking the valve.

NPWO 61/5721 documented work performed on HCV 25 1 removing the valve's
actuator and bonnet to inspect for blockage. This work occurred on
S ptember 1 through 5. 1995, and included the removal of approximately
1.5 pounds of debris from the valve's inlet and outlet.

All NPWO packages appeared appropriately documented and included
completed procedures for the activities performed. All NPW0s included
01 11-PR/PSL-2 retest forms which required satisfactory stroke tests as
post maintenance tests. In all cases, the forms were annotated to
indicate that stroke time testing was not required, as the valves were
not in the licensee's IST program. The inspector verified that the
valves were not included in the licensee's ASME Section XI IST program.
All retests were performed satisfactorily.

The inspector reviewed the balance of the licensee's corrective actions,

for this event, which included briefing operations personnel on the goal
of error-free operation, increased log reviews, and the adoption of a
verbatim compliance policy with respect to procedures. While subsequent
NRC inspections indicated that personnel errors involving logkeeping and
procedural compliance continue to present a significant challenge to the
licensee. the inspector concluded that the licensee's proposed
corrective actions were appropriate to the subject violation and that
they were executed per the commitments specified in the response to the
NOV. This violation is closed.
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E Maintenance

-M1 Conduct of Haintenance (62703)

-M1.1 General Comments

The inspectors observed maintenance. activities on systems and components
to determine if the activities were conducted in accordance with
regulatory requirements. approved procedures. and appropriate industrial 1

codes and standards. The inspectors reviewed the selected procedures
and verified that corrective maintenance activities for safety-related

"

systems and components were being conducted in a msnner which resulted
in reliable safe operation of the plant and plant equipment. In order
to ensure that the maintenance was performed effectively. the inspectors
verified the following specific elements: applicable tools were properly
calibrated, correct parts and tools were used, supervision was adequate,
and approved procedures / instructions were used.

The inspector also reviewed the licensee's use of overtime. The
licensee's use of overtime was compared to the applicable sections of
NUREG 0737. " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Recuirements." The
inspector concluded that hours worked by selectec maintenance personnel1

were in accordance with established guidelines.

M1.2 Field Observatiqas

i M1.2.1 Unit 1 Emergency Diesel Generator 1A Test and Surveillance

Prior to diesel generator test and surveillance. the inspector
-

observed that a diesel-generator engineer and a technician walked
down the radiators to check erosion / corrosion problems. These
radiators were installed just about three years ago and have
corrosion problems due to the salty environment. The licensee
plans to replace them during the coming outage.

The procedure used for test and surveillance was Operating
Procedure 1-2200050A. Rev 24. "1A Emergency Diesel Generator
' Periodic Test and General Operation Instructions." The inspector
observed activities related to test such as: checking diesel
mounted fuel tank level: diesel c.i storage tank level; the
operability of 1A fuel oil transfer pump: blowing down all four
air receivers; engine and governor oil levels: engine running at
900 RPM: 4200 volts: 3400 KW of power: local alarms and

N annunciators in the control room: engine oil temperature and
' pressure; the f"'l speed of 900 RPM at least one hour; etc.

During the test the inspector noticed a small amount of oil leak
around several cylinder covers,

s

The inspector found that the diesel generator engineer and testing
operator were knowledgeable and skillful in running the test. The
diesel started as expected passed all test acceptance criteria.

__ -
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M1.2.?- Unit 2 Wcste Gas Compressor Maintenance

The inspector observed a compressor head inspection and reassembly

06.01. Rev 1. " Waste Gas Disassembly. procedure used was ?dNP-Repair, and Reassembly."
on Unit 2 Waste Gas Compressor. The

The compressor and parts were inspected for damage. cuts, nicks,
scratches, degradation, cracks. etc. No defects were found. The
parts were cleaned using Isopropyl Alcohol. All 0 rings were
replaced with new 0 rings and the sizes of new 0-rings matched the
sizes of the old 0-rings. One compressor seal was leaking and
was replaced.

The head assembly included the installation of the support head.
lower head, three layers of diaphragms, the cap screws to secure
the diaphragms with the torque to six in.-lbs, the upper head. 0-
rings attached to all heads, and the head assembly bolts with
torque to 300 ft.-lbs, The inspector observed the craftsmen
torque the head assembly bolts to 300 ft.-lbs in a torqua secuence
marked on too of the upper head. The inspector also verifiec the
torque wrenches to be within the calibration dates.

M1.2.3 Unit 2 CTCS Recirculating Pump 2B1 Mechanical Seal Replacement

The Condenser Tube Cleaning Systems was installed during the
outage to circulate and clean intake cooling water through the
condenser-tubes. The recirculating pumps have leaked since the
installation. The inspectors observed the replacement of the
Chesterton 442 Mechanical Seal. The old seal was inspected for
damage, wer .-degradation, etc. No-seal damage was found:
however, the seal was fcund to have worn slightly due to grit.
There was no procedure for this task. The craftsmen followed the
instructions attached to the kit for the removal and installation
of the seals.

During the review of the copy of a Work Order in the field, the
inspectors found that the craftsmen did not sign and date on page
2 of the Work Order, which requires the craftsmen to verify that
they were working on the correct unit and components prior to
physically starting work. The inspectors questioned the craftsmen
as to why they did t.ot sign and date on the page 2 of the Work
Order as required. They replied that the master copy (or control
copy) of the Work Order was brought to the field, signed, and
returned to the office prior to physically starting work. The
copy of the Work Order in the field was not required to be signed
since the master copy was already signed. Later, the supervisor
said that the craftsmen went to the field for the clearance and
came back to the office to sign the master copy which meant that
they verified the correct unit and components prior to physically
starting work. Tne inspectars questioned what the effective time
spans for the clearance document were. The supervisor said "as
long as you want." The problem is that the craftsmen may not go
back to the field immediately to physically start work due to

.. . ..
_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ .
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other problems. It may be delayed a couple of days or months due
to the change of the procedure, condition. environment. or
emergency. Therefore. signing in the master copy after the
clearance check could not verify that the act was prior to
physically starting work. The copy in the field was still
required to be signed and dated prior to physically stdrting work.
The management agreed to reinforce the requirement to sign the
work copy in the field. The inspectors considered this a weakness
in work control.

M1.2.4 Torque Wrench Calibration i

The procedure t.5ed to calibrate the torque wrench was General
Maintenance Procedure M-0004. Rev 18. ' Calibration of Mechanical
Maintenance Mea ring and Testing Equipment " The inspectors
observed torque wrench calibration practices to determine if they
complied with the procedure. The torque wrench tester was Model
TBT-600. Prior to the torque wrench calibration, the tester
itself was required to be calibrated using the same procedure.

The inspectors witrassed the retest of several torque wrenches
which indicated all of them to be within the acceptable range of +
or - 4 pc cent of torque values. Each torque wrench was checked.
at 20 per :nt. 40 percent. 60 percent. 80 percent, and 100 percent
of its capacity. The t que wrench operator tested wrenches and
compared the test values against the tables in the attachments to
the procedure. The tat is list the acceptable ranges for each
torque value. The insper ors randomly selected several torque
values from the table: acked the figures of the range values,
and found them to be ac g able.

M1.2.5 Replacement of V23113

Replacement of Valve No. V23113 on Unit 2 was observed. This is
the 4 inch isolation valve for the Steam Generator Closed Blowdown
to the Heat Exchanger 2A-1 Inlet. Work was conducted in
accordance with Master Work Order Task No. 95-028027-1A. The
inspector observed welding preparations and fitup. In addition,

the inspectors verified that work was performed in accordance with
written instructions, proper revisions of procedures were used.

-
welder certification, welding procedure parameters and weld filler

V material controls and certifications were satisfactory.

M1.2.6 Welding Supporting Control Room Air Conditioner Replacement

Welding activities for ACC-3B were observed. This is the Unit 1
air cooled condensing unit for the control room ventilation
system. Work was conducted in accordance with Work Order Task No.
96-0065401. Welder certification, welding procedure parameters,
and weld filler material controls and certifications were verified
satisfactory.

. .. .
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M1.2.7 Observation of Liquid Penetrant Testing

Liquid penetrant examination activities were observed for a new
pipe / valve assembly on the Unit 2 Steam Generator Closed Blowdown
system. Work was conducted in accordance with Work Order Task No.
96003894 and Traveler Nos. 96-373. '. 5. and 6. Examination of
welds No. 2001. 2002. 2003 and 2004 for valves No. V23139 and
V23140 were observed. The inspector verified that the
examinations were conducted in accordance with approved procedure
No. PT-1. dethod 1. Technique sheet 9.5 Rev. 5. Welding filler
materials welder certification and welding procedure parameters
were also verified.

M1.2.8 Charging Pump Packing Replacement

Portions of maintenance activities involving the replacement of
packing for Unit 2 Charging Pump No. PP2B were observed. This
work was performed in accordance with Master Work Order Task No.
96006925-01 and General Maintenance Procedure No. 2-M-0041.
Revision 29. The inspectors verified that work was conducted in
accordance with the approved procedure craftsmen were
knowledgeable of the work process. and the proper revision of the
work procedure had been verified.

M1.2.9 V23139B Corrective Maintenance

Corrective maintenance for Unit 2 Steam Generator Closed Blowdown
system Valve No. V23139B was observed. This is a 3/4 inch root
valve for the 2B1 heat exchanger which had developed a steam leak
in the valve's bonnet to body connection. Master Work Order Task
No. 96003894-01 and General Maintenance Procedure No. M-0043 was
used to performed this maintenance activity. However, corrective
maintenance was ineffective due to valve's state of deterioration.
A determination was subsequently rade to replace the valve.

M1.2.10 Waterbox Maintenance

Portions of the tube cleaning activities in the 1A2 Inlet Waterbox
on the Unit 1 Condenser (lA) was observed. This work was
conducted in accordance with Master Work Order Task No.
9600612101.

M2 Maintenance And Material Conditions Of Facility And Equipment

M2.2 ReactiveinsDettiontofo'L1 _c on licensee actions to address
eauioment Droblems identifie6 Jurina Unit 1 shutdown / trio on February
22. 1996.

M2.2.1 Rod Control System Problems

A region based inspector was dispatched to the site to inspect several
component is;ues that occurred during the Unit 1 shutdown / trip on

- _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .
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February 22. 1996 (discussed in paragraph 01.2). The failures involved
rod control, steam bypass controls, and main feedwater r~ulating valve
failures. Each failure is discussed below.

(a) CEA #20 dropped rod

I&C performed troubleshooting on CEA #20 per PWO 63/4997.
The inspector reviewed the work package and interviewed the
I&C System Supervisor present at the time to determine how
the licensee approached rod control troubleshooting overall,
and specifically, how this failure was diagnosed and
corrected,

a

Tech Manual 8770 6947. Section 6.2. " EVALUATION OF IMPROPER
CEDM OPERATION." stated that "the first step in locating the
malfunction is to obtain a Visicorder trace of the coil
currents." Included in this section were lists of common
indications of malfunctions and their causes. The l&C
System Supervisor, prior to obtaining a Visicorder current
trace, verified that the power transformer was operating
properly and checked the 3-phase input to the power switch.
At this point, he found that the 15 amp T and "B" phase
fuses were blown. The blown fuses were repic Ed and the
leads from the Load Transfer aower switch s e 'ituted for
the Upper Gripper power switc1. The circuit was reenergized
causing the surge suppressor resistor and diode to fail. A '

subsequent evaluation determined that the "A" phase Upper
Gripper power switch SCR had failed in the short, current
conducting mode.

After reviewing the work package. the inspector questioned
the 1&C System Supervisor as to whether there was a /
troubleshooting procedure available and/or if he had
referred to the Tech manual which specifically identified
for #17 Observed Condition " Dropped CEA" under Cause.
" Failed SCR circuit (s) in the upper gripper power switch."
The I&C System Supervisor stated that rod control
troubleshooting is performed by obtaining a Visicorder trace
and evaluating circuit response based on expert knowledge of
the system to identify faults. In this particular instance,
the Tech manual was not reviewed prior to troubleshooting
and there is no l&C troubleshooting procedure specifically
for the rod control system. A 3rior review of the Tech
Manual would have highlighted t'e most probable cause to be
a failed SCR.

(b) CEA #47 dr ? ped rod during Unit I restart

I&C perfcrmed troubleshooting on CEA #47 per PWO 63/5014.
Resistance checks determined a 31K Ohm reading on the Upper

Gripper coil / wiring #47 found the quick disconnect adapter
. A containment entry and check of the,

'ower cable to CEA

I
.- _ _ _ 1
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was approximately eight turns loose. The ISC System
Supervisor checked the remaining 60 adapters and found about
five more approximately 1/16 turn loose. A second
resistance reading measured approximately 8.9 Ohms which was
within specifications. The inspector noted that the PWO
package did not document fully the as-found condition of the
adapters.

The t.ack of a preapproved structured troubleshooting plan for a CEA
problem, especially considering the short TS A0T involved, was
considered a weakness.

M2.3.2 Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS) Valve Problems

(a) PCV 8801 Erratic Operation

The SBCS is used at low power. Nertally. PCV-8801 which is
rated for five percent ste*.m flow, moc Jlates to control
secondary pressure and temperature, lhe other SBCS valves
(PCV 8802 through PCV-8805 are rated for 10 percent steam
flow and. quick-open on a reactor trip) remained closed
during low power operation, During the Unit 1 shutdown / trip :

on February 22. the SBCS was being used to dum) steam to the
condenser. The control-room operators noted tlat SBCS valve
PCV-8801 was not modulating properly. The valve controller-
was placed in manual by operators. The modulation problem
was investigated by I&C personnel who backed out the
adjusting screw on the booster relay for the valve until the
booster was no longer involved in operation of the valve.
The booster relay was adjusted under WO 96002418. This
corrected the erratic operation. The valve controller was
returned to automatic-operation and no other problems were
experienced.

The inspectors reviewed WO 96002418 and noted that the WO
also verified that the booster relay adjusting screw was
backed all the way out on PCV-8802. PCV-8803, and PCV-8805.
The inspectors reviewed the two previous post tri) packages
for Unit 1. including the operator logs for the slutdowns
and restarts and found no indication of previous erratic
SBCS valve operation.

(b) PCV-8802 Failure

PCV-8802 failed to stroke during testing following the
rector trip. This test was performed to verify operation,

afte the instrument air system was checked during followup
to the problems identifi-1 (discussed below) for PCV-8804.
Troubleshooting revealed that the seal around the manual
operator stem and the diaphragm cover was leaking by so that
there was not enough air pressure on the diaphragm to stroke
the valve. The seal was replaced by I&C personnel and the

- _ _ - _ _ _ _
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valve stroked satisfactorily.

The inspectors examined the failed seal, reviewed the work
order package and concluded that this failure was unique and
unrelited to the problems identified for PCV 8801 and PCV-
8804. The inspectors questioned whether this valve would
have actuated if colled upon.

(c) PCV-8804 Output Pressure Signal

While checking the other Unit 1 SBCS valves for problems
similar to that found for PCV-8801. I&C personnel found that
PCV-8804 had a closed input air signal to the positioner but
indicated a pressure increase on the output air signal line
to the valve actuator. I&C personnel removed the positioner
to determine the cause of the increased output signal and
noted the following:

I&C found a black powdery substance in the tubinge
connection afte removing the positioner. This
substance was also found to a much lesser degree in
valves PCV-8802. PCV-8803. and PCV-8805. PCV-8801 had
not yet been examined. Finding the black powdery
substance caused the licensee to perform a check of
the instrument air system.

An attempt to calibrate the positioner on the benche
was unsuccessful due to excessive wear on an internal
spool valve. The wear appeared to be from normal in
service usage. The positioner was disassembled and
the licensee found the black powdery substance and a
ferrous and rubber-like material inside the
positioner. However, laboratory analysis was not
possible due to the small quantity (less than 1 gram)
of the substance that was available. The licensee
indicated during discussions that they believed the
source of the rubber-like material and the black
powdery substance was the actuator diaphragm. This
was based on a microscopic comparison of a sample of
the diaphragm with the substance collected from the
positioner.

e The licensee concluded that these conditions would not
cause a failure and believed that PCV-8804 would have
opened upon demand. This was later confirmed when a
similar output demand condition (discussed below) was
found on a Unit 2 SBCS valve.

The inspectors examined the material collected from the Unit
1 S8CS valves. reviewed the chemistry reports for the
monthly routine sampling performed on the IA system.
reviewed several annual particulate reports and concluded

. _ _ _ _ _
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that the IA system was not the source of the black powdery
substanco or the ferrous and rubber-like material.

The inspectors questioned the licensee as to whether the
Unit 2 SBCS valves had been examined for conditions similar
to those found in PCV 8804. The licensee indicated that the
Unit 2 valves had not been examined because they believed
5t since all the SBCS actuators and positioners had been

,eplaced (under PCM 047-295, Steam Bypass Control System
Actuator Modification) during the Unit 2 refueling outage in
the fall of 1995, there was no need to perform this
examination.

The inspectors reviewed the PCM package, completed work
implementing documents, performed field inspections, and
verified that the actuators and Jositioners for the Unit 2
SBCS valves had been replaced. Juring the field
verification, the inspectors observed that the Unit 2 PCV-
8803 output demand signal read 85 psig, which was similar to s

Unit 1-PCV-8804 condition.

The licensee initiated STAR 960359 to evaluate the condition
for Unit 2 valve PCV-8803. The evaluation concluded that a
build up of positioner output pressure while the valve was
in standby had no effect on valve operation. The licensee
verified this conclusion by isolating PCV-8803 and capturing
as found positioner settings and valve movement inspecting
the internal positioner filters for debris. and performing a
calibration cleck on the positioner. PCV-8803 was stroked
on February 28. All pressures and strokes were normal and
no movement of the valve was produced. The filters internal
to the positioner were inspected and found to be clean. The
licensee concluded that the cause of the positive output
pressure from the positioner while the valve was in standby
was an indication of leakage of the spool valve inside the
positioner. Spool valve leakage could'be caused by failure
of the spool valve-to seat or miscalibration of the spool
valve signal. Spool miscalibration may be caused by
calibration drift or a very small original setting
discrepancy. The licensee indicated that a review of the
vendor recommended steam bypass valve actuator and
positioner PM guidance was in progress for both units and
the results of the review would be documented in In-House
Event Report No,' 96-020.

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's investigation
into the SBCS valve problems lacked thoroughness in that the
extent of condition did not include examining the Unit 2
SBCS valves for similar conditions. Also, not all of the-

vendor PM guidance for the positioner wcs incorporated into
the licensee's PM program for the SBCS valves, and these PMs
had not been performed.

_ ___ - ________
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(d) SBCS Flow Capability

During further review of the SBCs valves, the inspectors
noted that the licensee had initiated STAR 960348 for Unit 1
and STAR 951419 for Unit 2. These STARS were written to
identify that the modifications to the SBCS valves may not
allow the steam bypass flow capacity for the SBCS that was
specified in the UFSAR. The STARS indicated that the
modifications resulted in a reduction of the SBCS's ability
to accommodate load rejection from up to 45 percent of full
steam flow as specified in the UFSAR to up to 39 percent of
full steam flow, as indicated in licensee calculation PSL-

2FSM 95-015. Revisions 0 and 1. The licensee concluded that
no potential operability concern existed in any mode of
alant operation. This conclusion was based on the SBCS not
aeing required for plant safety (UFSAR Section 7.7) and
there was no credit taken in any Chapter 15 Accident
Analyses for the steam dump and bypass system. The steam
dump and bypass valves were classified as non-seismic and
non nuclear safety related. The UFSAR stated that if the
bypass valves failed to open or command the atmospheric
dump valves provided a means for controlled cooldown of the
RCS and the main steam safety valves provided the safety"

related over pressure protection for the steam generators.

The inspectors reviewed UFSAR Sections 7.7. 10.4.4. 15:
STARS 960348 and 951419: and calculation PSL-2FSM-95-015.
Rev 0 and Rev 1: and concluded that the licensee's
operability evaluations were satisfactory and adequate
technical justification was provided.

M2.2.3 Main Feedwater Regulating Valve (MFRV) Failure

(a) FCV-9011. which is the 1A MFRV. failed to properly respond
and control S/G water level during shutdown. This resulted
in the licensee having to trip the reactor from
approximately 26 percent power. FCV-9011 operated
erratically due to a leaking air line between the lockup
regulator and the actuator upper air chamber. The air leak
was discovered to be a failure of the IA copper tubing at
the swaged fitting. The failure occurred within the ferrule

.

which created the swaged joint. The failure caused
* excessive air leakage from the actuator which resulted in

unstable control of the valve and an increase in the 1A S/G
water level. The inspectors reviewed the licensee's actions
to resolve the failure of FCV-9011 and noted that the
licensee's investigation lacked thoroughness in the
following areas:

The post trip position of this valve was not verifiede
in that the licensee did not determine if the valve
had locked up (fail-as-is) as designed on a loss of
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IA. or if the valve had closed as designed on a
turbine trip.

The laboratory report did not discuss the condition ofe
the non failed joints, nor was the laboratory made
aware that additional mechanical stress had been
applied to the failed air line prior to analysis.

The cause for the MFRV air supply regulator respondinge
slowly during PMT after the IA line tubing replacement
was not identified. The air regulator was replaced
and the valve operated properly. The licensee
concluoed that the sluggish response of the air
regulator was not a contributing factor to FCV-9011
unstable response.

(b) Backup IA Supply Removed From Service

During further review of the MFRV problem. the inspectors
noted that the backup IA supply to the 1A MFRV had been
removed from service. Discussions with licensee personnel
revealed that the backup IA supply had been removed from-
service for several years. However. Annunciator E 41. "FW
REG VLV BACK-UP AIR SUPPLY PRESS LOW." alarm and Off-Normal
Procedure ONOP 1-0030131 had not been revised to reflect the
current configuration of the system. The ins)ectors
questioned licensee personnel as to whether t1e backup cir
supply had been removed from service under the licensee's
equipment abandonment process. Licensee personnel indicated
that the backu) IA supply had not been formally abandoned.
but a PCM was Seing prepared to address abandonment of the
equipment. The inspectors noted that a clearance to isolate
the MFRVs from the backup IA supply was not issued until
February 24

The inspectors concluded that the system configuration did
not contribute to the MFRV failure. However. not revising
the annunciator or the ONOP were considered to be a
weakness.

(c) MFRV Air Supply Regulator Failure

During stroking of the 1A MFRV following IA line
replacement, the "FW REG VLV SUPPLY AIR PRESS LOW" alarm was
received in the control room. The licensee replaced the
degraded air regulator and successfully stroked the valve
with no IA alarms. The inspectors examined the replacement I

regulator in the field and noted that the regulator setting
was approximately 100 psig. The inspectors questioned this j

setting since the manufacturer's label on the regulator
established the service range as 35-100 psig. During their
follow up to this question the licensee discovered
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inconsistencies in the documents specifying the pressure at
the regulator. The licensee changed the pressure setting at
the regulator and indicated that the various documents were
being reviewed to correct the inconsistencies.

M3 Maintenance Procedures and Documentation

M3.1 Review of LLRT Records

The ins)ector reviewed maintenance records relating to the LLRT of the
Unit 2 Equipmt Hatch following the most recent refueling outage to
ensure that records were-appropriately oacumented and stored. The
subject test was conducted in accordance with OP 2-1300051. Rev 13.
" Local Leak Rate Test " Data Sheet 3. " Seals." The inspector found the
data sheet archived and retrievable in the vault with results for the
test in question of 260 SCCM at 42 psig following closure of the
equipment hatch.

The inspector noted that no acceptance criteria for sec' leakage was
identified on the data sheets in question. ibis was discussed with the
cognizant test-engineer, who stated that the data obtained was combined
with other LLRT data and compared to a total leakage accentance
criteria. The inspector reviewed the entire archived package for the
performance of the test in-question and could not identify where any
summation of LLRT data had occurred. The cognizant engineer was also
unable to identify where the combined LLRT leakage data was archived.
As a result, a new leakage summary was prepared (using the data which
had been archived), reviewed and submitted for archival. When totaled,
all containment leakage summaries were well vithin acceptable limits.

M3.2 Maintenance Procedures
t

.During the work activities described in paragraph M3.1, above the
inspectors noted that the craftsmen would go verify that the procedure
they were using was the appropriate revision ir accordance with the
requirements of paragraph 4.5 in Procedure No 01 6 PR/PSL-1 (Document-
Control). One occasion when the inspectors accompanied the craftsmen to
perform this verification the craftsmen found that revision 14 of
Procedure No. M-0043 which the planner had furnished *a the maintenance
package was not the current revision when com)ared with the maintenance
control copy in the North Service Building. :urther review by the
inspectors also revealed that the procedures index was not being updated
when new procedure revisions were received as the cover sheet of the
index stated. The inspectors also questioned whether the control
procedures were available to backshifts since the doors of the room had
locks on them.

The inspectors discussed the issue with appropriate management personnel
regarding the above procedure control concerns. The discussion revealed
that document control only considered the procedure index correct on the
date indicated on the index cover sheet. In accordance with procedure
this is a dated once every three months when control copies of the

;

.. ..
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procedures are audited against an up tu date index. The inspector was
also informeo that the craft know to verify their procedures against the
control copies of the documents verses the index since the index is a
memorandum and by procedure does not supersede the requirements of a
control document. Based on observations of craftsmen audited this
inspection proctiures in the maintenance package are verified against
the control copy of the procedure. In addition, the craftsmen audited

followed the document control procedure and used the correct revision of
the procedure in each case. The apparent discrepancy of the olanner
issuing the incorrect revision of General Maintenance Proceduce No. M.
0043 resulted because the planner had entries to made in the procedure
and on the date he made these entries he had verified the revision, as

the correct revision on that date. This. '.ierefore, was rot a

discrepancy but one of the reasons the cra'tsmen are required to verify
the procedure before use.

As a result of above findings and cuestions raised by the inspector, two
STAR Action Reports were written (tos. 960456 & 7) to evaluated the
effectiveness of document control. Management's attention focused on
corrective actions in response to these reports and during the week the
inspector was on site (March 25-29) the following corrective measures
were established.

All maintenance groups now will use only one new centralizedo,

library in the North Service Building. This library has an
attendant manning it and updating control procedures 10 Hours a
day. The room where the library is located has also had the locks
removed from the doors in order that no backshift personnel are
excluded from using the facility.

e The document index cover sheet has been revised to insure that
this uncontrolled document is not used for procedure status except
on the date inditated on the cover sheet.*

When planners now verify procedure revisions during the planning*
stage they will double stamp the procedure and only sign one
verification bloc %s. This will require the user to also verify
the procedure.

An up-to-date procedure index will be established on all on-line*
computers by approximately August 1996. When this enhancement is
fully imalemented the index will supersede all documents for
establisling procedure status. All plant personnel will have
access to the index at that time.

The inspectors considered the steps taken or in the process of being
taken by the licensee to be substantial improvements in document
control. All actions observed during the above corrective maintenance
were also found to be satisfactory.

1
1
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M5 Maintenance Staff Training and Qualification

M5.1 Maintenance DeDartment Reoraanization

The licensee recently implemented a major reorganization in its
memtenance organization. Major aspects of the action involved breaking
the organization down into functional areas and the creation of rotating
shift supervisors who rotate through shifts with the NPSs and who are
tasked with coordinating the overall maintenance efforts for their
shifts. The stated purpose of the reorganization was to provide better
support to Operations by providing single points of contac.t and
accountability and to provide the segregation of responsibilities
necessary to free field personnel from administrative duties to allow
focus on the plant. Reporting to the Maintenance Manager under the new
organization are:

5 Rotating Shift Supervisorse
A Valve and Welding Supervisore
A Rotating Equipment Supervisore
A Stationary Equipment Supervisore
A Unit 1 Electrical Supervisore
A Unit 2 Electrical Supervisore
An Outage Projects Supervisere
A Maintenance Budget Supervisore
An Instrumentation and Control Supervisore
A Project and Maiatenance Support Supervisore
A Maintenance Programs Supervisore

The inspector performed a random sampling of maintenance supervisor
qualifications for the positions listed above and for supervisory
personnel reporting to those above. TS 6.3.1 (both units) stated that
the unit staff shall meet or exceed the minimum qualifications of
ANSI /ANS 3.1 - 1978. The ANSI /ANS standard required that supervisors
(as defined by the standard) possess a High School Diploma or equivalent
and that they have at least 4 years of experience in the discipline they
supervise. 01 1-PR/PSL-1. " Site Organization." required that records be
kept indicating that these qualifications were met. The inspector
reviewed the licensee'd records for 10 randomly selected supervisors and
founc that the records were complete, included a verification that the
ANSI /ANS requirements were met and included records of past experience
and of all completed FPL training. No deficiencies were identified.

M7 Quality Assurance in Maintenance Activities

M7.1 Unit 1 CEDM coil resistance readinas

Following maintenance on CEA #47 the inspector reviewed Tech Manual
8770-6947 guidance for CEDM periodic maintenance and. more specifically.
the coil resistance parameters. Tech manual sections 6.1.2.1 and 6.1.2.2
recommended:

I
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Each refueling. "The upper gripper coil resistance should bee
measured and recorded. Deviations of greater than .5 ohms should
be investigated" and,

o Periodic maintenance. " Check the resistance of each coil and its
resistance to ground every third year. The resistance of the coil
should be within 10 percent of the initial resistance per Table 3.

6and the resistance to ground at 500V should be a minimum of 10
ohms."

The licensee calculated the mean and standard deviation for each of the
coils and identified all coils that fall outside +/- 2 X S.D.
Insulation resistance for all five coils and the cable is measured at
one time and must be > 1 megohm 9 500V which is consistent with the Tech
Manual specification.

The inspector reviewed PWO 63/8002 which measured CEDM coil stack
resistances prior to the last Unit 1 outage in 1994. Seven coils were
identified as outsiae of 2 X S.D., four of which were annotated as
System 80 coils. The inspector reviewed the attached raw data tables
and identified four additional coil resistance readings outside of 2 X
S.D.

The inspector also reviewed PCM 133-191 completed t .s93. This PCM
upgraded the CEDM power cables and installed the quick disconnect
adapters. These adaptecs were installed hand tight with the caveat "Do
not use excessive force or any hand tools." PWO 63/0046 which supported
this modification provided 01 3-PR/PSL-1. Rev 29. " Acceptance Criteria",
item #11 Attachment 4 "PCM Testirg Document." This was "The resistance
readings for the CEDM lift coil, load transfer coil, pulldown coil.
lower gripper and upper gripper coil are within the range of Figure 20
of Ref. Man. 3.2 +/- 1 chm." In the " Detailed Procedure", item #12:

e item 12.1

At the Coil Power Programming Cabinets, measure and record all
five coil resistances for shutdown and regulating CEDMs. (12.1)

attachment 012FYP8002. FRG appr,ved #93-132e

1) At CPP Cabinets measure and record UG coil resistance for
each startup and regulating CEDM. Ensure one lead of field
cable is lifted prior to measuring and 45 relanded prior to
continuing to next. Use a meter with resistance resolution
of 0.01 ohms.

2) Record CEDM temperature if possible using temperature
probe.

3) Calculate the mean and standard deviation for resistance and
identify all CEDM coils that fall outside the mean plus or
minus 2 X standard deviation.

.
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e item 12.3

Calculate the mean and standard deviation for resistance and
identify all CEDM coils that fall outside the mean +/- (2 *
standard deviation).

The inspector noted that item 12.3 had two calculated means and standard
deviations; Lift coil mean 3.514. standard deviation 0.120 (handwritten)<

and (Unidentifieo) Mean 7.501, standard deviation 0.229.

The inspector calculated the mean and standard deviation for each of the
stack coils consistent with the methodology used in PWO 63/8002:

C0ll MEAN S.D. 2 X S.D.
,_

LIFT 3.52 0.12 0.23
''

UPPER GRIPPER 7.46 0.27 0.55

LOWER GRIPPER 7.49 0.28 0.57

PULLDOWN 7.53 0.15 0.29

LOAD TRANSFER 7.53 0.18 0.36

The inspector identified 13 CEDMs whose coil resistance readings were
outside the allowable range of the calculated means +/- 2 X S.D:

Coil Allowable Ranae Outside

e lift 3.29 - 3.75 #2 3.8
#17 3.1

e Upper Gripper 6.91 - 8.01 #43 6.2
#49 8.1
#52 6.2

e Lower Gripper 6.92 - 8.06 #43 6.1
#52 6.2

e Pulldown 7.24 - 7.82 #24 8.1
#48 7.9

e Load Transfer 7.17 - 7.89 #9 8.1
#22 7.1
#28 7.0
#49 8.2

Using the values calculated in the PWO 63/0046 and assuming that the
unidentified mean and standard deviation applies to all but the Lift
coils:

|
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Coil Allowable Rance Outside

* L111 3.27 - 3.75 #2 3.8
#17 3.1

All Others 7.04 - 7.96
.

Upper Gripper #43 6.2*

#49 8.1
#52 6.2

e Lower Gripper #43 6.1
#52 6.2

e Pulldown #24 8.1
e Load Transfer #9 8.1

#28 7.0 s

#49 8.2
|

This methou should have identified the above 11 CEDMs resistance
readings as outside the acceptance criteria.

Using the "Acce)t6 ace Criteria" item 11 and assuming a CEDM temperature
of 80 F, the a'lowable ranges ding lead resistance are:

. Coll A ...u bl.g_Ra nae 01itside

* Lift 2.34 - 4.34 None

Upper Gripper 5.98 - 7.98 #49 (UG & LT)*
Lower Gripper #24 (PD)

' Pulldown #9 (LT) -

s
Load Transfer

Item 13 " Test Documentation" contains the statement by the Journeyman
that "All values are acceptable." PWO 63/0046 under Task Description
step 3 is a signed verification stating " Verify the resistance readings
are within the acceptance criteria of the 013-PR/PSL-1." The inspector
concluded that the acceptance criteria provided in this PCM was
confusing and not entirely met.

I&C issued a STAR to Engineering in October 1995 requesting acceptance
criteria for coil resistances. Engineering is working with vendor and
has made a commitment to close this STAR 30 days prior to the scheduled
Unit 1 refueling outag'

The safety significance of this finding with respect to coil condition
was minimal in that the rods were still capable of performing their
intended safety function. The inspector was concerned about the
apparent failure to apply and recognize that the acceptance criter".). as
stated in the PCM package, was not met. This failure to assure that
test results had been satisfied, as identified above. is identified as a
violation (VIO 335/96-04-04. " Failure to Adequately Evaluate Unit 1 CEDM
Coil Resistance Test Results").

l
|
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M7.2 FRG review of Unit 1 CEA #1_

On March 7 the inspect (. attended the FRG meeting which reviewed PWO
63/5102. Tnis PWO contained a detailed procedure for installation and
removal of test equipment in troubleshooting CEA #1 prior to performing
MTC testing (see paragraph 03a of this report).

As part of the FRG review process. the originator of the PWO verbally a

described what this PWO would accomplish and responded to questions by
FRG members. At the completion of the review process the FRG secretary
prepred the minutes for signoff.

The inspector received a copy of the PWO for review and noted the
requirement under the completed Technical Review signoff that " Vendor
tech manuals. drawings, documents /NPWO instructions used as procedures
must be reviewed and approved by the FRG prior to use." Steps 3 and 12
cf the PWO referred to performing steps in Tech Manual 8770-6947

AP 0010432, Rev 88. " Nuclear Plant Work Orders." instruction 8.4.3.D.4
states, in part. "In the case where a controlled vendor tachnical manual
is to be used to provide step by-stop instructions, the specific
sections (e.g.. aaragraphs and steps) shall be invoked in the work
description or 17e technical manual or portions thereof attached to the
NPWO as necessary." This requirement is part of the " level of usage"
philosophy adopted in September 1995 thus eliminating FRG review of
complete vendor technical manuals. After the inspector questioned
whether this requirement had been satisfied a copy of the referenced
tech manual steps was attached to this NPWO prior to FRG approval.'

The inspector concluded that FRG had addressed the relevant safety
issues adequately but had not reviewed the NPWO in sufficient detail to
identify the above deficiency.

M8 Miscellaneous Maintenance Issucs (62703, 92904, 92700)

M8.1 LGlgsed) Unresolved item 335/96-01-01

URI 96-01-01 documented a condition identified by the NRC on February
15, in which workers in a posted contaminated area were observed not
adhering to the applicable RWP requirements for anti-contamination
clothing. Observed conditions included an unbuttoned lab coat, wearing
cloth gloves only (no rubber gloves), and failing to wear gloves.

.

The inspector reviewed the issue and determined the following:

An RWP (96-119) was properly prepared for the work in question*
Radiological requirements for the job in question weree
appropriately established and met the minimum requirements for a
contaminated area specified in HP-50. " Protective Clothing
Requirements"
The area in question was not contaminated at the time the=
condition was observed

..
. -
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The licensee initiated a Radiological Deficiency Re) ort to document the
issue and determined, through interviews that the caserved conditions
resulted from workers forgetting requirements in the course of
attempting to correct a deficiency which had alaced the unit in a 72
hour TS AS. This appeared to be complicated Jy the fact that the
workers reported knowing that the area was radiologically clean, based
upon previous surveys. which contribJted to a causal attitude toward the
requirements of the RWP.

The licensee's corrective actions included stopping the work and
counseling those involved, management reiteration of expectations for
work under RWPs and a revision to ADM-08.02. " Conduct of Maintenance."
which added a verification that RWP requirements were met prior to
beginntrg work.

The inspector concluded that the observed conditions constituted a
violation of the licensee's procedures, which required adherence to RWP
rec uirements. However, the licensee's corrective actions were adequate
anc the event was of minimal safety significance. The inspector
concluded the finding constitutes a violation of minor significance and
is being treated as a NCV. consistent with Section IV of the NRC
Enforcement Policy (NCV-96 04-05 " Improper Health Physics Practices").

M8.2 (Closed) LER 335/94 010. " Inadvertent B Train Enaineered Safeauards
features Actuation Sianal (ESFAS) due to a deficient Instrument and
Control Test Procedure."

The inspector reviewed the subject LER and the corrective actions
specified in the LER. The inspector verified that the corrective
actions identified in the LER were completed, and that procedures were
revised to include the corrective actions when applicable. The
inspector concluu:i that the corrective actions were satisfactory.
Based on the ir.p1Lnentation of the corrective actions, the LER is
closed.

M8.3 (Closed) LER 335/94-009-1. " Inadvertent Safety iniect_ ion Actuation
-

Sianal/ Containment Isolation Sianal Oue Tc Failed Pressurg
Transmitters."

~

The inspector reviewed the corrective actions associated with the LER
and found them to be acceptable. Documentation reviewed indicated that
I & C personnel completed the replacement of five transmitters as
specified in the corrective actions and plans are in place to replace
other transmitters in the future. Based on the implementation of the
corrections action specified, the LER is closed.

M8.4 (Closed) LER 335/94-008-0. " Inadvertent Containment Isolation Sianal
(ClS) Caused By Failure Of The B Instrument Invertor Concurrent With
Channel O CIS in Trioned Condition."

The inspector reviewed those procedures identified in the corrective
actions, and verified that specified changes had been incorporated into

- - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ -
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the procedure. Based on the completion of the specified correction
action the LER is closed.

M8.5 (Ocen) LER 335/96 001-00. " Control Room Emeroency Ventilation System
inocerable Due to Imoroner System Conflauration,"

On February 19. at approximately 2:25 a.m. . the STA observed an apparent
nagative-pressure when entering the Unit 1 control room. In the
subsequent investigation it was discovered that due to maintenance
activities in the Electrical Equipment Room, two ventilation boundaries
were breached, i.e. inlet plenum access hatch opened on February 19, at
approximately 2:20 a.m.. for periodic maintenance on HVS 5B fan and the
access hatch removed on HVA-3C with the inlet damper in the open
position as replaced on February 18. at approximately 12:30 p.m. This
inadvertently established a ventilation flow path with intake supply air
drawn from the control room and discharged to the RAB. Immediate
corrective actions were taken to close the access doors for both HVA-3C-
and HVS 5A and HVS-58. This restohd the control room HVAC to its
design basis for accident conditions capability as of 2:37 a.m,

The licensee performed an Engineering Assessment which is documented in
LER 335/96-001-00 and concluded that this configuration placed the Unit
1 control room outside of its design basis. An immediate 1-hour-
notification (outside of design basis - event #29994) was made on
February 19. pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's LER RC0 logs, clearance logs.
Equinmett Out-0f-Service logs and concluded that the licensee's
immediate corrective actions were timely and that the Engineering
Assessment adequately evaluated the safety imp'ications of this
configuration. Unit 1 was placed in TS 3.0.3 at 2:20 a.m., however, the
immediate corrective actions were completed within the one hour allowed.
The inspector was unable to close this LER in that not all of the
corrective actions have been implemented.

III. Enaineerina

E2 Engineering Support of Facilities and Equipment (37551, 92903)

E2.1 Unit i Spent Fuel Pool Boroflex Ncnconformance

During blackness-testing on the Unit 1 spent fuel pool conducted March
-14 through 17, 1995, the licensee found one portion of one boroflex
panel missing. Boroflex panels were added to the fuel 3001 in 1988 to
allow the use of hirh density fuel racks. The panels a3 sorb neutrons,
creatingstorageceTlswhichare, essentially,isolatedfroma
neutronics perspective. Per the Unit 1 UFSAh 9.1.2.3. the cells act to
ensure that km will remain less than .95 for a series of postulated
conditions to include the loss of all soluble boron in the pool.
Soluble boron levels in the pool are to be maintained at a minimum of
1720 ppm per TS 5.6.3.

,

'' '' ' ' ' '
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The missing section of boroflex existed at the top 15 inches of the
panel separating cells AH17 and AG17. At the time of the discovery. the
Reactor Engineering Supervisor discussed tne issue Lith the inspector
and stated that corrc w ve actions were being considered. STAR 950548
was prepared to document the condition. In the interim. the affected
cells were removed from consideration for storage of fuel.

*

Safety Evaluation JPN-PSL-SEFJ 95-023. Rev 3. " Revised Safety Evaluation
for Missing Partial Boroflex Panel in PSL SFP Storage Cell 17AH." The
inspector reviewed the package, which documented the licensee's root
cause effort, corrective actions cnd 50.59 evaluation. The licensee
could not establish a root cause for the subject condition. except to
conclude that it was a manufacturing defect. The conclusion that the
condition was a manufacturing defect vice degradation or shrinkage (as
has been seen in the material in the past) was based on an abrupt.
rather than ragged profile observed in the blackness test data. The
inspector reviewed the test results in a test report prepared by the
blackness testing vendor (HOLTECH International). The subject
deficiency was highlighted, as were less significant instances of gaps
in other panels.

The licensee's evaluation then determined that the missing boroflex was
an isolated occurrence based upon the following:

The subject deficiency was the only such deficiency identified in*

the 154 panels for which blackness tests at St. Lucie have been
performed.
The vendor which manufactured the boraflex panels (Joseph Oat*

Corp.) had an approved Appendix B QA/0C program and the program
was augmented by a resident FPL OC inspector during manufacturing.
The program required a verification of proper sizing of each
boraflex panel by both the mechanic performing the work and a OC
inspector.

* FPL performed audits of vendor records after the discovery of the
condition, and found adequate supporting information to conclude
that inspections were performed as required.
The deficiency was the only one of its type reported by industry*

in more than 2500 panels for which EPRI reported test results,
including over 1700 manufactured by the subject vendor.

I Additionally. the subject panel was the only one to exhibit the
deficiency of three panels of the same lot number in the St. Lucie
Unit 1 fuel pool.

The licensee's evaluation also considered the fuel storage history of
the subject cells and determined that two spent fuel assemblies had been
stored adjacent to one another separated by the subject panel, for a
period of apprcximately three and one half months. The assemblies were
verified to have the required burnup for storage in those locations and p

included essentially natural uranium axial blankets of 6 and 9 inch '

lengths, which reduced the reactivity in the area of the missing
bara flex.

- - -
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The inspectoi reviewed the applicable sections of the FSAR and found
that the licensee had correctly characterized the issue with respect to
the history of the affected cells. Additi_onally. the inspector found
that the licensee's corrective action (placing the cells off-limits to
fuel storage in the future) was sufficient to ensure safety in the
future. The inspector reviewed AP 1-0010250. Rev 4. " Guidelines for the
Use of the Unit 1 High Density Spent Fuel Racks." Preoperational Test
procedure 3200090. Rev 15. " Refueling Operations." and Plant Physics
Curve 0.3. * Spent Fuel Map " and verified that the appropriate changes
had been made to prohibit storage in the affected cells.

The inspector found that the licensee had been less than thorough in
evaluating the potential scenarios which might-have occurred with the
condition unknown to the licensee. In particular, the UFSAR. section
9.1.2.3.1.3 stated that the inadvertent placement of a fresh fuel
assembly in the region of the pool affected by the deficiency had the
potential to exceed the limiting reactivity should there be a concurrent
loss of soluble boron and that, in such a case, the presence of 500 ppm
boron would ensure that the infinite multiplication factor would not
exceed the design basis reactivity for that region of the pool. The
licensee's evaluation did not address whether a misplaced fresh fuel
assembly, in the absence of soluble boren, would have exceeded design
basis limits. . Similarly, the licensee's evaluation did not consider
what the worst case scenario would be, should a similar defect exist in
another area of the pool; instead choosing to describe the subject
defect as isolated and non recurring.

The inspector attended a FRG meeting on March 12. which discussed the
subjectissue. The inspector verified that a quorum was present. The
FRG chairman acted properly to keep the focus of the discussion on
safety and the entire FRG directed pertinent questions toward the
3resenter. Of particular interest to the inspector, the FRC questioned
low the SE could attempt to credit the vendor's OA program as insurance
against other failed panels when such an obvious deficiency escaped the
100% verification process. The preparer could not answer how the
deficiency passed through the process, but stated that the extensive

-program which was in place, complimented by an FPL employee on-site at
the vendor location assuring implementation of the program, combined
with the lack of other deficient panel data provided the necessary
assurance that the problem was not generic.

In conclusion, the inspector found the licensee's evaluation of the
subject condition to be satisfactory and the.50.59 evaluation to be
appropriately supported. The inspector found the FRG review process
aggressive in its review of the issue and appropriately focused on
safety.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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IV. Plant Support
i

) R1 Radiological Protection and Chemistry (RP&C) Controls (83750)

Rl.1 External and Internal Exoosure Controls

This program area was reviewed to evaluate the adequacy of licensee RP
controls for internal and external radiation hazards and to verify
individual radiation doses did not exceed the dose limits described in
Subpart C. of 10 CFR Part 20.

Selected elements of the licensee's personnel exposure control program
were reviewed. Based on direct observation, review of records and
discussions with licensee personnel the inspectors noted the following:

,

Reviewed RWP's provided adequate RP instructions and controls;e

Personnel monitoring equipment was utilized appropriately;e

Locked high radiation areas were properly posted and secured; ande
,

Process and engineering controls to limit exposures to airbornee
radioactivity were considered and utilized when possible.

| The licensee reported the following maximum doses (Rems) for individuals
in calendar year 1995 and 1996 to date:

Year TEDE Skin Extremity Lens-Eye

1995 2.263 2.452 2.452 2.263

1996 0.254 0.258 0.258 0.254 -

Part 20 Limits:

5.000 50.000 50-000 15.000.

Adm. Limits:

Site 2.500 25.000 25.000 7.500

Total 4.500 45.000 45.000 13.500

1996 data through February 26. 1996.

In 1995. the hinhest individual CDE dose assigned was 287 mrem and ther

highest CEDE dose assigned was 33 mrem. No individual internal
exposures had been identified at the time of the inspection for 1996.
All external and internal exposures were well within the regulatorye;

limits.

The licensee has applied for NVLAP certification of its electronic
dosimeter program. The licensee has completed performance testing in

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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categories 11. IV. and VI.b. and passed in categories IV and VI.b. The
licensee did not plan to re-test in category 11. an accident category
since the licensee did not plan to use the electronic dosimeters as the
primary dosimeter for emergency response. The licensee had already
received its on site review and expected certification of the electronic

3 dosimetry program in 1996. The licensee has been conducting parallel
testing of TLDs and electronic dosimeters for approximately two years.
The licensee expects to keep the TLD as the dose of record, at this
time. The licensee planned to continue using TLDs for special
monitoring conditions such as high beta dose component fields or neutron
fields. The on going work in obtaining accreditation of the FPL
electronic dosimetry program was identified as a good example of the
health physics program technical capabilities.

Through review of licensee procedures and reported dose information, the
inspector concluded the licensee was implementing adequate RP centrols
and monitoring individual occupational radiation exposures in accordance
with the requirements and that all individual doses reported were within
10 CFR Part 20 limits.

No violations or deviations were identified.

R3 RP&C Procedures and Documentation (83750)

R3.1 Control of Radioactive Materials and Contamination. Surveys and
Monitorina

This area was reviewed to evaluate the licensee's control of radioactive
and contaminated material.

St. Lucie TS 6.8.1 required written procedures be established.
implemented and maintained covering the activities recommended in
Appendix A of RG 1.33. Rev 2. dated February 1978. RG 1.33. Appendix A.
1978. required written procedt .es for contamination control .

The inspector reviewed the licensee's procedures for the control of
tools within the licensee's RCA. St Lucie HPP- 41. Rev 1. " Movement of
Material and Equipment." dated September 29. 1994 described the
licensee's procedures for positive control of materials and equipment
located in and leaving the RCA. Section 7.5 of HPP-41 addressed the use
of tools and equipment in the RCA. Step 7.5.2 stated " Paint
contaminated tools and equipment designated for use in the RCA with
purple paint." Step 7.5.3 stated, in part. "Unless otherwise
authorized, use only those tools that meet the following criteria for
fixed and removable radioactivity:

Beta-Gamma < 10 mrem /hr Fixed and

2< 1.000 dpm/100 cm Removable."

During a tour of the licensee's RCA the inspector noticed maintenance
workers working on some equipment in the Hot Tool Room. The inspector
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inquired about the workers activities and learned the equipment was not
from any contaminated system. While there, the inspector observed
several maintenance workers searching for various tools and observed one
worker returning tools to the storage cabinets. The worker returning
tools reported the tools had not been used. The inspector noted the Hot
Tool Room was a self serve facility and that there appeared to be little
control of materials or tools entering or leaving the room. Many
workers left the tool room without the tools they had been looking for
and the inspector noted some of the tool bins were empty.

The inspector made independent radiation and contamination surveys of
the items stored there. During the survey the inspector found numerous
tools that were not painted with purple paint and 2 tools exceeding the ,

contamination levels for such tools. One tool having approximately 14
mrem /hr beta gamma exceed the fixed beta gamma contamination limit of 10
mrem /hr and another ret of jacking bolts having contamination levels of

2approximately 1.500 dpm/100 cm exceeded the removable contamination
limit of 1.000 dpm/100 cmf. The inspector identified the tools to a
health physics technician and they were promptly removed from the Hot
Tool Room for decontamination. The inspector stated that failure to
paint tools utilized in the RCA with purple paint and failure to control
tools having radiation levels in excess of licensee procedure limits
appeared to be violations of licensee procedure requirements. The
finding constitutes a violation of minor significance and is being
treated as a NCV, consistent with Section IV of the NRC Enforcement
Policy.

NCV 50-335,389/96-04-06: -Violation of TS 6.8.1 requirements for-failure
to follow contamination control procedures for the control and use of
contaminated tools in the RCA.

In order to provide better control of these tools, licensee
representatives resorted that there would be a worker assigned to the
Hot Tool Room for 1alf a day on day shifts and the tool room would be
locked at all other times.

The inspector also requested and observed surveys of selected tools in
the licensee's Clean Tool Room. No contaminated tools were found during

.those surveys.
;

The inspector toured the yard and individual buildings in the RCA and
noted that there appeared to be more contaminated material stored within
the RCA than the inspector had observed at the site on previous RP
inspections. The inspector determined that some of the additional
material was material that had not been decontaminated following the
1995 outages. The problems with the Hot Tool Room and the amount of
contaminated material accumulating around the site appeared to be the
related to the significant cuts in the numbers of utility workers on
site during and following the most recent outages. The inspector
reported to licensee management that continued attention was needed to

t reduce the amount of radioactive material and contaminated material the
licensee had stored in yard and warehouses. Licensee representatives

j
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reported temporary personnel would be hired during the next few months
to reduce the backlog of contaminated material.

Housekeeping in the Auxiliary Buildings was generally good. However
process areas such as the decontamination facility and equipment storage

,

areas such as the one near the Unit 1 personnel access hatch were
cluttered and untidy. No uncontrolled containers of radioactive
material or contamination were identified.

At'the time of the inspecthn the licensee reported there were only 250
ft of contaminated, area in the licensee's decontamina^ ion plan, which
included 106.063 ft . The plan excluded the Containment Buildings and '
certain process areas such as the decontamination facility. The 250 ft
was the lowest level obtained by the licensee in recent years,

The inspector reviewed documentation of selected PCEs and annual PCE
trends. The inspector noted that the licensee had approximately 83 PCEs
in 1995 which exceed the goal of 50 PCEs. The number of outage days in
1995, approximately 170. was the primary reason the licensee had
exceeded this goal. The licensee actually had fewer PCEs in 1995 than
in 1994. The licensee had 95 PCEs in 1994 with approximately 104 outage
days. The licensee documented PCEs at a threshold of 100 cpm above
background. measured with a thin window GM detector. The inspector
noted the-licensee surveyed the walkways in the Auxiliary Buildings
daily with large swipes which helped in reducing the number of PCE
occurring in clean areas. No concerns with PCEs were identified during
the inspection.

The inspector observed several empty drums in the RCA and inquired about
the licensee's procedures for releasing empty drums having once
contained-hazardous material or used oil. The-inspector learned that
drums containing a hazardous material and radioactive contamination were
not released and were stored within the RCA. Fif ty-five gallon drums of
hazardous material free of radioactive contamination and exiting the RCA
were stored on a special pad on the secondary side of the facility.
Used oil leaving tie RCA which could have been exposed to radioactive
contamination was sampled and analyzed for uncontrolled release.

The inspector determined that used oil from the site was collected in a
holding tank for offsite processing. The inspector also learned that
the licensee had processors for se)arating water from oil which were
-located on the secondary side of tie facility in the Turbine Buildings.
The separated oil from an oil and water mixture was transferred to the
oil holding tank and the separated water was released to the yard
drainage system which emptied into evaporation / percolation ponds located
within the protected area.

The inspector noted that the aast pond was posted with signs displaying
a radiation symbol and the words: " Restricted Area Keepout" and
" Radioactive Materials-Area." The inspector determined that the east
pond had received some contaminated water from a spill in 1977. The
inspector learned that in 1992 the licensee had sampled and evaluated

|
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the soil from the pond berm and bottom. At that time, detectable

radioactive contamination was observed at various depths of 1-6 feet
with the activity decreasing with depth. The most significant level of
contamination detected was in the'first three feet of sediment below the
pond with radioactive concentrations of 1.5E-6 micro Ci/g of Cs-137 and
2 A E 6 micro-Ci/g of Co-60. Licensee representatives reported that the

-water was currently free of measurable contamination. The inspector
observed several species of fowl utilizing the pond during the
inspection. No concerns with the removal of drums from the primary to
secondary side of the facility were identified.

One NCi! and no deviations were identified.

R5 Staff Training and Qualification in-RP&C (83750)
,

RS.1 Trainina

This area was reviewed to verify that site health physics technicians
were receiving continuing training.

Through interviews with licensee personnel, review of licensee training
documents and training records the inspector determined that the
licensee was provid;ng continuing training for health physics
technicians. The licensee provided approximately 37 hours of continuing
training for health physics technicians in 1995 and expected to provide
approximately that amount in 1996. However, the licensee had not
developed a schedule for proposed training, The inspector noted the
1995 training provided was appropriate for continuing health physics
technician training. The inspector determined the technicians generally
found the quality of the training good and useful for their
responsibilities.

No violations or deviations were identified.

R6 RP&C Organization and Administration (83750)

R6.1 Occuoation Radiation Exoosure Control Proaram Chanaes

Changes in the RP program, since the last inspection, were reviewed to
assess their impact on the effective implementation of the RP program.
The inspection focused on changes in organization, personnel,
facilities, equipment. programs, and procedures. The arevious RP
inspection was conducted during the period of May 30 t1 rough June 2.
1995. With the exception of organizational changes described below the
licensee had not made any significant changes in the RP program.

The site health physics department lost several positions in down-sizing
activities in February 1996. The number of site senior health physics
technicians was reduced from 32 to 30 and 2 health physics supervisor
positions were also eliminated. The Inst significant change in numbers
of staff reductions was the decline in decontamination workers from 22
to 12.

.. .
. . .. _ _ _ _
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The responsibilities held by the Special Project Material Condition
Supervisor and Instrumentation Supervisor were temporarily transferred
to the ALARA Supervisor and the Radioactive Waste Supervisor '

respectively. The inspector did not identify any concerns.with the
licensee's changes in organization structure or in the qualifications of
personnel receiving new program responsibilities. While the loss of.the
two supervisors reduced collective staff expertise it did not appear
that the changes would adversely affect the licensee's pro
control of radiation exposures and radioactive materiais. grams for

No concerns were identified with the reductions in the number of health
physics technicians. The decontamination workers reductions did appear
to have a negative impact on the quantity-of contaminated material the
licensee had stored around the facility (Paragraph R3.1). However, no
violations of regulatory recuirements concerning the control of
radioactive material were icentified during the inspection.

The organization chain of command structure from the site Health Physics
Supervisor to the Operations Manager to the Plant General Manager had
not changed. However. recent changes in personnel were made for the
Operations Manager and the Plant General Manager positions.

There were also decreases in the number of vendor personnel su] porting
site health physics activities in 1995. The number of senior 1ealth
physics technicians decreased from 69 in 1994 to 51 in 1995. Other
decreases from 1994 levels to those in 1995 included: junior health
physics technicians from 41 to 18: dosimetry technicians from 16 to 13:
and decontamination personnel from 53 to 44. Additional-decrr.. es in
the numbers of vendor support personnel during outages were not t.xpected
in 1996. However. the licensee )lanned to bring in the personnel as
needed and did not plan to use tie personnel throughout tne entire
outage.

No violations or deviations were identified.

R7 Quality Assurance in RP&C Activities (83750)

R7.1 Audits

Audits of RP activities were reviewed to determine the adequacy of the
-licensee's identification and corrective action programs for
deficiencies or weaknesses related to the control of rao.ation or
radioactive material.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's 1995 and 1996 audits of RP program
activities. Reviews of RP activities during this period were limited to
several performance monitoring activities which the licensee referred to '

as PMONs. Five PMONs were conducted in the RP area in 1995 and two were
on-going during the inspection for 1996. The inspector also reviewed
the checklist and auditor notes for each of the 1995 PMONs. One finding
requiring corrective actions was identified in the five PMONs and the
inspector verified it's corrective actions were proceeding.

!
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The inspector determined that the licensee was reviewing the RP program
and tracking audit findings for correction. No concerns with the
licensee's audit program. findings or corrective actions were
identi fied.

No violations or deviations were identified.

R8 Hiscellaneous RP&C Issues (83750)

R8.1 Maintainino Occuoational Exoosures ALARA

This program area was reviewed to determine the status and effectiveness
of ALARA program initiatives in reducing collective dose for the site.
Areas reviewed included site annual and outage goals and objectives, and
the collective dose results.

A summary of recent collective dose and goals for the site is shown
below.

Collective Personnel Exposures (Person Rem)

Annual Dose Outage Dose

Actual Goal Title Actual Goal Days

1993 460 477 U2-SN0 71 77-

U1-RF0 387 444 61

U1-SNO 55 12-

1994 505 600 U2-RF0 168 187 71

U1-RF0 290 361 33

1995 412 283 U1-SN0 18 8-

U1-SNO 41 - 80

U2-RF0 311 172 83

1996 7 356 U1-RF0 - - -

Notes:

The 1996 dose information was measured with electronic dosimeters and
was current through February 26.

The 1996 U1-RF0 outage goals had not been issued.

Unplanned outages, maintenance activities and re-work were the primary
reasons the licensee exceeded the 1995 annual collective dose goal of
283 person-rem by approximately 129 ?erson-rem. This was basically a
maintenance and operations problem w1ich significantly and adversely

!

- -
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impacted the station ALARA program The duration of the U2 RF0 was
expected to be 53 days and actually lasted apprenmately 83 days due to
expanded work scope and rework. The licensee also had an extended
outage on Ul of approximately 80 days. Even with the increased work
load, the 1995 annual collective dose was the lowest since 1992 when the
licensee had 245 person rem.

The site collective dose goal for 1996 had just been a) proved by plant
management. The ALARA staff had identified four possiale site
collective dose goals for management consideration. The goals
considered such factors as industry averages and historical performance.
Upper management selected the most challenging one at 356 person rem.

The licensee had just started a new ALARA Man Rem Budget program similar
to one utilized at Turkey Point. At the time of the ins)ection the plan
had just been approved and l~ttle use of the system had Jeen made. The
plan assigned a dose budget for each department and the departments were
required to complete assigned responsibilities without exceeding their
dllotted dose budget. An element of the plan permitted departments to

i. borrow dose from one another as needed. The licensee expects the
implementation of the process to result in increased involvement of the
St. Lucie staff in dose reduction solutions.

The licensee completed a permanent modification on U2 Containment
Building in 1995 which provided air conditioning to the building during
outages. The licensee planned to make the same modification on VI
during the 1996 RF0 scheduled for Sprir.g 1996. The licensee had found
that air conditioning had gererally increased worker efficiency and
safety and had resulted in fewer PCEs from leaching protective clothing.
The air conditioning modification was an example of licensee
management's support for personnel safety. RP and ALARA p ograms.

The inspector also learned the licensee had started prelintinary
preparations for a U1 SG replacement project scheduled for January in
199L

Based on direct observation, discussion and review of reccrds the
inspector concluded the licensee was utilizing ALARA techniques and
making progress in reducing collective doses for the staff. However,
the recent failure to meet 1995 annual collective dose goal indicated
additional attention to reduce collective doses during outages was
needed.

No violations or deviations were identified.

P4 Staff Knowledge and Performance in EP (71750)
,

On January 22. at approximately 7:45 p.m. . Unit 2 began a downpower from
100 percent to 90 percent in preparation for turbine valve testing.
During the downpower, 1&C was changing a FC (Field Contact) - 250 power
supply for annunciator housing #1, in the annunciator logic cabinet. At
approximately 8:20 p.m., annunciator panels H (Reactor Coolar t System).

.
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J (Reactor Coolant Pumps). K (CEAs). L-(Reactor Protection System). M
(CVCS) and N (Waste Management) on RTCB 203, 204 and 205 went into alarm
and remained locked in. The licensee entered ONOP 2 0030137. " Partial
or Complete Loss of Annunciators." and stabilized power at approximately
97_ percent.

At approximately 8:35 p.m. 1&r identified and replaced the redundant
FC 250 power su) ply fuse in the annunciator logic housing #1 which had
blown. The locced in annunciator alarms cleared and at approximately

' 8:40 p.m. appeared to be c.arating properly. The ONOP was then exited.

The inspector-reviewed IHE #96 009, the work package generatted, and the
EPIP 3100022E. " Classification of Emergencies."

The inspector reviewed the PWO work package with the !&C iupervisor.
The Journeyman observed an electrical arc between the eltctrical lead
and the terminal where the lead was being relanded prior to the blown
fuse indication for the redundant power supply. The I&f. Manager said
this should not-tave occurred.

The inspector also reviewed the Enaineerina Justificat'qn for PCM 045-
293M which was approved November 23. 1993 and subseque,ntly implemented.
This PCM provided an individual field contact power supply fcr each of
the four annunciator logic housings which would result in a partial loss
of approximately 25 percent of the annunciators rather than complete
loss due to a single power supply failure. This MEP was classified as
Non-Safety Related.

EPIP Event / Class 8.B. " Loss of Alarms / Communication / Monitoring" provides
the following criteria for an '.'ausual Event:

"Sianificant loss of effluent monitorina capability. communications.

Indication and alarm canels. etc. which 1moairs ability to oerform
accident or emeraency assessment

3. Unplanned loss of most or all Safety System annunciators for
greater than 15 minutes,"

If the initiating condition is met for entry into the EAL and even
though the condition has cleared, the NPS is required to make an
emergency declaration per EPIP steps 4.3 and 8.2. In this particular
instance, although the RTGB 203, 204 and 205 annunciators were lost for
areater than 15 minutes, the NPS concluded that redundant alarms on RTGB
206. ERDADS. RDS, ESFAS. LPH and the PACB were adequate 50 as not to
impair accider.t or emergency assessment.

- - - -In-iHE 96 009.-under paragraph Vill. Reportability-Evaluation:

"It was determined that most safety system annunciators remained
operable during this anomaly so no emergency classification needed a

to be made."

<
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"For the majority of annunciators affected. redundant alarms on
RTGB 206. ERDADS. RPS. ESFAS. LPM and the PACB were available to
alert operators to abnormal conditions."

The inspector recognized that a reportability determination involved
applying engineering judgment. However. entry into an EAL requires
identification and evaluation of which safety system annunciators
remained operable, in this regard, the in W ' requested that the
licensee identify all safety system annunc- 3 and for those
annunciators that were lost, i.e. windows H. . K. L. M and N. the
redundant alarms which are referred to above. In a subsequent
discussion with lead STA, the licensee position was that any single
failure of an annunciator power supply would not constitute an entry
condition for an emergency classification.

The ins)ector concluded that while the emergency classification and
reporta)ility determination was correct for this occurrence it may be
nonconservative in other cases, particularly RTGB 206.

V. Management Meetinas and Other Areas

X1 Review of UFSAR Comnitments

A recent discovery of a licensee o)erating their facility in a manner
contrary to the UFSAR description lighlighted the need for additional (

verification that licensees were complying with the UFSAR commitments.
During an approximate two month time period all reactor inspections will
provide additional attention to UFSAR commitments and their
incorporation into plant practices, procedures, and/or parameters.

While performing the inspections which are discussed in this report the
inspectors reviewed the applicable portions of the UFSAR that related to
the areas inspected. The inspectors verified that the UFSAR wording was
consistent with the observed plant practices. procedures, and
parameters.

Minor deficiencies were noted with respect to the Containment Spray
Systemwalkdownsperformedduringthisperiod. These issues were
forwarded to the <icensee for resolution. They were as follows:

V07223 was to be locked cl~;ed per UFSAR paragraph 6.2.6.4. Thee
valve was found to be administratively controlled as locked closed
per the appropriate administrative procedure. however, the
procedure was not annotatEJ to refer to the UFSAR commitment as
is normally done per the licensee's programs.

* UFSAR Table 6.2-22 shows Unit 1 NaOH concentration as 30-32 w/o.
TS 3.6.2.2.a specified 28.5-30.5 w/o.
Unit 2 UFSAR Table 7.3-4 lists the EDGs as being started on a*

CSAS. This feature was removed via PCM during the most recent
Unit 2 outage.

10 CFR 50.71(e) requires the licensee to periodically update the UFSAR

1
I
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six months after each refueling. The Unit 1 TS 3.6.2.2.a and the UFSAR
Table 6.2 22 is inconsistent with respect to NaOH concentration. Pending
further NRC review, failure to update the UFSAR is an unresolved item
and will be tracked as URI 50 335.389/96-04 09. Failure to Update UFSAR.

s

X2 Exit Meeting Summary

A pre exit meeting was held with the licensee on February 29. 4996, to
discuss the results of inspections relating to the February 22 trip of
Unit I and associated maintenance issues. Dissenting comments were not
received from the licensee.

The inspection scope and findings for the occupational radiation
exposure inspection were summarized in a pre exit meeting with the
licensee held on March 1, 1996. Upper plant management, e.g., Plant
General Manager. Site Vice President. Operations Manager, did not attend
the exit meeting. The inspector asked that the inspection findinas and
the inspector's comments be conveyed to upper plant management. The
inspector described the areas inspected and discussed in detail the
inspection results. The inspector reported to licensee management that
continued attention was needed to reduce the amount of radioactive
material and contaminated material the licensee had stored in yard and
warehouses. Dissenting comments were not received from the licensee.
Proprietary information is not contained in this report,

A pre exit meeting was held with the licensee on March 8, 1996 to
discuss a visiting inspectors observations of maintenance activities.
Dissenting comments were not received from the licensee.

A pre exit interview was held with the licensee on March 28.1996 to
discuss observations of control room activities. Dissenting comments
from the ;icensee's management are described in paragraph 04.3, above.

A pre-exit meeting was held with the licensee on March 29. 1996, to
discuss aspects of maintenance observations made during the preceding
week. Dissenting comments were not received from the licensee.

The scope and results of this integrated inspection report were ,

discussed with the licensee in an exit meeting conducted on April 3.
1996. Dissenting contrents were not received.

X3 Pre Decisional Enforcement Conference Summary

A Pre Decisional Enforcement Conference was held with the licensee on
March 8, 1996, at NRC Region 11 to discuss potential enforcement
resulting from IR 50 335.389/96 03, which discussed an overdilution
event which occurred on Unit 1.
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PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee

Bladow. W., alte Quality Manager
'Bohlke, W., Site Vice President
Buchanan, H., Health Physics Supervisor
Burton, C , Site Services Manager
Dawson, R., Business Manager
Denver, D., Site Engineering Manager
Fincher, P., Training Manager
Frechette, R., Chemistry Supervisor
fulford, P., Operations Support and Testing Supervisor
Heffelfinger, K., Protection Services Supervisor
Holt, J. , information Services Supervisor
Kreinberg, T N elear Material Management Superintendent
Marchese, J.~, Ma..'itenance Manager
Olson, R., Instrument and Control Maintenance Supervisor
O'Farrell, C., Reactor' Engineering Supervisor<

Pell. C., Outage Manager
Wood, C. . System and Component Engineering Manager
Sager, D., Vice President, Nuclear Assurance
Scarola, J., St. Lucie Plant General Manager
Weinkam E,. Licensing Manager
West, J., Operations Manager
Marple, C., Operations Supervisor
White, W., Security Supervisor

Other licensee employees contacted included office, operations, engineering,
maintenance, chemistry / radiation, and corporate personnel.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 37551: Onsite Engineering
IP 40500: Effectiveness of Licensee Controls in Identifying, Resolving, and

Preventing Problems
IP 61726: Surveillance Observations
IP 62703: Maintenance Observations
IP 71001: Licensed Operator Requalification Program Evalulation,

IP 71707: Plant Operations
IP 71715: Sustained Control Room and Plant Observation
IP 71750: -Plant Support Activities
IP 83750: Occupational Exposure
IP 92700: Onsite followup of Written Reports of Nonroutine Events at Power

Reactor facilities
IP 92901: Followup - Plant Operatio.-
IP 92903: Followup - Engineering
IP 92904E Followup - Plant Supoort
IP 93702: Prompt Onsite Response to Events at Operating Power Reactors

.. .
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ITEMS OPENE0. CLOSED. AND DISCUSSED

Ooened

50 335/96 04 01 V10 " Failures to follow Procedures Lead to Unit 1
Containment PIG Inoperability"

50 335/96 04 02 VIO " Failure to Make Required Log Entries" )
50 335/96 04 03 VIO " Failure to Follow Procedures While Placing EDG

Fuel Oil Tank on Recirculation"
50 335/96-04 04 VIO " Failure to Adequately Evaluate Unit 1 CEDM Coil

Resistance Test Results"

50 335/96 04 05 URI_ " Configuration Control Management"

Closed

50 335/95 015 03 VIO " Failure to Follow Procedures and Document
Abnormal Valve Position"

50 335/96-01 01 URI " Improper Health Physics Practices"
50 335/96 04 05 NCV " Improper Health Physics Practices"
50 335/94-010 00 LER " Inadvertent B Train Engineered Safeguards

features Actuation Signal (ESFAS) due to a
Deficient Instrument and Control Test Procedure"

50 335/94 009 01 LER ''LER 335/94 009 1. Inadvertent Safety injection
Actuation Signal / Containment Isolation Signal
Oue To Failed Pressure Transmitters"

50-335/94 008 00 LER " inadvertent Containment Isolation Signal (ClS)
Caused By Failure Of The B Instrument Invertor
Concurrent With Channel O CIS in Tripped
Condition"

50 335.389/96 04 06 NCV " Failure to follow contamination control
3rocedures for tools utilized in the licensee's
RCA"

50 335/96 04 07 NCV " Inadequate procedure leads to switchyard
misalignment"

50 335/96-04 08 NCV "FailuretoLogan005CEAintheEquipmentOut-
Of-Service Log

50 335.389/96 04-09 URI Failure to Update UFSAR

Discussed

335/96-001 00 LER " Control Room Emergency Ventilation System
Inoperable Due to improper System Configuration"

LIST OF ACRONYMS USED

ADM Administrative-Procedure
AE00 Analysis and Evaluation of 0)erational Data. Office for (NRC)
ALARA As low as Reasonably Achieva)le (radiation exposure)
ANPS Assistant Nuclear Plant Supervisor

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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ANS American Nuclear Society-
ANSI American National Standards Institute
ADT Allowable Outage Time
A0V Air Operated Valve
AP -- Administrative Procedure
ASME Code American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure

Vessel-Code
ATIN Attention
BDP Balance of Plant
cc Cubic Centimeter
CDE Committed Dose Equivalent
CEA Control Element Assembly
CEDE Committed Etfective Do:e Equivalent
CEDM Control Element Drive Mechanism
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
C1 Curies
CIS Containment Isolation System
cm Centimeter
CHI CEA Motion inhibit
c)m Counts Per Minute
C)P Coil Power Programming
CTCS Condenser Tube Cleaning System
CVCS Chemical & Volume Control System
CWD Control Wiring Diagram
CWP CEA Withdrawal Prohibit
DF0 Diesel fuel Oil
DFOST Deisel-Fuel Oil Storage Tank
dpm Disintegration Per Minute
DPR Demonstration Power Reactor (A type of operating license)
EAL- Emergency Action Level
EDG Emergency Diesel Generator
eel Escalated Enforcement Item
EFPD Effective Full Power Days
E0P Emergency Operating Procedure
EP Engineering Package
EPIP Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure
ERDADS Emergency P,esponse Data Acquisition Display System
ESF Engineered Safety Feature
ESFAS Engineered _ Safety Feature Actuation System
F Fahrenheit
FC Field fontact
FCV Flow 0; trol Valve

.

FLCEA- Full Length Control Element Assembl
The Florida Power & Light Company yFPL

FR Federal Regulation
FRG Facility Review Group
GM Geiger-Muller
HCV- Hydraulic Control Valve
HP Health Physics-
HPP Health Physics Procedure
HVAC- Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
HVS- Heating and Ventilating Supply (fan system, etc.)

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._
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HX Heat Exchanger
18C instrumentation and Control
IA Instrument Air
IHE In House Event Report

-IP inspection Procedure
IR [NRC) Inspection Report
ISOL 1solated
IST Inservice Testing (program)
LCO TS Limiting Condition for Operation
LER Licensee Event Report
Lis Level Indicating Switch
LLRT Local Leak Rate Test
LPM Loose Parts Monitor
LS Level Switch
LT Level Transmitter
MEP Minor Engin.oring Package
MFRV Main Feedwater Regulating Valves
MFW Main Feed Water
HMP Mechanical Maintenance Procedure
MOV -Motor Operated Valve
mrem millirem-
MSIV Main Steam 13olation Valve
MTC Moderator Temperature Coefficient
MV Motorized Valve
NaOH Sodium Hydroxide
NCV NonCited Violation (of NRC requirements).

No, Number
NOUE Notice of Unusual Event
NOV Notice of Violation
NPF Nuclear Production Facility (a type of operating license)
NPS Nuclear Plant Supervisor
NPWO Nuclear Plant Work Order
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NVLAP National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program
ohm Unit of Electrical Resistance
OHM Occu)ational Health Management
ON0P Off lormal Operating Procedure
00S Out Of Service
OP Operating Procedure
PACB Plant Auxiliary Control' Board
PCE- Personnel Contamination Event
PCM -Plant Change / Modification
PCV Pressure Control Valve
PDil Power Dependent Insertion Limits
PDR- NRC Public Document Room
PIG Particulate-lodine-Noble Gas Monitor
Pls Pressure Indicator / Switch

. PM _ Preventive _ Maintenance
PHON Performance Monitoring
PMT Post Maintenance Test
ppm Part(s) per Million
psia Pounds per square inch (absolute)

|
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)sig Pounds per square inch (gage)
)SL Plant St Lucie '

PWO Plant Work Order
01 Quality Instruction
RAB Reactor Auxiliary Building
RCA Radiation Control Area
RCO Reactor Control Operator
RCP Reactor Coolant Pump
RCS Reactor Coolant System
Rev Revision
RF0 Refuelin Outage
RG [NRC] Re ulatory Guide
Ril Region 1 - Atlanta. Georgia (NRC)
R0 Reactor [ licensed] Operator
RP Radiation Protection
RPS Reactor Protection System
RTGB Reactor Turbine Generator Board
RWP Radiation Work Permit
SALP Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance
SBCS Steam Bypass Control System
SCCM Standard Cubic Centimeters per Minute
SCE Systems and Com)onent Engineering
SCFM Standard Cubic oot/ Feet Per Minuter

SCR Silicon Controlled Rectifier
S.D. Standard Deviation
SDC Shut Down Cooling
SE Safety Evaluation
SG Steam Generator
SGWL Steam Generator Water level
SN0 Short Notice Outage
SNOW Short Notice Outage Work
SNP0 Senior Nuclear Plant (unlicensed) Operator
SR0 Senior Reactor [ licensed) Operator
St. Saint
STAR St. Lucie Action Request
TC Temporary Change
TEDB Total Equipment Data Base
TEDE Total Effective Dose Equivalent
TLD Thermoluminescent Dosimeter
TS Technical Specification (s)
U1 Unit 1
U2 -Unit 2
UFSM Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
UG U))er Grioper
URI [ HC) Unresolved Item -

VCT Volume Control Tank
V10 Violation (of NRC requirements)
WO Work Order

_

!
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February 27, 1997

Florida Power and Light Company
ATIN: Mr. T. F. Plunkett

President Nuclear Division
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach, FL 33408 0420

SUBJECT:
NRC INSPECTION REPORT 50 335/97 02 AND 50 389/97 02

Dear Hr. Plunkett: .

On January 31, 1997, the NRC completed an inspection at your St. Lucie 1 and 2
'-

reactor facilities. The enclosed report presents the results of thatins)ection. At the conclusion of the inspection, the findings were discussedwit 1 those members of your staff identified in the report.

Areas examined during the inspection are identified in the report. Withinthese areas
and represen,tative records, interviews with personnel, and observation ofthe inspection consisted of selective examinations of procedures
activities in progr?ss.

The enclosed Inspection Report identifles activities that violated NRC
requirements that will not be subject to enforcement action because the
licensee's efforts in identifying and correcting the violation meet the
criteria specified in Section VII.B of the Enforcement Policy.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), of the NRCs " Rules of Practice." a copy
of this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document
Room.

Sincer ly,

I

|
|

Kenneth P. Barr,- Chief
Plant Support Branch
Division of Reactor Safety

Docket Nos. 50 335, 50 389
License Nos. DPR 67 NPF 16

Enclosure: NRC Inspection Report

cc w/ enc 1: See page 2

ATTACMENT 2,,
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cc w/ encl: Joe Myers, DirectorJ. A. Stall
Site Vice President Division of Emergency Preparedress.

3

Department of Lommunity AffairsSt. Lucie Nuclear Plant 2740 Centerview Drive6351 South Ocean Drive Tallahassee, FL 32399 2100Ft. Pierce, FL 34957

Thomas R. L. Kindred.

H. N. Paduano, Manager County Administrator
Licensing and Special Programs St. Lucie County
Florida Power and Light Company 2300 Virginia Avenue
P. O. Box 14000 Ft. Pierce, FL 34982Juno Beach, FL 33408 0420.-

J. Scarola<

Plant General Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Ft. Pierce, FL 34957

E. J. Weinkam
Plant Licensing Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Ft. Pierce, FL 34957

H. S. Ross, Attorney
Florida Power & Light
11770 US Highway 1
North Palm Beach, FL 33408

John T. Butler, Esq.
Steel, Hector and Davis

s

4000 Southeast Financial Center
Miami, FL 33131 2398

Bill Passetti
Office of Radiation Control
Deaartment of Health and

Rehabilitative Services
1317 Winewood Boulevard
Tallahassee, FL 32399 0700
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U.S. flVCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION II

Docket Nos: 50 335, 50 389
License Nos: DPR 67, NPF 16

'

Report Nos: 50 335/97 02, 50 389/97 02

Licensee: Florida Power and Light Co.

Facility: St. Lucie Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2- -

Location: 6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beech FL 34957

Dates: January 27 31, 1997

Inspectors: F. Wright, Senior Radiation Protection Specialist
G. Salyers, Emergency Preparedness Specialist

Approved by: K. Barr, Chief Plant Support Branch
Division of Reactor Safety
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Units 1 & 2
NRC Inspection Report Nos: 50 335/97 02, 50 389/97 02

This routine announced inspection of the licensee Radiation Protection (RP)
program included aspects of the licensee's personnel dosimetry and
contamination control programs.

Plant Succort
..

Personnel were provided radiation monitoring devices in accordance witho
regulatory and licensee requirements (Section R1.1).

The licensee continued to improve controls for contaminated materialso
(Section R1.2).

One Non Cited Violation (NCV) was identified concerning failure too
survey potentially contaminated liquid-released from the licensee's
Radiation Control Area (RCA) (Section R1.2).

>

..
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Reoort Details

IV. Plant Support
'

R1 Radiological Protection and Chemistry Controls

R1,1 Personnel Dosimetry Issuance (8375Q1

a. Inspection ScoDe

Selected elements of the licensee's personnel dosimetry issuance program
were reviewed to verify 10 CFR Part 20 and licensee requirements for
radiation monitoring were being implemented. The licensee's dosimetry- -

program was compared with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20.1502.

This program review included observations made during facility tours,
interviews with dosimetry and radiation protection personnel, and reviewof licensee records and procedures,

i

b. Observations and Findings I

The inspectors reviewed licensee
specified in licensee procedures, personnel monitoring requirementsHealth Physics (HP) 2, " Radiation
Protection Manual," Revision 10 and Health Physics Procedure (HPP) 30,* Personnel Monitoring," Revision 6.

<

The licensee defined " visitors," in Appendix 10. " Access to the RCA by
Visitors," of HPP 30, as persons that required access into the RCA to-
perform short term work assignments and were not expected to receive
more than 100 mrem exposure in a year. The inspectors evaluated the
licensee procedures for monitoring " visitors" entering the RCA.

The licensee routinely issued Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) for
occupational workers entering the RCA. However, the licensee procedures
permitted specifically authorized * visitors" to enter the RCA without a i

TLD provided the conditions specified in Appendix 10. of HPP 30 were
completed. The licensee's procedures permitted " visitors," which were

>

non occupational workers, to enter the RCA without meeting all of the
training and the monitoring requirements that occupational radiation

.

workers were required to complete.

" Visitor" access in the RCA was restrictive. " Visitors" were n to
pernitted access to high radiation areas, very hi
airborne radioactivity areas, contaminated areas,gh radiation areas,reactor containmentbuilding, or spent fu?1 pool buildings. Each " visitor" was assi

<

. Electronic Personnel Dosimeter (EPD) while in the RCA and each "gned anvisitor"
was escorted by a qualified radiation worker. The * visitor" dose as
measured with the EPD was recorded on Form HPP 30.6, " Visitors RCA EntryAuthorization.",

_
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The inspectors verified that licensee '' visitors" entering the RCA were
issued an EPD, their exposure recorded on form HPP+30.6. exposure levels
were within limits, and records were archived. The inspectors verified
complcted forms of HPP 30 were in the licensee's document control room.

The occupational dose limit of 500 mrem / term for declared pregnant
workers apply only to women who receive occupational doses in the course
of employment in which the individual's assigned duties involve exposure
to radiation and the individual has chosen to declare their pregnancy.
The licensee utilized Form HPP 30.7, " Access to the RCA By female
Employees and Visitors," to document that a female had been provided a
copy of Regulatory Guide 8.13, " Instruction Concerning Prenatal
Radiation Exposure.' The completed form also documented the " visitor".

had read and understood recommendations of the Regulatory Guide 8.13
which informed a female of the potential health risks to an embryo / fetus
from radiation exposure of the expectant mother. The inspectors noted
that Form HPP 30.7 was not discussed or referenced in HPP 30,
Appendix 10. ihe inspectors inquired about the licensee's intent to
have ' visitors' review Regulatory Guide 8.13 since the title of Form
HPP 30.7 included visitors. The licensee reported that " visitors" were
not occupational radiation workers and it was not necessary for female
' visitors" to review Regulatory Guide 8.13. The inspectors concluded
that there were no requirements for ' visitors," as defined by the
licensee's procedures, to review Regulatory Guide 8.13; however,
informing non occupational female personnel of the risk to embryo / fetus
from low levels of radiation would be a good practice. The inspectors
communicated to licensee management that the title of Form HPP 30.7
implied that " visitors" were to use the form and comply with the
requirements specified in the document. The issue was a proceduralinconsistency. The inspectors also pointed out to licensee management,
that the responsibilities for processing radiation workers and non.
radiation workers " visitor" into the RCA was not clearly defined in
HPP 30. Licensee management stated the issues would be reviewed for
' additional clarification in. procedural guidance.

As personnel entered the site, they obtained their assigned TLDs from
the TLD storage r6cks in the security buildings. Personnel leaving the
site returned their TLDs to the TLD storage racks prior to passing
through the security exit portals. The licensee had been utili+1 the
process for approximately two years. The inspectors observed ths o
potential existed for someone to mistakenly remove another person iLD
from the TLD storage rack. The inspectors reviewed the licensee's
controls to prevent an individual with the wrong TLD from entering the
RCA.

The inspectors verified that the li wee's access control system
required the worker to identify the), FLD and RWP numbers prior to
permitting the assignment of an individual administrative dose limits
and the issuance of a functional EPD. The inspectors observed an HP
technician test the RCA entry process at the RCA access control point by
entering his TLD number, then scan the bar code on the inspectors TLD.

..
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The access control system stopped the log in process and the system
monitor indicated an error between the TLD number entered by the
technician and the TLD number scanned. The monitor required thec
individual to review and re .. iter the data. At that point it would be
radiation worker's responsibility to determine whether they had the TLDsaecifically assigned to them. The assigned ind' idual's name is on theT,.D label . The ins >ector concluded that if an icividual mistakenly
removed the wrong T.D from the storage rack, the system would identifythe error prior to their entering the RCA. To enter the RCA with the
incorrect TLD a worker would have to deliberately falsify access control
information. The inspectors asked if the access control system
maintained a history of access errors The licensen reported records
were not maintained because error mess. ages were common. Most of t a
errors resulted from a scanner failing to read all of the bar code or

--

an individual striking a wrong number ;n the key pad while entering
their TLD number.

Approximately 1,200 TLDs were issued at the site each month. At the
first of the month, new TLDs were issued and the previous month TLDs
were collected. The licensee maintained a record of TLDs that were notin the racks at the end of the month. The inspector reviewed the
records for 1996, and noted that as the licensee personnel became
accustom to depositing and removing their TLDs from the TLD storageracks, the numaea of TLD missing form the storage racks continued to
decrease in 1996. Host of the missing TLD were from individuals who had
left TLDs on their hard hats or in their office.

t

Several of these
individuals were repeat offenders and corrective actions were taken
toward the re> eat Gfenders by the licensee. In 1996, after the
location of tie " missing" TLDs were resolved, the licensee had four (4)
TLDs that were lost out of approximately 14.400 issued.

Procedure HPP 30. Section 7.3 *EPD/TLD Discrepancy Investigations "
required the licensee to investigate:

Any monthly accumulated dose equal to or greater than 300 mrem ino

which the differential dose between the EPD and TLD is equal to or
greater than 25 percent.

Any monthly accumulated dose equal to or less than 300 mrem ino

which the differential dose between the EPD and TLD is equal to or
greater than 60 mrem.

The licensee performed approximately thirteen EPD/TLD discrepancy
investigations in 1996. The inspector verified that the discrepancies
were properly evaluated and appropriate dose assignments were made to
radiation worker dose records.

During tours of the plant, the inspectors observed personnel wearing
appropriate monitoring devices on the location of tie body as specifiedby the RWPs.

..
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c. Conclusion

The inspectors concluded that dosimetry issuance procedures were being
implemented properly, individuals were using dosimetry correctly, and
the verification measures within the RCA access control system were
reasonable to prevent the unauthorized use of an iadividual's TLD,
Possible improvements in procedure HPP 30 were identified concerning
access requirements for non. occupational radiation workers. However, noviolations of regulatory requirements were identified.

R1.2 Contrel of Contamintigt Haterial-(83750)

a. Insoection Scooe-

The purpose of this inspection effort was to review implementation of
licensee procedures for controlling clean and contaminated tools and
radioactive contaminated materials.

This nrogram review included the performance of radiation and
con * mination surveys, observations made during facility tours,
interviews with maintenance and radiation
review of licensee records and procedures, protection personnel, and,

b. Observations and Findinos

In 1996 the licensee experienced problems with tools having
contamination in excess of the li ansee's contamination limits. Toolswere found outside the RCA with 11 nation above the unconditionalrelease limits and tools were f .1 side the RCA hot tool rooms with
contamination levels exceedini cribed limits for use within the RCA.The licensee had recently imp ~. -,ted additional contamination control
reasures in response to contamination control problems and the
inspectors reviewed the implementation and status-of the various
corret.tive-actions.

To improve controls of tools and equipment leaving the RCA and tools
within the RCA, the licensee had implemented the following controls:

Revision of the radi6 tion survey policy to require Health Physics-o

(HP) personnel to perform surveys of " personal items" exiting the
RCA:

Assignment of a HP te.nnician to monitor the primary RCA exito
points on day, shifts. Honday through Friday:

Use of video monitoring and recording equipment to monitoro
radiation workers' exiting the Unit 1 anu 2 RCA control points:

_ _ _ _ Increased clean tool room routine survey frequency from monthly too-
weekly:

...

Os

_ _ _ _ . _ . .
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Established a lower fixed contamination goal / limit of less than
o

10,000 dpm (direct frisk) for hot tool room tools;

Cleanup, inventory and sorting of stockpiled tooling and equipment
o

accumulated and stored following recent refueling outages:

Reduce the amount of tools beated in the RCA to permit a more
o

thorough and efficient radiation and contamination surveys:

Established a larger tool room to supply all the tools used in the
o

RCA during non outage periods:

Assignment of a utility person to operate the tool room on day
o

shifts, Honday through Friday;

Established a Tool Task Team to address site tool control issues;
o

and

Conducted stand down meetings with PP personnel to stress the
, o'

importance of performing thorough unconditional release surveys. '

While on site and during tours of the licensee's facilities, the
inspectors looked for implementation of the licensee's correctiveactions. In general, the ins)ectors found that the licensee wassatisfactorily implementing tie )roposed corrective actions. The
insaectors observed that the numaer of uncontrolled tools, and the
num>er of tools accessible to n.aintenance personnel within the RCA hadbeen reduced. HP technicians were assigned to monitor the primary RCA
exits and were in the portal areas during day shift and the licensee's
video monitoring equipment was operational.

The clean and hot tool rooms were inspected. Numerous radiation and
contamination surveys of tools and equipment in the facilities were madeby the ins)ectors.

No contaminated tools were found in the clean toolroom and t1e inspectors did not find any tools that exceeded the
licensee's fiM contamination limits in the hot tool room. However,
some confusion among the HP technicians concerning the fixed
contamination limits for the hot tool room were observed. Several HP
technicians reported the fixed contamination limits for the hot tool
room were less than 10,000 dpm/ scan which was si
mrem /hr limit stated in licensee the procedures.gnificantly below the 10The ins)ectors found
several tools in the hot tool room at were in excess of tie 10,000
dpm/ scan, the highest being approximately 30,000 dpm/ scan. However, no
tools were found in excess of the 10 mrem /hr limits specified in the
licensee procedures. Technicians reported the tools the inspectors had
found were in excess of hot tool room limits and the technicians removedthe tools from the hot tool room. When this was brought to the
attention of HP management the inspectors were informed that the 10,000
dpm value was only a guideline and not a 11niit. The inspectors reported
to licensee management that the staff's understanding-of the guideline
or goal was not clearly evident as observed by their response to the

-

inspectors findings. The inspectors reported that the purpose of the

..

e
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guideline or goal should be clearly defined and understood by the HPstaff. ,

The new hot tool room was larger, more organized and was generallycontrolled. A utility worker was assig.ned to the facility on Mondaythrough Friday day shift.
The hot tool room door was locked with an-

electronic combination lock, but the combination appeared known to plant
radiationworkersandremainedaccessibletoplantstaff. The licensee
continued to utilize an " honor system" for al work on evening, midnightand weekend shifts. NRC identified contamination-control problems when
the * honor-system" was used-twenty four hours per-day.

The inspectors-found the tool issuance and accountability process was
improved but still weak. The inspectors observed a loose leaf notebook

..

that. tool room personnel had been using to document tool issue. The
documentation was not orderly and the content and format of the
information recorded was not consistent. In some cases there was no
indication on the status or location of an issued tool. A bar coding
system for tool accountability had been planncd during the arevious
year, however, the process had not been implementation at tle time ofthis inspection.

Many of the licensee's corrective actions for better control of-
contaminated material had been incorporated into written and controlledprocedures. However, the guidance for proper use of the hot tool room
was not in controlled procedures. The guidance was documented in
memorandums which-were posted in several areas within the RCA. The
advantages of describing o>erations of the hot tool room in a plant
document was discussed wit 1 licensee management. Howev
had not determined that such a procedure was necessary.er, the licensee

The inspectors reviewed selected Condition Reports (Crs) relating to.the
control of contaminated material- Licensee (A 96 2199 initiated.

August 2,1996, was written for failure.to comply with licensee.
procedures controlling the release of.potentially contaminated-material
out of the RCA.

The licensee's Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) are located within the
licensee's RCA. Oil was periodicall) removed from the EDGs and
collected into 55 gallon drums. Catchments in the EDG buildings which
collected fluids such as oil and rain water were also periodicallyemptied into 55 gallon drums. The drained fluids from the EDGs were
considered free of contamination, in that, they did not interface with
any >otential radiation contaminated systems. However, the EDG
catc1ments were open to collect any. fluids spilled in the EDG building
and were not positively controlled. HP personnel analyzed and
controlled the drained EDG fluids and the.EDG catchment fluids

' differently. When drained EDG fluids were released from the RCA. the HP
procedures only required radiation and contamination surveys of the
drums prior to their release from the RCA. When the fluids _from EDG

-

-

catchments were released from the RCA, the~ HPs were required to sample
-

the liqui.d contents to identify presence of any radioactivity.

..

. - . _ _
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Licensee procedure HPP 41. "Hovement of Haterial and Equiament."
|
'

Revision 2, dated 04/23/96.4

described the means by which Health Physics '

personnel were to exercise positive control of materials and equipmentlocated in and leaving the RCA.; following: The procedure, in part, required the

Step 5.1 Haterials and equipment removed from the RCA shall be
o

properly surveyed prior to release from the area:

Step 5.7 Free release of oil, liquids and bulk quantities ofo

building or construction materials such as dirt and rock shall not
: be unconditionclly released by use of gamma ray spectroscopy

unless the semples are analyzed on a counting system and meet the
environmental lower limit of detection limits contained in

--

Chemistry Procedure C 200, Offsite Dose Calculation Hanual; and
,

!

l

Step 7.9 No material with a detectable activity shall beo
approved for unconditional release from the RCA.

.

Contrary to the above, on August 2, 1996, HP technicians 3ermitted the '
i

free release of EDG catchment fluids from the Unit 2 EDG auilding
without first obtaining a gamma ray spectroscopy assessment of the drumfluids.

In August 1996. Hechanical Haintenance (HH) personnel pumped the
4

'

contents of the Unit 2 EDG oil catchment box into 55 gallon drums that
were loaded onto a flatbed truck. On August 2, 1996 MH requested
Chemistry to sample the contents of the barrels in accordance with HH ,

procedures. Maintenance personnel also requested HP to survey the,

vehicle and drums in order to nove the truck and its cergo outside the
RCA. Chemistry personnel sampled the containers and HP personnel
surveyed-the exterior surfaces of the barrels and the truck. When the

i

contamination survey of the barrel surfaces was completed, HP survey
personnel permitted the vehicle-and its contents to exit the RCA. Later
that morning chemistry personnel analyzed the samples for radioactivity

-

and forwarded a copy of the analysis to HP operations-supervisor. At
approximately 06:30 a.m., the HP operations supervisor recognized the
catchmen' li
procedures. quid had not been analyzed in accordance with licenseeThe truck and drums had been permitted to leave the RCA
wi Mut a radiological assessment of the catchment fluids. The'

sul. sor contacted HH and requested the vehicle and its contents be
ret.<aed to the RCA. The HP staff initiated condition report 96 2199 to
evaluate and correct the problems associated with the event.

Failure of HP Sersonnel to properly analyze potentially contaminated
liquids from tie RCA prior to authorizing their release from the RCA was
identified as a violation 50 335/97 02 01 " Failure to follow licensee
procedures for survey and release of potentially contaminated material
out of the licensee's RCA." This violation will not be subject to
enforcement action because the licensee's efforts in identifying and'

correcting the violation meet the criteria specified in Section VII.B of.

the Enforcement Policy.

. .

**
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In response to the event, the licensee revised HPP 41. Revision 3 dated12/04/96 to:

o Better det
,

e the counting capability and requirements forsystems , to analyze low concentratior
in liquid 3, and of radioactive material '

Limit the nu,noer of persorinel authorized to approve theo

unconditional release of bulk miterials.

The. licensee also revised Unit 1 and 2 General Haintenance Procedures 1-H 0018. "Hechanical-Haintenance Safety Related Preventative Haintenance
Program." Revision 45 and 2 H 0018. " Mechanical Maintenance Safety
Related Preventative Haintenance Pregram " Revision 45.

. -

procedures added specific HP signoffs to: The revised

Notify HP prior to commencing any oil pumping operations in the
o

RCA in order that contamination surveys of pumps,' hoses, and drums
can be made prior to the pumping operations: and

Notify HP for sampling liquid from the oil catchment boxes,
o

analyze samples for radioactivity, and verify the liquid meets the
criteria for uncontrolicd release as required by HPP 41.

The inspectors inquired about the disposition of the EDG fluids being
released from the RCA. The licensee was taking the-fluids from the EDG
catchment-to the turbine building for processing The licensee utilizedseparators in the turbine building for the purpos.es of separating theoil and water mixture. The separated water was routed into the site
storm drains and the oil-would be collected and placed into a used oilstora e tank. The storm drains emptied into an evaporation / percolationpond ocated within the site's protected area

Following the premtture release of the fluids out of.the RCA on August
2,1996, the licensee decided to stop the release of EDG catchment
fluids from the RCA, and store the_55 gallon drums inside the RCA. Thelicensee had purchased an oil and water separator to separate the
catchment fluids within the RCA.

-

.would be routed to the plant radioac~The water from the separation process
'e waste systems and the oil would

be. sampled for free release. The new separator had not been placed-into
service at the time of the ins)ection and the licensee continued tostore the catchment fluids witlin the RCA.

- c. Conclusions-

As a result of the licensee's=recent corrective action efforts, the
inspectors concluded the licensee was continuing to im
control- of contaminated tools, equipment and material.plement better

One non cited violation was identified concerning failure to follow
licensee procedures for-the survey and release of potentially_ _ _ -- -

contaminated materialiexiting the RCA.

-

..
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X1 Exit Meeting Summary

The inspectors > resented the i .spection results to members of licensee
management at tie conclu. ion e 'the inspection on January 31, 1997. Thelicensee acknowledged the 'i!.Jings presented.

The inspectors ~ asked the licensee whether any materials examined during
the inspection should be considered proprietary. No proprietary
information was identified.

. .
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PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee

E Benken, Licensing Compliance Engineer.

H. Buchanan, Health Physics Supervisor
B. Johnson, Dosimetry Supervisor,

'

J. Harthese Maintenance Manager
R. McCullers. Health Physics Operations Supervisor
J. Scarola, Plant General Manager
A. Stall Site Vice President

Other licensee employees contacted included office
maintenance, chemistry, and health physics personne,l.perations, engineering.

o- -

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 83750: Occupational Radiation Exposure

ITEMS OPENED. CLOSED, AND OISCUSSED

Ooened

50 335, 389/97 02 01 NCV Failure to follow licensee procedures for the
release of potentially contaminated liquids from
the licensee's Radiation Control Arta
(Section RI.2)

_ .-

4 4
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LIST OF ACRDNYHS USED

CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CR Condition Report
dam Disintegrations Per Minute
D)R Demonstration Power Reactor
EDG Emergency Diesel Generators
EPD . Electronic Personnel Dosimeters

- FP&L Florida Power and Light
HP Health Physics
HPP Health Physics Procedures- -

IP Ins)ection Procedure
Hi1 Heclanical Maintenance
NCV Non Cited Violation
NPF Nuclear Production Facility
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
RCA Radiation Control Area
RP Radiation Protection
RWPs Radiation Work Permit
TLDs Thermoluminescent Dosimeter

e

W 4

e
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/ NUCt. EAR RE T Y COMMISSIONo,,

*"$$$ E o EriNEE"

*****
August 5, 1996

EA 96-263

Florida Power & Light Company
ATTN: T4 F. Plunkett

President Nuclear Division
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach Florida 33408 0420

SUBJECT: NRC INTEGRAT 0 INSPECTION REPORT 50 335/96 09, 50 389/96-09 and
NOTICE OF VIOLATION.

Dear, Mr. Plunkett:

On July 6. 1996, the NRC completed an inspection at your St. Lucie 1 and-2
reactor facilities. The enclosed report presents the results of that
inspection.

Based on the results of this inspection, the NRC has determined that
violations of NRC requirements occurred. The violations are of concern
because they collectively indicate that weaknesses in regulatory and
procedural compliance extend across organizational lines, to include

-- management. maintenance planning and performance, and health physics.

An area of particular concern involves the lack of control over the use of
overtime by personnel performing safety related activities. The number of
examples identified in a relatively small population of personnel audited
indicates that management was ineffective in controlling the excessive use of
unapproved overtime. This indicated a weakness-in management commitment to-
maintaining overtime usage at acceptable levels in order to minimize human
error,

in addition. an element of your contamination control program is of concern.
in that it had not been effective in preventing the improper use of
contaminated tools.

The violations are cited in the enclosed Notice of Violation, and the
circumstances surrounding the violations are described in detail in the
enclosed report. Please note that you are required to respond to this letter
and should follow the instructions specified in the enclosed Notice when
preparing your response. The-NRC will use your response, in part, to-
determine whether further enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance
wi_th regulatory requirements.

P
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in accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice." a copy of
this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room
(PDR),

Sincerely,

Orig signed by Kerry D. Landis

Kerry D. Landis, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reattor Projects

Docket Nos. 50 335, 50 389
License Nos. DPR-67. NPF 16

Enclosures: Notice of Violation
inspection Report 50 335/96 09. 50-389/96 09

cc w/ enc 1:
J. A. Stall
Site Vice President
St. Lucie Nuclear Plante

P. O. Box 128
Ft. Pierce, FL 34954 0128

H. N. Paduano, Manager
Licensing and Special Programs
Florida Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 14000 -

Juno Beach, FL 33408 0420

J. Scarola
Plant General Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant ,

P. O. Box 128
Ft. Pierce FL 34954 0128

E. J. Weinkam
Plant Licensing Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
P. O. Box 128
Ft. Pierce. FL 34954-0218

J. R. Newman. Esq.
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius
1800 M Street. NW
Washington. D. C. 20036

cc w/ encl continued: See page 3

_ =-
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cc w/ encl: Continued-
John T. Butler. Esq.
Steel. Hector and Davis. -

4000 Southeast Financial Center
Miami. FL 33131 2398

Bill Passetti-
Office of Radiation Control
De)artment of Health and

Rehabilitative Services
1317 Winewood Boulevard
Tallahassee. FL 32399 0700

Jack Shreve. Public Counsel
Office of the Public Counsel &c/o The Florida Legislature

,
111 West Madison Avenue. Room 812
Tallahassee. FL 32399 1400

Joe Myers. Director
Division of Emergency Preparedness
Department of Community Affairs
2740 Centerview Drive
Tallahassee. FL 32399 2100

Thomas R. L. Kindred
County Administrator
St. Lucie County
2300 Virginia Avenue

-Ft. Pierce. FL 34982

Charles B. Brinkman
Washington Nuclear Operations
ABB Combustion Engineering. Inc.
12300 Twinbrook Parkway._ suite 3300
Rockville. MD 20852

P
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Contrary to the above, these requirements were not met in that:

1. Established plant procedures were inadequate to assure that
deviations from overtime guidelines would be approved. In that
controls included in Administrative Procedure (AP) 0010119.
Revision 14. " Overtime Limitations for Plant Personnel." lacked
specificity in defining when an overtime deviation request was
required, resulting in incons;stencies in application.

2. Established plant procedures were inadequate to assure that proper
reviews were performed monthly to assure that excessive hours were
not assigned, in that controls included in AP 0010119. Revision
14. " Overtime Limitations for Plant Personnel." did not include an
appropriate level of specificity in defining how such a review was
to be conducted. Sources of information were not specified,
sample size was not defined and what. 4f any, records of the
reviews' results were to be generated were not defined. As a
result, management failed to identify that unauthorized deviations
from the overtime guidelines contained in Technical Specification
6.2.2.f were occurring. S

6

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement 1).

C. Technical Specification Section 6.8.1.c states that written procedures
shall be established, implemented and maintained c0vering survoillance
and tcst activities of safety related equipment.

Procedure 015-PR/PSL 1 Rev" ion 71. " Preparation. Revision.
Review / Approval of Procedures." Section 5.11.1. stated, in part, that
for maintenance that can affect the performance of safety related
equipment, nuclear plant work orders invoking detailed vendor technical
manual step by ste) instructions re
and Plant General Manager approval. quired Facility Review Group review

Procedure 01 5 PR/PSL 1. Revision 71. " Preparation. Revision.
Review / Approval of Procedures." Section 5.11.3. stated that changes to
technical manuals received from the vendor or changes initiated by FPL
shall be forwarded to Production Engineering Group / Juno Beach for review
and approval.

Proceaure 01 5 PR/PSL 1. Revision 71 " Preparation. Revision.
Review / Approval of Procedures." Section 5.11.5. stated that maintenance
and preventative maintenance requirements specified in technical manuals
shall be considered when writing maintenance procedures and that vendor
recommendations for preventative maintenance activities or frequencies
contained in these Vendor Technical Manuals may be deviated from,
provided a technical review is performed by the respective maintenance
engineering group.

,

ENCLOSURE 1
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Contrary to the above these requirements were cat met in that:

-1. Maintenance and tests performed dur_ing the Unit 1 1996 refuelir.g
outage on the unit I reactor cavity pressure relief dampers
invoked the use of the vendor's technical manual but did not
require that this manual and work order be reviewed by the
Facility Review Group and approved by the Plant General Manager.

2. The. frequency for the maintenance and tests specified by the
vendor manual for the Unit I reactor cavity pressure relief
dampers was changed from annually to once every 54 months without
a technical review by the respective maintenance engineering
group.

1

3. The torcue values specified for the Unit 2 reactor cavity pressure
relief campers were changes to vendor s)ecified criteria and were
implemented without a technical review )y the respective
maintenance engineering group. In addition, these changes were
not sent to the Production Engineering Group / Juno Beach for review
and approval.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement D.

D, 10 CFR 50 Appendix B. " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants and Fuel Rearocessing Plants," Criterion XI. " Test Control
states, in part, tlat " . . . a test program shall be established :..
assure that all testing required to demonstrate that structures, systens
and components will perform satisfactorily in service is identified and
performed in accordance with written test procedures which incorporate
the requirements and acceptance limits contained in applicable ciesign
documents . . . Test procedures shall include provisions for assuring
that all arerequisites for the given test have been met . . . Test
results slall be documented and evaluated to assure that test
requirements have been satisfied."-

Contrary to the above adequate procedures and controls were not
established for the tests performed on the Unit-1 and Unit 2 reactor
cavity pressure relief dampers to assure that these dampers wculd
perform satisfactorily in service and meet the requirements specified by
the design documents and the vendor's technical manual in that:

1. Tests of the Unit 1 reactor cavity pressure relief dampers
completed on December 7.1990.-indicated that 4 of tho 7 damper
blades to damper numbers 1. and 3 of the 7 damper blades to dampery

lumber 2. failed to meet the acceptance criteria of the vendor's
technical manual. The work order records dio not indicate that
the dampers were adjusted to meet the acceptance criteria.

|
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2. Tests of the Unit 2 reactor cavity pressure relief dampers
completed on October 24, 1990, indicated that 4 of the 7 damper
blades for damper number 1. and 5 of the 7 damper blades for
damper number 2. did not meet the acceptance criteria of the
vendor's technical manual.

3. . Tests of the Unit 2 reactor cavity pressure relief dampers
completed on May 21. 1992. indicated that all 7 damper blades for
damper number 2 did not meet the acceptance criteria of the
vendor's technical manual. The work order records did not
indicate that the damper was adjusted to meet the acceptance
criteria, The test results indicated that damper number 1 was
satisfactory.

4. Tests of the Unit 2 reactor cavity pressure relief dampers
completed on February 17, 1994 indicated that all 7 damper blades
for damper number 1 did not meet the acceptance criteria of the
vendor's technical manual. The work order records did not
indicate that the damper was adjusted to meet the acceptance
criteria. The test results indicated that damper number 2 was not
tested.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).

E. Technical Specification 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures be
established. implemented, and maintained covering the activities-
recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33. Revision 2.

' ~
February, 1978. Appendix A. paragraph 1.d includes administrative
procedures for procedural adherence. 01 5-PR/PSL-1. Revision 71.
" Preparation. Revision Review / Approval of Procedures." Section 5.13.1.
states that all procedures shall be strictly adhered to.

HP-2. Florida Power and Light (FPL) Health Physics Manuai. Revision 10.
describes the radiation protection program at FPL's nuclear = power
plants. The licensee's contamination guidelines are summarized in Table
4.2. "Lontamination Guidelines." of the manual . The following
contamination limits are described in Table 4.2.

The licensee's contamination limits for materials. tools, equipment and
solid waste unconditionally released from the Radiation Control Area

'(RCA) are:
2-1.000 drm/100 cm for loose beta and gamma contamination and

,

25.000 dpm/100 cm for fixed beta and gamma contaminatioa
(direct measurement)

The licensee's contamination limits for' tools and equipment used in the
RCA are:

21.000 dpm/100 cm for loose beta and gamma contamination and

- - __ _________ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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10 mrem /hr for fixed beta and gamm: contamination

Contrary to the above. these requirements were not met in that:

1. On June 18 and 19, 1996. licensee health physics technicians found
contaminated tools outside the RCA having contamination levels
greater than the unconaitional release limits.

On June 18 1996, health )hysics technicians removed 12 M&TE tools
from the clean tool room laving
approximately 12,500 dpm/100 cm', contamination levels up to(250 net counts per
minute / probe).

'

On June 19, 1996, health physics technicians removed five rigging
slings from the licensee's clean tool room having contpmination
levels from approximately 40,0')0 to 600.000 dpm/100 cm' (8,000 to-

120.000 dpm/ probe).

2. On June 13. 14. and 16, 1996, health physics technicians found-
tools in the RCA having contamination levels greater than the
limits for tools and equipment utilized in the RCA. .

-On June 13.-1996, health physics technicians removed nine tools
from a temporary hot tool room having loose cpntamination levels
from approximately 1.000 to 20.000 dpm/100 cm'.

'

On June 14, 1996, health physics-technicians removed five wrenches.
from the Unit I hot tool room having loose contamination in the

2range of 1.000 to 4,000 dpm/100 cm ,

On June 16, 1996. health physics technicians removed numerous
tools from a_ temporary hot tool room having loose contamination in

2the range of 1,000 to 30.000 dpm/100 cm .

On June 16. 1996, health physics-technicians removed numerous (two
,

bags) of tools from the Unit 1 hot tool room havina loose
2contamination in the range of 1,000 to 120.000 dpm/100 cm ,

,

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement IV).

y Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the Florida Power & Light Company
is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ATTN: Document Control Desk. Washington D.C
20555, with a copy to the Regional Administrator. Region II. and a copy to the
NRC Resident Inspector at the facility that is the subject of this Notice,
within 30 days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation
(Notice). This reply should be cla r'.y marked as a " Reply to a Notice of
Violation" and should include for each violation: (1) the reac'.. for the
violation, or, if contested. the basis for disputing tne violation. (2) the
corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved (3) the
corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations. and (4) the
date when full compliance will be achieved. Your response may reference or

I
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. include previous docketed correspondence. if the correspondence adequately
addresses the required response, if an adequate reply is not received within
the time specified in this Notice. an order or a Demand for Information may be
issued as to why tr.e license should not be modified, suspended. or revoked, or
why such other action as may be proper should not be taken. Where good cause
is shown, consideration will'be given to extending the response time.

Because your res)onse will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR), to
the extent possiale, it should not include ~any oersonal privacy, aroprietary,
or safeguards information so that it can be placed in the PDR witlout
redaction. However. if you find it necessary to include such information, you
should clearly indicate the specific information.that you desire not to be
placed in the PDR. and provide the legal-basis to support your request for
withholding the information from the public.

Dated at Atlanta Georgia
this 5 day of August 1996.

,
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION 11

Docket Nos: 50-335, 50-389
License Nos: DPR-67. NPF-16

Report No: 50-335/96 09, 50-389/96 09

Licensee: Florida Power & Light Co. .

Facility: St. Lucie Uuclear Plant. Units 1 & 2 '

.

Location: 9250 West Flagler Street
Miami. FL 33102

Dates: June 9 - July 6. 1996 '

Inspectors: M. Miller. Senior Resident Inspector
W. Miller Resident Inspector (Acting)
M. Miller. Reactor inspector, paragraph El.1
T. Johnson. Senior Resident inspector. Turkey Point.
3aragra)h 01.4
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Units 1 & 2
NRC Inspection Report 50-335/96-09, 50-389/96-09

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations,
engineering. maintenance, and plant support. The report covers a 4-week
period of resident inspection.

Doerations

Observations of two instances of reduced inventory operations indicat?de
appropriate controls, and excellent attention to u e tasks at hand
(paragraphs 01.2 and 01.4).

Operator action in r sponse to a. condition of increrability of threee
channels of wide range nuclear instrumentation was prompt and
appropriate (paragraph 01.3).

The licensee's control of the use of overtime was found to be poor, withe
multiple examples of unapproved deviations of Technical Specification
guidelines. Two violations resulted from the identified failures to
properly manage employee overtime (paragraph 08.1)

Maintenancg

e Maintenance activities associated with the installation of the Unit )
reactor vessel head and Unit 2 feedwater control system were
satisfactory (paragraph M1.1).

Maintenance activities associated with the testing of both units'*

reactor pressure relief dampers indicated that testing and maintenance
was not managed in accordance with plant procedures and that records
were not maintained in accordance with the licensee's Quality Assurance
Plan. Two violations resulted from activities in these areas
(paragraph M1.1).

A review of licensee-identified issues surrounding Unit I reactor*

auxiliary building floor drain isolation valve maintenance and a
failure to perform required post-maintenance testing resulted in a

,'

on-cited violation (paragraph MS.1).

Enaineerina

The I&C groJp. with engineering support. was satisfactorily implementinge
the Unit 1 nuclear instrument? tion modification after overcomine initial
implementation and coordination problems due to the outage work load
(paragraph El.1).

The inspectors reviewed the functions of the current engineeringe
organization and the anticipated changes after uownsizing takes place on
August 1. 1996 (paragraph E1.2).

.. _ _ _ - _
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Plant Sunno.t -

The radiation protection program was adequately managed and internal ande
external exposure control programs were effectively implemented with all
radiation exposures within 10 CFR Part 20 limits. (paragraph Rl.3)

A violation was identified concerning failure to follow procedures fore
the control of contaminated tools. (paragraph Rl.5)

Tours of licensee facilities shored generally good radiological*

housekeeping and controls. (paragraph R1.5)

A review of the licensee's Reactor Coolant Pump Oil Collection System*

indicated that the system was in accordance with UFSAR commitments
(paragraph F2.1)

>
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Report Details

Summarv of Plant Status

Unit 1 entered the inspection period in Mode 6 for a refueling outage. The
unit entered Mode 5 on June 14 and remained in Mode 5 for the balance of the
inspection period.

Unit 2 entered the inspection period in Mode 5 to support modifications to the
unit's C auxiliary feedwater pump steam supply lines. The unit was to 2n
critical on June 13 and was p. aced on line on June 14. The unit operated at
essentially full power until June 22. when power was reduced to approximately
20 per cent to support troubleshooting-and repair of the 28 main feedwater
regulating valve controller. The unit was returned to full power on June 23
and operated at essentially full power for the balance of the inspection
period.

I. Doerations

01 Conduct of Operations
'

01.1 General Comments (71707)

Using Inspection Procedure 71707 the inspectors conducted frequent
reviews of ongoing plant operations. In general, the conduct of opera-
tions was professional and safety-conscious: specific events and
noteworthy observations are detailed in the sections below.

01. Reduced inventnrv Ooerations (71707)

a. Scope
.

On June 19.-at 5:13 a.m. Unit 1 entered reduced inventory to replace the
pump seals for RCP 1A2. The RCS level was restored to normal level at
4:48 p.m. on June 20. While the RCS was at a reduced inventory. a
number of controls and procedures were implemented to ensure the safety
of the unit. Two procedures implemented were: AP 0010145. Rev 10.
" Shutdown Cooling Controls" and AP 1-0410022. Rev 27. " Shutdown
Cooling". Appendix A. " Instructions for Operations at Reduced Inventory
or Mid-loop Conditions."

b. Findings

The inspector reviewed the following items during this evolution:

Containment Closure Capability - Instructions were issued to*

accomplish containment closure. The equipment and personnel
hatches were closed prior to reduction in RCS inventory. Four
electrical penetrations remained open to support outage work on
going within the reactor building while the RCS was in reduced,

inventory. The inspector reviewed the penetrations which remained '

open and verified that closure capability was available.

* RCS Temperature Indication - Two CETs were availaole on each SPDS

.
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channel.

RCS Level Indication - Indepenoent RCS wide and narrow range levele
instruments. which indicated in the control room, were operable.
An additional Tygon tube loop level indicator was installed in the
containment and was visible to a dedicated operator in the control
room via a television monitor,

e RCS Level Perturbations - When RCS level reduction was initiated,
additional o)erational controls were invoked. Plant staff were
advised of t1e reduction in RCS level and Operations took action
to ensure that maintenance would not perform work that might
effect RCS level or. shut down cooling.

RCS Inventory Volume Addition Capability - One HPSI pump and one*
charging pump were available for inventory addition, as were two
trains of shutdown cooling.

RCS Nozzle Dams - The RCS nozzle dams previously installed in eache
of the two steam generators were inspected for integrity prior to
the reduction in RCS inventory and were reinspected for integrity
every four hours.

Vital Electrical Bus Availability - Operations did not releasee
busses or alternate power sources for work while the unit was in a
reduced inventory,

e Pressurizer Vent Path - The manway atop the pressurizer was
removed to provide a vent path and Operations verified that the
manway was unobstructed every four hours.

c. Conclusions

Operations exerted appropriate controls while the RCS was in re :ced
inventory.

01.3 Unit 1 Loss of Nuclear instrumentation

a. Scope

During the current Unit I refueling outage the nuclear instrumentation
system was replaced with a new system. On June 20 at 3:25 a.m.. with
Unit 1 in Mode 5. only one (Channel A) of the four wide range
logarithmic neutron flux monitor instrumentation channels was operable.
The remaining three channels were inoperable. The inspector followed
the licensee's actions with regard to these failures.

b. Findings

TS Section 3.3.1.1 requires two nuclear instrumentation channels to be
in service when the unit is at Modes 3. 4 or 5. With only one channel
operable, the shutdown margin requirement of TS Section 3.1.1.2 is

t

|
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required to be verified within one hour and at least once per 12 hours
thereafter.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's response actions after the three
channels became inoperable. Procedures OP-1 0010125A. Rev 3.
" Unscheduled Surveillance Tracking Data Sheet 30" and OP 1-0110056. Rev
22. " Surveillance Requirements for Shutdown Margin Modes 2. 3. 4. and
5." were implemented. The first shutdown margin calculation was
performed at 3:30 a.m. on June 20 and additional calculations were
performed each 12 hours thereafter until a second channel was restored
to service on June 26 at 4:42 p.m.

The inspector reviewed the calculation data sheets and found the
calculations to be in compliance with the engineering and chemistry
reference data in the control room.

c. Conclusion

The action by Operations when three of the four nuclear instrumentation
channels became inoperable wm prompt and appropriate.

01.4 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Mod Loco Coerations (71707)

a. Scope

On July 5. at 6:00 p.m. Unit 1 entered RCS Mid-Loop to remove the SG
nozzle dams. The RCS level was restored to normal level at 4:45 a.m..
July 7. While the RCS was at a reduced inventory in mid-loop (29'8" or
23" above hot leg bottom), a number of controls and procedures were
implemented to ensure the safety of the unit. Procedures implemented
were: AP 0010145. Rev 10. " Shutdown Cooling Controls". AP 1-0410022. Rev
27. "Shutdow.1 Cooling". Appendix A. " Instructions for Operations at
Reduced Inventory or Mid-loop Conditions." and OP 1-0120021. Rev 44,
" Draining the RCS."

b. Findings

The inspector reviewed the following items during this shutdown safety
significant evolution:

NRC Generic Letter 88-17. Loss of Decay Heat Removal, and FPL*
responses.

Containment Closure Capability - Instructions were issued to*

accomplish containment closure. The equipment and personnel
hatches remained opened prior to reduction in RCS inventory. A
crew was on station ready to effect closure in 30 minutes. One
electricai and one mechanical penetration remained open to support
outage work on going within the reactor building while the RCS was
at mid-loop. The inspector reviewed the penetrations which
remained open and verified that closure capability was available.

I
1
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e RCS Temperature Indication - A number of CETs were available on
each SPDS channel.

RCS Level Indication - Independent RCS wide and narrow range level*

instruments, which indicated in the control room. were operable.
An additional Tygon tube loop level indicator was installed with a
dedicated operator in the containment and was visible to another
dedicated operator in the control room via a television monitor.
Alarm functions and ERDADS monitoring were also available.

* RCS Level Perturbations - When RCS level reduction was initiated.
additional operational controls were invoked. Plant staff were
advised of the reduction in RCS level and operations took action
to ensure that maintenance would not perform work that might
effect RCS level or shut down cooling. Tnis included the use of
signs in the plant and in the control room.

RCS Inventory Volume Addition Capability - One HPSI pump and one*

charging pump were available for inventory addition as were two
trains of shutdown cooling using the LPSI pumps.

RCS Vent Paths - Two vent paths were available (pressurizer manway*

removal and reactor head vent).

Vital Electrical Bus Availability - Operations did not releasee
,

busses or alternate power sources for work while the unit was in^

mid-loop. Both EDGs and all three offsite power sources were
available. No switchyard work was allowed.

Core Cooling - Both SDC trains were maintained in service.*

including availability of LPSI pumps. SDC heat exchangers, and
ICW/CCW pumps.

Training - All crews were briefed on the drain-down and mid-loope
evolutions. In addition. selected crews were given simulctor
training including a loss of SDC and RCS inventory.
Implementation of off-normal operating procedures was reviewed.

* Management Oversight - A dedicated SR0 (in addition to the NPS.
ANPS. and NWE) was assigned to provide "Mid-Loop" oversight over
and above the normal crew complement. Further. Operations and
plant management provided coverage / monitoring of the mia-loop
activities. In addition. a Management-On-Shift representative was
also providing independent oversight. Shutdown safety was also
addressed by the STA at the outage meetings. Due to mid-loop.
core cooling. core inventory, and containment safety functions
were " yellow." This information was stressed by management during
meetings.

.
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c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded the licensee's RCS mid-loop controls were
effective in assuri'g shutdown safety. Licensee attention, including
management oversight was e w ellent.

06 Operations Organization and Administration

06.1 Site Reoraanizatior (405q01

On June 27, the licensee announced the following planned reorganization:

Plant System Engineerina. formerly assigned under the Planto
General Manager. will be moved under the Site Engineering Manager,
J. West will assume the title of System Engineering Manager.

The Operations Support and Testing organization, formerly under*

the Operations Manager, will be moved under the Site Engineering
Manager. P. Fulford will remain as the OST Suoervisor.

Respom % 11ty for the implementation of the maintenance rule will*

be moved eder the Site Engineering Manager.

The Work Control and Outage Management functions are to be*

combined under the Plant General Manager. C. Wood will assume the
position of acting Work Control Manager.

08 Miscellaneous Operations Issues

08.1 . Control of Overtime (71707. 40500)

a. Scope

The inspector reviewed the licensee's control of overtime for the period
of May 13 through June 13. The inspector obtained gate logs for 26
individuals. The selected individuals were chosen from the 1 Nensee's
maintenance engineering. planning, and management organizatioris based
upon their involvement in outage activities and the inspector's

lunderstanding of the activities under their cognizance. From the
results obtained (which demonstrated time spent on site), the inspector
reduced the inspection po)ulation to five individuals baseo upon
indications of excessive lours. The individuals in question included
supervisors and engineers with responsibilities for safety-related work.

As acceptance criteria, the inspector reviewed TS 6.2.f. which required
that the hours expended by personnel performing safety-related functions
be limited, with an objective that personnel work a normal 8 hour day.
40 hour week while the plant was operating. The TS observed that

- _ -
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substantial emounts of overtime might be required during extended
periods of shutdown for-refueling, and established guidelines for these
periods. The TS stated"

". . on a temporary basis the following guidC * shall be followed:

a. An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16 hours
straight, excluding shift turnover time,

b. An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16 hours
in any 24 hour period, nor more than 24 hours in any 48 hour
period, nor more than 72 hours in any 7-day period, all excluding
shift turnover time,

c. A break of at least 8 hours should be allowed between work
periods, including shift turnover time . .

. . . Any deviations from the above guidelines shall be authorized by
the Plant General Manager or his deputy, or higher levels of management.
in accordance with established plant procedures and with documentation
of the basis for the deviation." The inspector reviewed AP 0010119. Rev
14. " Overtime Limitations for Plant Personnel." and found that the
procedure appropriately implemented the TS requirements,

b. Findings

The inspector found that the licensee deviated from TS cJdelines for
the control of overtime without the prior (or subseqJEm.) approval from
senior plant management. Of the five individuals focused on as a result
of gate logs the following information was obtained from timesheets
(violations of the requirements were cited only for excesses of
requirements which had not received approval _per AP 0010119):

Individual Violations of 72 Violations of Violations of 16
Hour Requirement 24/48 Hour Hour Requirement

keouirement

A 3 0 0

_.
B 0 0 0

C 5 1 0

0 14 2 0

E 16 12 3
'

Total 38 15 3

I
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-The instances identified above. in which TS guidelines were exceeded,
and for which the TS-required approvals for the deviations were not
obtained, collectively represent a violation (VIO 335.389/96-09 01.
" Failure to Control Overtime").

While violations were identi'ied, the inspector ilso noted that
significant differences existed between timesheet records, which divided
time between TS and non-TS (e.g. shift turnovers) categories, and gate
records, which indicated total time on site. Fcr the 5 in;ividuals-
highlighted above, numerous instances of differem.es between total time
on site and timesheet-indicated time on site existed, with differences
frequently exceeding one and two hours and, at times, exceeding several
hours. The most time spent continuously on site was noted to be
approximately 26 hours.

The inspector discussed the results-above with the affected parties to
ascertain the reasons for the excessive use of overtime and for the
differences between gate logs and timesheets. Responses were mixed.
Regarding the heavy use of overtime, several respondents pointed out
that the project that they had been working was adversely affected by-
the loss of several key personnel which reduced the depth of knowledge
on the associated job. Several stated that the diverse activities on
both units (due to the outage on Unit 1 and the recent trip of Unit 2)
had placed increased: demands on their time.

In discussing the method for completing timesheets, the inspector found
that a lack of uniformity existed. Some respondents treated work
periods (as described on the timesheet) as any work performed on a given
calendar day. By applying this approach. the potential existed for the
work hours recorded for a given day to represent a composite value of
two work periods if one (or more) of the work periods extended across
midnight -The potential result of this type-of accounting was that the
true len th of a work period, as referenced in TS would not be
accurate y reflecteo on timesheets, confounding the ability to maintain
an accurate count of daily. 48 hour and 7-day totals.

With regard to not obtaining the appropriate deviation approvals for
time worked in excess of the guidelines, several workers stated that
they believed that obtaining a deviation provided a blanket
authorization for overtime spent on the project for which the deviation
applied. The inspecter noted that the AP was not specific as to whether
a deviation request was required for each alanned deviation from the
guidelines or whether it applied to the jo) which was described on the
request. The inspector discussed this issue with the Plant General
Manager, who stated that it was his expectation that'a deviation request
be filed for each planned deviation of the guidelines (the implication
being that a series of work periods for which each period led to
violations of one or more guidelines should each be documented on
separate requests). The inspector had requested any deviation requests

|
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associated with the personnel audited for the subject time period. Two
were identified which addressed themselves to 3 of the personnel. The
deviations covered by these deviation requests were not considered in
the summary table above.

AP 0010119 required that department heads perform a monthly review of
assigned cwrtime to assure that excessive overtime was not assigned.
However stap 8.5 of the procedure, which directed that department heads
perform a monthly review to ensure that excessive overtime hours were
not assigned was not specific as to how such a review should be
performed (e.g. population size, sources of information). The inspector
noted that th'.s was the second weakness identified in the procedure (the
first being a lack of specificity on when deviation requests were
required).

Technic ^l Specification 6.2.f requires, in part. that deviations from
overtine guidelines be approved in accordance with established
procedures and that controls be included in established procedures such
that individual overtime be reviewed monthly by the Plant General
Manager or his designee to assure that excessive hours have not been
assigned. The inspector concluded that the failures of the subject
procedure to provide an appropriate level of detail resulted in a
procedure which was inadequate to satisfy the requirements of the TS.
Consequently, the procedure inadequacies constitute a violation (VIO
335.389/96-09-02. " Inadequate Procedure for Managing Overtime").

Independent of this inspection (and unknown by the inspector at the
time) the licensee's OA organization 3erformed an audit of overtime
usage for the period from May 5 througl 18. A population of 100 plant
personnel was selected at random for the audit. 0A reviewed gate logs
for the sam 31e population and applied criteria which assumed a one half
hour lunch areak and accepted turnover periods to reach the following
criteria for determining whether guidelines had been exceeded:

No more than 17.5 hours in 1 day.*
* No more than 27 hours in a 48 hour period

No more than 82.5 hours in a 7 day period*

An 8 hour break between work periods.e

0A determined tnat 13 percent of their population exceeded the criteria
at least once and that 8 percent exceeded the criteria at least twice.
0A informed management of their findings in this area on June 6. As a
result, the Site Vice President and the PGM discussed the problem with
plant staff at morning meetings to stress expectations for personal
accountability in this area. On June 19. the PGM issued a letter to
department heads restating the overtime guidelines and stressing
personal accountability on th issue. The inspector noted that, with
respect to immediate corrective actior:s. 23 examples of unapproved
deviations existed in the inspector's sample from June 8 through 13.

1
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c. Conclusions

As a result of this inspection. the inspector concluded the following:

Overtime usage for the period May 13 through June 13 exceeded TSe
guidelines for a number of personnel,

The licensee failed to effectively control overtime as required ine
AP 0010119. Rev 14. " Overtime Limitations for Plant Personnel ." in
that deviation requests were neither prepared nor approved for the
majority.of deviations identified.

< AP 0010119 was unclear in its expectations, both for when a
deviation request was required and for how reviews of overtime
usage were to be executed,

o The requirement for monthly reviews of overtime usage, detailed in
AP 0010119, was ineffectively implemented.

* Persor 71 have, at times, t ;rked hours which were not recorded on
ti mes,..et s .'

II. Maintenance

M1 Conduct of Maintenance ,

M1.1 Maintenance Observations (62703)

a. Inspection Scope'

The inspector reviewed the following maintenance activities performed
during the inspection period:

GMP 1-M-0015. Rev 30. " Reactor Vessel Maintenance - Sequence ofe
Operations"

Reactor CNity Pressure Relief Dampers - Units 1 and 2

e WO 9502884301. Lubrication and Testing of the Unit 1 Reactor
Cavity dressure Relief Dampers (1996 Refueling Outage)

e WO 9102918301. Lubrication and Testing of the Unit 1 Reactor
Cavity Pressure Relief Dampers (1991 Refueling Outage)

e WO XA870271657. Lubrication and Test" g of the Unit 1 Reactor
Cavity Pressure Relief Dampers (1987 sefueling Outage)

e WO 9500282701. Lubrication and Testing of the Unit 2 Reactor
Cavity Pressure Relief Dampers (1995 Refueling Outage)

e WO 9300990701. Lubrication and Testing of the Unit 2 Reactor

_ _ _ __-___ ____ ____ -__
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Cavity Pressure Relief Dampers (1994 Refueling Outage)

e WO 9200226001. Lubrication and Testing of the Unit 2 Reactor
Cavity Pressure Relief Dam,ners (1992 Refueling Outage)

e WO XA900621191827. Lubrication and Testing of the Unit 2 Reactor
Cavity Pressure Relief Dampers (1990 Refueling Outage)

Repairs to Main Feedwater Regulator for Steam Generator 2B

e WO 9601578201. Spurious Operation of Main Feedwater Regulator
Valve for Steam Generator 2B with Main Feedwater Regulator
Controller in Automatic

e WO 9601581601. Improper Operation of FCV-9021 With Controller for
Main Feed Regulator Valve for Steam Generator 2B in Automatic

e WO 9601632301. Replace Steam Generator 2B Downcomer Level
Controller

e WO 9601645501. Install Steam Generator 2B Steam /Feedwater Flow
Controller

b. Observations and Findings

Unit 1 Reactor Head Installation

The inspector witnessed the performance of Procedure GMP 1-M-0015 for
the installation of the reactor head. A thorough pre-job briefing was
performed for personnel assigned to aerform the task. The inspector
observed lifting the reactor vessel lead by the reactor building polar
crane from the reactor building refueling floor and placing the head on
cribbing place on the reactor flenge. After placing the head on the
cribbing. the reactor vessel head 0-ring and seating surface were
inspected, cleaned and honed as necessary to meet the specification
requirements of the procedure. The head installation personnel followed
the procedure and the inspector noted no discrepancies.

Rf3ctor Pressure Relief Dampers

The reactor pressure relief dampers were desc-ioed by Unit 1 UFSAR
Section 6.2.1.3.3 and by Unit 2 UFSAR Section 6.2.1.2.3. These dampers
are closed during normal plant operations to aid in maintaining proper
reactor cavity ventilation. During a LOCA. these dampers were designed
to open and provide pressure relief through two electrical tunnels to
maintain the pressure rise in the reactor cavity below the design safety
limits.

The inspector reviewed the previous mainter.ance and tests performed on
these pressure relief dampers. The vendor recommended that maintenance
and testing of the Unit 1 dampers be performed annually and once each 18
months for the Unit 2 dampers. The maintenance and testing of the Unit

i
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1 dampers were on a 54 month frequency and the Unit 2 dampers'were on an
18 month frequency. The licensee did not have an evaluation to justify
deviating from the vendor's recommended maintenance and test frequency
for the Unit I dampers. Procedure 01 5 PR/PSL-1. Rev 71. " Preparation.
Revision. Review / Approval of Procedures." Section 5.11. stated that
maintenance and_ preventative maintenance requirements specified in
vendor technical manuals shall be considered when writing maintenance
procedures. Per the 01. deviations from these recommendations required
-justification by a technical review performed by the respective
maintenance engineering group. The failure to provide a technical
review justifying changes to the maintenance and testing of the Unit 1
pressure relief dampers from annually to once per 54 months is
identified as an example of Violation 50-335.389/96-09-03. " Failure to
Test the Reactor Cavity Pressure Relief Dampers in Accordance With The
Vendor's Technical Manual." Additionally, the inspector noted that the
subject 01 was not up to date, in that it referenced a maintenance
engineering group which has not existed on site (due to reorganization)
for some time.

'e

The work orders for the maintenance and testing of these dampers
referenced the vendor technical manuals as the document providing the
means of testing the dampers and the minimum acceptance requirements.
The vendor manual f^ ' the Unit 2 dampers identified the torque value set
points for each pret are relief damper blade. During a review of the
vendor's manual stored in the maintenance pianning library. the
inspector noted an internal memorandum in the manual for the Unit 2
dampers which contained alternate acceptance criteria for the torque
values required for the damper blades. This engineering memorandum
changed the vendor's recommended set points of the damper blades from
plus or minus 5 lbs. to plus or mirus 30 lbs. for blades Nos. 1 through
6 and plus or minus 26.5 lbs, for blade No. 7. There were-no records to
indicate that this change to the vendor document had received the
recuired safety review prior to implementation. These revised values
hac apparently been in use for Unit 2 since November 13. 198i. The
vendor manual in the document control vault did not contain this change.
Therefore, the inspectors concluded that these changes had not been
reviewed and approved as required by Procedure 01 5-PR/PSL-1. Section
5.11.5. This procedures stated that preventative maintenance
requirements specified in technical manuals shall be considered when
writing maintenance procedures and that the vendor recommendations for

- preventative maintenance activities or frequencies contained in the
vendor technical manuals may be deviated from. provided a technical
review was performed by the respective maintenance engineering group.
The use of technical reference data which had not received a technical
review and approval is identified as another example of Violation
50-335.389/96-09-03. " Failure to Test the Reactor Cavity Pressure Relief
Dampers In Accordance With The Vendor's Technical Manual."

The records for the maintenance and testing performed by the Wos
identified the torque values measured for each damper during the
maintenance and test activities, except for WO 9502884301. This WO was
for the Unit 1 dampers and did not list the measured torque value.s. The

i
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maintenance craft records only indicated that the dampers met the
vendor s requirements. Discussions with mechanical maintenance
personnel indicated that this information was obtained but the data was
left in the Unit i reactor building. The licensee obtained a statement
from the maintenance craft which indicated that the work was
accomplished and that acceptance criteria were met.

The inspector noted that WO 9502884301 used the vendor's technical ,

manual as a reference document which did not require review by the
Facility Review Group (FRG) and approval by the Plant General Manager.
However, the work order did not contain sufficient detail instructions

to perform the required maintenance, lubrication and testing required
for the dampers. For example, the work order did not provide a
description of the test procedure and did not provide the acceptable
test values. (e.g. torque required on each damper blade). The work
order stated that the referenced vendor manual was not required to be
present at the job site.

The inspector concluded that the vendor manuals were, in fact, required
to be at the job site in order to perform the required maintenance and
test on these dampers. The work order did not provide sufficiently
detailed information to perform the maintenance or to conduct the
required test activity. Procedure 01 5-PR/PSL-1. Section 5.11.2.
stipulated that vendor manuals could be used to supplement an invoked
plant approved 3rocedure/ guideline or work scope / instructions without
FRG review and )lant General Manager approval. However, to meet this
requirement, the work order must have provided sufficient information to
accomplish the task. For this work order, the information in the

vendor's technical manual was required to perform the maintenance and
test. This item is identifiec as another example of Violation 59-335.
389/96-09-03. " Failure to Test the Reactor Cavity Pressure Relief
Dampers In Accordance With The Vendor's Technical Manual."

Mcintenance inspection. testing and lubrication data for the Unit I
reactt" e"ity pressure relief dampers from 1987 and from 1990 fcr Unit
2 were evaluded. The inspector noted a number of significant
deficiencies. These included:

Unit 1 dampers worked by WO 91102918301. completed December 7.e

1991. did not provide the 3 roper torque values for the dampers.
The work order indicated tlat the torque adjustments for 4 of the
7 damper blades to reactor cavity damper 1 were left out of
tolerance and the torque values for 3 of the 7 damper blades to
reattor cavity damper 2 were left out of tolerance. g

Unit 2 dampers worked by WO XA900621191827. completed October 24,e
1990, did not provide the proper torque values for dampers. The
torque adjustments for 4 of 7 of the damper blades for damper 1
were out of tolerance and the tolerance for 5 of the 7 damper
blades for damper 2 were found out of tolerance using the vendor
technical information. However. it appears that unapproved
alternate acceptance criteria may have been used. As discussed

|

_ _ _ _ _
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above. the use of this unapproved data is identified as a
violation.

e Unit 2 dampers worked by WO 9200226001. completed May 21, 1992,
did not provide the proper torque values for reactor cavity
damper 2. The torque adjustments for cll 7 of the damper blades
were found out of tolerance. The work data did not clearly
indicate that these dampers were properly readjusted. No retests
results were pro.ided in the work package. Damper 1 was found
satisfactory, ad,)usted and retested.

Unit 2 dam 3ers worked by WO 9300990701 only tested one of the two*

dampers. )amper 2 was not tested. The test for damper 1 did not
use the acceptance criteria of the vendor technical manual but
used alternate values. This issue is discussed above and is >

identified as a violation. The licensee reviewed this issue and
confirmed that only one of the two dampers had been tested.

Based on these findings, the licensee issued Condition Report 96-1524 to
address these items. These discrepancies are considered a failure to
conform to the test requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criterion XI.
Test Control, and are identified as Violation 50-335.389/96-09-04
" Failure To Perform Adequate Testing On The Reactor Cavity Pressure
Relief Dampers."

As regards safety significance, the licensee presented information that
indicated that the blast dampers' classification as safety-related was
conservative. An NRC Safety Evaluation Report, dated March 5, 1993.
concluded that dynamic effects associated with postulated pipe breaks in ,

the RCS could be excluded from the design and licensing bases for St.
Lucie. That determination was based upon the licensee demonstrating

4

that they were bounded by the Combustion Engineering Owner's Group's I

leak-before-break analysis and that leakage detection systems for the
RCS were capable of identifying sufficiently low leak rates (allowing
time for operator action before leaks manifested themselves as larger
breaks). Consequently. the blast dampers, which had been designed to
accommodate dynamic effects, were not necessary in a safety-related
context.

Notwithstanding the low safety significance (given the results of the
SER) of the blast damper deficiencies identified by the inspectors, the
fact that the licensee had treated them as safety-related indicated a
poor application of 0A plan requirements to the maintenance and testing
of the compoaents. Consequently, the violations identified above remain
cited, as they indicate a programmatic weakness with regard to the
testing of (designated) safety-related components.

I
1

;

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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ReDairs to Main Feedwater Reaulator Valve and Controller for Steam
Generator 2B

On June 13, while returning Unit 2 on line following the manual trip on3 June 6. operation of main feedwater regulator valve FCV-9021 to Steam
Generator 2B was erratic and spurious when the main feedwater regulator
valve controller was pl L ed in the automatic ade. Therefore. *

Operations placed the controller for this valve in manual and initiated
work orders to investigate the problem and perform the appropriate
repairs. The main feedwater controller for Steam Generator 2B was
maintained in manual and the Unit was maintained at approximately 98
percent power until June 23 when these investigations and repairs were
completed. During this time, the inspector monitored the testing and
repairs performed on the main steam /feedwater controller and flow
control valve FCV-9021 to Steam Generator 28. The completed work orders
for these tasks were also reviewed.

The licensee's investigation found that main feedwater regulating valve
controller FIC 9021-1 for Steam Generator 2B would not control properly.
This controller was replaced with a controller from Unit 1. Several
3roblems were identified and corrected, including the replacement of a
aroken lens for the auto transfer push button, correction of wiring
label discrepancies and replacing the positioner for valve FCV 9021 with 5
a new positioner. Post maintenance testing was satisfactorily performed
on the replacement controller and other components which were replaced
or worked.

The inspector did not identify any discrepancies during obser c :;n of
the worc and testing activities or in the completed work order packages.

c. Conclusion

The inspectors concluded the fol' wing with respect to maintenance
activities observed during the period:

Maintenance activities were satisfactorily performed with respect*
to reactnr head installation and the Unit 2 feedwater regulating
system

Significant problems were identified with the maintenance ando
testing associated with the reactor cavity ventilation dampers.
Two violations were identified for these items. involving the
adequacy of testing (periodicity justification, acceptance
criteria, and the quality of work instructions) and the recording
of as-found and as-left data.
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M3 Maintenance Procedures and Documentation

M3.1 Plant / Transmission and Distribution Interface (62703)

a. Scope

The inspector reviewed the licensee's procedures for the establishment
and control of the interface between Operations and Transmission and
Distribution personnel. The inspector reviewed the following
procedures:

AP 001C532 revision 6. " Relay Work Order s"e
e Transmission and Distribution (T&D) Procedure 2650.

" Interconnected System - Division of Responsibility"

b. Findings

The inspector found that the subject procedures established clear lines
of demarkation between T&D and the onsite organization. With res; to
AP 0010532:

Appropriate controls were established for relay work performed bye
Protection and Control personnel through the Relay Work Order
process,

e The procedure required that the ANPS for an affected unit be
notified and that permission be received prior to the commencement
of work.

e Controls over the use of vendor technical manuals were consistent
with site practice.

With respect to T&D procedure 2650:

Lines of 'esponsibility and authority were described*

Specific ii structions were described for work involving nucleare
plants, with requirements for communication with the NPS/ANPS {
specified,

e Additional instructions were included to accommodate reduced-
inventory and mid-loop conditions.

The ins)ector discussed these controls with Operations personnel and
found t1at, in general. the interface between Operations and T&D had
been controlled appropriately. One example of a failure to communicate
across organizational boundaries, involving relay work performed on a 1

tagged-out component, was identified. The licensee stated that the
issue was resolved through discussions and counseling.

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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c. . Conclusion

The inspector concluded that the licensee had appropriately established
controls between activities performed by site personnel and those
conducted by T&D.

H8 Hiscellaneous Maintenance Issues

M8.1 Violation 335/95-15 03 Issues Revisited (62703)

a. Scope

IR 96-04 closed violation 335/95-15-03, which was issued :n response to
. operator failures to log valve position deviations properly. The issue
involved floor drain valves HCV-25-1/7. which were closed and not
logged. The valves' closure complicated a loss of RCS inventory event
on August 10, 1995, when water issuing from an open relief valve
collected in the Unit 1 pipe tunnel, rather than draining through the
floor drain system (see IR 95-20).

In closing the subject violation. the inspector noted that the valves
had been left closed after difficulties encountered while stroking them
in 3 reparation for Hurricane Erin. The inspector reviewed the work
paccages generated in the-repair of.the valves and reported that all
work appeared to have been performed properly and that appropriate post-
maintenance testing had been performed.

During the current inspection period, the inspector reviewed CR 96-1183,
which was issued by the licensee's OA organization to document the fact
that the subject valves may not have been properly tested after rework.
The issue involved the fact that the valves actuators had been removed
in support of correcting the sticking conditions described above. 0A
indicated, in the CR. that proper post maintenance testing may not have
been performed on the part of I&C personnel (the inspector's reviews,
referred to above, were of Mechanical Maintenance activities).
Specifically. PWO 63/3836 required that HCV-25-1 be retested using
Appendix C-3 of 01 11-4 (which required a calibration of the valve), but
no such record existed in the archived work package.

The CR referred to PWO 63/3836, which reported that valve HCV-25-1 was
sticking in the open pnsition. The inspector reviewed the subject PWO.
as well as PW0s 63/2537 (which addressed repairing sticking on HCV-25-4)
and 63/4171 (which directed the replacement of the solenoid valve on
HCV-25-4). The inspector found that the CR had cor' ectly identified the
fact that the retest specified in step 4 of the subject PWO (valve
calibration) had not been performed. Rather, records of a functional

test (which. basically, cycled the valve to verify pro)er operation)
were included in the package. As corrective action. t7e licensee
specified that the calibrations of HCV-25-1/7 were to be completed
satisfactorily (PWO 96011562 and PMAI 96-070112). The inspector noted
that AP 0010432. revision 84 (in affect at the time of the work),

s

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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" Nuclear Plant Work Orders." step 8.7.7. included a requirement that
stated "[i]f the NPWO instructions need to be changed use the scope
change process." The inspector found that the licensee's failure to
obtain a scope chang which redefined the required post-maintenance
testing requirement for HCV-25-1 (prior to performing a different post-

3 maintenance test) was a violation of the licensee's procedure and was.
thus, a violaHon of NRC requirements for procedural adherence. This
licensee identified anJ corrected violation is being treated as a Non-
Cited Violation consistent with Section VII.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement
Policy (NCV 335/96-09-05, " Failure to Perform Proper Post-Maintenance
Testing of HCV-25-1").

The inspector's review of PW0s 63/2537 and 63/4171 indicated that an
inconsistent approach to post-maintenance testing had been ap) lied to
HCV-25-01 and HCV-25-04 (similar valves for which similar worc had been
performed). In the case of HCV-25-01. post-maintenance testing was to
have included a calibration of the subject valve (although, as noted
above only a fenctional test was performed). In the case of HCV-25-04.
the PWO simply stated that retesting was to be performed in accordance
with 01 11-4 (the licensee's procedure for post-maintenance testing on
I&C equipment). The valve received a functional test, as opposed to a
calibration.

01 11-PR/PSL-4. revision 28 (the revision in affect at the time of the
work). " Instrumentation and Control Test Control." specified that post-
maintenance testing was to be performed as specified in Appendix B.
" Required Testing Matrix Lists " of the procedure. The inspector
discussed the matrix with the licensee and was told that the reason for
the inconsistent treatment of the two valves was that, while providing
post-maintenance test instructions for valves which had an actuator
repaired or replaced, the matrix included no instructions for actuators
which were simply remcved in support of other maintenance. As a result
of the subject CR. a HAI (96-07-113) was generated to require
calibrations for cases in which a valve actuator was uncoupled from a
valve for any reason. The inspector found the licensee's actions to be
appropriate to the circumstances.

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded the following with respect to the issues raised
in CR 96-1183:

I&C personnel failed to comply with procedural requirements when*

post-maintenance testing was performed on HCV-25-1 on September 9.
1995.

The licensee took appropriate corrective actions for a weaknesse
identified in the Required Testing Matrix Lists of OI 11-4.
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III. Ennineerina

El Conduct of Engineering

El.1 Nuclear Instrumentation Modification

a. Inspection Scope (37550, 37751)

The inspector reviewed the concerns listed in six Condition Reports
(CRs) related to the implementation of plant change / modification PC/M
009-195 for the Nuclear Instrumentation System.

Backaround

One specific report. CR 96-1358. "Possible Loss of Design Control" for
the NI System, dated June 12, 1996. indicated there were significant
problems. CR 96-1358 stated there have been problems encountered during
implementation which have required design changes. numerous deviations
from the approved test procedure, and key individuals were no longer on
the project. In addition. the work package had become voluminous and
unwieldy with trouble shooting activities. There were 13 work package
scope changes and approximately 40 deviatuns to the test procedure.
Trouble shooting was further complicated by not having vendor
engineering support on-site. CR 96-1358 is discussed below in the
section Conditions Reoorts.

The inspector's work scope included an examination of all aspects of the
NI 'ystem modification including a review of the design package, design
cha.1ges, deviations, testing procedures, test procedure changes. logs,
drawings work orders, equipment specifications, meme"anda, design
procedures, administrative procedures. UFSAR Chapter '/.2.1, and
Technical Specification 3.3.1.1. and 3.9.2. The inspector initiated
walkdowns and observed ongoing work. In addition, discussions were held

with vendor engineering personnel concerning the ongoing problems. The
items in the work scope were performed to verify that the modification
was being performed within the requirements of the licensee's program 4

and NRC requirements,

b. Observations and Findings

Plant Chance Modification (PC/M)009-195

Nuclear Engineeririg completed the design as REA/ Project # SLN-94-025-11.
"RPS NI Drawer Replacement'. dated February 27. 1996. It was released
as plant change / modification PC/M 009-195. Rev 0. " Replacement Of The
Neutron Flux Monitoring And Protective System (NI Drawers) For The RPS
System."
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The PC/M's purpose was to upgrade the Unit 1 NI System with similar
instrumentation that was installed in Unit 2 NI System during the last
Unit 2 outage. The design chance included the following modification
for the four NI-channels A. B, C and 0: *

1) Replace the four existing Gamma-Metric wide range excore detectors
and cables with improved dual fission chamber assemblies.

2) Replace the four existing amplifiers located in containment with
new assemblies.

3) Replace the eight existing RPS NI drawers located in the Control
Room with the new NI instrumentation.

PC/M 009-195 was being implemented under work order WO No. 96007751.
The work order package consisted of PC\M 09-195 and the Pre-Operation
(Pre Op) Test Procedure Number 1-1400280. " Functional Testing of PC/M
009-195 Safety Channel." The inspector verified that the WO was being
implemented under administrative procedure ADM-0010432. Rev 3. " Control
of Plant Work Orders". In addition. PC/M 009-195 met the requirements
in the following Quality Instructions (procedures) for Nuclear
Engineering and the equipment specification:

1) ENG 01 1.0, Rev 3. " Design Control"

2) ENG 01 1.1 Rev 0 " Engineering Packages"

3) ENG-01 1.2. Rev 1. " Minor Engineering Package"

4) ENG-01 1.3 Rev 1. " Drawing Change Requests"

5) SPEC-IC-004, Rev 0. " Equipment Specification For The RPS Nuclear
Instrumentation System"

The inspector reviewed and verified that the factory acceptance test
procedure.-GAMMA METRICS Test Procedure RMSP Assy No. 201663. agreed
with Pre Op 1-1400280 Test Procedure. Drawings JPN-009-195-001 to 017.
"Out-of-Core Neutron Detectors" and " Nuclear Instrumentation & Reactor
Protection System, were reviewed and verified that the modification was
being implemented according to design drawings.

Scooino Chances

Thirteen scoping changes were reviewed to determine if the changes were
controlled and within the requirements of the modification program and
procedures. The scoping changes [ Change Request Notice (CRN)] reviewed
are listed below:

1) CRN-6100 - Enhanced installation inst'uctions and details for
using existing cables

!

.. . ..
._ _ _ - _ _ _
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2) CRN-6155 - Corrected ~a vendor drawing error.

3) CRN 6170 - Vendor approved voltage adjustment change from 15.VDC
to 15.5 VDC for 18 gauge cable.

4) CRN 6193 - Changed relay operating position.

5) CRN-6104 - Minor installation change to eliminate interference
between new drawers.

6) CRN-6094 - Changed length of rope used for pulling detector
cables.

7) CRN-6132 - Revised connector clamp for triaxial cable. Superseded
CRN-6130.

8) CRN-6130 - Provided tolerance for connector clamp.

9) CRN 6091 - Modified mounting tabs for amplifier boxes. (Note -
The inspector verified welder qualification for this change).

10) CRN-6254 - Provided additional wide range calibra..on data.

11) CRN-6196 - Provided new data to change recorder's scale and UFSAR
Table 7.2-1.

12) CRN-6078 - Removed hold points to allow implementation of work
order.

13) CRN-6342 - Provided instructions to install "C" channel drawer
connector J6.

The inspector did not have any safety concerns with the scoping changes
and did not consider the number excessive.

Deviations From Pre-00 Test-Procedure

The inspector reviewed 52 " deviations" from the pre-operational test
procedure. The inspector verified all 52 deviations were approved by
the Facility Review Group (FRG) which was the licensee's independent
safety evaluation board. Most of the deviations were minor in nature
and had no safety significance. All the deviations concerning design
had been approved by Gamma-MeLrics or Engineering. More than several
deviations resulted as the consequence of a minor modification where "B
and D" detectors were connected to "A and C" NI drawers to facilitate
fuel loading. This minor modification was implemented at the request of
Fuel Engineering. The inspector did not consider the problems
encountered or the number of deviations to be excessive in this area as
long us they were reviewed by FRG. However, the inspector determined
the method of implementing deviations was cumbersome.

_-
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Wide Ranae_Ni Temocrary System Alternation

-The inspector reviewed the minor modification package and safety
evaluation JPN PSL SEIS-96 028. " Wide Range N1 Temporary System
Alteration" approved May 24, 1996. The purpose of this minor
modification was to provide for the temporary installation of coaxial
jumpers cables to allow the connections of wide range NI detectors No.-2
(channel B) and No. 4 (channel D) to the preamplifiers inputs for
channels A and B respectively.

This modification accommodated the fuel loading analysis which recuired
that the fuel locations adjacent to detectors "B" and "0" be loaced
first for fuel shuffling and to meet Technical Specifications (TS).

TS 3.3.1.1. provides the requirement for reactor protective
instrumentation and TS 3.9.2 provides the requirement for refueling.
This minor modification required several " deviations" to the Pre-Op
testing. The inspector reviewed this minor modification to verify it
met the requirements in procedure ENG-QI 1.2. " Minor Engineering
Package" (modification) including the safety evaluation. No concerns
were identified in this area.

Condition Reoorts4

Six Condition Reports (CR) were initiated by Quality Assurance-
identifying concerns, problems, and non-conforming conditions with the
Unit 1 NI Instrumentation System modification. The seventh CR was
initiated as the result of it being idantif_1ed by the inspector during a
walkdown of the control room NI cabinets and work observation. Each CR
was reviewed by the inspector to determine if the concern or condition
was pro)erly evaluated and appropriate corrective action initiated. The
seven CRs are listed as follows:

1) CR 96-1358 - This is discussed above in E1.1.a " Work Scope." It

is also discussed below in detail since it was considered
significant.

2) CR 96-711 - The am)lifiers boxes had their mounting tabs welded
without removing t1e electronics. Gamma-Metrics stated no damage
was expected due to the design of mounting the printed circuit
board on standoffs.

3) CR 96-1443 - The 120 VAC power wire was damaged during removal of
the "C" channel wide range drawer. Wire needs to be repaired.

4) CR 96-1480 - The triaxial cable for connector J6 on "C" channel
drawer is very stiff and causes connector to break. The connector
cable assembly was rebuilt using CRN 96-6342 twice. The work for
the first rebuild not satisfactory and the connector had to be
redone.

.. . .. . . .. ..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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5) CR 96 1434 - Several instences in which the requirements in
specification SPEC-IC 004 had not been met. The preamplifier
power cable (J3) was 18 gage instead cf 16 gauge. This required
the actions in CRN 96 6170 (listed below). The existing wide
range signal cables between the amplifiers and containment
penetrations was listed as coaxial cable on drawing 8770 6390.
Instead it was found to be triaxial for the original installation.
CRN 96-6342 was initiated to install new connectors.

6) CR 96 1464 - Data from ECAD concerning the "C" channel source
range detector indicated iow impedance during testing. Gamma-

Metrics was consulted for an evaluation and sulution for
corrective action.

7) CR 96 1481 - The inspector identified that cable support clempsq
were missing from four r.onnector on each NI drawer in the control
room A long term solution for corrective action was being
initiated by the licensee.

The inspector reviewed each CR and discussed its concern with
engineering for their evaluation and the corrective action. The
inspector verified that problems did exit. However, the problems were
not considered significant and no safety concerns were ident;ried.

CR 96-1358

The conditions listed in CR 961358 (CR) and the inspector findings (IF)
are listed below:

1) CR - There was possible loss of design control.,

IF - Tre inspector did not identify any loss of design enntrol.
However, coordination between design engineering and 1&C was
initially weak. The initial design engineer assigned to the N1
System project left the site. He was later replaced with a design
engineering manager to coordinate the project.

2) CR - Key individuals who had been involved with the design and
implementation are no longer available.

IF Two of the three individuals initioily assigned to the N1
project were no hnger available. However. both engineering and
1&C had a sufficient number of qualified engineers capable of
completing the modification. The problem was not considered a
loss of key personnel it was more a lack of coordination since
the 1&C supervisors were performing more than one function. The-
I&C group in the Maintenance Department performed several
functions that are unique to it. First level supervisor's duties
included being a craft foreman system engineer installation
enginee , test engineer. trouble shooter, etc. In several
instances, the I&C supervisors were overwhelmed with work due to
the refueling outage.

.. .. . .. ..
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3) CR - There have been problems encountered during implementation
which have required changes to " design" as well es numerous
" deviations" from the FRG approved Pre O
vendor +echnical specifications manual. p Test Procedure and

IF - The inspector verified there had been problems encountered
during implementation and testing. The problems encountered were
mostly with cables and connectors during work implementation. The
" deviations" were reviewed by the insputor and epproved by FRG
(safety review group) for the Pre Op Testing.

Many of the " deviation" and " scoping changes" were written to
incorporate corrective action and post maintenance testing after
trouble shooting installation problems. This was identified by
the inspector as a work control implementation weakness. This
problem was correc+.ed later by the licensee when new work orders
(WO) were written with the appropriate post maintenance testing.
For example, instead of initiating a " scope change" and
" deviation" for trouble shooting. implementing corrective action,
and testing, three new W0s 96016391. 96016395, and 96016397, all
dated June 21, 1996, were written to " Repair MB NI Drawer", All y
three W0s had one specific task with a>propriate post maintenance
testing. All three W0s were approved ]y FRG. This method of
using additional W0s improved control and implement' tion of the
modification.

4) CR - The work package had become voluminous and unwieldy.

!F - The inspector agreed The licensee initiated corrective
action by implementing an " engineering implementstion/ test log"
ord using additional-W0s to control the work as discussed above.

5) CR - Trouble shooting was further complicated by not having vendor
engineering support on-site.

IF A Gamma-Metric's design engineer and a field engineer were
on site to support the modification. The field engineer was
scheduled to remain on-site until the modification was completed
and turned over to Operations.

c. -Conclusion

The inspector concluded that there was justification for the comments
stated in tR 96 1358. I&C personnel were sometimes overwhelmed with
problems and work. However, there was no loss of design control. The
i&C supervisors and technicians were knowledgeable and technically
capable of implementing _the N1 modification. The inspector considered
the capabilities of I&C personnel to b3 a strengtt,in the Maintenance
Department.

The _ inspector verified that FRG reviewed all changes and deviations.to
ensure plant safety. Design engineering was made aware that l&C needed

. . _ _ _ - _ _ - _
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additional support and was in the process of providing it. Program
weaknesses for implementing changes end trouble shooting were identified
and corrected using new work orders. The vendor. Gamma Metrics.
provided good engineering and field support with knowledgeable
perscnnel. The inspector concluded the NI System modificatio, was being
completed in a satisfactory manner to ensure plant safety.

El.2 Enaineerina Downsizina (37550)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the functions of the current engineering
organization and the anticipated changes following proposed downsizing,
scheduled to take place on August 1. 1996.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspectors discLssed with engineering management the current
engineering organization. the functions of each of the grou)s ana the
a) proximate number of people in each grou). The licensee tien discussed
tie changes in groups, funttions, and num)ers that would take place on
August 1. 1996. Currently, the St. Lucie site is supported by an
additional engineering organization located within Corporate Engineering
to Juno Peach Florida. Most of these Corporate Engineering functions
are being transferred to the St. Lucie site (and to the Turkey Point
site) and Corporate Engineering is being downsized. As a basis for
future monitoring, the inspectors discussed current engineering work
load, i.e.. open Modification Packages. Condition Reports, etc.

c. Conclusion

To follow and evaluate any effect of the downsizing on the engineering
function at St. Lucie, the inspectors will, on a periodic basis, use
inspaction procedure IP 37550 " Engineering." The objectives of this
procedure are to " Evaluate the licensee's engineering activities,
particularly the effectiveness of the engineering organization to
perform routine and reactive site activities including the
identification and resolution of technical issues and problems."

IV. Plant Support

R1 Radiological Protection and Chemistry (RP&C) Controls

-Rl.1 Occuoational Radiation Internal and External Exoosure Control (83750)
.

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the ye,sonnel exposure records to verify
radiation exposures were witlin regulatory limits and the licensee was
implementing proper internal and external exposure control measures.

1
..

.
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b. Observations and Findings

The inspectors found all internal and external personnel exposures were
below regulatory limits. Tours of the Radiation Control Areas (RCAs)
were made to verify that radiol .' '1 areas were properly posted and
controlled. Locked hign radiat u eas were found properly secured.
The inspectors reviewed select licensee raniation surveys and made
independent radiation surveys in those at Ms to verify radiological
conditions were properly identified and posted.

The inspectors observed good use of engineering controls and work
processes to control airborne radioactive contamination.

c. Conclusions

in gener>l. the licensee appeared to be implementing effective
radiological controls to minimize personnel exposures to internal and
external radiation sources. No concerns with the licensee's internal or
e.xternal exposure control programs were identified.

,

R1.2 Control of Radioactive Materials and Contamination (83750)

a. insoection Scope

The ins.nectors reviewed licensee procedures for control of contaminated
tools, discussed controls with tool room staff _and radiation
personnel._ reviewed licensee radiation surveys of tool rooms, protectionand made
independent radiation surveys in tool rooms.

HP-2. " Florida Power and Light (FPL) Health Physics Mar.. l." Rev 10...

Dated AuWst 24. 1995. described the radiation protection program at
FPL's nuclear power plants. The FPL contamination guidelines were
summarized in Table 4.2. " Contamination Guidelines."

The licensee's contamination limits for materials, tools, equipment and
solid waste unconditionally released from the RCA were:

21.000 dpm/100 cm for loose beta and gamma contamination and

25,000 dpm/100 cm for fixed beta and gamma contamination (direct
measurement)

The licensee's contamination limits for tools and equipment used in the
RCA were:

r1.000-dpm/100 cm for loose beta cnd gamma contamination and

10 mrem /hr for fixed beta and gamma contamination

1
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b. Observations and Findings

The inspectors noted that the licensee had made some positive changes in
tool controls since the previous inspection. The inspectors observed
the hot tool room located in the Unit 1 Reactor Auxiliary Building (RAB)
was manntd during thc inspection and secured when unattended.
Additionally, the licensee had combined two clean tool rooms located
outside the RCA and the licensee was improving tool tracking and
inventory capabilities. The licensee was also able to obtain enough
temporary tool room personnel to staff tool rooms at all times during
the-peak outage period.

The licensee planned to reduce the total nunber of issued tools. A
bactiog of contaminated tools from previous outages had accumulated in
storage locations within the RCA. Staff reductions in decontamination
personnel had resulted in decreased tool decontamination efforts and
increased levels of contaminated tools in storage.

As aermitted by licensee procedures, some tools were designated for use
witlin the RCA and were referred to as hot tools. The hot tools had
specific contamination limits which were greater than unconditional
release limits. These tools were identifiable with purple paint. The
inspectors toured shops and warehouses and examined vehicles and " gang
boxes" outside the RCA for hot tools. No hot tools were found outside
the RCA. The inspectors also made radiation and contamination surveys
in clean and hot tool rooms. No tools exceeding limits for clean or hot
tools were identified by the inspectors.

In discussions with tool room personnel, the inspectors found many were
unaware of the specific radiation and contamination limits for clean or
hot tools. The temporary tool room personnel were generally less
knowledgeable of the tool contamination limits. However, tool room
personnel were not responsible fr determining contamination levels of
tools.

The inspectors reviewed routine and special surveys of licensee tool
rooms. The licensee spent approximately 162 hours surveying tools
during the period of June 13-16. 1996. The announced radiation
protection inspection began June 17, 1996. The licensee also spent

-another 116 hours surveying tool rooms during the first three days of
the inspection (June 1749, 1996). The licensee's survey efforts in
tool rooms during this seven day period were significant-and not typical
of routine monitoring.

During the licensee's surveys numerous tools were found outside the RCA
- having contamination levels -in excess of the -limits for use in -clean
areas. The licensee also identified numerous tools for use in the RCA
having contamination limits in excess of the limits for hot tools.

.
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The licensee's tool room surveys during the period of June 13-19, 1996,
identified the following examples where contaminated tools were found
outside the RCA:

On June 18. 1996, health physics technicians (HPTs) removed 12
M&TE tools from the licensee's clean tnol room having

rcontamination levels up to approximately 12.500 dpm/100 cm (250
net counts per minute / probe).

On June 19, 1996. HPTs removed five rigging slings from the
licensee's clean tool room having contamination levels from
approximately 40.000 to 600.000 dpm/100 cm' (8,000 to 120,000
dpm/ probe).

The licensee's tool room surveys during the period of June 13 19. 1996.
identified the following examples where tools were found within the RCA
having contaminatio,1 levels in excess of the licensee's contamination
limits for hot tools:

On June 13. 1996. HPTs removed nine tools from a temporary hot
tool room having loose con} amination levels from approximately
1,000 to 20,000 dpm/100 cm'.

On June 14. 1996. HPTs removed five wrenches, from the Unit I hot
tool room having loose contamination in the range of 1,000 to
4,000 dpm/100 cm,'.

On June 16, 1995, HPTs removed numerous tools from a temporary hot
tool room having loose con amination levels from approximately
1.000 to 30,000 dpm/100 c.n

On-June 16, 1996. HPTs removed numerous tools (licensee identified
as two bags), from the Unit I hot tool room having loose
contamination in the range of 1,000 to 120.000 dpm/100 cm'.

In the February 1996, radiation protection program inspection the
inspectors found a few contaminated tools in the hot tool room that were
slightly above the licensee's limits. In response to the inspector's
findings, the licensee secured the hot tool room when unattended for
better control. A Non Cited Violation (NCV) concerning the control of
contaminated tools was identified at that time. The licensee identified
all of the recent examples of tools having contamination levels in
excess of the licensee's contaminated limits. However, these were
additional examples of tools having contamination in excess of
contamination limits previously identified by '.he inspectors in the

.- February 1996 radiation protection ins)ection. Corrective measures
implemented by the licensee following tie NCV were inadequate to prevent
the additional. violations identified in the recent and extensive tool
room surveys. The failure to control contaminated tools in accordance
with licensee procedures is identified as a violation (VIO
50-335/96-09-06, " Failure to Control Co9aminated Tools in Accordance

._ _
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with Licensee Procedures"). The licensee opened a condition report for
the purpose of identifying the cause of the contaminated tool violations
and to cause appropriate corrective actions.

During tours of the licensee's facilities the inspectors found
housekeeping was generally good, However, numerous drums containing low

-level contamination were still stored in the yard area within the RCA
that were exposed to environmental conditions and could present problems
during severe winds.

c. Conclusions

While the licensee was making progress in achieving controls for tools
in general, the licensee's controls had not been effective in preventing
contaminated tools from leaving the RCA or ensuring tools for use inside
the RCA had contamination levels below the licensee's contamination
limits.

RI.3 Maintainino Occuoational Exoosure ALARA (83750)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the status of the licensee's collective dose for
1996 and the implementation of the person rem budget program.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspectors attt.nded an ALARA Review Board meeting held during the
insoection. During the meeting, the inspectors noted the new ALARA dose
budget program appeared to have strong management support and to have
directly involved site department managers in the dose reduction
process. Department managers were accountable for collective doses and
required to take corrective actions to minimize collective dose for
their departments. Managers were encouraged to utilize the corrective
action program to capture successful activities into procedures and to
document unsuccessful activities for appropriate corrective actions.

The collective doses for specific work activities were reviewed with
ALARA personnel and the inspector incired about specific tasks
exceeding expected collective dose. The effects of recent staff
reductions on site collective dase were also discussed with licensee
personnel. Recent staff reductions had resulted in additional temporary
and less experience personnel performing certain activities including
shielding. insulation removal and decontamination during outages. It

appeared _that the use of temporary and less experienced personnel could
reduce efficiency and therefore increase collective doses. The licensee
_had not quantified collective dose dif ferences o_f experienced versus
less experienced laborers for task and the inspecto was unable to
measure the impact that temporary personnel were having on collective
dose. However, no significant collective dose problems were identified
during the inspector's reviews.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The licensee's 1996 annual collective dose goal of 326 person rem was
based on routine Pefueling Outage (RFO) activities au was one of the
most challenging for the site. However, the work scope expansion for
the Unit 1 Steam Generators (SGs) was significant enough to threaten ;

achievement of the 1996 goal. The licensee had approximately 297
person-rem through June 19. 1996.

c. Conclusions !

Management support for the ALARA program was good with increased
management involvement in dose reduction activities. The dose budget
3rogram has increased site participation in reducing collective dose.
Ipper managements encouragement to document ALARA successes and failures
in the corrective action program indicate understanding and willingness
to implement quality control processes in ALARA activities. The
unexpected SG work had significantly impacted the licensee's ability to
achieve the challenging 1996 collective dose goals.

R5 Staff Training and Qualification in Radiation Protection and Chemistry
(83750)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the qualifications of certain site and vendor
HPIs on site for the Unit 1 RF0. Licensee Technical Specifications
6.3.1 recuired that staff axceed the minimum qualification requirements
specifiec in ANSI /ANS 3.1-1978. "American National Standard for
Selection and Training of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel,"

b. Observations and findings

The inspectors requested a review of vendor HP resumes for technicians
working in the on going Unit 1 RF0. The inspectors also reviewed the
qualifications of all site HPIs having less than five years of
experience in FPL radiation protection programs.

The ins:ectors were able to review experience records for a portion of
vendor iPTs hired for the on going RFO. Venaor HP resumes were reviewed
by the licensee to determine experience levels for meeting ANSI
qualification requirements.

c. Conclusions

The inspectors determined that the licensee had not lowered
qualification requirements for site and vendor HPTs. All site and
vendor HPTs qualification records reviewed by the inspectors documented
compliance with the applicable cualification requirements. No

- violations or deviations were icentified.

___. __ _ _ . .
_
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F.2 Status of Fire Protection facilities and Equipment

F.2.1 011 Collection System for Unit 1 Reactor Coolant Pumps (71750)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector evaluated the oil collection system for the Unit I reactor
coolant pumps (RCPs) for compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50
Appendix R Section 111.0.

b. Observations and Findings

The oil collection system for the Unit 1 RCPs was described by UFSAR
Sections 2.5 (Item 111.0) and 4.K. The system consisted of enclosures
at each RCP to collect lubrication oil from all pressurized and
unpressurized leakage points in the Raps. The inspector performed a
walkdown 1ispection of the 011 collection system for RCP 18. associated
drain piping and oil collection tank. The system was designed to
collect the total quantity of oil from one RCP (190 gallons). The oil
collection tank was provided with a VAREC Series 52 flame arrestor
manufactured by the James M. Clontz Associates. Inc.

The inspector noted that the installed system met the description of the
system described in the UFSAR. However, the system did not meet tne
requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Section 111.0 in that the tank was
not sized to collect the total quantity of oil from all four RCPs. The
UFSAR described this as an Appendix R Exemption and provided a
justification for this exemption,

c. Conclusiors

The oil collection system for the Unit 1 RCPs met the UFSAR commitments.

V. Manaaement Meetinas and Other Areas

X1 Review o' UFSAR Commitmentsa

A recent discovery of a licensee operating their facility in a manner
contrary to the UFSAR description lighlighted the need for additional
verification that licensees were complying with the UFSAR commitments.
While performing the inspections which are discussed in this report the
inspectors reviewed applicable portions of the UFSAR that related to the
areas inspected. The' inspectors verified that the UFSAR wording was
consistent with the observed plant practices, procedures, and
parameters.

|

I
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X2 Exit Heeting Summary

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee
'

management at t1e conclusion of the inspec', ion on July 9. The licensee,

acknowledged the findings presented.

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during
the inspection should be considered proprietary. No proprietary
information was identified.

'

.
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PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

license.e

W. Bladow. Site Quality Manager
H. Buchanan. Health Physics Supervisor
C. Burton. Site Services Manager
F.. Dawson. Business Manager -

D. Denver. Site Engineering Panager
R. Frechette. Chemistry Supervisor
P. Fulford. Operations Support and Testing Supervisor
C. Marple. Operations Supervisor
K Heffelfinger. Protection Services Supervisor
J. Holt. Information Services Supervisor
H. Johnson Operations Manager
T. Kreinberg. Nuclear Mdterial Management Superintendent
J. Marchese Maintenance Manager
C. O'Farrel. Reactor Engineering Supervisor
R. Olson Instrument and Control Maintenance Supervisor
C. Pell. Outage Manager
J. Scarole. St. Lucie Plant General Manager

-A. Stall. Site Vice President
E. Weinkam Licensing Manager
C. Wood. System and Component Engineering Manager
W. White. Security Supervisor

.0ther licensee employees contacted included office, operations, engineering,
maintenance, chemistry / radiation, and corporate personnel.

_ __ _
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INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 37550: Engineering
IP-37551: Onsite Engineering
IP 40500: Effectiveness of Licensee Controls in Identifying, Resolving._and

Preventing Problems
IP 62703: Maintenance Observations
IP 71'/07: Plant Operations -

IP 71750: - Plant Support Activities
IP 83750: Occupational Radiation Exposure

ITEMS OPENE0. CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED

Ooened

50-335.389/96-09-01 VIO " Failure to Control Overtime"

-50 335.389/96 09 02 VIO " Inadequate Procedure for Managing
Overtime"

50 335.389/96 09 03 VIO " Failure to Test the Reactor Cavity
Pressure Relief Dampers In
Accordance With The Vendor's
Technical Manual"

50 335.389/96-09 04 VIO " Failure To Perform Adequate Testing
On The Reactor Cavity Pressure
Relief Damper s"

50 335/96 09 06 VIO " Failure to Control Contaminated
Tools In Accordance with Licensee
Procedures"

Closed

50-335/96 09 05 NCV " Failure to Perform Proper Post-
Maintenance Testing of HCV-25-1"

Discussed

50-335/95 015 03 VIO " Failure-to Follow Procedures and
Document Abnormal Valve Position"

_ - _
_

'
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LIST OF ACRONYMS USED

ADM Administrative Procedure
ALARA As low as Reasonably Acaievable (radiation exposure)
ANPS Assistant Nuclear Plant Supervisor
ANS American Nuclear Fociety
ANSI American National Standards-Institute
AP Administrative Procedure
ATTN Attention
cc Cubic Centimeter
CCW Component Cooling Water
CET Core Exit Thermocouple
CFR- CoJe of Federal Regulations
cm - Centimeter
CR . Condition Report
CRN Change Request Notice
dam Disintegration Per Minute
DDR Demonstration Power Reactor (A type of operating license)
EDG Emergency Diesel Generator
EnG Engineering
ERDADS Emergency Response Data Acquisition Disphy System
FCV Flow Control Valve
FIC Flow Indicating Controller
FPL The Florida Power & Light Company s
FR = Federal Regulation
FRG Facility Review Group
FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report
GMP General Maintenance Procedure
HCV Hydraulic Control Valve
HPSI High Pressure Safety-Injection (system)
HPT Health Physics Technician-
I&C Instrumentation and Control
ICW Intake Cooling Water
IF- Inspector findings
IP Inspection Procedure
JPN (Juno Beach) Nuclear Engineering '

LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident
LPSI Low Pressure Safety injection (system)
M&TE Measuring & Test Equipment

: meem millirem
NCV NonCited Violation (of NRC requirements)
NI Nuclear Instrument-

NPF Nuclear Production Facility (a type of operating license)
NPS Nuclear Plant Supervisor
NRC- Nuclear Regulatory Commission

-NWE Nuclear Watch Engineer
OP Operating Procedure
OST Operations Support and Testing

- - - - -

- PC/M -- Plant Change / Modification
PDR NRC Public Document Room
PGM Plant Gene ..i Manager
PSL. Plant St. Lucie

. _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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PWO- Plant Work Order
0A . Quality Assurance
01 Quality Instruction
RAB Reactor Au.viliary Building
RCA Radiation Control Area.
RCP Reactor Coolant Pump
RCS Reactor Coolant System
REA Request for Engineering Assistance-
Rev -Revision
RF0 Refuelino Outage
Ri! Regionif-Atlanta. Georgia (NRC)
RPS Reactor Protection System
SDC Shut Down Cooling
SER Safety Evaluation Report
SG Steam Generator
SPOS Safety Paremeter Display System
SRO Senior Reactor [ licensed) Operator
St. Saint
TS Technical Specification (s)
UFSAR Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
USNRC United States Nuclcar Regulatory Commission
VAC Volts Alternating-Current-
VDC Volts Direct Current
VIO- Violation (of NRC requirements)
WO Work Order

'

_-- _
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSloN

O\d" ' * * rf GION 11,

i & I o 101 MARIETTA STRErf, N.W. SUITE ;'900
% j, .| ATLA NT A, GEOR GI A TJ323-0199

NY / October 15. 1996
.....

Florida Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. T. F. Plunkett

President - Wuclear Division
Nuclear Energy Department S

P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach FL 33408

SUBJECT: NRC INTEGRATED INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-250/96 11 and 50 251/96 11
AND NOTICE OF VIOLATION

<

Dear Mr. Plunkett:

On September 28. 1996, the NRC completed a safety inspe an at your Turkey4

Point Units 3 & 4 reactor facilities. The en:losed int ., rated report presents
the results of that inspection.

During the 6 week period covered by this inspcction period your conduct of
activities at the Turkey Point facilities was generally characterized by
safety conscious operations, sound engineering and maintenance practices. and
excellent plant support activities. We are concerned, however, about a
violation of NRC requirements that was identified. NRC inspectors identified
that inadequate design control ;aeasures resulted in two fire areas being
outside 10 CFR 50. Appendix R. Fire Protection requirements.

The violation is cited in the enclosed Notice of Violation, and the circum.
stances surrounding the violation are described in detail in the enclosed
report. Please note that you are required to respond to this letter and
should follow the instructions specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing
your response. The NRC will use your response, in part to determine whether
further enforcement action is necessary to ensure rompliance with regulatory
requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's '' Rules of Practice." a copy of
this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room
(PDR).

Sincerely.

Orig signed by Kerry D. Landis

K. D. Landis, Chief

Reactor Projects. Branch 3
Division of Raactor Projects

Docket Nos. 50-250.251
License Nos. DPR-31.41

Enclosures: Notice of Violation
Inspection Report 50-250.251/96-11 /

i

Enclosure 3
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cc w/ enc 1:
H. N. Paduano. Panager
Licensina & Special Programs
Florida Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach, FL 33408 0420

P1 ant General-Manager
Turkey Point Nuclear Plant

-P. O. Box 029100
Miami FL 33102 i

R. J. Hovey, Site Vice President
Turkey Point Nuclear Plant
P. O. Box C29100
Miami, FL 33102

G. E. Hollinger, t.icensing Manager
Turkey Point Nuclear Plant
P. O. Box 4332
Miami, FL 33032 4332

.

M. S. Ross. Attorney
Florida Power & Light
11770 US Highway 1
North Palm Beach, FL 33408

.

'

John T. Butler. Esq.
Steel. Hector and Davis
4000 Southeast Financial Center
Miami, FL 33131 2398

c

Attorney General
Department of Legal Affairs
The Capitol
Tallahassee. FL 32304-

Bill Passetti
Office of Radiation Control
Dept of Health and Rehab Serv
1317 Wineetood Boulevard
Tallahassee, FL 32399 0700

Armando Vidal
County Manager of Metrop?litan

Dade County
;~ -111 NW 1st Street.-29th Floor

Miami -FL 33128

Joe _Myers. Director.
Division of Emergency Preparedness-
Department of Community Affairs
2740.Centerview Drive
Tallahassee.- FL 32399 2100

.
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)istribution w/ encl:
<. Croteau. NRR
B. R. Crowley. R!l
G. Hopper. Rll
G. Hallstrom. Ril
PUBLIC

Thomas P.- Johnson
Senior Resident inspector
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission-
P. O. Box 1448
Homestead. FL 33090

t
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Florida Power and Light Company Docket Nos. 50 250. 50 261
Turkey Point. Units 3 and 4 License Nos. OPR 31. OPR 41

During an NRC inspection conducted on August 18 to September 28. 1996 e
violation of NRC requirements was identified. in accordance with the " General
Statement of Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions." (60 FR34381:
June 30. 1995), the violation is listed below:

,

10 CFR 50.48. Fire Protection, states, in part. that: ......all nuclear power
plants licensed to operate prior to January 1. 1979. shall satisfy the
applicable requirements of Appendix R to this part. including speci'ically the
requirements of Sections Ill.G. Ill.J. and 111.0.

10 CFR 50. Appendix R. Section Ill.G.2. states, in pirt that. .... where
cables or equipment. . . . . . . . . of redundant trains of systems necessary to
achieve and maintain hot shutdown conditions are located within the same fire
area, outside of primary containment, one of the following means of ensuring
that one of the redundant trains is free of fire damage shall be provided:

a. Separation of cables and equi) ment and associated non safety
circuits of redundant trains )y a fire barrier having a 3 hour
rating: or

b. Separation of cables and equi) ment and associated non safety
circuits of redundant trains ay a horizontal distance of more
than 20 feet with no intervening combustibles or fire hazards. In
addition, fire detectors and an automatic fire suppression system

_ shall be installed in the fire area; or

c. Enclosure of cables or equipment and associated non safety
circuits of one train in a fire barrier having a one hour fire
rating. In addition, fire detectors and an automatic fire
suppression system shall be installed in the fire area.

10 CFR 50 Appendix B. Criterion III. Design Control, requires, in part. that
measures shall be established to assure that applicable regulatory
requirements (including 10 CFR 50. Appendix R) are correctly translated into;

specifications. Further. Criterion Ill requires that design changes be
subject to design control measures which provide for verifying or checking the
adequacy of design.

Contrary to the above. Fire Zone 64 was designed and installed with a one hour
barrier vice a three hour barrier in 1983. Additionally. Fire Zone 143 was
also designed and installed with a one hour barrier vice a three hour barrier
in 1991. Further, no fire detectors and/or automatic fire suppression systems

kq QQDN"
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existed for either of these fire zones. The two fire zones were required to
meet 10 CFR 50. Appendix R. 111.6.2. as delineated in the Fire Hazards
Analysis report in Updated Final Safety Analysis Report section 9.6A. Since
1992, these two areas have been properly compensated for with fire watches as
specified in NRC Bulletin 92 01.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).

Pursuant to the provisins of 10 CFR 2.201. Florida Power & Light Co. is
-hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S. -

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ATTN: Document Control Desk. Washington. D.C.
20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator. Region 11. and a copy to the
NRC Resident Inspe: tor at the facility that is the subject of this Notice,
within 30 days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation
(Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a Reply to a Notice of
Violation" and should include for each violation: (1) the reason for the
violation, or. if contested. the basis for disputing the violation. (2) the
corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved. (3) the

'

corrective steps that will be taken to avoid furtiier violations, and (4) the
date when full compliance will be achieved. Your response may reference or
include previous docketed corres
addresses the required response.pondence if the correspondence adequatelyIf an adequate reply is not received within
the time specified in this Notice, an order or Demand.for Information may be
issued as to why the license should not be modified, suspended, er revc&.ed, or
why such other action as may be proper should not be taken. Where good cause
is shown, consideration will be given to extending the response time.

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
tnis 15th day of October 1996

- __ =.__ == = = _= ===
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGUALTORY COMMISSION

REGION 11

Docket Nos.: 50 250 and 50 251
License Nos.: DPR 31 and DPR 41

Report Nos.: 50 250/96 11 and 50-251/96 11

Licensee: Florida Power and Light (FPL) Company
,

Facility: Turkey Point Units 3 and 4

Location: 9250 Vest Flagler Street
Miam1, FL 33102

Dates: August 18 through September 28, 1996

Inspectors: T P. Johnson. Senior Resident inspector (SRI)
B. 8. Desai. Resident inspector (RI)
R. S. Baldwin. Division of Reactor Safety (DRS)
Inspector / Examiner
M. G. Miller. SRI St. Lucie
M. D. Sykes. RI McGuire

Approved by: K. D. Landis, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TURKEY POINT UNITS 3 and 4

Nuclear Peg'.:latory Commission Inspection Report 50-250.251/96 11

This integrated inspection to assure public health and safety included aspects
of licensee operations, mair tenance, engineering, and plant support. The
ieport covers a six week period (August 18 to September 28. 1996) of resident
inspottion. In addit'.on. the report includes regional announced inspections
of operations and maintenance.

Onerationli

Operator performance during Unit 3 planned and unplanned loade

reuuctions for routine turbine testing and feedwater regulating
valve maintenance, and for a traveling screen malfunction was
excellent (sections 01.1 and 01.2).

operators roperly and conservatively responded to a Unit 4e
feedwater water relief valve failures, including a conservative
unit power reduction (section 01.3).

.

Control room turnovers and complex shift evolution briefings, were*

excelhAt (sections 01.4 and 01.5).

Operations was well supported by training as evidenced bye
simulator exercises prie to a scheduled downpower and after a rod
control power supply problem (sections 01.2 and M1.2).

Operations' control of safety and risk related equipment, ande

involvement in work prioritization were very good (sections 02.1
and 02.3),

Operator performance during two Unit 3 problems (rod control ande
Eagle 21) was excellent. This included effective oversight, sound
technical specification implementation. and excellent pre-
evolution briefings (sections 01.5 M1.2. and M1.3).

Operators appropriately handled two Unit 3 dropped control rods,e

including a demonstration of conservative unit operation and
strong technical specification compliance (section 01.6).

The Unit 3 and 4 cold leg accumulators were appropriately alignede
(section 02.2).

e A non-cited violation was identified relative to the use of
clearance information tags in the control room (section 03.1)

Ooerators appropriately dealt with c control room staffing issuee
wnen a licensed operatcr became sick and therefore was unavailable
for shift coverage (section 06.1).

_ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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[10intenance

Observed maintenance and surveillance testing activities were well.

performed (section M1.1).

Instrumentation and Control group performance during Unit 3 rode

control power supply and power cabinet repairs, and during a Unit
3 Eagle 21 protection channel repair was excellent, with noted
strong oversight, procedural compliance. and independent
verification (sections 01.6. M1.2 and M1.3).

lhe licensee aggressively pursued a control room emergencye
ventilation system test issue associated with high flow fan
shutdowns (section M1.4).

Plant material condition was noted to be good, with licensee*

attention evident (sections M2.1 and R1.3).

Measuring and test equipment calibration lab cleanliness and*

professionalism were excellent. Pressure gauge calibrations were
appropriate: however, a minor revision to a rela 1.ed procedure was
made to address the hysteresis check (section M3.1).

Enqineerina

Engineering was strongly involved in event response teams and ine
other equipment / design related issues (section El.1).

The licensee appropriately addressed feedwater heater relief valvee
failures although corrective actions for a similar failure in June
96 could have been more aggressive (section E2.1).

The technical specification interpretation process appearede
appropriate: however, longer term actions should address and
incorporate these interpretations in the technical specification
bases document isection E3.1).

The Turkey Point Operating Licenses appeared to be appropriate;e
however. Several sections are no longer applicable (rection E3.2).

A review of the design basis for the containment radiation*

monitors noted the issue related to tha applicable RCS leakage
criteria at Turkey Point to be unresolved pending further NRC
review (section E3.3).

Plant Suncort

A previous personnel safety concern relative to reactor cavitye

work was appropriately addressed by the licensee (section Rl.1).

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The Unit 3 containment was toured during an unplanned shutdown.e

Conditions were very good overall af ter a lengthy unit operation.
Personnel safety and radiation safety were appropriately addressed
(section RI.3).

The licensee appropriately responded to an issue of potentially*
' contaminated steel, and none was found (section Rl.2).

The annual emergency plan exercise was well conducted ande

evaluated (section Pl.1).

Quality assurance audits of the emergency preparedness area were*

thorough and demonstrated effective self-assessment (section
P".1).

Although no instances of unfit personnel performing work were*

noted, the licensee's sick time policy has challenged supervisors
to apply fitness for duty criteria unnecessarily (section 56.2).

inadequate design control measures during the 1980's resulted ine
two examples of non compliance with fire protection barrier
requirements, and resulted in a violation (section F2.1).

'

I
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REPORT DETAILji.

Summary of Plant Status

Unit 3

At the beginning of this reporting period. Unit 3 was operating at 60%
reactor power to perform valve testing and maintenance and had been on
line since March 29. 1996. Unit load was further reduced to 15% to
repair a leaking feedwater regulating valve (section 01.1). Unit load
was returned to 100% on August 18, 1996. On August 28. 1996, unit load
was temporarily reduced to 60% to perform traveling screen maintenance
(section 01.2) On September 24, 1996, the unit was shutdown to Mode 3
to address two dron)ed control rods (section 91.6). The unit was
restarted on Septem>er 27, 1996. Full power wo; achieved September 28,
1996.

Unit 4

At the beginning of this reporting period. Unit 4 was operating at or
near 100% reactor power and had been on line since July 14.1996. On
September 14. 1996. unit load was reduced to 40% to repair two feedweter
heater relief valves (sections 01.3 and M2.1). 100% power was achieved
September 15, 1996. The unit operated at full power for the remainder
of the period.

Common

The annual emergency plan exercise was held on August 'l 1996 (section
Pl.1). The Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance Report (50-
250.251/96 99) was issued September 26. 1996.

7

8 _ Activities

NRC Commissioner Greta Dicus visited the Turkey Point site on August 23.
1996. The tour included the control room, turbine and auxiliary
buildings. TSC, emergency systems, and the FPL Child Development Center.
The licensee provided the commissioner with a 3resentation. The
inspectors, and Mr. Al Gibson Director. DRS Region 11, and Mr. Bradley
Jones eccompanied the commissioner on the tour.

I. Doerations (71707. 93702 and 40500)

01 Conduct of Operations

01.1 Unit 3 olanned Load Reduction for Maintenance and Testina

The licensee reduced power on Unit 3 during the period August 1618.
1996, in order to perform rcutine testing and maintenance. Unit load
was reduced to 15% reactor power in order to conduct turbine valve
testing and turbine trip testing. In addition, steam generator

1
.. . ..

. .l
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feedwater pump maintenance, feedwater regulating valve packing leak
repair, turoine plant cooling water (TPCW) heat exchanger cleaning.
condenser water box cleaning, and other miscellaneous secondary plant,
work were performed. The licensee planned the werk through a detailed
schedule in the plan of the day document. Each major task had an
appointed individual to ensure appropriate plans and implementation. in
addition, training in the simulator was conducted to ensure a high level
of operator performance. The training included power reductions and
load changes, reactivity control, and_feedwater regulating and bypass
valve manual operations. Each crew who participated in the weekend
downpower was given the training.

The inspector reviewed the plans: observed portions of the training,
operating, maintenance, and test activities; and. discussed the load
reduction and related activities with appropriate licensee personnel.
The inspector concluded that the licensee s plans were thorough, and
that the power changes and maintenance activities were well coordinated
and effectively implemented. Operator performance was excellent, and
the simulator training conducted was well perlormed and was effective.

01.2 Unit 3 Unclanned Load Reduction For Travelina Screen Maintenance

The inspector observed the reduction in power on Unit 3 on August 2'3
1996, in order to perform corrective maintenance on the 3Al traveling
screen. Unit load was reduced to 60% reactor power in order to establish
conditions far removal of a second circulating water pu p from service.
One pump was already out of service for planned maintenance.

The inspector observed control room performance during this evolution.
The inspector observed the Nuclear Plant Supervisor (NPS) crew briefing.
termination of surveillances in progress, and preparations for the power
reduction. The Assistant Nuclear Plant Supervisor (ANPS) systematically
provided the appropriate amount of guidance necessary to the reactor
control operators (RCOs) during the power decrease. The ANPS emphasized
the significance of deliberate and controlled actions in order to reduce
power safely. Additionally, the ANPS maintained positive control and
oversight of the operators. Communications during this evolution was
considered excellent.

The inspector concluded that the licensee proceeded with diligence and
forethought, methodically using procedures to achieve 60% reactor-power
in a safe and controlled manner.

01.3 Unit 4 Unolanned load Reduction Due to feedwater Heater Relief Valves
(RV) Failures

At 3:19 a.m., on Saturday September 14. 1996, a non-licensed operator
identified that RV-4-1419, on the 5B feedwater heater outlet, lifted and
failed to reseat. In order to isolate the RV a load reduction to 60%
power was required. On the way to 60% power, two additional RVs (4-3412
and'4 3413) lifted. This required isolation of the 3A and 3B feedwater

_ _

heaters, and an additional load reduction to 40% power. Prior to the

- - - - - - - -
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first RV lifting, operators had started a third condensate pump which
apparently caused a small condensate /feedwater pressure increase. The
licensee concluded that this was probably the initiating event.

.

The licensee achieved 40% power. and isolated and replaced two of the
RVs. One of the RVs successfully reseated. While at 40% power. the
licensee attempted to )erform the quarterly turoine valve test. This
test was not required >y TS. and was not due until next month. The test-
.had to be stopped due to problems M th the test mechanism which caused
the control valves to swing. The licensee plans to address the test
mechanism issue. and to replace similar RVs durin the next forced
outage, but no later than an early November 1996 lanned short notice
outage (SNO) . This SNO is required to repair th 1A/2A feedwater
heater leaks (reference NRC Inspection Report 50 250.251/96 08).

The inspector was notified at home on Saturday September 14, 1996. of
these Unit 4 issues. The ins)ector reviewed licensee actions and
operator logs inspected the RVs in the field, and discussed the issue
with operators, engineers, and management. The inspector concluded that
operators appropriately responded to these secondary plant problems, and
conservatively reduced unit load to effect rep irs. The generic issues
relative to RV failures is addressed in sectlen M2.1 of this report.

01.4 Control Room Shift Turnovers

The inspector observed control room shift turnovers during the'

inspection period. During shift turnovers, the control room remained
quiet, with all personnel present ueing attentive and participative.
All crew members spoke clearly and presented significant plant
conditions to crew members concerning their individual watchstations.
All control room operators consistently acknowledged the changing of the
command and control function during turnover, and throughout the shift.

The inspector concluded that the shift turnovers provided adequate
information for on coming crews, showed an excellent interaction between
the NPS, ANPS's. RCO's, outside operators and maintenance personnel. The
ins)ector concluded that shift turnovers were conducted in accordance
wit 1 procedure 0 ADM 200. Conduct of Operations.

01.5 Control Room Briefinos Durina Comolex Evolutions

The inspector observed a number of complex evolutions during the week of
August 26 29, 1996. Evolutions observed on Unit 3 were: PS-1, power
supply replacement. OP 1604.1 "RCCA Periodic Exercise " 0-SMI.071).
"S/G Protection Set IV Analog Channel Test." downpower from 100% reactor
power to 60% reactor power due to traveling screen problem. and the
EAGLE-21 failure. Evolutions observed on Unit 4 were: 0-OSP 41.23.
"Pressur_izer Heater Operational Test." and 4-SMI 41.10. " Pressurizer
Pressure Protection loops Analog Test." The inspector noted that
licensed operators and management showed a commitment to risk
management. During. procedure 0-OSP 41.23 performance. the operator
performing the surveillance took steps to determine if a conflict

- _ - _ _ _ . ._. _
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existed with other scheduled evolutions. The operator determined no
conflicts existed.

During the crew briefing for the PS 1 power supply replacement. the ANPS
provided detailed information concerning the evolution. The ANPS
provided instructions concerning contingency actions, necessary if a ,

plant trip were to occur. The Acting Operations Manager prioritized
-control room actions illustrating excellent command and control. The
establishment of communications during this evolution was considered
excellent.

The inspector concluded that the licensee's plans were thorough, and
covered all aspects of plant operation. --The inspector concluded that
the licensee had a strong, procedural adherent, and professionally
oriented operations department.

,

01.6 Mt 3 DroDoed Control Rods

With Unit 3 at 100% steady state power. during the midnight shift on
September 24. 1996. two control rods dropped into the reactor core.
Control bank C rod F 12 dropped at 2:55 a.m.. followed by control bank C
rod K-4 which dropped at 3:11 a.m.. Operator.< entered procedure 3 0NOP-
028.3. Rod Control Malfunction and implemented TS 3.1.3.1. Power was
reduced to 70%. and the licensee conservatively initiated a shutdown.
The NRC was notified at 3:52 a.m., and the inspector was called at hone.
The licensee initiated boration as a precaution for a possible rod
control malfunction. Shutdown was completed at 5:20 a.m. using normal
rod insertions, and the unit entered Mode 3. During the shutdown,
intermediate range detector N 35 failed. An additional ONOP was entered
for this failure.

The licensee began an unplanned SNO and initiated condition report 96-
1185 and an Event Response Team (ERT).

Rod control and Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CRDM) troubleshooting
efforts were performed, and included the following activities.

.powar supply checks..

rectifier checks.-

'

current order traces.-

CRDM coil, and connecter meggar and resistance checks.-

rod stepping and droop testing. and--

panel internal inspections.-

All of the checks came up satisfactory. Based on licensee review and
assessment, and vendor input, the three common cards for rod drop

. _ =_

'
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symptoms in rod power cabinet 'AC were replaced. These included the
firing card, the regulation card, and the phase card.

The licensee based the replacement on the fact that the two affected
rods were in the 2AC cabinet, and on satisfactory checks of other
possible causes. l'ho three replaced cards were sent to Westinghouse for
testing. Westingh ase determined that the regulation card was faulty._

j Satisfactory pc3t aaintenance rod stepping and drop testing per E
Bulletin 96-01 were performed.

Other maintenance a tivities included letdown valve RV-3-20''
replacement, N 35 replacement and calibration. Pressurizer e -

(PRT) rupture disc and vent valve replacement, and other ;nt

mairitenance. The unit was authorized to restart based at1

3 management recommendations. The final condition report w, se issued
) at a later date.
#

The unit was restarted on September 27. 1996. ( iticality was achieved
at 01:57 a.m.. The unit was placed on 'ne alter a itain Steam Isolation
Vaive (MSIV) position indication was addressed. Full power was achieved
on September 28. 1996.

The tropector responded to the site and monitored unit shutdown and
troubleshooting activities. Selected ERT meetings were attended. Rod
testing was reviewed, and a portion of the maintenance activities were
observed. The inspector will review the final condition report in a

a later inspection. including long term corrective actions. Proximate
cause was the regulation card failure in cabinet 2AC. Root cause
appears to be an aging related failure. The inspector noted that the
licensee plans to address global correctoe actions. including
preventive maintenance in the condition report. The insoector also
observed portions of the startup.

The inspector concluded that operators handled the situation including
procedure and TS compliance. Conservative unit operation was demon-

1 strated. Further maintcnance and ERT activities, were well performed.
Excellent tearw0ri. among operLtions, engineering, and maintenance was
noted. The 11.. top was appropriately performed.-

02 Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

02.1 Ooerations Control of On-Line Maintenance

During the period August 19-20. 1996. the inspector noted that the
;\ following safety-related and risk-related equipment were out-of-service
?! (00S):
-

..

-

_____________.___--____m____
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Unit (sl Eauloment (reason 005)

Common Diesel driven service water pump (repair)

3 A CCW heat exchanger (cleaning)
'

4 A charging (CVCS) pump (repair)

Common AFW (train II) testing

3 B ICW header (cleaning)

The inspector verified that technical specification action '/;ments
(TSAS) were entered and appropriately followed for the above 00$
equipment. In addition, administrative procedure 0-ADM-210. On-Line
Maintenance / Work Coordination, was used to control 005 r isk significanti

equipment. This included planned maintenance, failures. and
surveillance testing. The inspectoi verified that the AJM controls were
adequate anti that licensee implementation was appropriate. The
inspector did identify that risk-rel6ted surveillance testing was
addressed by the ADM; however, routine performance related surveillance
testing was not addressed. Further, an attachment 6 matrix to the ADM-
210 was used by operators for dual components 005. If a third
equipment was teken 005 or failed the engineering risk assessment grcap
provided a quantitative risk calculation.

02.2 Cold Leo Accumulators Walkdown

The inspector performed a walkdown of the Unit 3 and 4 emergency core
cooling systems (ECCS) safety injecticn cold leg accumulators. f
Documents reviewed included operating and surveillance procedures,
piping drawings, instrument data sheets. UFSAR sections 6 and 14. design
basis occument (5610-062-08-001), and TS 3/4.5.1. The inspector
examined the centrol room indications, auxiliary building systems, and
the Unit 3 containment systems for the coid leg accumulators. *

The insoector noted that the accumulator fill valves (CV-851A. B. C) had
identified deficiencies. Apparently the Unit 3 valves had minor seat
leaks. However, the Unit 4A accumulator fill valve (CV-4-851A) had an
idultified 5 at leak which required operators to refill the accumulator
by starting one .HSI pump about once every 2 days. The inspector<

discussed this issue with the system engineer Repairs are scheduled
for a cold SNO. or no later than the next refueling outage.

The inspector concluded that the Unit 3 and 4 cold leg accumulators were
appropriately aligned.

02.3 0_perations' involvement in Prioritizino Maintenance Activities

The inspector evaluated Operations * involvement in the prioritization of i

station work, and interfaces with the maintenance and engineering
org6tizations. The inspector discussed with the licensee the use of the,
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operational issues lists (NPS Concerns. Workaround. and Hot items Lists)
with Operation mancgement. The lists were used to identify items
requiring increased management attention to ensure that important
equioment problems that impact reliability, availability, and nuclear
safety goals were resolved expeditiously. Deficiencies that have the
potential to impair an operators ability to control plant parameters
were also tracked. To ensure that the station awareness of the issues
remains consistent. the licensee discussed the listed items during the
daily Plan-of-the-Day meetings.

The inspector determined that the licensee has developed sound measures
to identify and correct equipment problems, and other deficiencies that

1 may affect nuclear safety. The inspector noted that the licensee had :3
established an adequate threshold for adding or removing items from
these lists. The inspector concluded that the continued use of these
tools effectively assist the station in prioritizing repairs of major
equipment deficiencies and operator workarounds.

03 Operations Pr d ures and Documentation

03.1 Abandonment of the C07 Panel Samole Train and Reconfiouration Clearance
issues

During the period, the licensee completed Plant Change / Modification
(PC/M) 95-102. " Abandonment of the C07 Panel Sample Train
Reconfiguration Cleare.:ce " The licenste released clearance number 3-
96 08-082 on August 28. 1996, at approximately 3:00 p.m. During the
release of the clearance, the RCO performing the tag removal noticed
that solenoid valve. SV-3-6385. PRT to GAS ANALYZER CNTHT ISOL VLV.
changed frem the closed position to the ': pen ' position when the fuses
were reinstalled. The operator questiCned this action, and discovered
the control switch was in the "AUT0" position vice the "CLOSE" position

.as was stated by the initial clearance. _Upon investigation, the
inspector noted that during the initial hanging of clearance 3-96-08-
082. step one required the control switch SV-3-6385 be placed in the
" CLOS" position During the initial hanging of the information tag.
this step was signed and independently verified by two differei..
operators, respectively. The inspector was present when 'he operator
was relea.iing the clearance order.'

~

The licensee initiated condition report No. 96-1073, and was actively
performing ar investigation at the time of the inspection. The
licensee interviewed he operators involved with the initial information
tag hanging and determined that both operators used the closej green
indication position light to verify the position of the valve, instead
of placing the control switch in the "CLOSE" position as stated on the

/ clearance. Apparently, tc.s operators used the position light. and were
not aware that the switch had a "hard close" position (e.g. , did not
spring return to auto).

The inspector followed up on the event including reviewing the condition
report, the clearance order (3-96-08-082), the PC/M requiring the

i

.. . ..
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clearance order. procedure 0-ADM-212. "in-Plant Equipment Clearance /
Orders" and 0-ADM-031 " Independent verification " The inspector
concluded that no TSASs were violated. Further the inspector concluded
the system was in a safe condition relative to containment integrity due
to an additional administrative clearance order 3-96-08-09] which
maintained isolation valve 3-552 t699ed closed. However based on the
conclusion that one step of the clearance was not specific, nor
adequately followed, this issue is identified as non-cited violation.-

'
consistent with section VII o.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy, and will
be tracked as NCV 50-250,50 251/96-11-01. Inadequate Clearance Step For
SV 3-6385 Irformation Tag.

06 Operations Organization and Administration

06.1 Control Room Staffina

At 10:00 p.m. on September 15. 1996. one of the on-shift R0s (RCOs)
experienced chest pains. The Unit 4 ANPS escorted the R0 to site
medical in order to have an ambulance take the R0 to a hospital. The
ANPS then accompanied the R0 to the hospital. At 10:15 p.m. an SR0 in
the oncoming shift assumed Unit 4 ANPS duties. The R0 involved did not
have any Unit duties nor any of the third R0 duties.

The inspector reviewed shift staffing as follows:

Position TS Minimum Prior to 10 0.m. After 10 o.m.
_

NPS (SRO) 1 1 1

ANPS/NWE(SRO) 1 3 2
R0/(RCO) 3 4 3

Thus, the TS minimum control room staffing was met, given the loss of
one R0 and the Unit 4 ANP3 (SRO). The inspector reviewed the issue,
verified staffing, and discussed this itt3 with the licensee. The
inspector also noted that the involved RO was placed in the operator
out-of-service log pending medical evaluation. The inspector concluded

F that the licensee appropriately handlad this situation.

II. Maintenance (62703 and 61726)

H1 Conduct 'M Maintenante

M1.1 Generi aments
,

a. Insoection Scoce (62703 and 61726)
l

-

The inspector witnessed or reviewed portions of the following
maintenance activities in progress-

- Unit 3 secondary plant maintenance (section 01.1).

_

, _ __ _ _m_-.._- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ .- _ -
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*
- Unit 3 traveling screen repair (01.2).

Unit 3 rod control power cabinet 2AC troubleshooting (section-

01.6)

Unit 3 rod control power supply repair (section M1.2).-

Unit 3 Fagle 21 protection system channel one repair (section-

M1 3).

Unit 3 PRT work (section 01.6)--

Heise gauge calibrations (section M3.1).-

The inspectors witnessed or reviewed portions of the following test
activities:

Pr ocedure OP-1604.1 Full '.ength Rod Control Cluster - Periodic-

Exercise (sections 01.5 M1.?'

Procedure 0-SMI-071.7. S/G Protection Set IV Analog Channel Test-

(section 01.5).

Procedure 0-0SP-41.3 Pressurizer Heater Operational Test (section-

01.5).

Procedure 4-SMI-41.10. Pressurizer Proter.cion Loops Analog Test-

(section 01.5).

-Unit 3 rod control testing (section 01.6)-

- Procedure 4-OSP-049.1 Unit 4 Reactor Protection System Logic
Test. -

- Procedure 4-OSP-024.2. Unit 4 Emergency Bus load-Sequencer Manual
' Test.

- Procedure-4-0SP-023.1. Emergency Diesel Generator 4A Rapid Start

b. Observations and Findinas

For those maintenance and surveillance activities observed or review 3d,
the inspectors determined that the activities were conducted in a
satisfactory manner and that the work was properly performed in
accordance with approved maintenance work orders.

The inspector determined that the tests were performed in accordarte
with the applicable procedures. Although the system: were capable of
performing their intended functions, the tests were completed and the -
systems returned to th2 standby conditions to minimize any potential
periods of vulnerability. The inspector recognized that the procedures
in use were sufficiently detailed requiring little clarification of

.

4
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intent and personnel involved in the testing activities were
knowledgeable and expe-ienced in performing the tasks. Main control
room access was limited to minimize distractions during the test
evolutions. Although some inconsistencies were noted during face to
face communication in-that no repeat backs or three point communication
was used, overall communication was good.

.c. Conclusions'

Observed maintenance and surveillance test activities were well
perfarmed.

M1.2 Unit 3 Rod Control Power S';Doly Failure

On Sunday August 25. 1996, at about 3:00 p.m., operators responded to a
Unit 3 rod control urgent failure alarm and annunciator response
procedure (ARP) D S/S. With assistance from I&C. the licensee
determined that power supply (PS) number 1 (PS-1) in the rod control
logic cabinet had failed. An output of 1.0 volts direct current (VDC)
was measured (normal output was 15.5 VDC). The licensee initiated plans
to replace the failed FS-1 on-line.

Operators were briefed on the effects of loss of the redundant power
supply. In cddition, simulator training was conducted to assess crew
response to multiple dropped rods without a reactor trip signal.
Operators responded appropriately in the simulator. e.g., initiated a
manual reactor trip when three or more control rods dropped. In
addition, an extra operator was stationed at the Unit 3 console to
pr? vide continuous oversight and immediate response.

The licensee initiated repair plans, including procedure 0-CMI-028.1.
~

Rod Control Power Supply Replacement: use of red sheet and procedure 0-
ADM-P17 Conduct of Infrequent Evolutions, due to the nature of the risk.
related maintenance; and. dry runs and briefings for operators and 1&C
maintenance personnel.

The inspectors reviewed the CMI. logic and wiring diagrams: observed
simulator exercises: and discussed the repair plans with operations,
maintenance, and plant management personnel.

Repairs were conducted during dayshift August 27. 1996. Post
maintent.nce testing included I&C verification. voltage .reasurements.
clearance of the related alarms, and operations performance of control
rod testing per procedure OP-1604.1 Full Length Rod Control Cluster -
Periodic Exercise Test.

The inspectors observed maintenance testing activities from the control
room and locally at the red control cabinets. I&C maintenance
activities were well performed with strong oversight. Independent
verification and procedure compliance were excellent. Operator
oversight. TSAS compliance, and testing activities were also excellent.

f

. ... . . . .
_ _ _ _ _ _
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M1.3 Safeauards Eaole 21 Comoonent Failure

On August 27, 1996. Unit 3 Reactor Protection and Engineered Safeguards
Channel 1 bistables including Overtemperature Delta Temperature.
Overpressure Delta Temperature. High Pressure Level. Low Pressurizer
Level. and Reactor Coolant System Low Temperature Average associated
with Eagle 21 system rack 30R01 uriexpectedly tripped. An inspection of
the rack by the licensee revealed that the loop calculation processor
board had failed. The licensee replaced the loop calculation processor,
and initiated Condition Report 96-1069. The failed loop calculation a

processor was sent to Westinghouse for failure analysis.

The inspector was in the control room at the time of the failure.
Operator response was excellent. The inspector also discussed and
witnessed portions of the maintenance activities associatet' with this
failure, and consequent troubleshooting. Apparently, this was the first
time that a loop calculation processor has failed. The inspector
concluded that the licensee appropriately initiated a condition report
and initiated root cause analysis to further understand the failure
mechanista.

M1,4 .Cc01ral Room Emeroency Ventilation System Flow Switch ProbitLm

On September 4. 1996, during the performance of a scheduled monthly
surveillance procedure 0-0SP 25.1. Control Room Emergency Ventilation
System (CREVS) Operability Test, the 1B emergency supply fan failed to
trip as required The IA emergency supply fan continued to run as
expected. The untrol CREVS was declared inoperable and an 84 hour
Technical Specification Action Statement (TSAS) was entered in
accordance with TS 3/4.7.5. During the surveillance test the Ib
emergency su) ply fan was expected to trip upon Flow Switch (FS) 6659B.
located in t1e CRVES ductwork, sensing a flow rate of 1260 +/- 20 cubic
feet per minute. The basis of the trip was to maintain CREVS flow rate
within the ca) ability of the high efficiency particulate absorbing

3

filters and t1e charcoal absorber. An ERT was form M. and condition '

report 96-1094 was initiated.

Upon troubleshooting. the licensee identified that the setpoint scaling
for FS-6659B had drifted from the values established during a field
calibration performed in 1990 such that the FS would have actuat .d at a
higher flov rate. The licensee discussed the problem with the
manufacturer who indicated that instrument drift was common. Further,
the manufacturer indicated that recalibration of the FS using new
scaling values would be appropriate. Subsequently. FS-66EDB was
recalibrated and satisfactorily post maintenance tested without any
problems. CREVS was returned to service within the time allowed by TS.

The inspector discussed the issue with the system engineer and monitored
portions of the testing associated with the troubleshooting. There have
not been similar probltms with FS-6659B in the recent past. However.
the inspector plans to monitor CREVS performance during future
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surveillance testing. The inspector concluded that the licensee
aggressively pursued the surveillance test failure ano returned the
system to operability within the TSAS.

M2 Maintenance and Material Condition of facilities and Equipment

M2.1 Periodic Facility Walkdowns
'

The inspector conducted walkdowns of accessible portions of both Unit 3
'

and Unit 4 equipment areas to assess material condition of plant
structures and equipment. The walkdown included visual observation of 'd
licensee identified primary system leaks to verify adequate maintenance N
and radiation protection involvement in correcting the deficiencies. 1
Indications of primary system leaks were present near valve stems and
body-to bonnet inter' aces. No significant contamination concerns were
noted.

Mechanical equipment lubrication was observed and determined to be
adequate based on inspector visual examinations. No significant oil
leaks were identified. Standing water was noted i, some equipment
areas, but were later confirmed to be non-contaminated and a result of
significant rainstorms in the plant area. Upon licensee notification.
the moisture was promptly absorbed or evaporated. Based on the visual
observations made during the station walkdowns. the inspctors concluded
that plant material condition was good.

-H3 Maintenance Procedures and Documentation

M3.1 Measurino and Test Eouiome.it (M&TE) Calibration

The inspector reviewed the licensee's program for the cc1 trol and
calibration of M&TE. This included a review of the following procedures
and program controls:

TOR 12.0. Control of Measuring and Test Equipment.-

QI 12-PTN-1. Control of Measuring and Test Equipment.-

0112-PTN-2. Control of Chemistry and Health Physics
measuring and Test Equipment.

- MI-A-000-003. M&TE Process. and
>

- MI-H-1-I. Heise Test Gauge Semi-annual Calibration.

In addition, the inspector interviewed M&TE personnel, toured the M&TE
calibration and issue facilities, and reviewed M&TE calibration records
and procedures. A spot cileck of M&TE used in the field including
associated labelling and a review of sample calibration records were
also perfo:med.

|
1
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Relative to Heise gauge calibrations. the inspector reviewed the
calibration 'rocedure (MI H 1-l). the M&TE calibration data sheets (H-1-;

1). and the leise gauge instruction manual (Heise Bourdon Tube Co.. "

Inc.). The instruction manual required a check of equally spaced
pressure readings and a check for hysteresis. Hysteresis in the
possible negative effect of-increasing or decreasing pressures on gauge
accuracy. The instruction manual required a check at half scale
(increasing). a check of full scale. and a final check again at half
scale (decreasing). The two readings at half scale should be the same:
otherwise. an nysteresis effect has occurred.

The inspector verified by observations that the licensee checked for
hysteresis effects during six gauge calibrations. Further, a sample of
20 calibrations performed over the past 3 years, was verified by pulling
records at random from document control.

The inspector noted that the data sheets. recorded nine pressure points
from 0% to 100%, and from 100% to 0% at 25% increments. This was more
than the procedure M1-H-1-1 required. The inspector did note that
although the data sheets documented the observed practice of hysteresis
checks, the procedure did not delineate this check. After discussions
with licensee M&TE personnel, the licensee revised the calibration
procedure to document the hysteresis check. The inspector verified the
change (revision No. 7 dated September 16, 1996).

Based on discussions witn licensee M&TE personnel and on direct
observations of gauge' calibrations, the licensee's Heise gauges in use
do not exhibit the hysteresis effect. As a result, the data sheet
recordings do not show any differences during the increasing and
decreasing check points. '

In conclusion, the inspecior noted apprnoriate Heise gauge calibration
techniques. consistent with instruction manual requirements, ca sheet
record retrieval was excellent The M&TE calibration lab was clean and
orderly.- and M&TE personnel were professional and appeared to be well
qualified. The licensee appropriately addressed the one issue with the
calibration procedure, to ensure the hysteresis check was
proceduralized. The inspector did not identify arf violations or
deviations.

III. -Enoineerino (37551 and 92903)

El Conduct of Engineering

El.1 Event Resoonse Team (ERT) Involvement

During the period 'everal engineering-led ERTs wcre assembled to addr ess
equipment concerns / issues (sections 01.6 and M1.4). Further,
engineering was involved in most equipment or design type problems.
System enginee- involved was also very good.

i
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_E2 Engineering Support of Facilities and Equipment,

E2.1 fledwater Heater Relief' Valve (RV) Failures
,

During the period, three Unit 4 feedwatei heater RVs lifted, and two
failed to reseat (section 01 3 .
failed in June 1996 (NRC Insbec) tion ReportIn addition. another RV had previously50 250.251/96-06). These
failures resulted in two unplanned Unit 4 load reductions. Based on
these apparent similar failures, the licensee assembled an engineering
team to address root cause and corrective actions.

Each unit has eight of these type-RVs in the condensate side of the
feedwater heaters. The thermal. three-fourths inch Rvs cperate at 545
psig, lhe RVs are spring operated and threaded into the piping on
feedwater heaters. Two types of vendors are used: Crosby and
Consolidated Dresser. The licensee's review concluded that root cause
was chemical stress cracking corrosion (hydrogen embrittlement) of the
carbon steel RV s 3 ring. The condensate and feedwater system are treated
with ammonib and lydrazine. Thus, the RV spring was subject to hydrogen<

embrittlement cracking corrosion of the carbon steel spring material. A
Condition Report addressed this issue. Corrective actions includeo
plans to re) lace the affected RVs during the next Unit 4 SNO. Unit 3
apparently las a different vendor supplied RV. and was therefore not
affected.

The inspector reviewed the 'icensee': efforts, the condition report.
root cause. and corrective actions. Although current efforts appear
appropriate, the inspector concluded that corrective actions from the
June 1966 failure could have been more aggressive.

E3 Engineering Procedures and Documentation

E3.1 Technical Soecification (TS) Interetations '

The inspector reviewed the licensee's process for TS interpretations.
Procedure 0-ADM-536. TS Position Statements (TSPS) and Bases Control
Program, revision March 5.1996, delineated the overall requirements.
The ADM addressed preparation, review, approval, distribution, revision.
and_ cancellation of TSPSs. and changes to TS Bases The inspector
verified that the ADM intent was only to document uidance: and, that-
the ADM did not provide substitution for the norma license amendment

;
process. '

The process included appropriate UFSAR. design, and 10 CFR 50.59 reviews
and screening criteria, including safety evaluation development. In
addition. the PNSC. the licensing department, and plant management
provided review and approval authorizations. As of the close of the
inspection period. 28 TSPSs were active. The inspector reviewed each
TSPS to ensure that no NRC formal approval or concurrence existed or was
implied. None was found. Further, the inspector reviewed selected
TSPSs. compared them with appropriate TS and bases. The inspector

. _ _ _ _ _ _
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identifind a few minor editorial issues: but, did not note any
inappropriate TSPSs.

The inspector discussed the process with engineering and licensing
personnel, licensed operators, and management. The specific minor
errors were discussed. ad the licensee plans to correct the affected
TSPSs. Further, the licensee has long range plans to eventually

g
incorporate the TSPS into the TS Bases docunent. Overall, the inspector
included that the TS interpretation process was appropriate.

E3.2 Turkey Point Doeratino Licenses

The inspector reviewed the Turkey Point Unit 3 and Unit 4 Operating
Licenses:

Unit License Number Date Effective Date Exoires

3 DPR-31 Amendment No. 187 July 22, 1996 July 19, 2012

4 DPR-41 Amendment No.181 July 22,1996 April 10, 2013
# The inspec+or noted that two sections in each unit's license were no

longer applicable:

Section I (Unit 3) and Section H (Unit 4) addresses the steam*

generator repair program confucted in the 1981-82 period. >

Section K (both units) addresses the integrated schedule programe
applicable during the period 1986-1991.

Since these above referenced sections are no longer appropriate, the
licensee should initiate an amendment to have them deleteo. The
inspector discussed this issue with licensee management, and actions are
being considered.

Neither the inspector nor the NRR project manager identified any other
issues with the operating licenses. Licensee independent assessments by
0A and licensing also did not identify any problems. ,

E3.3 Containment Radiatien Monitors R-11 and P-12

The inspectors reviewed licensee calculation JPN-PTN-SEIP-94-039. Safety
Evaluation for Containment Airoorne Radiation Monitors R-11/R-12 ESF
Setpoints, to determine licensee methodology for calculating alarm
setpoints for containment particulate and gaseous radiation monitors.
R-11 and R-12. Particularly, the inspectors were interested in the
capability of containment monitors R-11 and R-12. to detect Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) leakage. Based on the information provided by the
licensee, including calculation JRl-PTN-SEIP-94-039 the inspeutors
could not ascertain how the Regulatory Guide 1.45. Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection Systems. criteria which recommends

|
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that detection capability for an RCS leakage of one gallon per minute in
one hour was met. Further, the inspeC or was provided correspondence
from the NRC to FPL dated Novenber 28. 1988. This letter concerned
Generic Letter 84-04. Asymmetric LOCA and it stated that the leakage
detection system had a required sensitivity capable of detecting 1 gpm
leak in four hours.

'

The insp ctors questioned the applicable leakage criteria at Turkey
Point. Consequently. the licensee generated condiM on report 96-1184
to address inspector questions. Initial calculati .., by the licensee,
assuming 1% failed fuel and a one gallon per trinute leak. determined
that the R-11 monitor would alarm within the one hour, and the R-12
monitor would alarm within four hours. Pending further licensee review
as well as NRC review. this issue is classified as a.1 Unresolved Item
(URI) 50-250.251/96-11-02. Reactor Coolant System Leakage Detection

E8 Miscellaneous Engineering Issue 3

E8.1 Monthly 00eratina Reoort

The inspectors reviewed ...e August 1996 monthly operating report and
determined it to be complete and accurate.

'V. Plan _t Succort

R1 Radiological Protection and Chemistry (RP&C) Controls

R1.1 Containment Personnel Sa.fny

The inspector reviewed and discussed condition report 95-857 that was
.

originatea due to an incident that occurred on September 10, 1995 during
the Unit 3 refueling outage. The incident involved a contractor
employee falling into the lower refueling cavity from the upper
refueling cavity inside Unit 3 containment. The individual was not
injured due to the fall as the lower cavity w s filled with water at the
time. The individual was successfully decontaminated. and as immediate
corrective action, the licensee required all personnel working in the
cavity to wear life vests. No uptake of radiation occurred. At the
time of the fall, there was no barrier, such as hand rails. installed
between the upper and lower cavity to preclude a fall.

As corrective active action, the licensee revised procedures 3 and 4 OP-
201. Filling / Draining the Refueling Cavity and the SFP Transfer Canal.
to include a requirement to have a safety barrier installed between the
upper and lower cavity during refueling cavity relate work, including a
refueling outage. Further, the licensee has plans to install reactor
cavity ladder rails and this issue is carried as open as an item in the
" Ten Highest Priority Safety Items". Current plans are to install the
rails during the upcoming March 1997 Unit 3 outage.

The inspector concluded that the licensee appropriately addressed this
personnel safety concern.

- _ _ _ _ - _ _
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R1.2 Contaminated Steel

On Seatember 3. 1995, the NRC communicated to Turkey Point that they may
have )een supplied potentially contaminated, steel in 1993 by OuBose
National Energy Services. Inc. Furthar, the NRC requested that Turkey
Point determine whether this steel was utilized in the plant; and, if
utilized, was appropriately subjected to radiological requirements.
Upon notification, the licensee immediately initiated condition report
number 96-1088 to address these NRC questions.

The licensee confirmed that Turkey Point had received steel plates from
the this vendor. The licensee tracked three applications where the
potentially contaminated steel was used. These included: the hydrogen
purity Janel, the Unit 3 emergency diesel generator support bracket, and
the 3A Jattery roon exhaust fan. A survey of these three locations
indicated no contamination, and radiation levels were less than
background. The licensee closed the condition report. and determinea
that no further review pertaining to this issue was warranted.

The inspector concNded that the licensee appropriately followed up on
this issue.

R1.3 Unit 3 Containment inspection

The inspector toured the Unit 3 containment during the September 24-26,
1996 SN0 (section 01.6). The inspector verified that radiological and ,

aersonnel safety were addressed during the entry. Good pre-evolution
)riefings were conducted. The general containment material condition,
and housekeeping were very good after a six-month period of continuous
unit operation. RV-3-203 the letdown relief valve to the Pressure
Relief Tank, was noted t. 'eaking, and the licensee replaced the valve..

P1 Conduct of EP Activities

P1,1 Annual Emeraency Plan Exercise '

The licensee conducted the annual Turkey Point emergency plan (EP)
exercise on tagust 21. 1996. The EP exercise was conducted off-iiours,
with state and local participation. The NRC evaluation was limited to
resident inspector observations. The last EP annual exercise (1995) was
a full NRC evaluated exercise.

The licensee's scenario included an on-site fire, a fuel handling
accident, and a loss of cooling accident with an off-site release. All
emergency response facilities including the control room simulator,
technical support center (TSC). operations support center (OSC). ;nd
emergency offsite facility (EOF) were activated. The EP exercise began
at 3:30 a.m. and continued to about noon.

The inspectors observeti and assessed licensee 3erformance frcm the 4

control room simulator. the TSC. the OSC and t1e field. The licensee
performed detailed debriefs at each facility and held a critique

i
1
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meeting. The licensee concluded that the EP exercise was successful.
Some negative performance issues were identified with corrective actions
identified. A for.ual EP exercise evaluation report was also written.

The in3pectors concluded that licensee performance u s satisfactory. EP
exercise conduct and evaluation activities were very good.

P7.1 Emeraency Preoaredness (EP) Function Area Audit

Corporate and site Quality Assurance (0A) personnel performed an audit "

(OAS-EMP-961) of the Turkey Point EP program. The OA audit concluded.

that the Turkey Point EP program was effective in maintaining an
adequate state of EP and in providing for the *.iitigation of the adverse
health and safety effects of a plant emergency

No iindings were identified for Turkey Point. However, two issues were
noted. Condition reports were written for these: including emergency
response organization maintenance; and, communications guidance during
local media events.

The inspector reviewed the audit and discussed it with licensee
personnel. The inspector concluded that the audit was thorough, met
regulatory repirements, and aemonstrated effective self-assessment
capability.

S6 Security Organization and Administration

S6.2 Fitness For Duty (FFD) Prcoram

The inspector reviewed the licensee's FFD program relative to playee
sick time policy. This included 6 review of policies, toe employee
concerns program and relci;ed records. In addition, selected personnel
were interviewed.

The inspector noted two instances in the past 18 months where employees
came to work sick, were evaluated not fit for duty by their supervision,
and were sent home on sick time. The inspector expressed concern that
the FPL sick time policy may influence an individual to come to work
sick: and that individual may not be fit for duty. These issues were
discussed with licensee management. The inspector noted that a more
formal poli.. was recently established. This new policy has the
potential for easing employee concerns and ensuring uniform
implementation.

Based on document review and personnel interviews. the inspector
concluded that the objective of the licensee's sick time policy has been
misinterpreted by some employees. As a result employees have come to
work sick, and not fit for duty. FF0 inspections by the NRC have
concluded that the licensee has a good program (reference NRC Inspection
Reports 50-250.251/94-22. 95-20. 96-7. and 96-9). No apparent
violations or deviations of the NRC regulations for the FFD program were
identified during the current inspection.

|
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F2 Status of Fire Protect 1 Facilities and Equipment (92904)

F2.1 Thermo-Lao Electrical Raceway Fire Barriers

a. Insoection Scooe

The inspector had reviewed and documented the status cf the licensee's
program to upgrade the Thermo-Lag fire barrier instaliations at Turkey
Point to meet' the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R in NRC Inspec-
tion Report 50-250.251/96-08. An unresolved item (URl). 50-250.251/96-
08-03. Appendix R Cable Separation Issues, was identified pending
further evaluation by the NRC. 1

b. Observations and Findinas

As discussed in the UP.I. Fire Zones 64 and 143 appeared not to meet the
10 CFR 50. Appendix R requirements.

Fite_Jone 143

Fire Zone 143 is the roof of the Unit 3 emergency diesel generator
building and contains essential Unit 3 and 4 cables. The raceways
containing one redundant train of essential cables were enclosed by
degraded one-hour Thermo-Lag fire rated barriers. No automatic fire
suppression and detection systems were provided for this area. The
majority of the cables associated with this zone, including the one-hour
Thermo-Lag barriers were installed in 1991 during the dual unit outage.

The fire protection features for Fire Zone 143 did not meet the separa-
tion-requirements of 10 CFR 50.-Appendix R. Section III.G.2. Essential
Unit 3 and 4 redundant safe shutdown cables were installed with a fire
barrier having a one hour rating. The requirements in this area were
separation either by a distance of at least 20 feet. or one redundant
train in a one-hour fire rated barrier and automatic fire suppression
and detection systems, or a three-hour rated fire barrier. The licensee
had conceived the design in 1987 and implemented the modification
installing the cables in Fire Zone 143 in 1991. An exemption from 10
CFR 50. Appendix R requirements was not sought prior to the installa-
tion.

The licensee implemented appropriate compensatory actions for this fire
area in response to NRC Bulletin 92-01 regarding degraded Thermo-Lag
fire barriers. These 1992 actions were sufficient to address these
degraded fire protection features. The-licensee would have been in
compliance if an approved exemption had existed for Fire Zone 143. The
licensee recognized this deficiency in 1994. ibis area was included in
an exemption request made by the licensee for all outdoor areas. At the
request of the NRC to address the overall thermolag issues. the
exemption was recently withdrawn. The licensee is addressing this area
as part of the overall Thermo-lag program.

{
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Fire Zone 64
c

Fire Zone 64 is a small room on the ground floor between the turbine and
control buiidings, and is the vestibule for the control building 4

elevator. The cable raceway associated with this zone were installed in
1983 with a one hour-fire barrier. This area was not provided with
automatic fire suppression or detection systems. The fire protection
features for Fire Zone 64 did not meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.
Appendix R. Section III.G.2. Essential Unit 3 and 4 redundant safe
shutdown cables were in the same fire area, and were not separated by a
distance of at least 20 feet or one redundant train was not installed
with a one hour rated barrier and automatic fire suppression and
detection systems. To meet the Appendix R requirements without an
installed fire suspension and detection system, the table raceways were
required to be enclosed in a three-hour rated barrier. The licensee
recognized the deficiency in 1995, but did not notify the NRC.

The licensee implemented appropriate compensatory actions for this fire
area in response to NRC Bulletin 92-01 regarding degraded Thermo-Lag
fire barriers. These 1992 actions were sufficient to address the
degraded fire protection features until the raceway fire barriers are
upgraded to the required three-hour fire rating. The licensee plans to
do this as part of their thermo-lag project.

c. Conclusion

The inspector concluded that this failure to adequately control the
design associated with the design changes associated with fire zones 143
and 64 to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Appendix R is considered two
examples of a Violation 50-250. 251/96-11-03. Failure to Control Design
to Meet Appendix R Cable Separation Requirements.

10 CFP,50. Appendix B. Criterion Ill. Design Control, requires measures
be implemented to assure regulatory recuirements are correctly translat-
ed into specifications, including for cesign changes. Fire Zone 143 was
not in compliance with Appendix R from 1991 to 1992. Fire Zone 64 was
not in compliance with Appendix R from 1983 - 1992. URI 50-250.251/96-
08-03 pertaining to this issue is closed.

V. Manacement Meetinos

X1 Exit Meetino Summary

The inspectors arerented the inspection results to members of licensee
management at t1e conclusion of the inspection on October 4. 1996. The
licensee acknowledged the findings present.

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during
the inspection should be considered proprietary. No proprietary
information was identified.

|
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Partial. List of Persons Contacted

Licensee

T. V. Abbatiello. Site Quality Manager
R. J. Acosta. Director. Nuclear Assurance
J. C. Balaguero.- Plant Operations Support Supervisor
P. M. Banaszak. Electrical /I&C Engineering Supervisor
C. R. Bible. Systems Engineering Manager
W. H. Bohlke. Vice President. Engineering and Licensing
T. J. Carter, Project Engineer
B. C. Dunn, Mechanical Systems Supervisor
R. J. Earl. OC Supervisor
S. M. Franzone. Instrumentation and Controls Maintenance
Supervisor
R. J. Gianfrancesco. Maintenance Support Supervisor
R. G. Heisterman Maintenance Manager
J. R. Hartzog, Business Systems-Manager
P. C. Higgins. Outage Manager
G. E. Hollinger. Licensing Manager
R. J. Hovey. Site Vice-President
M. P. Huba, Procurement Supervisor
D. E. Jernigan. Plant General Manager
T. O. Jones. Acting-Operations Supervisor
M. D. Jurmain. Electrical Maintenance Supervisor
V. A. Kaminskas. Services Manager
J. E. Kirkpatrick Fire Protection. EP.-Safety Supervisor
J. E. Knorr, Regulatory Congliance Analyst
G. D. Kuhn. Procurement Engineering Supervisor
M. L. Lacal. Training Manager
J. D. Lindsay. Health Physics Supervisor
J. T. Luke. Engineering Manager-

E. Lyons. Engineering Administrative Supervisor
F. E. Marcussen. Security Supervisor
R. B. Marshall. Human Resources Manager
H. N. Paduano. Manager. Licensing and Special Projects
M. D. Pearce. Projects Supervisor
K. W. Petersen. Site Superintendent-
T.-F. Plunkett, President. Nuclear Division

'

K. L. Remington. System Performance Supervisor
R.-E. Rose. Nuclear Materials Manager
C. V. Rossi. 0A and. Assessments Supervisor
A. M. Singer. Operations Supervisor (Acting Operations Manager)
W. Skelley Plant Engir,eering Manager
R. N. Steinke. Chemistry Supervisor
E. A. Thompson. Project Engineer
O. J. Tomaszewski. Component Specialist Supervisor'

B. C. Waldrep. Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor
G. A. Warriner. Quality Surveillance Supervisor
R. G. West. Operations Managery

- ______ - ___ __-__ _
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Other licensee employees contacted included constructivn
craftsmen, engineers. technicians, operators, mechanics, ar.J
electricians.

NRC Resident Inspectors

B. B Desai. Resident Inspector
T. P. Johnson'. Senior Resident inspector

List of Opened, Closed, and Discussed Items

J_yng Item Number Status Cescriotion and Reference

Ooened .

VIO 50-250.251/96-11-03 Open " Failure to Control Design to
Meet Appendix R Cable Separa-
tion Requirements." (Section
F2.1)

URI 50-250.251/96-11-02 .0 pen Reactor Coolant Leakage
*

Detection (section E?.3)

Closed

NCV 50-250.251/96-11-01 Closed Inadequate r' arance Step For
SV-3-6385 .mation Tag
(section 01.1) o

URI 50-250.251/96 08-03 Closed " Failure.to Report Appendix R
Cable Separation Deficien-
cies." (Paragraph F2.1)

List of Inspection Procedures Used
,

IP 37551: Onsite Engineering

IP 40500: Effectiveness of Licensee Controls in Identifying.
Resolving and Prevent Problems

IP 61726: Surveillance Observations

IP 62703: . Maintenance Observations

IP 71707: Plant Operation

IP 71750: Plant Support-Activities

IP 92903: Followup - Maintenance

IP 92904: Followup - Plant Support

IP 93702: Prompt Onsite Response to Events at Operating Power Reactors

.
- - - _ _ _
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List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

AC- Alternating Current I

'ADM Administrative (Procedure)
AFW Auxiliary Feedwater
a.m. ' Ante Meridiem T
ANPS Assistant Nuclear Plant Supervisor
ARP Annunciator Response Procedure
CCW Component Cooling Water
CFR Code of Federal Regul6tions
CMI Corrective Maintenanca - I&C
CR Condition Resort
CRDM Control Rod ) rive Mechanism
CREVS Control Room Emergency Ventilation System
CV Control Valve
CVCS Chemical Vo; "ae Control System
DB JBD Design Basis (Document)
DC Direct Current
DPR Power Reactor License-< '

DRS Division of Reactor Safety
ECCS Eraergency Core Cocling System
EDG Emergency Diesel Generator
EOF Emergency Operating Facility
EP Emergency Preparedness
ERT Event Response Team
ESF Engineered Safety Features
FFD Fitness for Duty. ;

FL Florida
FPL Florida Power and Light
FS Flow Switch
GL Generic Letter
HHSI High-Head Safety Injection
HP Health Physics
I&C Instrumentation and Control
ICW Intake Cooling Water-

i.e. That Is
JPN Juno (Project) Nuclear
LOCA Loss-of-Cooiant Accident
LPDR Local PDR
M&TE Mea. iig and Test Equipment >

MI Maintenar.ce Instruction
MSIV Main Steam Isolation Valve '

NCV Non-Cited Violation
No. Number
NOV Notice of Violation
NPS Nuclear Plant Supervisor
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
NWE- Nuclear Watch Engineer
0NOP Off-Normal Operating Procedure
00S Out-of-Service
OP Operating Procedure
OSC Oper..tional Support Center
OSP Operations Surveillance Procedure
PC/M Plant Change / Modification
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PDR Public Document Room
p.m. Post Meridiem
PRT Pressurizer Relief Tank
PS Power Supply
psig Pounds Per Square Inch G3uge
PTN Project Turkey Nuclear
PWO Plant Work Order p
OA Ouality Assurance
01 Quality Instruction
RCCA Rod Control Cluster Assembly
RCO Reactor Control Ooerator
RCS Reactor Coolant S/ stem

.RI Resident Inspector
R0 Reactor Operator
RPS Reactor Protective System
RV Relief Valve
SALP Systematic Assessment of Licensee Perf- mance
SEIP Safety Evaluation - I&C (PEG)
SFP Spent Fuel Pit
S/G Steam Generator

'

SMI Surveillance Maintenance - I&C
SN0 Short Notice Outage<

SRI Senior Resident Inspector
SR0 Senior Reactor Operator
TPCW Turbine Plant Cooling Water
TOR Topical Quality Report
TS Technical Specification
TSAS TS Action St;tement
TSC Technical Support Center
TSPS TS Position Statement
UFSAR' Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
URI Unresolved Item
V Volt
VAC Volt AC
VIO Violation
W Westinghouse

5
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Florida Power & Light Company
ATTN: T. F. Plunkett

President Nuclear Division
Nuclear Energy Department
P. O. Box 14600
Juno Beach. Florida 33408-0420

SUBJECT: NRC INTEGRATED INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-335/96-17 AND
50-389/96-17 AND NOTICE OF VIOLATION. -

Dear Mr. P M e'.t:

On Novemt L 1996, the NRC completed an inspection at your St. Lucie 1
and 2 re<. tor .scilities. The enclosed report presents th.: results of that
inspectu n

Based on the results of this inspection, the NRC has determined that
violations of NRC requirements occurred. The violations are of concern
because a failure to follow cn approved procedure, requiring the updating of
reactor physics data, resulted in erroneous data being used in reactivity
calculations. NRC is also concerned because inadequate management attention
was provided to the transfer of responsibility for calibration of radiation
monitors.

The violations are cited in the enclosed Notice of Violation, and the
circumstances surround 4ng the violations are described in detail in the
enclosed report. Please note that you are required to respond to this letter
and should follow the instructions specified in the enclosed Notice when
preparing your response. The NRC will use your response, in part. to
determine whether further enforcement action is nece:sary to ensure compliance
with regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice." a copy of
this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

Sincerely.
Orig signed by Caudie A. Julian

Caudle A. Julian. Acting Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects

Docket Nos. 50-335. 50-389
License Nos. DPR-67. NPF-16 .

Enclosures: Notice of Violation
Inspection Report Nos. 50-335/96-17. 50-389/96-17

cc w/ encl: (See page 2)

'"""'"" Aem
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Florida Power & Light Company 2

cc w/ encl:
J. A. Stall. Site Vice President
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
P. O. Box 128
ft. Pierce. FL 34954-0128

H. N. Paduano. Manager
Licensing and Special Programs
Florida Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach, FL 33408-0420

J. Scarola Plant General Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
P. O. Box 128
Ft. Pierce. FL 34954-0128

E. J. Weinkam. Plant Licensing Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant

:. P. O. Box 128
4 Ft. Pierce. FL 34954-0218

^

M. S. Ross. Attorney
Florida Power & Light
11770 US Highway 1
North Palm Beach. FL 33408

John T. Butler. Esq.
Steel. Hector and Davis
4000 Southeast Finar.cial Center
Miami. FL 33131-2398

Bill Passetti
Office of Radiation Control
Department of Health and

Rehabilitative Services
1317 Winewood Boulevard
Tallahassee. FL 32399-0700

Jca Myers. Director
Division o'.' Emergency Preparedness
Department of Community Affairs
2740 Centerview Drive
Tallahassee. FL 32399-2100

. Thomas R. L. Kindred
County Administretor
St. Lucie County
2300 Virginia Avenue
Ft. Pierce. FL 34982
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Distribution w/ enc 1:
K. Landis. Ril

- L. l'iens. NRR
B. trowley. Ril
G. Hopper. RIl ,

PUBLIC
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NOTICE 0F VIOLATION.'
,

>

e Florids Power and Light Company Docket No, 50-335 l
F cst Lucie Nuclear Plant. Unit 1 License No. OPR 67

*
~

During an NRC inspection completed on November 23. 1996. violations of NRC'

. requirements were identified. . In accordance with the " General Statement of
,

Policy and Proceduresifor.NRC-Enforcement Actions." NUREG-1600. the violations
are511sted below;

'

*

1 AL Technical 5)ecification 6f8.lia. requires that written procedures shall~-

'be establisled;;1mplemanted and maintained covering the activitiesi -

rece-aended in; appendix A of Regulatory Guide.1.33, Revision 2. February
'x :1978. Appendix A. paragraph 7 of RG 1.33 requires procedures for,

N ' calibration of area, process. portable and airborne radiation' monitors.
,

.

'

'L I&C-Procedure No'l 1220053. " Calibration of the Control Room Outside Air''

Intake = Monitors.".Rev 2; dated Septemoer 15, 1994, provides instructions
ifor-calibrating the. control room outside air intake radiation monitors.

'

iStep'7.1 of'I&C Procedure no 1-122053. states a. completed copy of this<

.

procedure shall be maintained in the' plant-files in accordance with 0I
17-PR/PSL-1, 'tuality Assurance Records."

,

: Step 7.2 states a copy of the assay report for the radiation check^
-sources and data sheets associated wit 1 this procedu o should be
: retained and included as a calibration package upon completion.

p

Step 9 3.10. ofJI&C Procedure No 1-1220053 . required, in'part, that if
sthe high voltage is adjusted more than 50 volts. or a new detector is.,

'

install.ed or if monitor cannot be. adjusted to within 10% tolerance go
.to-step 9.4 New Calibration.

Step 9.4 of I&C Procedure'No 1-1220053. described the process for
performing a primary calibration and required in part, the: performance
'of'a high voltage plateau for-determining operating voltage for the
: detector. The. procedure also required the introduction of known,

: radioactive gas in.various-activity levels to develop an efficiencyr

curve in pCi/cc vs c)m for the new detector. At'least 4 points were
-_ required on'the'grap1.r

,

Contrary-to the above on April = 11,1995, the licensee replaced the
: detector for the Unit 1 RE-26;47 Control Room Outside Air Intake Monitor
and failed to adequately perform.the )rimary calibration in accordance'

m

k with I&C Procedure No 1-1220053. in tlat: the licensee failed-to develop
*

_

: an efficiency curve with at least four calibration points of known
. quantities of radioactive material as required by step 9.4 of the
. procedure: and the licensee-failed to maintained calibration
documentation;a's required by steps 7.1 and 7.2 of procedure.

>.

px^ This- is -a Severity Level -IV violation (Supplement IV) applicable to unit
|1 only.

~

.

' - .

gj gc e 'm
-. $ $ o m m ')
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:Bc Technical 5)ecification 6.8.1.a. requires that written procedures.shall:
(be establisled, implemented and maintained covering-the activities
-recommended;in appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33. Revision 2. February

~

.c
1978-. Appendix A. paragraph
calibration of area, process,.7 of RG 1.33 requires procedures for

,

portable-and airborne radiation monitors.

SI&C-Procedure No 1-1220053. " Calibration of the Control Room Outside Air.

iIntake Monitors;" Rev 2.. dated September 15, 1994 provides instruct 1ons'
for calibrating the' control room outside air intake radiation monitors.

Contrary to the above.-the procedure for calibrating the control room
outside air intake' radiation monitors was inadequate, in that, on April-
11W 1995, the procedure did not provide sufficient guidance for- the- '

documentation of instrument' calibration. The calibration records-
necessary to provide sufficient documentation to demonstrate that a

: primary calibration had been performed were not clearly specified by the
: procedure, ,

This is a Severity' Level IV violation (Supplement IV) applicable.to
Unit?1 only.

C.: LTechnicalSpecification~ 6.3.1 states each member of the unit staff shall
meet-or exceed the minimum qualifications of ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978. :

Technical.. Specification 6.4.1 states =a retraining and replacement
, training: program'for the unit staff shall be maintained under thee

- 1 direction-of1the Training Manager and shall meet-or' exceed the
-

: requirements and recommendations of Section 5.5 of ANSI /ANS-3.1 1978-and
J10 CFR Part .55 and the supplemental requirement specified. Sections A and
iC- of Enclosure 1- of the March =28.= 1980 NRC letter to all licensees, and )

. . shall? include familiarization with -relevant -industry operational '

-

'' ' experience.

Licensee procedure 012-PR/PSL-2. " Indoctrination and Training of St
-Lucie Plant Personnel." revision 23./ dated October 23, 1996. states the -
instruction"shall' apply but not be limited to training in s2veral

' general' areas, including 6.0 Job Specific Technical- Training.

Section 4.1. states the Training Manager shall be responsible to the
Plant General Manager for. the establishment and coordination of trainin;
activities as required-by St. Lucie Plant Technical Specifications.

-Section 6.4 and as required to meet regulatory requirements.

Section~4.3.2: states that department heads shall be responsible for+
% . a3 proving department personnel qualification standards, appropriate for

'tle dutiesito be performed,
H

.
.

.

E Section 4.3.3 states that Department Heads shall ensure that personnel'

^
performing activities affecting quality receive departmental traimng:-

~

: commensurate with-the work performed prior to performing those
act.vities or are performing those activities under the supervision of a

' trained-individual until-the required training is complete.

!
, ,, . , __, _ _ _ _ _ . . ._
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Contrary to the above, on-July 1. 1996, licensee personnel assigned 1&C
personnel the responsibilities to calibrate Unit 1 plant radiation
monitoring instrumentation utilized to nerform certain plant process

-controls, radiological monitoring and continuous effluent monitoring
functions that were not fully trained and qualified to perform those
functions in accordance with the licensee's training program.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement IV) applicable'to
Unit 1 only.

D. Technical Specification 6.8.1.a requirt.., that written procedures be
established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities
recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33. Revision 2.
February. 1978. Appendix A. paragraph 1.d includes administrative
procedures for procedural adherence. Procedure 01 5 PR/PSL-1. Revision
73. " Preparation. Revision. Review / Approval Of Procedures." section

-5.14.1 requires verbatim compliance to procedures by all personnel.

Operating Surveillance Procedure 64.01. Revision 16. " Reactor
Engineering Periodic Tests. Checks and Calibrations." Appendix 7.
" Reactivity Deviation From Design." required that reactivity deviation
results be documented in the Unit 1 Plant Physics Curve Book. Figure
J.3. " Reactivity Deviation Log." upon completion of the determination of

; reactivity defect.

Contrary to the above, the reactivity deviation calculation performed on
October 8, 1996, was not documented in the Unit 1 Plant Physics Curve
Book. This resulted in operators using an ir..orrect reactivity
deviation in two Shutdown Margin Verifications performed on October 31
and. November 1. 1996.'

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I) applicable to Unit
1-only.

,

Pursuant.to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the Florida Power & Light Company
is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S.

-

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ATTN: Document Control Desk. Washington. D.C.
20555. with a copy to the Regional' Administrator Region II, and a copy to the
NRC Resident Inspector at the facility that is the subject of this Notice,
within 30 days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation
(Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of
Violation" and should include for each violation: (1) the reason for the
violation, or. if contested the basis for disputing the violation. (2) the
corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved. (3) the
corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and (4) the
date when full compliance will be achieved. Your response may reference or
include previous docketed correspondence if the correspondence adequately

. addresses the required response. If an adequate reply is not received within
the time specified in this Notice, an order or a Demand for information may be,

issued as to why the license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked, or
why such other action as may be proper should not be taken. Where good cause
-is shown, consideration will be given to extending the response time.

i

-
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Because your res)onse will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (POR). to
.

-the extent possi)le. it should not include any personal privacy 3roprietary,
or safeguards.information so that it can be placed in the PDR witicut.
redaction. However, if- you find it necessary o include such information, you
should clearly indicate the specific informati . that you desire not to be

' placed in the.PDR. and provide the legal basis to support your request for-4
'

- withholding the information from the public.

Dated at Atlanta Georgia.

this 23rd day of December 1996.

.

I

.

4
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION 11

Docket Nos: 50-335. 50-389
License Nos: OPR 67. NPF-16

Report Nos: 50-335/96-17. 50-389/96-17

Licensee: Florida Power & Light Co.

Facility: St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Units 1 & 2

Location: 6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach. FL 34957

Dates: October 13 - November 23, 1996

Inspectors: M. Miller. Senior Resident inspector
S. Sandin, Resident inspector
J. Munday. Resident Inspector
D. Lanyi. Resident Inspector
F. Wright. Reactor Inspector, paragraphs M3.2, MS.I.

R2. R3
M. Thomas. Reactor Inspector, paragraphs E8

Approved by: C. Julian. Acting Chief. Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Units 1 & 2
NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-335/96-17. 50 389/96-17

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations, engineer-
ing. 'naintenance. and plant support. The report covers a 6-week period of
resident inspection; in addition, it includes the results from two weeks of
region based inspection effort in the area of radiological controls and one
week of reg;on-based inspection effort on corrective action programs.r

Doerations
,

Operator knowledge of their responsibilities for maintaining an up to-o

date Clearance Index was identified as a deficiency (paragraph 01.2).

Walkdowns of both units' Auxiliary Feedwater and Hydrogen Monitoring*

systems identified only minor deficiencies (paragraphs 02.1 and 02.2).

A review of four clearances identified only minor deficiencies*

(paragraph 02.3).

Main Steam Isolation Valve partial stroke testing was performed*

satisfactorily in a controlled. step-by-step. manner by operators who,
-

un their own initiative, employed good work practices to ensure success
(paragraph 04.1).

Full Length Control Element Assembly periodic testing was performed*

satisfactorily. Operators' response to a disabled rod. involving entry
into off-normal operating procedures and a Technical Specification
Action Statement was judged excellent. Also the licensee identified
two procedural changes as enhancements for future use (paragraph 04.2),

Weaknesses were identified in determinations of shutdown margin.o

Specifically, no procederal requirement to verify the currency of
reactor physics data and, in at least two instances. the use of
incorrect data were identified (paragraph 04.3).

Maintenance

On-line maintenance of the Unit 1 steam driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pumpe

was effectively executed and returned the pump to service well under the
planned outage time (paragraph M1.1).

On-line maintenance efforts were effective in successfully completinge

the cleaning of both Unit 2 Component Cooling Water heat exchangers.
The licensee's attention to the task and management oversight was very
good (paragraph M1.2).

A lack of rigor in applying 0A design control measures in maintenance*

and repair procedures (properly identifying acceptance criteria in
procedures) was identified as an Non-Cited Violation (paragraph M3.1).
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Documentation of trouble shooting and maintenance activities for
reviewed plant radiation monitoring equipment did not consistently
identify exactly what the problems were or the maintenance and
corrective measures performed (paragraph M3.1).

A violation of TS requirements was identified for failure to provide
training 01 plant radiation monitoring systems to 1&C technicians prior
to assigning the calibration responsibilities for the systems (paragraph
M5.1).

Enoineerina

Failures to accomplish timely updating of the " il Equipment Databasee
following design modificatinn resulted in a N. " ted Violation
(paragraph E3.1).

The failure to perform updating of reactor physics data resulted in ane

error in a shutdown margin calculation and was cited as a violation. A
licensee-identified transpositional error in the procedure to perform
shutdown margin calculations indicated poor procedure review and
resulted in a Non-Cited Violation (paragraph E4.1).

Fewer CRs were being written for poor procedure usage. The CR process*

needed clarification regarding repeat problems (paragraph E8).

Plant Suonort

A violation of TS requirements was identified for failure to follow*

procedures for a primary calibration following the replacement of a
detector on the Unit 1 Control Room Outside Air Intake radiation monitor
(paragraph R3.2)

A violation of TS r.2quirements was identified for an inadequate*

procedure. The licensee's procedure did not adequately describe
calibration process. documentation and record keeping requirements
(paragraph R3.2).

The threshold for issuing findings in a 1995 licensee Quality Assurancee
audit report of Process Control Program. Offsite Dose Calculation Manual
and effluents activities appeared high. Several issues identified as
recommendations could have been identified as findings requiring
corrective actions (paragraph R7.1)
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Summary of Plant Status

Unit 1

Unit 1 operated at power the entire report period. On October 17, the unit
-reduced power to approximately 93 percent in order to repair a steam leak on
the 4B feedwater heater. The next day power was lowered to 78 percent to
allow repair of a tube leak in the 182 condenser. The unit returned to full
power on October 20. Power was reduced on November 4 to allow wo k on the
Turbine Cooling Water (TCW) heat exchanger and the 181- Circulating Water
Work was completed the next day and the unit was retutaed to full power. pump,On
November 7, load was reduced to approximately 90 percent due to level control
problems in the 5B feedwater heater. While performing on-line maintenance,
electricians accidentally shorted a wire to the level controller causing the
heater to fill and its safety valve to lift. Re) airs were completed on the
Ncvember 8 and the unit remained at full power t1e rest of the period,

Unit 2

11 nit 2 remained essentially at full power the entire period except for load
reductions for turbine valve testing on October 29 and an inadvertent closure
of a MSR temperature control valve on November 5.

I. Operations

01 . Conduct of Operations

01.1 General Comments (717021

Using Inspection Procedure 71707. the inspectors conducted frequent
reviews of ongoing plant operations. In general, the conduct of operas
tions was professional and safety-conscious: specific events and
noteworthy observations are detailed in the sections below.

01.2 Control Room Observation (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector reviewed the Equipment Clearance Order (ECO) logs which
were maintained in the control room when the Work Control Center was not
staffed.

b. Observations and Findings

During a review of both units' ECO logs on October 27. the ins)ector
noted that the Clearance Index had not been updated since Octo3er 25.
The inspector discussed this with the Unit 1 ANPS and the NPS. Their
understanding was:

That the Clearance Index was not a dynamic document and was usede
primarily as a pointer to identify the applicable ECOs associated
with a particular piece of equipment anri.
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That the Work Control Center was responsible for maintaining ande
issuing updated Clearance Indices.

Procedure OP 0010122. Revision 65. "In-Plant Equipment Clearance
Orders." "9ntified the Clearance Index as a "Ouality Assurance Record"
(step 7.2.J which would be reviewed by the NPS/ANPS/NWE prior to
authorizing removal of safety related equipment from service (step
8.1.5). Further the procedure stated that "An up-to-date index
(similar to Figure 6) shall be maintained in _ie log (step 8.5.2)." A
MlTE in step 8.5 stated that "The Electronic Cleurance Order System may
be used for filling out the Equipment Clearance Order Index. In this
case. Figure 6A may be used in lieu of Figure 6 "

Although the same information was contained in both Figures 6 and 6A.
the usege differed. Figure 6 was a hand log and, as such, sequentially
and/or chronologically identified ECOs. It was not unreasonable to
assume, based on current logkeeping practices, that a Clearance Index
update would be performed whenever an ECO was issued or released, thus
making this L dynamic document. Figure 6A. on the other hand, was a
computer generated document formatted by equipment sort. The current
practice was for the Work Control Center, when staffed to perform a
daily update. This, in effect, created a " snapshot" of ECO status.
This differing usage was discussed with the Operations Supervisor, who
issued a Night Order on October 28 to all Operations Personnel which
provided the renagement expectation in maintaining the Clearance Index
on the peakshilt, midshift and weekends.

c. Conclusions

The issue of maintaining an up-to-date Clearance Index was identified as
a deficiency in previous Inspection Reports 95-10 and 95-21. At that
time, the licensee identified this as a personnel performance issue and
took ap3ropriate corrective actions. The inspector concluded that
althougl nn violation of NRC requirements had occurred (no cases of the
index being inaccurate were identified), the licensee continues to show
a weakness in ensuring that personnel understand EC0 procedural
requirements.

02 Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

02.1 Auxiliary Feedwater System Walkdowns (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors performed a walkdown of the accessible portions of the
Unit 1 and 2 Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) systems.
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b. Observations and Findings
|

In performing these walkdowns. the inspector verified the following:
1

Up-to-date procedures for system operation were available to '

*

operators in the control room

System correctly cligned for the current mode of opelationo

Material condition of system components including pipe supporte
hangers, local indication, valves and pumps.

c. Conclusions

Equipment operability, material condition, and housekeeping were accept-
able in all cases. The inspectors identified no concerns as a result of
these walkdowns,

02.2 Hydroaen Monitorina System Walkdowns (71707)

The inspector walked down accessible portions of the Containment
Hydrogen Monitoring systems on both units. This included a review of
procedures and engineering drawings. The procedures reviewed included:

e 1-C-80, Revision 19. " Determination of Hydrogen Gas in
Containment"

2-C-80, Revision 10. " Determination of Hydrogen Gas in*

Containment"

* 1-1400201, Revision 2." Containn.ent Hydrogen Analyzer, Quarterly
Calibration"

* 1-1400202, Revision 2, ' Containment Hydrogen Analyzer, Monthly
Channel Functional Test"

* 2-1400201. Revision 5," Containment Hydrogen Analyzer. Quarterly
Calibration"

* 2-1400202, Revision 3, " Containment Hydrogen Analyzer, Monthh
Channel Functional Test"

The following discrepancies were noted:

PI-29-5, Unit 1 Reagent Gas Train A pressure gage, not labelled.*

Procedure 1-C-80, Revision 19. standby valve lineup did not match*
the normal valve positions as indicated on Drawing 8770-G-092,
Revision 22. The drawing valve positions did correspond with the
as-found valve positions. In particular:

1
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Both trains sample bomb inlet and outlet valves (1-V27104. 1-e
V27108. 1-V27109, 1-V27113) were listed as open in the valve
lineup, but were closed under normal standby condition.

Both trains reagent Gas to Local Cubes Valves were listed ase
closed, but were open under standby conditions.

t'quipment operability, material condition, and housekeeping were
acceptable in all cases.

02.3 :cujoment Clearance Orders (ECOs) (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector reviewed four ECOs on Units 1 and 2.

b. Observations and Findings

! On October 27. the ins)ector performed an audit of four ECOs. This
included b review of t1e Clearance Index ECO. tags and the
position / condition of the affected switches and vaives.

The four ECOs selected were:

1 96-10-002 HVE-8A Centrifugal Fan for Containment Purge System-

1-96-10-092 V3443 Isol Valve for LPSI Pump Disch Hdr to Sample-

2-96-10 112 SR09537 Safety Relief Valve for Moisture Separator-

Reheater 2B
2-96-04-075 HvS-4A Centrifugal Fan for RAB Main Supply System-

The inspector identified one discrepancy associated with ECO 1-96-10-
002. Step Number 1 required the positioner to verify that HVE-8A.
Centrifugal Fan for Containment Purge System, was off prior to opening

<

the associated breaker and hanging a danger tag in Step Number 2. The
positioner block in Step Number 1 contained no time or initials that the
required action was taken. However, the Independent Verification block
was initialed. Both the positioner and Independent Verification blocks
in Step Number 2 were completed properly. The inspector brought the
error to the attention of the ANPS who took prompt corrective action.

The inspector discussed this ECO with the operator who performed the
Independent Verification to better understand the cause of the error.
The operator said that it was not uncommon for either the positioner or
the independent verifier to use a working copy of the ECO in the field.
This was, in part, to prevent potential contamination of the ECO and/or
allow operators to complete a clearance during operator rounds. In this
particular instance, the operator who performed the ir. dependent
verification used the original ECO during the I.V. before the positioner
had transposed information from the working copy. This practice was not
uncommon since independent verification. particularly for clearances
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involving extensive tags, had been performed prior to the o rc'l
completion of steps by the positioner and transposition of info vtion
from the working copy.

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded no violation of NRC requirenients had occurred
and that this was an isolated instance involving personnel performance.
The Operations Supervisor issued a Night Order on October 28 to all
Operations Personnel which, in item 2, provided details of this incident
including management expectations.

04 Operator Knowledge and Performance

04.1 Unit 1 Main Steam Isolation Valves Periodic Test (61726)-

a. Inspection Scope

The ins)ector observed the Part-Stroke Testing of Unit 1 MSIVs conducted 9on Octo3er 30,

b. Observations and Findings -

The inspector observed the tailboard briefing, pretest walkthrough by
operators, the test evolution and debriefing.

The tailboard conducted by the ANPS was thorough and detailed following
the guidance provided in Checksheet 9 of Procedure AP 0010120. Revision

'87. " Conduct of Operations." .The pretest walkthrough ensured that no
unforeseen difficulties would delay completion and helped establish the
communication protocol between the control room and both operators
necessary to verify proper system response.

The inspector noted that the acceptance criteria for part-stroke of the
MSIVs involved-observing downward travel of the valve stem approximately
5/8 inch accompanied by the momentary illumination of the associated
MSIV in TEST Position light (white), at which time the test pushbutton
was to be released, allowing the MSIV to return to its full open
position. Although not required by the test, operators removed and
tested the bulb prior to part-stroking the MSIV.

During the part-stroke of HCV-08-1A. the operator at MSIV Test Panel A
was watching the operator for a hand signal indicating stem travel.
Consequently, he did not observe the MSIV in Test Position light
momentarily illuminate. The control room was contacted and the part-
stroke successfully reperformed using verbal communication.

Part-stroke of HCV-08-1B was completed successfully with no
difficulties.

,

s .______.__J
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The inspector noticed a plastic envelope _inside MSIV Test Panei B.
Further-examination found several P&lDs including pages from a Vendor
Tech manual used in a PC/M which were over twenty years old and which
did not reflect current design. This condition was brought to the
attention of the operator and later the ANPS who disposed of the
material. The inspector discussed the presence of t1e uncontrolled
material with the ANPS and suggested that, since operators perform this
test every 92 days while at power, a more questionir.
have helped to identify and dispose of the material.g attitude wouldthus preventing
potential misuse.

|

Following completion of the test the inspector observed the ANPS
conduct a debrief which identified several areas for procedural
enhancement,

c. Conclusion

| The inspector concluded that the test was performed satisfactorily in a
! controlled step by-step manner by operators who, on their own

initiative, employed good work practices to ensure success.

04.2 Unit 1 Control Element Assembly Periodic Exercise (61726.1

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector observed portions of the Full Length Control Element
Assembly-(FLCEA) test performed on October 31 and reviewed applicable
documentation after testing was completed on November 1.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector reviewed the procedure, observed the tailboard briefing
and partions of the test before testing was secured on October 31 due to
the tailure and replacement of CEA #50 Timer Module.

During-review of Procedure OP 1-0110050. Revision 33. " Control Element
Assembly Periodic Exercise. " the inspector noted that Appendix A stated
"

... Exercise Due Date: 4th Thursday of Feb., May. Aug, and Nov." The
Plan of the Day (POD) showed a Drop Dead (D.D.) Date of Nov 15. The
D.D._Date included a twenty-five percent extension for this quarterly
surveillance which did not coincide with the frequency specified in

-Appendix A. The ins)ector discussed-this discrepancy with the planner
responsible for estaalishing.the surveillance schedule and learned that

' Unit 1 surveillances were shifted thirteen weeks to minimize the impact
of performing dual unit surveillances simultaneously. Temporary Change
(TC) 1 96-275 changing Appendix A to read " .. Exercise Due Quarterly"
was issued prior to performing the test.

. . _ _ . _ _ . .. - _.

-__
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The inspector observed the tailboard conducted by the ANPS which was
thorough and detailed following the guidance provided in Checksheet 9 of
Procedure AP 0010120. Revision 87. " Conduct of Operations."

After the tailboard. the Board RCO reviewed the Precautions and Limits
contained in the procedure and established headset communications with

>

1&C personnel at the Control Element Drive System (CEDS) cabinet located
at a lower elevation in the Reactor Auxiliary Building (RAB).

2

During the test, the inspector observed the following:

Step 8.2.1 loaded the FLCEA program into CEAPDS.*

J This step provided instructions on loading a com) uter program
} using a tempo,ary keyboard without identifying tie expected system

response. Consequently, operators needed the assistance of thet

I&C System Engineer to ascertain whether the program had been
successfully loaded.

Step 8.3.5 required insertion of the target CEA to 7.5 inches.*

While insceting CEA #1.'the first CEA sekcted, inward motion
stopped at 6 inches deviation due to actuation of the actual
motion inhibit interlock as described in the CAUTION immediately
preceding step 8.3.5. The operator needed the assistance of the
1&C System Engineer to determine that the Inhibit Bypass
pushbutton for Groua 7 was not selected as specified in step
8.3.4. If the Inhi31t Bypass for the group containing the CEA
under test has not been selected, depressing and holding the CEA
motion inhibit bypass pushbutton as described in step 8.3.5 does
not allow inward CEA motion. The Group 7 Inhibit Bypass was then
selected and the test continued at step 8.3.5.

The inspecto, aiscussed this observation with the Operations
Supervisor who was in the control room at the time. The
Operations Supervisor directed the NPS to back out of the
procedure and temporarily relieve the board RCO for a debriefing
of what had occurred. The Operations Supervisor concluded that
step 8.3.4 was not E.s clear as it should be and that the operator
did understand system operation. The board RC0 returned to his
station and CEA testing resumed.

Later in the day the inspector discussed this observation with the
Operations Manager. It was his intention to include this item in
operator training. The Operations Supervisor directed that a
Temporary Change to the procedure. TC 1-96-278. clarifying step
8.3.4. be prepared.

|

.

.
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During subsequent testing, the operator promptly identified dimlye
lit CEDS control panel pushbutton selectors which indicated
circuit problems for immediate investigation as required by
Precaution and Limits step 4.2.

The 1&C System Engineer investigated. however, was unable to
determine the cause.

Testing was discontinued when CEA #50 did not respond to an outward
command from the 126 inch position. The licensee entered the CEA Off-
Normal Procedure ONOP 1-0110030 for CEA misalignment. Unit 1 Technical
Specification 3.1.3.1 and the Action Statement required that all CEAs be
operable and that each CEA be positioned within 7.5 inches of all other
CEAs in its group. CEA #50 was subsequently declared inoperable and the
Action Statement allowed continued operation for 7 days per Action
(d)(2). Operators commenced a Shutdown Margin Verification per
Procedure OP 1-0110055. Revision 16. " Surveillance Requirements for,

1 Shutdown Margin. Modes 1 and 2 (Critical)" required every 12 hours by
| Technical Specification 3.1.1.1. The ins

while I&C prepared a sensitive system wor <pector left the control roompackage to replace CEA #50
Timer Module. The licensee subsequently completed the Timer Module
replacement and returned CEA #50 to service. Both the Technical
Specification Action Statement and the FLCEA test were exited. FLCEA
testing resumed and was completed on November 1. Additional problems
were encountered with CEA #26 which also required a Timer Module
replacement.

The inspector reviewed post-fLCEA documentation cnd observed that
logkeeping entries, i.e. , RCO chronological and Equipment Out-of Service
logs, were consistently good.

c. Conclusion

The operators' res3onse to the inoperable CEA #50 involving entry into
the CEA ONOP and t7e above mentioned Technical Specifications was judged
excellent. Also, the licensee identified two procedural changes as
enhancements for future use.

1

04.3 Unit 1 Determination of Reactor Shutdown Marain (71707)'

a. Inspection Scope
i

| The inspector reviewed the last four completed Unit 1 Reactor Shutdown
Margin Determ'. nations.

b. Observations and Findings

On November 5. the inspector completed a review cf the FLCEA testing
which was performed on October 31 and November 1. During this reriew
the inspector noted that the Shutdown Margin Verifications performed on
October 31 and November 1 in Procedure OP 1-0110055. Revision 16.
" Surveillance Requirements 'oi Shutdown Margin. Modes 1 and 2
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(Critical)." were incorrect. This was due to operators not having !

available the most recent Reactivity Deviation value of +27.97 pcm as
determined and verified by Reactor Engineerir.g on October 10.
Consequently, a Reactivity Deviation of -153.06 pcm. determined on
September 18, was used. This resulted in a calculated shutdown mcrgin
of 6803.94 pcm vice 6979.97 pcm; both of which were more conservative
than the required shutdown margin of 4995 p;m.

On the November 1 calculation (Data Sheet 1) . the inspector noted that
the appropriate condition, i.e., single dropped rod / stuck rod was not
circled and that the data obtained from the Unit 1 Plant Physics Curves
had numerous line-throughs indicating an apparent misunderstanding as to
what should be entered. Specifically, the following completed steps
showed evide.1ce of misunderstandings:

1.C Worth of second stuck rod Figure B.4 (enter zero if dropped rod
condition) and.

2.A Wor;h of worst stuck rod Figure B.4

Figure B.4 identified, under Stuck CEA Information:

Single Worst Stuck CEA - 1395 pcm*

Worst Double Stuck CEA - 2863 pcmo

lne procedure required o)erators to recognize that the data required for
Step 1.C was 1468 pcm (tle difference between the Worst Double Stuck CEA
and the Single Worst Stuck CEA). Instead the entry by the operator was
2863. the worst double stuck CEA. A subsequent review ~ f shutdmn
margin verifications performed on July 23 and July 24 during Low Power
Physics Testing confirmed that the incorrect value for the Worst Double
Stuck CEA had been used in the data for 1.C. The inspector informed
Licensing of this deficiency./

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that although no violation of NRC requirements
had occurred, there were weaknesses in the licensee's implementation of
determining shutdown margin. Specifically, no procedural requirement to
verify currency of reactor physics data and, in at least two instances,
incorrect data entr .

I
1
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11. Maintenance

M1 ' Conduct of Maintenance

M1.1 Auxiliary Feedwater Pumo 1C Outb2ard Seal Replacement (62703)

a. Inspection Scope
,

i The inspector observed portions of the Critical Maintenance Management
(CMM) 96-107 activities performed on Auxiliary F 3dwater Pump IC October '

23 and 24.

b. Observations and Findings
.

The inspector observed the afternoon tailboard briefing performed on
October 23 and returned to the site later that evening to observe
disassembly, inspection and partial reassembly throughout the evening
until approximately 8:30 am the following morning. The tailboard
conducted by the NDS was thorough and detailed. A brief delay in
starting the tailboard occurred when the NPS noted that peak shift

,

electrical maintenance personnel were not present.

The inspector : m.iewed work package PWO 61/8193 including Mechanical
Maintenance Pr..edure 1-MMP-09.02. Revision 5. " Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
1C Disassembly. Inspection and Reassembly." with the Mechanical
Maintenance Supervisor on October 23. The scope of work involved
replacement of the outboaro seal and thrust bearings. Since the MMP had
a number of steps N/A'd due to the limited scope of work. the inspector
questioned step 8.6.3.A which stated "the radial and thrust bearings
(655 and 654) shall be replaced with new bearings." The Mechanical
Maintenance Supervisor added a note " radial bearing; are N/A*d see
below", thus allowing the Mechanic to initial this step following
completion of work.

During the work, the inspector observed the following:

* ECO 1-96-09-163 involving, in part, eleven valve danger tags was
properly hung..

Mechanics performing the work followed the procedure and initialed*

each step as completed.

The Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor remained at the work sitee
and resolved questions to exnedite the work.

Three brief delays occurred when Mechanics returned to the shope

for additional tools: i.e.. a jaw type bearing puller v .' use
instead of the hydraulic bearing puller during disassembly and a
higher range torque wrench and induction heater for installing the
replacement bearings during reassembly.

|
|

s~m
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The inspector left the work site during the final reassembly where the
assembled shaft end play was measured at .018" in step 8.14.3. The thrust
bearing end cover was sent to the machine shop to Ochine the upper inside
face so as to establish the thrust bearing end play between 0.005" to 0.007"
as described in the NOTES for step 8.14 and Appendix A. " Technical Data and
Characteristics."

The inspector obtained a completed copy of the work package after
licensee review and noted that step 8.14.5. which stated " repeat steps
8.14.1 through 8.14.4 until thrust bearing (654) end play is
satisfactory... Record as-left end play reading below." had a value of
.0045". which was less than the minimum recommended value of .005" The
inspector brought this to the attention of a OC Supervisor and the
Maintenance Manager for resolution.

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that CMM 96 .;7 was effectively executed and
returned AFW Pump 1C to service well under the planned outage time. The
failure to pre-stage several tools did not result in any significant
time delay.

M 1.2 CCW Heat Exchanae" Maintenance Observation (62703)

a. Scope

The week of November 18 through 22. maintenance performed a mid-cycle
cleaning of the 2A and 28 Component Cooling Water (CCW) Heat Exchangers.
While a heat exchanger was removed from service for cleaning. one
complete loop of CCW was declared inoperable. This also caused the High
Pressure Safety Injection Pump to be inoperable due to loss of seal
cooling and Containment Fan Coolers to be inoperable due to no cooling

| flow. Procedure MMP-14.01. Revision 6. " Component Cooling Water Heat
| Exchanger Cleaning and Reoair." was used to perform the work. The
| entire job was controlled by Procedure AP 0010460. Revision 8. " Critical

Maintcnance Management."

b. Findings

The inspector reviewed the following items during this safety
significant evolution:

Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) component avat bc ity - One
the morning of November 3. Operations hung a clearance for work
on the 2A CCW heat exchanger and declared the loop inoperable.
With one heat exchanger isolated. the normal A loads were supplied
by the N header. However on a Safety Injection Actuation Signal
(SIAS). the A and B headers isolate from each other and the N-
header. When questioned by the inspector as to the status of the
2A HPSI pump and the two containment coolers supplied by the 2A
CCW loop. the operators reported that both systems were operable.
This confusion was the result of an engineering evaluation that

I
i
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seemed to indicate that the HPSI pump would run for a short time
without seal cooling, and that maintenance could quickly restore
the CCW heat exchanger to service. Upon further discussion with
the ANPS and Operationr management it was finally determined that
both the 2A HPSI pump and two of the containment coolers were out
of service while the 2A CCW heat exchanger was being cleaned. I

Operations maintained good awareness of the status of all ECCS
components after this.

Clearance Control - Clearances hung to control the work boundaries*

were well planned and well executed.

Work Preplanning - The work was well planned with a couple of*

examples fcr continued improvement. First, the packing on the
arimary hydrolaser failed early in the evolution. Maintenance did
lave a backup hydrolaser ready so the imaact ..Js negligible.
Also there was some misunderstanding of t1e level of OC inspection
required prior to placing the unit back in service,

Procedural Adherence - Generally, maintenance followed thee
procedure quite well. There were a few instances of minor,

procedural deviations that were identificd and corrected by the
licensee. For example. MMP-14.01 had a note that required that
each tube be hydrolased for one minute to one minute and 15
seconds. Contrary to this. OC r.oted that some tubes were taking
over one and one half minutes to clean. After some investigation.
the licensee determined that the upper limit was based on a
production rate and not on a technical basis. The procedure was
changed to allow a longer cleaning time if required,

Equipment Restoration - All ccmponents were restored to service ine

a timely manner and with apprcpriate controls applied.

Training - All crews were t.riefed appropriately. Maintenance*

identified early that two of their personnel required more
training in hydrolaser operation. This allowed the Training
Department to fully support these workers at the onset of
hydrolasing.

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the licensee's critical maintenance efforts
were effective in successfully completing the cleaning of both of Unit
2's CCW heat exchangers. Licensee's attention to the task and
management oversight were very good.

3

,
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M3 Maintenance ?rocedures and Documentation
.

M3.1 Maintenance of Auxiliary Feedwater Pumo (62703)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector reviewed the licensee's program to incorporate vendor
recommendations in maintenance activities with respect to CMM 96-107.

b. Observations and rindings

During a review of the CMM 96107 completed work package, the inspector
noted that the as-left thrust bearing end play of AFW Pump 1C shaft was-
outside the value recommended in the maintenance procedure (see section
M1.1). Procedure 1 MMP-09.02. Revision 5. " Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 1C -

Disassembly, inspection and Reassembly." step 8.14. Note 1. stated,
,' Thrust Bearing (654) End Play should be between 0.005" to 0.007" The

cognizant Maintenance Engineer had indicated in the Journeyman's 1 rouble
Found/ Work Performed section of PWO 61/8193 "endplay SAT @ 0.0045."

The inspector discussed this deviation from the specified clearance
range of 0 005" to 0.007" with the cognizant Maintenance Engineer and a
QC Supervisor. The Engineer believed that the range specified in the
)rocedure was 3 vendor recommendation and not a requirement and that.
)ased on his engineering judgment, clearances as small as 0.0025" were
acceptable. He referred to page 4-7 of the Byron Jackson Technical
Manual for Horizontal Double-Bearing Pumps. PSL File No. 8'/70-6130. step
4.10.1.A which statea " Ball or Ball / Sleeve Bearings: Recommended End
Play is 0.005" to 0.007." Further, he pointed out that Procedure 01 5-
PR/PSL-1. Revision 73. " Preparation. Pevision. Review / Approval of
Procedures" in step 5.14.6 stated "When used in a procedure the worcl
'shall* is used to denote a requirement, the word 'should' to denote a
recommendation and the word 'may' to denote permission neither a
requirement nor a recommendation."

The Maintenance Manager disagreed with the above conclusion and
initiated Condition Report No. 96-2652 to more clearly define a
policy / program for deviating from vendor recommendations and to verify
operability of AFW Pump IC. In the interim he issued instructions to
all maintenance personnel requiring that "Any deviation from a written
vendor recommendation, during the performance of maintenance wark shall
be addressed through a CRN. CR. or TC/PCR. This means that the work
shall halt provided that personnel or nuclear safety are not
jeopardized, and a CR. CRN or TC/PCR shall be written and resob ed
prior to implementing the deviation."
The cognizant Maintenance Engineer contacted the vendor and documented
via telecon. in part, the following:

An endplay of 0.0045". versus the recommended target of 0.005" toe
0.007". would not create an operability issue for the 1C AFW Pump.

d

-
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The 0,005" to 0.007" range is the optimum setting for thise

particuler pumps endplay. as determined by the pump element and
] earing designer.

An endplay range of 0.004" to 0.008", essentially a 0.001"*

deviation on both ends of the optimum recommended range would be
acceptable.

The inspector referred to the Byron Jackson Technical Manual for
Horizontal Double-Bearing Pumps, PSL File No. 8770-6130 which, in part,
states:

..If indicated end play is less than recommended. either"e

increase the thickness of the cover-to-housing gasket (not to
exceed a total gasket thickness of 0.010"), or machine the lower
inside face of the end cover, by an amount equal to the recorded
difference." [section 4.3 Inspecting Thrust Bearing End Play]

The inspector reviewed archived maintenance procedures performed on this
pump which documented the assembled end play on May 8. 1993 and November
ll, 1994. In both cases the end play was within the 0.005" to 0.007"
range.

The inspector reviewed the applicable portions of regulatory
requirements which pertain to acceptance criteria. The basic
requirement, and its implementing documents at St. Lucie are listed in
the table below.

-

[' Source Location Requirement

10 CFR 50 Criterion Ill " Design control measures shall be applied to
Appendix B items such as the following: ...

maintenance, and repair; and delineation of
acceptance criteria for inspections and
tests."

FPL T0AR TOR 5. " Quality Instructions shall recuire that
Revision 11, instructions, procedures, and crawings
Section 5,2.2 affecting quality include adequate

quantitative and qualitative acceptance
criteria, as appropriate, for determining
satisfactory work performance and quality
compliance. These acceptance criteria
requirements apply to important activities
such as design, operation, test control.
inspection, and plant modifications."

_ _ _ _ _
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Source Location Recuirement

Quality Step 5.1.1 Acceptance Criteria " detail the criteria for
Instruction the successful completion of the test or

01 5 measuremen.t. The criteria against which the
PR/PSL 1. success or failure of the test o*

Revision 73 measurement is judged will be clearly
identi fied. In some instances, these will
be qualitative criteria, i.e., a given event
does or does not occur-(include descri
of expected response when necessary). ptionIn
other cases, quantitative values and limits
may be designated as acceptance criteria."

The inspector concluded that the failure of Procedure 1-MMP 09.02 to
include required (as connoted by the word "shall") acceptance criteria

,

for AFW pump thrust bearing end play constituted a failure to provide l

desigr control measures for maintenance and repair, as required by 10
CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion III, and as such constituted a violation of

4

regulatory requirements. However, the inspector noted that no actual
'

'

adverse condition existed as a result of thf s deficiency, that the
licensee's OA program contained appropriate requirements that acceptance
criteria be provided (indicating tlat a programmatic problem did not
exist.!, that appropriate initial and planned corrective actions were
developed, and that the licensee *s enforcement history does not include'

similar cases. Consecuently, this failure constitutes a violation of
minor significance anc was being tieated as a Non-Cited Violation,
consistent with Section IV of the NRC Enforcement Policy (Non-Cited
Violation (NCV) 335/9C 17-01, " Failure to Include Acceptance Criteria
for Auxillary Feedwater Pump Thrust Bearing End Play"),

c. Conclusions ,

The lack of_ rigor in applying 0A design control measures in maintenance
and repair, vis-a-vis properly identifying acceptance criterid in
procedures, wa:; identified as an NCV..

M3.2 Documentation of Plant Radiation Monitorina Eauinment Maintenance
(84750)- i

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the maintenance activities for selected plant
radiation monitoring equipment to identify any adverse trends in the
equipment reliability.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspectors reviewed a licensee document dated January 11. 1995.
titled " Failure History for the Radiation Monitoring System." The
document was a collection of information concerning equipment failure
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r between January 1. 1993 and December 31, 1994. The data was presented ;
'

in graphs and tables, hcwever. the document did not make any assessments |

of the equipment reliability or establish any performance objectives.
Loss of indication, loss of communications, false response and flow
problems made up approximately 67 percent of the documented probiems.
The licensee did not have a more recent tabulation of system problems or
an assessment of the system performance.

j
;

The inspectces reviewed the maintenance histories of the selected I
radiation monitors for the period of January 1. 1995 through the
November 1996. The documented maintenance activities were not
significant for most of the monitors reviewed by the inspectors.
However, flow switches appeared to be a nuisance on the Unit I
containment atmosphere particulate monitor that the licensee was still
working with and the licensee had some memory problems with the Unit 1
plant vent monitor. The licensee did not have trending information on
the plant radiation monitoring system. The licensee had recently
assigned the first system engineer to the radiation monitoring system.
The system engineer reported plans to assess the system performance and
generate trending information in the future.

The inspector noted that the documentation of maintenance activities was
minimal. It was difficult to determine what the maintenance activities
the maintenance personnel had performed. Entries such as " repaired
detector" provided poor-documentation of completed work activities that
could be useful in trending equipment performance. The inspectors also
noted that. in at least one case, the records were not reviewed for
several weeks.

c. Conclusions

No adverse trends in radiation monitoring equipment performance were
noted from the limited records reviewed by the inspecto_rs during the
inspection. However, the licensee did not have good assessment of
systemperformance. Documentation of maiatenance activities was not
aiways specific which could result in inaccurate trending system
information.

M5 Maintenance Staff Training and Qualification

M5.1 Instrumentation and Control (l&C) Radiation Monitorina Eouioment
Trainino and Qualifications (84750)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the qualifications of I&C personnel performing
calibration of plant radiation monitoring equipment.

b. Observations and Findings

Technical Specification (TS) 6.3.1 states each member of the unit staff
shall meet or exceed the minimum qualifications of ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978.
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TS 6.4.1 states a retraining and replacement training program for the,

unit staff shall be maintained under the direction of the Training
Manager and shall meet or exceed the requirements and recommendations of
Section 5.5 of ANSI /ANS-3.1 1978.

Licensee Quality Instruction (01) 2-PR/PSL-2. " Indoctrination and
Training of St Lucie Plant Personnel." revision 23. dated October 23,
1996, states the instruction shall apply but not be limited to training
in several general areas, including 6.0 Job Specific Technical Training.
Section 4.3.2 states that Department Heads shall be responsible for
approving department personnel _ qualification standards, appropriate for
tie duties to be performed. Section 4.3.3 states that Department Hrads

-

shall ensuie that personnel performing activities affecting quality
receive departmental training commensurate with the work performed prior
to performing those activities or are performing t'10se activities under
the supervision of a trained individual until the required tra171ng is
complete.

Proper calibration of radiation instrumentation requires an.
understanding of the radiation being measured and the interaction of
that radiation with the detection material. Capabilities and
limitations of various radiation detection processes vary significantly.
The radiation monitors at Plant St Lucie (PSL) also differ between the
units and were designed by several different vendors. ,

Responsibilities for calibrating St Lucie plant radiation monitors were
found in different departments. On July 1. 1996. I&C assumed
maintenance and calibration responsibilities for all Unit I radiation
monitor systems, with the :xception of the source' checks and alarm
settings for gaseous and liquid releases, which were still performed by
Chemistry Department personnel in accordance-with Offsite Dose
Calculation Manual (ODCM). The Chemistry Department also calibrated all
of the Unit 2 plant process monitors. The I&C Department had been
performing Area Radiation Monitor (ARM) calibrations for several years
and took responsibility for cali! ' ting the Unit 1 Control Room Outside
Air Monitors (CROAIMs) from the HP tepartment in 1995. The ins)ector
learned that the I&C Department actually began calibration of t1e Unit 1
plant radiation monitors in the April 1996 Refueling Outage (RF0) on
Unit.1.

The inspectors inquired about the qualifications of I&C staff and the
licensee's training program for I&C personnel specifically involved with
the calibration of piant radiation monitoring instrumentation. The
inspectors found that the licensee had not qualified the I&C technicians
prior to assigning them the responsibility to maintain the radiation
monitors on Unit 1.

.
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The Chemistry and I&C departments were trained by the Technical and
Mechanical Staffs of the Training Department respectively. The
inspectors found that the licensee had a list of courses concerning
specific radiation monitoring equipment that management had planned to
provide the I&C technicians that were equivalent to the training
provided to the chemistry technicians. However, the inspector found the
following:

The licensee had not completed 20 percent of that training: 'e

Neither the I&C Manager nor Training Department had a schedule toe e

complete the training:

The training did not address fundamental radiation detectione
theory; and

The training did not address controls and limits for ensurir.ge

radioactive liquid and gaseous effluents released to unrestricted
| areas met Federal. State and licensee requirements. such as

defined in the licensee's TS and ODCM.

In conversations with I&C technicians the inspectors found the '

technicians did not fully understand certain detector interactions with
radiation, the reasons for certain alarm set points or detection
responses. The inspectors discussed the findings with licensee
management. The failure to provide training in accordance with the
requirements of the licensee " TS and implementing procedures was
identified as Violation 50-335/96 17-2. " Failure to provide I&C
technicians training on calibration methodologies for plant radiation
monitors and plant radiation monitoring systems."

The inspectors inquired about interaction of radiation and matter,
radiation monitor calibration methodology and radiation detector theory
training for the I&C personnel and learned that with the exception of
minimal topics discussed in a 16 hour course. 1725 2120003 ' Unit One
Radiation and Process Monitors:" the licensee had not planned to provide
any such training. In discussions with the training department
personnel the inspectors learned that the licensee was discussing and
considering the development of a detector theory training program for
the I&C technicians.

c. Conclusions

The licensee failed to ensure pecconnel responsible for calibrating
plant radiation detection instrumentation were properly qualified and
trained prior to assigning them the responsibility for calibrations on
Unit 1.
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L: Enoineerina

E3 Engineering Procedures and Documentation

E3.1 Desian Imolementation (37551)

a. Inspection Scope
.

The inspector reviewed several closed out PC/Ms from the last Unit 1
outage,

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector randomly reviewed the following seven Plant
Change / Modifications (PC/Ms) completed in the last Unit 1 outage:

1
'

| e PC/M 91123 "DC Load Sequencing Relay Replacement"
| e PC/M 94144 "RCS Flow Transmitters Dampening Board Addition"

e PC/M 96028 "FCV-071A/1B Modifications"

e PC/M 96034 "RCGVS Solenoid Valve Replacements Addition of
Flanged Valve / Spool Assemblies and Manual Valve
Additions"

'

e PC/M 96040 " Pressurizer Code Safety Valve Replacement - Forged
Body Design"

e PC/M 96085 "RWT Vortex Suppressor"
e PC/M 96117 "RCS Hot Leg Temperature Alarm Setpoint"

The inspector had the following observations:

The Total Equipment Database (TEDB) was reviewed for PC/Ms 96034,e
96040 end 96117 The TEDB Change Package (TCP) for PC/Ms 96034
and 96040 had not been entered.

The Minor Engineering Package (MEP) for PC/M 96040 identified Dwg.e
No. JPN-040-196-004 affecting Vendor Drawing 8770-989, Revision 3.
This MEP was issued February 28. 1996 while Vendor Drawing 8770-
989 Revision 4 was issued October 26. 1993, well before the MEP
was prepared, indicating inade uate review.

.

3. The DDPS manual listed the RCS Hot Leg Temperature Alarm Setpoint
(PT-317 and -318) as 605 F rather than the revised 608 F per PC/M
96117. The DDPS manual was not identified in the PC/M package.

The first two items were brought to the attention of an Engineering
Supervisor. Condition Report No. 96-2666 was issued to resolve these
discrepancies.

The third item was brought to the attention of the ANPS. Condition
Report No. 96-2696 was issued to resolve this discrepancy.
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Based on the above findings, the licensee performed a 100 percent audit
of all the PC/Ms completed on the last Unit 1 outage. The licensee
reviewed a total of 98 packages. 58 of which contained TCPs. The
licensee's review found the following:

* One JCP. associated with PC/M 96040. was not entered into the
Document Management System (DMS) at the point of PC/M preparation. I

and accordingly, the TCP update was missed (CR96-2666 was written
to document this condition). This item was the same as that i
identified by the NRC inspector, as stated previously. I

One Change Request Notice (CRN #6093) containing a TCP. was inpute
to DMS but was missed during the update process. This CRN was
associated with PC/M 96034 (CR96-2666 documented this condition).
This item was the same as that identified by the NRC i.1spector, as
discussed previously.

One Change Request Notice (CRN #4901) containing a TCP was note
input to DMS: however, this CRN had not yet been released for TEDB

updating. Entry into DMS was to occur prior to
release for TEDB updating. This CRN was associated
with PC/M 92200 (CR96-2714 was written to document
this condition).

Data associated with a TEDB update for PC/M 95157 was entered*

incorrectly upon initial data entry (CR96-2714 was written to
document this condition).

e One TCP. associated with PC/M 96018, was not entered into DM5 at
the point of PC/M preparation, and accordingly, the 'CP update was
missed (CR96-2714 was written to document this condit 'n).

The licensee's proposed corrective actions included:

Providing training to personnel involved in TEDB updating,*

Performing an audit af Unit 2 PC/Ms implemented during the 1995o
outage to identify similar deficiencies.

Evaluating causal factors identified during the planned (and*

already completed) PC/M reviews for the development of additional
corrective actions.

Performing a review of PC/M implementation following the upcoming*
Unit 2 outage to assess the efficacy of corrective cetions to this
issue.

10 CFR 50. Appendix B. " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." Criterion Ill requires, in part.
that measures be established to assure that applicable regulatory
requirements and the design basis for safety-related structures,
systems, and components are correctly translated into specifications.
drawings, procedures, and instructions.

|
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Florida Power and Light Company Quality Assurance Report. TOR 3.0.
Revision 11, implements these requirements. Section 3.2.4. " Design
V:rification." provides..in part. that design control measures shall be
established to verify the design inputs, design process, and that the
design inputs are correctly incorporated into the design output. |

Engineering Procedure 013.6. Revision 1. " Total Equipment Data Base
,

(TEDB)". step 5.2.6 in part, states that " Design related fields shall I

be updated within 30 days of turnover."

The System Acceptance / Turnover Sheets (SATS) for PC/Ms 96040 and 96034
were com)leted on August 5 and August 1. respectively. The failure to -

update tie TEDB design related fields within the 30 days of turnover is I

identified as a violation of the licensee's procedure and, thus a 4

Iviolation of NRC requirements. The inspectors noted that the licensee's
activities in response to the identification of the deficier.cies

i

identified above were prompt and thorough. Additionally, the inspectors <

noted that the number of identified deficiencies as compared with the
total volume of PC/Ms reviewed indicated isolated (as opposed to
programmatic) failures. Consequently, this issue constitutes a
violation of minor significance and was being treated as a Non-Cited
Violation, consistent with Section IV of the NRC Enforcement Policy
(NCV 50-335/96-17-03. " Failure to Adequately Maintain Total Equipment
Data Base").

c. Coaclusions-

The inspector concluded that a violation of NRC requirements had
occurred with respect to the timely updating of the Total Equipment-
Database and concluded that the proposed corrective actions were timely
and appropriate.

E4 Engineering Staff Knowledge and Performance

E4.1 Unit 1 Plant Physics Curve Book (37551)

a. Inspecticn Scope

The inspector reviewed portions of the Unit 1 Plant Physics Curve Book
maintained in the Unit 1 Control Room by Reactor Engineering (RE).

b. Observations and Findings

Following completion of FLCEA testing the inspector reviewed the
Shutdown Margin Verifications that were performed on October 31 and
November 1 (see section 04.2). Procedure OP 1-0110055. Revision 16..

" Surveillance Requirements for Shutdown Margin. Modes 1 and 2
(Critical)." required operators to obtain reactivity information
arovided in Figures A.6. B.3 and B.4 of the Unit 1 Plant Physics Curve
3ook, This Operator Aid, as defined in step 3.4.6 of Procedure AP

-
.
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0010140. Revision 9. " Control of Operator Aids." is " generated and
updated by the Reactor Ena1neering department for use by Control Room.

,

operators in the operation of the plant." The inspector noted that the l
Unit i Plant Physics Curve Book showed 8.3 Reactivity Deviation Log
(Updated Monthly). - The Iast entry on Figure B.3 was dated September 18.

The inspector brought this to the attention of the ANPS who contacted
Reactor Engineering. RE verified that Operating Surveillance Procedure
64.01, Revision 16. " Reactor Engineering Periodic Tests, Checks and
Calibrations" Appendix 7. " Reactivity Deviation from Design." was
performed on October 8 and not entered in the Unit 1 Plant Physics Curve
Book Figure B.3 Reactivity Deviation Log. Condition Report No. 96 2751
was written to address this issue.

Procedure 01 5 PR/PSL 1, Revision 73, " Preparation Revision,
Review / Approval of Procedures" in step 5.14.1 stated "A strict adherence
to nr~woure/ guideline requirements Verbatim Compliance is the -

Joi :; expected and required of all St. Lucie Plant personnel."-
.

)rocedarc OSP 6d.01. Revision 16. " Reactor Engineering Periodic Tests. '

Checks and Calibrations" Appendix 7. " Reactivity Deviation From Design,"
step 4.15 StMed " Document the results in Plant Physics Curve B.3.
Reactivity Deviation Log, in the Con rol Room (applicable Unit) and
Reactor Engineering. Plant Physier Curve Book."

This failure to perform step 4.15 and update the Unit 1 Plant Physics
Curve Book Figure B.3 which resulted in operators using an incorrect-
Reactivity Deviation in two Shutdown Margin Verifications
October 31 and November 1 per Technical Specification 3.1. performed on

-

1.1 was
identified as a violation (VIO 50 335/96 17 04. " Failure to Update the
Unit 1 Plant Physics Curve Book").

Subsequent to this finding, RE reviewed Procedure OP l 0110055 and
determined that a positive ,eactivity deviation was incorrectly added as
available shutdown reactivity which could introduce a non conservatisrn
to the Shutdown Margin determination. The error invcived the sign
conventions assigned to reactivity in the two ?rocedures involved
(3rocedures for calculating reactivity defect and shutdown margin), in
tie case of reactivity deviation determination, reactivity was treated
as a fractional departure from criticality with a departure greater than
zero being positive and a departure less than zero being negative. In
the shutdown margin calculation, shutdown margin was treated as a
positive value, even though it expressed a negative reactivity
C N htion. Thus, a positive reactivity deviation carried a positive

'

syn,and, when factored into the shutdown margin calculation.
erroneously added to shutdown margin.

10 CFR 50. Appendix B. Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures, and
Drawings." requires, in part. that activ" affecting quality be
prescribed by procedures of a type apr" ate to the circumstances.
The licensee's f611ure to provide en margin calculation
procedure which correctly treatec i c ty deviation values
constituted a failure to satisfy this rJirement. However. the

-1" - f-wya y-m-r- ' 7 8 *u * N & W - --Ft "ur 't W t- M**-"
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inspector noted that the licensee identified and adequately corrected
this deficiency and that this violation could not have reasonably (seen
prevented by the currective actions to a previous violation.
Consequently, this licensee identified and corrected violation was being
treated as a Non cited Violation. consistent with Section Vila.1 of the
NRC Enforcement Policy INCV 50 335/96 17-05 " Inadequate Procedure for
Determining Shutdori Margin"),

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that a violation of NRC requirements had
occurred with respect to the timely updating of reactor physics data.
The licensee's identification of a transpositional error in the shutdown,

margin calculation procedure resulted in a Non Cited Violation.

E8 Hiscellaneous Engineering Issues

E8.1 Corrective Action Proaram ,

'

a, loingetion Scone (40500. 92903)

The purpose of this inspection effort was to review licensee actions in;

resolving and preventing conditions that degrade the quality of plant!

operations or safety. This includ(' reviewing the licensee's corrective
actions implemented to address the areas for improvement.

b. Observations and Findinas

The inspector reviewed the licensee's implementation of actions to
identify issues and monitor progress through monthly status meetings as
outlined in the St. Lucie Plan to improve 6perational Performance, which
was presented by the licensee in meetings with the NRC on Feb,'uary 8.
1996. June 12, 1996, and August 29. 1996. The areas 'or improvement
included: resolution of long standing problems, equipment performance,
personnel performance, procedure improvement, and identification and
correction of deficient conditions. The inspector also reviewed
management oversight and assessed the overall implementation,
effectiveness, and scope of the corrective actions. Management
oversight of the corrective actions included involvement in the monthly
status meetings.

! The ins pctor noted that procedure usage and attention to detail.
! quality of procedures, and repetitive equipment problems, continued to

be challenges for the licensee during the second quarter of 1996. These
challenges were discussed by the licensee during the August 29. 1996. *

;

L management meeting with the NRC. The ins)ector reviewed licensee
efforts to address these challenges, whic1 included indicators that were|

being used to monitor progress and increased involvement by system'

engineers in monitoring the performance of assigned systems. This
included indicators such as condition reports (CR). During this.

inspection, the inspector noted that preliminary data for the third
i quarter of 1996 indicated that there was a significant reduction in the

|
|
'
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number of CRs initiated for procedure usage and attention to detail
deficiencies (when compared to second quarter 1996 data).

,

During review of selected CRs. the inspector noted that CR 96 2190 was
initiated to identify a condition involving through wall leakage

| observed at a pipe to weld o let weid interface of the inlet pipe of the
1B boric acid maceup pump. This CR was designated and processed by theu

i licensee as a nonconformance report (NCR). In accordance with licensee'

Administrative Procedure No. 0006130. Condition Reporte. Revision 4. CRs
designated as NCRs require evaluation or disposition Le Site
Enginee-ing, which is the design engineering organization. Site
Engineering performed an operability evaluation for CR 96 2190. A root
cause evaluation was stil1 in progress. During further review of CR 96-
?l90. the inspector noted that the CR also stated that the deficiency
identified in the CR had been noted previously on NCRs and St. Lucie
Action Reports (STARS). However, even though the CR indicated that
there had been previous occurrences of this deficiency, the CR was not
coded as a repeat occurrence. The inspector discussed this CR with
licensee personnel and questioned why this CR was not coded as a repeat
problem for CR tracking and trending purposes. Licensee pesonnel
indicated that the CR trending process focused on repeat failures of the
same component in the same system and was not designed to focus on
deficiencies that were generic in nature and could apply to various
systems. Although CR 96 2190 indicated there had been previous NCRs and
STARS for weld deficiencies, there had not been a previous deficiency
with this particular weld. The inspector noted that it was not clear
onether all conditions involving repeat problems were being captured for
tracking and trending through the CR process. The licensee indicated
that the question of what was considered a repeat problem for CR
trending purposes would be reviewed further to determine if there was a
need to strengthen their CR tracking and trending process in this area.

During further review of selected CRs. the inspecter noted that CR 96-
2181 was initiated in conjunction with a finding identified during 0A
Audit OSL PM 96 17. The audit finding and CR documented that nine
instances of improper configuration control of plant valves were
identified in connection with plant change / modification (PCM) 153-194.
The CR was marked .) 3 which indicated that this condition had been
designated as a NCR. The inspector noted that the CR and audit finding
were assigned to Operations. The inspector questioned whether the CR
should have been assigned to Site Engineering for evaluation since it
met the criteria for a NCR. Licensee personnel indicated that the
normal practice was to forward the CR to Site Engineering for evaluation
once the CR was designated as a NCR. The inspector did note that
engineering was subsequently involved in the review and disposition of
the CR 96 2181 through the issuance of change request notices to PCM
153 194 to correct the configuration deficiencies. During review of
Procedure 0006130. the inspector noted that tne procedure was not clear
with regard to what point in the process when Site Engineering becomes
involved in the evaluation or disposition once a CR was designated as a
NCR. Licensee 3ersonnel acknowledged the inspector's observations and
indicated that )rocedure 0006130 would be reviewed to determine what
changes needed to be made to address the question raised.
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c. Conclusions on the Corrective Action Proar g
'

;

The inspector concluded that the licensee had implemented actions to
address the areas that continued to be challenges. Positive results
were noted in one area. There was a significant reduction in the number
of CRs initiated for procedure usage and attention to detail

ideficiencies (when compared to second quarter 1996 data). !

i Observations noted in the licensee's CR process indicated that
additional, attention was warranted regarding what was considered a
repeat problem for CR tracking and trending purposes: and Procedure
0006130 clarification with regard to what point in the CR process does'

Site Engineering become involved in the evaluation or disposition once a
CR was designated as a NCR. Licensee personnel acknowledged the
inspector's observations and indicated that Procedure 0006130wouldbe
reviewed to determine what changes needed to be made to address the
question raised.

IV. Plant Supoort

R2 Status of Radiation Protection and Chemistry (RP&C) Facilities and
Equipment

R2.1 Wide Ranne Gas Monitor (84750),

a. Inspection Scope

Ouring the inspection the licensee declared the Unit 2 Plant Vent Wide
Range Gas Monitor (WRGM) out of service. The inspectors reviewed the.

licensee's response concerning the monitor failure,'

b. Observations and Findings

On November 20, 1996, the Unit 2 Plant Vent WRGM. RS 26 90. failed after
operators had switched electrical busses on the unit. The control room
lost communication with the monitor and requested chemistry personnel
check the equipment to see if it could be returned to service. The
chemistry staff was unable to restore operability of the radiation
monitor and it was declared inoperable.

On the following shift, the licensee determined that the monitor had a
circuit that shut the monitor down when power voltage dropped below a
setpoint. The licensee believed the voltage reduction could have
_ occurred during the exchange of electrical busses. TheplantventWgM

-

monitor was designed to mepsure radioactive gas concentrations of Xe
from 1 E 7 to 1 E+5 FCi/cm during accident conditions. The instruments

'

failure-is a concern, in that. during accident conditions bus exchanges
are likely and the monitor could fail at a time when the monitor was
needed to perform it's intenc'ed function. The licensee planned to
review the problem thoroughly and the inspectors stated a review of the
licensee's assessment and cor'ective actions wculd be made in a

__ _ . . _ _ _ _ - _._. _- _. _ _. __ __
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Following inspection and that the issue would be identified as an
Inspection Follow up Item (IFI) 50 335, 389/96 17 6. " Review results of
licensee investigation and corrective measures for the November 20, 1996
failure of the Unit 2 plant vent wide range gas monitor."

c. Conclusions

The monitor was returned to service the day of it's failure and the
licensee planned to evaluate _possible causes and seek a resolution to
ensure the monitor would work during accident conditions. A review of
the lic.ensee's assessment will be made in a future inspection.

R3 Radiation Protection and Chemistry Procedures and Documentation
'

R3.1 Plant Radiation Monitorina Eauioment Calibration Procedures and Records
(84750)

a. Inspection Secpe
'

The inspectors reviewed calibration procedures to determine if the
calibration process was Opropriate and if the )rocedures were adequate
to ensure radiation monitors were properly cali) rated.

The inspectors reviewed licensee calibration records to determine if
calibrations were made at required frequencies, records demonstrated
proper instrument performance, and calibrations were valid,

b, Observations and Findings

The inspectors reviewed tM last two secondary calibrations, the last
primary calibration and all functional checks performed in 1996 for
approximately 10 specific radiation monitoring systems. In general, the
records were sufficient to demonstrate that the activities had been
properly performed.

The licensee performed two ty)es of calibration primary and secondary.
The primary calibration was t1e determination of system efficiency when
exposed to a known radiation activity, The known radioactivity had
routinely been determined from the licensee's calibrated gamma nuclide
identification systems. The secondary calibration was a determination
of a response of a system with radiological sources whose effects on the
system were established at the time of primary calibration.

The inspectors found that some of the licensee's procedures needed
additional clarification and guidance. The licensee was in the process
of u) grading many of the site procedures including those used to
cali) rate plant radiation monitors. The inspectors noted the following
quality control measures and requirements that were not fully described
or included in many of the procedures reviewed.

L __, __ __ - _ __ _ - - -- ---
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All calibration procedures did not specifically require the'

e

primary calibration of a radiation monitor following radiation
detector replacement.

Procedures did not describe effects and limitations for certaine
instrument adjustments such as changes in detector bias.

All procedures did not require the documentation of both "ase
found" and "as left* instrument settings.

All procedures did not specifically describe the required*

documentation necessary to demonstrate proper primary and
secondary instrument calibrations and traccability of radioactive
sources used in calibrations to National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) Standards,

Procedures did not state the requirements for the use ofe

calibrated instruments such as counter scaler and voltmeters or
provide documentation of instrument serial numbers for
traceability to calibrated standards.

Guidelines and processes for performing specific tasks such as*

generating a voltage plateau and acceptance criteria for selection
of an operating voltage were not detailed in the procedures.

The procedures did not require the testing and documentation of*

local alarms for monitors having such equipment.

The procedure required the connection of a gas injection apparatuse
but did not describe it. Specific valve lineups and connecting
points were not specified,

All of the procedures did not clearly describe specific correctivee
action requirements when a functional test or calibration failed.
Other than notifying the supervisor, specific notifications or
reporting requirements, a)plicable procedures or processes to
implement were not descri)ed.

Each of the reviewed procedures was not deficient in all of the above

areas. Many of the a)ove issues had been addressed in the new
procedures issued in 1996 and the newer calibration 3rocedures were a
significant improvement over the older arocedures. Aowever, some of the
new procedures did not address all of tle above calibration quality
measures and considerations.

The inspectors reviewed a new licensee procedure. " Process Monitor
Setpoints. Rev. O. dated November 8. 1996. The procedure provided the
specific monitor setpoints. However, the procedure did not describe the
basis for those setpoints. There were also several errors in the
procedure concerning titles on certain forms. Some forms for use on
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Unit 2 had Unit 1 indicated in the title. The document appeared to have
been assembled with several errors that were not identified in the
licensee's procedure review processes.

The inspectors asked to review the document describing objectives and
guidelines for the PSL chemistry program. Licensee personnel reported
that the Nuclear Energy Staff in the corporate office had developed and
issued a document titled " Nuclear Plant Chemistry Parameters Manual "
Rev. 18. dated March 27, 1995, that described the PSL and Turkey Point
chemistry programs. However, a recent reorganization eliminated the
group that had issued and maintained the document. At the time of the
inspection, the document was not ~being maintained. PSL chemistry
representatives reported plans to issue a similar document at the site.
However, the licensee had not started document preparations and had no
schedule for completing the )roject. A lack of sufficient resources for
the project was re)orted. T1e inspectors stated that the Quality
Controls for the clemistry program were weakened without a current
planaing and policy document.

c. Conclusions

Needed improvements in the content of the plant procedures was
previously recognized by licensee management and the licensee had
initiated efforts to improve the quality of plant procedures. However.
procedures that lack thoroughness and contain inaccuracies such as those
discussed in the Process Monitor Setpoint procedure continue to be
issued. Some of-the calibration procedures for plant radiation

'

monitoring equipment did not contain clear instructions on record,

requirements and were weak in quality controls.

R3.2 Control Room Outside Air intake Monitor (84750)

a. Inspection Scope

One of the systems selected for review was the Unit 1 CROAIM. The
records were reviewed to verify the licensee was performing required
calibration and functional checks,

.

b. Observations and Findings

The function of the. control room ventilation system was to assure
control room habitability and proper functioning of control equipment
and instruments during both normal and abnormal plant-operating
conditions. Upon receipt of a Containment Isolation Signal (CIS) or a
high radiation signal from the CROAIMs from either Unit 1 or Unit 2: the
outside air makeup would be isolated and the control room ventilation
system would be placed in a recirculation mode. The CR0 AIMS also permit
control room operators to monitor the airborne radioactivity in the two
ducts for the selection of an outside air makeup path following an
accident.
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I&C Procedure No 1 1226053. " Calibration of the Control Room Outside Air
Intake Monitors. Revision 2. dated September 15. 1994, provided
instructions for calibration of the CROAIMs. Section 7.0. of I&C 1-
1220053, required:

A completed copy of the procedure be maintained in the plant filese

in accordance with 01 17 PR/PSL-1. *0uality Assurance Records":
and

A copy of the assay report for the radiation check sources ande

data sheets associated with the procedure be retained and included
as a calibration package upon completion.

During review of the Unit 1 CROAIM calibration records completed in
April 1995, the inspector noted that the instrument response appeared
low for monitor RE 26 47. The specific check source response for the
two sources used in the secondary calibration were low and outside the
accepted check source ranges when compared to the licensee *s source
response acceptance criteria for that monitor. The acceptance criteria
was documented in a May 1993 memorandum and attached to the April 11,
1995, calibration package sent to records, it appeared that the
licensee had replaced the detector and failed to perform a required
primary calibration and failed to identify an unacceptable instrument
response during a secondary calibration. When this was brought to the
licensee's attention, an informal investigation was initiated by I&C
personnel.

1&C personnel later reported that a work order (95010013 01) for one of
the detectorr. RE 26-47 initiated April 6, 1995, documented the channel
would not calibrate and the detector needed to be replaced. The work
order noted: " Removed, re) laced and calibrated detector in accordance
with I&C 1 1220053" and "Jetector was calibrated under PN0 2326/63".

I&C Procedure No 1-1220053, required, in part. "If high voltage is
6djusted more than 50 volts or a new detector is installed, or if
monitor cannot be adjusted to within +/- 10 percent tolerance go to step
9.4 New Calibration."

Step 9.4 described the licensee's process for a primary calibration
where the detector was to be exposed to various (nown concentrations of
noble gases for the purpose of determining a new calibration efficiency
for the monitor.

The ins)ectors requested a copy of the primary calibration records that
should lave been performed when the detector was replaced, in accordance
with 1&C procedure 1-1220053. The documentation provided to the
inspector did not state that a primary or "New" calibration had been
performed. The I&C department presented a graph identified only as
Channel 47 and dated April 11. 1995. with 3 points plotted on the graph.
The licensee reported that the graph had been found in the 1&C
Supervisors desk. The supervisor reported that he had no additional
calibration records in his desk.
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The inspectors requested the documentation tracing the identified
quantities (points) on the graph to known quantities of radioactive
material. The licensee identified 3 air sample data sheets included in
the calibration package. The associated assay reports for the
radioactive gas samples were not included in the calibration package.
However. the air sample sheets with the calibration package identified 3
noble gas concentrations. However, only one of the t1ree concentrations
actually matched the points plotted on the graph. Additionally, step
9.4.6 of the procedure required at least four points to be determined on
the graph for a primary calibration. The caliaration documentation did
not specifically state that a primary calibration had been performed and
there was no evidence that a required voltage plateau had been performed
or whether a new operating voltage had been established as required by
the procedure.

The inspectors reported to licensee management that the April 11. 1995
calibration appeared inadequate. The licensee stated a new calibration
of the monitor would be performed. The failure to calibrate the CROAIM
in accordance with the requirements of I&C procedure 1-1220053, was
identified as an example of Violation 50-335/96 17 7. " Failure to follow
licensee procedures for calibration of the CR0 AIMS."

The inspectors reviewed the adequacy of the !&C Procedure 1 1220053 and
found it inadequate in several areas including:

The documentation required by the procedure did not provide for ae
clear indication whether a primary or secondary calibration was
performed:

The procedure did not specifically identify each document required*

for a completed instrument calibration package:

The procedure did not specify test equipment calibration*

requirements or provide for documenting the use of calibrated
equipment durirg the calibration;

The procedure did not provide guidance to ensure the calibratione
sources were properly quantified. NIST traceable and properly
documented;

Concerning primary calibration: the procedure did not describe thee
,

radioactive gas injection sequence, specific valve lineups. sample
collection methods, use of accurate and calibrated gauges.
position of pump in calibration loop, or a system leak check
procedure:

Concerning the voltage plateau: the procedure did not state*

whether several counts were to be averaged at the various voltage
steps to minimize statistical errors, state whether a background
voltage plateau was required. provide any acceptance criteria for
voltage plateau slope, or describe documentation required:
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The ]rocedure required the removal of relays during thee

cali) ration to prevent the control room ventilation system from
cycling to the recirculation mode while performing the procedure,
however, the procedure did not have a signoff or verification that
relays are restored to proper positions.

9 Step 9.2 required the varification of operability of the outside
air intake process monitor by injecting a simulated signal to
activate the alarms and observe that the control room HVAC is in
recirculation. However, the procedure did not require or provide
for the documentation of the test.

The procedure stated in section 9.4.10 that correlation ofe
original calibration data in Step 9.3.10 was not necessary since
data generated in Section 9.4.4 "New Calibration" becomes the new
data from which future calibrations will be obtained. This step
was not clear. in that, the establishment of a new base line for
secondary calibrations should be made following the primary
calibration and should be clearly identified as such for future
secondary calibrations.

The failure to maintain an adequate procedure to ensure the Unit 1
CROAlM was properly calibrated, documented and that Calibration records
were properly identified and maintained were identified as an examples
of Violation 50 335/96 17 8. " Failure to develo) and maintain adequate
calibration procedures for calibration of the CR0 AIMS."

Other quality control activities the procedure failed to address
included:

* Procedure did not address bias adjustments. limitations and their
effect on monitor performance,

The procedure did not address or clearly address documentatione

requirements for; the secondary source measurements, detector high
voltage settings. "As Found" and "As left" values,

The procedure did not describe the calibration review process ande
what it included; statistical analysis, trending comparisons of
"as found" and "as left" discriminator settings etc.:

c. Conclusions

Two violations were identified: Failure to follow the calibration and
record keeping instructions of licensee procedure I&C 1 1220052 and
failure to provide an adequate calibration procedure for the calibration
of the CR0 AIMS.

.
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R3.3 Procedur?s for the Transogrtation of Radioactive Materials (86750)

a. Inspection Scope
i

Selected transportation procedures were reviewed to verify that the !
licensee had revised applicable licensee procedures for the l

implementation of various changes in Revised 49 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Parts 100 179 and 10 CFR Part 71, reviewed by the
inspector.

b. Observations and Findings |

The in ector reviewed the licensee's procedures concerning the use of
A and values in both DOT (49 CFR 173.435) and Nuclear Regulatoryi
Commiss on (NRC) (10 CFR Part 71 Table A 1) regulations and verified
that the licensee had made appropriate changes in the licensee's
procedures and nuclide data library of the computer program the licensee
used in preparation of low level radioactive material shipments.

c. Conclusions

The inspector determined that the licensee personnel responsible for the
shipments of radioactive material were familiar with the reviewed
regulatory changes and licensee had adequately implemented those changes
in plant procedures.

R6 Radiation Protection & Chemistry Organization and Administration

R6.1 Responsibility Chances for the Calibration of Unit 1 Plant Radiation
Monitorino Eau 10 ment (84750)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's organization responsibilities for
the calibration of the plant radiation monitoring systems.

b. Observations and Findings

At one time the Chemistry Department staff performed most of the
calibrations for plant process radiation monitoring equipment. In 1991
the I&C department became more involved with the plant radiation monitor
calibration process as they were required to operate some of the
electronic testing equipment utilized in the calibration process.
According to licensee representatives the calibration process became
more cumbersome with the necessary coordination of the Chemistry and I&C
Departments, As discussed in paragraph M5.1, the I&C Department
received responsibility for calibrating most of the Unit 1 plant
radiation monitors on July 1. 1996. However, the 1&C Department
actually began calibrating the Unit 1 monitors during the April 1996
Unit 1 RFO. The Ch mistry Department retained responsibilities for
calibrating the Unit I liquid and gas effluent radiation monitors and
all plant radiation process monitors on Unit 2. When the inspection

_- _ _ __ __ _ _ -__ __ _ _. _ _ _ . -
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began, the I&C department planned to take responsibility for calibrating I

the Unit 2 monitors prior to the Unit 2 Re Fueling Outage (RFO) '

scheduled in April 1997.

The 1&C department had formed a small group of technicians within the l

1&C department that would have the responsibility for maintaining the l

plant radiation monitoring systems. The group included a senior lead
technician and four other I&C technicians. None of the technicians had
any formal training in health physics or radiation detection theory.
DJring the review, the inspectors determined that the chan Jmoni.or calibration responsibilities was not managed well.ge in plantThe licensee 1

gave the I&C De)artment responsibility for calibrating the monitors
1

before any of t1e l&C technicians were qualified to perform the assigned
tasks. When the inspection began none of the I&C technicians were
qualified and most of the technicians had less than 3 of the 9 Unit 1 |
calibration courses completed. The licensee did not have a schedule for '

completing I&C training on the Unit 1 or Unit 2 monitor systems but
)lanned to give the I&C technicians the additional responsibility for
Jnit 2 radiation monitoring systems by April of 1997. It did not appear
that management had considered the full impact of the change on the
organization. On November 26. 1996 the licensee reported the senior l&C *

technician was fully qualified for Unit I work.

The licensee had also recently assigned an individual system engineer
responsibilities for the radiation monitoring systems in 1996. The
system engineer had not been in the position long enough to have >

completed any self assessments of the plant radiation monitoring systems
or established any equipment trending information. The engineer was
still learning the systems.

c. Conclusions

The licensee was making the organization responsibility changes to make
the calibration process more efficient. However, the program changes
were poorly planned. controlled and implemented. The I&C department
qualifications for the new responsibilities were inadequate at the time
of the inspection. The inspector notified licensee management that the
1&C qualification issues warranted timely licensee assessment and ,

attention.

The assignment of a system engineer to the plant radiation monitoring
systems provided a focus for system performance improvements and is
considered a program improvement.

_ R7 Quality Assurance in Radiation Protection and Chemistry Activities

R7.1 Review of Audits (84750) (86750)

a. Inspection Scope

Review the most recent audit concerning plant radiation monitoring
instrumentation to see if any programmatic issues were identified and to

_
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verify that the responsible organizations were responding to identified
problems and taking appropriate corrective actions.

b. Observations and findings

" y inspectors reviewed Quality Assurance Audit OSL 0PS+95 04. " Process
Control Pro ram. Offsite Dose Calculetion Manual. Effluents Functional i

AreaAuditg'conductedduringtheperiodof-January 17.throughMarch
31. 1996. The audit report did an adequate job of describing the review
and findings. The inspectors noted that some of the issues identified
as comients in the audit report ap) eared to be significant enough to
meet the definition of a finding w11ch required corrective actions to '

prevent recurrence. The inspectors reviewed responses to the findings
and the supporting documentation that proposed corrective actions. The
inspectors found that, while some of t1e auditor comment issues could
have been identified as findings. the responsible organizations had
responded to the audit comments and taken some corrective actions.

c. Conclusions

The inspectors found the line organizations response to the 1995 audit
findings and auditor comments were adequate to correct identified
problems. However, the inspectors reported to licensee management that
the-licensee's threshold for identifying findings requiring corrective
actions appeared to be high.

F2 Status of-Fire Protection Facilities and Equipment

F2.1 Unit 1 Control Room Fire Extinauisher (71750)

a. Inspecticn Scope

The inspector periodically audited inspection tags / records of plant Fire
Extinguishers,

b. Observations and Findings

On October 31. the inspector identified that Fire Extinguisher A 46.
located in the Unit 1 Control Room, was not inspected in October. The
inspector informed the ANPS who took prompt action in notifying
Protection Services of the discrepant condition. The Fire Protection
Supervisor and a Technician who performs monthly inspections arr.ved
shortly thereafter to correct this discrepancy.

The ins)ector reviewed PWO 69/5505 which performed Procedure GMP l-M-
0018F. Revision 23. " Mechanical Maintenance Safety-Related Preventative
Maintenance Program (Fire PM'S)." which documents that this Fire
Extinguisher was checked between October 7 and October 11. The
inspector concluded that the extinguisher was serviced in October but
the Technician forgot to update the tag on the unit.

-_ - ,.- - _ _ . . - - . - - - , - - .- .. . - _ -
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c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that no violation of NRC requirements had
occurred and that this incident was isolated and related to personnel
performance.

V. Manecement Meetinos and Other Are n |

X1 Exit Heeting Summary

The inspectors ) resented the inspection results to members of licensee i

management at t1e conclusion of the inspection on November 27. Interim exit
meetings were held on October 25 and November 22 to discuss the findings of ;

Region based inspections. The licensee acknowledged the findinos presented.

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during the
inspection should be considered proprietary. No proprietary information was
identified.

PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee

M. Allen, Training Manager
E. Benken, Licensing Comaliance Engineer
W. Bladow, Site Quality Manager
G. Boissy, Materials Manager
H, Buchanan. Health Physics Supervisor
J. Burgess, Chemistry Supervisor
C. Burton. Site Services Manager
R. Cox, Chemistry Assistant Supervisor
R. Dawson. Protective Services Manager
D. Denver, Site Engineering Manager
R. Enfinger. Operations Support Supervisor
D. English, Rotating Equipment Supervisor
D. Fadden, Services Manager
D. Faulkner, Chemistry Supervisor
R Frechette. Maintenance Services Superv nr
P,-Fulford Operations Support and Testin' spervisor
F. Gusmanr Instrument and Control Syster wpervisor
K. Heffeh nger. Protection Services Sup isor
R. Heroux, Business Manager-

P. Higgins, Work Control Manager
J.-Holt. Information Services Supervisor
H. Johnson Operations Manager
P. Kendrick. Radiation Monitoring Systems Engineer
W. Korte. Electrical Supervisor
T. Kreinberg, Nuclear Material Management Superintendent
A. Locke, Corrective _ Action Trending

i D. '.owens. Quality Assurance
| 0. rialey Instrumentation and Control Training
| J, Marchese, Maintenance Manager
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C. Marple. Operations Supervisor
L. Motley. Valves & Welding Supervisor
C. 0'Farrel. Reactor. Engineering Supervisor
R. Olson. Instrument and Control Maintenance Supervisor
A. Pawley. Acting I&C Su>ervisor
R. Pennenga. Procedures )evelopment Group Supervisor
J. Porter. Primary Systems Engineering Supervisor

,

T. Ou111en. Licensing Compliance Engineer
J. Scarola. St. Lucie Plant General Manager

s

8. Sculthorpe Predictive Maintenance Supervisor |
R. Sipos. Steam Gen. Replace. Proj. Manager
A. Stall. St. Lucie Plant Vice President
J. Voorhees. Corrective Action Group Supervisor-

r lasik. Design Engineer
Weinkam. Licensing Manager- t

J. West. Systems and Component Engineering Manager
D. Wolfe. Electrical /I&C Systems Engineering Supervisor i

C. Wood Work Control Manager
W. White. Security Supervisor :

Other licensee employees contacted included office, operations. engineering.
'

maintenance. chemistry / radiation, and corporate personnel.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED
^

IP 37551:- Onsite Engineering
IP 40500: Effectiveness of Licensee Controls in Identifying. Resolving, and

Preventing Problems
IP 61726: Surveillance Observations
IP 62703: Maintenance Observations
IP 71707: Plant Operations -

IP 71750: Plant Support Activities
IP 84750: Radioactive Waste Treatment and Effluent and Environmental

Monitoring
IP 86750: Solid Radioactive Waste Management and Transportation of

Radioactive Materials
IP 92902: Followup Maint./Surv.
IP 92903: Followup Engineering

ITEMS OPENE0 CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED

Opened

50 335/96 17 02 VIO Failure to Provide I&C Technicians4

Training (paragraph M5.1)

50 335/96 17-04 VIO " Failure to Update the Ur.it 1 Plant
Physics Curve Book" (paragraph E4.1)

50 335. 389/96-17-06 IFI Review Results of Licensee Investigation
and Corrective Measures for the Wide Range
Gas Monitor (paragraph R2.1)

_ _ _- , _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ - - .-._ __ _ ,
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50 335/96 17 07 VIO Failure to follow l&C Calibration Procedures for
CROAIMs (paragraph R3.2)-'

50 335/96 17 08 VIO Inadecuate Procedure for the Calibration of
-CROAlfs (paragraph R3.2)

Closed- i

!
50 335/96 17 01 NCV " Failure to Include Acce)tance Criteria

for Auxiliary feedwater )um) Thrust
Bearing End Play" (paragrapa M3.1

50 335/96 17 03 NCV * failure to Adequately Maintain Total
Equipment Data Base" (paragraph E3.1)

50 335/96 17 05 NCV " inadequate Procedure for Determining
Shutdown Margin" (paragraph E4.1)

.

,

i

!

i
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LIST OF ACRDNYMS USED

AFW Auxiliary feedwater (system)
ANPS Assistant Nuclear Plant Supervisor
ANS American Nuclear Society
ANSI American National Standards Institute
AP Administrative Procedure ,

ARM Area Radiation Monitor i

ATTN Attention
CCW Component Cooling Water
CEA Control Element Assembly
CEAPDS Control Element Assembly Po.sition Display System
CEDS Control Element Drive System
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
Cl Curie
CIS Containment Isolation Signal
c am Counts Per Minute
CAM Critical Maintenance Management
CR Condition Report
CRN Change Request Notice
CROAlH Control Room Outside Air intake Monitor
DC Direct Current
D.D. Drop Dead (Date)
DDPS Digital Data Processing System
DMS Document Management System
DPR Demonstration Power Reactor (A type of operating license)
DWG Drawing
ECCS - Emergency Core Cooling System
EC0 Equipment Clearance Order
FCV Flow Control Valve
FLCEA Full Length Control Element Assembly
FPL The Florida Power & Light Company
FR Federal Regulation
GMP General Maintenance Procedure-

;

HCV Hydraulic Control Valve
HPSI High Pressure Safety injection (system)
HVAC Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning
HVE Heating and Ventilating Exhaust (fan, system, etc.)
HVS Heating and Ventilating Supply-(fan, system, etc,)
-I&C Instrumentation and Control
IFl inspector Follow up Item'

IP Inspection Procedure
IR [NRC) Inspection Report
ISOL. Isolated -

JPN (Juno Beach) Nuclear Engineering
LPSI- Low Pressure Safety injection (system)
MEP Minor Engineering Package
MMP Mechanical Maintenance Procedure
MSIV Main Steam Isolation Valve
N/A'd lo mark a step Non Applicable
NCR' Nonconformance Report
NCV NonCited Violation (of NRC requirements)

o _
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NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
No. Number-
NPF Nuclear Production Facility (a type of operating license)
NPS Nuclear Plant Supervisor
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NWE- Nuclear Watch Engineer-

ODCM Offsite Dose Calculation Manual
ONOP Off Normal Operating Procedure

';

OP Operating Procedure
PC/M Plant Change / Modification
PCR Procedure Change Request
PDR NRC Public Document Room
P&l0 Piping & Instrumentation Diagram
PM Preventive Maintenance
POD Plan of the Day

,

PSL Plant St. Lucie
PWO- Plant Work Order .

0A Quality Assurance !
OC Ouality Control
01 Ouality Instruction
RAB Reactor Auxiliary Building
RC Radiation Control- t

RCA Radiation Control Area '

RCGVS Gas Vent System
RCS Reactor Coolant System
RE Reactor Engir.eering
RF0 Re Fueling Outage
RG Regulatory Guide
Rev Revision
Ril Region 11 - Atlanta, Georgia (NRC) -

RG Regulatory Guide i
RWT. Refueling Water Tank ,

SAT System Acceptance / Turnover Sheets<

SIAS Safety injection Actuation System -

St. Saint
.TC Tem)orary Change.

TCP TED3 Change Package
TCW Turbine Cooling Water
TE0B Total Equipment Data Base
T0AR Topical Quality Assurance Report
TOR Topical Quality Requirement-
TS -Technical Specification
VIA= By Way.0f
V10 ' Violation (of NRC requirements)
WRGH Wide Range Gas Monitor

.- - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ - - - _ _ . _. _ __- - _ - _ _ _ _ _ -
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MEMORANDUM TO: Oscar DeMiranda, Regional Allegation Coordinator
Enforcement and Investigation Coordination ;

% ruce S. Mallett, Deputy Director M h @BTHRU:
ivision of Radiation _ Safety and Safeguards .

Douglas M. Collins, Chief . Nb !

Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards Branch !

| Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards

g[/gffiFROM: David R. McGuire, Chief
Safeguards Section |

'
Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards Branch !

Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards

SUBJECT: FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY - SECURITY CONTRACTOR IS
INCOMPETENT (ALLEGATION NO. Ril 95 A 0033)

i

On March 12, 1995, an anonymous alleger called the NRC Headquarters Duty i

Officer and voiced the following concerns;+

"

Security Bureau incorporation (SBI) is incompetent based upon several
events:-

(1 A guard committed suicide last-year at Turkey Point
(2 A female was raped last year at. Turkey Point !

(3 A loaded magazine was lost at _St. Lucie
(4 A training weapon was lost at St. Lucie !,

In addition, the 'ost training weapon event was logged by the St. Lucie' _f
-Security Manager which was an under-classification and no one is looking
at the overall performance of the security force.

During-Inspection Nos. 50 335/95 08.and 389/95 08 (Attachment 1),
William Tobin determined that the St,-Lucie lost loaded magazine and lost
training weapon events occurred as alleged. The St. Lucie Security Manager
initially made the lost weapon a " red phone" event _but later downgraded it to
a loggable event. The lost magazine event was' treated as a loggable event.
With respect to the three allegations specific to St. Lucie there were no .

violations _of NRC requirements. !

| With-respect to the two' allegations-specific to Turkey Point (suicide and -

|' rape)-it should be noted that these two events were not within NRC
|- jurisdiction. The licensee's Corporate Nuclear Security Manager can recall

.!that on February 12, 1992, a security officer of SBI did in fact commit
: suicide while on duty inside_the protected area. No reason has been *

established for this suicide. There _have been no sexual assaults onsite, in :
the parking-lots nor in the licensee's owner controlled area that the manager a .

is-aware of. g '

'
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Concerning the rather vague allegations regarding an incompetent security
cor,tiactor and no one monitoring the overall performance, we reviewed the
licensee's performance and note that in 1994 and 1995, to date, we have
c0nducted two security inspections at each site and cited no violations.
Th&re were tw0 non-cited violations (inadeoutte background investigation and
failure to take aporonriate compensatory measures) identified. The Resident
inspectors have ider.tified no issues at either site in addition, the i

licensee reviews everall performante of the securit organizations at both
sites. The licens6e employs proprietary security s ift supervisors for daily
oversight of each cercract security shift operation. The licensee's quality
assurar.cs aud1b etyt found fault with equipment and documentation and the
licensee has takon effective corrective action. S' r guard Event Logs reveale
hardware errors far out number human errors. Based upon the information cited
above, the allegation of no one monitoring performance was unsubstantiated.

Also attached in our Evaluation of the St. Lucie allegations (Attachment 2).
Sin:e there is no alleger to respond to, there is no draft letter to the
alleger,

in the absence of a regulatory finding, we suggest closure of the case.

Attachments: 1. HRC Inspection Report
Nos. 50-335/95-08 and 389/95-08

2. Allegation Evaluation Report

. - __ , _ _ _ .
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ALLEGATION EVALUATION REPORT

ALLEGATION NUMBER R!l 95 A-0033

SECURITY CONTRACTOR IS INCOMPETENT

:
FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

!
DOCKETS 50 335, 389, 250 AND'251 !

,

Ai. LEGATION:
|

On March 12, 1995, an anonymous alleger called the NRC Headquarters Duty |Officer and voiced the following concerns:

Security Bureau incorporation (SBI) is incompetent based upon several I

events:

A guard committed suicide last year at Turkey Point
3A female was raped last year at Turkey Point :

A loaded magazine was lost at St. Lucie
4) A' training weapon was lost at St. Lucie

In addition, the lost training weapon event was logged by the St. Lucio- i
Security Manager which was an under classification and no one is looking
at the overall performance of the security force.

- DISCUS $10N:
-

'

Regarding the alleged incompetent security contractor and no one monitoring
'

the overall performance _of=the security-force, it should be noted that ther

licensee supervises and reviews the security contractor-guards' performance
each shift through Security Shift Supervisor who is an FP&L employee. The- ,overall performance is also reviewed by licensee quality assurance audits.
The licensee's quality assurance audits have found no fault with the

. performance of the security contract force. Safeguard Event Logs reveal no
human errors caused by the contractor, furthermore, in 1994 and.1995, to '

,

date, the NRC has conducted two security inspections-at each-site and cited no
violations. At-St. Lucie we have done Inspection No. 95-08.(March) and
No.:94 02 (February),-at Turkey Point we have doneiinspection No.-94 22
(November) and No. 94-14 (June). -There were two non-cited violations
(inadequate background investigation and failure to take appropriate
compensatory measures) identified. The Resident inspectors have identified no

- secutity related issues at either site. - i

' '- Regarding the Turkey Point allegations, specifically the suicide and rape,
these issues are not within the NRC's jurisdiction and not relative to the

-

' nffectiveness of nuclear security as required by NRC regulations. It should
be noted that an SBl security officer did commit suicide in early 1992 while

.

'

Attachment 2
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on duty and inside the protected area. We have been unable to identify any
information regarding a rape at the site. There were no violations as a
result of the suicide event.

Regarding the St. lucie allegations:

On November 19, 1994, a security officer, who was one of the several*

officers on duty at the North Security Building, was found to be wearing
a weapon that did not have an ammunition magazine. This officer was
equipped with two other magazines of ammunition. A search of the
building and of other areas and patrol routes taken by the officer
failed to locate his missing ammunition magazine. The event was logged
in the Safeguards Event Log, as required, and a Security In:ident Report
was written.

On March 6, 1993, a training weapon (unusable due to the firing pin*

having been removed) was found to be missing from the Security Response
Room inside the protected area. The weapon had been accounted for
earlier in the shift during an inventory. An extensive search of all
relatise areas, posts and vehicles did not locate the weapon. The local
St. Lucie County Sheriff's Department was notified and interviews, using
a voice stress analyzer, were initiated with all officers involved with
the weapon. A Lieutenant found the weapon in a trash can on March 12
outside the protected area near the door to the contract security
offices. The event was originally " Red Phone" to the NRC but was
downgraded to a Safeguards Event Log item, which is an appropriate
classification.

None of these substantiated allegations resulted in a violation of NRC
requirements.

CONCLUSIONS:

Based upon inspection and observation, the NRC did not substantiate the
allegations regarding the supposed incompetence of the security contractor,
nor the performance of the contractor not being monitored. There were
programs in place to monitor the contractor's performance. The allegations
regarding the rape and suicide at Turkey Point are not within the NRC s
jurisdiction, and the NRC determined there was no NRC regulatory issue. The
lost training weapon and lost magazine at St. Lucie were substantiated. The
alleged under classification of the lost training weapon was unsubstantiated
because it was properly classified as a loggable event. '

There were no violations of NRC requirements. The allegations are considered
closed.

Attachment 2
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APRIL 20, 1995-

Florida Power and Light Company
ATTN: Nr. J. H. Goldberg

President - Nuclear Division
P. O. Boy 14000
Juno Beach, FL 33408-0420

:
'

SUBJECT: NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-335/95-08 AND 50-389/95-08

Gentlemen:

This refers to the inspection conducted by W. Tobin of this office on
March 27 - 31, 1995. The inspection included a review of activities,

authorized for your St. Lucie facility. At the conclusion of the. inspection.'

the findings were discussed with those members of your staff identified in the
enclosed report.

Areas examined during the inspection are identified in the repert. Within
these areas, the inspection consisted of selective examinations of procedures
and representative records, interviews with personnel, and observation of
activities in progress.

Within the scope of the inspection, violations or deviations were not
identified.

,

The material-enclosed herewith contains Safeguards Information as defined by
10 CFR Part 73.21 and its disclosure to unauthorized individuals is prohibited
by Section 147 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. Therefore, the
material will nol be placed in the Public Document Room. '

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact us.
.

Sincerely,

original signed by
charles hosey for:

Douglas M. Collins, Chief
Nuclear Materials Safety and

Safeguards Branch
Division of Radiation Safety

and Safeguards

Docket Nos. 50-335, 50-389
License Nos. DPR-67, NPF-16

Enclosure: NRC Inspection Report
(SafeguardsInformation)

cc w/ enc 1: (See page 2)-
SAFEGUARDS INFORMATI0tt E0VED

_
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Report Nos. 50-335/95-08 and 50-%9/95-08

| Licensee: Florida Power and Li - companyt
9250 West flagler Str6 t
Miami, FL 33102

Docket Nos.: 50-335 and 50-389 'icense Nos.: DPR-67 and NPF-16.

Facility Name: St. Lucie Plant Units 1 and '.

Inspection Conducted: March 27 - 31, 1995

Inspector: kiJ (k (#!TS~
W. obin Shior Safeguards Inspector 3 ate Signed

X 9Approved by: s
D. McTuire,' CElef _~ ' Date' Signed
Safeguards Section
Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards Branch

. Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards

SLM4ARY

Scope:

This ros' tine, announced inspection was conducted in the areas of the
Safeguards Program for Power Reactors. Specifically, the inspector reviewed
Alarm Stations and Communications; Testing, Maintenance and Compensatory
Measures; and Training and Qualification.

Results: *

There were no violations identified. The inspector found Alann Stations and
Comunications to be as required. Testing, Maintenance and Compensatory
Measures appeared to be appropriate. Training and Qualification was a
strength. The firearms range was exceptional, and, officers were professional
and well versed on their duties and responsibilities.

SAFEGUARDS IHf0R /.ATION f;d.:0VG
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SAftGUARDS INFORMATION REMOVED./

3

Background investigations, which included psychological evaluation,were also part of this records verification.

The inspector visited the firearms range which was equipped with a
classroom, lights, moving targets, a stress course and a " Shoot-
Don't Shoot" course.
initial qualification. Officers were observed in the conduct of

Several events relative to firearms were reviewed:
o

On November 19, 1994, a security officer, who was one of
the several officers on duty at the North SecurityBuilding
have an a,mmunition magazine.was found to be wearing a weapon that did not
with two other magazines of amunition.This officer was equippedA search of the
Building and of other areas and patrol routes taken by the
officer failed to locate his missing ammunition magazine.
The event was logged in the Safeguards Event Log, and a
Security Incident Report was written,

o
On December 19, 1994, the Armory located within the East
Security Building, inside the protected area, was unlocked
and unattended for approxima
Armory are response weapons,tely two minutes,inside this

body armor and ammunition,
The event was documented in a Security Incident Report
An inventory accounted for all wea)ons and equipment. TheArmory door is located across the aall from officers
continuously posted inside the glass enclosure controllingaccess to the protected area. There is no requirements in
the Physical Security Plan, nor im)lementing Security
Procedures, that the Armory be loc (ed when unattended.

On March 6, 1995, a training weapon (unusable due to the
o

firing pin having been removed) was found to be missing
from the Security Response Room inside the protected area.
The weapon had been accounted for earlier in the shift
during an inventory. An extensive search of all relative
areas, posts and vehicles did not locate the weapon. The
local St. Lucie County Sheriffs Department was notified
and interviews, using a voice stress analyzer, were
initiated with all officers involved with the weapon. A
Lieutenant found the weapon in a trash can on March 12
outside the protected area near the door to the contractsecurity offices. The event was originally " Red Phone" to
the NRC but was downgraded to a Safeguards Event Log item.

o On March 16, 1995, a five round magazine of 45 caliber
ammunition was found inside a briefcase carried by a
licensee supervisor prior to entering the protected area.
A Security Information Report was written. Since there
was no malevolent intent, there was no Safeguards Event

SAFEGUARDS INf0RMA110NgMOVED
pAtaputWir4%A#
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EA 97-176
EA 97 323

Florida Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. T. F. Plunkett

President Nuclear Division
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach. FL 33408-0420|

SUBJECT: NRC INTEGRATED INSPECTION REPORT N05. 50 335/97 05. 50 389/97-05.
i

NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND EXERCISE OF ENFORCEMENT DISCRET10N

Dear Mr. Plunkett:

i On June 14, 1997, the NRC completed an inspection at your St. Lucie 1 and 2
reactor facilities. The enclosed report presents the results of that
inspection.

Based on the results of this inspectin' the NRC has determined that
{ violations of NRC requirements occurie. The violations are of concern
l because they indicate that plant processes are still not being implemented as'

described in plant procedures, in the case of the Foreign Material Exclusion
issue, an exemple was identified in which the program was invoked but not
carried out to completion to control material 3eing brought into containment.
In the case of the Work Order level of detail issue, the planning process
failed to include instructions in a Work Order consistent with the
requirements of the work control process.

These violations are cited in the enclosed Notice of Violation. and the
circumstances surrounding the violations are described in detail in the
enclosed report. Please note that you are required to respond to this letter
and should follow the instructions specified in the enclosed Notice when
preparing your re:ponse. The NRC will use your response, in part. to
determine whether further enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance
with regulatory requirements.

A non cited violation is identified in this report relating to an overpower
coadition on Unit 1 in February. We acknowledge your identification of this
issue and found your corrective actions (both completed and proposed) to be
satis factory. Nonetheless, we are concerned that this event, combined with a
Unit 2 event also described in this report and problems identified in 1996
with respect to the installation of the Beacon computer system on Unit 1.
indicate repeated weaknesses in the cont ol of software. We would encourage
you to ensure that corrective actions taken or planned in this area are
sufficient to establish positive control over this area. Cnclosed in this
report is a summary of corrective actions you have taken or planned with
respect to Digital Data Processing System. For those items not yet completed.

}; we have enclosed scheduled completion dates. provided by your staff. We would
J request that you review these scheduled dates for accuracy and notify us

0FFICIAL COPY
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should any of the dates be exceeded or changed, or 1f the nature of the
corrective actions change.

In addition, the following clarification is provided regarding a previously
dispositioned enforcement issue. On April 28, 1997, a non cited violation
(NCV 50 389/97-03-04) was identified in Inspection Report No. 50 335.389/97 03
involving a violation of 10 CFR 50.59 for the failure of the facility to
conform to the description in the Final Safety Analysis Report with respect to
Unit 2 reactor coolant pump senetration fault protection. The issue was*

dispositioned as an NCV in t1e referenced report. The report neglected toi

state which provision of the " General Statement of Policy and Procedures for ;

Enforcement Action" (Enforcement Policy). NUREG 1600 was applicable for such '

discretion. The desigr issue involved an'unreviewed safety quostion which -is
normally categorized as a Severity Level III violation. However. based on the
circumstances of the violation described in detail in the aforementioned
Ins)ection Report, we have now concluded that enforcement discretion continues
to se appropriate in accordance with Section VII.B.3 of the Enforcement Policy :

and issuance of a Notice of Violation is not appropriate in this case. This ,

clarifies NRC's disposition of this matter. and no further action is required.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice " a copy of
this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room
(PDR).

Sincerely.

Oriq signed by Kerry D. Landis

Kerry D. Landis, Chief-
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects

Docket Nos. 50 335. 50 389
License Nos. DPR-67. NPF-16

Enclosures: 1. Notice of Violation
2. Inspection Report Nos. 50 335/97 05, 50 389/97-05

cc w/encls:
J. A. Stall
Site Vice President
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive-

- Jensen Beach FL 34957

cc w/encls: Continued see page 3
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cc w/encis: Continued L

H. N. Paduano. Manager ;

Licensing and Special Programs
'

Florida Power and Light Company
P'. 0 Box 14000 '

.

Juno Beach. FL 33408-0420 -

,

J. Scarola
Plant General Manager-

'St..Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach. FL - 34957

'

E. iL Weinkam
Licensing Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean- Drise
Jensen: Beach. FL 34957

'
N. S. Ross. Attorney

- Florida Power & Light
P. 0. Box 14000 >

Juno Beach FL 33408 0420 *

!John T. Butler. Esq.
4 - Steel. Hector and Davis

l|4000 Southeast Financial Center
' Hiami FL 33131 2398 |

.

Bill Passetti.
Office of Rad 16cion Control
De)artment of Health-and

"

. Rehabilitative Services
1317-Winewood Boulevard
Tallahassee FL 32399 0700 -

.
;

- Joe Myers Director
Division of Emergency Preparedness

- Department of Community Affairs
2740 Centerview Drive-

' Tallahassee FL 32399 2100 <

t

Douglas Anderson
County Administrator
St. Lucie County.
2300-Virginia Avenue.

,

Ft. Pierce. FL- 34982.
i
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NOTICE OF VIOLATICN

Florida Power and Light Company Docket Nos. 50-335. 50 3S9
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant license Nos. OPR 67. NIT '5
Units 1 and 2

During the NRC inspections conducted during the period of May 11 through June
14, 1997 violations of NRC requirements were identified, in accordance with
the " General Statement of Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions.'
NUREG 1600, the violations are listed below:

A. 10 CFR 50. Appendix B. Criterion V requires that activities affecting
quality shall be prescribed by documented procedures of a typt
appropriate to the circumstances and shall be accomplished in accordance
with these procedures. Procedure 01 13 PR/PSL-2. Revision 29.
" Housekeeping and Cleanliness Control Methods." implements this
requirement with regud to foreign material control (FME). Ap]endix B
of this 01 states in part that "FME control areas, as defined ay 0113-
PR/PSL-2. are used in those situations where it is not
feasible / practical to install an FME control device to prevent loss of
foreign material into a system / component. Tools / materials which are
taken into FME control areas are logged for acrountability." In
6ddition. Section 5.15. " General Housekeepin;". Step 11.A. states that.
" Material accountability shall be applied when misplaced tools
equipment. and other materials could be detrimental to the plant item
involved. When material accountability is applied. tools and other
materials shall be logged into and out of the area."

Contrary to the above. from May 19. 1997 until May 25. 1997,
tools / materials entered and exited the Unit 2 Containment buildingi

without being properly logged for accountability although the area was
identified as a Foreign Material Exclusion are=

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I) applicable to Unit
2.

B. 10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criterion V, requires, in part. that activities
affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions er
procedures of a type appropriate to the circumstances and shall be
accomplished in accordance with these instructions. Administrative
Procedure ADM-0010432. Revision 11. " Control of Plant Work Orders" is
the licensee procedure that implements this requirement with regard to
maintenance planning. Step 7.1.1 of_that procedure states, in part,
that plant work activities which can affect the performance of Quality
Related systems. components, structures, and equipment shall be
appropriately planned and performed in accordance with written
procedures, documented instructions and approved drawings to ensure the

'

equipment meets its design function. In addition. Step 7.3.2.D states.
in part. that if a work task is carticularly complicated involves many
steps to complete, involves complex operations which must be completed
in a specific order, or has other demanding requirements (i.e.. beyond
the skill of the craft), then sufficie-t details to accomplish the task
must be provided in NPWO.

I
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Contrary to the above, on February 21. 1997. Work Order 9700aS57 written
to troubleshoot and modify the Digital Data Processing System (DDPS)
computer points, perform post-maintenance testing and calibration. and
save data to a Master / Backup computer disk, was not appropriately
planned. Although the required work involved many steps and complex
operations the Work Order did not include sufficient details to
accomplish the task.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement 1) applicable to Unit
1.

Pu'rsuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the Florida Power & Light Company
'is hereby-required to submit a written statement or explanation to-the U.S.-

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ATTN: Document Control Desk. Washington. D.C.
20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator. Region II and a copy to the
NRC Resident Inspector at the St. lucie Nuclear Plant. within 30 days of the
date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). This reply
should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should
include-for each violation: (1) the reason for the violation, or. If

contested, the basis for disputing the violation. (2) the corrective steps
.

'

that have been taken and the results_ achieved. (3) the corrective-steps that
will be taken to avoid further violations, and (4) the date when full
compliance will be achieved. Your response may reference or include previous
docketed correspondence if the correspondence adequately addresses the
required response. If an adequate reply is not received within the time

.specified in this Notice. an order or a Demand for Information may be issued
-as to why the license should not be modified suspended, or revoked, or why
such other action as may be proper should not be taken. Where good cause is
shown. consideration will be given to extending the response time.

Because your response will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR). to.
the extent possible, it should not include any personal privacy proprietary.
or safeguards-information so that it can be placed in the PDR without
redaction. . However. -if you find it necessary to include such information, you
should clearly indicate the specific-information that you desire not to be
placed in the PDR. and provide the legal-basis to support your request for
withholding the information from the public.

Dated at Atlanta. Georgia
this 14th day of July 19 97

a

.
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
.

REGION 11

Docket Nos: 50-335, 50-389
License Nos: DPR-67 NPF-16

Report-Nos: 50-335/97-05, 50 389/97-05

Licensee: Florida Power & Light Co.

Facility: St. Lucie Nuclear Plant Units 1 & 2

Location: 6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach, FL 34957

Dates: May 11 - June 14. 1997

Inspectors: M. Miller, Senior Resident Inspector
J. Munday. Resident Inspector
D. Lanyi. Resident inspector
M. Thomas. Regional Inspector (paragraphs 03.1. and
E8.1)
K. O'Donohue Resident inspector, Vogtle (paragraphs
M1,4. and M1.5)
P. VanDoorn, Senior Resident Inspector. Watts Barr
(paragraphs 01.1, 02.4. and M1,1)

Approved by: K. Landis, Chief, Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Units 1 & 2
NRC Inspection Report 50 335/97 05. 50-289/97-05

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations, engineer-
ing. maintenance. and plant support. The report covers a 5 week period of
resident inspection: in addition. it includes inspections performed by a
region based engineering inspector and two objectivity inspections performed
by Resident Inspectors from other sites.

Operationi

The inspector witnessed an Assistant Nuclear Plant Supervisor stop alle
Unit 2 operations activities when the pace of activities and span of
control was judged to be inadequate. The inspector considered this
briefing to be a proactive step toward safely reaching Mode 4 conditions
(paragraph 01.2).

The licensee performed appropriate actions a,1d controls to enter a*

reduced inventory condition. Crew sensitivity to the evolution was good
(paragraph 02.1).

Unit 2 containment closecut inspections were detailed in their scope.*

Only minor deficiencies were noted (paragraph 02.2).

On June 2-3 a walkdown of both trains of the Unit 2 HPSI system was*

performed. Some minor deficiencies not affecting operability were noted
and referred to the licensee (paragraph 2.3).

Discrepancies between operators' knowledge of appropriate Auxiliary*

Feedwater Pump oil levels indicated poor field practices to assure that
the correct oil levels were maintained (paragraph 02.4).

Engineered safeguards testing was completed satisfactorily and satisfied.

Technical Specification requirements. In performing the test at the end
of the outage. the licensee was able to establish an excellent' level of
confidence in equipment readiness prior to the upcoming fuel cycle. The
performance of testing one train at a time was considered a significant
safety enhancement to the test methodology (paragraph 02.5).

The licensee's implementation of the Foreign Material Exclusion program*

at the entrance to the Unit 2 containment as the unit approached post-
outage startup was insufficient to satisfy procedural requirements. A

violation for failing to follow the governing procedure was identified
(paragraph 03.1).

A number of control room instrument problems were identified to be a*
weakness in operator attention to the main control panels. The
acceptance of broken instrumentation on the main control panels by the
operators particularly following a refueling outage. indicated a
willingness to accept inadequate equipment performance (paragraph 04.1).
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Company Nuclear Review Board activities remained focused towards nucleare
safety. The board effectively carried out their charter. and members
displayed a very good questioning attitude (paragraph 03.5).

Maintenance

| Personnel were found to perform well and carefully followed procedures*

in four monitored maintenance activities. However one example of poor
planning and poor procedural guidance was noted for post maintenance
testing of the IC AFW trip and throttle valve. (paragraph M1.1)

The overall preparation and conduct of modifications to SDC valve disks| =

was good. The PC/M package was prepared appropriately and conduct of
the work was good. (paragraph M1.2)

Digital Data Processing Unit constants were found to have been changed=

per a Work Order involving many particularly complicated steps involving
complex operations without an appropriate level of detail provided in
the governing Work Order. This represented a failure to comply with the
licensee's procedure for the preparation of Work Orders and was cited as
a violation (paragraph M1.3).

Observations of work being performed on the 1C Auxiliary Feedwater Pump.

was, in general, performed adequately. Procedural performance was
acceptable and calibrated equipment was up to date. All activities were
performed in a professional and competent manner. In particular 1&C*

technicians exhibited good working practices by using additional
references for setpoint verification and walking down procedures prior
to performance (paragraph M1.5).

Observations of work being conducted on tne 23 Main Steam Isolation.

Valve indicated satisfactory maintenance practices (paragraph M4.1).

The inspector concluded that although the governing procedure required*

several revisions during its performance. Reactor Coolant Gas Vent
System flowpath testing was performed satisfactorily. The required
Technical Specification 4:as satisfied (paragraph M4.2).

Enoineerina

The inspector reviewed several specific Engineering evaluations of*

phy:ical plant problems during tne outage. In all cases, the revieks
wert well prepared. The staff adhered to all applicable codes. and the
decision processes were well documented. (paragraph E2.1)

The licensee has taken appropriate actions to determine the significance*

and effect of the non-qualified Crosby relief valves on the units
(paragraph E2.2).

A discrepancy was identified in the Unit 2 Digital Data Processing*

System calorimetric program during power ascension testing. Although
the original modification package failed to properly identify components

~
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requiring revision. the post-modification V&V adequately encomaassed the
system such that the error was properly identified (paragraph E2.3).

Digital Data Processing System inaccuracies leading to steady state*

power levels in excess of licensed limits were the result of a failure
on the part of the licensee to properly employ software controls in
1994. The inspectors found that the licensee's root cause effort was,
in general, comprehensive and that the licensee had properly assessed
the safety significance of the event; however, two weaknesses involving
failures to establish root causes were identified (paragraph E8.2).

Plant Sucoort

The training to allow the SNP0s to up relieve as fire brigade team.

leader was adequate to meet all regulatory requirements. The brigade
leader training was comparable to that which the NWEs receive.
(paragraph F5.1)
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Report Details

Summarv of Plant Status-

Unit 1 entered the period at full power and remained there until June 12 when
power was reduced to approximately 95 percent due to a dropped control element
assembly. The assembly was recovered and the unit returned to full power that
afternoon.

Unit 2 completed _the refueling outage during this report period. A reactor
startup was commenced at 3:0' a.m.. on May 24, and went critical at- 6:35 a.m.
later that morning. Follow 1'g-low power physics testing. power was increased
and Mode 1 was entered at 10:42 a.m., on May 25. The main generator was 1

synchronized to the grid at 7:34 p.m.- later that day. Full power was achieved
on May 29. The unit remained at essentially' full power the remainder 'of the
period with one exception. On May 6, the unit reduced power to approximately
90 percent due to turbine-control problems. The' unit returned to full power

~the next day.

1. Doeratiom

01 Conduct of Operations

01,1 General Comments (71707)

Using inspection procedure 71707, the inspector observed Operations i

activities. This included Control Room activities three shift-
turnovers, two special briefings, non licensed operator. activities
associated with testing of the Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW), and 1

Operator logging.
a Plan of the Day The inspector also observed a morning status meeting.meeting, and a Weekly Plant Indicators management
meeting, in addition, plant tours of safety related equipment-were
conducted, in general the conduct of operations was professional and
safety conscious; specific events and noteworthy observations are
detailed in the sections below. *

' Operators' Control Room conduct was generally good with good attention
to control boards and good communications noted. Turnovers and
briefings were thorough. Management meetings were generally thorough,
however, the inspector noted that the Weekly Plant' Indicators contained
examples of_ errors out-of-date information. and misunderstood
information. Two examples of poor. logging were noted. One was an entry
at 8:20 a.m. on June 3.1997 which failed tn identify which AFW flow
loop was being calibrated. An entry at 2:05 p.m. on June 3. 1997 failed
to identify that alarms that-had been received had immediately cleared.-

One example of poor field performance.was noted as described in Section.

02.4.

01.2 Control Room Observations Durino Startuo (71707)

On one occasion just prior to entering Mode 4 conditions on Unit 2. the
inspector noted that the ANP5 stopped all Operations-related work to

!
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discuss the on-going activities and refocus attention as necessary. An
extremely large amount of work was taking place simultaneously. The NPS
stated in the brief that although no mistakes had yet occurred. the pace
that had been established left Operations vulnerable. The thrust of the
meeting was to better coordinate the work to avoid making mistakes. The
NPS discussed the work to be completed, the number of operators
available, and the priorities of the work to be completed. Resources
were reallocated as necessary following that meeting. The inspector
considered this briefing to be a proactive step toward safely reaching
Mode 4 conditions and indicated an excellent safety ethic on the part of
the ANPS.

02 Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

02.1 Unit 2 Midloco Ooerations (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

On May 12. the inspectors performed a pre-midloop inspection of Unit 2
in accordance with Region II Office Instruction 2216.

b. Observations and Findings

On May 12. the licensee entered a reduced RCS inventory condition to
remove SG nozzle dams and to replace an RCP seal. Prior to reducing the
reactor vessel inventory to midloop conditions, the inspectors verified
the following:

Two independent level instruments were available with indicatione

in the main control room. The calibration of the vessel level
instrumentation was verified to have been current. Tygon tubing
was installed as the second level instrument. The inspector
walked the run of tubing and verified it was not kinked or looped
and was properly vented. A remote camera and monitor were
installed to allow viewing of the tube from the control room,

The manway on top of the pressurizer was verified to have beene

open providing a vent path,

Two Core Exit Thermocouples were verified to be available on bothe

SPDS channels.

Instructions were issued to ensure that containment closure coulde

be accomplished if necessary. Crews were tested to ensure that
the containment could be closed within 30 minutes. The inspector
reviewed the penetrations that were to remain open at the time of
drain down and verified that closure capability existed.

Both HPSI pumps were available for inventory addition. Also. both*

trains of Shutdown Cooling (SDC) were in operation. Two Intake
Cooling Water (ICW) pumps were operable as required by Appendix A
of Operating Procedure NOP 2 0410022. Revision 24. " Shutdown
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Cooling." The 2A ICW pump was running and the 23 ICW pump breeker
was racked in and the pumo ready to be started if required.

Operations did not plan to release any electrical busses ore
alternate power sources.for work while the unit was in reduced
inventory.

When the RCS level reduction was initiated, the licensee invoked*

additional operational controls to ensure there would be no level
perturbations. Maintenance was not allowed to perform any work
that could affect RCS level or SDC.

c. Conclusions

The licensee performed appropriate actions and controls to enter a
reduced inventory condition. Crew sensitivity to the evolution was
good. ;,

02.2 Containment Closeout (71707)

On May 19. the inspectors accompanied Quality Control (OC) inspectors on
an initial cleanliness closecut of the Unit 2 containment building. The
purpose of the inspection was to ensure that no foreign material
remained within containment.

The inspectors divided into two groups. The first group started their
inspection on the lowest level of containment. The other group started
their inspection at the containment dome. Overall the quality of the

.

containment cleanup activities was adequate. The inspectors found many '

minor deficiencies throughout containment. For example, plastic bags
were found fallen next to the main steam piping. A wrench was found
near the B steam generator foundation. Multiple examples of plastic and
miscellaneous trash were discovered throughout containment. The OC
inspectors were thorough in their observations.

The containment inspections were detailed in their scope. Only minor
deficiencies were noted.

02.3 Unit 2 Hioh Pressure Safety Iniection System Walkdowns (71707)

On June 2-3 a walkdown of both trains of the Unit 2 HPSI system was
performed. The inspection consisted of a hand over hand walkdown of the
primary flow path of piping within the reactor auxiliary building as
well as a walkdown of the main control room panels. The inspector
utilized the system operating procedure as well as P&lD 2998-G-078.
Sheet 130A. The inspector also verified that the HPSI supply valves
from the RWT were open. There were some minor deficiencies not
affecting operability noted and referred to the licensee.

The overall condition of the system equipment was good. The inspector
noted that proper equipment oil levels were being maintained area
housekeeping was acceptable and no system leakage was observed. In

1
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addition. as a part of this inspection effort the inspector reviewed
portions of the Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UF5AR)

'

related to the HPSI system. No discrepancies associated with the UFSAR
were noted.'

02.4 Low Oil level in AFW Turbine (71707)

During a plant tour, the inspector noted that bearing oil level for the
AFW pump 1C turbine was approximately 11/4-inches below t mark on the
gauge glass casing. ~This mark was difficult to see and the inspector
noted that the corresponding gauge glass for the 2C AFW pump had twoe

marks which had been enhanced with pencil-to make these more visible.
The vendor information stated " Note filling marks on the gauge glasses.
The oil level should not be allowed to drop below this level."

,

The inspector questioned two non licensed operators regarding the proper
oil level on AFW pump 1C. One was not sure and the other stated that
about half way on the gauge glass was acce The mark was at aboutthe two thirds height on the gauge glass. ptable.The oil height was required
to assure a slinger ring extends into the oi_1 bath to provide oil to the

'

bearings upon an initial pump start. An oil pump was provided to supply
oil to the bearings subsequent to the initial start, therefore, this is
a long term bearing wear issue rather than a pump operability issue.
Nevertheless, this was considered an example of poor field practices to
assure desired oil level was maintained in the AFW pump.

02.5 Periodic Test of the Enoineered Safety Features (61726)

a. Inspection Scope

On May 18. the licensee performed Engineered Safety Features (ESF)
testing in accordance with Procedure OP 2-0400050. Revision 23.
" Periodic Test-of the Engineered Safety Features." 'The inspector
witnessed the pre-job brief and portions of the performance of this
test.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector attended the pre-job brief for this surveillance and noted
that it was attended by all the test particiJants and several members of
licensee management. Following the brief, t1e plant was aligned to
support the test and the participants were individually briefed on the
specific tasks each was to perform. The inspector witnessed the
performance of Sections 8.4 (A Train Loss of Offsite Power with
Integrated Safeguards (SIAS. CIAS. and CSAS) Actuation Test with the 2A3
Buses Aligned to the A Side Electrical). 8.5 (2A EDG 453 kW Load
Rejection and SIAS/ LOOP Swing Bus Testing with 2AB Buses Aligned to A
Side Electrical). and portions of 8.6 (Manual A Train SIAS/CIAS/CSAS
Pushbutton Actuation Verification). No abnormalities were noted during
performance of these sections. All systems and components responded as
expected. The inspector noted good communication and coordination among
the test participants.

. - -- - ..
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This was e reperformance of the failed April 15 surveillance. Two
outstanding 1ssues remain to be resolved. During the April 15
surveillance. the 2A1 Safety injection Tank (SIT) Isolation valve failed
to open on a Safety injection signal. Engineering has been unable to
determine the cause of the failure. The valve is only required to be
able to open if shut while in Mode 4 The licensee has revised its
operating procedures to open the 2A1 SIT isolation valve prior to
entering Mode 5 while shutting down end 3rior to exiting Mode 5 during
startup. Engineering is conducting furtier investigations to determine
the cause of the failure.

Another failure during the April 15 test involved the 2A Low Pressure
Safety Injection (LPSI) Pump. The pump started as expected, but then
tripped nine seconds later on thermal overload. No mechanical or
electrical cause was found. The licensee sent the motor to the vendor
for an evaluation. but no cause could be substantially determined.

The inspector found that the conduct of this surveillance at the end of
the outage (rather than at the beginning as had previously been the
practice) met TS surveillance requirements. The inspector further found
that the timing of the test (immediately prior to post-outage startup)
3rovided an excellent opportunity to assess the operational readiness of
tey safety systems and components. Additionally, the inspector found
the licensee's practice of performing this test one train at a time
(rather than simultaneously as had been past practice) enhanced the
safety posture of the unit while the test was being conducted. As
performance of the test required creating losses of offsite power, the
single train methodology employed by the licensee ensured that one train

-of shutdown cooling was always operating.

c. Conclusions

This complicated surveillance was completed satisfactorily and satisfied
Technical Specification requirements. In performing the test at the end
of the outage, the licensee was able to establish an excellent' level of
confidence in equipment readiness prior to the upcoming fuel cycle. The
performance of testing one train at a time was considered a significant
safety enhancement to the test methodology.

03 Operations Procedures and Documentation

03.1 Forelan Material Exclusion (FME) Control of the Unit 2 Containment
Buildino (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector reviewed the FME controls associated with control of
material being used inside the Unit 2 containment building during the
refueling outage after the containment closecut was complete. This
inspection consisted of a review of the FME log. discussions with FME
monitors. and Quality Instruction 01 13-PR/PSL-2. Revision 29.
" Housekeeping and Cleanliness Control Methods.*
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b. Observations and findings

At the end of'the Unit 2 refueling outage, the containment building'was
'

-controlled as an FME area. On May 23. 1997. the inspector reviewed the
FME log book essociated with the containment building. Inside the book
were instructions which stated that "With the exception of maintenance 4

personnel working on the Reactor: Drain Tank / Containment Sump Project all
other personnel shall complete the FME 109 Health Physics personnel
(later changed to Security) shall man the FME log desk and ensure that
the log is completed for personnel entering and exiting the RCB.
Maintenance personnel worcing on the Reactor Drain Tank / Containment Sump
Project are not required to comply with the FME log requirements since a
FME walk down of the work area will be performed at the completion of
theproject." Also in the log book, were log sheets indicating the
material that was taken into and out of containment.

On May 29. after the containment was closed out and the FME area
released, the inspector reviewed these log sheets and noted several
items that had not been logged as having been removed from the
containment. These items included; paper. safety belt. . paperwork, pen.
tape. bolts, radio with ear muffs, rubber suit, flashing light,
clearance. tags, miscellaneous hand tools. pipe wrench. five flashlights.
crescent wrench, one bottle of snoop. and a gauge. In addition.
nineteen individuals signing in on the 109 failed to sign out upon
. exiting.

The inspector discussed the instructions listed in the FME log with
various licensee management stating that these instructions did not
agree with the site procedure for control of FME. The licensee stated
that it was not their intention to maintain the containment as an FME
area as defined in the 01. Their philosophy was that after the-sump
work was complete the entire area would be inspected and any remaining
items would then be removed. Therefore it was not necessary to-log all 1
items. entering into this particular area. However, they did require

,

that personnel not working on the sump job complete the FME log. The
' inspector noted that the entrance to the containment was identified as

,

an FME area, that an FME log was established to control material
entering and exiting the area, and that an FME monitor'was established.

Procedure 01 13OR/PSL-2. Section 5.5. _ stated, in part. - that for Quality
Group B systems and comoonents. "if an FME Control Area is required, the
control area' and controls shall be established prior to opening the

-system or_ component. FME controls in-accordance with this procedure
shall be established, as needed. to maintain the cleanliness
requirements. Appendix B provides guidance on the methods of
controlling foreign material." Section 7.6. " Definitions." states that
Quality Group B applies to the containment vessel. Appendix B of this
0I states in part that "FME control areas. as defined by 01 13 PR/PSL-2.
are used in those situations where it is not feasible / practical to
install an FME control device *o prevent loss of foreign material into a
system / component. Tools / materials which are taken into FME control
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; areas are logged for accountability." In addition. Section 5.15.
" General Housekeeping." step 11. A. states that. " Material accountability
shall be_ applied when misplaced tools equipment. and other materials
could be detrimental to the plant item involved. When material

.

accountability is applied, tools and other materials- shall be logged
into and out of the area."'

The-inspector reviewed the site procedures for guidance on when a FME

that position. quired and what training was required prior to assuming
monitor was re

01 13-PR/PSL 2 stated that FME monitors may be used at ,

the discretion of the Plant Management to control the area around the-
reactor cavity when the reactor vessel head was removed and in the fuel

*handling building when work was taking place around the spent fuel pool.
With regard to training. Appendix A step 1. states that the reactor
cavity. monitor should receive orientation as to the refueling process.'

the reactor coolant system and this 01. The 01.made no mention
concerning FME monitors _for other areas or any associated training.

10 CFR 50. Appendix B. Criterion V requires that activities affecting .

quality shall be prescribed by documented procedures of a type+

appropriate to the circumstances and shall be accomplished in accordance'

with these procedure. Procedure 01 13-PR/PSL 2 is the procedure that
implements this requirement vith regard to foreign material control.
Failure to adequately control the material entering and exiting the Unit
2 containment is a violation of this procedure and is identified as V10
50 389/97-05-01. " Failure to Control Foreign Material Entering and
Exiting the Unit--2 Containment."-

c. Conclusions.

The' inspector concluded that the licensee's icolementation of the FME
-program at the entrance to the Unit 2 containment as the unit approached
post-outage startup was insufficient to satisfy procedural requirements'

A violation for failing to follow _ the governing procedure was
identified.

04 Operator Knowledge and Performance

04,1 Monitorina of Control Room Instrumentation (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector walked down the Unit 2 control room instrumentation to
verify proper operation and to verify operator awareness of those
instruments not functioning properly.

.

b. Observations and Findings

On May 24. the inspector walked down the control panels in the main
;;

control room paying particular attention to instrumentation that
appeared to be indicating erroneous values or operating incorrectly.

- . .- . - - . - , . .-
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During the outage many of these instruments had been out of service for
maintenance. At this time the plant was in the process of being aligned
for startup. The inspector noted three flow recorders not indicating
proper values and three recorders that were not inking as indicated
below:

FR 3323 - HPSI Loop 2A2 & 2Al flow indicating 90 gpm with thee
system out of service,

FR 3306 Shutdown Cooling 2A Loop flow indicating 500 9pm withe
the system out of service.

FR 7201 - 5nutdown Cooling 2B Loop flow indicating 1000 gpm with.

the system out'of service. The recorder was also not inking.

PR-07-4B/5B - Containment and Sump pressure had one of two pens*

not inking.

LR 12-11B - Condensate Storage Tank level was not inking.*

The inspector questioned the operators because none of these instruments
had work requests (WRs) written to have them repaired. The inspector
requested that the chart paper be unrolled to determine how long these
conditions existed. It was noted that in all cases the conditions had
existed for at least two days without any action having been taken by
Operations. WFs were written for the instruments with erroneous
indications. The operator on shift adjusted the recorders not inking
until they inked properly. On June 3. the inspector again walked down
the control panels and noted two additional recorders not inking as
indicated below:

LR-12-11B - Condensate Storage Tank level again not inking.

PR-08-1/2 - 2A and 28 SG Outlet / Turbine inlet pressure.had only*

one of three pens inking.

Again, the inspector noted that these problems had been occurring for at
least two days without action being taken. This was brought to the
attention of the control room staff and licensee management.

The inspector reviewed Procedure OP-2-0010125. Revision 10. '' Schedule Of
Periodic Tests. Checks and Calibrations." and noted that step 21
required that control room chart recorders be checked each midnight
shift for proper timing and to verify the chart paper was not low. In
addition. the step required that the recorders be stamped. Although the
procedure does not explicitly state that the recorders are to be
verified to be operating properly. a discussion with several operators
indicated that was the intent.

After this was brought to the attention of management, the instruments
were promptly repaired.
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c. Conclusions

The inspector considered the large number of instrument problems
identified to be a weakness in operator attention to the main control
panels. The acceptance of broken instrumentation on the main control
panels by the operators, partic''arly following a refueling outage,
indicates a willingness to accF c inadequate equipment performance.

,

08 Hiscelleneous Operations Issues

08.1 (Closed) VIO 50-335 389/96-0101. "Temocrarv Chances to Procedures
lmorocerly Chanced Intent of Procedures" (92901)

a. Inspection Scope

This violation (V10) involved a failure of the licensee's Facility
Review Group (FRG) and the Plant General Manager (PGM) to review and
approve temporary changes (TCs) to procedures, which involved a change
of intent, prior to implementation. This inspection effort focused on
the licensee's corrective actions specified in the response to this VIO
and review of other related documentation,

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector review' the corrective actions specified in the
licensee's response 1 this V10 for compliance with the Technical
Specifications (TS) and applicable licensee procedures. The inspector
reviewed the FRG meeting minutes for the TCs listed in the subject VIO
and verified that the TCs had been reviewed by the FRG and approved by
the PGM. The inspector also reviewed Administrative Procedure (ADM)
ADM-11.03. Revision 0, " Temporary Changes to Procedures." This
procedure had been previously issued as Administrative Procedure
0010148. Procedure ADM-11.03 had been revised to provide additional
guidelines regarding what TCs to procedures could be considered as
changing the intent of a procedure. In addition, the procedure had been
revised to include expanded change of intent guidelines and prior
approval requirements for TCs. If a TC was determined to involve a
change of intent to a procedure. the change was then required to be
processed as a normal procedure change request rather than a TC.

The inspector reviewed some TCs which had been implemented in 1997 in
order to verify that the TCs had been implemented in accordance with
Procedure ADM-11.03. During review of these TCs, the inspector did not
identify any examples where the TC involved a change of intent to the
applicable procedure. During further review of these TCs. the inspector
made the following observations which indicated that additional
clarifications to Procedure ADM-11.03 may be warranted.

During review of TC 1-97-044 the inspector noted that the author.

of the TC performed the 50.59 screening as the qualified reviewer
and,also signed as, the first member of the piant management staff
to indicate one oT the two approvals required Tor the iC.

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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Procedure ADM 11.03 stated that the TC Suthor was responsible for
obtaining the review and signature approval of the TC from two
members of the plant management staf f prior to implementation.
Altnough Procedure ADM 11.03 does not specifically prohibit the TC
author from performing the 50.59 screening and also being one of
the two approvers of a TC. the inspector questioned whether this
TC met the intent of Procedure ADM-11.03 with regard to
incorporating adequate independence in the review process relative
to this TC.

The inspector also questioned the licensee's definition for a
" member of plant management staff" with regard to employees who
could approve TCs. Procedure ADM 11.03 defined a member of plant
management staff as a permanent Florida Power and Light Company
(FPL) employee who was functioning at the Plant St. Lucie (PSL)
site in a supervisory capacity. Examples given in Procedure ADM-
11.03 for FPL employees meeting this definition were
foreman / reactor control operator (RCO) and above for bargaining
unit employees, and senior plant technician and above for non-
bargaining unit employees. The inspector noted that some of these
examples given in Procedure ADM 11.03 were not consistent with the
licensee's organizational chart with regard to employces
functioning in a supervisory capacity. For example, the author of
TC 1-97-044 was a system engineer. As stated above, this system
engineer also signed as the first member of plant management staff
to indicate one of the TC approvals. However, this system
engineer was not listed in a designated supervisory position on
the licensee's organizational chart.

The inspector also questioned whether adequate training had been
provided to all the employees (included under the licensee's
examples as members of plant management staff) with regard to the
review and approval of TCs. The inspector noted that there were
training requirements specified for the qualified reviewer and the
second member of the plant management staff who could approve a TC
was required to hold a Senior Reactor Operator's (SRO) license on
the unit affected. There were no specific training requirements
for the first member of the plant management staff who could
approve a TC.

During review of TC 1-97-053. the inspector noted that the TC was*

approved by only one member from the plant management staff
instead of two members, as required by Procedure ADM 11.03 and the
TS for both units. During further review and discussion of this
TC with licensee personnel. the inspector noted that the licensee
had identified this issue prior to this inspection and had issued
condition reoort (CR) 97-1060. The inspector further noted during
review of a licensee Quality Assurance (0A) Audit Report (OSL-DOC-
97-04). that GA had identified two TCs that contained only the
signature of the nuclear plant supervisor (NPS) indicating plant
management staff approval.
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During review of TC 1-97 054 the inspector noted that ane

individual other than the TC authcr completed Part A of the
Temporary Change Checklist (Appendix B of Procedure ADM 11.03).
Step 6.1.1.B of Procedure ADM-11.03 and Part A of the Temporary
Change Checklist both stated that Part A was to be completed by
the TC Author. The inspector noted that these steps were -

inconsistent with Step 3.4.2 which stated that the TC Author or
person assigned the responsibility for the TC complete Part A of
the Temporary Change Checklist,

The inspector noted several examples where the TC request forme

indicated that a procedure on the other unit was affected by the
TC. There did not appear to be a clear tracking mechanism to
ensure that the procedure on the other was changed. The inspector
discussed this item with licensee personnel who indicated that the
document proofreading guidelines provided another opportunity to
remind personnel to address the affected procedures on the other
unit.

The inspector discussed these observations with licensee management who
indicated that Procedure ADM 11.03 would be reviewed to determine if any
additional changes or clarifications were needed. The inspector stated
that licensee actions to address the above observations regarding the TC
process will be tracked as Inspector Followup Item (IFI) 50-335.389/97-
05-02. " Licensee Review and Clarification of Procedure (ADM-11.03) for
Performing Temporary Changes to Procedures." Violation 50 335.389/96-
01-01 will be closed.

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the licensee had taken adequate corrective
actions to address VIO 50-335.389/96-01-01. This VIO will be closed.
The inspector concluded from the review of some TCs which had been
implemented in 1997 that additional clarifications to Procedure ADM-
11.03, with regard to implementation of the TC process may be'
warranted. A new inspector followup item was Mentified to review the
licensee's actions to address the inspector's observations with regard
to the clarification of Procedure ADM-11.03.

03.2 (Closed) LER 50-335/95-003. " Automatic Reactor Trio Durina Turbine
Overspeed Surveillance Testino Due to Personnel Error" (92901)

On July 8.1995, a reactor trip occurred due to high pressurizer
pressure when a valving error occurred during main turbine overspeed
testing. The procedure being used. OP 2-0030150. " Secondary Plant
Operating Checks and Tests." required that the Overspeed Protection
Control (OPC) solenoid valve be isolated from the test header by closing
a manual valve. The non-licensed operator removed the locking device
from the valve, but got distracted, and failed to close it.
Subsequently the governor and intercept valves closed which ultimately
resulted in the reactor trip.
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Corrective actions for this event included counselling the involved
individual. revising the procedure to include additional verification
for critical steps, reviewing the event with other operators during
formal training, ard reviewing other load threatening surveillances to
ensure adequate precautions to prevent personnel error are present. The
inspector reviewed the current revision of the aforementioned orocedure.
Revision 85, cnd noted that the appropriate revisions had been made.
Additionally, other portions of the procedure were also reviewed and
were also noted to have been revised to add additional verifications to
critical steps. This LER is closed.

08.3 (Closed) LER 50-335/95-009: " Missed Technical Soecification Scheduled
Surveillance Due to Personnel Error" (929011

This surveillance was missed on October 20, 1995, when the licensed
-operator initialed the Technical Specification tracking sheet prior tot

performing the required surveillance. The surveillance was a
verification of Control F'ement Assembly (CEA) position indication by

i comparing the reed switt. position indication and pulse counting
position indication. A form. known as the CEA log. listed each CEA and
provided two blanks to record the position from the two aforementioned
methods. Upon completion of the CEA 109. the operator then was to

(_ initial the check sheet signifying the surveillance was completed. On
1- this date, the check sheet was initialed but the CEA log sheet was not

completed.

Corrective actions included performing.the surveillance, counselling the
involved individual issuing a memo to operators reiterating plant
policy regarding documentation of work activities, and referencing the
CEA log sheet in the surveillance' check sheet. Since this event
occurred, the surveillance check sheet procedure has changed. The check
sheet is currently a section of Procedure OP 2-0010125. Revision 9.
" Schedule of Periodic Tests. Checks, and Calibrations." The inspector
reviewed this procedure and verified that the CEA log was referenced in
this procedure. This LER is closed.

08.4 (Closed) LER 50-389/97 001. " Containment isolation Actuation Due to
increased Radiation Levels Durina Removal of Upoer Guide Structure"
(92901)

The details of this event were previously discussed in Inspection Report
97-04. The inspector has since reviewed the LER and verified the
corrective actions vere appropriate.

-08.5 Comoanv Nuclear Review Board (CNRB) (71707)

The inspector attended a portion of CNRB meeting No. 443 held at St.
Lucie on May 20. The inspector verified that the meeting was conducted
in accordance with Technical Specification 6.5.2. Generally the CNRB

> meets monthly rotating the location of the meeting among the three FPL
sites (e.g. . Turkey Point. St. Luci'e and Juno Beach). Representatives
from all three locations are present at each meeting.
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The inspector noted that the St. Lucic Plent Manager's report vas ve y ,

informative and it sparked a good e~hange of Questions and a 1ealth,
discussion, The inspector clso noted that the CNRB addressed self-
assessment issues and held a discussion of early warning indiritors in
order to identify degrading performance. The inspector concluded that
the CNRB remained focused towards nuclear safety, effectively carried
out their charter, and that members displayed a very good questioning
attitude.

H. Maintenance

M1 Conduct of Maintenance

M1.1 General Comments (61726 62707)

a. Inspection Scope

Using inspection procedures 61726 and 62707, the inspector observed
portions of the foilowing activities:

Work Order (WO) 97005642-01. Calibration of AFW Flow Loop FT-09-.

2A1: Procedure 2-1400064F. Revision 38. " Installed Plant
Instrument Calibration (Flow)." Note: Personnel identified a
leak in the equalization valve and, therefore, were unable to
complete the calibration.

WO 96031227, 18 Month Preventive Maintenance Inspection of Valvea
MV-09-11 (1C AFW Pump to 1A Steam Generator): Procedure 940072.
Revision 14. " Preventive Maintenance of Environmentally Oualified
Limitorque Motor Operated Valve Actuators."

WO 3200. Torque Switch Preventive Maintenance for Valve MV-09 11:.

Procedure 80.01 Revision 0. "Limitorque Model SM8-000 Torque
Switch Preventive Maintenance."

WO 97002052-01, 18 Month Preventive Maintenance Inspection of.

Valve MV-08-3 (IC AFW Trip and Throttle Valve): Procedure
0940069. Revision 18. "Preventise Maintenance of Non-
Environmentally Qualified Limitorque Motor Operated Valve
Actuators."

The inspector also observed portions.of post maintenance testing of
valves rssociated with the 1C AFW pump.

b. Observations and Findings

Personnel were knowledgeable and performed in accordance with procedural
requirements. Good material support and management oversight was noted.
A thorough inspection of wiring on Valve MV-08-3 identified wiring
damage which was carefully repaired. Also, wiring was rebundled to ease
installation of the limit svritch cover. One example of poor work
planning was noted. Valve MV-08-3 was initially stroke time tested
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resulting in also running the IC AFW pump. Subsequently maintenance
personnel informed Operations that the valve operation had to be
verified at all remote locations in accordance with a general step in
the proteaure. Operations was not aware of the requirement and an
additional unnecessary pump run resulted. Also, no specific procedural

_ steps were provided_for the testing. Operators had to energize the
remote shutdown panel using a Deviation Log. Licensee Administrative
Procedure 0010120. Revision 91. " Conduct of Operations." does allow
routine tasks to be performed without specific procedures, however, this
testing could have been conducted better if more specific guidance had
been provided. In addition preplanning activities such as the pre-
evolution briefing failed to identify the testing requirement. The ,

licensee indicated that a post briefing had identified similar
weaknesses.

c. Conclusions

Personnel performed well and carefully followed procedures. However,
one example of poor planning and poor procedural guidance was noted for
post maintenance testing of the IC AFW trip and throttle valve.

M1.2 Pressure Lockino Modifications to Unit 2 Shutdown Coolino isolation
Valves (62707.37551)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector reviewed the plant-modification package. PC/M 96138.
"0 rilling of Valve Disk for V3651. V3652. and V3480." and observed some
of the maintenance actisity associated with the modification,

b. Observations and Findings

This Plant Change / Modification (PC/M) package provided for the
modification of Unit 2 SDC isolation valves V3651. V3652. and V3480
located in containment on the hot leg suction lines t0 the 2A and 2B
LPSI pumps. The licensee's intent was to satisfy commitments associated
with Generic Letter 95-07 " Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding of

.

Safety-Related Power-Operated Gate Valver." The modification consisted
of drilling a 3/16 inch hole in the upstream (reactor coolant) side of
the valve disk to vent the bonnet of high pressure fluid. This would
prevent the conditions that allow pressure locking to occur. The
licensee previously performed this modification on another Unit 2 valve.
and this modification was endorsed in NUREG-1275. Volume 9. " Operating
Experience Feedback Report - Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding of-
Gate Valves."

The inspector reviewed the PC/M package and noted that it was clearly
written, the 50.59 screening was appropriately performed, and all
reviews and approvals were timely. The individuals performing the
approvals and reviews were appropriate. The package clearly identified
the work instructions and all post-modification testing required.

d
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The work was performed after all fuel had been removed from the reactor
vessel, Freeze seals were installed to isolate the hot leg piping to !

allow draining. The inspector observed portions of valve V3480
disassembly, and valve V3652 reassembly. Maintenance personnel were
knowledgeable about the job, appropriate reference material was at the
job :;ite. OC oversight was appropriate, and all Measuring and Test
Equipment was procerly checked out and calibrated.

Two problems occurred during reassembly of the first valve worked. valve
V3480. When the crew initially was installing the valve yoke. they
det e mined that the stem was rotated 180 degrees from the required
position. Although the valve was symmetrically similar. it was not
exact. Inattention to detail by the maintenance crew allowed them to
'instali the stem backwards. The valve was disassembled again. OC
verified that the gasket, valve seat, and valve body were not damaged.
The valve was subsequently reassembled.

The second problem occurred during the retorquing of the bonnet, After
satisfactorily completing the final torque sequence, the licensee
performed the required post work calibration check of the wrench. The <

calibration check was unsatisfactory. Condition Report 97-0918 was
issued to document the deficiency and the bonnet was later retorqued
satisfactorily.

The inspector judged the overall quality of the maintenance work to be
good. The maintenance workers were familiar with the work procedures.
Reference material was in the work area. _ Radiological control practices
were noted to be good. Quality control verifications were performed as
required, and problems were raised to the appropriate' levels of
management,

c. Conclusions

The insoector judged the overall preparation and conduct of the
modification to the SDC valve disks to be good. The PC/M package was
_ prepared appropriately and conduct of the work was good.

M1.3 Installation of Unit 1 DDPS Constants (62703. 92902)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector revsewed WO 97004867 which documented the revision of
feedwater (FW) flow constants in DDPS. This activity occurred in
February. 1997. In addition, the inspector reviewed ADM-0010432.
Revision 11. " Control of Plant Work Orders" to determine if the WO was
in compliance with the controlling administrative procedure.

b. Ooservations and Findings

The purpose of WO 97004867. as stated in the package, was to allow
testing of the DDPS to verify calorimetric equation fo- FW flow and

i-
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verify inputs as necessary, The work instructions contained the
following sicps:

"l) At System Supervisor discretion obtain clearance or permission to
lift / land leads & manipulate local valves and document the
Independent Verification sheets of ADM 0010432 (Fig. #4).

2) Hook up test equipment as determined necessary by supervisor to
allow measurement of FW flow inputs and verify calorirretric
equation for FW flow. Perform tests as determined by supervisor.

3) Make adjustments if necessary at d.scretion of supervisor.

4) Remove all test equipment when work complete,
i

5) If required troubleshoot / repair associated loop components as
directed by supervisor using manufacture tech manuals as
references, as necessary.

6) Document all work performed and parts replaced on the journeymans
work report."

The WO basically relied on the supervisor to determine the actions
necessary to complete the objective of the WO. ADM 0010432. Revision
11. " Control of Plant Work Orders" step 7.1.1 stated, in part. that
plant work activities which can affect the performance of Quality
Related systems. components, structures, and equipment shall be
appropriately planned and performed in accordance with written
procedures, documented instructions and approved drawings to ensure the
equipment meets its design function. In addition, step 7.3.2.0 states.
in part, that "if a work task is particularly complicated, involved many
steps to complete, involves complex operations which must be completed
in a specific order. or has other demanding requirements (i.e. . beyond
the skill of the craft), then sufficient details to accomplish the task
must be provided in NPWO." The planner may use any of the following:

Plant procedures (specific sections or the entire procedure)*

Maintenarce Guidelines*

Reuse Specifications*

Specific step-by-step work instructions*

Technical Manual step-by-step work instructions*

j
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c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that completion of this WO involved many
particularly complicated steps involving complex operations with a
Quality Related component without providing one of the approved methods
as delineated in ADM-0010432. 10 CF150 Appendix B Criterion V,
requires, in part, that activities 6ffecting quality shall be prescribed
by documented instructions, procedures, or drawings, of a type
appropriate to the circumstances and shall be accomplished in accordance
with these instructions, processes, or drawings. ADM 0010432. is the
licensee procedure that implements this requirement with regard to
maintenance planning. Failure to provide adequate work instructions for
the performance of WO 97004867 is a violation of this procedure and was
identified as VIO 50-335/97 05-03. " Failure to Provide Adequate Work
Instructions for a Work Order "

M1.4 AFW Valve Testino (62707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector observed portions of performance of Operating Procedure
OP 2-0010125A. Revision 11. " Surveillance Data Sheet 24 Valve Testing

| Procedures."

b. Observations and Findings

! On May 20. the inspector observed the valve stroking of Unit 2 vacuum
relief valves FCV-25-7 and FCV 25 8. The procedure steps required
coordination between operations and instrumentation and control
personnel and included independent verification. The personnel
performing the procedure were knowledgeable and familiar with the
required steps. It was noted that although the terminals to be jumpered
for each valve were distinctly identified. the operator further verified
the listed terminals using the control wiring diagram number 529.

c. Conclusions -

The inspector concluded that referencing the control wiring diagram was
a good practice. The independent verification steps were performed
correctly and Data Sheet 24 performance was acceptable.

M1.5 Auxiliarv Feedwater Terry Turbine Post Maintenance Activities (6?707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector observed several post maintenance activities on 2C
Auxiliary Feedwater Turbine. The placement and removal of clearance
number 2-97-05 was observed as well as performance of the following
procedures:

2-0700028. Revision 7. " Auxiliary Feedwater Turbine Mechanical And*

Electrical Trip Tests"
I
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2-N-0109. Revision 7. "2C Auxiliary Feedaater Terry Turbinee

Disassembly. Inspection, and Reassembly"

2-0700050. Revision 4. " Auxiliary Feedpump Periodic Tests".

2-IMP 0901. Revision 3. "2C Auxiliary feedwater Pump Governor Oil.

Change Instruction"

The W0s reviewed for completeness and applicability included:

WO 96022182. "2C Auxiliary feedwater Pump Overspeed Task".

WO 96019379, " Turbine Drive for Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 2C".

WO post-maintenance test for 97002292. " Repack Valve V91(.3".

b. Observations And Findings

On May 21, 1997, the inspector observed several post-maintenance
activities on the 2C Auxiliary Feedwater Pump. The electrical trip test
was performed while the pump was uncoupled from the turbine and i

completed without complications. As part of the test, the mechanical
trip set point is raised to a value greater than the electrical trip
setpoint to ensure the pump trips on the electrical and not the
mechanical trip. It was noted that the Instrumentation and Control
(I&C) technicians used additional references along with the test
procedure to verify the mechanical trip setpoint was correct when the
tripset point was returned to normal status.

After the electrical trip test, maintenance personnel coupled the pum?
to the turbine by replacing the spool piece per 2-M 0109. To allow the
spool piece replacement, operations personnel placed clearance 2-97-05.
The clearance was placed, the independent verification was performed.
and a third managerial verification was completed prior to the spool
piece replacement. The pump spool piece was verified to be correctly
positioned using the match marks and the alignment was completed witnou;
incident. When removing clearance 2-97-05. the trip and throttle vilve
control switch was to be returned to the locked open position. However,
the valve was not latched correctly; therefore, when the control sentch
was placed in the open position the valve indication was intermediate
rather than open. A nuclear plant operator relatched the valve and the
remainder of the clearance was removed without incident.

After being coupled. 2C feedwater pump was rolled in preparation for the
governor oil replacement activity. The inspector noter' ' at the pre-job
brief was very detailed. While waiting for the pump to be rolled the
inspector observed an I&C technician walking through the governor oil :

replacement procedure prior to performance to ensure familiarity with
the procedure. While the pump was being rolled, the post maintenance
test for valve V9103 was completed by the nuclear plant operator.
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c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that, in general, the activities were performed
adequately. The procedure performance was acceptable and the calibrated
equipment was up to date. All activities were performed in a
professional and competent manner. In particular, the I&C technicians
exhibited good working practices by using additional references for
setpoint verification and walking down procedures prior to performance.

H4 Maintenance Staff-Knowledge and Performance

M4.1 : Unit 2 Main Steam Isolation Valve Maintenance (MSIV) (62707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector witnessed portions of the maintenance activities
associated with the Unit 2 MSIV. HCV-08-18. The work was being

. performed in accordance with WO 95035292,

b. _ Observations.and Findings-

Throughout the refueling outage the inspectors' witnessed portions of the
maintenance activities associated with the rebuild of the 0818 MSlV.
On May 15. the inspector witnessed the valve bonnet bolts being torqued.
The WO required several passes of increasing torque until a final value
of 3300 ft-lbs was obtained. -Maintenance was using a hydraulic torque

-wrench to tighten the nuts which was attached by hoses to an oil sump.
The torque value applied to the nuts was increased as'the operating oil
pressure being supplied to the wrench was increased. A gauge was
mounted on the oil sump to indicate the operating oil pressure. The
inspector reviewed the WO and noted that. although the bonnet nuts were
still being tightened, the final torquing step was already signed by OC
personnel from both the licensee and the valve contractor. The
inspector questioned the QC individual working for the contractor and
was told that after the nuts _ were torqued to the_. final value of 3300 ft-
lbs, the wrench being used was checked for calibration. During
calibration, the contractor OC individual noted that the operating oil
aressure. indicated on the gauge, was not equal to the torque value
3eing applied by the wrench, i.e., an indication of 100 psi operating
oil pressure did not equal 100 ft-lbs of torque supplied by the wrench.
However, this had been his understanding up to that point, which
resulted in the bonnet nuts being undertorqued. Upon discovery, the
bonnet nuts were torqued to the proper value and verified by both
contractor and licensee OC inspectors.

The inspector obtained the names, through tool usage logs. of other
individuals who had used this type of tool-to determine if this
misconception was generic in nature. Three people were interviewed and
all had a complete understanding'of the difference between operating oil
pressure and applied torque. In addition, the problem was discussed
with the OC supervisor and the OA manager. The licensee questioned all
personnel who had used these tools and confirmed that no

._ _
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misunderstanding existed with regard to this problem In addition, tne
inspector verified that tne " Restricted use" sticker was affixec to the
tool being used on the jnb site and that it had the procer conversions *

between operating oil pressure and applied torque,

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that although there was confusion about how to
determine proper torque values with the hydraulic wrench, the nuts were
not overtorqued, the problem was identified by the maintenance process
as intended, and the proper torque was later applied to the bonnet nuts.
Licensee and inspector review determined that this was an isolated
problem associated with this job only,

'4. 2 Post Maintenance Testino of the Reactor Coolant Gas Vent Svstem (RCGVS)
(6270 ~/ )

a. Inspection Scope

The ins)ector witnessed portions of the performance of Procedure 2-OSP-
01.02. Revision 2. " Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System Flow Path
Verification." and reviewed the entire procedure upon completion.

b. Observations and Findings

On May 15. the inspector witnessed portions of the performance of
Operations Surveillance Procedure 2-OSP-01.02. Revision 2. " Reactor
Coolant Gas Vent System Flow Path Verification." This procedure
verifies that the RCGVS is free of obstructions by flushing water
through the piping. This system was to be flushed in three sections.
The inspector verified that the flowpath and overlap of each section was
adequate to ensure the entire system had been flushed. The
instrumentation used was adequate for the various attrioutes needing
verification. In addition. the inspector noted that personnel safety
was maintained during the evolution. The procedure required several
revisions during the process but each time work was stopped until the
revisions were completed.

'

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that although it required several revisions
during its performance, the procedure was orcoerly performed. The
required Technical Specification was satisfied.
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I!! . Encii.eerino

E2 Engineering Support of Facilities and Equipment

-E2.1 'Encineerino Succort of Facilities and Ecuioment (37551)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector reviewed three separate Engineering issues that occurred
during the Unit 2 outage. First several Motor Operated Valve-(MOV)
torque switches could not be properly set. Second, an In Service
Inspection (151) program inspection identified unacceptable indications-
in Safety injection (SI) piping. Third. Ultrasonic Testing (UT) of Main
Steam (MS) piping indicated that the wall thickr :ss of the pipe would
not be greater than the min' mum wall thickness at the end of the next
cycle. The inspector reviewed the evaluations. operability assessments,

;

and calculations.
1

b. Observations and Findings

During the Unit 2 outage, the licensee identified that the torque
switches for the Pressure Operated Relief Valve (PORV) block valves and
the MS Isolation Bypass Valves were not functioning properly. Condition
Reports were written on both problems. Condition Report 97-1034
documented the PORV problem and CR 97-1021 documented the MS isolation
discrepancy.

The PORV block velves are three inch gate valves with 5B-00 actuators.
Electrical Mainterence was unable to set torque switches to meet the
Engineering specifici torque values. They were able to set the open
torque switch such that valve thrust at the torque switch trip was
greater than the minimum required valve thrust. However, the corrected
maximum allowable total thrust and the corrected maximum thrust at the
. torque switch trip was exceeded for the opening stroke.

Engineering determined that the PORV block valves were acceptable for
use as left. The Engineering specified torque values were too
conservative. The inspector reviewed the disposition and determined
that the assumptions and calculations were appropriate.

The MS bypass valves are three inch globe valves with SB-00 actuators.
The IB valve did not produce sufficient thrust to open the valve unaer
the design basis pressure differential. Replacing the valve yoke did
not improve the valve's performance. The_1A valve worked properly until
heated, at which point, tne unit also could not produce sufficient i

thrust. The Engineering evaluation for the MS bypass valves did not
accept the valves as left. These valves are required to shut on a
containment isolation signal. However, the licensee could not show that

Thethese valves could perform their function under all circumstances.
valves were deenergized shut before restarting the unit pending further
disposition.
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Routine 15! of the 2Al 51 Tank piping detected the presence of surface
discontinuities in the austenitic stainless steel pipe. The fisw s12e
was in excess of that allowed in the class 2. six inch schedule 160
piping. American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure
vessel Code (ASME) Section XI required that unacceptable flaws be
removed or reduced to an acceptable size. The flaws were chased
through the final area resulting in a wall thickness reduction of 0.2
inches. Engineering determined that the depth, wandering, and branching
of the flaw were indicative of Chloride Stress Corrosion Cracking. No
internal pipe degradation was noted.

ASME Section XI. IWC 2430 also required an increased scope of the-
inspection to include an additional number of components within the same

examination category,The licensee examined four more areas andapproximately equal to the number of componentsexamined initially.
determined that three of the areas were acceptable. The fourth area was
ground out and blended as allowed by Section XI. The inspector verified
that the dispositions agreed with the ASME code. The corrective actions

*

were appropriate, and the documentation was adequate.

On May S. routine UT of the MS piping revealed that an area near the 20
Moisture Separator Reheater (MSR) had a wall thickness below the
screening t11ckness for that grtde pipe. The pipe supplied main steam
flow to the MSR reheater bundle. This non safety related system pipe
was standard wall constructed of American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) A106 GR B meterial. The wall thinning was general in
nature. indicating flow accelerated corrosion.

Engineering performed a minimum required wall thickness calculation for
the pipe per ASME Beiler and Pr< ssure Vessel Code Case N 480. The
calculation indicated that the actual piping thickness was greater than
the minimum required then, but would be less than minimum before the
next outage. The inspector verified that the Code e.ase was properly
used and implemented, and determined that the conclusion was sound.

'

Engineering performed a localized wall reduction calculation to further
refine the immediacy of the replacement of the piping They determined
that, for the small area in question, waiting until the next outage to I

replace the section of piping was-acceptable. The insrector reviewed
the calculations and assumptions and concluded that they were in
accordance with the applica'le ASME codc. PMAI 97 05 160 was generateda
to track replacement of the pipe during the next short notice outage of
sufficient duration and conditions.

c. Conclusions

The inspector reviewed several specific cases of Engineering's
evaluations of physical plant problems during the outage. In all cases.
the reviews were well prepared. The staff adhered to all applicable
codes, and th2 decision processes were well documented.

4
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! E2.2 Enoineerino Suorort of Crosbv Reitef Velve Niece ent (37551)-

a. Inspection Scope

in August 1995. Crosby Valve end Gage Compeny informed the licensee that
they had identified blowdown concerns on twenty three relief valves sold

,

to St. Lucie. Crosby stated that these valves had either variations in i

blowdown setpoints and/or the setpoints were not confirmed by
operational testing. The licensee initiated a St. Lucie Action Report.

,

- SfAR 1 951024 on August 31. 1995 to evaluate the issue. Of the twenty-
three valves 1dentified, the licensee determined that ten were currently |
installed in Unit 1 and none were installed in Unit 2. Recently, a

- Condition Report was issued (CR 97 0514) asserting that one of these
,

!

valves should have been replaced last Unit 1 outage but was not. The ;

inspector reviewed the facts behind the original STAR and examined the-
adequacy of Engineering's management of the issue. '

i

b. Observations and Findings |

The final disposition of the STAR was completed on October 6.1995, it .

individually evaluated and acce)ted for use the ten installed valves. '

The assessment concluded that tie relief valves would function as -

designed and tested with the current blowdown values. Safe operation of :-the plant during all operating conditions would not be affected, and
4 - variations and lack of blowdown data were not considered a substential

- safety hazard. The STAR also recommended that the valves should be
replaced at the earliest opportunity once replacements were available.

The STAR was assigned to Planning to replace and/or retest these valves.
In March 1996, the STAR process was replaced by tne Condition Report
process. The STAR was administratively closed on March 30,1995 and
PMI PM96 03 733 was issued with Engineerina as the responsible
organization. No action had been taken by Planning due to outage
preparations and limited resources. Engineering did not immediately
pursue the PMAl due to lack of time before the outtge (less than one

-month), other priorities related to the outage, lack of certified
replacement valves, and lack of funding.

4

After the last Unit 1 outage. Engineering coordinated with Juno Beach
and Planning to respond to the PMAI. Ten work requests were initiated

,

to replace the installed Unit 1 valves. Additionally, the licensee
addressed the use of Crosby spares programmatically by issuin
GMP-14. " Inspection and Maintenance of Crosby Relief Valves."g Procedure

r

This
procedure ensured that actual blowdown tests satisf/ the design
requirements of the system. -This way; a non qualified Crosby valve
could not be installed in either unit.

Since last August, the licensee has been actively working on replacing
the valves. The licensee has budgeted funds for offsite blowdown
testing. Installation of the qualified valves has been scheduled for
the upcoming Unit 1 fall outage.

'
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c. Conclusions
t

The licensee has taken appropriate actions to determine the significance
and effect of the non. qualified Crosby' valves on the plants.
Furthermore the licensee's decision to retest the affected valves and
to replace any as required is reasonable. However, the licensee
exhibited poor project prioritization as evidenced by the eight months
that the STAR-resided with Planning without any action taken to closecut
the item,

'

E2.3 Unit 2 DDPS Software Revision Error (92903)

a. Inspection Scope
:

The inspector reviewed documents associated with erroneous computer data !

which affected the reactor calorimetric calculations. These documents i

included CR 97 1185. several WDs, and PC/M 96147. In addition, the .

inspector Ottended the FRG meeting which discussed the event and actions
taken to resolve the condition, i

i

b. Observations and Findings

During the Unit 2 refueling outage, both b.edwater flow venturis were
removed, cleaned, and recalibrated. The recalibration resulted in the
need to change the span of the flow transmitters from 0 800 inches water '

to 0 900 inches water. This. in turn. resulted in a revision to the
span of each feedwater flow input to the Digital Data Processing System
(DDPS) flow calculation. The DDPS software was modified in accordance
with PC/M 96147 and WO 970115831A.

,

During the startup following the refueling outage. the licensee
performed manual calorimetrics at various power levels to ensure that
they compared favorably with the DDPS. as part of the post modification
tes!.ing of the DDPS. This verification and validation (V&V) was being ,

performed as part of the corrective action from an event on Unit 1 in
-

which the DDPS was discovered to contain erroneous data and resulted in
incorrect power indication. This requirement was tracked by Plant
Managers Action item (PMAI) 97 03 055 with a required completion of

'

* prior to Unit 2 startup."

On May 26. the manual calorimetric indicated a reactor power level of
50.6 percent while the DDPS indicated 47.7 percent. The reactor
engineer recahbrated the RPS instrumentation to the higher, more
conservative velve. At 80 percent power, another manual calorimetric
was performed which indicated 5 percent higher than the DDPS.

The licensee's investigation revealed that the discrepancy was the
result of an.intorrect instrument span from the feedwater flow
instrumentation which input to the calorimetric yerformed by the DDPS.

' Although the licensee had modified the span of tie feedwater flow
inputs. .they had failed to identify that the feedwater flow averaging
circuit also required a revision based on the new span. This resulted

- . u. . . - - . ,- - - - _ . - .- -.-_- -
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in the calculation performed by this circuit to be based on a span of !

800 inches of water vs 900 which resulted in the observed erro" Once
identified. the licensee changed the span in the feedwater flow :

averaging circuit within DDP5 in accordance with WO 9701271901. and
reperformed the manual calorimetric with satisfactory results.

{
The inspector discussed with the licensee why the corrective actions i
taken in response to the Unit 1 DDPS event. discussed in parenraph E8.2 !
of this report and in LER 50 335/97 002. did not prevent this event from '

occurring. The licensee stated that the feedwater flow averaging
circuit is actually computer code that can only be changed by a
modification to the source code. It was-not a constant that could be ;

changed due to plant conditions. The-licensee stated that, while all
other constants loaded into DDPS were vert fied to be correct. the code
was not. Therefore, it was not considered to be included as part of the

-

'

corrective action for the Unit 1 event.
,

The inspector reviewed PC/M 96147 and discussed the methodology the
licensee used in determining which DDPS components needed modification. '

The licensee stated that because there was a recognized lack of
expertise on this system within FPL. vendor expertise was solicited to
determine what DDPS modifications were necessary as a result of the
feedwater flow transmitter span change. Neither the vendor nor the
licensee identified that the feedwater averaging circuit required a span
change. However, the licensee had daveloped a V&V plan which would
encompass the modifications being performed such that the system as a
whole would be tested prior to being completely returned to service.
Although the averaging circuit was not identified during the design and

.

implementation stage the licensee did identify the error during the
return to service test.

As part of the corrective action of this event the licensee reviewed
the DDPS software to identify other incidents where similar problems '

existed. Two additional similar averaging circuits were identified, the -

feedwater temperature averaging circuit and the steam generator A and B
pressure averaging circuit but were determined not to contain errors,

in addition. the following is a list of corrective actions the licensee
is taking in response to this event.

PMAI DUE DATE DESCRIPTION

97-03-057 Complete Develop operating procedures for DDPS which
will identify all the points and their
locations. '

t

._
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PHAL DUE DATE DESCRIPTION

97 03 279 Complete Identify the responsibilities of the various
disciplines that are involved in work relating
to computer systems. (AP 4000060. Revision 3.
" Maintenance Departmental Control of Computer
Software." has been issued but on hold pending
training.)

97 03 61 Complete Perform point check on all Unit 2 DDPS inputs.
(Unit I was previously checked.)

97 03 273 Complete Revise AP 4000060 andNuclearEng'ineerin901
*

3.7. " Computer Software Control. to provide
adequate post maintenance testing.*

97 03 274 9/30/97 Revise existing PCM process to include
adeouate post maintenance testing.

97 03 27P 8/30/97 Create master and backup copies of software
for the Unit 2 generator temperature
monitoring computer. M&TE calibration
computer, and the radiation monitoring
computer.

97 03 055 Complete Develop generic V&V requirements to challenge
all critical attributes within both Unit 1 and
Unit 2 DDPS for all software changes.

97 03 056 9/30/97 Develop generic.V&V requirements to challenge
all critical attributes within both Unit I and
Unit 1 DDPS for all software changes.

97 03 059 3/31/98 Revise Unit 1 DDPS software to reflect the
correct calibration curve for the feedwater
temperature RTOs.

97 03 060 3/31/98 Revise Unit 1 DDPS software to reflect the
correct calibration curve for the Reactor
Coolant Pumo Watt Transducers.

97-03-058- 11/30/97 Ensure configuration control for all critical
Unit 1 and Unit 2 DDPS constents by entering
them into TEDB or ensuring they are documented
in a controlled orocedure.

97 03-275 3/31/98 Develop the baseline V&V plan for the battery
test data collection system. M&TE calibration
system, and Units 1 and 2 time response RPS-

L systems.

97-03 276 12/29/97 Evaluate the need for a V&V plan and develop
if required for Units 1 and 2 generator
temperature monitoring system and. Units 1 and
2 secuence of events recorders.

|~

L

I
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PMAI DUE DATE DESCRIPTION |

97 03 277 7/1/93 Evaluate the need for e V&V plan and develop !

if required for' air condition unit maintenance -

tracking system. Units 1 and 2 00PS. and Units !

I and 2 turbine control systems. t

97 06 288 8/31/97 Modify Units l'and 2 DDPS V&V test plans to !
provide testing for each of the believable :

value processor averring / scaling functions.
97 06 289 3/31/98 Evaluate the need for computer systems .

.

'

software training-and software V&V training.

97 06 290 3/1/98 Ensure sof tware control program improvements +

implemented in response to PMAI 97 03 054
address the lessons learned from this event
and from the Turkey Point eagle 21 software
V&V event.

'

c. Conclusions

Although the original modification package failed to identify all the
components requiring revision, the post modification V&V adequately
encompassed the system such that the error was properly identified.

E8 Hiscellaneous Engineering Issues

E8.1 (Closed) URI _50 335/94-08 03. ''Ouality Level of PORV and SRV Discharoe- '

Pio1no" (92903) #

a. inspection Scope

This item involved a concern regarding the licensee's clarification of
the safety classification of the pressurizer PORV end safety relief
valves (SRV) discharge piping. The inspection ef fort focused on the
licensee's co rective actions to address this unresolved item and the
review of other related documentation.

b. Observations and Findings

The ins)ector reviewed the licensee's actions for compliance with
applica)le sections of the UFSAR. TS and licensee procedures. The
inspector noted that the Unit 1 pressurizer PORV and SRV discharge
piping was designated as quality group D (non safety related) and non-
seismic by the licensee. During the review of various design documents.

'

applicable UFSAR sections, and FPL correspondence to the NRC the
inspector determined _that, although the pressurizer PORV and SRV
discharge piping was designated as non seismic, the licensee had
seismically enalyzed the discharge piping and supports. The inspector
noted that analyses performed by the licensee included the Unit 1
Anerican National Standards Institute (ANSI) B31.1 Class 1 Stress

,

- =
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Analysis for the Pressurizer Relief Valve Pipina. Seismic Analysts ;

PerformedonDischargePipina,andtheseismicInchorandRestraint'-
i

Movement Analysis. !

c. Conclusions'

The inspector concluded from review of the UFSAR and apolicable design
documents that the Unit 1 pressurizer PORV-and SRV discfiarge piping was

,

designated as quality group D (non safety related) and non seismic by '

the licensee. The inspector further concluded that, tithough the i
pressurizer PORV and SRV discharge piping was designated as non seismic. i

the licensee had seismically analyzed the discharge piping and !
associated supports. This URI is closed. ;

E8.2 (Closed) URI 50 335/97 03 07. " Issues Relatino to Exceedino Unit 1 !
Licensed Steadv State Power Levels" (92903) t

This URI involved maintenance and engineering issues relating to Unit 1 |
exceeding the steady state licensed power level of 100 percent as !
reported in IR 97 03. Specifically, four issues were identified and -

included the following: |

1. Whether the licensee's software V&V procasses were adequate and in f
agreement with the licensee's OA Plan.

2. Whether the licensee's 0A Plan requirements were violated ,

regarding control of software and manuals.
1

3. Whether corrective actions to previous events should have
prevented this event and whether data available to the licensee
should have resulted in earlier detection of the condition. 3

4 The extent to which licensed steady-state power limits for Unit I
were exceeded during the current Unit 1 fuel cycle.

,

'

With regard to items 1 and 2; In June. 1994, feedwater flow scaling :

constants were revised in accordance with plant procedures and were
subsecuently installed into the DDPS. However the new constants were
not acded to the Master / Backup copy of the software. 10 CFR 50 Appendix
B Criterion V requires, in part, that activities affecting quality shall i

be prescribed by-documented instructions, procedures, or drawings of a
type appropriate to the circumstances and shall be accomplished in |
accordance with these instructions, procedures. or drawings. Procedure !

012-PR/PSL 3. Revision 0. " Control of Computer Software." was the !
. document which implemented this requirement with respect to the control !

of-revisions to computer software.

Step 5.5 of that procedure required that a form similar to Appendix A
Form 2 of that procedure be used to document revisions to software.
This form required information such as the impact the change would have

'

on the plant, the documentation that needed revision, the installation .

instructions, contingency instructions, a validation test plan. ,

,
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independent verifications, and implementation sign offs. In addition.
step 5.10.2 stated, in part. that " computer software eccess shall de
controlled in order to ensure that only approved versions (of software)
are in use, and modifications are authorized with written approval."
Step 5.10.5 stated that " measures shall be taken to ensure superseded or
invalid computer software is not available for use "

Contrary to the above, these steps were not followed to control and
document the-revision to the FW flow constants in the DDPS. As a
result, the master /backu) copy of the software was not revised which -
ultimately resulted in tae wrong revision being reinstalled and used in
the DDPS. The licensee identified this problem while performing repairs
on a feedwater flow transmitter and corrected it the next day.

The inspector found th'at this was not a violation that could reasonably
have been prevented by the licensee's corrective action for a previous
violation that occurred within the past two years. Actions were taken
within ten minutes to alleviate the concern raised by the problem and it
was corrected by modification within twenty hours of discovery
Further, it was not apparent that the failure-to use the appropriate
procedure to document and control the software revision was willful.
Therefore, this licensee identified and corrected violation is being
treated as a Non Cited Violation, consistent with Section Vl'.B.1 of the
NRC Enforcement Policy. This issue will be treated as non cited
violation NCV 50 335/97 05 04. " Failure to Use the Proper Procedure to
Document and Control DDPS Software Revisions." The licensee's
investigation concluded with the same root cause which was documented in
LER 50 335/97 002.

With respect to item 3. che inspector reviewed LER 50 335/86 005 00,
which related to a failure to properly reinitialize the Unit 2 DDPS
computer such that old incore detector sensitivities were loaded (these
sensitivity values are periodically updated by DDPS to account for
burnup of the rhodium C'etectors which comprise the incore strings).
While the subject LER did relate to the control of software. the issue
did not relate directly to the current issue in a way that would
constitute a prior opportunity to identify the current issue.

With respect to the fourth item, the inspector reviewed the licensee's
root cause evaluation for the subject event to verify the maximum )ower
level reached during the event. The licensee initially estimated )DPS
calorimetric power to be indicating approximately .63 percent lower than
actual power. This estimate was based on the mathematical results of
comparing the as found feedwater flow scaling constant to the correct
value-for the constant. In the course of the root cause investigation,
the licensee identified two additional.. conservative, errors involving
instrument calibration which offset the initial estimate of maximum

-power error.

The first error involved the selection of calibration curves for
feedwater temperature RTDs. The RTDs sensing feedwater temperature were
comprised of two manufacturer types: Rosemount and WEED. The licensee

|-
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found that the temperature sensing circuits employing Rosemount RTDs
were calibrated using the generic WEED RTO curves used for the WEED
RTDs. The net effect was that the Rosemount RTDs were reporting
temperature approximately.1.5 degrees too low. When incorporated into
the calorimetric calculation. this tended to overestimate power by
approximately .14 percent. While the effect on the calorimetric
calculation was conservative. the inspector found, through interviews
with personnel, that this effect was fortuitous. The licensee had
issued a PHAL to address this issue (to correct the curve), but the
inspector found that the licensee had taken no action to determine how
the erroneous calibration curve had been applied. The inspector
considered this a weakness in the licensee's root cause effort.

The second error involved the scaling of RCP watt transducers. The
transducers were designed to provide a milliampere (mA) output
proportional to power inaut by the pumps. The error resulted in a 1 mA
output equating to 8600 (W. versus 9600 kW. as designed. When these
errors were factored into the calorimetric calculation, the error tended
to overestimate reactor power by approximately .06 percent. As in the
case of the feedwater RTDs the inspector found that, while the licensee
intended to correct the settings associated with this discrepancy, the
licensee had initiated no efforts to determine how the error came to bein the first place or to ensure that the proper level of controls
existed for 111s setpoint. Upon discussing the issue with the licensee,
a CR was generated to determine the cause for the transducer setting
inaccuracy.

When the two errors described above were factored in against the
estimated .63 percent nonconservative error already identified, the
effect was to offset that error. The net result was a .43 percent t

nonconservative power error in the DDPS calorimetric calculation.
Consequently. Unit 1 operated at approximately 100.43 percent of rated
thermal power for those periods during the current fuel cycle when
indicated reactor power was 100 percent.

Regarding safety significance, the inspector noted that the safety
analysis for Unit 1 assumed initial power conditions of 102 percent for
all pressure related (DNBR limiting) events. The inspector discussed
the degree of known uncertainty in power measurement with the licensee.
The maximum uncertainty was determined to 1.16 percent. When the known
calorimetric error was added to the known uncertainty figure. the worst
case power error total was 1.59 percent, which was within the 2 percent
nonconservative error assumption mede in the accident analysis. The
inspector concluded that the unit was not outside of its accident
analysis as a result of the subject condition.

.

c. Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that the DDPS inaccuracies leading to steady
state power levels in excess of licensed limits were the result of a
. failure on the part of the licensee to properly employ software controls
in 1994. The inspectors found that the licensee's root cause effort

.
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was, in general, comprehensive and that the 11:ensee had properly
assessed the safety significance of the event; however, two weaknesses
involving failures to establish root causes were identified.

E8.3 1 Closed) URI 50-335/97 03 05 7ailure to Obtein FRG Peview for interim
CR Disoosition" (92903)

The inspector discussed this issue with the licensee, who stated that
.the " disposition" referenced in this URI was, instead, an " operability

_

determination." covered by a different sortion of procedure AP 0006130.
Revision 7. " Condition Reports." from t1at requiring a FRG review. The
inspector reviewed the su) ject CR. the licensee's T0AR. and NRC Generic
letter 91-18 (which discusses. through attachments, degraded and
nonconforming conditions) in this light and found the licensee's
position acceptable. The subject determination was not a disposition of
the condition at the time it was prepared, a disposition was seing
prepared at the time in an expedited fashion, and corrective actions
were implemented promptly. As the subject determination was not a
disposition to the condition it did not require a FRG review. This
item is closed.

E8.4 (Closed) URI 50-335/97 03 06. " Post Maintenance Testino issues
Associated with DDPS Constant Chanaes" (92903)

This issue related to' a failure on the part of the licensee to perform a
nuclear and delta T calibration of the Ni system as post maintenance
testing following the installation of correct feedwater flow spans into
DDPS, The licensee stated that the purpose of post maintenance testing
was to ensure that the component which had received maintenance was in
proper working order following the maintenance. The licensee contended
that the appropriate post maintenance test for DDPS-feedwater flow span
changes was a manual calorimetric (which was, in fact, performed) which
would compare DDPS on line calorimetric output to_the manual result.
The inspector agreed that the manual calorimetric was the appropriate
post-maintenance test for the subject work and that no violation

y existed. This item is closed.

IV. Plent Succort

58 Hiscellaneous Security and Safeguards Issues

58.1 (Closed) IFl 50-335.389/9616-03. "lmolementation of Interim Plant
Actions to Detect New Temoerino" (92904)

This item was identified to follow licensee's interim actions to detect
new tampering following an event involving suspected tampering of plant
equipment. These interim-actions included daily plant inspections by
system engineers, managers, and personnel responsible for housekeeping
in certain locations. of specific areas looking for evidence ofe

I- tampering. In addition. Condition Reports and Work Orders were reviewed
daily for_ conditions which could have resulted from tampering. Finally.
operational checks of specific equipment were performed to assure proper

_
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,

operation. The inspectors witnessed many of these activities, After a
discussion with NRC Regional management, the licensee discontinued these
interim actions. This IFI is closed.

F5 Fire Protection Staff Training and Qualification

F5.1 Fire Brioade Leader Chances (64704)

a. Inspection Scope

Due to the lack of licensed board operators. the licensee decided to
down relieve the Nuclear Watch Engineers (NWEs) to RCOs temporarily.
Before this action the NWEs were the fire brigade leaders, lhe .

licensee determined that the Senior Nuclear Plant Onerators (SNP0s),
whowere non licensed operators, would perform the function of the Fire '

Brigade Leader. The inspector reviewed the cualifications of the SNP0s
and reviewed the additional training requirec to meet all requirements.

<

'

b. Observations and Findings

Both units' Fire Protection Plans meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50
.

Appendix R with allowed exemptions. Appendix R. Section 111.H requires.
'

in part

, .. The brigade leader shall be competent to assess the potential
safety consequences of a fire and advise control room personnel. :
Such competence by the fire brigade leader may be evidenced by ,

possession of an operator's license or equivalent knowledge of t

plant safety related systems.
,

Section 111.l(8) requires that fire brigade leaders also receive
training on direction and coordination of fire fighting activities.
Both units' UFSARs describe the fire fighting program as meeting these
portions of Appendix R,

.

Turkey Point -has used s'enior non-licensed operators as the fire brigace
leader for some time. The training programs at St. Lucie and at Turkey
Point were designed to take a person with-little nuclear power-
background, and. through time increase their-knowledge and skills to a '

point that-they would be able to apply for a license, The-SNP0 position
was designated for the most senior and knowledgeable non licensed
operators. Administrative Procedure, AP 0005740 *Non Licensed Operator

. Initial Training and Qualification." specifically states the subject
matter that the non 11 censed operators are required to know. Besides
systems knowledge and practical operations training the SNP0s are
required to exhibit-knowledge of integrated plant operations..

During the weeks of May 26 and June 2. the licensee conducted fire
brigade leader training for the SNP0s, This was the same type of
training that the NWEs routinely receive. The ins
portions of the training. Class sizes were small,pector attendedgenerally five to
eight members. The instructors presented the lesson plans well. The

_
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inspector noted that many good cuestions were asked by the SNP0s and
that the participation levels were high. Tne subject matter covered was
appropriate. The first topic covered was on procedures end procedural
requirements. All applicable procedures were discussec. particularly

,

the Emergency Plan implementation. The instructors discussed the
classification of fire related events. and what type of help was to be
expected from outside sources.

Next. the group-discussed leadership qualities and how to be a leader.
It was evident to the inspector that there were some SNP0s who held
reservations about being the fire brigade leader, but private
discussions with the operators at later times indicated that very few
doubted that they would be cble to perform the function if necessary.
After this, the discussions turned to the duties of the fire brigade
leader. Again, the inspector noted that good conversations were held. '

Finally, the SNP0s role played some fire scenarios. As the instructor
facilitated the discussions, the team members discussed the best places
to set up command posts. how to distribute personnel, hazardous material
issues, and other topics. Overall the quality of training was judged to
be good. The licensee had plans to run drills with the SNP0s acting as '

fire brigade leaders when possible.

c. Conclusions

The training to allow the SNP0s to up' relieve as fire brigade team
leader was adequate to meet all regulatory requirements. The brigade
leader training was comparable to that which the NWEs receive.

V Manaoement Heetinos end Other Areas
:
i X1 Exit Meeting Summary

The inspectors ) resented the inspection results to members of licensee
management at t1e conclusion of the inspection on June 20. 1997. An interim
exit meeting was held on May 23. 1997. to discuss the findings of Region based
inspection. The licensee acknowledged the findings presented.

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during the
inspection should be considered proprietary. No proprietary information was
identified.

-
-
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PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Ltcensee
'

M. Allen. Training Manager
C. Bible. Site Engineering Manager

,

W. Bladow. Site Quality Manager
G. Boissy Materials Manager
H. Buchnan. Health Physics Supervisor :

D. Fadden. Services Manager
R. Heroux Business Manager
H. Johnson. 0)erations Manager
J. Marchese. Maintenance Manager
C. Marple. O trations Supervisor
J.Scarolaht.LuciePlantGeneralManager
A. Stall. St. Lucie Plant Vice President
E. Weinkam. Licensing Manager
W. White. Security Supervisor

Other licensee employees contacted included office, operations, engineering,
maintenance, chemistry / radiation, and corporate personnel.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 37551: Onsite Engineering
IP 61726: Surveillance Observations
IP 62703: Mainteu,nce Observations
IP 62707: Maintenance Observations
IP 64704: Fire Protection Program
IP 71707: Plant Operations

| IP 92901: Followup Plant Operations
IP 92902: Followup Maintenance

'

IP 92903: Followup . Engineering
IP 92904: Followup Plant Support-

ITEtiS OPENE0. CLOSED, AND 015Cb55E0
;

Doened

50 389/97-05 01 VIO " Failure to Control Foreign Material Entering
and Exiting the Unit 2 Containment." (paragraph
3.1)

50 335.389/97 05-02 IFI " Licensee Review and Clarification of Procedure
(ADM-11.03) for Performing Temporary Changes to
Procedures." (paragraph 08.1)

. 50 335/97-05-03 VIO " Failure to Provide Adequate Work Instructions
'

For a Work Order." (paragraph M1.3)

- -
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50 335/97 05 04 NCV " Failure to Use the Proper Pro:edure to 00:vren:
and Control DDPS Software Revisions." (paragraph
E8.2)

Closed

50 335/94 08 03 URI "Qualit
Piping.y Level of PORV and SRV Discharge" (paragraph E8.1)

50 335.389/96 Ole 01 V10 " Temporary Changes to Procedures improperly
Changed Intent of Procedures." (paragraph 08.1)

50 335.309/96 16 03 IFl " Implementation of. Interim Plant Actions to
Detect New Tampering.* (paragraph 58.1)

50 335/97 03e07 URI " Issues Relating to Exceeding Unit 1 Licensed
Steady State Power Levels." (paragraph E8.2)

50 335/97 03 05 URI " Failure to Obtain FRG Review for Interim CR
Disposition" (paragraph E8.3)

50 335/97 03 06 URI * Post Maintenance Testing issues Associated with
DDPS Constant Changes" (paragraph E8,4)

Discussed

50 389/97 03 04 NCV . Nonconforming Reactor Coolant Pump Penetration.*

Fault Protection" (cover letter)

LIST OF ACRONYMS USED

ADM Adminit'rative Procedure
.AFW Auxiliary Feedwater (system)
ANSI American National Standards Institute
AP Administrative Procedure
ASME Code. American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure

Vessel Code
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
ATTN Attention
CEA Control Element Assembly
CFR Code of Federal Regulations

-- CIAS Containment Isolation Actuation Signal
CNRB Company Nuclear Review Board
CR Condition Report
CSAS Containment Spray Actuation System
DDPS Digital Data Processing System
DNBR- Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio
OPR Demonstration Power Reactor (A type of operating license)
EA: Enforcement Action
ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System
EDG Emergency Diesel Generator

_ _ _. _.
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'

ESF Engineered Safety Feature
FME foreign Material Exclusion !
FPL The Florida Power & Light Company
FR Flow Recorder
FRG Facility Review Group
FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report
FW Feedwater
GMP General Maintenance Procedure.
gpm Gallon (s) Per Minute (flow rate) :
HCV Hydraulic Control Valve !

HPS! High Pressure Safety injection (system) !

I&C Instrumentation and Control :
'

ICW- -Intake Cooling Water
IF] [NRC)InspectorfollowupItem
151 Inservice inspection (program) !
kW Kilowatt (s) t

LER Licensee Event Report
'

LOOP Loss of Offsite Power
LPSI Low Pressure Safety injection (system) '

LR Level Recorder |
mA M1111 ampere '

M&TE Measuring & Test Equipment
MOV Motor Operated Valve :
MS Main Steam :

MSIV Main Steam isolation Valve
'

HSR Moisture Separator / Reheater
NCV NonCited Violation (of NRC requirements) ,

HI Nuclear instrument
No, Number
NOP Normal Operating Pressure
NOV Notice of Violation i

NPF Nuclear Production Facility (a type of operating license)
NPS Nuclear Plant Supervisor '

NPWO Nuclear Plant Work Order
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Conaission *

,

NWE Nuclear Watch Engineer .

OP Operating Procedure ;

OPC Overspeed Protection Circuit
PC/M Plent Change / Modification
PDR NRC Public Document Room
PGM Plant General Manager
PMAI Plant Management Action item
PORV- Power Operated Relief Valve
PSL- Plant St, Lucie
OA Quality Assurance
OC Ouality Control
01 Quality Instruction
OSL Quality Surveillance Letter

,

RCB Reactor Containment Building
RCGVS Gas Vent System
RCO Reactor Control Operator
RCP Reactor Coolant Pump '

_.
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Ril_ Region 11 Atlanta, Georgia (NRC)
RPS Reector Protection System !,

RTD Resistive Temperature Detector i

RWT Refueling Water Tank i

SB Safety Train B ',

SDC Shut Down Cooling |

SG Steam Generator i,

SI Safety injection (system) :

S!AS Safety injection Actuation System !
SlT Safety Injection Tank |
SMB Type of valve actuator

!
SNPO Senior Nuclear Plant (unlicensed) Operator

Safety Parameter Display) System
SPDS-

.

Senior Reactor (licensed Operator-SRO
SRV Safety Relief Valve i

St. Saint t

TC Temporary Change !

TEDB Total Equipment Data Base |

T0AR Topical Quality Assurance Report
TS. Technical Specificatien(s)
UFSAR Updated Final Safety Analysis Report :
URI [NRC) Unresolved item ,

USNRC United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
UT Ultrasonic Test
V&V Verification and Validation .

V10 Violation (of NRC requirements)
WO Work Order
WR Work Request

,

L

.
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March 17. 1997

EA97-107

florida Power & Light Company
ATTN: T. F. Plunkett

President - Nuclear Division
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach, Florida 33408 0420

SUBJECT: NRC INTEGRATED INSPECTION REPORT N05, 50 335/97 01, 50 389/97-01
AND NOTICE OF VIOLATION.

Dear Mr. Plunkett:

On February 15, 1997 the NRC completed an inspection at your St. Lucie 1 and 2
reactor facilities. The enclosed report presents the results of that inspection.

Based on the results of this inspection the NRC has determined that violations
of NRC requirements occurred. One violation is cited for the failure to execute
an effective program for post accident sampling. The violation is of concern
because it indicates that the units' Post Accident Sampling Systems have, over
time, suffered from a lack of ownership which would integrate the system's needs
in a way that would ensure operability. The types of individual deficiencies
identified in this area indicate weaknesses which span the areas of design
control, post maintenance and surveillance testing, and agreement with UFSAR
descriptions.

While cach of these areas are of concern to us, we are particularly concerned
ab at failures in interdepartmental communications and your corrective action
program which allowed the Unit 2 Post Accident Sampling System to remain
inoperable for a period in excess of two months. This period could have been
significantly reduced had the proper priority been placed on the system.

These violations are cited in the enclosed Notice of Violation, and the
circumstances surrounding the violations are described in detail in the enclosed
report. Please note that you are required to respond to this letter and should
follow the instructions specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your
response. The NRC will use your response, in part, to determine whether further
enforcement c: tion is necessary to ensure compliance with regulatory
requirements.

Osv
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FP&L 2

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's ' Rules uf Practice," a copy of this
letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR).

Sincerely.

Or!g signed by Caudie A. Julian

Caudie A. Julian, Acting Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects

Docket Nos. 50 335, 50 389
License Nos. DPR 67. NPF-16

Enclosures: 1. Notice of Violation
2. Inspection Report Nos. 50 335/97 01, 50 389/97-01-

cc w/encls:
"

J. A. Stall
Site Vice President
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive =
Ft. Pierce. FL 34957

H -N. Paduano, Manager
Licensing and Special Programs
Florida Power and Light Company-
P 0,-Box 14000
Juno Beach, FL 33408 0420

J. Scarola
Plant General Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Ft. Pierce, FL 34957

E. J. Weinkam
Plant-Licensing Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear P1 ant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Ft. Pierce FL 34957

M. S.-Ross, Attorney
Flor.da Power & Light
11770 US Highway 1
North Palm Beach, FL 33408

cc/w encls cont'd: (See page 3)
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cc/w encls cont'd:
John T. Butler. Esq.
' Steel. Hector and Davis
4000 Southeast Financial Center
Miami. FL 33131 2398~

Bill'Passetti .

Office of Radiation Control
De)artment of Health-and

lehabilitative Services
1317 Winewood Boulevard
Tallahassee. FL) 32399 0700'

Joe Myers. Director
-Division of Emergency Preparedness
Department of Community Affairs
2740 Centerview Orive
Tallahassee. FL 32399 2100

Thomas R. L. Kindred
County Administrator
St. Lucie County
2300. Virginia Avenue
Ft. Pierce. FL 34982

)istribution w/encls:
(. Landis. Ril
J Norris. NRR-
B. R. Crowley. Ril
G. Ho)per. Ril
PUBLIC

NRC Resident-Inspector-

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commi
75B5 South Highway A1A
Jensen Beach. FL 34957 2010 l
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION EA 97-107

Florida Power and Light Company Docket Nos. 50 335. 50 369
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant License Nes. DPR 67. NPF 16
Units 1 and 2

During the NRC inspections conducted during the period of January 5 through
February 15. 1997. violations of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance
with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement
Actions." NUREG 1600, the violations are listed below:

A. Technical Specification 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures be
established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities
recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33. Revision 2. February,
1978. Appendix A paragraph 1.d includes administrative
]rocedural adherence. Procedure 015 PR/PSL 1. Revision 75 procedures for" Preparation.
Revision. Review / Approval of Procedures." section 5.14.1 requires verbatim
compliance to procedures by all personnel.

Operating Procedure 0010122. Revision 66. "In Plant Equipment Clearance
Orders " states the following:

Step 8.9.C. " Verify boundary using controlled documents (i.e.. prints,
procedures)."

Step 8.12.7 "The Clearance Order execution shall be stopped and the
WCG/ Control Room shall be notified immediately for...(A) Any step that
cannot be executed as specified."

Step 8.12.12. " Independent Verification of the Clearance Order steps shall
be performed in accordance with ADM 17-06 Administrative"

... ...

Procedure 17-06. Revision 2. " Independent Verification." step 7.7.2 states
"The second person Independently Verifies that the proper lead has be?n
correctly identified and tagged."

Ste) 8.12,20. "The Clearance Controller shall document their satisfaction
wit 1 the clearance boundary by: ... Signing the acceptance block on the
Clearance Order Form (Figure 1) concurring that the clearance boundary is
adequate for the work to be performed."

Contrary to the above as of February 7. 1997,

1. The requested boundary for Equipment Clearance Order 1 97-01-093
could not be verified using Engineering Drawing 8770 B-327. Revision
2. " Heated Junction Thermocouples 1B. 2B, 3B. & 4B." sheet 1582,

2. The operator har:ging Tags #2 and #3 of ECO 197-01093 failed to
recognize that the identification numbers of the lifted leads did
not agree with the Clearance Order identification and, thus, did not
stop.

d bNDIOk }
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3. A second operator performing the Independent Verification on Tags #2
and #3 of ECO 1 97 01 093 failed to recognize that the
identification numbers of the lifted leads did not agree with the
Clearance Order identification.

4. The Clearance Controller failed to recognize that the clearance
boundary did not agree with that requested in November 1996.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement 1) applicable to Unit 1
only.

D. Technical Specification 6.8.4.e requires, in part, establishing.
implementing and maintaining a post accident sampling " program which will
ensure the capability to obtain and analyze reactor coolant, radioactive
iodines and particulates in plant gaseous effluents. and containment
atmosphere samples under accident conditions. The program shall include
the following:

(1) Training of personnel.
(ii) Procedures for sampling and analysis, and
(iii) Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis equipment."

Contrary to the above. a p ogram to ensure the capability to obtain and
analyze reactor coolant, radioactive iodines and particulates in plant
gaseous effluents and containment atmosphere samples under accident
conditions was not established implemented, and maintained in a manner
sufficient to satisfy the Technical Specification requirements, as
evidenced by the following examples:

The failure to require 'dequate post maintenance testing (i.e*

operability testing) following completion of Unit 2 Post Accident
Sampling System work on August 26. 1996,

The failure to take timely and appropriate corrective actions frome
November 26. 1996, to February 10. 1997, after recognizing that the
Unit 2 Post Accident Sampling System was INOPEPABLE. resulting in a
period of inoperability in excess of two months.

e The failure to identify and perform required calibrations of
installed Unit 2 Post Accident Sampling System instrumentation:
specifically the Panalarm and the pressure setpoint for PIA 503, as
described in Unit 2 UFSAR Table 9.310d. Instrument Calibration
Frequency." and PASS C.E. Technical Manual 2998 13315. Volume 2.
Table VI-1,

e The failure to maintain consistency between the boron meter range
described in Unit 2 UFSAR Table 9.310C (0-500 ppm), the installed

Enclosure 1
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field equipment (0 5000 ppm), and that referred to in Chemistry
Procedure 2 COP-65.82. Revision 2. " Performing an Operability Test
on the Unit 2 Post Accident Sampling System (PASS)." (at least 1000
ppm).

e The failure to maintain consistency between both units' Post
Accident Sampling System panel mimics and their respective mimic and
flow drawings. j

,

The failure to maintain indicating lights on Unit 2 Post Accidente
Sampling System valve position indicators which. in the case of
V5743, masked the fact that the valve was out of its required
position.

The failure to update the Unit 1 Post Accident Sampling Systeme

vendor technical manual to either include or reference a current
flow diagram.

The failure to control operator aids, such that an operator aide
associated with Unit 2 Post Accident Sampling System panel valve

valve.provided incorrect information on the flowpaths through theV5747

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement 1).

C. Section 70.24(a) of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, requires.
in part, each licensee authorized to possess special nuclear material in
a quantity exceeding those identified, to maintain a radiation monitoring
system in each area where special nuclear material is handled, used, or
stored that will alarm if accidental criticality occurs. Furthermore,
applicable emergency procedures must be maintained to ensure personnel are
withdrawn to an area of safety when the alarm sounds.

Contrary to the above, as of February 15. 1997 the licensee never
installed a radiation monitoring system in either St.Lucie unit's, new
fuel storage areas capable of alarming should accidental criticality
occur. furthermore, the licensee's initial exemptions from the
requirements of 10 CFR 70.24(a) (contained as part of its original NRC
Materials License for possessing special nuclear material) expired when
the St. Lucie Units 1 and 2 construction permits were converted to
operating licenses in 1976 (Unit 1) and 1983 (Unit 2). At that time the
licensee failed to install a radiation monitoring system and implement
appropriate emergency procedures, or renew its exemptions. Since then,
new fuel storage areas have been used to handle, use, and store new fuel
assemblies on a regular basis prior to each unit refueling outage.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement 1).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the Florida Power & Light Company is
hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear

Enclosure 1
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Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C 20555, with
a copy to the Regional Administrator Region 11 and a copy to the NRC Resident
inspector at the facility that is the subject of this Notice, within 30 days of
the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). This
reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should
include for each violation: (1) the reason for the violation, or. if contested,-
the basis-for disputing the violation. (2) the corrective steps that have been
taken and the results achieved, (3) the corrective steps that will be taken to
avoid further violations, and (4) the date when full compliance will be achieved.
Your response may reference or include previous docketed correspondence, if the
correspondence adequately addresses the required response. If an adequate reply
is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an order or a Demand
for Information may be issued as to why the license should not be modified.

-suspended, or revoked, or why such other action as may be proper should not be
taken. Where good cause is shown, consideration will be given to extending the
response time.
Because your response will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR), to
the extent possible, it should not include any personal privacy, proprietary, or
safeguards information so that it can be placed in the PDR without redaction,
lowever, if you find it necessary to include such information, you should clearly
indicate the specific information that you desire not to be placed in the PDR,
and provide the legal basis to support your request for withholding the
information from the public.

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia <

this _17th_ day of March 1997 ,

1

Enclosure 1
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION.

REGION 11

Docket Nos: 50 335. 50 389
License Nos: OPR 67. NPF-16

Report Nos: 50 335/97 01, 50 389/97 01

Licensee: Florida Power & Light Co.

Facility: St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Units 1 & 2

Location: 6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach. FL 34957

Dates: January 5 - February 15. 1997

Inspectors: M. Miller, Senior Resident inspector
J. Munday. Resident inspector
D. Lanyi, Resident inspector.

S. Sandin Acting Resident inspector
W. Bearden. Regional Inspector (M1.1.7.1.8.1.8.4)
L. Wiens. St. Lucie Project Manager. Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation (E3.1)
J. Blake Regional Inspector M2.3.3.1.6.1.Rl.l.7.1)
K. Karwoski Materials Engineer. NRR
M. Thomas Regional Inspector (E8.1)

Approved by: C. Julian Acting Chief. Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects

Enclosure 2
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Units 1 & 2
NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-335/97 01. 50 389/97 01

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations, engineering,
maintenance, and plant support. The report covers a 6 week period of resident
inspection: in addition it includes the results of region based inspections in
the areas of Maintenance and Engineering and an inspection by the NRR Project
Manager.

Onerations

e Extended control room observations to ascertain compliance with the
licensee's Conduct of Operations procedure indicated that operator
performance was in compliance with the procedure. Formality in
communications. crew briefings and response to annunciators was strong.
No appreciable differences were noted between observations made in the
control room and the simulator (paragraph 01.2).

An unplanned downpower on Unit 1 due to a Turbine Cooling Water leak to ae
Main Generator Hydrogen Cooler was performed well t,y trainees under direct
supervision by licensed operators (paragraph 01.3).

e A review of four equipment clearance orders identified minor
deficiencies associated with one clearance ana two misidentified
tags associated with another. The two misidentified tags were the
subject of a violation due to failures to adequately review the
associated clearance (paragraph 01.4).

e Walkdowns of both units' Post Accident Sampling Systems resulted in the
identification of several design, maintenance. and surveillance
deficiencies and the identification of an extended period of
inoperability of the Unit 2 system. One violation was cited (paragraph
02.1).

Walkdowns of both units' Emergency Diesel Generators resulted in thee
identification of only minor deficiencies (paragraph 02.2),

A review of licensed and non-licensed operator overtime indicated thate
management was effective in controlling the use of overtime for the month

,

of December, 1996 (paragraph 06.1).

A review of a Quality Assurance Audit of the licensee's corrective actione
,

program indicated that weaknesses exist in several key areas of the
| program. The audit itself was excellent in capturing the issues
' (paragraph 07.1).
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t!ainienante

A review of the licensee's maintenance rule expert panel process indicatede
that the process was being employed satisfactorily (paragraph M1.1).

e Observations of a Unit 2 Main Feedwater Isolation Valve test indicated
that participation in the test by all affected site organizations reduced
overall valve out of service time (paragraph M2.1).

Main Steam Isolation Valve partial stroke testing was observed and found*

to be conducted safely and competently (paragraph M2.2),

o The reviews of the current status, and the history, of the St. Lucie steam
gtnerators provided an indication that the licensee has been monitoring
the steam generator degradation modes in accordance with their Technical
Specifications and Updated Final Safety Analysis Reports (paragraph M2.3).

The licensee procedures and guidance for the evaluation and management of*

steam generator eddy current test data appear to have been adequate for
the circumstances: however, significant improvements can be made. The
licensee should have been more aggressive in cuestioning 1985
qualifications during the early 1990s when the industry (nowledge on eddy
current test and qualification of procedures were rapidly r. hanging
(paragraph M3.1),

The licensee's overall steam generator management program, although note
formally documented, has improved. Members of the licensee steam
generator inspection. water chemistry, and operations organizations are
definitely aware of the interfaces between their activities which affect
the steam generators, even though there is not a formal plan or program
which describes those interfaces (paragraph M6,1),

o The licensee's recent self assessment in the area of Maintenance provided
meaningful feedback to management, and was considered a strength
(paragraph M7.1).

A review of Work Control related Quality Reports and a critique of work*

control documents indicated that the licensee was acting responsibly to
identify process weaknesses (paragraph M 7.2).

Enaineerina

Engineering support to the plant for two Intake Cooling Water pipee
leaks was timely (paragraph E2.1),

The licensee's fuel handling buildings were found to lack criticalityo
monitoring instrumentation required under 10 CFR 70.24. Additionally, the
licensee failed to satisfy requirements to have emergency procedures for
accidental criticality in the fuel buildings and to perform drills based
on the scenarios. The cause was a failure to renew, under 10 CFR 50, an
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exem:) tion granted under 10 CFR 70 during initial construction. At the end
of t1e report period the licensee commenced temporary corrective actions
in Unit 7 to allow fuel receipt and were submitting a request for
exemptions for both units. A violation was cited (paragraph E2.2).

An inspection by the NRR Project Manager of the 10 CFR 50.59 Safety*

Evaluation Program concluded the program meets the regulation requirements
(paragraph E3.1)

Engineering was issued a stop work order from Ouality Assurance when ane
audit indicated that drawings were being initialed by reviewers, as opposed
to signed as required by procedure (paragraph E7.1).

Performance indicators showed that, although plant changes / modificationse
(PC/M) and drawing upoate backlogs remained, the licensee had made some
progress in reducing these backlogs (paragraph E8.1).

Inappropriate signoff of the system acceptance /Lurnover sheets (SATS) fore
PC/Ms 96 019M and 96142M was an indication of a weakness in the
i1censee's process for PC/M implementation and closecut (paragraph E8.1).

e An Unresolved item involvire steam generator level inaccuracies due to
inaccurate condensate pot einations on as built isometric drawings, was
closed resulting in a non cited violation (paragraph E8.2).

Plant Sunocrt

e The licensee's water chemistry controls are appropriate to the
circumstances (paragraph RI.1).

The area of secondary water chemistry was subjected to independent audits,e
with appropriate action taken for identified weaknesses (paragraph R7.1),

e A review of required postings indicated a procedural weakness, but was
otherwise satisfactory (paragraph R8.1),

An NRC inspector was allowed to enter the site before proper authorizatione
verification was performed, resulting in a non cited violation (paragraph
S1.1).

.
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Reoort Dete,.s

Summary of Plant Status

Unit 1

Unit I entered the report period at full power. On January 28 power was
reduced to 90 percent to allow repairs on the intake Cooling Water System.
It was returned to full power the following day. However. power was-
reduced again on January 31 to repair a leak in the Turbine Cooling Water
System. The unit was returned to full power on February 1 and maintained
essentially full power until the end of the report period.

Unit 2

Unit 2 entered the report period at-full power. Power was reduced to 90
)ercent on January 20 to facilitate inspections on the intake structurc.
)ower was further reduced on January 22 to allow replacement of a Moisture
Separator Reheat Stop Valve test solenoid. The unit was returned to 100 .

percent on January 24 and remained there for the balance of the report
period.

I. Ooerations

01 Conduct of Operations

01.1 General Comments (71707)

Using Inspection Procedure 7D07. the inspectors conducted frequent
reviews of ongoing plant operations, in general the conduct of opera-
tions was professional and safety conscious: specific events and notewor-
thy observations are dete41ed in the sections below,

01.2 Control Room Observation (7170]71

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector observed several operating crews during various portions _of
their' shift during the report period. Also, the inspector observed a
portion of simulator training with two crews. The inspector evaluated
their conduct for routine and non routine events and monitored their
com)liance with Administrative Procedure AP 0010120. Revision 88. " Conduct
of Operations."

b. Observations and Findings

The operating crews complied with their " Conduct of Operations" procedures
during all observed periods. The ins >ector did note that the procedure
had recently been totally rewritten. celeting many previous requirements
and correcting some omissions. All operating personnel interviawed were
knowledgeable about the requirements in the newly revised procedure.

.. . , . . - .- - . - - _ . . - - - - - _ _ - . - _. -.
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All control room operating personnel strictly observed the Control Room
e Boundary and Command Function. Whenever a licensed eerator left the$ area, he w6s certain to inform the other licensed erators of hisg location and to ensure that the appropriate manning was met. Access to
F, the RTGB area and desk area was less than formal. Often the inspector

noted that the operators carried on extended non-work related'

conversations w in non-operation personnel. The operators did, however,
maintain cognizance of key operating parameters by periodically walking
down the boards during these discussions.

-The inspector observed several reactivity manipulations. The RCO ensured
that the ANPS was informed of the commencement and termination of each
reactivity addition. The 0perator at the Controls also remained in the
area maintaining his focus on the evolution. One of these manipulations
was performed by an urqualified individual in pursuit of his license under
the direct supervision of a licensed operator.

Operator response to annunciators was generally prompt and as required by
procedure. The inspector noted several instances when the operators were

} unsure of whet.her an alarm was expected. Another licensed operator
provided the identification promptly. Usually the ANPS acknowledged the

) announcement of the alarm in a timely manner. If no acknowledgement
occurred, the reporting operator routinely repeated the iniormation. Most
crews were slow to inform the other unit on receipt of common expected
alarms. All operators took the required responses to unexpected alarms.,

All operating crews prtarmed briefings and debriefings as required. The
briefings were typically concise and included input from all members
involved in the evolution. Use of the NPS to add insight into the process
is see as a strength that is used consistently by all operating crews.

The inspect.2 m ?rved several shift turnovers. All requirements imposed-

by Appendu C - "Te " Conduct of Operations" procedure were performed.r

The informatM transferred between the individual watchstanders was
generally good; the pre-shift briefings in the Technical Support Center
(TSC) sporadically provided useful information to the crews.

The . ews' logs were relatively accurate and consistent with the guidance
in Appendix 0 of the procedure. The inspector noted a few instances of
typographical arrors and errors in recording times. All incor"ect entries
wtre promptly corrected. The content of the logs appeared to be as
required and ufficient information was available to reconstruct events.

The inspector noted that all crews became very formal during evolutions.
The use of three part communications and the phonetic alphabet among the
crew members was usually used. The ANPSs routinely corrected lapses in
this formality on the spot. However, the level of formality during normal
monitoring periods was much lower. Some crews did not use the three part
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communication system, especially_ face-to-facc. durim these periods. Use
of the phonetic alphabet is not yet ingraind irt'> all parsonnel. Nearly
every ANPS and all NPSs observed. continually attempted to reinforce the
use of the phonetic alphabet and three part communications to their crew
members,

c. Conclusions

The'0perations iepartment daily performance is in accordance with-treir
approved " Conduct of Operations" procedure. ~ Crew briefings were noted to
be a 3 articular strength, especially use of the NPSs experience. Crew
forma'ity during planned and unplanned evolutions was very good. including
repeat-backs and use of the phonetic alphabet. During periods of no
evolutions, the formality level dropped. The inspector noted no
significant differences in the level of formality between the simulator
and the control room. However, the inspector was not able to watch a
period of routine monitoring the plant in the simulator.

-01,3 Unit 1 Downoower (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector observed a Unit 1 downpower, performed January 31, in
response to a leak which developed in a main generator hydrogen cooler.

S. Observations and findings

The inspector observed the downpower from the Unit 1 control room. The
downpower was directed when an observed-leak at a mechanical joint in one
of four hydrogen coolers in the Unit 1 main generator worsened from a drip
to- a'small spray. The unit was downpowered to approximately 80 percent'

power to bring generator heat loads within the capacity of the remaining
coolers prior to isolating the leaking joint (and, necessarily, the
cooler).

- The inspector found the evolution to be well controlled with four board
operators, two licensed and two in training, controlling- the unit.-

Licensed operators were extremely conscientious in supervising the
trainees who were performing the actual board manipulat'ons. Appropriate
procedures were open and frequently-referenced.

The subject leak was repaired and the unit was returned to full power
-operation on February 1.

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that-the unplanned downpower was performed well
and that licensed operator attention to the evolution and to the actions
of trainees performing the evolution was excellent.
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01.4 'Eauioment Clearance Orders (ECOs) (71707)
.

a. Inspection Scope

On February 7. the inspector performed an audit of four ECOs. * is
included a review of the Clearance Index, tags and the position /condiuon ,

of the affected switches and valves.

The four ECOs selected were:

1-97-01-092 - OSPDS Channel B (#2 HJTC)
1-97-01-093 - OSPDS Channel B (#1 HJTC)
1-97-01-175 - LG 07 8 Level Gauge for NaOH Tank 1A
1-97-02-002 - CCW PJmp IC (Mechanical Seal Replacement)

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector identified two discrepancies:

(1) The first discrepancy involved ECO 1-97-01-093 which attached
Clearance tags to three lifted leads in the Qualified Safety
Parameter Display System (0SPDS) cabinet. Two of ;he three leads
were incorrectly identified on the clearance tags. Tags #2 and #3
and the Clearance Order identified these leads as "0TBY 23R" and
"0TBY 31Y." The leads were labelled as "0TB1 23R" and "0TB1 31Y."
A further review and discussion of this particular clearance with
the Work Control Group (WCG) and I&C department management revealed
the following:

The WCG was unable to verify the clearance boundary using ' the
' Controlled Wiring Diagrams (CWDs). The inspector learned that when
I&C specified lifting electrical leads, the work package may or may
not have include a marked-up Controlled Wiring Diagram to aid the
RC0 in understanding boundary isolation. In all cases, step 5.5.2.B
of Procedure OP 0010122 stated that the RCO'shall write the
clearance and " Request assistance from Supervision in. . .

Electrical or -Instrument & Control departments when a CWD is
recuired to write a clearance and the circuit is not clearly
uncerstood for the clearance."

The inspector contacted.the I&C Supervisor and was referred to CWD
8770-B-327. Sheet'1582 (Heated Junction Thermocouples 1B 28, 3B. &
48) and Drawing 8770-11225 (0SPDS Cabinet Wiring Diagram). This CWD
showed Sensor 18 having seven wires including two shields connected
at OTB1 and 0TB3. These seven wires were identified as S1, R. Y1.
Y2 [ located on terminals 4. 2. 3. and 1 of 0TB1] and B. W. S2
[ located on terminals 85. 86. and 87 of OTB3]. The clearance
boundary for isolating HJTC #1 required three lifted leads i.e. .
Red (R). Yellow 1 (Y1), and Yellow 2 (Y2). These leads were
uniquely identified as OTB112Y. OTB123R and OTB131Y where, by,
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I&C convention. OTB1 12Y was the second yellow lead (Y2) connected
at terminal 1 of OTBl. OTB123R was the third lead (R) connected at
terminal 2 of OTBl. and OTB131Y was .the first yellow lead (Yl)
connected at terminal 3 of OTBl. all of which were associated with
HJTC #1 only. This method of lead identification existed for all
observable sensors located in the OSPDs cabinet and did not appear
on the applicable CWDs. The inspector discussed this observation
with the l&C Manager who agreed that this practice did not lend
itself to ready veritication as part of the RCO clearance review
process.

ECOs 1 97 01 092 and -093 were issued to close line entries in the
Jumper / Lifted Leads log. The I&C Department properly identified the
Leads Lifted in their November 15. 1996 request using Figure 1 of
Procedure OP 0010122. Revision 65 "In Plant Equipment Clearance
Orders." These tags were subsequently repkced January 18, 1997,
after a later revision of the aforementioned procedure was issued.
During tag preparation the WCG misidentified he leads. ECO 1-97-
01-093 was reviewed. authoriwd. tags replaced and independently
verified, and the clearance accepted by the 1&C Controller, who in
this particular instance, was the I&C Supervisor that initiated the
request in November, without identifying tne discrepancy.

The inspector found that these deficiencies represented numerous
failures to follow Operating Procedure 0010122. Revision 66. "In-
Plant Equipment Clearance Orders." specifically:

Step 8.9.C stated " Verify boundary using controlled documents*

(i.e.. prints, procedures)." Contrary to the above, the WCG
could not verify the boundary in that controlled documents did
not show the leads as identified.

| e Step 8.12.7 stated "The Clearance Order execution shall be
stopped and the WCG/ Control Room shall be notified immediately
for. .(A) Any step that cannot be executed as specified."
Contrary to the above, the operator hanging Tags #2 and #3 of
ECO 1-97-01-093 failed to recognize that the lifted leads did
not agree with the Clearance Order identification and, thus,
did not stop.

* Step 8.12.12 stated " Independent Verification of the Ciearance
Order steps shall be performed .. in accordance with ADM-17-
06 Administrative Procedure 17-06. Revision 2.

"
.

Independent Verification, step 7.7.2 stated "The second person
Independently Verifie that the proper lead has been correctly
identified and tagtyi" Contrary to the above. the second
operator performing the Independent Verification on Tags #2
and #3 of ECO 1-97-01-093 failed to recognize that the lifted
leads did not agree with the Clearance Order identification.
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e Step 8.12.20 stated "The Clearance Controller shall document
their satisfaction with the clearance boundary by: ... Signing
the acceptance block on the Clearance Order Form (Figure 1)
concurring that the clearance boundary is adequate for the
work to be performed." Contrary to the above. the Clearance
Controller failed to recognize that the clearance boundary did
not agree with that requested in November 1996.

These numerous failures as described above were identified as a
violation (VIO 50-335/97-01-01 " Failure to Follow the In-Plant
Equipment Clearance Orders Procedure").

(2) The second discrepancy involved ECO 1-97-02-002. Revision 2. where
four additional tags were added for proper control of clearance to
replace the mechanical seal on Component Cooling Water Pump 1C. The
I.V. Initials for added tags 11 through 14 were properly completed,
however, the tags themselves were not initialed. All valves and
associated breakers were in the required position as specified in
the clearance. The requirement to initial the tags following
Independent Verification was recently added to the procedure. The
inspector identified this discrepancy as an isolated performance
issue.

The inspector brought both discrepancies to the attention of the
respective ANPS and subsequently discussed them with the Operations
Manager. The Operations Manager was conducting an investigation to
determine the root cause.

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the numerous failures involved in the first
discrepancy represented more than individual performance issues. A
typographical error on the part of the WCG RC0 in preparing the clearance
went undetected defeating every procedural step established as a barrier
u) to the point of performing work. The inspector had little confidence
t1at the Clearance Holder would have discovered the error prior to
performing work.

02 Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

02.1 Enaineered Safety Feature System Walkdowns (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

During the week of February 10 the inspector performed a walk down of
both Unit 1 and 2 Post Accident Sampling Systems (PASS) using Inspection
Procedure 71707. This consisted of a review of the following procedures
and engineering drawings and verification of current system alignment.
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1-COP-65.71. Revision 0. " Operation of the Unit 1 Post Accidente
Sampling System During Accident Conditions"
1-COP-65.81. Revision 1. " Performing an Operability Test on the Unito
1 Post Accident Sampling System (PASS)"

2-COP-65.72. Revision 0 " Operation of the Unit 2 Post Accidente
Sampling System (PASS) During Accident Conditions"
2 COP-65.82. Revision 2. " Performing an Operability Test on the Unite
2 Post Accident Sampling System (PASS)"
2-COP-65.83. Revision 1. " Calibration of the Unit 2 Hydrogen ande
Oxygen Meters"
2-COP-65.84. Revision 1. " Performing a Fill and Vent on the Unit 2e
Post Accident Sampling System (PASS)"

Applicable Vendor Technical Manualse
Applicable Engineering Drawingse

e UFSAR Sections 9.3.6 (Unit 1) and 9.3.7 (Unit 2)
Applicable Unit Technical Specifications 6.8.4e

b. Observations and Findings

Unit 1

The inspector identified several instances of the installed PASS panel not
agreeing with approved engineering drawings. These deficiencies are
discussed in " Design Control Issues." below. The inspector also noted the
following deficiencies:

Vendor Drawing E65650. Revision Be

The inspector noted that the flow diagram for the PASS panel which
was included in Vendor Technical Manual (VTh) 8770-9751 was
identified by the vendor as E65653. and that this drawing formed the
basis for FPL Drawing 8770-9510. However, the inspector noted that
the FPL drawing had been revised 7 times, while the VTM drawing had
remained unchanged.

It had ' been the licensee's practice to treat vendor technical
manuals as controlled documents and. if plant changes were made
which impacted drawings in the manuals, to reissue the drawing as an
FPL drawing with an FPL number. This new drawing would then be
updated over time and reinserted into the VTM as change dictated.
In addition, the licensee included in each VTM a drawing index
listing the drawings in the VTM by vendor drawing number and, if
appropriate, by FPL number.

The inspector found that vendor drawing E65653 was listed on the
drawing index, however, its FPL equivalent drawing had not been
listed. This failure combined with the failure to update the VTM
with the latest FPL drawing, resulted in the possibility that
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maintenance might be performed per an outdated drawing. The
inspector reviewed the licensee's procedure on the subject of
VTMs. ENG 01 3.3. Revision 2. " Vendor Technical Manual Control .".

and found the procedure extremely vague with respect to the
licensee's plans for VTM updates. Overall, the procedure was
inadequate to ensure consistent levels of VTM update.

* Panel Instrumentation

In addition to the mimic flow path and valve controls, the PASS
panel contained digital instrumentation displaying both temperature
(4 channels) and pressure (6 channels) from installed transmitters.
The location of these transmitters were depicted by adhesive dots
attached on the panel mimic. None of the displays had plant tags
with an associated instrument number. The temperature display above
the " regulated sample" label was dark (indicating a lack of power or
signal to this digital display) and only five pressure transmitter
locations were shown on the mimic. although six were installed and
functioning.

e Procedures

The inspector reviewed both Unit 1 PASS procedures and identified
the following inconsistencies:

e 1-COP-65.71. Revision 0. " Operation of the Unit 1 Post
Accident Sampling System During Accident Conditions"

Step 1.11 (Attachment A) ensured that both V55086. " H,

Analyzer Vent." and V55034. "HP Sample Inlet Isol.* were OFF
vice CLOSED.

1-COP-65.81. Revision 1. " Performing an Operability Test on*
the Unit 1 Post Accident Sampling System (PASS)"

References 3.1 and 3.2 referred to the " Milton Roy PASS
Technical Manual and Systems Diagrams" vice " Milton Roy
Technical Manual No. 8779-9751"

Reference 3.6 referred to the PSL 2 UFSAR. Paragraph 9.3.7
vice PSL 1 UFSAR Paragraph 9.3.7

One housekeeping item was identified and referred to the Chemistry
Department for correction. All valves were in the required position for
current plant conditions.

Unit 2

The inspector identified two instances of the installed PASS panel not
agreeing with approved engineering drawings. These deficiencies are
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discussed in " Design Control Issues." below. The inspector also noted the
following deficiencies:

e Valve Position Indications

At least seven Valve Position Indicators (VPls) were not fully
illuminated (typically two bulbs associated with each VPI). Two
VPls had both lights extinguished. This incitded V5743 which was
found out-of-position OPEN by verification of the control switch
positioner. A preliminary evaluation by the licen'.ee attributed the
non-illuminated bulbs to corrosion of the bulb contacts. At the
close of the inspection period, the licensee was conducting an
investigation to determine the cause of the out-of-position valve.

Panel Labeling*

Several components were not properly labelled on the panel mimic,
including F1 505 and PIA 503.

* Procedures
.

2-COP 65.84. Revision 1. " Performing a Fill and Vent on the*

Unit 2 Post Accident Sampling System (PASS)"

Step 4.1 required verifying that HVE-37 was operational.
There was no plant tag identifying this switch.

Steps 7.2.9. 7.2.11, 7.2.15, 7.2.49. 7.2.51. 7.2.53 and 7.2.55
had operators monitor pressure / level using a PT/LT
(pressure / level transmitter) rather than the associated Pl/LI
(pressure / level indicator)

2-COP 65.82. Revision 2. " Performing an Operability Test one
the Unit 2 Post Accident Sampling System (PASS)"

Step 7.2.16 and 7.2.55 had operators monitor pressure / level
using a PT/LT (pressure / level transmitter) rather than the
associated Pl/LI (pressure / level indicator)

The inspector reviewed the UFSAR and idar.ti fied the following
discrepancies:

Section 9.3.6.7 stated, in part, that "FPL Chemistry De]artment*

technicians are trained both in the classroom and in actual lands-on
operations, as a function of the Chemistry Department training
3rogram." This training program was formalized in Administrative
procedure 0005743. Revision 7. " Chemistry Personnel Training
Program." which stated in part. that "[a]s part of continuing
training. each Chemistry technician shall complete every two years
those self-study texts and modules designated as a requirement for
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two year review." Training on each unit's PASS was a designated
requirement for two year review.

In August 1996. FPL received a violation for misoperation of the
Unit 1 PASS during an operability test. This resulted in the
licensee developing extensive corrective actions which included a
complete revision of all PASS procedures for both units. The
Chemistry Department Supervisor decided to suspend training on PASS
until the revised procedures were issued and debugged. Due to
delays in issuing usable procedures and an operability issue related
to Unit 2 PASS, several Chemistry technicians did not complete their
continuing training within the required two years. Those Chemistry
technicians (8) were identified in a memo from the Training
Department to the Chemistry Department Supervisor dated January 7
1997. Remedial training had been completed for two and was in '

progress for a third at the time of this inspection, The inspector
discussed with the Chemistry Department Supervisor his decision to
defer continuing training, especially in light of the fact that an
NOV was written due to a Chemistry technician improperly operating
the Unit 1 PASS during an operability test. His decision was based.
in part, on not training using deficient procedures and his desire
to verify PASS operability.

Since the licensee identified that a requirement was not being
satisfied and corrective actions were in place, this failure to meet
the continuing training reauirement on PASS is identified as a Non-
cited Violation (NCV-50 335.389/97-01-05. " Failure to Perform
Biennial PASS Training of Chemistry Technicians").

UFSAR Table 9.3-10c " Design Data For Post-Accident-Sampling System*

Process Instruments identified the Boron Meter as having an accuracy
of i 100 ppm with a range of 0 to 500 ppm. The inspector noted that
the installed instrument showed a range of 0 to 5000 ppm. The
inspector checked with Engineering to determine whether their UFSAR
review had identified this discrepancy. Engineering hao completed
their portion of the review which did not include the design data
table. Their emphasis, as described to the inspector, was a review
of the system operation with referral of the remaining sections to
the end user, which, in this instance, was the Chemistry Department.
The scheduled completion of the Chemistry Department review was
April 1997. Two items found so far were identified as #1649 and
#1651: the first referred to a clarification of the heat tracing of
sample lines and the second simply identified that "[t]here are
numerous details which either conflict with Plant procedures or are
not described in Plant procedures. The UFSAR should be revised to
correct conflicts and/or eliminate details not described in Plant
procedures." A PMAI was issued January 15. 1997. The inspector
found this a weak example of problem identification. as no details
were included.
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The inspector also noted that step 7.2.21 of 2-COP-65.82. Revision
2. " Performing an Operability Test on the Unit 2 Post Accident
Sampling System (PASS)" required that the stabilized boronometer

. result " ..must be within plus or minus 50 ppm when RCS boron is
L less than 1000 ppm." This conflicted with the design data described

in the preceding paragraph.

UFSAR Table 9.3-10d. " Instrument Calibration Frequency." identifiede
the calibration frequency, maintenance frequency, and maintenance
calibration technique for various PASS components. The inspector
noted the annotation "**" to a table entry relating to "[t]he
Pressure Instruments with alarm & control functions." The
annotation was defined on the page as "[n]ot required by CEN 415.
Revision I-A. Associated pressure and flow instruments not
required." The inspector reviewed the reference document and found
the UFSAR table annotation to be incorrect. Nothing in the
reference provided dispensation from calibration. Chemistry
personnel agreed that the annotation in the UFSAR was inaccurate.
The Table in question was extracted from the PASS C.E. Technical
Manual 2998-13315. Volume 2. Table VI-1. In addition to the
components in the UFSAR. Table VI-1 of the manual specifically
listed the Sample Recirculation Pump, valves V5762 and V5764
Temperature switches T-503 and T-504 and RTD T-502 as requiring
calibration. The inspector reviewed the I&C calibration records and
PASS Operating Procedures and had the following observations:

No check of the Panalarm was performed as described in the C-Ee

Technical Manual and UFSAR.

The PIA-503 associated high pressure setpoint of 95 psig whiche
was designed to close V5763 was not included in the I&C
calibration system.

At the close of the inspection period, the recently assigned System
Engineer was in the process of identifying and documenting all
required surveillances.

In addition to the discrepancies identified above. the inspector noted
that the Unit 2 PASS had been logged out-of-service since November 26.
1996. The following chronology was developed for maintenance activities
affecting the Unit 2 PASS:

e 04/02/96 - Successful completion of Operability Test

e 08/26/96 - I&C completed PASS Loop calibrations per PWO 64/6717
annotating in the Journeyman's Work Report (JWR) that
" System needs to be fill and vented with the assistance
of Chemistry. " Under Work Order Task Description, step
5 stated " Perform Post Maintenance Tests per 01 11-4
App. A, if required."
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e 09/10/96 - I&C closed out the Journeyman's Work Report (JWR) of the
above PWO with " performed functional test no venting
required."

e 11/26/96 - Chemistry attempted an Operability Test and found that
all three PASS level indicators (L1-502. 503 and -504)
indicating level in three sample vessels remained pegged
off-scale high following sample vessel draining. The
Chemistry Department initiated Condition Report (CR) 96-
2897 which identified that "This happens after each time
I&C calibrates indicators." PASS was declared
inoperable in the Unit 2 Equipment Out-of-Service Log,

e 12/06/96 - In response to the above CR. I&C performed work on the
level indicators per PWO 64/7921. The JWR showed that
" Chemistry Department filled the system. Attempted
venting several times and was unsuccessful. Appears
that lines are blocked to LT(s) [ level..

transmitters]."

Further JWR entries and dates were:

e 01/21/97 - " Lines were not blocked, reference legs on these level
transmitters needed to be filled. .Have Chemistry verify
correct levels to satisfy PMT [ Post Maintenance Test)."

* 01/22/97 - I&C " Installed vent plugs on LT(s)... After Chemistry
filled a sample vessel, one of the three level
indicators functioned properly (LI-502). Filling of all
three tanks scheduled for mids."

e 01/27/97 - After Chemistry energized instrument loops, two of the
three LIs indicated properly (LI 502 and -504) while one
remained pegged high (LI-503). This was attributed to
a broken feedback wire which was repaired. Chemistry
was informed and agreed that this completed the PMT.

e 01/28/97 - PWO 64/7921 closed.

e 01/29/97 - Chemistry attempted an Operability Test which was
successful with the exception of the Dissolved Hydrogen
Analyzer (Whittaker) whose readings were low. Chemistry
initiated Work Request (W/R) 97001427 to re-calibrate
the Whittaker,

o 02/06/97 - I&C technician unable to re-calibrate the Whittaker due
to lack of developed calibration procedure for either
Unit 1 or Unit 2 PASS. No work performed.

Enclosure 2
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e 02/10/97 - Chemistry initiated CR 97-0234 to recuire I&C develop a
calibration procedure for the Whittacer which had been
installed and calibrated since 1989 - 1990.

e 02/11/97 - Chemistry initiated W/R Nos. 97002112 and 97002113 to
repair both the Delphi oxygen (FI-504) and hydrogen (FI-
505) flow indicators. The indicating ball was stuck in
both flow meters,

e 02/14/97 - Daily Ouality Summary identified that PASS was i.Jt
listed on the Equipment Out-of-Service Weekly Indicators
for management tracking. This was due, in part. to no

associated LCO action time associated with 3 ASS.

The inspector reviewed the PMT performed on the PASS following the work
performed on August 26. 1996. NPWO 64/6717 included directions to
"[p]erform post maintenance tests per 01 11-4. App A. if required." A
review of Appendix A of 01 11-PR/PSL-4. Revision 31. " Instrumentation &
Control Test Control (in affect at the time), included no information on
PMT for the PASS. Step 5.4.3 of the subject procedure required that.
"[w]here Appendix B Matrix Tests plant procedures or plant technical
manua's, can not be applied, the System Supervisor shall be responsible to
determine the PMT required. (Enst.re testing is documented on the Appendix
A. PMT Sheet A.0.0; in this situation)."

The inspector found that the 5ubject NPWO package did not include the
required record of the performance of PMT (i.e. PMT Sheet A.0.0). Rather,
the JWR for the package included the statement " performed functional test
no venting required " No record of what the functional test entailed was
identi fied. 01 11-PR/PSL-4 also included, in step 5.3.7 a requirement
that functional tests " ..be performed in accordance with approved plant
procedure or approved vendor technical manuals." No procedure or VTM was
referenced.

At the request of the inspectors, the Primary Chemistry Supervisor, the
I&C Specialist who performed the functional test on September 10. and the
System Engineer met in the Unit 2 PASS for a walk through of a level
transmitter calibration and the functional test.

The 5-way manifolds (which isolate and equalize differential pressure
transmitters) and level transmitters were found to be located in a
contaminated skid and were not readily accessible. During the calibration
process, a prescribed sequence of re]ositioning instrument test valves
(i.e. the high. low pressure and equalizing valves and drains and vents)
was required. Due to the limited accessibility, the inspectors suspected
that the order in which these instrument valves were operated may have
resulted in the inadvertent draining of the instrument reference legs. On
January 21. an I&C Specialist recognized the need to fill the reference
legs. On January 22. the vent plugs were replaced. The inspectors
believe that the reference legs may have been unknowingly refilled at this
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time which resulted in Chemistry verifying that at least one of the LIs
was reading consistently with the PASS condition at that time. However.
the documented records were unclear as to exactly what actions were
performed.

Tb inspectors concluded that no record of PMT which could verify
operability following maintenance on August 26. 1996, existed. Further,
no evioence of any system manipulation which could have resulted in
inoperability existed. Consequently, from the above chronology, review
and walk through. the inspectors concluded that PASS was most probably
inoperable from August 26. 1996, to its identification on November 26,
1996 and beyond.

The PWO issued in response to the CR written on November 26 apparently
languished after the initial assessment incorrectly identified the
instrument lines as blocked. The fact that two of the three level
indicators were restcred following replacement of the vent plugs (for an
unrelated reason - the existing plugs were rounded) and that the failure
of the third indicator (broken wire) was not identified until later
demonstrated the licensee's failure to determine and pursue appropriate
corrective actions.

No housekeeping items were identified.

Desian Control Issues

Discrepancies identified in walkdowns of both units' PASS panels
(additional to those discussed above) are summarized in the table below.
While the inspectors found the majority of the discrepancies to be of
little or no safety consequence, the number of issues indicated that
design controls had been less than adequate. The inspectors turned these
concerns over to the licensee who, at the end of the inspection period,
was preparing to perform hand-over-hand walkdowns of the PASS systems for
both units to ensure that. discrepancies were adequately resolved and that
the systems were properly reflected on drawings.
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CNRB Oversicht/0A Audits

The CNRB oversight function of- the PASS described in the TS was to be
satisfied through review of 0A audit reports. The inspector reviewed OA
Audit OSL-PM 96-22. FMON: 96-060. which audited the PASS. This audit
primarily addressed training items. However. Item 11 verified "that
provisions are adequate for the maintenance of sampling and analysis
equipment." The inspector discussed the audit comment that "[w]alkdown of
the system for bot 1 units at the PASS control panels and associated-
equipment resulted in no unidentified anomalies" with the 0A auditor. The
auditor stated that the walkdown primarily -consisted of observations of
material condition (e.g. evidence of past leakage. label tags). No
Engineering or Vendor drawings were used, which explained why none of the
NRC-identified discrepancies were found by OA. The inspector concluded
that, based on the OA auditor's current method of performing walkdowns, it
was highly unlikely that design. UFSAR or operational inconsistencies
would be identified.
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Technical SDecifications issues

Unit 2 Technical Specification 6.8.4 states. in part that "The following
programs shall be established. implemented, maintained. and shall be
audited under the cognizance of the CNRB:

e. Post-accident Samolina

A program which will ensure the capability to obtain and analyze
reactor coolant. radioactive iodines and particulates in plant
gaseous effluents, and containment atmosphere samples under accident
conditions. The program shall include the following:

(1) Training of personnel.
(ii) Procedures for sampling and analysis, and
(iii) Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis

equipment."

The inspectors concluded that the following examples illustrate a
breakdown in the provisions for ensuring the capability to obtain and
analyze post-accident samples required by the subject TS:

Failure to require a Post Maintenance Test (i.e operability test),e
following completion of Unit 2 PASS work on August 26, 1990,

Failure to take timely and appropriate corrective actions frome
November 26, 1995, to February 10, 1997, after recognizing that the
Unit 2 PASS was INOPERABLE. resulting in a period of inoperability
in excess of two months.

Failure to identify and perform required calibrations of installede
PASS instrumentation: specifically, the Panalarm and the pressure
setpoint for PIA-503, as described in Unit 2 UFSAR Table 9.3-10d.
" Instrument Calibration Frequency " and PASS C.E. Technical Manual
2998-13315. Volume 2. Table VI-1.

Failure to maintain consistency between the boron meter range*

described in Unit 2 UFSAR Table 9.3-10C (0-500 ppm). the installed
field equipment (0-5000 ppm), and -that referred to in chemistry
Procedure 2-COP-65.82. Revision 2, " Performing an Operability Test
on the Unit 2 Post Accident Sampling System (PASS)." (at least 1000
ppm).

Failure to maintain consistency between both units' panel mimics ande
their respective mimic and flow drawings,

Failure to maintain indicating lights on Unit 2 valve positiono
indicators which, in the case of V5743, masked the fact that the
valve was out of its required position.
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Failure to update the Unit 1 PASS VTM to either include or referencee
a current flow diagram.

e Failure to control operator aids. such that an operator aid
associated with Unit 2 PASS panel valve V5747 provided incorrect
information on the flowpaths through the valve.

This programmatic breakdown constituted a failure to satisfy the
requirements of TS 6.8.4.e and was identified as a violation (VIO 50-
335.389/97-01-02. " Programmatic Breakdown of Post Accident Sampling
Capability").

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that both units' Post Accident Sampling systems
had been treated as low priorities at St. Lucie. Violations were
identified in the areas of assuring system operability and in maintaining
the systems. The problems associated with design control were not unusual
or unique when compared with the results of other NRC walkdowns at the
facility, indicating that design control considerations (drawing accuracy)
have been a consistent weakness at the site. The inspector concluded that
the ap3ropriate level of management support was currently involved in
identifying and correcting PASS inadequacies following this inspection.

02.2 Emeroency Diesel Generator System Walkdown (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector walked down accessible portions of all of the Emergency
Diesel Generator system. This included supporting electrical systems. air
start systems, lube oil systems diesel fuel oil storage and transfer
systems, cnd cooling systems. The prccedures reviewed included:

e 1-2200020. Revision 44. " Emergency Diesel Generator Standby Lineup"

e 2-2200020. Revision 27." Emergency Diesel Generator Standby Lineup"

* 1 0010123. Revision 104. " Administrative Control of Valves. Locks,
and Switches"

e 2-0010123. Revision 77. " Administrative Control of Valves. Locks.
and Switches"

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector completed a walkdown of all four Emergency Diesel Generator
(EDGs) sets over a two week period from January 27 to February 9. noting
several minor discrepancies on all machines. The 1A EDG is essentially
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identical to the IB EDG and the 2A EDG is very similar to the 28 diesel.
In general comparable problems that were identified on the Unit 1 EDGs
were not found on the Unit 2 diesels.

,

in response to the recent tampering event and other concerns, the licensee
recently installed locks on several lube oil drain valves on both Unit 1
Diesels. Additionally, the licensee also locked open the isolation to the
low cooling water level alarm isolation valve on the IB EDG. During this
walkdown, the inspector observed that the drawings had not been updated to
reflect this change but the procedures were correct. CRN 036 196M 6514
a) proved adding the locks, but had not started the drawing change process.
T11s process was started on February 13.

Also, the inspector noticed that there were several components that were
not properly labeled and that a starting air blowdown valve was allowing
high pressure air to impinge on the pipe below it. The licensee initiated
labeling request to correct the labeling deficiencies. System Engineering
reviewed the air impingement caused by the position of the discharge of
valve V59112. The engineer determined that this is not an immediate
concern for 31 ping damage and has submitted a minor maintenance request to i

rotate the cischarge. The inspecto- oncurs in the diagnosis.

The inspector noticed that the Unit 2 w day Tank level indicators did
not agree with the UFSAR description. The UFSAR describes the gages as

' indicating in percent of tank height. The gages indicate from Empty to
Full with gradients in 1/16 increments. The gages were installed per WO
96005724-01 as a like for like replacement. A concurrent Quality Control
audit (OCR IC97-016) also identified this discrepancy, and the licensee
has issued a condition report (CR 97-0178) to track the problem and

4

determine corrective actions.

The inspector also identified that the 2A EDG north and south air start
header pressure sensors (PS 59-012A and PS 59 013A) and their associated
isolation valves (V59182 and V59186) were interchanged on the drawing.
The licensee verified that there were no operability concerns. They
determined that the existing calibration of -these two switches was
acceptable since their setpoint and reset points were identical. The
licensee issued an A-1-work request (97002273) to swap the labels on the
affected components and to document the condition.

'

c. Conclusions

Equipment condition and status was acceptable in all areas. The inspector
noted several minor discrepancies in the system. The licensee initiated
corrective action in each case.

.
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06.1 Doerator Overtime (71707)

a. Inspet.1on Scope

The inspector reviewed operator overtime for the month of December 1996.
to verify compliance witi TS 6.2.2.f.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector reviewed overtime records for ap3roximately 120 licensed and
non-licensed operators. serving in both on-slift and support functions.
No deviations from the requirements of TS 6.2.2.f were identified.

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the licensee was effective in controlling the
use of operator overtime for the month of December 1996.

07 Quality Assurance in Operations

07.1 OA Corrective Action Audit (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector reviewed QA Audit Report PSL-CA 96-20. " Corrective Action
Functional Area Audit," and attended the _ exit meeting for the subject
audit,

b. Observations and Findings

The subject GA Audit was performed to examine the implementation of the
licensee's corrective action program at St. Lucie and the Juno Beach
Engineering Offices and to compare and contrast practices between these
locations and Turkey Point. The asdit resulted in eight findings:

o CR reportability review practices were found deficient

The audit identified weaknesses in the CR process for ongoing
-considerations of operability au reportability as evaluations
progressed. The finding was supported by two excmples in which
conditions were determined to be reportable (and were properly
reported) for excessive aeriods after discovery. At the exit
meeting. personnel from t1e licensee's site and QA organizations
agreed that enhancements were to be made to the CR process to
enhance reportability/ operability consideration throughout the
process.

Corrective actions processes did not properly address corrective*

actions to prevent recurrence of conditions adverse to quality
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This finding reported on two classes of defic 1ency. improper valve
lineups and commercial grade dedication problems, for which multiple
examples existed in the CR database; indicating a failure in
corrective actions to prevent recurrence,

e Nonconformances were not evaluated consistently by Engineering
personnel

When a review of CRs indicated inconsistencies in determinations of
whether conditions represented nonconformances, the team prepared a
test, administered to three erigineers, in which ten CRs which had
been previously evaluated were presented for determination of
whether nonconforming conditions existed. The team found that, in
67 percent of the cases, the engineers came to conclusions which
differed from the original determinations for the CRs,

Procedural noncompliances resulted in deficient rev jew and approvalo
practices for CRs

The team found that signature authority for CR disposition and
closure had been inappropriately transferred from the Plant Manager
to other site managers and that several CRs had not received
required FRG reviews.

Improperly validated software was being used to track modee
restrictions on PMAls

The team found that the PMAl database, which included data on PMAls
containing mode hold items for outages, was not validated in
accordance with 0A plan requirements,

e Corrective actions records contained insufficient detail to recreate
actions taken

This finding reported deficiencies identified in one CR and two
PMAls involving failures to provide sufficient detail as to rither
actions taken or dates when actions were completed.

ineffective management of conditions adverse to quality resulted in
.

e
delayed evaluation. disposition, and implementation of corrective
actions

This finding related to failures to meet program-mandated resolution
timeframes for CRs and PMAls. The team found that CR backlogs
hovered at 10 to 15 at the end of the audit (CRs were
3rogrammatically required to be closed within 30 days). PMAI
Jacklogs were found to increase consistently throughout the audit
period, with 230 overdue at the end of the audit.
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Weaknesses were identified in the Operating Experience Feedbacke
Program

The team found that more up-front review of industry experience was
required to prevent burdening the corrective action system with
extraneous information (b.g. screening out BWR-specific issues prior
to initiating CRs for evaluation).

The inspector attended the 0A exit meeting for the subject audit and found
that plant personnel received the findings in a constructive, problem-
solving manner,

c. Conclusions

The inspector found the subject audit to be thorough, detailed and
insightful. A broad spectrum of 0A program requirements were evaluated
and findings were well-supported. The use of a test to examine
consistency in the evaluation of nonconformances was considered a valuable
and innovative approach in assessing engineering performance, Overall,
the audit was outstanding in identifying weaknesses in the licensee's
corrective action program.

08 Miscellaneous Operations Issues

08.1 (Closed) LER 50-335/95-004. " Hurricane Erin at St. Lucie"

The inspector reviewed the licensee's corrective actions associated with
the subject LER. Individual occurrences reported in the LER included:

Notification of Unusual Event based upon projected storm conditionse
associated with the hurricane

Partial suspension of safeguards due to weather conditionso

Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) 1A2 seal failuree

Main Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS) due to personnel errore

e Notification of Unusual Event based upon increased Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) leakage which warranted increased awareness

The issues described in the LER were discussed in IR 95-15. as were
violations associated with the 1A2 RCP seal failure and the MSIS
actuation. The inspector verified that the licensee had completed
corrective actions described in the LER. The LER is closed.
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'08 2i (Closed) VIO 501335/9515-07. " Failure to Follow Procedures durina ventina
of ECCS System resulted in Containment Soravdown"

The inspector reviewed the licensee's corrective actions for the subject
violation. The violation involved an inadequate procedure for the venting
of portions of the ECCS in that the status of flowpath boundary valves was-
not verified. In the event prompting the violation, a failure to verify
the position of a Containment Spray (CS) header flow control valve
resulted in a failure to identify that the valve was open. The open valve
created a flowpath from the Low Pressure Safety Injection system (LPSI) to
the 1A CS header and resulted in a spraydown of containment when the 1A
LPSI pump was started.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's corrective actions as specified in
the FPL response to the subject Notice of Violation (NOV). All corrective
actions were found to have been completed as specified in the response.
This item is closed.

08.3 (Closed) LER 50 335/95-007. " Inadvertent Containment Sorav via 1A low
Pressure Safety Injection Pum) while Ventina the Emeraency Core Coolina
System Durina Startuo Due to : nadeauate Procedure"

The inspector reviewed the subject document and found that the licensee
had accurately described the subject Event. The corrective actions stated
in the LER were consistent with the response to Violation 95-15-07.
described above. Those corrective actions not described in the response
to 'the subject NOV involved inspections of containment components for
evidence of damage from the spraydown. The adequacy of the inspection
methodology was reviewed and found acceptable and was documented in IR 95-
15. This -item is closed.

08.4 (Closed) LER 50-335/95-006. " Loss of Reactor Coolant Inventory Throuah a
Shutdown Coolina Relief Valve due to Lack of Desian Marain"

The inspector reviewed the subject LER which referred to a release of
approximately 4000 gallons of reactor coolant to the Unit 1 pipe tunnel in

-August, 1995. The release occurred when a shutdown cooling relief valve
lifted and did not reseat due to a blowdown value which placed reseat
pressure below normal system operating pressure.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's corrective actions for this event
. and found that they had been completed satisfactorily. One proposed
corrective action (action 4 of the LER) was completed but not implemented.
-The licensee, at the time the LER was prepared, had planned to prepare an
operator aid which provided expected charging / letdown mismatches for
various cooldown rates (diagnosis of_this event had been delayed because
a cooldown was in progress and operators had assumed that noted mismatches
between charging and letdown, and observed pressurizer ievel swings, were
the result of contraction of the RCS inventory). Upon completing the
calculations for the subject operator aid, the licensee compared the data
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to plant data for cooldowns and found that, while the family of curves
which were developed were accurate when plant data was averaged over time.
letdown control system variability and pressurizer level swings made
moment-to-moment comparisons of the curves to plant data impractical. The
inspector found the licensee's conclusions acceptable. This item is
closed.

II. Maintenance

M1 Conduct of Maintenance

M1.1 Safety or Risk Determination (6270 Q

a. Inspection Scope

The licensee had established an expert panel in accordance with the
guidance provided in NUMARC 93-01. The expert panel's responsibilities
included the final authority for decisions regarding maintenance rule
scope, risk significance, performance criteria / goals selection. and

>

classification of SSCs for a(1) or a(2) status under the rule. N

This area had previously been considered as a weakness due to lack of
adequate guidance. Additionally, the licensee had not documented panel-

g- meetings or the results of expert panel deliberations. As the result of
this meeting minutes were not available for deliberations conducted prior
to August 1996. However, the licensee implemented a Systems and
Components Engineering Departmen* Guideline. SCEG-004. Revision 0, on
August 22, 1996. which formalizee the requirements associated with the
expert panel's activities.

b. Observations and Findings

inspector observed the St. Lucie Maintenance Rule Expert Panel meeting
held on January 29. 1997. The purpose for this meeting was
review / approval of the EDG System Engineer's recommendations for
continuation of a(1) otatus of the 1B EDG. The 1B EDG had been placed in
a(1) status on June 14. 1996 due to high unavailability and exceeding
trigger values prescribed by the Emergency Diesel Generator Reliability
Program. The System Engineer recommended the removal from a(1) status of
the 1B EDG for unavailability. The panel reviewed the recommendation and
determined that significant improvements had occurred in unavailability
due to corrective actions for functional failures along with more
effective management of work activities. The panel approved removal of
the IB EDG from a(1) status for unavailability. However, the 1B EDG will
remain in a(1) status for poor reliability (high failure rate of four

*

failed starts out of last 100 attempts). The System Engineer recommended
that the 1B EDG remain in 1(a) status for reliability even though the
performance criteria of five failed starts out of last 100 attempts was
satisfied. This recommendation was based on the fact that failed starts
are counted on a per unit basis for the EDGs and all four failed starts
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.have been on the IB EDG, The System Engineer pointed out that a random
failure would cause a return to 1(a) status and recommended that the IB
EDG remain in 1(a) status. Additionally, all EDG Governors on Units 1 and
2 remain in a(1) status -due to repetitive MPFFs. The panel plans to
reconsider a(1) status for the 18 EDG during August 1997.

The inspector noted that the panel discussion included a questioning
process which required the System Engineer to respond with answers with
significant detail. The panel's approach toward consideration of the
System Engineer's recommendations was comprehensive and technically
adequate. The inspector noted that the licensee presently has several
major EDG equipment improvements scheduled for the next Unit 1 and Unit 2
refueling outages. These improvements include replacement of EDG control
relays to correct relay socket problems and the Woodward 2301A Governor -
Digital Control System upgrade. These improvements should improve the
overall reliability of the EDGs on both units. No problams were noted
during the meeting.

Additionally, the inspector reviewed the meeting minutes associated with
expert panel meetings held on January 7,1997, and January 21. 1997.
During the first meeting the panel had approved incorporation of the CST
crosstie into the -Maintenance Rule Scope and including it on the
licensee's PREMRA Matrix. Classification of the Unit 1 Plant Ventilation
Radiation Monitor and all Unit 2 process radiation monitors as a(1) under
the Maintenance rule due to reliability problems and repetitive failures
was approved under the next meeting. No problems were noted during the-

inspector's review of those meeting minutes.

c, Conclusions

Based on the inspector's review, it appeared that the expert panel process
is working. The licensee's process was determined to be adequate.

M2 Maintenance and Material Condition of Facilities and Equipment

M2.1 Unit 2 Feedwater Isolation Valve Streke Testina (61726)

a. Inspection Scope

On January 8. the inspector witnessed portions of the performance of valve
stroke testing for the HCV-09-1A. In addition. Maintenance performed
troubleshooting on the air regulator for the "A" train main feedwater
isolation valve (MFIV) in accordance with Work Order (WO) 96029738 01.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector observed activities locally at the valve. The job site and
related work was particularly well attended with the system engineer and

(
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representatives from Maintenance. Quality Control (0C). and Operations
present. As questions arose. the responsible people were present and able
to quickly reach a resolution.

Instrument & Control technicians adjusted the air regulator to maintain a
slightly higher operating air pressure. WO 96029738 01 had previously
been written because a low control air accumulator pressure annunciator-
had been alarming . intermittently, Although the pressure was- slightly -

below the' desired pressure, no leaks or other reason could be identified
as to the cause.

c. Conclusions

The inspector noted clear communication between the involved parties. 'ihe
different site disciplines involved in the job were well represented which,

resulted in the overall out of service time for this valve being-reduced.

M? 2 Partial Stroke Test of the Main Steam Isolation Valves (61726)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector observed partial stroke testing on the Unit 2 Main Steam
Isolation Valves (MSIVs) HCV-08-1A and HCV-0818. per Operating Procedure
OP 2 0810050. Revision 26, conducted on February 7.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector observed the pre-job briefing, test performance, and'

debriefing for this surveillance,

The' pre-job briefing was conducted by the ANPS and was executed. in
accordance with the guidance given in Administrative Procedure AP-0010120,
Revision 88, " Conduct of Operations." A pre-evolution walkthrough was
helpful in identifying potential problems. In this case the operators
noticed that several light bulbs on the test panels were burned out.

The Nuclear Watch Engineer (NWE) was dispatched to the Steam Trestle while
the Nuclear Plant Operator (NPO) was located at the MSIV Test panel below.*

Both stations remained in constant communication with the Control room
during the evolution. The surveillance was performed smoothly with no
unexpected occurrences. Communications between the three stations were
concise and all personnel exhibited good use of three part communication.

The post-evolution debrief was conducted immediately after the
surveillance. One concern was' raised by the ANPS. He felt that there
should be a procedural precaution warning the operators that it might take
up to two minutes for a valve to begin raoving. The ANPS accepted the
comment as an action item to add this to the procedure.
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c. Conclusions

The surveillance was completed safely and in a competent manner. The pre
and post-job briefings were well conducted and helped to ensure a
successful outcome.

M2.3 Steam Generator Status (73753)

a. Inspection Scope

Through licensee procedures, programs, and associated records, the
inspectors reviewed the history of the St Lucie linit 1 and Unit 2 SGs
during the last three refueling outages for each unn The inspection was
to determine if the licensee had been maintaining 1, SGs in accordance
with the individual unit UFSARs and TSs.

b. Observations and Findings

St Lucie 1 is a 2-loop Combustion Engineering (CE) unit with series 67
SGs: each SG contains 8519 tubes made of mill-annealed Alloy 600. St
Lucie 2 is a 2-loop CE unit with series 71 SGs: each containing 8411 high-
temperature mill-annealed Alloy 600 tubes. In both series SGs. the
nominal tube outside diameter is 0.75 inch with a nominal wall thickness
of 0.048 inch. The tubes were explosively expanded the full length of the
tubesheet.

In the Unit 1 SGs. the vertical tube lengths are supported by six full-
diameter, and two partial-diameter eggcrate support plates: two partial-
diameter drilled support plates: and two diagonal, and three vertical
support straps. In the Unit 2 SGs. the tubes are supported by seven full-
diameter, and two partial-diameter eggcrate supports; and two diagonal,
and five vertical support straps.

Unit 1 commercial operation started in December 1976, and it had
accumulated approximately 14.7 effective full power years (EFPYs) through
the end of Cycle 13 operation (April 1996). Unit 2 commercial operation
started in August 1983, and had accumulated approximately 10.9 EFPYs
through January 1997.

Tube degradation modes observed in the Unit 1 SGs include:

ODSCC and/or IGA at hot and cold leg eggcrate supports and in thee
sludge pile: (Confirmed through tube pulls in 1985)

e ODSCC u d/or IGA at hot and co'd leg drilled supports,
e ODSCC and/or IGA in the upper bundlt free span at or immediately

below the bend tangent.
00 SCC at the expansion transition.e

The orientation of ODSCC is primarily axial at these locations except for
the expansion transition where it is primarily circumferential. A limited
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number of circumferential indications have been observed at dented and
non-dented drilled tube support plate intersections.

The status of the U1 SGs after cycle 13 is as follows:

Sf _A SG B

Total Inservice Tubes: 6360 6685

Total Plugged Tubes: 2159 1834

Cumulative Plugging Equivalent: 25.3% 21.5%

Average Plugging Equivalent All
SGs 23.4%

Tube degradation modes observed in the Unit 2 SGs include:

Wear detected at the diagonal strapse
00 SCC and/or IGA Corrosion in Hot Leg Sludge Pile (nine tubes)e

* ODSCC at the expansion transition. (two tubes)

The status of the U2 SGs after cycle 9 is as follows:
SG A SG B

Total Inservice Tubes: 8142 8213

Total Plugged Tubes: 269 198

Cumulative Plugging Equivalent: 3.2% 2.4%

Average Plugging Equivalent (All
SGs) 2.8%

In conjunction with the licensee's Level III eddy current examiner, the
inspectors reviewed selected ET indication data for both units. The
inspectors also independently reviewed ET bobbin data for twelve. U2 SG
tubes which had been left in service The ET data was reviewed for.

compliance with the licensee's approved acceptance criteria as delinested
in the appropriate revision of the "ECT Data Analysis Guideline and
Performance Demonstration."

c. Conclusions

The reviews of the current status, and the history, of the St. Lucie SGs
provided an ind; cation that the 7icensee has been monitoring the SG
degradation modes in accordance with their TSs and UFSARs.

4
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M3 Maintenance Procedures and Documentation

M3.1 Steam Generator Insoection Procedures (73753)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed licensee procedures, personnel and equipment
qualification records, and inspection results for the eddy current (ET)
ins,nection of the St. Lucie SGs. The review was conducted for compliance
to TS and ASME B&PV Code requirements. The review also included
comparison of the licensee's inspection practices to recommendations in
industry standards and NRC generic communications. The review encompassed
the last three refueling outages for each unit.

b. Observations and Findings

Procedures: The procedures reviewed included the following:

FPL NDE Manual Examination Procedure, NDE 1.3. " Component. Supanrte

& Inspection: Eddy Current Examinations of Non Ferromagnetic Tu3ing
Using Multi-Frequency Techniques MIZ-18/MIZ-30." Rev. 4 dated 9/91:
Rev. 5 dated 2/93: Rev.6 dated 10/94: Rev. 7 dated 8/95: and Rev. 8
dated 3/96.

e "St. Lucie Unit 1 Eddy Current Data Analysis Guideline and
Performance Demonstration." dated May 1996.

* "St. Lucie Unit 2 Eddy Current Data Analysis Guideline and
Performance Demonstration." dated April 1992. February 1994, and
October 1995.

e " November 1994. Eddy Current Examination Plan for Steam Generator
Tubing at St. Lucie Unit #1." dated 11/94.

The inspectors noted that NDE 1.3 and the Data Analysis Guidelines were
updated after the completion of each outage in preparation for the next.
The updates appeared to be method of applying lessons learned during one
unit's outage to the preparations for the other unit's next outage.

In accordance with standard industry practice, the licensee's ET
inspection program includes primary and secondary analysts, working at
remote sites, who independently analyze all data. The program also
includes resolution analysts who provide reconciliation when the primary
and secondary ana ) ts do not agree. This licensee has added an
additional step in the data analysis in the form of a Plug List Review
Team (PLRT) whc review the data and make a determination if additional
testing (e.g. Motorized Rotating Pancake Coil (MRPC) examinations to
confirm bobbin co.1 findings) is required. or to make the final
determination if the tube should be plugged. The PLRT consists of Level
III ET analysts.
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The inspectors noted that the licensee resolves discrepancies between the
primary and secondary ET data analysts through the use of resolution
analysts. The licensee indicated that the results of this resolution
process are, in some instances, but not always, provided to the analysts.
The inspectors believe that formalizing this process may enhance the

| inspection program by ensuring that the analysts are kept abreast of their
1 performance and shown the reason that their call was overturned.

As a result of the inspectors' review, the followiny weaknesses in the
inspection program were identified:

Limited written guidance was provided to the PLRT on how toe

disposition indications identified by the resolution analysts.
Furthermore, the basis for dispositioning individual indications was
not documented. (Through an example, selected by the inspectors,
the licensee's Level III was able to reconstruct the most probable
logic trail that the PLRT would have used to make the final decision
for the example selected.)

e Data analyst guidelines were not updatad during and/or after '

completion of the outage to document the procedures actually used
during the course of the inspections. The guidelines require that
changes to the document be documented,

Flow charts for dispositioning indications contained in the datae

analyst guidelines did not necessarily reflec+. how indications were
dispositioned (e.g., confirmation of flaws on several channels).

* Guidelines referenced depth sizing techniques that were not
qualified to industry standards (e.g., use of the rotating pancake
coil to size crack indications). These portions of the guidelines
were not used during the inspection based on discussions with
licensee personnel.

These weaknesses were discussed with the licensee staff that were in the
process of revising the procedures and guidelines in preparation for the
Spring 1997 outage for Unit 2. Actions were taken during the inspection
to strengthen the procedures, particularly in the areas mentioned above.

Personnel Qualifications: Based on a review of personnel qualification
records, the inspectors noted the following:

The eye qualification for one eddy current analyst expired duringe
the inspection. This individual requalified shortly after
completion of the inspection indicating to the inspectors that the
quality of the inspection was not compromised.

e One question on the acquisition analyst qualification exam
pertaining to sampling rate was misleading. The terminology on the
test did not match the terminology in the guidelines (i .e. . sampling
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rate on the test was in terms of samples per second wherebs in the
guidelines the sampling rate was specified in terms of samples per
inch).

Insoection Technicues (Use of Plus Doint Probeh The inspectors noted
that during the last Unit 2 outage, the licensee had inspected portions of
selected indications with both a pancake coil and a plus point coil.
Based on a limited review of some of this data, it appeared that the
plus-)oint coil signal was clearer (had less interference) than the
panca te coil signal.. As a result, the plus point coil ma
analysts in Identifying tube degradation, anc in general,y aid themake the
licensee's SG tube-inspection program more comprehensive. Since the
licensee's tests were performed only at locations where the pancake coil
had detected degradation. it did not provide data which would
quantitctively demnnstrate the relative capab'lities of the plus point and
pancake coil to detect degradation altqough operating experience at
several other plants indicate that the plus point coil improves detection
capability,

Generic Communications: The inspectors also reviewed licensee documents
which addressed SG tube integrity issues identified in NRC information
notices and industry correspondence. Included in this review was the
licensee's response to NRC Information Notice 90 49 and 9167 which
addressed, in part, the difficulties being encountered in detecting and
depth sizing of indications located at drilled tube support locations.

The licensee began detecting indications at the eggerate supports, drilled
supports, and in the sludge pile ir. the mid to-late 1980s. The licenseeI, pulled tubes in 1985 to characterize the eddy current indications being
observed. Based, in part, on these tube pulls, the licensee concluded
f. hat their procedures -for sizing -indications were acceptable. The
licensee, therefore, depth sized axially oriented indications at the
eggerate supports, drilled sup) orts, and in the sludge ~ pile and left
indications below the tube repalr criteria in se,vice.

In the early 1990s, industry events such as those described in NRC
Information Notices 90 49 and 9167 indicated, in part, that the reliable
detection and sizing of stress corrosion cracking during inservice
inspections posed a significant challenge to ET technology and practices
in use at that time. Subsequent to the issuance of those two information
notices, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) published guidelines
for qualifying techniques for detecting and sizing indications in EPRI
Report NP 6201, "PWR Steam Generator Examination Guidelines: Revision 3."
dated November 1992.

Based on discussions with the NRC staff the licensee revised t'1eir repair
criteria for indications at drilled tube support plates prior to the 1996
Unit 1 inspection. The discussions with NRC pertained in part, to the
qualification of the technique used for sizing indications at the drilled
supports, The NRC concluded that the technique could not reliably size
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indications at the drilled tube supperts since it failed to pass the '

industry sizing guidelines specified in EPRI Report NP 6201.

After review of the licensee's SG integrit.v program, the inspectors.

concluded that the licensee should have seriously questioned their ability
to size indications at the drilled supports in the early 1990s, it
appears that the licensee's review of NRC IN 90 47 focussed on the
discussion of circumferential cracking in the expar ion zone at the top of
the tube sheet and overlooked section 2 of the A 'tiscussion concerning
problems with detecting and sizing of bobbin indications inside of drilled
support plates. The inspectors concluded, therefore. that by overlooking
that part of the IN and therefore not questioning their procedures, the
licensee failed to use qualified procedures to depth size indications at
the drilled supports during the time frame between the issue of IN 90 49
and just prior to the 1996 Unit 1 outage when they requested discussions
with NRC concerning their ET practices.

SG tube aulls; As a result of reviewing the history of the St. Lucie Unit
1 SGs. t1e inspectors identified an additional weakness pertaining to the
removal of tubes for destructive examination. Although several thousand
indications of degradation existed in the St. Lucie Unit 1 SGs, the
licensee did not remove tubes for destructive examination after the
initial tube pulls in 1985. The NRC believes that the periodic removal of
tubes for destructive e~nination is an integral part of any tube
integrity program. Removal of
identify the root cause of tube a. tubes -permits licensee's in part to:egradation: verify that the degradation
morphology has not significantly changed; verify that the degradation
morphology is consistent with generic industry data: verify inspection
capability; and verify tube integrity. For plants with significant tube
degradation (St. Lucie bf.It 1 included), strong consideration for periodic
tube pulls should be given to avoid over-reliance on historic information.
(Generic Letter 95 05 provides guidance.on the frequency of tube pulls
which can be applied to all degradation mechanisms.) Given the time frame
to analyze tubes removed for destru,tive examination, the inspectors
believe that licensees should conside removing tubes in an outage prior
to needing approval for an alternate tube repair criteria or implementing
a generically qualified technique,

c. Conclusions

The licensee procedures and guidance for the evaluation and management of
SG ET data appear to have been adequate for the circumstances: however,
significant improvements can be made as discussed above. The licensee
should have been more aggressive in questioning 1985 qualifications during
the early 1990s when the industry knowledge on ET and qualification of
procedures were rapidly changing.
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M6 Maintenance Organization and Administration

M6.1 Manaaement involvement in Steam Generator Proaram (73753)

a. Inspection Scope

Through review of documentation and discussions with licensee personnel,
the inspectors reviewed management involvement with the SG program,

b. Observations and Findings

The licensee has no formal 3rogram pertaining to the overall management of
the SGs. The inspectors cid note that licensee personnel involved with

| SGs are cognizant of important attributes of an overall SC tube integrity
plan. Such attributes include proper tube inspection techniques (e.g..

| probe selection); appro)riate re) air criteria (e.g., repairing indications
| which can not be re'iably s' zed upon detection): incorporation of
f. preventive / mitigating measures (e.g., water chemistry control):'

defense in depth measures (e.g., leakage monitoring): evaluation of
inspection results (e.g., condition monitoring and operational
assessments); periodic removal of tubes for destructive examination, and
in situ pressure testing.

One weakness in the licensee's overall management program was that in
prior inspections (in particular the 1994 Unit 1 outage), the licensee didi

not formally assess the structural and leakage significance of the
indications that were detected to ensure that the plant was in fact
operating within its design and licensing basis.

c. Conclusions

The licensee's overall management program, although not formally
documanted, has improved. Members of the licensee SG inspection, water
chemistry, and operations organizations are definitcly aware of the
interfaces between their activities which affect the SGs even though
there is not a fo" mal plan or program which describes those interfaces.

M7 Quality Assurance in Maintenance Activities

M7.1 Licensee Self Assessment (62702)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector reviewed a self assessment recently performed by the
Maintenance Department on October 10 - November 8, 1996. This self
assessment was in the area of Conduct of Maintenance and Work Control
Process. The inspector also held discussions with the Maintenance Manager
and other licensee management.
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b. Observations and findings

During the review of this assessment the inspector noted a number of good
work practices were identified during the assessment. Additionally. the
licensee routinely completes greater inan 80 percent of all scheduled Plan
of Day work activities. Although no CRs were identified by the licensee
several recommended areas for improvement were identified during the
assessment. Areas for improvement were generally associated with failures
to satisfy management expectations and included lack of consistency
between work groups. lack of feedback from field activities to planners
ineffective procedure change management process, and not performing
walkdowns of all scheduled work activit'es prior to actually starting work
activities. Maintenance management is currently reviewing these
recommended areas for improvement and several Plant Management Action
items (PMAls) have been issued to track dicposition of the these problems.

The inspector noted that this recent self assessment was the first
assessment performed by the maintenance organization in over a year. The
inspector was informed by licensee management that more attention would be
placed in this area in the future. Additionally, the inspector noted that
GMG 002. Maintenance Department Self Assessment Guideline. had been
recently revised to require that an annual self assessment be performed
for the Maintenance Department and that a cuarterly self asse:;sment be
performed for each functional group within t1e department.

c. Con lusions

The inspector concluded that the licensee's recent self assessment
provided significant and meaningful feedback to management. Moreover, the
licensee's decision to increase attention in this area is a strength.

M7.2 Reviews of Work Control (62707)

a. Inspection Scope

lhe inspector reviewed a selection of 0A-related documents regarding work
control,

b. Observations cnd findings

The inspector reviewed the following documents associated with work
control:

o Quality Report 96 0003 - Observations of Critical Maintenance
Management on the 2A ECCS Header

e Quality Report 96 0017 Observatirns of Critical Maintenance-

Management on the 2A and 2B CCW Heat c,, hangers

Quality Report 96-0025 - Routing of NPW0s Requiring OC Approvale
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* Quality Report 96-0036 Evaluation of In-Plant Work Order-

implementation

e CR 96-3022 - Critiques of Daily. SNO. and Refueling Outage PW0s

Generally, the inspector found that the Quality Reports reviewed were
well organized, with clear statements of purpose, delineations of
inspection plans and acceptance criteria, anc clear statements of
findings.

Of particular note, CR 96 3022 was written to document the activities of
a team formed to critique daily. SNO. and outage NPWO packages for
adoquacy, workability, and quality. The team included a member from QC
and from each of the major maintenance disciplines. The team also

1 included a facilitator from 0C. The team identified a number of deficient
areas including:

Weaknesses in statements of work control - examples were identifiede

which allowed various personnel to direct activities. leading to
potential confusion and contradiction due to differing
interpretations required actions.

Some NPW0s lacked parts lists.e

NPW0s which directed work per a governing procedure which did note

specify which portions of the procedure was to be invoked. leading
to excessive use of "N/A" in the portions of procedures which are
not used,

NPW0s which referenced multiple procedures which led to duplicatione
or contradiction in the referenced material,

NPW0s which referenced procedures which in turn, referenced othero
arocedures without the second-tier procedure being referenced in the
iPWO.

NPW0s which failed to identify scaffolding needs,e

NPW0s which failed to indicate when support from other departmentse
was required.

NPW0s which failed to include precautionary statements for speciale
situations,

NPW0s whose task descriptions failed to exhibit a logical flow ande
which were. at times, inaccurate.
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The inspector noted that. for each identified deficiency, the team -

prepared corrective actions recommendations which included both short
(e.g. re reviews of outage NPW0s) and long term (e.g. program changes)
activities. PMAls were prepared as necessary,

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that, with respect to the critique of work control
documents, the licensee had acted responsibly in attempting to identify
process weaknesses and inadequate work packages.

H8 Hiscellaneous Mainter m.e Issues

M8.1 (Closed) Violation . , Ap4L389/96-13 01. " Failure to Include All
Structures. Systems. ~aua Woonents in the Scope of the Maintenance Rule
as Reauired by L0 CFR 50 65 (b)"

'

This violation documented the licensee's failure to include all required
SSCs in the scope of their Maintenance Rule Program. The licensee had
failed to include the PASS. Communications, and Service Air Systems along
with certain Radiation Monitors within the scope of the rule. The
licensee has subsequently taken action to include those systems within the
scope of the rule. Additionally, the required three year historical
reviews on those $$Cs have been completed with expert panel review
pending. Corrective actions com the licensee should be
sufficient to resolve this problem. pleted byThis item is closed.

M8.2 (Ocen) Violation 50-335.389/96 13 02. " Failure to Establish Performance
Criteria Commensurate with Safety"

This violation documented the licensee's failure to develop specific
performance criteria for SSCs that was commensurate with safety.
Specifically. the licensee's measure of reliability for risk significant
systems did not meet the requirement of the Maintenance Rule.'

The licensee has subsecuently completed some of the corrective actions
associated with this problem. The licensee developed performance criteria
for the U1 CST Crosstie to AFW. Additionally, the crosstie was added to
the Unit 1 PREMRA Matrix. The licensee has also completed estimates of
demands and/or run times for risk significant SSCs and used this data to
perform a PSA sensitivity study to develop new specific performance
criteria for reliability. Although the licensee has now developed new
specific performance criteria for most SSCs there are some SSCs for which
new criteria have not yet been developed. Examples of SSCs for which
criteria have not been developed include RPS and other logic systems.
- Additionally, the Maintenance Rule Expert Panel review and a) proval of
much of the new criteria which has been developed is still oencing. This
violation will remain open pending further review after all performance
criteria for reliability of risk significant systems is developed and
approved by the licensee.
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MB.3 JClosed) violation 50 335.389/96-13 03. " Failure to follow Procedures for
'

. molementation of the Maintenance Rule"

This violation documented the licensee's failure to follow procedures for
implementation of Maintenance Rule. The licensee has subsequently
completed corrective actions to address this problem. The licensee
revised SCEG 006. Guideline for Monitoring Maintenance by Maintenance Rule
System Owners, to include requirement for logging unavailability of Risk
Significant SSCs. Additionally, training of this revised guideline was
performed for all system engineers. Site corrective action processes were
revised to include the requirement for consideration of generic
implications during root cause evaluations. PMAI 96 09 210 was issued to
address generic issue of TCV-1315. The_ failure to document a MPFF of 1A
Boric Acid Hakeup Pump is being addressed under the licensee's corrective
action 3rocess. The inspector reviewed the quarterly Maintenance Rule
Report for the fourth quarter 1996 and verified that the report reflected
the additional unavailability data and reliability failure information
which had been previously omitted. Corrective actions along with
corrective actions in progress should be sufficient to resolve this
problem. This item is closed.

M8.4 (Ocen) IFl 50-335.389/96-13-04 " Followup on L1censee Actions _to Provide
*

Performance Criteria for Structures Af ter Industry Resolution of this
issue"

This item was opened pending development of performance criteria for
structures and remains a generic industry issue. The inspector determined
that the licensee has identified this issue on PMAI 97 01-257 but is still
awaiting industry guidance concerning performance criteria of structures.
This item will remain open pending further review after the licensee has
developed and approved specific _ performance criteria for structures.

M8.5 (Closed 5 LER 50-335/95 005. " Pressurizer Power Ooerated Relief Valves
(PORV) .nocerable due to Personnel Error"

The subject LER describes the discovery of common mode failures of the
Unit 1 PORVs due to maintenance errors. The details of the event are
described in IR 95-16. and enforcement action for the issue was taken
under violations 01013. 01023 and 01033 associated with EA 95 180.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's corrective actions delineated in the
subject LER and found that procedural changes were made and were in force
as described in the LER.
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III. Enaineerina

E2 Engineering Support of facilities and Equipment

E2.1 Jntake Coolina Water Pioe Leaks (37551)

a. Inspection Scope
;

Both units suffered Intake Cooling Water (ICW) pipe leakage over the
report period. The inspector reviewed Engineering's response to both
events and their ability to work within ihe licensee's organization to
effect the proper corrective actions.

b. Observations and findings

On July 15, 1996 a licensee employee submitted a Condition Report (CR 96- '

1743) reporting that a pipe support was inhibiting maintenance of the 28
ICW pump discharge pipe and that there was significant corrosion on the
pipe. The condition report was closed out by issuing a Plant Manager's
Action Item (PM96 08178) with the intent of completing the pipe wall
thickness evaluation by October 31. 1996. Shortly thereafter an action
plan was developed by Engineering to perform an inspection of the pipe and
contingency plans to perform any required repairs. PC/M 96141 was issued
to permanently remove the subject pipe support to allow inspection.

The pipe support was removed, and on January 22 initial ultrasonic testing ;

(UT) on the pipe at the most probable spots for wall thinning was
performed. The results of this inspection were negative. The licensee
then sand blasted the pipe to remove external corrosion. The licensee
noted that one spot of the piping that was located near the removed
support was weeping. Subsequent UT inspection indicated that this was
the only area of
wall thickness. piping that thinning was less than Code required minimumEngineering evaluation of the data indicated that the
defect met the criteria per Generic Letter 90-05 to allow a temporary non- :

code repair of the pipe.

The licensee repaired the- leak with a soft patch on January 27,1997.
Engineering has started to prepare the request the Code exemption request,

An operator noticed that a through wall leak existed on a pressure tap on
the 1A ICW pipe on January 23, 1997. The Condition Report (CR 97 0127)
' documented the leak at approximately 1 drop per minute. An operability
determination was required to be performed within three days. The CR war
assigned to the System Engineer on Monday January 27. Because of this
delay in the processing of the CR the leak was not factored into the
decision to continue with a Critical Management Maintenance (CMM) activity
performed on the 1A Component Cooling Water (CCW) Heat Exchanger. By this
time the leak had worsened to the point that it was noticeably spraying
the area and the decision became obvious that the leak needed repair.
This caused a delay in the CMM work, which resulted in additional time
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spent in the Technical Specification Limiting Condition for Operation with
one CCW Heat Exchanger out of service. This had the potential to impact
further plant operations.

After the leak had degraded sufficiently to require repair of the leak.
Engineering worked quickly with Operations and Maintenance to repair it. i
An Event Response Team was formed which provided adequate maintenance and |

technical support. The inspector noted that the System Engineer took
judicious ac",1ons in conjunction with Operations to ensure water hammer ;
concerns were addressed.

,

'

c. Conclusions

Engineering's response to problems identified in the plant was adequate.
When a problem was identified to the System Engineers. they were usually
active in formulating responses and potential corrective action plans.
The work reviewed by the inspector appeared fairly detailed and well i

thought out.
'E2.2 Criticality Monitorina Instrumentation (37551)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's fuel handling buildings for
compliance to 10 CFR 70.24.

b Observations and Findings .

\

An exemption from 10 CFR 70.24 requirements for areas designated for new
fuel storage at each unit was previously approved as part of the
respective unit-specific Part 70 license issued during construction. The
specific part 70 license expired upon conversion of the construction
permit to a commercial operating license.

The operating license for each unit requires the receipt, possession, and
use of source, byproduct. and special nuclear material (SNM) as authorized
by the license to be in accordance with the Commission's regulations in
Parts 30, 40, and 70. Section 2.B(2) of the operating license allows the
licensee to receive, possess and use SNM as reactor fuel within the
storage limitations and amounts required for operation, as described in
the Final Safety Analysis Report. Neither Part 50 operating license
describes exemptions to Part 70.24 As of the close of this report
period, neither unit had criticality monitors as describe in 10 CFR
70.24(a) installed in the new fuel handling area. Also there were no
procedures in place to protect personnel if an accidental criticality
occurred. Thi' failure ;o have the required radiation monitoring and

| emergency procedures is a vioiation (VIO 50 335.389/97-01-03, " Failure to
| Meet 10 CFR 70.24 Requirements").
:
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At the end of the inspection period. the licensee was submitting a request
for exemption from 10 CFR 70.24 for both units. Meanwhile. In order to
allow the receipt of new fuel for the upcoming Unit 2 Refueling Outage,
the licensee was installing a temporary system that would meet all the
criteria of Part 70.24. The licensee stated that the system would be
installed, calibrated, and tested prior to moving fuel into the receipt
area. Also the licensee asserted that any person working in the Unit 2
new fuel storage area would be trained on emergency procedures 4r
accidental criticality. There were no plans to comply with Part 70.24(a)
in Unit 1 since an exemption request is pending.

c. Conclusions

The licensee failed to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 70.24 for
critical.ty monitors in the fuel handling buildings. They commenced
temporary corrective actions in Unit 2 to allow fuel receipt and were
submitting a request for exemptions for both units.

E3 Engineering Procedures and Documentation
|

E3.1 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation Prooram (37001)

This inspection was conducted to ascertain whether the licentee was
implementing a safety evaluation program that conforms to Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations. Section 50.59. " Changes. Tests, and
Experiments." Licensee procedures and guidance documents were reviewed to
verify that adequate guidance had been established for implementing the
requirements of Section 50.59. The following documents were reviewed:

e FPL Guidance For Performing 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations.
Revision 1

Quality Instruction 1.0 - Design Control*

Quality Instruction 1.1 - Engineering Packagese

Quality Instruction 1.2 - Minor Engineering Packages (MEP)*

Quality Instruction 1.3 - Drawing Change Request (DCRs)e

Quality Instruction 2.0 Engineering Evaluations*

Quality Instruction 2.1 10 CFR 50.59 Screening / Evaluatione

Quality Instruction 3.4 - UFSAR Updating*

Quality Instruction 3-PR/PSL-1 Revision 42 - Design Controle

Quality Instruction 5-PSL-1 Revision 0 Preparation. Revision.*

Review / Approval of Procedures

Enclosure 2
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Ouality Instruction 6 PR/PSL 1. Revision 30 Document Controle

e ADM 0010432. Revision 8 - Control of Plant Work Orders

ADM-17.10. Revision 0 Processing Safety Evaluationse

e ADM 0005769. Revision 2 - 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation Guidelines

e ADM 80.01. Revision 4 Control of Minor Maintenance Work Activities

Based on this review, the inspector concluded that the licensee's formal
procedural guidance for implementing its safety evaluation program
conforms to 10 CFR 50.59 requirements.

Training materials and training records for personnel involved in 10 CFR
50.59 screening and safety evaluation preparation were reviewed. Lesson
outlines and student handouts were comprehensive. thorough, and adequately
covered the process and requirements. Attendance records were maintained
and appeared to be current. The inspector concluded that the training was
adequate for the indoctrination of personnel in the requirements and use
of the 50.59 process.

A certification program for Qualified 50.59 verifiers has been established
by the licensee. This program included formal documentation of
demonstration of proficiency, through oral interview with cognizant
managers, of s)ecific areas of 50.59 requirements. The inspector
concluded that t11s program was adequate to demonstrate that personnel who
completed this certification had the skills and abilities necessary to
perform 50.59 evaluations and reviews. Therefore, inspector r llow upo
item, IFI 50-335.389/95-22-01 " Completion of Certification Program for
Quelified Safety Reviewers," is closed,

implementation of the 10 CFR 50.59 program was evaluated by reviewing the
following:

12 Safety Evaluations for plant modificationse

e 17 " Stand Alone" Safety Evaluations (Not associated with a
plant modification)

e Minor Engineering Packages (which were screened as not requiring a
Safety Evaluation)

e Procedure Change Requests

e Item Equivalency Evaluations

Enclosura 2
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The safety evaluations reviewed were thorough. well prepared and I
adequately supported the Unreviewed Safety 6uestion determination.

,

Screenings for 50.59 applicability were adequately justi fied. No
*

deficiencies were identified with these packages. '

t

Prior to the on site portion of this inspection, the inspector compared
the last UFSAR Update (Amendment 10-for Unit 2) with the associated 50.59
report to the NRC to detennine whether each UFSAR change had a
corresponding 50.59 evaluation. Where the inspector could not identify a
corresponding 50.59 evaluation, the UFSAR change was included in the scope
of the on site inspection for follow up. The comparison was only
performed for Unit 2, as the UFSAR change for Unit I was not received in
time to include ir, this inspection. For Unit 2, six UFSAR changes were
identified for follow up. The licensee provided documentation for two of
the changes, related to spent fuel pool design basis and shutdown cooling
system operation which showed that the changes had been reviewed and
approved several years ago,- but the UFSAR had not been updated at the
time. A third change was determined to be a correction for valve

i

nomenclature errcrs. A fourth change had a safety evaluation performed, ,

but after the cutoff date for the 50.59 report. The inspector concluded
that each of these changes was appropriate.

The last two changes identified for follow-up had been treated as
editorial changes for which no screening or safety evaluation had been
performed. One change concerned the definition of containment penetration
piping for reactor pressure boundary systems for which it was stated that
the containment isolation valves were closed and "never opened" during
reactor operation. The licensee had identified a conflict between this '

definition and the description of these valves in .the TS Table of
containment isolation valves, in which the valves were listed as being
able to be tested during power operation. After reviewing this apparent
discrepancy. -the licensee determined that the UFSAR was in error and
deleted the term "never opened" from the UFSAR. The other UFSAR change
3erformed as-an editorial correction concerned the design basis of the
uel Handling Building Ventilation System (FHBVS), which had a statementr

that the system was designed, when used in conjunction with the Shield '

Building Ventilation system for a fuel handling accident,-to perform its
function considering a single failure and a loss of offsite power. The
licensee determined that consideration of a loss of offsite ;:vwer was not
necessary for the FHBVS to perform its safety function for a fuel handling
accident and deleted this statement as an editorial correction. The
inspector questioned whether either of these changes met the licensee's

'criteria -for editorial corrections, wMch was generally used for
typographical and grammatical errors and clear, minor nomenclature errors.
It as also noted that very recent changes to the UFSAR of a similar
nature had a 50.59 safety evaluation performed to support the change.
During the inspection, the licensee concluded that a 50.59 evaluation
should be performed for the containment penetration change. The licensee *

was still evaluating the need for 50.59 screening for the FHBVS design
basis change at the conclusion of the inspection. The inspector concluded '
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that for each case the determination was a matter of engineering Judgement
and not a violation of NRC requirements.

The inspector also reviewed Quality Assurance audits which related to
50.59 processes. No program audit had been performed, but audits of
5">ecific areas were done. The audits appeared to be objective and
tlorough. Findings were well supported and promptly acted on by plant
management.

E7 Quality Assurance in Engineering Activities

E7.1 Enm neerina Ston Work Order (37551),

a. Inspection Scope

On January 13. CR 97 0066 was prepared by 0A to document the results of a
surveillance of corrective action for findings detailed in NRC IR 96 22.
The report documented an event involving the miswiring of Unit 1 Nuclear
instrumentation (NI) as a result of incorrect engineering drawings. The
NRC found thct the drawings were prepared without ind& pendent verification
of accuracy. As a result, the licensee added recgirements to engineering
procedures which required that engineers performing independent
verifications of drawings sign and date the drawings to indicate
satisfactory review. 0A personnel found that engineers had failed to
comply with the procedure in question in that they had initialed (not
signed) and dated drawings in several cases. As a result, a stop work
order was issued on January 14 for engineer ing activities associeted with
independent verification. The inspector reviewed the circumstances
surrounding the stop work order.

b. Observations and findings

The inspector reviewed the subject CR and noted that GA had found that:

Drawings associated with 7 Plant Change / Modifications (PC/Ms) were*
involved,

o failures included using initials instead of signatures and failing
to date one drawing,

e No clear correlation could be found between initials and signatures
of personnel performing reviews.

A single date was recorded on drawings and it was not clear whether*

the date applied to independent verifications.

The inspector discussed the issue with the engineering manager, who stated
that, while signatures were not traditionally requi.ed on engineering
drawings (and that the requirement might ultimately be changed to allow
only initials), he concurred with the 0A finding and was reinstructing
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engineering personnel on the requirements of the procedure. Additionally.
a review of drawings prepared between August 30.1996. (the effect1ve date
of the 01 change notice to 0! 7.1. " Design loput/ Verification." which
implemented the subject requirement) to January 14 to ensure that proper
independent verifications of drawings were performed and documented,

lhe stop work order was lifted on January 14, with the reinstruction of
engineering personnel in procedural requirements. The inspector noted:

that, while documentation of the stop work order and Engineering's
| response existed, there was no record of the lifting of the order. The'

inspector discussed this with the OA manager, who stated that the order
was listed verbally and who acknowledged the need for a more formal
mechanism to apply and lift stop work orders.

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that GA had acted promptly and aggressively in
response to their findings. Additionally the inspector concluded that 0A
verification of corrective actions to previous NRC findings was a good
practice in preventing additional violations of NRC and 0A program,

I requirements.

E8 Miscellaneous Engineering Issues

EB.1 (Onen) 50 335.389/EA96 249/V10 03014 " Failure to Undate Drawinos Follotig
Plant Mod 1fication'' (37550. 92903)

.

a. inspection Scope

This insaection effort focused on the licensee's corrective actionsspecifiec in the response to this violation and review of other related
documentation.

b. Observations and Findings

This issue was described in paragraph E7.2 of NRC inspection report 50-
335.389/9612 (eel 50 335.389/9612 05), and Notice of Violation II.R
(03014) of NRC Enforcement Action (EA) letter EA 96 236 and EA 96 249dated September 19, 1996. The inspector reviewed selected licensee
corrective actions specified in their response to this violation dated
October 21, 1996. In conjunction with reviewing the above violation, the
inspector also reviewed selected licensee corrective actions in response
to a related non-cited violation (NCV) 50 335/96-17-03. * Failure to
Adequately Maintain Total. Equipment Data Base." Included in the reviews
were activities of the Configuration Management Group, which was located
at the site, and the Drawing Update Group. which was located at the
licensee's corporate offices. These groups interfoced with each other and
were responsible for ensuring the timely and accurate updating of drawings
and the total equipment data base (TEDB) after implementation of a plant
change / modification (PC/M).
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The inspector held discussions with licensee personnel and reviewed the
licensee's backlog reduction efforts relative to the closecut of open
PC/Ms and drawing updates. The inspector also reviewed selected PC/Ms

.

that were recently field implemented (May 1996 January 1997) to verify '

that implementation was in accordance with applicable licensee
administrative controls. The inspector noted that' the Configuration
Management and Drawing Update grovas were reorganized restructured, and
increased in personnel during the Unit I refueling outage in mid 1996 in
an effort to reduce the open PC/M and drawing update backlogs. '

Performance indicators.showed that, although backlogs remained in these &

areas the licensee had made some progress in reducing these backlogs.
There was increased empnasis and effort during November 1996 and December
1996 by the Configuration Management Group to reduce the PC/M backlog.
which included PC/Ms from the Unit 1 outage (4/29/96 - 7/23/96). Licensee
3ersonnel also indicated that the scheduled relocation of the Drawing 1

Jpdate Group from FPL's corporate offices to the St. Lucie site should
further improve the backlog reduction efforts.

The inspector reviewed PC/M 96 019M, PT Compartment Switch Installation,
and PC/M 96 142M. Surveillance Camera Installation. The field work was .

completed for these PC/Ms and the systems had been turned over to plant
operations, via completion of the licensee's implementor turnover package
(ITOP) and system acceptance / turnover sheet (SATS). The PC/Ms had not
been submitted to the Drawing Update Group for updating of applicable
drawings and/or TEDB, PC/M 96-019M was non safety related and PC/M 96
142M was quality related. The inspector made the following observations:

During review of PC/M 96 019M, the inspector noted that the ITOP was-

signed off on June 20, 1996, and the SATS was signed on July 7.
1996. The inspector noted that the PC/M was still in the-
Configuration Management Group and had not been submitted to the
Drawing Update Group. Licensee personnel indicated that the PC/M
was awaiting disposition of a change request notice (CRN). The CRN
was initiated subsequent to completion of the ITOP and SATS when
Configuration Management Group personnel noted during review of the
PC/M that one of the special instructions specified in the PC/M was
not performed during the field implementation. The PC/M special
instruction stated that mounting of the switches was to be
determined by field personnel and a CRN was to be initiated after
implementation of the PC/M to document the actual location of the
switches. The CRN was not initiated prior to the SATS being signed
off by operations.

,

The inspector oiscussed the dispositioning of CRNs relative to the PC/M
process with Configuration Management personnel. One engineer indicated
that the final disposition of CRNs was not necessary for operations
personnel to complate the SATS. The inspector noted that this response
was not consistent with licensee administrative procedure 01 3 PR/PSL-1.
Design Control. in that, the procedure required that the implementing
department ensure that all applicable documentation (including
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dispositioned CRNs) was complete and included in the PC/M package prior to
completion of the SATS. The inspector discussed CRN disposition 1ng with
the Configuration Management Group supervisor and other Configuration
Management personnel and noted that their responses were consistent with
procedure 01 3 PR/PSL 1.

As a result of the discussions with the inspector. Configuration
Management personnel performed a review of recently completed PC/Ms and
determined that the SATS for one other PC/M (PC/M 96142M) was also signed
off inappropriately. The inspector reviewed this PC/M and noted that the
ITDP was signed off on December 17, 1996, and the SATS was signed off on
December 20. 1996. However, there were open CRNs which had not received
final dispositioned. The licensee initiated Condition Report (CR) 97-0038
to document that the SATS for the above PC/Ms were signed off before the
CRNs were dispositioned. The cause for the inappropriate SATS signoffs
was determined to be a misinterpretation of procedure 01 3 PR/PSL 1.

The inspector considered that the inappropriate handling of the SATS for
these PC/Ms was an indication of a weakness in the licensee's process for
PC/M implementation and closecut. This was not considered to be a
violation of NRC requirements in that neither PC/Ms was safety related.

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that performance indicators showed that, although
PC/M and drawing update backlogs remained, the licensee had made some
progress in reducing these backlogs. There was increased emphasis and
effort during November 1996 and December 1996 by the Configuration
Management Group to reduce the PC/M backlog which included PC/Ms that
were implemented during the Unit 1 outage (4/29/96 7/23/96).

The inspector considtered that the inappropriate signoff of the SATS for
PC/Ms 96 019M and 96142M was an indication of a weakness in the
licensee's process for PC/M implementation and closecut. This was not
considered to be a violation of NRC requirements in that neither PC/Ms was
safety related.

E8.2 (Closed) URI 50 335/96-11-05. "Discreoancies in AFAS Calibration Data"

1R 96-11 documented a Unit 1 event in which steam generator (SG) level
calibration data were incorrectly calculated, resulting lo nonconservative
errors (SGs levels which indicated higher than actuol). The inspector
reviewed the licensee's root cause analysis for the condition and analyses
evaluating the effects of the errors on plant operation. The following
CRs were reviewed:

! e 96-1532
I e 96-1768
| e 96 1776

e 96-1780
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e 96 1781
* 96 2086

Additionally, the following engineering evaluations were reviewed:

e JPN PSL SEIP 96 070. " Impact of Incorrect SG Level Calibration of
AFAS Setpoints During Mode 3 Operation"

e JPN PSL-SEIP 067. "Imoact of incorrect Calibration of the S/G Level
Transmitters on the Low S/G Level Trip Setpoints for RPS"

The licensee determined that the calibration error which was introduced in
recalculating level transmitter calibration data was the result of errors
in isometric drawings' elevations for SG level transmitter condensate
pots. The isometric drawings in question were annotated to indicate that
they were verified "as built" in 1976. When the discrepancy was
identified in 1996. new dimensions were taken for the condensate pots, new
calculations were performed, and the level transmitters were appropriately
recalibrated. Given the new elevations, reviews were performed of past
calibration data for impact on RPS and AFAS setpoints. The inspector
reviewed the licensee's evaluations and agreed that sufficient margin
existed in the subject setpoints to prevent analytical limits from being
violated.

In addition to corrective actions performed for the errant SG 1evel
condensate pot elevation, the licensee reviewed instrumentation scaling
calculations which employed isometric drawings for both units. Reviews
included calculations for the following parameters:

e Unit 1 CST Level
Units 1 and 2 Pressurizer Narrow Range Pressuree
Units 1 and 2 CCW Surge Tank Levele

e Units 1 and 2 CCW Header Pressure
Unit 2 Hydrazine Storage Tank Levele
Units 1 and 2 Safety injection Tank Level and Pressuree

The inspector concluded that the licensee's investigation into the subject
deficiency, the corrective actions applied, and the review for potentially
generic concerns were satisfactory. The failure of the licensee to
maintain isometric drawings which accurately reflected steam generator
condensate pot elevations represented a failure to satisfy 10 CFR 50
Appendix B. Criterion V. " Instructions. Procedures, and Drawings." which
requires, in part, that activities affecting quality be prescribed by
drawings appropriate to the circumstance (in this case. correct as-built
drawings). However, the inspector noted that the issue was licensee
identified and corrected and did not involve willfulness or a failure
which could have been prevented by the corrective action to a previous
violation. Consequently, this licensee identified and corrected violation
was treated as a Non cited Violation, consistent with Section VII.B.1 of
the NRC Enforcement Policy (NCV 50-335/97-01-04 *Nonconservative Steam
Generator Level Calibrations due to Inaccurate Isometric Drawings").
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IV. Plant SuREQIl

R1 Radiological Protection and Chemistry Controir,

Rl.1 Review of Water Chemistry Controls (79501)

a. Inspection Scope

By walkdown inspections. Interviews and document review, the inspector
examined the licensee's secondary water chemistry controls to verify
compliance with UFSAR commitments and regulatory requirements,

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector reviewed the activities of the secondary water chemistry
through observation of the activities in the laboratory and discussion ,

with chemistry personnel.

The licensee indicated that they have removed all the copper alloy
. materials from the secondary siae of Unit 1. and that the copper alloys
were removed from the Unit 2 secondary side prior to commercial operation.

Necessary secondary water chemical analyses are conducted through sample >

systems which feed the samples to the laboratory for analysis and
recording of results. These on line analy'ses are periodically checked
through independent analysis. The licensee s procedures and
in line with EPRI "PWR Secondary Water Chemistry Guidelines." program areTR 102134.
Revision 3. and " Combustion Engineering Chemistry Manual." CENPD 28.

In the past. FPL has had a participant on the EPRI PWR Secondary Water ,

Chemistry Guidelines Revision Committee. FPL participated through
Revision 3 of the guidelines. but the company has dropped their membership
with EPF,1 during recent times. FPL has now turned their attention to
working with the CE owners group to update-CENPD 28, which hasn't been
revised since 1985. A new revision should be out for comment by the
owners in the Spring of 1997.

The licensee's program for SG layup is adequate,

c. Conclusions ,

The licensee's water chemistry controls are appropriate to the
circumstances.
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R7 Quality Assurance in Radiological Protection and Chemistry Activities

R7.1 Review of the Audit History for the primary and Secondary Water Chemistry
(ontrol Procrams 09502)

,

8. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the last two licensee audits involving water
chemistry, to verify compliance with commitments and regulatory
requirements. '

b. Observations and Findings

Audit findings included a weakness related to a lack of procedures for the
routine operations required of the lab personnel. These operations were ,

described by the audit as routine o]erations that the personnel did well,
but had not formally proceduralirec. The corrective action taken by the
licensee included the issue of procedure COP 05.02. '' Conduct of Chemistry"
and procedure COP 05.01 " Chemistry Department 0A/0C Program."

c. Conclusions

The area of secondary water chemistry was subjected to inde
with appropriate action taken for identified weaknesses. pendent audits,

,

R8 Hiscellaneous Radiation Protection and Chemistry Issues

R8.1 Review of Reauired Postinas 01750)

a. Inspection Scope '

The inspector verified that postings required per 10 CFR 19.11 were
located throughout the facility,

b. Observations and Findings [

The ins)ector found postings were placed throughout the f acility as
requirec by regulations: however, the inspector noted that deficiencies
existed in the procedure directin S ecifically. Appendix E to

0010721,g postings. Revision 36.p"NRC Required Non RoutineAdministrative Procedure
Notifications and Reports." stated the following:

"In accordance with 10 CFR 19.11.a.. copies of the following documents are
available by contacting the Health Physics Supervisor,

a) 10 CFR 19 Notices, Instructions and Reports to Workers: Inspections.

b) 10 CFR 20 Standards for Protection Against Radiation.

c) 10 CFR 21 Reporting of Defects and Noncompliance.
'
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d) Operating License DPR-67 and NPF 16

e) Operating Procedures applicable to licensed activities

f) Unit I and Unit 2 Final Safety Analysis Reports

g) NRC Notices of violation involving radiological working conditions,
proposed imposition of civil penalty or order issued pursuant to 10 *

CFR 2 Subpart 8 and their required responses (RAB Entrances)."
,

While 10 CFR 19.ll(b) allowed the licensee to reference a location for-
items (a) through (f) in the quote above, however the items referred to in
(g) in the quote above were not included in this allowance. 10 CFR 19
required that the items referred to in (g) in the quote above be posted in
locations sufficient to permit individuals engaged in licensed activities
to view them on the way to locations in which licensed activities were to ,

be performed. At the time of this inspection no documents described by,

(g) existed so no posting was required. The inspector brought this
condition to the attention of the licensee, and the procedure was revised
to delete the allowance in Appendix E.

c. Conclusion'

,

"

The inspector concluded that the licensee had met the requirements of 10
CFR 19.11 with respect to postings. One error was identified in the
licensee's procedure for postings and was promptly corrected.

S1 Conduct of Security and Safeguards Activities

S1.1 Site Entry Before Proner Authorization (92904)
,

On February 3. a visiting NRC Inspector was granted unescorted access ,

without first verifying inclusion on the NRC Personnel Access Letter.
Upon discovery, the licensee took prompt corrective action in locating
and escorting the visiting NRC Inspector outside the protected Area.

10 CFR 73.56 specifies the requirements for personnel access authorization
for nuclear power plants. Part (b)(1) states "The licensee shall establish
and maintain an access authorization program granting individuals
unescorted access to protected and vital areas with the objective of
providing high assurance that individuals granted unescorted access are
trustworthy and reliable, and do not constitute an unreasonable risk to
the health and safety of the public including a potential to commit
radiological sabotage " Further, part (c)(3) states "The licensee shall
grant unescorted access authorization to all individuals who have been
certified by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as suitable for such
access."

,
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The licensee has incorporated these requirements in Administrative
Procedure 0010509. Revision 21. Personnel and Material Control, and St.
Lucie Plant Security Force Instruction 8. Revision 24. The Badging Office,
paragraph 3.6. This procedure and associated instruction require that the
''NRC applicants' approval will be validated,by inclusion in the Badging
folder of a copy of the NRC Docket letter...

Contrary to the above, the licensee failed to follow procedures and locate
the addendum issued in late January for inclusion in the Badging folder
Officers' granting access. . This was, in part, based on the Badgingprior to

f6miliarity with the NRC Inspector who had been detailed to the
site for approximately sixteen months in the past two years. This failure
to follow procedure was of minor safety significance and was identified as
a Non cited violation (NCV 50-335.389/97 01-06. " Failure to follow
Security Procedure") due to the licensee's prompt identification and
corrective actions taken.

V. Manaaement Meetinas and Other Areas

X1 Exit Meeting Summary

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee
management at the conclusion of the inspection on February 21, 1997.
Interim exit meetings were held on January 10. January 31. and February
14. 1997 to discuss the findings of Reaion based inspection. The licensee
acknowledged the findings presented. '

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during '

the inspection should be considered proprietary. No proprietary
information was identified.

PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee

M. Allen. Training Manager
C. Bible. Site Engineering Manager
W. Bladow. Site Quality Manager
G. Boissy. Materials Manager
H. Buchanan. Health Physics Supervisor
D. Fadden. Services Manager
R. Heroux. Business Manager
H. Johnson. 0)erations Manager
J. Marchese, iaintenance Manager
C. Marple. Operations Supervisor
J. Scarola. St. Lucie Plant General Manager
A, Stall. St. Lucie Plant Vice President
E. Weinkam. Licensing Manager
W. White. Security Supervisor
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,

Other licensee employees contacted included office operations, engineering,
maintenance, chemistry / radiation, and corporate personnel,

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 37001: 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation Program
IP 37550: Engineering
IP 37551: Onsite Engineering
IP 61726: Surveillance Observations
IP 62702: Maintenance Program
IP 62707: Maintenance Observations ,

IP 62706: Maintenance Rule Inspection Procedure !

IP 71707: Pleat Operations ,

IP 71750: P'. ant Support Activities
IP 73753: Inservice inspection
IP 79501. LWR Water Chemistry Control and Chemical Analysis Audits
IP 79502: Plant Systems Affecting Plant Water Chemistry
IP 92702: Followup on Corrective Action for Violations and Deviations
IP 92901: Followup - Plant Operations
IP 92902: Followup . Maintenance
IP 92903: Followup - Engineering
IP 92904: Followup - Plant Support

ITEMS OPENE0. CLOSED. AND DISCUSSED-

Doened

50 335/97 01 01 V10 " Failure to follow the In Plant Equipment
,

Clearance Orders Procedure"

50 335.389/97-01 02 VIO " Programmatic Breakdown of Post-Accident
Sampling Capability"

50-335.389/97-01-03 VIO " Failure to Meet 10 CFR 70.24 Requirements"

50 335/97-01 04 NCV "Nonconservative Steam Gertrator Level
Calibrations due to Inscr: rate Isomric
Drawings"

50-335.389/97 01-05 NCV " Failure to Perform Biennial PASS tru.ing '

of Chemistry Technicians"

50 335.389/97-01-06 NCV " Failure to Follow Security Procedure"

Closed-

50-335/95 15-07' VIO " Failure to Follow Procedures- during
venting of ECCS System resulted in
Containment Spraydown"
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50 335.389/96 13 01 VIO * Failure to include All Structures,
Systems, and Components in the Scope of the
Maintenance Rule as Required by 10 CFR
50.65 (b)"

50 335.389/96 13 03 V10 * Failure to Follow Procedures for
Implementation of the Maintenance Rule"

50 335/96 11 05 URI " Discrepancies in AFAS Calibration Data"

'50 335.309/95 22-01 IFl " Completion of Certification Program for
Qualified Safety Reviewers"

50 335/95 004 LER " Hurricane Erin at St. Lucie"

50 335/95 005 LER " Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves
(PORV) Inoperable due to Personnel Error"

50 335/95 006 LER " Loss of Reactor Coolant Inventory Through
a Shutdown Cooling Relief Valve due to lack
of Design Margin"

50 335/95 007 LER " inadvertent Containment Spray via 1A low
Pressure Safety Injection Pump while
Venting the Emergency Core Cooling System
During Startup Due to inadequate Procedure"

Discussed

50-335.389/96 13 02 VIO " Failure-to Establish Performance Criteria
Commensurate with Safety"

50 335.389/96 13 04 IFI " Followup on Licensee Actions to Provide
Performance Criteria for Structures After
Industry Resolution of this issue"

50 335.389/EA96-249/VIO 03014 " Failure to Update Drawings following Plant
Modification"

50-335/96-17-03 NCV " Failure to Adequately Maintain Total
Equipment Data Base"

-LIST OF ACRONYMS USED

ADM Administrative Procedure
AFAS Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation System
AFW Auxiliary Feedwater (system)
ANPS Assistant Nuclear Plant Supervisor

Enclosure 2
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AP Administrative Procedure !
ASME Code American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code
ATTN Attention ;

B&PV Boiler and Pressure Vessel ;

CCW Com>onent Cooling Water !
CE Comaustion Engineering (company)

'

CFR Code of Federal Regulations |
CMM Critical Management Maintenance !

CNRB Company Nuclear Review Board '

CR Condition Report
CRN -Change Request Notice
CS Containment Spray (system)
CST Condensate Storage Tank |
CWD Control Wiring Diagram a

DCR Drawing Change Request
DPR- Demonstration Power Reactor (A type of operating license)
DWG Drawing
EA Enforcement Action
ECCS- Emergency Core Cooling System
LC0 Equipment Clearance Order
EDG Emergency Diesel Generator
eel Escalated Enforcement Item
EFPY Effective Full Power Years
EPRI Electric Power Research Institute
ESF Engineered Safety Feature
ET. ECT Eddy Current Test
FHBVS Fuel Handling Building-Ventilation System
FPL The Florida Power & Light Company
FRG Facility Review Group
FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report
HCV Hydraulic Control Valve
HJTC Heated Junction Thermocouple
l&C- Instrumentation and Control
ICW Intake Cooling Water
IFl .(NRC)InspectorFollowupItem
IGA

[NRC) granular Attack
Inter

IN- Information Notice
-IP Jnspection Procedure
.lR [NRC) Inspection Report.
ITOP Implementor Turnover Package
I.V. -Independent Verification
JPN (Juno Beach) Nuclear Engineering
JWR Journeyman's Work Report
LC0 TS Limiting Condition for Operation
LER Licensee Event Report
LI Level Indicators
LPSI Low Pressure Safety injection (system)
LWR- Light Water Reactor
MEP Minor Engineering Packages

Enclosure 2 '
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MFIV Main feed Isolation Valve |

MPFF Maintenance Preventable functional failure !

MRPC Motorized Rotating Pancake Coil
MSIS Main Steam isolation Signal
MS!V Main Steam isolation Valve
Na0H Sodium Hydroxide
NCV NonCited Violation (of NRC requirements)
NDE Non Destructive Examination
NI Nuclear Instrument
No. Number
NOV- Notice of Violation
NPF Nuclear Production facility (a type of operating license)
NPO Nuclear Plant Operator
NPS Nuclear Plant Supervisor
NPWO Nuclear Plant Work Order
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
NUMARC Nuclear Management and Resources Council
NWE Nuclear Watch Engineer
ODSCC Outside Diameter Stress Corrosion Cracking
OP Operating Procedure -

'
PASS Post Accident Sampling System
PC/M Plant Change / Modification
PDR NRC Public Document Room
PI Pressure Indicater
PLRT Plug Review Team
PMAI Plant Management Action item
PMT Post Maintenance Test
PORV Power Operated Relief Valve -

PREMRA Pre evaluated Maintenance Risk Assessment
PSA Probabilistic Safety Assessment
1sig Pounds per square inch (gage) ,

)SL Plant St. Lucie
PWO Plant Work Order
PWR' Pressurized Water Reactor

, OA Quality Assurance
OC Ouality Control
OCR Ouality Control Report
01 Quality Instruction
OSPDS Qualified Safety Parameter Display System
RAB Reactor Auxiliary Building
RCP Reactor Coolant Pump
RCS Reactor Coolant System
Ril Region 11 - Atlanta. Georgia (NRC)
RPS Reactor Protection System

,

SATS System Acceptance / Turnover Sheets
SG Steam Generator .

SNM S]ecial Nuclear Material ;

SNO S1 ort Notice Outage
SSC . Structures. Systems, and Components

Enclosure 2
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St. Saint
TCV Temperature Control Valve
TEDB Total Equipment Data Base
TS Technical Specification (s)
TSC Technical Support Center
UFSAR U) dated Final Safety Analysis Report
URI [1RC) Unresolved _ltem i

USNRC United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission |

V10 Violation (of NRC requirements)
VPI Valve Position Indicators
VTM Vendor Technical Manual
WCG Work Control Group
WO Work Order

,

t
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, NUCLEAR HEGULATORY COMMISSION,

F 'n REGION If
2 ] ATLANTA FEDERAL CENTER
*

t 61 (OASYTH ST AEET. SW. SUITE 23T65
( ATLANTA, GEORG! A 30303

.....

Florida Power & Light Company
ATTN: T. F. Plunkett

President Nuclear Division
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach. Florida 33408 0420

SUBJECT: NRC INTEGRATED INSPECTION REPORT NDS. 50 335/97 03, 50 389/97 03.

Dear Mr. Plunkett:

On March 29. 1997, the NRC completed an inspection at your St. Lucie 1 and 2
reactor facilities. The enclosed report presents the results of that
inspection.

During the 6. week period covered by this inspection, your conduct of
activities at the St. Lucie facilities was generally characterized by safety-
conscious operations, good engineering and maintenance practices, and
excellent plant support activities. As described in this report, NRC
continues to be concerned about the routine heavy use of overtime for Reactor
Control Operators.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2,790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice." a copy of
this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Lucument Room
(PDR).

Sincerely,

Orig signed by Caudie A. Julian

Caudie A. Julian, Acting Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Divition of Reactor Projects

Docket Nos. 50-335, 50-389
License Nos, DPR 67 NPF 16

Enclosure: Inspection Report Nos. 50-335/97 03, 50 389/97-03

cc w/ encl: (See page 2)
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cc w/ encl:
J. A. Stall. Site Vice President
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach FL 34957

H. N. Paduano, Manager
Licensing and Special Programs
Florida Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach. FL 33408 0420-

J. Scarola Plant General Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach, FL 34957

|

E.'J. Weinkam
Plant Licensing Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach, FL 34957

H. S, Ross. Attorney
Florida Power & Light
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach FL -33408 0420

John T. Butler. Esq.
Steel. Hector and Davis . >

4000 Southeast Financial Center
Miami, FL. 33131 2398

Bill Passetti
Office of Radiation Control
Department of Health and <

Rehabilitative Services
1317 Winewood Boulevard
Tallahassee, FL 32399 0700

Joe Myers, Director
Division of Emergency Preparedness
Department of Community Affairs
2740-Centerview Drive
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2100

Thomas R. L, Kindred
: County Administrator
St. Lucie County
2300 Virginia Avenue
Ft. Pierce, FL 34982
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K. Landis, RII*

L. Wiens, NRR
B Crowley, Ril
G. H0pper, R11
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NRC Resident Inspettor
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
7585 South Highway A1A
Jensen Beach, FL 34957-2010
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION 11

Docket Nos: 50-335. 50-389
License Nos: DPR-67. NPF-16

Report Nos: 50-335/97-03. 50-389/97-03
!

Licensee: Florida Power & Light Co.

Facility: St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Units 1 & 2

Location: 6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach. FL 34957

Dates: February 16 - March 29, 1997

Inspectors: M. Miller. Senior Resident Inspector
J. Munday. Resident Inspector
D. Lanyi. Resident Inspector
J. Kreh. Regional Inspector

(P2.1.2.2.3.1.3.2.5.1.5.2.7.1)
F. Wright. Regional Inspector (R1.1.3.1)

Approved by: C. Julian. Acting Chief. Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
,

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Units 1 & 2
NRC Inspection Report 50-335/97-03. 50-389/97-03

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations, engineer-
ing, maintenance, and plant support. The report covers a 6 week period of
resident inspection: in addition, it includes che results of region-based
inspections in the areas of Emergency Planning. Health Physics and Chemistry.

Coerations

The operating crew responded in a proper and timely manner to thee
reactor trip. The inspector observed good coordination between
operators and supervision during the evolution. The licensee's root
cause investigation was found to be methodical and comprehensive
(Section 01.2).

The inspector found the reactor and turbine startu) to be welle
performed. Both operating crews worked well togetler as teams to
perform a safe and methodical evolution. The inspector also noted that
good training was provided to the operator trainees by the licensed
operators (Section 01.3).

Improper implementation of an Equipment Clear.ince Order on Unit 1 led to*

an inadvertent routing of approximately 135 nallons of Volume Control
Tank inventory to the IC charging pump cubicle floor drain and seal
tank. The inspector noted that this violation is similar to Violation.
VIO 50-335/97-01-01. " Failure to Follow the In-Plant Equipment Clearance
Orders Procedure." That violation documented an inattention to detail
by the operators in performing Equipment Clearance Orders, however, the
corrective actions for that violation have not yet been implemented.
This licensee identified violation is being treated as a Non-Cited
Violation consistent with Section VII.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy
(Section 01.4).

The inspector concluded that the control room ventilation systems woulde

perform their intended functions when called upon. The licensee has
taken steps to correct known deficiencies, but minor equipment problems
centinued. The licensee maintained an adequate surveillance program to
ansure that Technical Specifications were not violated. However, the
licensee's poor work aractices caused a Control Room Outside Air Intake
radiation monitor to se inopemble. except for indication, for over four
years. The ins 3ector also determined that Engineering placed the
appropriate emplasis on the system with respect to the Maintenance Rule
(Section 02.1).

The inspector concluded that an unplanned release from o gas decay tanke

did not result in a violation of release limits. The inspector
concluded that the release could have been prevented had Operations
revised the inadequate procedure when it was first identified. A non-
cited violation was identified regarding the licensee's failure to
update the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report appropriately following
modification to the system (Section 04.1).

-
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The inspector concluded that the unusually rapid downpower. combinedo
with a lack of operator experience and a lack of 3ppropriate
communications. led to a failure to effectively control power at the
conclusion of taking Unit 1 off-line. The l'censee's assessment of the
event was adequate but did not fully document and detail individual
weaknesses. Documentation of the event in the control room logs was
unsatisfactory (Section 04.2).

The inspector concluded that, due to a failure to maintain an adequatee

Reactor Control Operator population (from the standpoint of qualifying
ReactorControlOperators),theimpactofrecentReactorControl
Operator attrition and promotion piaced the licensee in the position of
having to rely on the routine heavy use of overtime to support plant,

operations. This was identified as an unresolved item (Section 06.1).

Inspector Followup Item. IFI 50-335.389/95-22 03. " Steam Generator Level| e
Channel Inaccuracies Due to Sensing Line Blockage." is closed (Section
08.1).

Licensee Event Report. LER 50-335/96-015. "Operatior Prohibited by*

Technical Specifications Due to Loss of Undervoltage Protection on
Safety Related Electri:al Bus." is closed (Section 08.2),

|
! The inspector concluded that in an evolution involving securing thee

only operable shutdown cooling train to expedite cavity fill, the
licensee did not violate Technical Specifications or procedural
requirements (Section 08.3).

Maintenance

The inspector noted no discrepancies with the performance of nalntenancee
on the 2B Intake Cooling Water Pump or the Unit 2 Purification lon
Exchanger Resin Outlet Valve (M2.1).

The inspector noted that the individual performing a Diesel Lube Oile
Sample was familiar with the equipment he was using and completed the
activity in accordance with the procedure with no discrepancies (Section
M2.2).

Although the two Measuring and Test Equipment programs observ'ed on site*

were structured slightly differently, both met all regulatory and
industry requirements. Both programs were generally well managed and
were successful at accomplishing their missions (Section M7.1).

Violation. V10 50-335/96-15-04 " Failure to Control Measuring and Test*

Equipment." is closed (Section M7.2).

Enaire -ina

e The inspector concluded that the licensee's voluntary Updated Final
Safety Analysis Report Review process had been effective in identifying

!
1
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fault protection control power field conditions which did not conform to
the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. The licensee's corrective
action plans were prompt and appropriate. The licensee's overall effort
was considered responsible and was an example of a questioning attitude
on the part of the reviewers involved. NRC concluded that, while the
identified condition represented a de facto violation of the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.59. current NRC Enforcement Policy directs
that this issue will be treated as a non-cited violation (Section E1.1).

The inspector found that additional significant review was required toe

appropriately address failures leading to, and following the
identification of. errors introduced into the Digital Data Processing
System which resulted in Unit 1 operating in excess of licensed thermal
power limits during the current fuel cycle. Consequently, three
unresolved items were identified (Section E1.2).

Plant Suonort

Licensee effluent sampling process met regulatory requirement.e

Chemistry technicians demonstrated good understanding of efflue.'
sampling procedures and good use of procedures during observed etfluent
sampling (Section R1.1).

Personnel responsible for shipments of radioactive material weree

knowledgeable of the changes in Department of Transportation and Nuclear
Regulatory Commission regulations and had adequately implemented those
changes in plant procedures (Section R3.1).;

The licensee developed and implemented significant improvements in bothe

the automated and manual backup systems for notification of the
'

Emergency Response Organization (Section P2.1).

Emergency response facilities were adequately equipped and were*

maintained at a suitable level of operational readiness. The new
Operational Support Center provided enhanced physical and communications
capabilities (Ser. tion P2.2).

Changes made to the Radiological Emergency Plan since the October 1996*

inspection did not decrease Plan effectiveness, and implementation of
selected Radiological Emergency Plan commitments was now found to be
fully satisfactory (Section P3.1).

e Violation. VIO 50-335.389/96-18-03. " Inadequacies in Certain Emergency
Plan Implementing Procedures." is closed. A program weakness identified
in the Nuclear %latory Commission's Enforcement Letter dated
January 10. 1997, was addressed through appropriate corrective action
(Section P3.2).

The licensee had developed and partially implemented significante

improvements in the training program for the Emergency Response
Organization (Section P5.1).

, . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |
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* Unresolved item. URI 30-335.389/96-18-05. " Emergency Response
Organization Personnel Not Qualified Through Drill / Exercise *

Participation." is closed (Section P5.2).

The licensee had made good progress in addressing the more significante

outstanding Emergency Preparedness deficiencies, and had considerably
reduced the backlog of open items in its Emergency Preparedness program
(Section P7.1).

i
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Report Details
'

,

Summary of Plant Status

Unit 1

Unit 1 entered the report period at full power. On March 3. the unit
tripped on low Reactor Coolant System flow caused by the loss of the 1A2
Reactor Coolant Pump. The unit was restarted on March 6 and attained
full power the following day. It remained at essentially full power for
the remainder of the period.

Unit 2

Unit 2 operated at full aower for most of the report pe 1 The unit
was down powered from Fe]ruary 18 to February 19 to alk replacement of
a feedwater regu ating valve controller.

-I. Doerations

01 Conduct of Operations

01.1 General Comments (71707)

U:' 9 Inspection Procedure 71707, the inspectors conducted frequent
rev u s of ongoing plant operations. In general, the conduct of opera-
tions was professional and safety conscious: specific events and
noteworthy observations are detailed in the sections below.

01.2 Unit 1 Trio Recovery (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

On Moich 4. Unit 1 tripped on low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) flow when
the 1A2 Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP). breaker unexpectedly opened. The
inspector observed the crew's performance during the trip recovery,

b. Observations and Findings

At 12:22 p.m. , on March 4. the 1A2 RCP tripped. The subsequent low flow
caused an automatic reactor trip. Most plant parameters responded
normally, and operator response was appropriate. The B Main Feed
Regulating Valve (MFRV) failed open due to a controller failure and
started to overfeed the B Steam Generator (SG). The board operator took
manual control securing main feed. Later the i xiliary Feedwater
Actuation System (AFAS) properly itiated on low A SG water level.

Within approximately ten minutes. the crew had exited Procedure 1-EOP-
01. Revision 11. " Standard Post Tri a Actions" and entered Procedure 1-
E0P-02. Revision 10. " Reactor Trip Recovery." Since the 1A1 RCP was
stopped. Procedure 1-EOP-02 directed the crew to depressurize the plant
to 1850 psia to maintain RCP lower cavity temperature less than 300 F.
The briefing for the depressurization was thorough and efficient. The
crew commenced reducing pressure at 12:35 p.m. and reached 1800 psia by

_-_a
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1:18 p.m. The inspector observed that the evolution was well controlled
and supervised. By 1:17 p.m., the crew exited Procedure 1-EOP-2 and the
plant was stable in Mode 3.

Following the trip. the licensee formed an Event Response Team (ERT) to
determine root cause and corrective actions. The inspector followed the
licensee's investigation of the cause of the 1A1 RCP trip. The licensee
noted that no protective relay flags had set. indicating that no obvious-
fault or undervoltage condition existed. The licensee then tested each
relay and circuit associated with the RCP protective relaying scheme,
with no deficiencies identified. Additionally, the licensee verified
that no short circuits existed due to burned out light bulbs or problems
in li P' sockets, ensured that no work was being conducted on associateo
circuits, and ver"ied that no control circuit shorts existed.

The ERT eventually narrowed the potential root causes to either a
problem in the subject breaker's internal trip mechanism, a problem in
the adjustment of the breaker's floor tripper mechanism, or unauthorized
operation of the breaker locally.

With regard to the breaker's internal trip mechanism being a potential
cause, the team concluded that replacing the breaker with a similar
breaker would insure that the failure mode would not recur. The
inspector was present at an ERT meeting in which the Plant General
Manager (PGM) challenged the team to go further in pursuing this cause.
The PGM stressed that treating this failure as a " black box" failure
mode would not allow for appropriate, generic, corrective actions. As a
result of the PGM's involvement, the team determined that the breaker
should be sent to a vendor facility for testing and inspection. At the
close of the inspection period, the breaker was with the vendor and no
trip mechanism deficiencies had been identified.

With regard to the floor tripper adjustment. the concern was that. with
a misadjusted floor tripper, vibrations or breaker movement could lead
to a trip of the breaker. The floor tripper was a feature of this and
other breakers meant to insure that. if an attempt was made to rack out
a closed breaker, the breaker would trip prior to being racked out to a
r sint that personnel injury might result. In investigating this cause,

licensee found that the adjustment was slightly off. The licensee
then performed adjustments of this and other breakers' floor trippers to
insure that, if this was the cause, a similar trip would not recur.

As regards unauthorized operation, the licensee augmented security
precautions in a manner tie inspector found appropriate.

Overall, the inspector found the licensee's root cause investigation to
be methodical and comprehensive. Especially noteworthy was the PGM's
intervention into the process in a manner that challenged the ERT to
expand their efforts without talnting the process.

I
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c. Conclusions

The operating crew responded in a proper and timely manner to the
reactor trip. The inspector observed good coordination between
operators and supervision during the evolution. The licensee's root
cause-investigation was found to be methodical and comprehensive.

01.3 Unit 1 Restart (71707)
;

a. Inspection Scope
,

| The licensee restarted Unit 1 on March 6. The inspector observed the
licensees ) reparations for startup, reactor startup, and synchronizationi

| of the tur)ine to the grid.

h. Observations and Findings
|

The inspector examined the Post Trip Review package prior to H e Nuclear
Plant Supervisor (NPS) authorizing restart of Unit 1. The inspector
noted that all data was complete. Key post trip parameter status was
appropriately documented and explained. The inspector attended the
Facility Review Group (FRG) review meeting. Some of the members had
minor questions or comments that were handled by the NPS or the Shift
Technical Advisor (STA). The inspector had r.o concerns about the Post
Trip Review.

The inspector observed the pre-startup crew briefing led by the ANPS.
The briefing was thorough and included the operating crew, operator
trainees, the STA, the Reactor Engineer (RE), the Reactivity Manager.
and members of Operations Management. The operating crew commenced the
reactor startup in accordance with Procedure NOP-1-0030122. Revision 4,
" Reactor Star;up." at 9:12 p.m.. on March 6. The reactor was declared
critical at 11:19 p.m. and power stabilized at approximately 5x10"
percent shortly thereafter. The inspector observed watch relief at this
point and noted that it was performed in a controlled manner.

The ins)ector had several observations on the approach to criticality.
The desc Reactor Control Operator (RCO) performed several Estimated
Critical Positions (ECP) to cover the cntire shift. The inspector
independently performcd the same calculations and noted no significant
discrepancies. The RC0 performing the startup had a trainee under his
direct supervision for all reactivity manipulations. The inspector
noted that the RCOs were thorough in their explanations to the trainees
on what to look at, what to expect, and actions to take if something
unexpected occurred. The approach to criticality was methodical; the RE
3erformed periodic 1/M plots as required by the startup procedure.
Periodically the inspector verified the calculations and convergence of
the plot. Criticality was achieved within the allowances of the ECP and
power was then raised deliberately to approximately 5x10" percent
power.
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- The mid shift crew briefed rolling the turbine and synchronizing to the
grid. Once again the brief was thorough and included the appropriate
personnel. Reactor power was raised and then stabilized at two to four
percent power. The crn, commenced rolling the turbine at 3:20 a.m. per
Procedure N0P-1-0030124. Revision L " Turbine Startup Zero to Full
Load." The generator was synchronized to the grid at 5:00 a.m. and
feedwater control was shifted to the MFRVs at-6:00 a.m. Trainees
performed the majority of the control room manipulations under the
direct supervision of licensed operators. The inspector noted that each
evolution was well briefed and meticulously performed.

c. Conclusions

The inspector found the reactor and turbine startu) to be well
performed. Both operating crews worked well_.togetler as teams to
perform a safe and methodical evolution. The inspector also noted that
good training was provided to the operator trainees by the licensed
operators.

01.4 Inadeauate Eauioment Clearance Order Execution (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

On March 25. a Senior Nuclear Plant Operator (SNPO) was performing an
Equipment Clearance Order (ECO) boundary modification for work on the 1C
charging pump. After starting the boundary modification, the operator

'er saraying out of the pump discharge seal tank lid andnoted ;

immed ely slut the suction isolation valve. Subsequent investigation
determned that the cause of the event was inadequate execution of the
original ECO.

b. Observations and Findings

Equipment Clearance Order 1-97-03-106 was authorized on March 24. to
allow maintenance on the 1C charging pump suction accumulator, The
following morning, a boundary modification to the EC0 was issued to
allow filling and venting the pump. When the charging pump suction
valve was opened, the SNPO-observed water spraying from the Jump

-discharge seal tank lid. The SND9 shut the valve stopping t1e observed
leakage and notified the contial room. A Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
inventory balance verified RCS integrity shortly thereafter.

A subsequent investigation determined that the charging pump discharge
drain isolation valve was open and had an ECO tag hanging on it. This
drain path led to a floor drain and to the seal tank, the source ';f the
water.

The initial ECO was originally written to include the drain valve tagged
in the open position, but was later determined by the EC0 verifier that

[ this valve was not required for the clearance. The verifier printed a
new ECO but failed to remove.the prepared tag (Tag #6) from the'

clearance package. The verifier later stated that this had occurred

. - _ _ _ = .. .
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near the end of his twelve hour shift, and that he felt t*.at fatigue may
-have been a significant factor in this error.

The clearance was approved by the Assistant Nuclear Plant Supervisor
(ANPS) and given to the SNP0 for execution with the extra tag still in
the clearance package. Although the ECO did not ha u a step to hang the
tag on the drain valve, the SNPO opened the valve. installed the tag and
signed it. The ECO was then given to another operatcr for independent
verification, As expected, there was no independent venfier signature
found on the drain valve tag.

There were at least three potential opportunities to identify and
correct the error. First, the ECO verifier should have printed out a
new set of tags with the revised ECO as required by Procedure OP-
0010122. Revision 87. "In-plant Equipment Clearance Orders." Step
8.10.16. Second, although there was nu direct procedural requirement to
compare the tags to the EC0 form, the ANPS could have caught the fact
that Tag #6 was not identified on the form. Third, the SNPO should have
realized that iag #6 was not identified on the ECO form while executing
the order.

At the end of the report period. the licensee started enacting
corrective actions to prevent recurrence. This included procedural
enhancements and operator training. The inspector detc' mined that these
corrective actions should be sufficient to prevent reci |rence.

Technical Specification 6.8.1,a required that written procedures be
established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities
recommended in Apaendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33. Revision 2.
February, 1978. Procedure 01 5-PR/PSL-1. Revision 75. ') reparation.
Revision. Review / Approval of Procedures." Section 5.14.1. required
strict adherence to procedural requirements. Procedure OP-0010122.
Revision 87. "In-plant Equipment Clearance Orders." stated that
qualified operators will " execute Clearance Orders as written and in the 1

sequence detailed." The failure of the ECO verifier to print out a new
set of tags as required and the failure of the SNPO to properly execute
the ECO are two examples of a failure to follow procedures. This
licensee identified and corrected violation is being treated as Non-
Cited Violation. NCV 50-335/97-03-01. " Failure to Adequately Implement
an Equipment Clearance Order "

c. Conclusions

Improper implementation of an Equipment Clearance Order on Unit 1 led to
an inadvertent routing of approximately 135 gallons of Volume Control
Tank (VCT) inventory to the IC charging pump cubicle floor drain and
seal tank. The inspector noted that this violation is similar to
Violation. VIO 50-335/97-01-01. " Failure to Follow the In-Plant<.

Equipment Clearance Orders Procedure." That violotion documented an
inattention to detail by the operators in performing ECOs. however, the

' corrective actions for that violation have not yet been implemented.
This licensee identified violation is being treated as a Non-Cited

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Violation, consistent with Section VII.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement
Policy.

02 Operational Status of Facilities end Equipment

02.I' Walkdown of Control Room Ventilation (71707. 62707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector performed a detailed walkdown of both units' control room
ventilation systems. /

b _ Observations and Findings

The inspector walked down all accessible mechanical portions of both,

! ventilation systems. In general, both systems' plant drawings matched
the as-built configuration. Several minor labeling deficiencies were
noted by the inspector on both units and were forwarded to the system

| engineer for correction. The inspector also verified that the systems
) were lined up per Procedures 1-1900020. Revision 20. and 2-1900020.

Revision 8. " Reactor Auxiliary and Control Room Ventila+. ion System
Goeration" for Unit 1 and Unit 2 respectively. The inepector-also
validated that the Off-Normal Operating Procedures (ON0Ps). ONOP 1
1900030. Revision 21. and ONOP 2-1900030. Revision 18. " Reactor
Auxiliary Building, Diesel Generator Building, and Control Room
Ventilation" would work as written and would perform the desired
purposes. The inspector had no concerns with these procedures.

With the assistance of Operations personnel, the inspector inspected the
interiors of breaker and other electrical cabinets for debris, loose
material, jumpers, or other potential problems. On Unit 1. the.
inspe: tor noticed that flow switch FS-25-16B was wired to fan HVE-13A.
The purpose of this flow switch is to insert a permissive signal to
allow manual securing of the HVE-138 fan during control room
recirculation operations and to restart an idle fan if flow through the
operating fan is lost. The way this switch was wired would not allow
securing either fan during recirculation mode. Flow switch FS-25-16A
was similarly wired to fan HVE-13B, The inspect "len noticed that a
Plant Work Order (PWO) had been written on this ,,oDiem about one week
earlier. Discussion with the system engineer revealed that this
discrepancy became known during the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report )
-(UFSAR) review. The reviewers noted that the Unit 1 UFSAR, Section
7.3.1.3,5. stated that one of the booster fans (HVE-13A or 13B) could be
manually stopped during a Containment Isolation Signal (CIS), which
causes the ventilation system to go into recirculation. However
discussion with the operators indicated that this was not true. A
walkdown by Engineering identified the reversed wires. At the close of
the report period, the licensee had developed plans to correct theL

deficiency prior to the Unit 2 outage. Further discussions with the
system engineer indicated that no other significant UFSAR discrepancies
were identified by the licen< re.

, __-
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The inspector verified local breaker positions and control room breaker
position indications. No disparities were noted. The inspector
verified that Component Cooling Water (CCW) was properly aligned to the
Unit 2 air conditioning units. The only discrepancy noted there was
that the inlet filter drain valves were not labelled. The CCW system
was lined up to support operation of the ventilation system.

The inspector verified that all instrumentation was properly insta'. led
and properly functioning. The inspector identified two areas of
concern. First, on the Unit 2 HVE-13A and 13B filter assemblies, there
were several temperature elements (TE-25-48.51.and 55) with calibration
5 tickers dated January, 1983. The system engineer has been notified so
tat appropriate corrective actions may be taken.

Second. the licensee performed a primary calibration on the Unit 1 B
side Control Room Outside Air Intake (CROAI) radiation monitor in
response to a violation identified in Inspection Report 96-17 (VIO 50-
335/96-17-08 " Failure to Develop and Maintain Adequate Calibration
Procedures for CROAIMs"). During this calibration, performed in
accordance with Procedure I&C 1-1220053. Revision 3. " Calibration of the
Centrol Room Outside Air Intake Monitors." the licensee discovered that
the B portion of the' control room ventilation would not go on
recirculation due to a high radiation signal. The engineer was
contacted and determined that a jumper was missing that was to supply
power to the initiating contacts. The system was restored to match the
design configuration, and the system retested satisfactorily.
Condition Report 97-0108 was ger.erated to determine the cause of the
missing jumper and determine any operability concerns or reportability
requirements. Unit 1 Technical Specification (TS) Section 3.3.3.1.
discusses radiation monitoring, but does not provide any requirements
for the CROAI radiation moniters. The operability assessment determined
that the radiation monitor was not capable of alarming, actuating the
closure of the CROAI valves, or starting HVE 13B u3on detection of a
high radiation condition from July 24, 1992 when t1e ratemeter was
replaced until January 17, 1997. when the jumper was properly installed.
The monitors themselves did indicate proper radiation levels at the
control room meters, however. The licensee also determined that the
radiation monitor functions that were not operable were backup to the
control room ventilation isolation signal from a CIS. The UFSAR does
not credit automatic control room isolation from the CROAI monitors.
however the monitors are used to determine which outside source will be
aligned for fresh air makeup. The inspector determined that the
licensee's actions were appropriate.

The insoector verified that the licensee was properly performing the TS
surveii nce requirements. Unit 1 TS 4.7.7.1 and Unit 2 TS 4.7.7
document the required surveillance for the control room ventilation
systems. The inspector determined that all requirements were being met
by various procedures. The inspector determined that more detailed
investigation into the charcoal filter and HEPA surveillance was
warranted since this surveillance was performed by a contractor
organization.

,
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Chemistry Procedure C-74. Revision 17. " Particulate and lodine Filter
Testing." has been the licensee's procedure that provided the frequency
and acceptance criteria for Engineered Safety System (ESF) ventilation
testing. The procedure accurately translated the TS requirements into
procedure requirements. The procedure also clearly stated that Unit 1
filters must be tested in accordance with ANSI N-610-1975. " Testing of
Nuclear Air Cleaning Systems." and Unit 2 in accordance with ANSI N-510-
1980. " Testing of Nuclear Air Cleaning Systems." Procedure C-74 also
referencud Procedure 01 7-PR/PSL 1. " Control of Purchased Material.
Equipment and Services." Procedure 01 7 PR/PSL-1 described in detail
the requirements that must be followed while using a vendor. This
included formal evaluations of the organization and individuals
performing the work, a formal evaluation of work procedures to ensure
that all required standards were met, and a formal evaluation of work

] practices. The FRG revic.- of the ventilation test procedure used by the
n vendor was completed on Foruary 20. 1990. The licensee inserted the
LJ documentation required by Procedure 017-PR/PSL-1 into the report issued

by the vendor. The inspector reviewed the applicable vendor procedures
and compared them to the applicable ANSI standards. The inspector also
verified that the data from the last test performed on each unit was
satisfactory. The inspector had no further concerns.

The inspector noted that there had been several failures of dampers on
both units over the last year. Both systems are considered (a)(2) under
the Maintenance Rule since the systems have not had two maintenance
preventable functional failures in the last 18 months. However, on
February 18, 1997, the inlet dan,per to HVE-13A failed to open,
effectively disabling the A ventilation system. A Condition Report (CR
97-0269) was initiated to determine the cause. The system engineer
determined that he had improperly diagnosed the cause of a previous
failure of this damper in October. 1996. The system engineer believed
that the original cause of the failure was a misalignment of the linkage
arms. At the end of the report period, the licensee was developing an
action plan to accurately determine the root cause of the failures.
Based on these two failures, the system engineer has determined that he
will present the Unit 2 control room ventilation system to the Expert
Panel for consideration as an (a)(1) system.

The design of the Unit 1 dampers was different than the Unit 2 design.
The licensee put in place a new program in December, 1996 to ensure that
the linkage arms were set properly. Electrical Maintenance Procedure 1-
EMP-25.05. Revision 1. " Damper Linkage Validation Siebe Model MA-418
Actuators" implemented this rogram. At the close of the report period,
approximately one third of t1e Unit 1 dampers had been reset using the
new procedure. The inspector determined that these were adequate
actions to ensure proper operation of the systems.

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the control room ventilation systems would
perform their intended functions when called upon. The licensee has
taken steps to correct known deficiencies, but minor equipment problems

|

|
__ -.
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continued. The licensee maintained an adequate surveillance program to
ensure that TSs were not violated. However, the licensee's
practices caused a CROAl radiation monitor to be inoperable, poor workexce)t for
indication. for over four years. The inspector also determined tlat
Engineering placed the appropriate emphasis on the system with respect
to the Maintenance Rule

04 Operator Knowledge and Performance

04.1 Unclanned Release of Fission Gases from the 1B Gas Decav Tank (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector reviewed the operator logs, procedures. condition re) ort,
and root cause evaluation concerning an unplanned release of the 13 gas
decay tank which occurred on January 29, 1997.

b. Observations and Findings

On January 28, the Waste Gas system was aligned to the IB gas decay tank
to facilitate purging of fission gases from the Volume Control Tank
(VCT). Upon completion of that activity, the 1B gas decay tank was
isolated and the Wa,ite Gas system was realigned to the plant vent so
that maintenance could be performed on the 1B waste gas compressor. On
January 29. the SNP0 reported that the 1B gas decay tank pressure had
dro) ped approximately 10 psi. The SNPO determined that the IB gas decay
tant was-aligned such that it was actually being vented to the plant
stack. The procedure controlling this activity was.0P 1-0530020.

-Revision 27. " Waste Gas System Operation." It contained steps to
isolate the normal flow path to F e gas decay tank but did not isolate
the sample flow path to the waste gas analyzer. After the gas travelled
through the analyzer it was exhausted to the gas surge ta. 4hich in
turn was released through the plant stack. Upon identifyii he release
path, the SNPO isolated the sample flow path which secured t.ie release.

A root cause evaluation was performed which concluded that the procedure
used when performing this evolution lacked sufficient detail. It
further identified that the procedural inadequacies were identified when
the same evolution was performed successfully the previous week. In
addition, the evaluation determined that the SNP0's knowledge of the
waste gas analyzer was deficient. Corrective actions completed or
planned included: -1) revise the waste gas system operating procedures to
provide sufficient detail, 2) review the event during requalification
training emphasizing the importance of not living with known procedural
deficiencies. 3) review the training material related to the waste gas
system and ensure that it is taught periodically, and 4) issue a night ,

order to olert Operations personnel cf the event.

During this inspection, the inspector noted that the procedure revisions
had been delayed because the safety evaluation performed for the
revision identified that the system was not being operated as described
in the UFSAR. PC/M 150-190 modified the system and the way it was

. -
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operated in 1990 but failed to update the UFSAR accordingly. The
inspector reviewed the modification package for PCM 150-190 and noted
that a safety evaluation had been completed in accordance with 10 Code
of Federal Regulations (CFR) 50.59. however. it concluded that a change
to the plant as described in the UFSAR would not take place. In 1992,
the licensee discove ed this error and generated the necessary paperwork
to facilitate a revision to the Ur3AR, however, the revision was never
made. At the end of this inspection period, the licensee was in the
process of revising the UFSAR to agree with the system configuration in
the plant. Upon completion of that revision, the appropriate procedure
revisions will be made. 10 CFR 50.71(e) requires, in part. that the
UFSAR be revised to include the effects of all changes made in the
facility as described in the UFSAR. This licensee-identified violation
was not willful and was not one that could reasonably have been
prevented by the corrective action for a previous violation or licensee
finding that occurred within the last two years. The licensee intends

,

to include the appropriate revisions with the next u]date of the UFSAR.
This licensee-identified and corrected violation is )eing treated as a
Non-Cited Violation. consistent with Section VII.B.1 of the NRC
Enforcement Policy. This NCV will be tracked as NCV 50-335/97-03-02.
" Failure to Update the UFSAR Following Modification of the Waste Gas
System."

Following the release, the licensee sampled the gas decay tank to verify
that release limits had not been exceeded. The inspector reviewed the
results and verified they were acceptable. The inspector also noted
that although the release was unplanned it was not unmonitored. The
waste gas system would have automatically isolated if the activity level
had reached the alarm limit. In addition, the plant vent monitor would
also have alarmed if the activity level exceeded the alarm setpoint.

c. Conclusions-

Although the release was unplanned, the inspector concluded that it did
not result in a violation of release limits. Regardless. the inspector
concluded that the release could have been prevented had Operations
revised the inadequate procedure when it was first identified. A non- ,

cited violation was identified regarding the licensee's failure to
update the UFSAR appropriately following modification to the system.

04.2 Control of low Power Operations (7170'

a. Scope

Inspection Report 96-20 described a Unit 1 downpower and removal from
service due to a leak in the Digital Electrohydraulic Control (DEH)
System. The inspectors observing the event found the downpowering of
the unit to be well-controlled. Following the removal of the unit from
service, operators had difficulty counteracting the effects of xenon

,

buildup and the reactor's power dropped from the target band of 2 to 5
percent to 10" percent before power was restored to the band. During

.
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the current period, the inspectors reviewed the event and the licensee's
fact-finding efforts relative to the event.

b. Observations and Findings

Through reviews of logs. sequence of events recorder output, and
interviews with operators involved in the event. the inspector assembled
the following timeline: '

0150 Nuclear Plant Operator (NPO) Reports DEH leak (log)
0155 Pzr Placed on Recirc (log)
0201 1A Charging Pump started for downpower (log)
0448 Commenced downpower (log)
0536 Increased rate due to worsening leakage (log)
0605 Secured 1B Feedwater Pump (log)
0617 Nuclear Plant Supervisors turnover (log)
0628 Swapped to Startup Transformers (109)
0641 Transferred feedwater regulating va.ves (FRVs) to 15 percent (log)

e Spare NWE assumes feed control watch, controlling SG levels
(NWE)

0700 Oncoming operator relieves NWE at the feed controls (RCO 1)
0717 Tripped Turbine (log)

e Turnover occurred after turbine trip (RCO 1)
e STA moves to desk to input logs (STA)

0725 Unit in Mode 2 (log)
Time unclear, but after Mode 2:

Rods at LTSS insertion limits and plant stable (RCO 2)e
Power begins falling off. additions of water directed to VCTe
and suction of CHPPs (RCO 2)
NPS directs that power be increased (RCO 2)e

e NPS again directs that power be increased (RCO 2)
NPS directs third CHPP start due to low observed powere
(approx 0 percent) (RCO 1)

0809 1C Charging Pump started to maintain power at 1 percent (log)
Time unclear

RCO 2 had been adding water in batches (100 to 150 gallons)e
both to the VCT and the suction of the charging pumps trying
to overcome xenon effects. He eventually used rods (about 6-

steps), but was hesitant to do so based upon his training
(rods were for ASI, boron for temperature). When he
established a positive startup rate (SUR) of approximately
.5 DPM. he was uncomfortable with the rate and stepped them
in to slow it (RCO 2).
STA looked at power and saw nuclear instrument (NI) power*
(as indicated on the RPS) at 0-1 percent. He then looked at
a control )ower recorder and saw power at 1E-3 - 1E-4.
STA asked RCO 3 what power was (STA)e

e NPS overheard this and became angry. He had directed that
power be maintained at 2-3 percent several times (STA)
NPS saw RCO 2 driving in rods - done to decrease SUR from .5e
DPM to approximately .25 DPM
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NPS relieved RCO 2. swapping him with the RCO controllinge

the secondary side of the plant (RCO 2)

In discussing the event with personnel involved, additional information
obtained indicated that there were a " pool of people" in the control
room (due te shift tt.rnover) which impeded crew teamwork and
communication.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's assessment of the event and noted
that the licensee determined that crew communications broke up after
taking the unit off-line: the turnover process began and formal
communications suffered. Further, the assessment found that the lack of
a rapid downpower procedure and inexperience on the part of the RCO
controlling power with raald downpowers led to difficulties in
predicting and managing t7e effects of xenon once the unit was
stabilized. Other causal factors identified included the lack of

'

cohesive crews due to a current shortage in licensed operators and
stress induced by a perception on the part of operators that too much
time elapsed between the onset of the leak and the decision to shut down
(and additional stress imposed when the leak worsened and the downpower
rate was increased).

The inspector found that, while the licensee's assessment (prepared by
the operators involved) was comprehensive in its scope, it failed to|

i provide meaningful details for some of the causal factors cited.
Additionally, the ins)ector found that the assessment failed to include
the following items, Doth ancillary and directly related to the issue,
that represented worthwhile followup items:

The RCO at the controls stated to the inspector that his decisione
not to amploy Control Element Assembly (CEA) motion to maintain
Jower while he waited for the effects of dilutions was based on
lis training, which espoused the use of CEAs for ASI control only.

The RCO at the controls stated to the inspector that the " pool ofe
people" in the control room for turnover contributed to his not
communicating the fact that he was having difficulty controlling
power.

The inspector noted that a third operator augmented the normai twoe
operators at the controls and controlled feedwater during the
downpower.

As best the inspector could ascertain in building the timeline*

above, the NPS identified that the RCO at the controls was having
difficulties controlling power at least twice prior to relieving
him of reactivity control responsibilities: however. it appeared
that the ANPS was never directed to the problem as might be
expected, given the chain of command.

No reference to the event or the relieving of the operator at thee
reactivity controls could be found in the control room logs.

-
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In addition to the crew assessment, the inspector reviewed calculations
performed by the licensee's Reactor Engineering organization which
assessed the worst-case reactivity condition for the core during the
transient. The inspector agreed with the licensee's conclusion that the
unit did not enter Mode 3 during the event (i.e. the event did not
represent an unapproved mode change). however. the inspector noted (and
the crew assessment stated) that the RCO at the controls could not have
known this at the time.

The licensee's corrective actions for this event included the initiation
of training on rapid downpower maneuvers, the development of a procedure
for the activity and training on the specific event,

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the unusually rapid downpower, combined
with a lack of operator experience and a lack of appropriate
communications, led to a failure to effectively control power at the
conclusion of taking Unit 1 off-line. The licensee's assessment of the
event was adequate but did not fully document and detail individual
weaknesses. Documentation of the event in the control room logs was
unsatisfactory.

06 Operations Organization and Administration

06.1 Reactor Controls Doerator Overtime (71707)

a. Scope

Inspection Report 97-01 documented a review of operator overtime and
noted that the licensee was controlling overtime within TS guidelines
for maximum hours worked without prior management approval. The
inspector noted at the time that, while the licensee was complying with
maximum hour limitations, overall overtime usage was high among Reactor
Control Operators (RCOs). The ins)ector reviewed the issue of RCO
overtime ustge for compliance to tie St. Lucie TSs. TS 6.2.2.f states,
in oart:

" Administrative procedures shall be developed and implemented to
limit the working hours of unit staff who perform safety-related
functions; e.g., senior reactor operators reactor operators..

Adequate shift coverage shall be maintained without routine heavy
use of overtime. The objective shall be to have operating
personnel work a normal 8-hour day. 40 hour week w1ile the plant
is operating. However, in the event that unforeseen problems
require substantial amounts of overtime to be used, or duM ng
extended periods of shutdown for refueling major maintenar.ce or
major plant modification, on a tempe ry basis the following
guidelines shall be followed:

- -
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1. An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16
hours straight, excluding shift turnover time.

2. An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16
hours in any 24-hour period, nor more than 24 hours in any
48 hour period. nor more than 72 hours in any 7-day period,
all excluding shift turnover time.

3. A break of at least 8 hours should be allowed between work
periods, including shift turnover time.

4. Except during excended shutdown periods, the use of overtime
should be considered on an individual basis and not for the

-

entire staff on a shift."

The inspector reviewed NRC Generic Letter 82-12, which stated that
administrative procedures shall set forth a policy to ", . prevent
situations where fatigue could reduce the ability of operating 3ersonnelto keep the reactor in a safe condition. The controls establisled
should assure that, to the extent practicable personnel are not
assigned to shift duties in a fatigued condition that could
significantly reduce their mental alertness or their decision making
ability." The GL went on to state that " ..enough ]lant operating-
personnel should be employed to maintain adequate slift coverage without
routine heavy use of overtime." FPL letter L 82-417. which responded to
the subject Generic Letter, documented that the licensee had reviewed
their controls of overtime and had concluded that they ".. . meet the
spirit and intent of., " the NRC's policy statement.

Based on the above, the insaector reviewed the current status of the use
of overtime on the part of RCOs.

b. Observations and Findings

Recent attrition and promotions have resulted in the population of RCOs
(Licensed Reactor Operators and Senior Reactor Operators responsible for

'

manipulations of plant controls) dropping to 24 for the site. Of the
24. two were assigned to the Clearance Center to aid in clearance
writing. TSs required two RCOs per shift per unit. such that, for five <

section rotation, the licensee would require 20 RCOs to satisfy staffing-
requirementr, The limited number of RCOs was such that, while
maintaining an eight hour shift in five section rotation, the licensee
had inadequate operator staffing to cover cases of sickness and
vacation; consequently, the 1icensee resorted to overtime usage to cover
these eventualities.

The licensee recently shifted from an eight hour work schedule to a 12
hour schedule for RCOs with the operators divided into two shifts, day
and night. The RCOs were assigned to a schedule comprised of five.12
hour, shifts (excluding turnover time) with two days off between five
day on-shift periods. The benefits to this approach included:
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Predictability in schedules.

The lack of the need to rotate between shifts. a practice whiche
results in the loss of time off as the operator moves from day to
night shift (e.g. an operator leaves day shif t at 7 p.m. for two
days off, but must return at 7 p.m. on the second day off to
assume a night shift schedule).

The disadvantage to this schedule was that operators would have to work
60 hour work weeks as a regular work schedule. In a meeting with the
NRC on March 27. the licensee acknowledged the high use of overtime
necessitated by the shortage of RCOs and stated that:

The move to 12 hour shifts was requested by operators*

The additional operators on each shift (made available bye
collapsing five shifts into two) allowed the licensee to
accommodate:

e RCO vacations (250 hrs)
New fuel operations (500 hrs)e
Outage preparations (700 hrs)e
Requalification traininge

The inspector noted that no regulatory requirement would compel the
licensee to utilize RCOs for outage preparations. Further, the

i inspector found that, as of April 1. 1997, the actual vacation balances
i for RCOs totaled approximately 3480 hours. RCO scheduled vacation for

the balance of the calendar year totaled approximately 3760 hours.
.

| The inspector reviewed the use of overtime by RCOs and found that, as of
! March 14. RCOs had worked 2663.5 hours of overtime for 1997. The
I inspector reviewed overtime usage on a pay period basis for each

,

! o)erator from December. 1996, to March 14. 1997. The inspector found
tlat usage was, in general, concentrated. Examples are included in the
table below.

RCO Overtime by Pay Period End Date

Operatgr !12/20/96 1/3/97 1/17/97 1/31/97 2/14/97 2/28/97 3/28/97

A 36.5 28.5 26 43 26.5 12 31

B 22 45.5 18 52.5 10 47.5 36.5

C 42.5 20 16.5 41.5 27 5.5 56.5

0 26.5 71 11.25 66 29 23.5 4

E 11.5 54.5 14.5 29 0 0 42 |

The inspemor reviewed shift staffing for the period of March 15 through
April 11. and found that concentrations of overtime on a day-to-day
basis were more apparent.
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Daily Totals For Three Reactor Control Operators
i

Operator A Crerato' 8 Operator C

Date 04tly Rolling Rolling Datly Rolling Rolling Daily Rolling Rolling
Total 48 ? Day Total - 46 ? 04y ictal 48 7 Day

% rs %rs % rs

3/1$ 17 * * 0 * * 0 * *

3/16 I? 24 * 0 0 0 0 **

3r17 0 1? * 0 0 * 12 17 *

.1/18 0 0 * 0 0 * I? 24 *

3/19 !? 1? * I? 1? * 1? 24 *

3/20 17 24 * 12 24 * 12 24 *

3/21 12 24 60 I? 24 36 12 24 60

3/?? 12 24 60 12 24 43 0 I? 60

3/73 0 12 49 12 24 60 I? 12 72

3'?4 0 0 48 1? 24 77 I? 24 72

3/25 12 12 60 0 12 72 12 24 72

3/26 12 24 60 0 0 60 17 24 72

3/?? 1? 24 60 I? 12 60 I? 24 72

3/28 17 24 60 12 24 60 !? 24 72

3/29 12 24 60 !? 24 60 0 12 72

3/30 0 17 60 12 24 60 0 0 60

3/31 0 0 60 12 24 60 17 17 60

4/1 12 12 60 0 12 60 1? 24 60

4r? 17 24 60 0 0 60 !? 24 60

4/3 12 24 60 12 1? 60 12 24 60

4/4 12 ,[4 60 12 24 60 12 24 60

4/5 !? 24 60 17 24 60 0 I? 60

4/6 0 12 60 17 24 60 0 0 60

4/7 0 0 60 I? 24 60 0 0 4B

4/8 17 I? 60 17 24 72 0 0 36

4/9 12 24 60 0 12 72 0 0 24

4/10 I? 24 60 0 0 60 0 0 12

4/11 17 24 60 12 12 60 | 0 0 0

Asterisked values indicate that insufficient data is available for
calculation of the value.
Values in bold indicate dates on which TS guidelines for overtime are
reached.
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Considering the new 12 hour shift arran:,. the calculation of
operator overtime was more straightforwa* , imply put, each RCO was to
work 20 hours of overtime per 7 day per he only exceptions were to
be when an operator was on vacation or t the upcoming Unit 2 outagein April 1997, when the schedule was to nit to a 6 day,12 hour
shift.

The inspector inquired as to the potential for adding additional RCOs to
the shift rotation. The licensee re3orted that two licensed operator
classes were in progress; one with t1ree " instant" Senior Reactor
Operators (SR0s) scheduled for completion in June, and one with 16
potential RCOs scheduled for completion in October,

c. Conclusions

NRC continues to be concerned about the heavy use of overtime for the
RCOs, This matter will be treated as an Unresolved Item for further
inspection. UNR 50-335.389/97-03-03. " Excessive Overtime Usage Among
Reactor Control Operators "

08 Hiscellaneous Operations Issues

08,1 (Closed) IFT 50-335.389/95-22-03. "SG Level Channel Inaccuracies Due to
Sensina Line Blockace" (71707)

The subject IFI discussed a 1996 Unit 2 trip in which erroneous steam
generator low level indications and signals were received due to
clogging in SG level transmitter sensing lines. The inspector noted two

i areas of concern in opening the IFI. the disposition of a St. Lucie
*

Action Report (STAR) on the issue, and weaknesses associated with the
post trip review performed at the time.

With regard to the disposition of the issue, the inspector reviewed the'

completed disposition of STAR 9600439. The inspector concluded that the
licensee had appropriately cddressed the issue.

With regard to post-trip review adequacy, the original issue involved a
failure of o
System (RPS)perators to understand the individual Reactor Protectionchannel trips which had been reccived during the event.
Specifically, when the inspector asked why SG low level trip bistables
were illuminated. operators hadn't to that point. noticed. The
subsequent post-trip review failed to identify the trips as anomalous.
-The inspector found that the post-trip review procedure was weak in that
it did not specifically require an assessment of all of the RPS channels
which tripped.

The inspector reviewed Unit 2 trips which had occurred previous to the
January 1996, trip and found that similar weaknesses in the review
process existed. A review of Sequence of Events Recorder (SOER) output
from those previous trips indicated that sluggish response on the part
of SG 1evel transmitters was identifiable as far back as a Unit 2 trip
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which occurred on January 15. 1990. The trip. which resulted from low
steam generator level due to low feedwater flow, showed. via SOER
output, sluggish RPS response in which approximately 10 seconds passed
between the actuation of the MA low SG level trip and the MB low level
trip.

The procedure was revised following the January,1996. findings to
require personnel to identify the trips which occurred (both the trip
channels that caused the unit to trip and the channels that actuated
subsequent to the plant trip) and to describe why the trips occurred.
IR 96-14 documented a failure to properly employ this revised
methodology during the post trip review associated with an August,1996,
manual trip of Unit 1. in that ancillary RPS trips caused by the actual
reactor trip (e.g. loss of load trip, thermal margin local power (TMLP)3 trip) were not explained as being appropriate.

The inspector reviewed the post-tri) review package associated with the
Unit 1 trip which occurred during tle current inspection period. The
inspector concluded that the licensee had correctly employed the post-
trip review process, documenting each RPS channel bistable actuacion and
reviewing it against expected system response.)
The inspector concluded that, while the licensee had in the past
performed weak post-trip reviews, the licensee has made improvements to
the post-trip review procas since the January 1996. Unit 2 event. The
post-trip review procedure has evolved to include the appropriate
reviews for the acceptability of protective system responses. This item
is closed.

<

08.2 (Closed) LER 50-335/96-015. "00eration Prohibited by Technical
Soecifications Due to loss of Undervoltaae Protection on Safety Related
Electrical Bus" (71707)

On October 29. 1996. a Unit 1 ANPS was reviewing a PWO which would have
deenergized IB3 4.16kV bus undervoltage relays for a short period of
time (approximately 10 seconds) to clear a " locked up" solid state
electrical problem in alarm relays. In considering the issue, the ANPS
realized that removirg a fuse designated for the task had the same
effect as opening a 125 V DC feeder breaker to the relays as was
normally done in Procedure ONOP 1-0960030. "DC Ground Isolation." The
ANPS then questioned the overall acceptability of the practice vis-a-vis
TS 3.3.2.1. Table 3.3-3. which required that two loss of voltage and two
degraded voltage relays be operable on each safety-related 4.16 kV bus
(busses 1A3 and 1B3). No TS AS existed for the case of the loss of all
protective relays, which would have placed the unit in TS 3.0.3
(requiring that a shutdown be commenced within 1 hour). The ANPS
subsequently prohibited the activity.

The licensee determined that the condition, as created by past DC ground
isolation efforts, constituted a condition prohibited by TS and prepared
an LER on the subject. The inspector reviewed the subject LER and found
that the licensee's proposed corrective actions, involving an upgrade to

.

_ _ _ .. --. --
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ground isolation procedures and the requirement for site senior
management approval prior removing the subject control power to the
relays, were appropriate to the event. The inspector further concluded
that the identificatiun of the issue was the result of excellent
attention to detail on the part of the ANPS. This LER is closed.

08.3 Unit 1 Shutdown Coolina (71707)

a. Scope

During the inspection period. the inspector became aware of an
evolution, conducted during the 1996 refueling outage, in which
operators secured the only operable shutdown cooling train to allow for
a more rapid flooding of the reactor cavity. The inspector followed up] on this issue to ensure that TS were adhered to during the evolution,

b. Observations and Findings

Through a review of operator logs, the inspector was able to produce the
following timeline:

e 5/10/96

00:08 Commenced draining the reactor cavity in accordancee

with OP 1-1600024. Initial level was 60 feet and the
target level was 54 feet. 7 inches,

01:40 Secured the draindown at the target level.e

02:40 Recommenced draindown with a target level of 49 feet.e

e 04:00 Secured draindown at the target level. Mechanical
Maintenance began hookup / lift activities for the Upper
Guide Structure.

04:44 B LPSI pump secured for filling cavity to 54 feet 7e
inches. TS AS 3.9.8.1.a entered.

04:52 B LPSI pump started to fill cavity in accordance withe
OP 1-1600024.

05:21 B LPSI pump secured with cavity level at target level.e

05:28 B LPSI pump started for shutdown cooling in accordancee
with OP 1-0410022. AS exited.

Dt. ring this evolution, the A train of shutdown cooling was inoperable
due to work being performed on the train. The use of the LPSI pump for
cavity fill involved realigning the suction of the B LPSI pump from the
RCS hot leg to the Refueling Water Tank (RWT), which allowed a rapid
volume increase to the RCS/ cavity.

_ _ _. __ ___.
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The inspector discussed this event with a number of operators on shift
at the time and found that several refused to perform the evolution.
finding the practice of voluntarily entering a TS AS contrary to their
training. Additionally, they stated that, while a significant volume of
coolant existed in the cavity (above and in communication with the
core), the practice of voluntarily securing the only operable train of
shutdown cooling did not appear prudent.

The inspector reviewed TS 3.9.8.1. which required at least one shutdown
cooling loop be operable in Mode 6 with cavity water level greater than
or equal to 23 feet. The AS associated with the TS stated that, with
less than one shutdown cooling loop in operation, operations involving
an increase in decay heat loads or a reduction in. boron concentration of
the RCS be suspended. Additionally the inspector reviewed OP 1-160024
Revision 38. " Filling and Craining the Defueling Canal and Cavity."
which was in affect at the time. The procedure included provisions for
the evolution in question in step 8.2.3 " Filling tL Refueling Canal
and Cavity using LPSI Pump with one operable Shutdown Cooling Loop "
The inspector found that t?' procedure was implemented properly.
Additionally, the inspector concluded that the TS AS was satisfied.
While the inspector found the subject evolution unusual, the inspector /
concluded that regulatory and procedural controls had been complied /with.

c. Conclusions
,

The inspector concluded that in an evolution involving securing the
only operable shutdown cooling train to expedite cavity fill, the '

licensee did not violate TS or procedural requirements.

II. Maintenance

M1 Conduct of Mainter ance

M1.1 Maintenance on 2B Intake Coolina Water (ICW) Pumo (62707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector observed portions of the maintenance performed on the 2B
ICW pump.

b. Observations and Findings

Mechanical Maintenance (M/M) performed preventive maintenance on the 2B
ICW pump per Procedure 2-M-0035. Revision 23. " Intake Cooling Water Pump
Disassembly, Repair. and Reassembly." The inspector reviewed the
procedure in progress and noted that the maintenance was being performed
in accordance with the procedure. The inspector verified that crane
operations for heavy load lifts were performed in accordance with
Procedure AP 0010438. Revision 30. " Control of Heavy Loads." The
inspector also verified that all M&TE was calibratea, checked out, and
used properly.
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c. Conclusions

Maintenance on the 2B ICW pump was performed in accordance with
applicable orocedures. Appropriate controls on heavy loads were
employed. The' inspector also noted proper control and use of M&TE by
the mechanics.

M2 Maintenance and Material Condition of Facilities and Equipment

M2.1 Unit ? Purification lon Exchancer Resin Outlet Valve Maintenance (62707)

a. Inspection Scope

On Marcn 20. the inspector witnessed portions of the replacement of the
air diaphrcom for the 2B Purification Ion Exchanger Resin Outlet Valve.
V2391,

b. Observations and Findings

The maintenance was conducted in accordance with Work Order (WO)
96012530. The inspector reviewed the W0 and verified that it contained
sufficient detail to perform the work. In addition, the torque values
listed in the WO were verified against those stated in the vendor manual
for the valve. The inspector noted that a Radiation Protection
individual was present at the job site. The Radiation Work Permit was
reviewed and verified to have been complied with. in addition, the-
inspector reviewed the clearance. 2-97-03-040, and verified it was
adequate to safely complete this activity.

c. Conclusions

The inspector noted no discrepancies with the performance of this
maintenance.

M2.2 Diesel Generator 1B Lube Oil Samole (62701_).

a. inspection Scope

The inspector observed the licensee obtain a lube oil sample from the 1B
Diesel Generator in accordance with General Maintenance Procedure 1-M-
0018. Revision 46, " Mechanical Maintenance Safety-Related Preventive
Maintenance Program."

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector verified that the individual performing the maintenance :
had the correct procedure in hand and was qualified to perform the task.
The individual drawing the sample was well versed in the operation of
the sample pump rig. The sample bottles were properly labelled.

c. Conclusions
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The inspector noted that the individual performing this task was
familiar with the equipment he was using and completed the activity in
accordance with the procedure with no discrepancies.

M7 Quality Assurance in Maintenance Activities

M7.1 Measurino and Test Eauipment (M&TE) Control (35750)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector reviewed the licensee's program to control M&TE.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector reviewed FPL's requirements for the M&TE program. Topical
Quality Assurance Report (T0AR) TOR 12.0 " Control of Measuring and Test
Equipment." Revision 5. Quality Instructions 01 12-PR/PSL-1 Revision
22. " Control and Calibration of M&TE." and 01 12-PR/PSL-2. Revision 22.
" Calibration of M&TE" essentially executed the requirements of 10 CFR
50. Appendix B. Criterion XII. and IEEE Standard 498-1980. "IEEE
Standard Requirements for Calibration and Control of Measuring and Test
Equipment Used in Nuclear Facilities."

In the past, each maintenance division has been responsible for a
majority of it's M&TE (Electrical Maintenance. M/M. etc.). The licensee
started placing control of all M&TE under I&C late last year, and
planned on completing the mergers some time this summer. Since this
unification had not yet occurred, the inspector reviewed the processes
and facilities in both the M/M and I&C Departments.

The inspector toured both the M/M and the I&C M&TE facility and verified
that it met all of the requirements of 01-12/PSL-2 Revision 22. The
inspector noted the following:

All M&TE and reference standards sampled were unicuely identifiede
with a permanent identification marking that woulc not interfere
with operation

All M&TE was properly tagged with the appropriate calioratione
status, and restricted use labels and rejected labels were in
place as necessary

The location, storage, an: security of the M&TE areas weree
appropriate

e All out of calibration, broken. or otherwise unusable M&TE were
properly segregated from the in service equipment

e Historical files of M&TE were maintained as required

The inspector reviewed the process of day shift and back shift issuance
of M&TE with the I&C M&TE technician. I&C uses a computer based logging

r
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system to issue and receive M&TE. The computer system will not allow
any piece of M&TE to be checked out of the area if the tool calibration
will expire prior to its scheduled return. On day shift the M&TE
technician is rnponsible foi the distribution of all M&TE from his
shop. On back shift, the worker's supervisor is responsible to ensure
that all equipment is checked out properly. It the computer system
fails, there are paper logs availa)le as a backup.

The inspector noted that back shift issuance of M/l' M&TE was similar to
]&C's method. However, M/M implemented the requirements of 01 12-
PR/PSL 2 in General Maintenance Procedure GMP 02, Revision 14. "Use of
M&TE by Mechanical Maintenance " This procedure provided more detailed
information on the use and calibration of M&TE used by M/M (torque
wrentnes, pressure gauges, and micrometers). ' N procedure as written
required a Nuclear Plant Work Order (NPWO) to allow the M/M M&TE
technician to repair or calibrate any piece of equi) ment. Also the
inspector noted many minor technical inadequaties t1at mignt have
confused the )rocedure users. The 11cenWe has issued a Plant Manager's
Action item (3MAI). PM97 02-149, to ensure that these deficiencies are
corrected.

M/M did not use a computer tracking system to issue tools. They used ahand written log instead. This was allowable under 01 12 PR/PSL 2 and
rsMP 02. All M/M torque wrenches have been calibrated at the same time.

sis simplifies the calibration due date tracking. However, earlier
is year there was some confusion among the interacting organizations,
anning had been told that all M&TE was now under the cognizance of !&C

and therefore believed that M/M no longer recuired NPW0s to perform
their calibrations. 18C had not yet merged F/M M&TE into their
organization and had not yet developed the proper procedures to control
M/M M&TE. Therefore, M/M still required NPW0s to perform their function
but were not receiving them from planning. CR 97 0210 documented the
p,'oblem, and PMAI PM97 02 148 was issued to ensure that the work orders
continued to be issued until 1&C could complete its absorption of M/M

,

M&TE.

The inspector reviewed the method in which I&C determines when a tool is
coming due for calibration. Although not aroceduralized, the M&TE
technician requested a list of all tools t1at were due to be calibrated
in the next week or two from the computer data base. This list was
divided into two sections. One section listed all tools that could be
calibrated on site. while the other list was for M&TE that was required
to be calibrated off site. These tools were then pulled for
calibration. If a tool happened to be in use at the time, the
technician was able to inquire as to the user's identification.

The inspector noted that 1&C's M&TC alibration program was procedurally
driven. Unlike the M/M procedures, tne approved 1&C procedures were
sufficient to allow proper calibratior, and documentation for any piece
of M&TE without the use of NPW0s.

The inspedor asked the M&TE supervisor about the qualification

[
_ _ -
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requirements for the MATE technicians. The I&C technicians are
journeyman 1&C technicians with specific documented training on M&TE
calibration and procedures and are well versed in the requirements of

ilEEE standard 498 1980. The inspector observed several calibration
lchecks by the M/M M&TE Technicians and had no concerns.
;

c. Conclus1oris
|

AlthoughthetwoM&TEp$gramsobservedonsitewerestructuredslightlydifferently, both met al regulatory and indutt y requirements. Both
programs were generally well mariaged and were successfL i at
accomplishing their missions.

M7.2 (Closed) VIO 50 335/9615 04 * Failure to Control M&TE" (35750)

This violation was written when an inspector noticed that the Biddle !

model BM 10 ohmmeter used to test Unit 1 linear range power detector #9 '

was not logged out for that job as required by Procedure 0112 PR/PSL 1.
Revision 21. " Control and Calibrat1 ore of Measuring and Test Equipment
(M&TE)." The procedure required that each item of M&TE have a log sheet
filled out identifying each activity where the item was used. Procedure
01 12 PR/PSL 2 was revised in August. 1996 to state that borrowing M&TE
was prohibited. -This information was incorporated into !&C training and
into the other maintenance organi ations procedures. A memorandum was
issued to all maintenance personnel on September 17. 1996, instituting
additional controls to access M&TE including locked storage areas. The
inspector considers the corrective actions implemented to prevent
recurrence adcquate. This item is closed.

:
,
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111. Encineerino

El Conduct of Engineering

fl.1 Reactor CMlant Pumn Penetration Protection (37551)

a. Scope

The inspector reviewed CR 97 0311, which reported that overcurrent
protection for Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) penetrations was nut
consistent with the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR).

b. Observations and Findings

The CR described an issue, identified by tht itcensee's UFSAR review
project, which involved a failure to provide independent control power
sources to the primary and secondary means of protection (two levels of
6.9 kV oreakers) against high current conditions in RCP power sources
which could result in damage to RCP electrical penetrations into the
Unit 2 containment which might result in containment breeches.
Specifically, the licensee found that Unit 2 Licensing Condition 2.c.11
required that, prior to startup following the first refueling outage,
the licensee was to complete design modifications to provide independent
primary and backup fault protection for each electrical conductor
penetrating containment. In reviewina the issue, the licensee
determinedthat,whileindependentrelaysactedtodeenergizeRCPsin
two levels of breaker protection, the power sources to the relays was
not consistent with the UFSAR, which stated, in response to Question
Number 430A.4, page 430A 4-1, that the "... control circuit for backup
protection will be provided given a different 125V de train than the
primary protection."

The license condition in question was inspected in NRC inspection report
89 07. The report documented the execution of PC/M 15 283, which
installed backup protection relays, As a result of the inspection. the
NRC issued a Safety Evaluation Report (SER) related to license amendment
41 stating that the subject license condition had been satisfied and
that the license condition could be deleted. The inspector reviewed the
su'oject inspection report and found no specific discussion of protective
relay power sources or UFSAR commitments.

As corrective action to the subject conu, tion the licensee is planning
to implement a PC/M during the upcoming Unit 2 outage to provide the
UFSAR specified redundant dc power supplies to the primary and secondary
fault protection breakers. Such a modification would bring the unit
into conformance with the UFSAR for this subjecti Tne licensee stated
that a_ letter was being prepared to the NRC describing this condition
and describing corrective actions.

!

In discussing this issue with the licensee, dt was agreed that a safety
evaluation prepared to support the as-installed configuration would

__
_

_ involve an Jnreviewed Safety Ouestion (US0). in that the reduction in__

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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! independence manifested in the field would necessarily increase the
arobatility of failure of a com)onent important to safety (orc or more
RCP eNetri:ci penetrations). However. the licensee stated that the
condh an in the field did not represent a " change to the facility as
described" in the UFSAR (a condition of applicability for 10 CFR 50.59)
but rather a nonconforming condition being corrected under the
licensee's corrective action program. The inspector referred to

-Enforcement Guidance Memorandum 96 05. " Enforcement Issues Associated
with FSARs. Section 8.1.3 Enforcement of FSAR Commitments." which
appended enforcement guidance contained in NUREG 1600. " General
Statement of Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions." In the
reference it was stated

"bection 50.59 required a process to be followed in evaluating
proposed changes from the description of the facility and its
procedures des:ribed in toe FSAR. However. 10 CFR 50.59 is also

| used to form the basis for citations when thE 'acility or s

procedures never met the description in the TLAR. .hese cases
represent de facto changes from the FSAR."

p

After review by NRC management, the inspector concluded that, while the
identified condition represented a de facto violation of the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.59. it should be a non cited violation. This
issue will be treated as non cited violation NCV 50 389/97 03 01
" Nonconforming Reactor Coolant Purp Penetration Fault Protection".

c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the licensee's voluntary UFSAR Review
process had been effective in identifying fault protection control power
field conditions which did not conform to the UFSAR. The licensee's
corrective action plans were prompt and appropriate. The licensee's
overall effort was considered responsible and was an example of a
questioning attitude on the part of the reviewers involved.

El.2 Unit 1 Overnower Event (37551)

a. Scope

On February 21. the licensee identified in error in the constants used
in the Unit 1 Digital Data Processing System (DnPS) computer which
resulted in the online calorimetric power indicating approximately .63
percent low. The net effect of this error was that the steady state
power for Unit 1 exceeded the licensed limit of 2700 MWth for the
current operating cycle. The inspectors followed the licensee's root
cause evaluation for the event. >

b. Observations and Findings

While performing feedwater flow loop calibrations on February 21 due to
repairs on a feedwater flow transmitter, maintenance personnel
determined that the DDPS scaling constants for all six fiow inputs were

- - _ _ _ _ .
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incorrect. The scale should have reflected 4-20 mA for a 800 inches DP.
Instead. it reflected a span of 0-790 inches. This effected the online
calorimetric function of DDPS. as feedwater flow is a prime contributor
to the calculation. The effect was that of underestimating feedwater
flow. thereby directly underestimating reactor power. While DDPS was
not safety related and had no automatic safety functions, it did affect
safety systems, as the calorimetric output was used nightly to calibrate
safety related Nuclear Instrumentation (NI) and Delta i power channels,
which provided both indication and input into the Reactor Protection
System (RPS). The timeline for subsequent events is as follows:

e 1730 on 2/21 The control room was notif1ed that DDPS
constants for feedsater may be in
non conservative error.

e 1740 on 2/22 Downpower to 99 percent commenced to provide
margin to error,

e 1755 on 2/21 Downpower secured at 99 percent
e 0100 on 2/22 Interim disposition to CR 97 0327 was received

stating that no operability concern existed with
reactor power 99 percent or less by DDPS
indication.

e 0120 on 2/22 Nuc/ Delta T Power calibration completed (log
only included reference to channels C and D).

e 1200 on 2/22 1&C placing new constants into the DDPS system
e 1330 on 2/22 l&C completed placing new constants in DDPS.

Indicated Calorimetric Power now 99.73 percent.
* 2127 on 2/22 Nuc/ Delta T calibrations performed.

The licensee promptly formed an Event Response Team, comprised of
engineers and maintenance personnel, and initiated CR 97 0327 to
document the condition. The inspector responded to the site and, after
being briefed on the condition, performed a manual calorimetric per
Procedure OP 1-3200020. Revision 25. " Primary System Manual
Calor 1 metric." and verified that the licensee was not exceeding licensed
power limits after the downpower.

The inspector questioned the ANPS as to whether the DDPS calorimetric
data point was operable and whether DDPS data points were typically
logged in the out of-service (005) log. The ANPS stated that the data
points were typically logged in the 00S log and that he did not consider
this point inoperable, as the ERT had assured him that the magnitude of
the error was (nown.

CR Generation

The inspector reviewed CR 97-0327 generated when the subject condition
was identified. The inspector noted that the condition described was as
follows:

"It appears Unit One is operating approximately 0.6 percent higher in
power than is indicated on the DDPS system."
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The inspector found that the CR did not document the condition (i.e. the
erroneous constants identified in DDPS) but rather the impact on the
system, which was unsupported by calculation in the CR. The inspector
noted that the CR was correctly characterized as a nonconformance.

The CR received an interim operability assessment on February 22 which
stated that no operability concern existed for reactor power at or below '

99 percent. The assessme,t did not state what operability was in ;

question. The assessment did state that the inaccuracy introduced by
'

the erroneous constants, when applied against the known instrument
uncertainty up)er bound did not result in reactor power having exceeded ,

102 percent, tie accident analysis limit.
|

The inspector found that the interim o>erability(AP)assessment had not
received a FRG review, as required by )rocedure 0006130. Revision
7. " Condition Reports." step 8.7.10.C. which required that, for CRs
which specify repair or use as is interim dispositions of
nonconformances. FRG review be obtained prior to declaring
systems / components operable or returning them to service. At the close
of the inspection period, additional information was required to I

determine whether the apparent failure to obtain a FRG review was the |result of a procedural interpretation problem (e.g. an operability J

assessment not being considered an interim disposition). Consequently. l
this issue will be tracked as an Unresolved item. URI 50 335/97 03 05 '

" Failure to Obtain FRG Review =far Interim CR Disposition." |
'

During the day shift on February 22. the licensee input the correct I
'

constants into DDPS for feedwater flow. The 1 Pensee reported that the
online calorimetric output subsequently increased the predicted amount.
Later that. day, the inspector questioned operators as to the accuracy of
RPS setpoints. Nightly, operators performed RPS calibrat ons perd

Procedure OP 1-1200051. Revision 19. " Nuclear and Delta T Power
Calibration." The methodology of the procedure involved performing a
manual calorimetric in accordance with Procedure OP 1-3200020. Revision
25. " Primary System Manual Calorimetric " and comparing this value with
the DDPS calorimetric, if the two values differed by less than 2
percent, the DDPS value was used to adjust indicated Nuclear-
Instrumentation (NI) sower. Once N1 power was adjusted to agree with
DDPS. the difference 3etween Ni power and Delta T power (a power signal
3roduced by the RPS by mult91ying the core differential temperature by
RCS mass flow rate and the specific heat of the coolanM was nulled such
that DDPS. N1. and Delta T Sower all agreed. The inspe tor asked
whether the (known) errant )DPS calorimetric output had been used in
performing the last Nuclear and Delta T calibrations. Operators said
that it had. The inspector then pointed out that since the power
signals had been adjusted based on an artificially low DDPS power, and
since no calibration had been performed since the new (correct)

,

constants were loaded, the RPS was still being fed artificially low
power signals. B ile this slight error did not affect steady state |
power (operators were still maintaining power less than 100 percent) it
did affect RPS variable high power and Thermal Margin / Low Pressure ,

_

(TM/LP) trips, which used the power signals. Operators concurred in the

-. . - - _ . - _ . - - - - -- . - . - . _ _ - -. - . - . - . .
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inspector's assessment and. at 9:27 p.m.. the Nuclear and Delta T power
calibrations were reperformed. At the close of the inspection period,
the inspector required documentation which controlled the installation
of the new DDPS constants to examine the basis for not performing a
nuclear and delta T calibration following the installation of the
constants as a post maintenance test. Consequently, this issue will be
tracted as an Unresolved item. URI 50 335/97 03 06. " Post Maintenance
Testing issues Associated with DDPS Constant Changes." |

|
At the close of the inspection period, the inspector was still reviewing

'

the licensee's root cause evaluation for this event. While a cursory
review indicated that software control and validation and verification
issues (V&V) existed. additional review was recuired to determine
whether violations of NRC requirements occurrec Specifically, while
reviews indicated that V&V was performed by the maintenance
organization questions exist as to the appropriateness of maintenance
performing this function.

Additionally it was clear that inappropriate controls were in place for l

DDPS software and for manuals generally available in the control room.
However, additional reviews were required to determine whether the lack
of controls constituted a failure to meet the requirements of the
licensee's Quality Assurance Plan.

Finally, additional reviews were required to determine whether the
licensee had prior opportunities to prevent or mitigate this event. In
reviewing the licensce's ERT package. the inspector noted LER 50 389/92-
008-01. " Digital Data Process System Calorimetric Error due to
Instrument Calibration Error." which documented errors in software
control which led to inaccurate burnup constants being loaded into DDPS
for self powered rhodium inco,e detectors. Additionally, the inspectors
noted that, throughout the fall of 1996, the licensee had indications
that Unit 1 was outperforming Unit 2 thermally. Additional reviews were
required to determine whether this (or possibly, consistent deviations
between the manual and DDPS calorimetrics) should ha w alerted the
licensee to the problem earlier.

As a result of the additional reviews required tn determine whether
violations of NRC requirements existed, the issue will be tracked as an
Unresolved item. URI 50 335/97-03 07 "1ssues Relating to Exceedin Unit
1 Licensed Steady State Power levels." Specific issues to be reso ved
under this URI include:

Wnether the licensee's software V&V processes were adequate and in*

agreemcnt with the licensee's Quality Assurance Plan

Whether the iicensee's OA Plan requirements were violatede
regarding control of software and manuals

e Whether corrective actions to previous events should have
prevented this event and whether data available to the licensee
should have resulted in earlier detection of the condition

1
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The extent to which licensed steady state power limits for Unit Ie
were exceeded during the current Unit 1 fuel cycle.

c. Conclusions

The inspector found that additional significant review was required to
appropriately address failures leading to and following the
identification of, errors introduced into the DDPS system which resulted
in Unit 1 operating in excess of licensed thermal power limits during
the current fuel cycle. Consequently. Unresolved Items 50-335/97 03 05.
06. and 07 were opened to track resolution of these issues.

IV. Plant Suonort

R1 Radiological Protection and Chemistry Controls

Rl.1 Radioloaical Effluent Monitorina (84750)

a. Inspect. ion Scope

The purpose of this inspection effort was to evaluate whether the
licensee was monitoring radiological effluents in accordance with the
requirements of licensee TS and that arocedures for implementing the
effluent monitoring program were estaalished, implemented. and
maintained in accordance with TS 6.8.1.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspectors accompanied chemistry technicians collecting routine
samples of radiological effluent streams. Activates associated with
sample preparation, analysis, and logging of information were observed.

The inspectors reviewed tb licensee procedures associated with the
sampling and analysis of e fluent streams and verified that the
procedures were properly controlled. Overall, the procedures provided
sufficient instructions for completing task observed. The procedures
included good quality control measures for collecting the sample:
communications; ensuring plant monitoring equipment was operated
properly; and samples were properly prepared, analyzed; and results
recorded, During the inspection, the inspectors found chemistry
technicians were knowledgeable of the imalementing procedures. Good use
of procedures by chemistry technicians tiroughout all of the observed
')rocesses were observed by the inspectors. The procedures were utilized
)y the technicians in the laboratory and at sampling locations,

c. Conclusion

The licensee's effluent sampling processes met the regulatory
requirements. Chemistry technicians demonstrated good understanding of
effluent sampling procedures and good use of procedures was observed
during effluent sampling.
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R3 Radiation Protection and Chemistry Procedures and Documentation

R3.1 implementation of Revised 49 CFR Parts 100 179 and 10 CFR Part 71
(Tl 2615/133)

a. Inspection Scope
|

Selected transportation procedures were reviewed to evaluate whether the
licensee had revised applicable licensee procedures for the
implementation of various changes in Revised 49 CFR Parts 100 179 and 10
CFR Part 71.

Documentation of a recent licensee shipment of radioactive waste for
disposal was closely examined for compliance with the licensee's
procedures,

b. Observations and Findings

The licensee procedures adequately implemented the applicable
requirements. A licensee shipment of radioactive waste for disposal was
closely examined for compliance with licensee and regulatory
requirements. The inspectors verified the licensee's classification,
quantity calculations were correct, and the licensee was effectively
implementing the revised requirements.

c. Conclusions

The inspectors determined that the licensee personnel responsible for
the shipments of radioactive material were knowledgeable of the
regulatory changes and had adequately implemented those changes in plant
procedures.

P2 Status of EP Facilities, Equipment, and Resources

P2.1 Mobilization of the Emeraency Response Oraanization (82701)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's strategy and provisions for
notification and mobilization of its emergency response organization
(ERO) personnel in the event of an off hour emergency declaration

'

requiring activation and staffing of emergency response facilities
(ERFs). The requirements with respect to this process were described in
Section 2.4 of the Radiological Emergency Plan (REP).

b. Observations and Findings

As a result of a special inspection of the licensee *s emergency
preparedness (EP) program in October 1996, the NRC determined that the
licensee had failed to adequately maintain ERO call out capabilities
with respect to the automated system (from about July 22 to October 3.
1996) as well as the manual backup system (during an indeterminate-

i
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period of at least the last several years). This finding was identified
as Violation. VIO 50 335.389/96 18 01. "ERO Augmentation Scheme Not
Maintained Adequately."

The ins >ectors reviewed the licensee's response, dated February 6. 1997.
| to the 1RC's Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
' Penalties, dated January 10, 1997. The response delineated several

specific corrective actions to address the subject violation and to
avoid further violations in this area of EP. The inspectors
independently verified the satisfactory implementation of all corrective
steps asso:iated with this violation,

c. Conclusions

Through the independent verification effort described above. the
inspectors determined that the licensee had developed and implemented
significant improvements in both the automated and manual backup systems
for notification of the ERO. V10 50-335.389/96 18 01. "ER0 Augmentation
Scheme Not Maintained Adequately" is closed.

P2.2 fjtcility Insoection (82701)

a. inspection Scope

The inspectors selectively examined the licensee's ERFs and associated
equipment to assess their adequacy and to determine whether they were
maintained in a state of operational readiness as described in the REP.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspectors toured the Unit 1 Control' Room, the adjacel? Technical
Support Center (TSC), and the Operational Support Center (U$C).
Selected equipment and supplies within these facilities were inspected.
including communications systems. radiological instruments, and
miscellaneous supplies stored in cabinets. All inspected equipment was
found to be in operable / acceptable condition, and no discreaancies in
equipment and supplies were identified in comparison with t1e inventory.

The licensee conducted a monthly surveillance of emergency equipment,
instruments, and supplies in accordance with Procedure HP-90. " Emergency
Equipment." Records of surveillances and periodic tests were inspected
for the period January 1996 through February 1997, and indicated that
the subject activities had been performed as required. The
documentation recorded that deficiencies identified during thesa
surveillances were expeditiously corrected,

in February 1997, the licensee relocated the primary OSC to the second
floor of the South Service Building (formerly in the North Service
Building). This change represented a significant upgrading of the OSC
because of the improved physical facilities and a new layout which
allowed OSC management personnel to sit together at a conference table
for enhanced internal communications. A closed circuit audiovisual link

4 n-y6-
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|
| with the TSC enabled the monitoring of briefings in that facility by OSC
| Sersonnel. According to licensee records. drills using the new facility

lad confirmed and refined its design and capabilities. The inspectors
commended the licensee's improvements in this area.

c. Conclusions
1

! Emergency response' facilities were adequately equipped and were
I maintained at a suitable level of operational readiness. The new OSC'

provided enhanced physical and communications capabilities.

P3 EP Procedures and Documentation

P3.1 Radioloaical Emeroency Plan (82701)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's maintenance of the REP and
selected commitments therein, and reviewed a recent revision to the REP
to determine whether any changes had beer ide which decreased the
effectiveness of the Plan, ,

b. Observations and Findings

The version of the REP in effect at the time of the current inspection
was Revision 32. effective January 29, 1997. This was the only REP
revision since the special inspection of the EP program conducted in
October 1996. The in.soectors' review of Revision 32 determined that the
changes were primarily editorial or administrative in nature, with some
minor emergency action level and organizational modifications. -The most
significant changes in the subject REP revision were in Section 7.2.2
regarding the role of drill ar.d exercise participation in emergency
response organization (ER9) qualification standards. The rationale and
bases for this change were discussed with licensee representatives.
This modification brought the St. Lucie REP into consistency with the
REP for the licensee's Turkey Point Plant. The change, made in
Revision 32 did not decrease the effectiveness of the REP.

An apparent deviation from licensee commitments was identified during
the October 1996 inspection and tracked as Escalated Enforcement item.
eel 50-335.389/96-18 02. " Deleted Technical Specification Not Relocated
to Security Plan and REP." An NRC letter dated January 10. 1997,
transmitting a Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil
Penalties, informed the licensee that the subject finding was not a
deviation. This item is therefore administratively closed. However,
the January 10. 1997 letter also stated that "the NRC continues to
believe that the language utilized in both plans is imprecise and could
be revised to improve clarity and intent." The inspectors observed that
the licensee's inclusion of the referenced deleted TS requirement in REP
Revision 32 appropriately addressed the original finding,
notwithstanding the NRC's ultimate determination that a deviation had

u
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not occurred. The inspectors were informed by the licensee (but did not
confirm) that an analogous addition was made to the Security Plan,

c. Conclusions

Changes made to the REP since the October 1996 inspection did not
decrease Plan effectiveness, and implementation of selected REP
commitments was found to be now fully satisfactory.

P3.2 Plant Emeroency Procedures (82701)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's administration of selected REP
requirements through evaluation of the adequacy of the implementing
details contained in the Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures (EPIPs).
Maintenance of controlled copies of the EPIPs was also inspected.

b. Observations and Findings

A finding from the October 1996 inspection was identified as VIO
50 335.389/96-18 03 '' Inadequacies in Certain Emergency Plan
Implementing Procedures." The violation involved two examples:
(1) recovery activities, discussed conceptually in REP Section 5.4 were-
not adequately addressed in the EPIPs: and (2) the EPIPs did not
adequately describe and delineate the licensee's ERO and the detailed
means for notifying ERO members in an emergency.

The ins)ectors reviewed the licensee's response, dated February 6. 1997,
to the 1RC's Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalties. dated January 10. 1997. The response delineated several
specific corrective actions to address the subject violation and to
avoid further violations in this area of EP. The inspectors
independently verified the satisfactory implementation of all corrective.
steps associated with this violation.

A third example of inadequate EPIPs was originally identified as part of
apparent Violation. VIG 50 335.389/96-18-03, along with the two examples
delineated above. This example asserted that REP Section 2.4.4.
addressing OSC relocation, was not adequately implemented by the EPIPs.
The NRC letter dated January 10, 1997. (which trans'.itted the
aforementioned Notice of Violation) categorized this finding as an EP
program weakness, and requested the licensee's response. The corrective
actions described in the licensee's February 6. 1997, response were
independently verified by the inspectors as having been fully
implemented.

Selected copies of the EPIPs which were available for use at the Control
Room. TSC, and OSC were checked and found to be current revisions.
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c. Conclumons

VIO 50 335.389/96 18-03. " Inadequacies in Certain Emergency Plan
Implementing Procedures" is closed. A program weakness identified in
the NRC's Enforcement Letter dated January 10. 1997. was addressed
through appropriate corrective action.

P5 Staff Training and Qualification in EP

P5.1 Initial Trainina and Annual Retrainina of ERO Personnel (82701)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's ERO training program as dascribed
in REP Section 7.2.2. " Training of On Site Emergency Response
Organization Personnel." and as implemented by Procedure EPIP 3100034E,
" Maintaining Emergency Preparedness Emergency Response Plan Training."

b. Observations and Findings

During the October 1996 inspection, three examples of failure to
implement specific REP requirements regarding ERO training were
collectively identified as VIO 50-335.389/96 18 04. " Training Program
Not Adequately implemented."

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's response, dated February 6. 1997,
to the NRC's Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalties, dated January 10. 1997. The response delineated several
specific corrective actions to address the subject violation and to
avoid further violations in this area of EP. The inspectors
independently verified the implementation of most of the corrective
steps associated with this violation. Licensee management was informed
that this violation would remain open pending the NRC's receipt and
review of the following:

e Revision of Procedure EPIP 3100034E. expected to implement a
quarterly drill program (among other changes). The procedure was
in draft form at_the time of the inspection, and was scheduled for
issuance by April 1. 1997.

Documentation of completion of the upgraded ERO training program.e
in conformance with the requirements of the revised Procedure EP!P
3100034E. The licensee stated that approximately 70 percent of
ERO personnel had received initial training under the new program
as of March 6. 1997, the target date for the completion of this
effort was April 1. 1997.

e Verification of the implementation of Procedure 015 PR/PSL-1.
Revision 0. * Preparation. Revision. Review / Approval of
Procedures." approved January 22. 1997.
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c. Conclusions

Through the independent verification effort described above, the
inspectors determined that the licensee had developed and partially
implemented significant improvements in the training program for the
ERO. VIO 50 335.389/9618 04. " Training Program Not Adequately
implemented" remains open )ending the NRC's receipt and review of the
documentation delineated a ove.J

P5.2 Exercises and Drills (82701)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed recent changes to the licensee's exercise and
drill program.

b. Observations and findings

During the previously referenced October 1996 inspection, the NRC
determined that the licensee had not provided a programmatic method to
ensure that each-individual, through participation in a drill or
exercise demonstrated an ability to aerform assigned emergency
functions. as apparently required by REP Section 7.2.2. Pending receipt
and evaluation of additional information from the licensee, this matter
was identified as Unresolved item. URI 50 335.389/96-18 05. "ERO
Personnel Not Qualified Through Drill / Exercise Pcrticipation."

The inspectors determined that the changes made in REP Revision 32
adequately addressed the subject URI. (See Section P3.1 above for
additional information.) This item is closed based on the
clarifications provided in Revision 32 regarding the ERO training
program,

c. Conclusion

URI 50 335.389/9618 05. "ERO Personnel Not Qualified Through
Drill / Exercise Participation" is closed,

P7 Quality Assurance in EP Activities

P7.1 Corrective Action Proaram (82701)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's program for identifying and
correcting weaknesses and deficiencies in EP. This review was primarily
a follow up of previously identified issues with respect to the
corrective action program.

,
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b. Observations and Findings

Several related findings from the October 1996 inspection were
,

collectively identified as an EP Program Weakness, and were tracked as i

Inspection Follow up Item. IFI 50 335.389/96 18 06. " Untimely Corrective |
Actions for Some Emergency Preparedness Deficiencies." The specific |
examples identified in the inspection report were: (1) failure to ;

address concerns in a timely manner regarding the audibility of the i

Gaitronics (or plant public address system) formally identified in late
1994: (2) failure to provide timely corrective action to address a
questionable capability for notification of the State of Florida-within |

15 minutes of an emergency declaration: and (3) failure to implement
timely corrective actions for deficiencies and recommendations
identified by the critique of the Hurricane Erin response in August
1995.

The inspectors reviewed each of the three issues listed above and made
the following determinations, respectively:

(1) Within the Power Block, repairs to the PA system were completed
before the end of 1996 following a testing program to identify
areas having audibility problems. Certain areas outside the Power
Block were also identified as having inadequate PA audibility, and
work on these was still in progress. The licensee was identifying
many electrical problems with the system. Two electricians were
assigned to this effort on a full time basis.

.(2) Five Rotating Maintenance Shift Supervisors were trained for the
position of Control Room Communicator (handling offsite
communications).

(3) A new Procedure ADM 04.01. " Hurricane Season Preparation."
Revision 0, approved January 31, 1997, was developed to enhance
St. Lucie's general state of readiness during the hurricane
season. Revisions to Procedures AP-0006128. " Hurricane
Preparation - On-Site Staffing." and AP 0005753 " Severe Weather
Preparations" were in process to address critique issues from
Hurricanes Erin and Bertha. The actual corrective actions for
most of the substantive issues from those critiques were
completed,

c. Conclusions

IFl 50-335.389/96-18 06. " Untimely Corrective Actions For Some Emergency
Preparedness Deficiencies" is closed based on completed and in-progress
efforts in the previously problematic areas. The licensee had made good
progress in addressing the more significant outstanding EP deficiencies,
and had considerably reduced the backlog of open items in its EP
program.

_
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V. Manacement Meetinos and Other Areas

X1 Exit Meeting Summary

The inspectors aresented the inspection results to members of licensee
'. management at tie conclusion of the inspection on April 4. 1997. An

interim exit meeting was held on March 7.1997, to discuss the findings
of Region Based inspection. The licensee acknowledged the findings
presented.

.The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during
the inspection should be considered proprletary. No proprietary
information was identified. ,

During the inspection aeriod, the licensee reported that NRC IR 96-20
erroneously reported tlat several operational and maintenance factors,
including the extended 1996 Unit 1 outage, led to the licensee exceeding
their annual dose goal of 326 man rem. The licensee presented excerpts '

from their 1996 Business Plan, which established a 1996 collective
exposure goal for St. Lucie of less than or equal to 485 man rem. The
licensee stated that the 326 man-rem figure represented a site goal i

which was more oggressive than the FPL business plan goal.
'

PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee

M. Allen. Training Manager
C. Bible. Site Engineering Manager
W. Bladow. Site Quality Manager
G. Boissy. Materials Manager
Hc Buchanan. Health Physics Supervisor

- D. Fadden. Services Manager
R.- Heroux Business Manager
H. Johnson. Operations Manager
J. Marchese. Maintenance Manager
C. Marple. Operations Supervisor
J. Scarola. St. Lu:1e Plant General Manager
A. Stall. St. Lucie Plant-Vice President
E. Weinkam. Licensing Manager
W. White. Security Supervisor 3

Other licensee employees contacted included office operations, engineering,
maintenance, chemistry / radiation, and corporate personnel.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 35750: 0A Program Measuring and Test, Equipment
IP 37551: Onsite Engineering
IP 62707: Maintenance Observations
IP 71707: Plant Operations
IP 82701: Operational Status of the Emergency Preparedness Program

. - - _ - _ . .. .- . . . _ _.-- -- .. . __
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IP 84750: Radioactive Waste Treatment. and Effluent and Environmental
Monitoring

Tl 2515/133: Implementation of Revised 49 CFR Parts 100-179 and 10 CFR Part 71

ITEMS OPENED. CLOSED. AND DISCUSSED

Onened

50 335/97-03-01 NCV " Failure to Adequately implement an Equipment
Clearance Order" (01.4)

50 335/97 03 02 NCV " Failure to Update the UFSAR Following
Modification of the Waste Gas System" (04.1)

50 335.389/97-03 03 URI " Excessive Overtime usage Amon9 Reactor Control
Operators" (06.1)

50-389/97 03-04 NCV " Nonconforming Reactor Coolant Pump Penetration
Fault Protection" (El.1)

50-335/97-03-05 URI "Feilure to Obtain FRG Review for Interim CR
Disposition" (El.2)

'

50-335/97 03 06 URI " Post-Maintenance Testing Issues Associated with
- DDPS Constant Changes" (El.2)

50-335/97 03-07 URI " Issues Relating to Exceeding Unit 1 L ansed
Steady State Power Levels" (El.2)

Closed

50-335.389/95-22-03 IFl "SG Level Channel inaccuracies Due to Sensing
'

Line Blockage" (08.1)

50 335/96-15 04 VIO " Failure to Control M&TE" (M7.2)

50 335.389/96-18 01 VIO "ER0 Augmentation Scheme Not Maintained
Adequately" (P2.1)

50 335.389/96 18-02 eel " Deleted Technical Specification Not Relocated
to Security Plan and REP" (P3.1)

50 335.389/06-18-03 VIO " Inadequacies in Certain Emergency Plan
Implementing Procedures" (P3.2)

50 335.389/96-18-05 URI "ER0 Personnel Not Qualified Through
Drill / Exercise Participation" (P5.2)

50 335.389/96-18 06 IFl " Untimely Corrective Actions For Some Emergency
Preparedness Deficiencies" (P7.1)

.

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _
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50 335/96 015-00 LER " Operation Prohibited by Technical
Specifications Due to Loss of Undervoltage
Protection on Safety Related Electrical Bus"
(08.-2)

IDiscussed

50 335/96-17 08 VIO " Failure to Develop and Maintain Adequate
Calibration Procedures for CR0 AIMS" (02,1)

50 335,389/96 18 04 V10 " Training Program Not Adequately implemented
(P5.1)

50 335/97-01 01 VIO " Failure to follow the In Plant Equipment
Clearance Orders Procedure" (01.4)

50 389/92 008 01 LER " Digital Data Process System Calorimetric Error
due to Instrument Calibration Error" (El.2)

LIST OF ACRONYMS USED

ADM Administrative Procedure
AFAS Auxiliary feedwater Actuation System

,

ANSI American National Standards Institute "

AP Administrative Procedure
ASI Axial Shape Index .

ATTN Attention
CCW- Component Cooling Water'

CEA Control Element Assembly
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CIS Containment isolation System i

CR Condition Report
CROAIM Control Room Outside Air Intake Monitor
DBD Design Basis Document
DDPS Digitc1 Data Processing System
DEH Digital Electro Hydraulic (turbine control system) ;

. DOT Department Of Transportation
DP Differential Pressure *

DPM Disintegration Per Minute
DPR Demonstration Power Reactor (A type of operating license)
ECO Equipment Clearance Order
ECP Ettimated Critical Positions
eel Escalated Enforcement item

! EMP Electrical Maintenance Procedure
E0P Emergency Operating Procedure
EP Emergency Preparedness
EPIP Emergency Plan implementing Procedure

,

ERF Emergtocy Response Facility
ERO Emergercy Response Organization
ERT Event Response Team
ESF_ Engineered _ Safety Feature
F ' Fahrenheit

,,, , , - .__ -. - - . - - --- - -, _--_
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FPL The Florida Power & Light Company
fRG facility Review Group
FRV feedwater Regulating Valve
FS Flow Switch
FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report
GL (NRC)Genericletter
GMP General Maintenance Procedure
HEPA High Efficiency Particulate Air
HVE- Heating and Ventilating Exhaust (fan, system, etc.)
ICW Intake Cooling Water
1EEE Institute of Clectrical and Electronics Engineers
IFl [NRC) Inspector Followup Item
IP inspection Procedure
IR [NRC] Inspection Report
IV Independent Verification
KV Kilovolt (s)
KW Kilowatt (s)
LC0 15 Limiting Condition for Operation
LER Licensee Event Report
LOOP Loss of Offsite Power
LPSI Low Pressure Safety injection (system)
M/M Mechanical Maintenance
MUE Measuring & Test Equipment
MFRV Main feedwater Regulating Valves
MWt Megawatt (s), Thermal [ Energy from the Reactor)
NCV Non cited Violation (of NRC requirements)
NI Nuclear Instrument
Nos. Number
NOP Normal Operating Pressure
NOV Notice of Violation
NPF Nuclear Production Facility (a type of operating license)
NP0 Nuclear Plant Operator
NPWO Nuclear Plant Work Order
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NUREG Nuclear Regulatory (NRC Headquarters Publication)
ONOP Off Normal Operating Procedure
00S Out Of Service
OSC Operations Support Center
PA Public Address
PC/M P1 ant Change / Modification
POR NRC Public Document Room
PGM Plant General Manager
PMAI Plant Management Action item
psi Pounds Per Square Inch
psia Pounds per square inch (absolute)
asig Pounds per square inch (gage)
>SL Plant St. Lucie
PWO Plant Work Order
01- Quality Instruction
RC0 Reactor Control Operator

. RCP Reactor Coolant Pump
-RCS Reactor Coolant System
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REP Radiological Emergency Plan
RI! Region 11 - Atlanta, Georgia (NRC)
R0 Reactor (11 censed) Operator
RPS Reactor Protection System
RWT Refueling Water Tank
SER Safety Evaluation Report
SG Steam Generator
SNP0 Senior Nuclear Plant (unlicensed) Operator

- SOER Sequence of Events Recorder
SRO SeniorReactor(licensed) Operator ,

St. Saint
STA Shift Technical Advisor
SUR Startup Rate
TE Temperature Element
T1 (NRC) Temporary Instruction
TMLP Thermal Margin Local Power
T0AR Topical Quality Assurance Report :

TS Technical Specification (s) ;

- TSC Technical Support Center
U' dated Final Safety Analysis ReportUFSAR >

URI [.4RC) Unresolved item
USNRC United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
US0 Unreviewed Safety Question

'

VCT - Volume Control Tank
V10 Violation (of NRC requirements)
WO -Work Order

,

9
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May 30. 1997

Florida Power and Light Company
ATTN: P.r. T. f. Plunkett

President Nuclear Division
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach FL 33408 0420

SUBJECT: NRC INTEGRATED INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-335/9L04. 50 389/97 04
,

AND NOTICE OF VIOLATION.

Dear Mr. Plunkett:

Ori May 10. 1997, the NRC completed an inspc :1on at your St. Lucie 1 and 2
reactor facilities. The enclosed report presents the results of that
inspection.

Based on the results of this inspection, the NRC has determined that
violations of NRC requirements occurred. The violation involving multlale
clearance program related failures is of concern because it indicates t1at
corrective actions for previous clearance problems were not successful. While,

) we are encouraged that your corrective action program identified a negative
| trend in this area and resulted in the initiation of a detailed root cause
i evaluation. prior to the failures identified in this report. your response in
i initiating compensatory measures (such as increasing levels of clearance
f reviews) was slow. This violation is cited based upon the number of examples
'

occurring in a relatively short period of time and the resemblance of some of
the examples to previous failures.

A second violation is enclosed which involves the routine heavy use of
overtime employed by FPL to staff Reactor Operator positions at the facility.
Our review indicated that the practice has been occurring for some time and
that the need for extensive overtime was largely the result of internal
management decisions (as opposed to unexpected attrition). We are concerned
that this correctable practice was allowed to persist in light of the known
effects of fatigue on operator attentiveness and decision making. While we
identified no events which were the result of fatigue, we are concerned over
any impact fatigue may have in the future.

These violations are cited in the enclosed Nrtice of Violation. and the
circumstances surrounding the violations are Jescribed in detail in the
enclosed report. Please note that you are required to respond to this letter
and should follow the instructions specified in the enclosed Notice when
preparing your response. The NRC will use your response, in part. to
determine whether further enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance
with regulatory requirements.

na
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In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice." a copy of
this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room
(PDR),

Sincerely.

Orig signed by Kerry D. Landis

Xerry D. Landis, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects

Docket Nos. 50 335. 50 389
License Nos. DPR 67. NPF 16

Enclosures: 1. Notice of Violation
2. Inspection Report Nos. 50 335/97 04. 50 389/97 04

cc w/encls:
J. A. Stall
Site Vice President
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach. FL 34957

H. N. Paduano, Manager
Licensing and Special Programs
Florida Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 14000
Juno' Beach FL 33408 0420

J. Scarola
Plant General Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach. FL -34957

E. J. Weinkam
-Licensing Manager--
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach, FL 34957

-M. S. Ross. Attorney
Florida Power & Light
P. O, Box 14000 .

Juno Beach. FL 33408 0420

cc w/encls: Continued see page 3

. - - _ _ - . _ _ _ .
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cc w/encls: Continued
John T Butler. Esq.
Steel. Hector and Davis
4000 Southeast Financial Center
Miami. FL 33131-2398

|

Bill Passett) ;
Office of Radiation Control !

Delartment of Health and i

lehabilitative Services
1317 Winewood Boulevard

-Tallahassee. FL 32399 0700

Joe Myers, Director
-Division of Emergency Preparedness .!
. Department of Community Affairs !

2740 Centerview Drive '
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Florida Power and L19ht Company Dor:ket Nos. 50 335. 50 389
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant License Nos. DPR 67. NPF 16
Units 1 and 2

During the NRC inspections conducted during the period of March 30 through May
10,1997. violations of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with
the " General Statement of Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions "
NUREG-1600, the violations are listed below:

A. Technical Specification 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures be
established. 1mplemented, and maintained covering the activities
recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33. Revision 2.
February. 1978. Appendix A. paragra
procedures for procedural adherence.ph 1.d includes administrativeProcedure 015 PSL 1. Revision 1.
" Preparation. Revision. Review / Approval of Procedures." Section 4.7.1
requires verbatim compliance to procedures by all personnel.

Contrary to the above, during the period of April 19 to April 29. the
licensee failed to follow Operating Procedure 0010122. Revision 68. "In-
Plant Equipment Clearance Orders." as evidenced by the following
examples:

1. Section 8.15.9.B of the subject procedure states "The Clearance
Controller shall return to the appropriate shop to obtain approval
for the Clearance Boundary Modification from all Clearance iolders
presently signed into the Clearance Control form."

Contrary to the above ;n April 19. a Maintenance Supervisor
released a clearance to allow the boundary modification of an
Equipment Clearance Order on the Circulating Water System and
failed to inform the Mechanical Foreman, the clearance holder.

2. Section 8.16.6 of the subject procedure states, in part, that
"

. . . A boundary modification NOT requiring a work stoppage shall
only be performed in a manner that does NOT create any unsafe
conditions for the personnel working within the boundaries."

Contrary to the above, on April 19. a boundary modification was
executed on the Circulating Water system that allowed work to
continue near a pump without its associated motor breaker tagged
open for approximately six days. This was a potentially
significant unsafe working condition.

3. Section 8.15.11 of the subject procedure requires that the review
and approval cycle for hanging 1.ew tags "shall be performed in the
same manner as the original Clearance Order." Section 8.9.1.C
requires that the Reactor Controls Operator or qualified operator
shall *. Verify boundary using controlled documents (i.e. ,
prints, procedures) and, as necessary, the assistance of the
-requestor."

i
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Contrary to the above, on April 25. a boundary modification on the |
Emergency Diesel Generator was executed without adequately
verifying that the new boundary sufficiently isolated all open
work on the system. This led to the DC soakback pump
inadvertently starting while the lobe oil system was drained for
ongoing maintenance.

Contrary to the above, on April 28. the licensee began to execute
a clearance order (ECO 2 97 03 423R) to deenergize wiring to allow I

removal of Thermolag in the Reactor Auxiliary Building. The
verification of the boundary was inadequate in that it tagged open
the wrong breakers. This was identified when the Ccntainment
Evacuation Alarm sounded when one of the containment radiation
monitors was deenergized. '

Contrary to the above, on April 29. the licensee executed a ,

boundary modification on a Shutd'wn Cooling System clearance. 2-
97 291R. without adequate verification of the boundaries as
evidenced by a vent valve and a drain valve inadvertently left
open. This led to the loss of several hundred gallons of reactor
coolant to the safeguards sump.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement 1) applicable to
Unit 2.

2 St. Lucie Unit 1 and 2 Technical Specification 6.2.2.f states, in part,
that adequate shift coverage shall be maintained without routine heavy
use of overtime except in the case of unforeseen circumstances.

Contrary to the above, from December, 1996, through April 14. 1997, the
,

licensee employed the routine heavy use of overtime on the part of '

Reactor Control Operators to overcome a shortage of licensed operators.
The shortage was the result of a lack of prior planning and management
deci; ions to relocate licensed operators elsewhere in the organization
and was, therefore, not unforeseen. 4

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I) applicable to Unit
1 and Unit 2.

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the Florida Power & Light Company
is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ATTN: Document ContrM Desk. Washington. D.C.

.20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator. Region 11. and a copy to the
NRC Resident inspector at the St. Lucie Nuclear Plant, within 30 days of the
date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). This reply
should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should
include for each violation: (1) the reason for the violation, or, if
contested the basis for disputing the violation. (2) the corrective steps
that have_been taken and the results achieved. (3) the corrective steps that
will be taken to avoid further violations and (4) the date when full
comaliance will be achieved. Your response may reference or include arevious
docteted ccrrespondence, if the correspondence adequately addresses t1e

. .- - - -..-- . . . - . , . _. - -- .. ._-
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required response. If ai adequate reply is not received within the time
specifled in this Notice, an order or a Demand for Information may be issued
as to why the license should not be modified. suspended, or revoked, or why
such other action as may be proper should not be taken. Where good cause is
shown. consideration w1'll be given to extending the response time.

Because your response will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR), to
the extent possi)le. it should not include any personal privacy 3roprietary,
or safeguards information 50 that it can be placed in the PDR wit 1out
redaction. However. if you find it necessary to include such information, you
should clearly indicate the specific information that you desire not to be
placed in the PDR. and provide the legal basis to support your request for
withholding the information from the public.

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this _30th_ day of _May_ 1997.

i
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION'

REGION 11

Docket Nos: 50 335. 50 389
License Nos: OPR-67. NPF 16

Report Nos: 50 335/97 0' 50-389/97 04

Licensee: Florida Power & Light Co.

Facility: St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Units 1 & 2

Location: 6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach. FL 34957

Dates: March 30 May 10, 1997

Inspectors: M. Miller. Senior Resident inspector
J. Munday. Resident Inspector
D. Lanyi. Resident inspector
S. Ninh Project Engineer (paragraphs 08.1. 08.2.
08.3, and 08.4)
J, Blake Regional Inspector (paragraphs M1.7 and
M1.8)

Approved by: K. Landis. Chief nc6ctor Projects Rrar.ch 3
Division of Reactor Projects
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Unit 1 & 2
NRC Inspection Report 50 335/97-04. 00-389/97-04

| This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations. engineer-
ing, maintenance, and plant support. The report covers a 6 week period of
resident inspection; in addition. it includes inspections conducted by
regional personnel.

Doerations

The licensee performed appropriate actions an. controls to enter ae
reduced i u entory condition on Unit 2. Crew sensitivity to the
evolution was proper (paragraph 01.2).

! The Equipment Clearance Order process was reviewed and found adequate toe

safely isolate equipment for personnel safety and that operators where
> knowledgeable of the process and requirements of the procedure. The

licensee was proactise in identifying declining trends in clearance'

procedure adherence. Interim corrective actions have not been effective
in correcting the problems; however, the final corrective actions are
still being developed. A violation was identified for several examples
of prnblems f>llowing the governing procedure (paragraph 01.3).

Walkdowns of accessible portions of the Unit 2 Intake Cooling Water*

system and the Unit 2 Component Cooling Weter System found equipment
operability, material condition, and housekeeping acceptable (paragraph
02.1).

The licensee exhibited consarvative decision making to determine the*

source of leakage inside the Unit 1 containment. A subsequent shutdown
was well controlled and the inspector noted good cooperation between
Reactor Engineering and Operations in controlling power while in Mode 2
(paragraph 02.2).

An Event Response Team review of an incident involving a lifting of a*

shutdown cooling relief valve on Unit 2 was effective in determining the
probable cause of the occurrence. The licensee's corrective actions
were appropriate (paragraph 02.3).

Operators took the appropriate actions in response to two dropped rode
events on Unit 2. The correct Technical Specification actions were
taken. The licensee has planned modifications to be implemented during
the next refueling outage which will improve the reliability of the
system (paragraph 02.4).

Unit 2 fuel handling was completed in accordance with approved*

procedures. Personnel operating equipment appea"ed to be very
knowledgeable on its use and operated it in a caceful and deliberate
manner (paragraph 02:5).

_. .
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The liter 6ee's use of Reactor Contrcls Operator overtime for routine*

operations was heavy and the need for the overtime was not unforeseen.
Consequently the licensee was found to be in violation of TS 6.2.2.f.
The licensee's shortage of operators (the cause for the overtime) was
the result of poor planning in the past, combined with promotions of
individuals out of the Operations organization. The overtime was
considered to have been preventable, had management focused on the issue
(paragraph 08.5).

tidintenance

The licensee's performance of setpoint surveillance testing on the Maine
Steam Safety Valves was satisfactory (paragraph M1.1).

The 11ft of the UGS was performed under the proper maintenance controls.*

The licensee's recovery actions to complete the lift safely after
discovering hot particles and high radiation levels was good.
Coordination between Operations. Maintenance. and Health Physics was
judged to be excellent (paragraph M1.2).

'

The replacement of Emergency Diesel Generator relays and sockets was ae
well-coordinated complex activity. The maintenance personnel performing
the work o re extremely knowledgeable about the activity. Although the
work area was located inside a small cabirat containing other electrical
components, the workers were careful and deliberate in their actions not
to affect other components (paragraph M1.3).

Fuel Handling Building Ventilation System testing was performed in a*

controlled manner. The participants had a complete understandin
expected system response during performance of the surveillance.g of theGood
communication was observed by the inspector (paragraph M1.4).

The pressure boundary ISI activities were well organized and work*

activities observed were ca.1 ducted in accordance with approved
procedures. Containment surveillance procedures had documented
acknowledgement of recent changes to NRC regulations. (Faragraph M1.5)

Failure analysis of a Unit 1 Safety Injection System socket weld*

connection wl.s very well done. (Paragraph M1.5)

Replacement of pump casings on the site fire protection pumps appears toe
have been a successful operation. (Paragraph M1.5)

The licensee's program for inspection of SGs appears to be well managede
and conducted in a conservative manner. The procedures reviewed were
found to be adequate for the intended operations. In-situ pressure
testing and plugging operations were conducted in a professional manner.
(Paragraph M1.6)

At the beginning of the Unit 2 refueiing outage the inspectors and thee
licensee identified several instances of less than adequate FME control.
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The licensee instituted corrective actions and by the end of the report
period the inspectors noticed much improvement (paragraph M2.1). -

Enaineerins

Engineerina accurately reflected the output of the full core of f-loadinge

calculation irito its cycle nine refueling outage safety analysis. The
licensee also transferred all vital information from the safety analysis
into operating procedures, although the procedures. as written, were
more restrictive than necessary (paragraph E2.1).

The performance of Unit 2 Safeguards Testing was challenging to the*

Operations and Engineering staff. Several equipment failures were
identified during the test. The completed root cause analyses were
thorough and appropriate for each problem. The reperformance of the
test had not occurred at the end of the inspection period (paragraph
E2.2).

Haul route testing for the replacement Unit 1 steam generators was*

completed satisfactorily. The realacement steam generators were
received on site and moved into t1e protected area without incident
(paragraphs E8.1 and E8.2).

Plant Suocort

Ba:kshift walkdowns indicated that protected area barriers were in good*
i condition, the isolation zones well lit, and the appropriate

compensatory guard postings in place (paragraph S2.').

>

I
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* ReDort Detj|ti.lj

Summary of Plant Status

Unit 1

Unit 1 entered the report period at full power. On April 18 the unit
was brought off line to allow personnel to enter the containmert to
determine the source of Safety injection Tank leakage. An Unusual Event
was declared early the next morning due to primary pressure boundary
leakage. The plant entered cold shutdown on April 20. The licensee
restarted the plant on April 23 and it achieved full power the next day.
Unit I remaired at full power for the remainder of the period.

Unit 2

Unit 2 entered the report period at full power, it remained there until
April 12 when power was reduced to approximately 80 percent for Main
Steam Safety Valve Testing. The unit was shutdown on April 14 to begin
the refueling outage. The outage continued for the remainder of the
report period.

I. Doerations

01 Conduct af Operations

01.1 General Comments (71707)

Using Inspection Procedure 71707. the inspectors conducted frequent
reviews of. ongoing plant oper itions. In general the conduct of opera-
tions was professional and sufety-conscious; specific events and
noteworthy observations are detailed in tL sections below.

01.2 Reduced Inventerv Ooerations (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

On April 18. 1996, at 11:20 pm. the licensee entered reduced inventory
to install the Steam Generator Nozzle Dams. While the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) was at reduced inventory, a number of controls and
procedures were implemented to ensure the safety of the unit. The
inspector reviewed the preparations for draining the RCS and observed
portions of the evolution,

b. Observations and Findings

Two procedures. NOP E-0410022. Revision 24. " Shutdown Cooling" Appendix
A " Instructions for Operation at Reduced Inventory or Mid-loop
Conditions" and OP 2-0120021. Revision 30. " Draining the Reactor Coolant
System" executed the majority of the controls. The following items were
verified prior to this evolution:

Containment Closure Capability - Instructions were issued to*
accomplish containment closure. The equipment hatch was open but
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the 11cersee closed this penetration prior to beginning the
reduction in RCS inventory. The inspector reviewed the
penetrations which were to remain o)en at the time of the drain
down and verified that closure capa]ility was available.

RCS Temperature Indication Two Core exit Thermocouples (CETs)*

were avai hble on each Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS)
channel.

RCS Level Indication - Independent RCS wide and narrow range level*

instruments, which indicated in the control room. ..ere operable.
Additionally, a Tygon tube loop level in the containment was
installed and was visible to a dedicated operator in contact with
the control room. A televisicn camera / monitor system was later
installed to allow remote monitoring an the control room,

RCS Level Perturbations - When RCS level reduction was initiated.o
additional operational controls were invoked. Operations did not
allow any maintenance that might affect RCS level or shut down
cooling.

RCS Inventory Volume Addition Capability - The 2B High Pressure*

Safety Injection (HPSI) pump and the 2A charging pump were
available for inventory addition, as were two trains of shutdown
cooling,

Vital Electrical Bus Availability - Operations did not plan toe
release busses or alternate power sources for work while the unit
was in a reduced inventory,

Pressurizer Vent Path - The manway atop the pressurizer wase
removed to provide a vent path. Operations verified that the
manway was unobstructed every four hours.

The drain down was performed in a very controlled manner. The inspector
noted that the crew's supervision maintained a cognizance of RCS level
and draining rate. Generally, the crew maintained their attention to
the task. The Control Room door was posted with a sign informing all

I personnel that a sensitive evolution was in progress and only necessary
l personnel should enter. Despite this, several unnecessary workers
} entered the Control Room only to be asked to leave by the operating

Crew.

c. Conclusions

The licensee performed appropriate actions and controls to enter a
reduced inventory condition. Crew sensitivity to the evolution was
proper.

a
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01.3 Eauinment-Clearance Order Issues (71707)

.a. Inspection Scope

During a two week time frame during the inspection period, several
3roblems were' identified with clearances that were either hanging or
aeing hung. The inspector conducted a review to determine the exten'
the problems and to determine if appropriate root cause analysis anu
corrective actions were being implemented,

b. Observations and Findings

On April 19. an Equipment Clearance Order (ECO). isolating the 2B2
circulating water pump, had a boundary modification performed to allow-
Electrical Maintenance to bump the aump's motor to verify proper
rotation. At.the time, Mechanical iaintenance was also working under
the same ECO. Procedure OP 0010122. Revision 68. "In-Plant Clearance
Orders" did allow a boundary modification to occur to perform this type
of check. However in Section 8.15.9. the procedure required that all
Clearance Holders approve the modification to the clearance prior to
execution. In this case, the Maintenance Supervisor released the
clearance to allow the modification and failed to inform the Mechanical
Foreman, a clearance holder. On April 25. the Foreman walked down the
clearance prior to recoupling the pump. He noted.that the breaker to
the pump was no longer tagged out and that he had men working in the.

vicinity of the pump. The licensee immediately had an operator tag ':een
the breaker.

The licensee's ' investigation determined that the modification was
inads ate. Section 8.15.6 of the subject procedure stated that "

..

A sundary modification NOT requiring a work stoppage shall only be.

performed in a manner that does NOT create any unsafe conditions for the
personnel working within the boundaries This implied that this"

,.

may require additional tags to allow other work to continue. Not only
was the foreman not informed of the modification, but there were no tags
added. such as to the disassembled coupling, to prevent the rotation of
the pum) while work continued. The licensee determined the cause to be
due to luman performance and held stand down meetings with operating and
maintenance personnel to reiterate the importance of compliance with the
clearance procedure. The licensee also verified that all existing
boundary modifications were adequate.

On April 25. the licensee was in the process of restoring-the 2A
Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) systems. A boundary modification was
required to allow retesting of newly installed relays. The Clearance
Holder requested the assistance of the System and Component Engineer in
determining appropriate boundaries. This recommendation was based only-

on observed work. The clearance was not referenced for open work
orders, and an open work item on the lube oil system was missed.
Subsequently, when the boundary modification was executed. the DC lube
oil soakback pump started. This was "mmediately secured by the engineer
by pulling a fuse. Only after this point did the licensee realize that

. _ _ _
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the lube oil system had an open work order. Section 8.15.11 of OP 2-
0010122 required that the review and approval cycle for hanging the new
tags "shall be performed in the same manner as the original Clearance
Order," and Section 3.15.6 required that any bouridary modification not
create a hazard to other work authorized within the ECO. The licensee
held standdown meetings with those involved.

On April 28. the licensee began to execute an electrical clearance order
(EC0 2-97 03 423R) to allow Thermolag removal in the Reactor Auxiliary
Building (RAB). The ECO requestor provided a list of instrumentation
that would be lost while the clearance was in effect. Upon opening the
first breaker, a Containment Evacuation alarm was received. The
o)erating crew verified that this was an unexpected response and reshut
t1e breaker. A licensee investigation determined that the loss of power
to the A Containment Radiation Monitor completed the one of four logic
to cause the Containment Radiation Alarm. The EC0 was in error. The
request had been for breakers 3 and 4 on Instrument Bus 2MA-1. The tags
were written for breakers 3 and 4 on Instrument Bus 2MA. Section 8.9.1
required that a qualified operator verify the boundary using controlled
documents. This verification was inadequate as evidenced by the wrong
breakers being identified. The EC0 was returned to the Clearance Centerfor rework, A Condition Report (CR 97-829) was genurated to trick the
problem.

On April 29. the licensee was making preparations to start draining down
the refueling cavity level using the B Low Pressure Safety injection
(LPSI)-pump recirculation line to the Refueling Water Tank (RWT). The
planned configuration was to have the B Shutdown Cooling (SOC) train in
service and to throttle a valve to establish the desired flow rate
through the recirculation line to the RWT. In order to make the
recirculation path to the RWT available, a boundary modification to the
A SDC clearance (2-97-291R) was necessary so that two valves could be
untagged.-

'

The boundary modification was executed and the B SDC system was placed
in service Approximately seven minutes after starting the pump, a
Senior Nuclear Plant Operator (SNP0) noticed a large amount of water
pouring from a drain valve in the pipe penetration room. He immediately
notifled the control room and the pump was secured, stopping the water
flow. The licensee performed a valve lineup and discovered that a vent
valve and a drain valve on a test header were left open by the ECO.
This flow path had not been detected in the reviews of the boundary
modification. The licensee estimated that approximately 500 gallons of
water was dumped to the safeguards sump. The ins)ector reviewed the
Refueling Cavity logs for the time of the event. 3ased on a level change
of approximately one inch, the inspector estimated approximately 1800
ga'llons of water was drained to the sump. A condition report. CR 97-
853, was generated to track this problem. Procedure OP 0010122.
Revision 68. "In Plant Clearance Orders" section 8.15.11 required that
the review and approval cyc k for hanging the new tags "shall be
performed in the same manner is the original Clearance Order." that is
that the new boundary should be verified by a Reas or Control Operator

.
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consistent with Section 5.5.2.A of the procedure. As exhibited by this
unintentional loss of Refueling Cavity level, this verification war
inadequate.

These events are examples of failures to follow the ECO procedure and
are identified as a violation ('/10 50-389/97-04-01. " Failures to Follow
the Equipment Clearance Order Procedure.") This licensee identified
violation is being cited due to the numerous examples, the seriousness
of the issue. and the apparent ineffecti';eness of interim corrective

.

actions'per section 6.3.1.3 of the NRC Enforcement Manual.

The inspector discussed the events with personnel in the clearance
group. The Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) qualified personnci agreed that
there was a large volume of work being processed through the clearance
center and that there continued to be scheduling pressures to keep work
moving. However, the SR0s stated that the
maintain control of the clearance process.y felt that they were able toAlthough the schedule
pressures were_real, they felt that they were not allowing packages to
3e rushed through. The remainder of the operators in the clearance
group generally echoed this evaluation. although some stated that they
did feel that there was a large amount of work to complete in a limited
amount-of time.

The inspector also questioned operators as to the adequacy of the ECO
3rocedure. The consensus opinion was that it was fairly complicated
aut. would work as written. The inspector also probed several operators
knowledge of the-3rocedure and found that the operators understood how
the procedure war (ed. Also, the inspector noted that-the operators were
frequently interrupted while performing clearance reviews. They were
unable to maintain a constant train of thought throughout the review
process due to these interruptions.

The inspector discussed the ECO process with several clearance holders
4

and determined that they felt that there were a few problems with the i

system. First, pre-outage training was not adequate to ensure the
procedure was thoroughly understood by the workers, Second, workers did
not routinely verify boundaries before starting work. Third.-the
workers felt that the clearance process took too long. Fourth, the
clearance release 3rocess was unwieldy recuiring several signatures to
complete. Last. t1e workers felt the bouncary modification process was
confusing. Last year the licensee perfonned a major rew-ite to the ECO
procedure. Although the licensee did perform training at the end of
last year on the new procedure, the maintenance personnel performing the
work were still getting confused as to the correct type of boundary
modification to use.

Licensee management treated these problems as attributable to personnel
errors. Immediate corrective actions included stand down meetings with
aersonnel and counseling of -individuals directly involved. CRs have
3een written to identify the root causes of the events and extra
operators were temporarily reassigned to the clearance center until the
beginning of fuel reload.

|
1
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The inspectors have noted an increasing trend in ECO problems over the
last several months; Violation 50-335.389/97-01 01. " Failure to follow
the In-Plant Equipment Clearance Orders Procedure" documented a case

i

where a typographical error went undetected through the ECO process
'

resulting in a tag identification number that did not match the
component on which it was hung. The corrective actions for the
violation included enhancing the procedure to ensure that operators
would seek assistance as necessary when verifying equipment clearance
boundaries and discussions with licensed and non-licensed operators to
emphasize the importance of implementing ECOs with the highest level of
accuracy and attention to detail. Non-Cited Violation 50-335/97-03-01,
" Failure to Adequately Irc 1ent an Equipment Clearance Order." detailed
a failure by the licensee to verify the accuracy of an ECO'that lead to
routing approximately 135 gallons of Volume Control Tank Inventory to a
charging pump cubicle floor drain. Again, corrective actions included
counseling personnel on the importance of procedural compliance.

On March 17. the licensee identified an increasing trend in ECO
problems. This was documented on Condition Report, CR 97-0495. The
inspector noted that the identification of the increasing trend was
proactive and that an aggressive action to determine the cause of the|

problems was initiated. A common cause analysis was performed by
operations and a areliminary disposition was developed. The licensee
determined that t1e disposition was incomplete and reassigned it to
operations on April 14 for further work. The required final dis)osition
of the Condition Report was delayed until May 16. The licensee las been
implementing corrective actions as the issue developed.

I
c. Conclusions

The inspector found that the EC0 process was adequate to safely isolate
equipment for personnel safety and that operators where knowledgeable of
the process and requirements of the procedure. The licensee was
proactive in identifying declining trends in clearance procedure
adherence. Interim corrective actions have not been effective in
correcting the problems; however, the final corrective actions are still
being developed. A violation was identified for several examples of
problems following the ECO procedure.

02 Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

02.1 Enaineered Safety Feature System walkdowns (71707)

The inspector walked down accessible portions of the Unit 2 Intake
Cooling Water (ICW) system on April 9 and the Unit 2 Component Cooling
Water System (CCW) on April 10. Equipment operability, material
condition, and housekeeping were acceptable in all cases. Several minor
discrepancies were brought to the attention of the licensee and were
corrected. The ins)ectors identificd no substantive concerns as a
result of these walcdowns.

,
.
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02.2 Qnit 1 Unusual Event and Reactor Shutdown due to leakaae on 1B2 Safety
Inlection Vent Ploino (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

At 2:15 am on April 19 the licensee positively identified a reactor
3 coolant pressure boundar) leak occurring from the 182 Safety injection

(SI) header. An Unusual Event was declared, and the Unit entered Mode 3
shortly thereafter.

b. Observations and Findings

in the morning of April 17, the licensee refilled the Safety injection
Tanks (SITS) using the 18 High Pressure Safety injection (HPSI) pump.
Following the filling evolution, it was noted that the 1B2 SIT began
showing a steady level decrease of approximately 2.5 percent over the
next six hours. Also, reactor cavity' leakage was noted to increase from
.2 gallons per minute (gpm) to .45 apm. A Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
inventory balance performed the following morning indicated that
unidentified RCS leakage was 0.09 gpm. consistent with previous
readings. The licensee determined that the leak was not reactor
coolant.

The licensee perforrred several troubleshooting activitier., including
containment walkdowns. in an attempt to determine the source of the
water. During one of these walkdowns, water was observed in the 1B2 Si
trench. The licensee was unable to determine the source of the water due
to ALARA concerns; chemistry samples, however, indicated a high boron
concentration. A robot camera was subsequently dispatched behind the
biological shield wall to attempt to identify the leakage. The licensee
observed leakage coming from the area of a vent valve off of the 1B2 SIT
line. upstream of a check valve. Due to piping insulation and limited
camera resolution, they were unable to positively identify the type of
leakage. A reactor shutdown was initiated at 8:20 pm to allow personnel
access to characterize the leakage.

The Assistant Nuclear Plant Supervisor (ANPS) conducted a short brief
prior to beginning the downpower. The crew discussed several possible
scenarios for the leak from Jacking leakage which could be readily
repaired to an RCS pressure soundary leak which would require a complete
shutdown, cooldown, and possibly a draindown to repair. The brief was
conducted professionally, and all input from the crew was addressed
appropriately. The inspector noted that the licensee planned to
maintain reactor power at approximately 10'' percent power. Reactor
Engineering (RE) input was incorporated into the plan to allow Xenon
buildup to be countered by boron dilution to maintain power constant.
The inspector observed good coordination between RE and the operators to
control power during the entire evolution.

The generator was removed from the grid at approximately 1:00 am, and
power was stabilized at.10 ' percent about one hour later. Overall crew
performance was well controlled and coordinated. ANPS command and

1
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control function was good although a couple of instances of the ANPS
attempting to control too many details of the evolution were noted. A
containment entry was made at approximately 2:00 am. The licensee
determined that a socket weld leak existed where a vent line met the Si
header. The licensee determined that this qualified as a Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary Leak as defined by 10 CFR 50.2(v) and entered
the actico statement for Technical Specification 3.4.6.2. The action
statement required the plant to be in Mode 3 within one hour Lnd in cold
shutdown within the following 30 hours.

A Notice of Unusual Event (NOUE) was declared at 2:18 am. Mode 3 was
entered ten minutes later. All notifications were made within the
allotted time period. Cold shutdown was reached at approximately 3:15
cm the following day,

c. Conclusions

The licensee exhibited conservative decision making to determine the
source of leakage inside containment. The shutdown was well controlled
and the inspector noted good cooperation between RE and Operations in
controlling power while in Mode 2.

02.3 Unexoected Inventory loss While Placino Unit 1 on Shutdown Coolina
(71707)

a. Inspection Scope

While placing the A Shutdown Cooling (SDC) Train in service, the
licensee noted a significant 3ressurizer level drop over a short period.
Subsequent investigation by tie licensee determined that the loss of ,

inventory was caused by a combination of a void forming in the hot leg
suction pipe and a partially open recirculation valve. Thus when the
suction valve was opened, part of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
filled the void creating a water hammer and a portion was diverted to
the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWT).

b. Observations and Findings

On April 19. Unit 1 was cooling down to repair a leaking socket weld in
the 1B2 SIT vent line. At approximately 11:20 pm, the B train of SDC was
placed in service without incident. An attempt was made to place the A
train in service at 11:50 pm by o?ening the hot leg suction valves. The
board Reactor Controls Operator (RCO) noted that pressurizer level
decreased about 3 percent in two and one half minutes. The suction
valves were shut and the level decrease ceased. The licensee walked
down the system for leaks and checked all the le'els of the tanks that
accepted system relief valve discharge. No leaks or tank level changes
were noted.

At 12:30 am, the licensee again attempted to place the A SDC train in
service, this time with operators stationed at key locations. Again
when the suction valves were opened, the RCO observed pressurizer level

.
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. decrease. This time level lowered 3.7 percent in a 70 second period.
The Nuclear Watch engineer (NWE) in the 1A Low Pressure Safety injection
(LPSI) pump room heard flow and believed that the 1A SDC suction relief

. valve had lifted.,

The licensee verified the NWE's theory by attempting to place the train
in service a third time. During this attempt. 6.2 percent pressurizer
level was lost in one minute. with an initial drop of 2.4 percent in the

|- 'first ten seconds. Local personnel reported water hammer noise. a short
i duration lift of the suction relief valve, and a pressure spike of.350

psig on a local gage. The suction pressure then stabilized at RCS-
pressure.

The licensee formed an Evs c Response Team (ERT) to setermine the cause
of the event. The ERT determined that approximately 800 to 400 gallons
of wate was lost from the 3ressurizer. If all of this water hao been
relieved to the Hold Up Tancs (HUT) the HUTS' level would have risen by 4

2 percent. Level only increased approximately 0.1 percent, indicating
that the inventory was not relieved to the HUTS.

The ERT surmised that a void had formed in the suction piping since the
last use. Hot reactor coolant remained in the pipe when SDC was
secured. As the coolant cooled it contracted and released gases from
solution. The A train was built with many local high points in the
piping that could trap gases. When the licensee opened the suction
valves, the voids collapsed, allowing a water hammer to occur. Unit I
has had many problems in the past with water hammer occurring while
placing SDC in service. This time, the root cause was determined to be
inadequate venting of the suction line before placing the SDC loop in
ser<ict At the end of the report period, the licensee was revising
their SDC procedure to ensure that ail piping would be adequately vented
before use.

Additional walkdowns by the licensee found the Low Pressure Safety
Injection Pump (LPSI) recirculation valve partially open. Four
different licensee personnel verified that the recirculatio1 valve was
shut before placing the SDC system in service. During the
investigation, an operator was able to get two additional turns on the
valve using a valve wrench. The licensee planned to disassemble the
valve at tr'e next opportunity to determine why it was so difficult to
close. This valve remaining open combined with the relief liftinc. led
the ERT to determine that the loss of inventory was due to refilling the,

void in the suction piping and recirculating part of the water back to'-

the RWT.

The licensee performed post-walkdowns of the piping to determine if any
damage occurred. The inspection revealed no damage. The licensee was
31anning to upgrade the procedure to allow proper venting of the pipe
3efore placing the SDC system in service.
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c. Conclusions
g

The ERT review of the incident was effective in determining the probable
cause of the loss of pressurizer inventory. The licensee corrective

j actions were appropriate.

02.4 Unit 1 Drooned Control Element Assembly (CEA) (93702)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector reviewed the operator and maintenance actions taken in
response to CEA #66 dropping fully into the Unit 1 core on April 26 and
again on May 1.

b. Observations and Findings

On April 26, with the unit at 100 percent power. CEA #16 dro) ped fully
into the core. The Off Normal procedure was entered and turxne po'<er
was reduced to approximately 95 percent to match Tavg to Tref.
Technical Specification (TS) 3.1.3.1 Action statement e was entered
which required-CEA #66 to be within 7.5" of the other CEAs in that group
within 60 minutes. The licensee verified that although the rod had
dropped it was operable and subsequently restored it to its original
position. The reactor was borated to maintain reactor power constant.
The cause of the event was not determined.

On May 1. CEA #66 again dropped into the core. The Off-Normal procedure
,

was agoin entered and the appropriate actions taken. Maintenance was
contacted, and following troubleshooting, replaced the timer module and
upper gripper power switch. Operability of the CEA was verified and it-
was returned to its original position. Although the cause of the
3roblem could not be conclusively determined, it is believed to have
3een resolved with the replacement of the two aforementioned components.

The inspector responded to the sit. following the April 26 malfunction
and verified that the appropriate procedures and TSs were entered.

c. Conclusions

The licensee took the appropriate action in accordance with Off-Normal
Procedure 1-0110030 following each event. The correct TS actions were
taken. The licensee has planned modifications to be implemented during
the next refueling-outage which will improve the reliability of the
system.

02.5 Unit 2 Fuel Movement - Offload and Reload (71707)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors witnessed fuel movement during both the offload and
reload. Initial conditions were verified to have been in place prior to
fuel movement taking place.

m . . . __ --- _ o
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b. Observations and Findings

Unic 2 began of floading fuel from the care on April 24. Fuel reload
began on May 6. The inspector verified that the appropriate
prerequisites had been completed prior to f uel movement commencing. The
following procedures were reviewed and verifled to have been
satisfactoril) .cmpleted:

OP 3200090. " Refueling Operations"*

OP 2-1630024. " Refueling Machine Operation"e

OP 2-1630023. " Fuel Transfer System and L Shaped Door Operation".e
Revision 13

.

In addition. the inspectors witnessed fuel movement frcm the refueling
bridge. The two operators on the bridge were deliberate in their
actions continuously second checking one another as fuel was being
moved. Constant communication was maintained between the control room,
the refuel floor, and the FHB. The inspector also monitored the
activiv.es from the control room and noted no discrepancies.

c. Conclusions

The inspectors considered fuel handling to have been completed in
accordance with approved procedures. The personnel operating the
equipment appeared to be very knowl2dgeable on its use and operated it
in a careful and deliberate manner.

08 Miscellaneous Operations Issues

08.1 (Closed) VIO 50-335. 389/95-017-01. Failure to Follow Procedures for
Material Controls (92901)

This violation involved a failure to perform tne required dedication
testing on diodes. a failure to include shelf life requirements, and a
failure to comply with the requirements of an engineering " hold". The
root causes were determined to be contractor personnel errors, an
inau.:quate inter-department ]rocess for transmitting, and verifying the
receipt of material, in-stoc( disposition. and a software programming
deficiency which allowed data concerning the engineering evaluation to
go unidentified. Corrective actions included additional training for
the affected personnel, a review of shelf life requirements, a software
correction to the affected plant database, and a review of industry best
practice in areas of the dedication testing on diodes and the overall
process for identifying and implementing material shelf life
requirements.

The inspector reviewed the corrective actions described in the
licensee's response letter. dated February 2.1996, and verified that
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the corrective actions were appropriately imp'lemented and completed.
Therefore, this item is closed.

08-2 Elgsed)VIO 50 335/95 018 02. Failure to Follow Clearance Procedures.

(92901)

This violation involved a failure to obtain the proper work clearances
in accordance with OP 0010122, "In Plant Equipment Clearance Orders."
The root cause of this incident was a failure to follow procedures. The
affected personnel involved in the decision to work without proper
clearances were counseled. The affected Operations and Maintenance
procedures were revised to clarify the requirements associated with
o)ening the vacuum breakers, to provide more specifics with respect to
w1at maintenance activities can be performed without an equipment
clearance, and to add a caution statement about the removal of manways.
This incident was included in an in-House Events training class.

The inspector reviewed the corrective actions described in the
licensee's response letter dated December 15. 1995. and verified the
corrective actions have been completed. Therefore. this item is closed.

08.3 (Closed) VIO 50-389/95 018-03. Failure to Adecuatelv Desian and Test the,

Emeraency Diesel Generators (92901)

The subject violation involved an inadequate design of the 2A EDG
control logic which did not trip the EDG output breaker on receip. a
CSAS or CIAS signal when paralleled with offsite power. This inadequate
design resulted in shifting the governor to the isochronous mode,
bypassing all protective relays except overspeed and differential
current during integrated safeguards testing on October 12. 1995. This
resulted in operating the EDG as a synchronous motor for approximately
45 seconds until the CIAS signal reset. Operation in the isochronous
mode while paralleled with offsite power could expose the engine and
generator to excessive mechanical stress or electrical overcurrent
conditions.

The root cause of the violation was a failure to identify a design
deficiency during initial design and testing and to adequately review
the revised integrated Safeguards Test procedure prior to implementation
on Unit 2. Corrective actions included an inspection and test of the
Unit 2A EDG. a review of Unit 1 EDG start logic circ'itry to ensure that
no similar failure modes existed on Unit 1. a deletion of EDG automatic
start on CIAS and CSAS for the Unit 2 EDGs. and a rigorous multi-
discipline design review process for future design modifications.

The Inspector verified that the corrective actions described in the
licensee's response letter, dated December 15. 1995, to be reasonable
and complete. Therefore, this item is closed.

|
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08.4 (Closed) V10 50-389/95-021-03. Failure to Perform RCP System Baron
Surveillance (92901)

This violation involved a failure to take a RCS boron sample as required
by Technical Specification. The root cause of this violation was a
personnel error by licensed operator who did not strictly adhere to the
Administrative Procedure (AP 2-0010125) check sheets which delineate the3 boron sample surveillance requirements to be performed each shift. The
affected licensed operator involved with this event was counselled.
Data Sheet 30. " Unscheduled Surveillance Tracking Sheet." was initiated
to ensure that the correct sampling frequency was being followed. The
event was included in a licensed operator requalification training
Class.

The inspector reviewed the corrective actions described in the
licensee's response letter dated December 15, 1995, and verified that
the implementation of the licensee's corrective actions has been
completed. Therefore, this item is closed.

08.5 1 Closed) URI 97-03-03. " Excessive Overtime Usaae Amono Reactor Control
Doerators" (71707)

S
St. Lucie IR 97-03 documented the fact that board operators were working
excessive amounts of overtime. The overtime was found to be the result
of inadequate stafting (the number of licensed operators was inadequate
to cover operator illne.ss and leave schedules without the use of
overtime). The overtime was found to be concentrated in a number of
operators, as opposed to being distributed across the operating staff.
During the period of time covered by IR 97-04. the inspector continued
to explore the issue.

Reaulatory Reauirement

St. Lucie Units 1 and 2 Technical Specification 6.2.2.f states. in part,
that " adequate shift coverage shall be maintained without routine heavy
use of overtime. The objective shall be to have operating personnel
work a normal 8 hour day. 40 hour week while the plant is operating.
However, in the event that unforeseen problems require substantial
amounts of overtime to be used, or during extended periods of shutdown
for refueling, major maintenance or major )lant modification. on a
temporary basis the following guidelines s1all be followed:

1. An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16 hours
straight, excluding shift turnover time.

2. An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16 hours
in any 24-hour period, nor more than 24 hours in any 48-hour
period, nor more than 72 hours in any 7-day period all excluding
shift turnover time.

3. A break of at least 8 hours should be allowed between work
periods, including turnover time.

i

_ ._. i
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4 . Except during' extended shutdown periods. the use of overtime
should be considered on an individual basis and not for the entire
staff on a shift.

The TS also requires that any deviations from the above guidelines be
approved by the Plant Manager.

Review of Generic Information

IE Circular 80-02. " Nuclear Power Plant Staff Work Hours." pointed out
that studies indicated that, with fatigue. an individual's detection of
visual signals deteriorates markedly. The time it takes for a person to
make a decision increases and more errors are made.- The circular also
stated that studies indicated that fatigue results in personnel ignoring
some signals because they develop their own subjective standards as to
what is important and as they become more fatigued, they ignore more
signals.

The circular stated that licensee management was responsible for
providin: c sufficient number of personnel in the proper physical.
condition to operate and maintain a piant. The circular farther stated
that an American Nuclear Society subcommitte was developing criteria

'

for operator work hours and that the NRC w. !dering issuingt,

requirements for administrative procedures would control staff
overtime. Until such time as requirements were established, the NRC
recommended guidance to be applied to all personnel performing safety-
related functions, For the most part the guidance reflected
requirements detailed in St. Lucie's TSs. detailed above: however,
guidance was also included which stated that plants "...should be
staffed and schedules developed to operate such that exceptions [to the
guidelines] are not required." '

NUREG 0737. " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements." item
- 1.A.1.3. " Shift Manning " presented NRC requirements for administrative
procedures controlling overtime. One portion of the document stated
that ". .the objective of [the administrative procede es] is to operate.

the plant with the required staff and develop working schedules such
that use of overtime is avoided, to the extent practicable [ emphasis
added]..." The document then delineated overtime guidelines that were,
by and large reflected in the licensee's TSs.

Finally, Generic Letter 82 12. " Nuclear Power Plant Staff Working
Hours." stated that licensees were to establish controls to prevent
situations where fatigue could reduce the ability of operating personnel
to keep the reactor in a safe condition. The controls were to "... focus
on shift staffing and the use of overtime--key job-related factors that
influence fatigue." The GL went on to state that, to the extent
practicable. " .. personnel are not assigned to shift duties while in a
fatigued condition that could .significantly reduce their mental
alertness or their decision making capability." The GL then detailed
overtime limits similar to those found in TSs.

o

.
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Identified Condit1on

A review was pcrformed of overtime utilization for Reactor Controls
Operators (RCOs) for 1996. The inst tor found that RCOs worked an
average of 726 hours of overtime for the year. The lowest number of
hours worked was 453.75 hours, the highest was 1009.25 hours. While the
inspector did not determine the amount of hours actually worked for each
operator (i.e. separcting hours paid from hours worked to take sickness
and vacation into account), the inspector calculated estimates of total
hours worked by adding the hours of overtime paid to an assumed work
schedule of 49 weeks of 40 hour duration each for the year. The result
was ar. average of 2.686 hours, with a low value of 2413.75 hours and a
high value of 2969.25 hours.

The inspector reviewed overtime usage for the period running from
December 12, 1996, through March 14. 1997. The inspector's findings are
summarized in the following table.

From To Board RCO Number of Number of Maximum
Overtime RCOs RCOs Number of

Hours Exceeding exceeding Overtime
20 Hours 30 Hours Hours

of of Worked by
Overtime Overtime an RCO

12/7/96 12/20/96 261 5 2 42.5
l 12/21/96 1/3/97 574.25 15 5 71

'

1/4/97 1/17/97 313.5 4 0 29_

1/18/97 1/31/97 613.5 14 9 66.5
_

2/1/97 2/14/97 322.5 6 1 35

2/15/97 2/28/97 305.5 7 2 47.5

3/1/97 3/14/97 , 623.75 17 12 56.5 |

On March 15. the licensee chose to implement 12 hour shifts to alleviate
the need to force individual operators to accept overtime on case-by-
case bases. In doing so the operators were collapsed into 2 watch
sections one working da s and one working nights. This leveled
overtime usage across al operators and bolstered shift numbers such
that a shift became "self-relieving:" that is, if an operator took time
off from work, another operator on his crew could fill in for him.
Because the 12 hour scheme required placing all reactor operators onto
two watch sections the schedule required that operators work 5 day on,
two day off schedules. This resulted in all reactor operators not on
leave working nominal 60 hour weeks. This schedule persisted until
April 14, when operators began working b 6 day. 12 hour, shift schedule
to support the Unit 2 outage.

___ . -
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The inspector, in conjunction with NRC Regional staff and the NRR Human
Factors Branch concluded that this level of overtime constituted a
" heavy" use of overtime for routine operations. The determination was
based largely, on a " reasonable mar." approach to the overtime data
provided by the licensee. The inspector continued to review available
information in an attempt to find addiuonal support for this
conclusion.

Review of Available Inform 9 tion " Heavy Us9"

The inspector reviewed NUREG/CR-4248. "Recommt.ndations for NRC Policy on
Shift Scheduling and Overtime at Nuclear Power Plants." to determine
whether the reasonable man approached described hbove was supported by
scientific data. The document proposed limits for hours of work,
discussed bases for the limits, and presented recomn.9ndations which
resulted from an expert panel of scientists and medicci personnel from
the field of human performance.

The NUREG-proposed limits on hours of work begin with admocitions
against the routine heavy use of overtime, similar to the existing TS
(section 1.0). The NUREG then recommends that nuclear power plants
adopt a routine 8 hour per day shift schedule with limitations detailed

| in Table 1 (NUREG section 1.0. page 1.4).

The NUREG also provided guidelines for 12 hour shifts. but recommendet
that prior NRC approval be obtained prior to initiating 12 hour shifts.
Criteria to be employed by NRC in assessing the acceptability of-12 hour
shifts are also provided and are detailed in Table 1 (NUREG section 1.0.
page 1.4).'

For cases in which overtime is required to be worked the NUREG
recommended limitations which are detailed in Table 2 (NUREG section *

1.0. Table 1.1). The NUREG re immended that the limitations be the
maximum allowable without priot Plant Manager approval. These limits
were provided to cover " problems during operation" (defined in section
2.1 as unexpected absences of operators due to illness injury, etc. and
the " temporary"_ lack of an adequate number of operators) and extended
shutdowns.

The allowance to exceed guidelines with Plant Manager approval was
provided to cover " unusual circumstances." which was defined in section
2.1 as circumstances other than extended shutdowns (the NUREG states in
section 2.2.3 that an extended outage may not be considered as an
" unusual circumstance"). The NUREG then presented a separate set of
limitations which. even with Plant Manager approval should recuire NRC
approval to exceed. These limitations were to cover what the NUREG
defines as "very unusual circumstances." which were defined as being
states of declared emergencies. Those limits are detailed in Table 2
(NUREG section 1.0. Table 1.1).

.

_m_______---
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Later in the NUREG t,e results of an expert panel, convened to offer
suggestions on the s;bject of limits on hours is presented. The panel
was comprised of M.D.s and Ph.D.s from the fields of military and ~

private sector human performance. The panel recommended a policy for
routine operations detailed in Table 1 ( Appendix A of the NUREG). For
conditions involving overtime. a policy, detailed in Table 2, was
provided.

Table 1
Limits for Routine Operations

Source Recommendations

St. Lucie TS 8 hour days. 40 hour weeks

NUREG/CR-4248 8 hour days. 40 hour weeks. subject to:
recommendations for e A maximum of 7 consecutive days of work
8 hour schedules e A maximum of 21 consect ive days of work in 4

weeks
At least 2 consecutive days off in 9e
consecutive days
Night shifts followed by 2 consecutive days offe

,

I
NUREG/CR-4248 12 hour days, subject to: i

recommendations for e A maximum of 4 consecutive days of work
12 hour schedules e Schedules arranged in 2-on/2-off 3-on/3-off,

or 4-on/4 off work periods
Satisfactory SALP ratingse

e Unexpected absences covered without individuals
working greater than 12 hours
Round trip commutes for personnel less than 2.5e
hours

NUREG/CR-4248 e Not more than 9 hours per day
Expert Panel Not more than 6 days worked per 8 day periode
recommendations' e An average of 40 hours per week when averaged

over 1 month
| e Selective NRC approval for 12 hour schedules

While St. Lucie TS and the NUREG recommendations exclude turnover
*

time frun limitations, the expert panel recommendations include
turnover time.

.

_ l
.
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Table 2
Limits for Overtime

Source Recommendations

St. Lucie TS e A maximum of 12 hours in a 24 hour period
A maximum of 24 hours in a 48 hour periode
A maximum of 72 hours in a 7 day periode

* Overtime assigned on an individual, rather
than shift. basis
Plant General Manager approval fore
deviations from these guidelines

NUREG/CR 4248 Without Plant General With Plant General
recommendations Manager Approval Manager Approval"

e A maximum of 12 e A maximum of 72
hours in a 24 hours in a 7 day
hour period period

e A maximum of 24 e A maximum of 132
hours in a 48 hours in a 14 day
hour period period

e A maximum of 60 e A maximum of 228
hours in a 7 day hours in a 28 day
period period

e A maximum of 112 * A maximum of 2300
hours in a 14 day hours in one year
period

e A ma>1 mum of 2260
hours in one year

NUREG/CR-4248 Expert A maximum of 13 hours in a 24 hour periode
Panel recommenda'; ions * for day and evening shifts

e A maximum of 9 hours in a 24 hour period
for night shifts

e A maximum of 22 hours in a 48 hour period
e A maximum of 123 hours in a 14 day period
e A maximum of 213 hours in a one month

period
e A maximum of 2400 hours in one year
e Overtime considered on an individual basis
e NRC Notification for exceedences

While St. Lucie TS and the NUREG recommendations exclude turnover*

time from limitations the expert panel recommendations include
turnover time
For declared emergencies and similar situations.**

The data provided in this section, to this point. was presented to
establish a baseline for determining whether the licensee's use of
operator overtime is heavy when compared to recommendations provided by
professionals in the field of human performance.
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As stated above, the inspr' tor reviewed overtime hours worked by the 23
RCOs available to the licensee at the end of 1996 (the review did not
include hours worked by two RCOs which are no longer employed by the
licensee). For all RCOs. the total hours worked exceeded all annual
r' commendations (those provided in the base recommendation for overtime
not requiring Plant General Mana;,er approval, those requiring Plant
General Manager approval, and those provided by the expert panel). As,

I these data covered the entire calendar year, this result would tend to
confirm the fact that the use of heavy overtime has been chronic
(routine).

The inspector also reviewed overtime usage for the first 3 months of
1997. Table 3 represents the results. From the data (which involve 8
hour shifts), it is clear that the licensee's use of overtime under an 8
hour per day schedule has required (and will require) routinely
exceeding guidelines recommended by the NUREG

Table 3
RC0 Overtime Usage for the First Three Months of 1997

_.

Guideline Number of Number of
Occurrences of Operators

Exceeding Exceeding
Guideline Guideline

More Than 1
Time

A maximum of 112 hours in 14 days 25 8

A maximum of 123 hours in 14 days 9 1

A maximum of 213 hours in one month 14 -5

Additionally, by examining the number of operators exceeding the
guidelines more than once, it would appear that the occurrences are
somewhat clustered about a small subset of operators. In point of fact.

a review of the raw data reveals that the bulk of the exceedences occur
in a relatively small population, as depicted in Table 4. The
distribution resulted in approximately 80% (32) of the exceedences being
worked by approximately 35% of the operators (8 operators).

Table 4
Distribution of Overtime Among RCOs

Number of Times Any NUREG Number of Operate s Involved
Recommendation was Exceeded

0 9

1 5

2 1

s
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3 4

4 2

5 1

6 0

7 1

By most standards presented in the NUREG. the licensee's use of overtime
for routine plant operations exceeded that which was recommended. In
some cases, the licensee's use of overtime for routine operation even
exceeded recommendations for extended periods of shutdown. The
inspector concluded that this data would tend to support.the reasonable
man conclusion that the licensee has been making heavy use of overtime
for RCOs.

As the licensee stated that the condition could not be alleviated
' without additional licensed reactor operators and since no new

.

operators were anticipated to be qualified until October,1997, the |inspector concluded that the heavy use of overtime was " routine." '

In considering the question of whether the condition was unforeseen, the
inspector noted that the licensee's predicament was largely the result
of not having placed operator candidates into the training process
approximately.2 years previous, coupled with transfers. promotions, and
minor attrition. The inspector found that a number of active and-
inactive licensed operators were being utilized by the_ licensee in other
organizations on site, such as outage planning, training, procedure
writing, clearance preparation, and operator shift scheduling. Given
that the-licensee elected to reduce the number of operators being
trained, elected to promote operators out of board operating positions,
and elected to utilize qualified, licensed, operators in-other
capacities, the-inspector concluded that the condition was not
unforeseen.

As it was concluded that the use of operator overtime was routine.
heavy, and not unforeseen, the NRC concluded that the subject TS was
violated, both prior to and after the implementation of 12 hour shifts;
The violation would not apply to outage periods which are specifically
addressed (in terms of overtime guidelines) by the TS.

Conclusion

The inspector concluded that the licensee's use of RCO overtime for
routine operations was heavy and that the need for the overtime was not
unforeseen. Consequently, the licensee was found to be in violation of
TS 6.2.2.f (VIO 335.389/97-04-02. " Routine Use of Heavy Operator
Overtime"). The inspector concluded that the licensee's shortage of
operators was the result of poor planning in the past, combined with
promotions of individuals out of the Operations organization. The

_
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overtime was considered to have been preventable. had management focused
on the issue. This URI is closed.

II Maintenance

M1 Conduct of Maintenance

M1.1 Main Steam Safety Valve Testina (61726)

a. Inspection Scope

On April 13, the licensee reduced power on Unit 2 to approximately 80
percent to allow setpoint testing of the Main Steam Safety Valve
(MSSVs). The inspector observed portions of the test. preparation,
testing, and reviewed the post-test data.

b. Observation and Findings I

MSSV testing was performed in Mode 1 in accordance with Procedure 2 OSP-
08.1, Revision 2. "Ma;n Steam Safety Valve Setpoint Surveillance." The
inspector reviewed the procedure to ensure compliance with Technical
Specification (TS) 3.7.1.1. The inspector noted that the licensee's
procedure was more restrictive than the TS. The TS required lift
setpoint range was il percent, while the procedure required 10.5-
percent The licensee explained that this was a holdover from earlier
in the site's history when they had problems with the valves leaking by
their seat. Later, the licensee changed the procedure to allow the full
TS range as acceptance criteria. The inspector verified that the change
was performed in accordance with licensee procedures.

The inspector verified that all Measuring and Test Equipment (M&TE) was
properly calibrated and checked out. The inspector also verified that
the High Power Trip Setpoints had been adjusted as required by the
procedure. The inspector found the test preparations satisfactory.

The inspector observed portions of the test in progress. Prcper-
communications were being employed by all personnel. Verbatim
compliance to the. procedure was observed. The inspector noted that the
data was being accurately entered-into the test procedure.

On May 8 the inspector reviewed the test data. All data were legibly
entered and were complete. The test data met all acceptance criteria.
The inspector did note that the original 3rocedure did not have a copy
of the revised acceptance data in the paccage. The licensee corrected
the deficiency. The inspector verified that the surveillance schedule
was met. Procedure 01 11-PR/PSL-7, Revision 9. " Control of Code Safety
and Relief Valves" required that at least 20 percent of the valves are
tested, on average, each year, this would require one third to be
tested each outage. The licensee satisfactorily tested 7 of 16 valves
this outage.

. . . . . ..
.
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c. Conclusions

The licensee *s performance of the setpoint surveillance on the MSSVs was
satisfactory.

M1.2 Unoer Guide Structure Removal (62707.71750)

a. Inspection Scope

On April 23. the licensee attempted to lift the Upper Guide Structure
(UGS) from the reactor vessel to allow fuel mmoval. Upon the initial
lift. containment radiation levels rose marseoly and a containment high
radiation alarm occurred on one channel causing the Containment
Evacuation Alarm to actuate. The inspector observed the initial lift.
and recovery plan formulation.

b. Observations and Findings

On April 23. the license .was lifting the UGS per General Maintenance
Procedure 2-M-0036. Revision 27. " Reactor Vessel Maintenance Sequence of
Operations." The inspector verified that all requirements for the heavy
load lift were met. including adequate supervision and support.
Refueling cavity water level was approximately 56.1 feet, which met the
requirements of Procedure OP 2-1600024 Revision 26. " Filling and
Draining the Refueling Canal and Cavity." The licensee treated the lift
of the UGS as a core alteration, so containment integrity was
established.

As the UGS rig was lifted, part of the Incore Instrumentation guide tube
cluster broke the surface of the water. Containment Radiation Monitor
MD alarmed at an indicated dose rate of 90 mr/hr reaching a maximum of.
290 mr/hr before lift was halted. When the_ radiation alarm sounded.
this activated the Containment Evacuation Alarm. All personnel,

evacuated the Containment except those on the refueling deck. They were
directed behind the Steam Generator missile shields for shielding. The
other three channels reached a maximum of approximately 30 mr/hr. This
would be the-expected result of a highly activated particle breaking the
surface. 'The MB and MC detectors were shielded by the steam generators.
and the MA detector was the furthest away. The Assistant Nuclear-Plant
Supervisor ordered the UGS to be lowered back into the water. Radiation
levels returned to normal.

The licensee then formulated a plan to move the UGS while maintaining
personnel protection. The licensee determined that the only thing
capable of 3roduring such high radiation levels, several hundred rem perhour, were 3roken incore instrun,ents. Two major paths were discussed.
First. the licensee could attempt to push the incores down into the
tubes to ensure they remained submerged during the lift. Second, they
could evacuate all personnel from containment, shield the necessary
personnel inside containment, and perform the lift using remote viewing
cameras to observe. Due to concerns with dropping the incores into the
vessel if the first option was attempted, the second option was chosen.

f
1
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At approximatcly 5:00 pm that night. all personnel except the lift
team, were removed from containment. The lift team. except the crane
operator, remained aehind-the pressurizer shielding for the entire lift.
The UGS was lifted. Radiation Monitor MD alarmed again and eventually '

rose to approximately 1700 mr/hr. As the UGS was moved to its storage
position, monitor MA alarmed. The two radiation monitors alarming
caused a Containment isolation.-as expected. Control Room personnel
verifled that all Containment Isolation systems functioned as expected.
The load was placed in _its stand in the refueling cavity and radi6 tion
levels returned to normal. The containment _ isolation signal was reset
and systems were restored. The maximum dose received by anyone in
containment was 24 millirem to the crane operator.

Later the licensee working with ABB determined that there were three
individual broken incores in the UGS. One was removed from the
structure, and the other two were inserted toward the bottom of the
thimble' tubes.

c. Conclusions
.

The actual lift of the UGS was performed under the proper maintenance
controls. The licensee's recovery actions to complete the lift safely
after discovering.the hot particles was good. Coordination between
Operations, Maintenance. and Health Physics was judged to be excellent.

!

M1.3 Diesel Generator 2A Relay and Socket Reclacement (62707)

a. Inspection Scope

From April 20 to April 29. the inspectors observed maintenance personnel
installing and testing new relays in the control panels for the 2A
Emergency Diesel Generators (EDG). The relays control the start and
o)eration of the EDG, The new relays were of a different design th6n
t10se they were replacing due to known failure modes of the old style
relays. The inspection consisted of document reviews and field
verification of- the work performed.

b1 Observations and Findings
'

The work activity was being conducted in accordance with Work Order
96027011 01 and PC/M 96-137M. The inspector observed a maintenance
worker de-terminate wiring, remove old relays, install new relays, and
re-terminate wiring._ The work was verified to have been performed as
directed by the work documents. Drawings used for wire terminations
were verified to be correct and of the proper revision as described in
the modification package. Independent vorifications were observed to
occur properly. This was a complex activity involving a large number of
wire lifts inside a small panel. Discussions with the individuals
performing this activity indicated a high level of knowledge regarding
the work being performed.
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-The testing of the control panels was performed in accordance with PC/M
137-296M. The inspector spot verified that the procedure was ~ testing
the circuits as described by verifying the step sequencing with the
electrical diagrams. No discrepancies were noted. The inspector
observed performance of portions of the test. The System and Component

-Engineer (SCE) started in the role of the test director. The SCE
,

coordinated activities between Operations and Maintenance. Overall
conduct of the testing was good. .The inspector found all personnel
involved in the testing to be thoroughly knowledgeable about their work.

-c. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that this was a well-coordinated complex
activity. The maintenance personnel performing the work were extremely
knowledgeable about the activity. Although the work area was located
inside a small cabinet containing other electrical components. the
workers were careful and deliberate in their actions not to affect other
components.

M1.4 Fuel Handlina Buildino Ventilation System Periodic Test Unit 2 (61726)

a. Inspection Scope

On April 21, 1997, the inspector observed portions of the performance of.
Operating Procedure 2-1600025. Revision 9. " Fuel Handling Building
Ventilation System - Period:c Test,

b. Observations and Findings

The purpose of the procedure was to verify that each train of the Shield
Building-Ventilation System could maintain the spent fuel storage pool
area at a negative pressure of at least 0.125 inches water and would
isolate the fuel storage 2001 area upon receipt of a high radiation
signal. Performance of t1e surveillance required close coordination
between two 1&C technicians. a Senior Reactor Operator, a Nuclear Plant
Operator, and the test director. The inspector noted that test director
controlled the activity and ensured each participant understand how to
perform each step ana what the expected outcome would be. The inspector
verified compliance with the procedure and satisfactory performance of
the portions observed.

c. Conclusions

The licensee 3erformed this evolution in a controlled manner. The
participants lad a complete understanding of the expected system
response during performance of the surveillance. Good communication was
observed by the inspector.

.
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M1.5 Inservice Insoection (ISI) - Unit 1 (73753)

a. Inspection Scope

The inspector reviewed program plans, procedures, and documentation
related to the conduct of ISI Inspection during the Spring 1997, 'Jnit-2
Outage. Results were compared with-the ASME Section XI Code of Record.

b. Observations and Findings

Pressyre Boundary ISI

St. Lucie Unit 2 began commercial operation on August 8, 1983. The
second 10 year. ISI interval began on August 8, 1993, with the Code of
record established as ASME Section XI. 1989 Edition, with no addenda.
With the 10 year, ISI interval divided into three inspection periods,
'the second inspection. period started on August 8, 1996. This outage was
the first outage in the second period of the inspection interval.

1

The inspector observed and reviewed the following ISI activities:
Comoonent/ Weld Examination Comment

Safety Injection Pipina Liquid Five linear indications in the
Weld SI-112-FW-7 Penetrant piping adjacent to weld. CR#

97-0836 dated April-28, 1997.
(Piping observed during

' containment walk-through
inspection May 1, 1997)

! Main Feedwater Piping- Ultrasonic Observed UT inspection of both'

Weld BF-14-SW-P3 Examination Feedwater welds. The ...SW-P3
weld is inside of the
containment

Main Feedwater Piping Ultrasonic Penetration: the ..FW 2 weld
Weld BF-14-FW-2

~

Examination is the connection of the 4

Feedwater piping to the
penetration process pipe.

Safety Injection Piping _ Liquid Observed Penetrant application.
SI-110-8A-SW1 Penetrant developer application and

evaluation techniques.
Reactor Coolant Loop: Pump Ultrasonic Observed partial calibration of
2A2 Outlet Examination UT instrument, (Final
Weld RC115-5 Calibration check prior to
Weld RC 115-701-771 examination) and first part of

inspection scans.

The inspector also reviewed about 30 documentation packages for
completed inspections. These packages were examined to compare
completed examination coverage with planned examinations: and for
completeness of the individual records. One of the documentation

-.
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packages reviewed was a surf ace (11guld penetrant) examination of weld
SI 112-FW 7. discussed below.

On April 28, 1997 ISI surface examinations identified a group of five
rejectable, linear indications in base material adjacent to weld No. SI-
112-FW 7. The indications were located very'near " top-dead-center" of
the horizontal run of the process piping of containment penetration
No. 37 This weld. SI-112 FW-7. is the weld that connects six-inch
diameter Safety injection piping to the process piping of containment
penetration No. 37. Condition Report No. 97-0836 dated April 28. 1997,
was written to document these indications and the corrective actions.

During a walk-through inspection of the containment on May 1. 1997. the
insnector reviewed the location of SI-112-FW-7 to determine if there
couldbeasourceofcontaminationfromabovetheweldthatmightresult
in the surface indications noted above. Based on this inspection. the
inspector concluded that the source of the contaminant that resulted in
the surface indications was most likely the original installation of the
insulation on the piping.

Containment ISI

Effective September 9. 1995. 10 CFR 50.55a. was amended to include the
requirements of ASME B&PV Code Section XI. Subsections IWE and IWL 1992
Edition, with 1992 Addenda. Subsections IWE and IWL provide 151
raquirements for concrete containments, steel containments. and steel
liners for concrete containments. The amendment to the rule provided a
five-year period until September 9, 2001, before full implementation of
Subsections lWE and IWL. In correspondence with the industry.
(November 6.1996, letter to Alex Marion. Nuclear Energy Institute from
Gus Lainas. Office of. Nuclear Reactor Regulation, concerning
" Implementation of Containment Inspection Rule") NRC provided a Staff
position that, in response to deficiencies noted prior to the full
implementation of IWE and IWL. repair and replacement activities must be
conducted.in accordance with those subsections.

The licensee issued Revision 8 of Examination Procedure NDE 4.3.
" Component. Support & Inspection Visual Examination VT-3" in April 1997,
to include inspection requirements for VT-3 excmination of Class MC

!: Metallic Containment Building surfaces. penetrations, and attachments.

On May 1. 1997, the inspector accompanied two licensee VT-3 inspectors
during an inspection of the condition of the coatings on surfaces.
penetrations. and attachments on the inside of the containment building.
With the exception of minor spots where the coating had been rubbed or
scraped by portable equipment such as scaffolds. etc., the containment
coating appeared to be in very good condition. The one notable
exception was the joint compound between the concrete floor and the
containment wall at the lowest level of the containment. Thejoint
compound appeared to be beittle and had cracked. The licensee
inspectors noted the condition and initiated a condition report which
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should result in the joint compound being replaced during the next
refueling outage.

Renair and Renlacemfnt,

Unit 1 -

| On April 19. 1997. Unit I wac shut down due to i socket weld leak where
a one inch diameter vent line tied into the 12" diameter Safety
injection Header. (The connection to the 51 Header consisted of a sock-

- o let connector welded to the 12" diameter header with the one inch
vent line socket welded to the connector. The cow ection between the
one inch vent line and the sock o let had been welded during the 1996
refueling outage in association with the replacement of vent valve
V3815. Condition Report No. 97-0713 was generated to document the
problem and subsequent repair.

On April 28, 1997, the inspector reviewed the licensee's failure
analysis report for the Safety injection System socket weld failure.
The failure analysis was cnnducted by the licensee's Metallurgical
Laboratory Personnel and reported by Inter 0f' ice Corres)ondence, MET-
97 128, dated April 27, 1997. This report showed that tie failure

! occurred as a circumferentially oricnted crack located at the sock o let
side of the toe of the weld. The report stated that the crack
initiation appeared to be similar to hot cracking and lack of fusion
noted in previous failures at St. Lucie when base materials which had
seen boric acid service had been re-welded.

The failure Inalysis report concluded that the cause of the failure was
most iikely the result of incomplete cleaning of the sock o-let
connector prior to the welding of the socket weld connection. As stated

i in the failure analysis report, the licensee's Weld Control Manual
''

provides guidelines for mechanical and chemicrl cleaning of boric acid
residuc from base materials that are to be re welded. The report also
stated that plant chemical control 3rocedures made chemical cleaning of
the subject weld fitting impractica)le.

-

Based on the morphology of the crack surfaces shown in the report
photographs, the inspector was in agreement with the licena e's
conclusions.concerning the type of failure.

Cenmon

During a walk-through inspection of the site, the inspector noted that
the main fire protection pumps and motors appeared to have a thick
coating of red paint. The inspector was concerned about the affect that
this coating of paint would have on the heat dissipation capability of
the induction motors for the pumps. During a discussion with the
licensee Fire Protection personnel, the inspector learned that the two
pumps had been rebuilt during the past year when the pump casings were

_ _

yeplaced.

;
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The inspector reviewed the work packages for the IB fire pump which was
re built in October 1996. The review was conducted to ascertain what
types of problems were associated with replacing the pump :asing on a ,

pump that had been in service for ap;ioximately 20 years.
|

The documentation showed that some minor alignment problems were
encountered when the new casing was installed. Mechanics' notes showed
that the use of shims under the pump feet were used to align inlet and
outlet flanges, while strongbacks and heat to -500'F were used to null
the coupling hubs to within-the required proximity.

Discussions were held with the licensee's coatings specialist concerning ,

the thickness and heat transfer ca) ability'of the paint on the induction
The inspectcr was shown tiat the icensee's program limited themotors.

thickness of coatings on things like mot e , to the thickness that was ;

originally provided by the manufacturer.

During discussions with the licensee fire protection personnel, the
inspector learned that the fire pumps had recently been run continuously
during the time that it took the licensee to test the entire fire
hydrant system, This testing of the fire system was viewed as an

,

additional final test for the replacement pump casings,

c. Conclusions

The pressure boundary 151 activities were well organized and work
activities observed were conducted in accordance with approved
procedures. Containment surveillance arocedures had documented
acknowledgement of recent changes to NRC regulations

Failure analysis of Unit 1 Safety Injection System socket weld
connection was very well done.

Replacement of pump casings on the site fire protection pumps appears to
have been a successful operation.

M1.6 Steem Generator (SG) Inspection - Unit 2 (500021

a. Inspection Scope

Through discussions with personnel and review of documentation the
inspector reviewed the Eddy Current (ET) inspection of the Unit 2 SGs.

b. Observations and Findings

The licensee conducted 100 percent Bobbin Coil examination of the tubes
in the Unit 2 SGt: along with 100 percent MRPC examination of the hot-
leg top of-tube-sheet (HL TTS) area. After completion of the planned
and supplemental eddy current examinations, the licensee conducted in-
situ pressure testing of the tive tubes with the largest HL TTS
circumferentici cracks, and five tubes with the largest axial cracks.

,
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The inspector reviewed procedures for activities involved with the eddy '

current testing, in-Situ pressure testing, and plugging of the Steam ;

Generator tubes. Procedures reviewed included the following:
'

Procedure Number Revision /Date Title_

ENG IS-1.2 Revision 1 The Receipt inspection of
April 1997 Nondestructive Examination Equipment

and Materials ,

.lS DT-001 Revision 0 Control of Eddy Current Probes Used
April 1997 for Steam Generator Examinations

STD 400 166 Revision 5 Procedure for the Checko"t and -

April 3. 1997 Operation of the Stt. ..erator Tube
In-Situ Pressure Test .1

Traveler No. Revision 4 In Situ Pressure Testing
PSL-007 March 28. 1997

Traveler No. Revision 7 MechanicalTubePluggingSteam
PSL-001 December 2. 1996 Generator With 0.750 0.0. 0.048"

Wall Tubes including Provisions for
Restricted Access Corner Areas-

Traveler No. Revision 1 Mechanical Tube Plugging and
PSL 010 December 3, 1996 Stabilizer Installation Steam

Generator With 0.750" 0.0. 0.048"
Wall Tubes

(TO-100 219 Revision 1 Technical Operating Procedure
April 4, 1997 Interpretation of Torque Trace Charts

Steam Generator Mechanical Tube-
Plugging

'

STu 410 081 Revision 5 Remote Mechanical Tube Plug
August 21, 1995 Installation Utilizing Computerized

Control System

The inspector observed the in situ pressure testin0 of all ten of the
tubes selected from the licensee's-remote video station. Pressure-
testing was conducted in four pressure steps, with a one minute hold at
each pressure to look for leaks. The four pressures were: for
circumferential cracks: 1850 psi. 3150 psi. 5450 psi, and 6050 psi: for-

axial cracks: 1650 psi. 2850 psi. 4900 psi: and 5500 psi. There were no
tube leaks found during the in-situ pressure testing,

The inspector also observed a portion of the tube plugging operations
from that location. Steps observed included the insertion of plugs,
pressure rolling of the plugs. and comparison of the recorded roll
pressure profile to the required pressure profile specified in the
plugging procedure.

.
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c. Conclusions

The licensee's program for inspection of SGs appears to be well managed
and conducted in a conservative manner. The procedures reviewed were
found to be adequate for the intended operations. In situ pressure

| testing and plugging operations were conducted in a professional manner.
,

H2 Maintenance and Material Condition of Facilities and Equipment

M2.1 Sousekeecino and Foreion Material Exclusion Control (62707. 71707)

a. Inspection Scope

During plant walkdowns housekeeping and foreign material exclusion (FME)
controls were monitored on both the operating and shutdown units.

b. Observations and Findings

During routine tours of both the radiologically controlled area (RCA)
and the Unit 2 containment building the inspector noted several
instances of poor housekeeping and FME control. On April 22, while on
the Unit 2 refueling floor, the inspectors noted an individual exit the
FME zone and reenter without informing the FME monitor. The monitor
stopped the individual and ascertained that he was in fact already
signed in on the FME log. The inspector noted that the individual was
wearing a safety harness and upon reviewing the FME log found that he
had not logged this item in prior to taking it into the FME zone. The
FME monitor questioned the individual and determined that he had gotten
the harness from inside the zone after : =acae else brou TheFME monitor stated that she thought this was reasonable,ght it in.however,
without inventorying the entire FME zone it would be im30ssible to
determine with certainty. On April 23, while touring tie Unit 2 Fuel
Handling Building (FHB), the inspector observed some individuals remove
loose articles from their pockets and tape their badge to their chest
prior to entering the Spnt Fuel Pool area. However, others, were
observed not taking any precautions at all. The inspector questioned if
the area was an FME zone and was informed that it whs. Although there
was an FMt: log there was not an FME monitor present. The ins sector
reviewed the licensees procedure for FME control. 01 10-PR/PS 2,
" Housekeeping and Cleanliness Control Methods". Revision 29, and noted
that it did not require a monitor to be posted in the FHB.

The inspector discussed these observations with licensee management, In
addition, licensee management conducted tours of the FHB and Unit 2
containment and found other similar weaknesses in the FME controls. In
response, training was conducted with the FME monitors which outlined
their responsibility and authority regarding FME. Additionally, a
barrier was placed in the FHB to form 6a FME zone and a monitor was
assigned to log personnel and equipment in and out of the zone.
Following institution of these corrective actions the inspectors noted a

-- . marked improvement in FME control.

r 1
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c. Conclusions

At the beginning of the Unit 2 refueling outage the inspectors and the
licensee identified several instances of less than adequate FME control.
The licensee instituted corrective actiont and by the end of the report
period the inspectors not ced much improvement.

Ill. Enaineerina

E2 Engineering Support of Facilities and Equipment

E2.1 Snent Fuel Pool Full Core Off-load Evaluation and Imnlementation (37551)

a. Inspection Scope'

The Inspector reviewed the licensee's calculation to allow a full core
off load of Unit 2. and the implementation of the initial conditions
into the appropriate operating procedures.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector reviewed calculation number MECH 00P8. Revision 0.
" Transient Temperature of Spent Fuel Pool Following Full Cure Off-load.~
prepared by Sargent & Lundy for the licensee. The inspector also
verified that the appropriate dat6 and plant restrictions were properly
relocated to the Safety Analysis. PSL ENG SENS 97 006. Revision 0.
" Safety Analysis. Routine Performance of Full Core Refueling Off loads.
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Unit 2" and the unit's implementing procedures.

The calculation states several assumptions:

Spent fuel pool pump losses add to the heat in the spent fuel pool 'e

The spent fuel pool water is assumed to be pure water for thes
purposes of heat transfer calculations

The decay heat from the spent fuel discharged during previouse
outages is assumed to remain constant

e No makeup water is available

Spent fuel pool water density and specific heat remain constanto

Spent fuel pool water is well mixed and no temperaturee
stratifications exist

Heat transfer due to convection from the pool surface ande
conduction through the pool walls is neglected

Evaporative hebt removal is based on the Nuker equatione

Ambient air pressure is assumed to be 14.696 psiae

- _
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The pool liner is ignored in determining the pool's thermal 'e
capacitance as is the stainless steel. uranium dioxide and
zircaloy cladding associated with the spent fuel

The calculation was performed several times varying different parameters
(spent fuel pool pump flow. Component Cooling Water (CCW) flow, and CCW
inlet temperature) to determine maximum fuei cool temperatures. The
calculation concluded that the spent fuel pnc cooling system could
maintain temperature less than 140 F.

The licensee performed a safety evaluation for the cycle nine defueling
to document t1at an unreviewed safety question did not exist for the
cycle nine full core offload and future full core off loads. The
evaluation stated that the calculation discussed above demonstrated that
the fuel pool temperature would remain less than 140 F if CCW inlet
temperature remained %ss than 95 F. The evaluation also required that
if one fuel pool heat exchanger was in service. CCW flow must be
maintained greater taan 3560 gpm. fuel movement should be secured if
fuel pool temperature exceeded 136 F and both fuel pool cooling sumps
should be operated unless one needed to be secured to aid in visi)111ty'

during fuel assembly placement. This is not fully in agreement with the'

| data provided by the calculation. In cases where CCW temperature was
| required to be less than 95 F. the calculation assumed that one spent
I fuel pump was running. The calculation that assumed two spent fuel

pumps running had a minimum CCW temperature of 100 F. The inspector did
note that the evaluation used conservative values from both cases.

The inspector reviewed Procedures OP E 0350020. Revision 22. " Fuel Pool
Cooling and Purification System - Normal Operation" and OP-1600023.
Revision 49. " Refueling Sequencing Guidelines", to determine if the
procedures correlated with the guidance given by the safety evaluation.
" Refueling Sequencing Guidelines", step 8.16. generally incorporated the
directions from the safety evaluation correctly. However step 8.16.4
unduly restricted the al et by requiring "CCW Flow to the in service
(emphasis added) Fuel 3001 Heat Exchanger is greater than or equal to
3560 GPM." Neither the original calculation nor the safety evaluation
required only one heat exchanger to be used. In fact. OP 2 0350020
stated *, hat CCW should be lined up in accordance with OP 0310020.
" Component Cooling Water Normal Operation." This required that the
maximum flow through the heat exchangers. remain less than 3650 gpm.
Therefore, the two procedures only allowed a 90 gpm band to operate the
heat exchangers,

c. Conclusions

Enaineering accurately reflected the output of the full core off-loading
calculation into its cycle nine refueling outage safety analysis. The
licensee also transferred all vital information from the safety analysis
into operating procedures, although the procedures, as written, were
more restrictive than necessary.

|
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E2.2 Enaineered Safeouards Test Eauinment Failure (37551)

a. Inspection Scope

On April 15. the licensee was performing a test of the A train
Engineered Safeguards (ESF) equipment-response to a simultaneous Loss of
Offsite Power (LOOP). Safety injection Actuation Signal (SIAS). '

Containment Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS), and an Auxiliary feed
Actuation Signal (FAS). Several major pieces of equipment did not
respond ts expected and the test was secured. The inspector reviewed
the test results and the licensee's efforts to determine the causes of
the failures and their corrective actions.

b. Observations and findings

The licensee had originally alanned to perform section 8.4 of Procedure
OP 2 0400050. Revision 22. *)eriodic Test of the Engineered Safety
features." at the beginning of the outage to verify that the ESF systems
o)erated as expected. At 2:44 a.m. on April 15. the licensee initiated
tie test by opening the 2A Startu) Transformer feeder breaker to the 2A2
4160 volt bus. The 2A Emergency )1esel Generator (EDG) started and the
EDG output breaker restored power to the 2A3 4160 volt bus nine seconds
later and load sequencing began.

The 2A low Pressure Safety injection (LPSI) pump started as expected,
but then tripped after nine seconds on thermal overload. The licensee's
initial investigation determined that there was no pump shaft rotation.
The pump energized. but flow did not increase ar.d motor amps rose to
locked shaft levels. Just prior to the test. the licensee had been
using the 2A LPSI pump for Shutdown Cooling (SDC). No problems were

-noted during operation. Tht. licensee decided to disassemble the pump
and replace the motor. They inspected the pump shaft.. the motor, and
the suction piaing for foreign material. No apparent cause of the
failure could )e determined. The motor has been sent to the vendor for
analysis. The final root cause analysis had not yet been completed at
the end of the report period.

T e 2Al Safety injection Tank (SIT) isolation valve failed to stroke and
1.s breaker tripped open. At the end of the report period, the root
cause evaluation was still open. Some of the potential causes that the
licensee was investigating included pressure locking and mechanical gate
binding.

The 2A Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) pump failed to start at its loading
step. 30 seconds into the le d sequencing. Approximately 50 minutes
later the pump started unexpatedly. The licensee performed a root
cause analysis for the failure. Potential causes included failed
relays, failed contacts, a loose jumper. breakar misoperation or a
loose wire, The licensee developed a testing procedure to evaluate the
operation of the load sequencing and delay circuits. Electrical-
Maintenance perf-med the test with no operational anomalies noted.

-However, a loor ermination was found on the terminal that supplied the

__
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actuation and power input to the load seg anting relay. The licensee
determined that this loose termination caused an intermittent connection
to the load sequencing time delay relay. loe inspector reviewed the
applicable drawings with the licensee. The inspector found the
licensee's conc.lusions plausible.

During recovery of offsit? Jower following the test. the Reactor Control
Operator (RCO) noted that tie 2A EDG kilowatt (KW) chart indicated some
governor control anomalies. Concurrently, several licensee personnel
reported hearing an abnormal noise from the 2A1 EDG turbocharger.
Later, operations restarted the 2A EDG with the System and Component
Engineer (SCE) and FP&L Juno Beach diesel specialist present. Both
individuals carefully listened to and observed both engines'
turbochargers. All noises and equipment behavior were normal for the
unit. The governor system operated normally at all loads and speeds.
Furthermore, the SCE reviewed the charts of the stability problems. He
stated that he had seen similar behavior before, and that it was caused
by a known deficiency in the isochronous/ droop switch over relay. A
modification planned for the nnt refueling outage was to re) lace the
governor system with an electronic system. The SCE stated tlat this wasthe permanent corrective action. The inspector observed a load run of
the diesel and reviewed copies of the chart in question. The evaluation
was appropriate.

The 2C charging pump started unexpectedly. For the test, the licensee-
aligned both the 2A and 2C charging pumps to the A electrical bus with
both pumps stopped but in AUTO. The B charging pump breaker was racked
out. Pressurizer level control was selected to the X channel and the
charging pump selector switch was selected to the 2C 2A position. That
is, if extra charging flow was required, the 2C pump would start first,
then the A pump would start if more flow was required. Per the
procedure, the expected response for the test was for A train components
to start. The C pump was not expected to start due to en interlock that
blocks its starting if the A pump starts during an SIAS. During
performance of the test, both pumps started.

The licensee reviewed the sequence of events-and determined that both
pumps started following the LOOP signal but prior to the SIAS signal. A
review of the wiring diagrams showed that only a pressurizer low level
signal could have started the pumps at this point. Further diagram
review revealed that the pressurizer X channel level control bistable
was powered by an A bus Motor Control Center (MCC). When the MCC was
deenergized due to the test LOOP. the bistable failed low causing a low
pressurizer level signal to be sent to the 2A and 2C charging pumps.
Since both pumps were in AUTO they started. This theory was verified
by a zero level spike in the pressurizer level on its recorder. The
licensee therefore determined that the 2C charging pump should have
started, and the procedure was in error in expecting it not to start.
The inspector reviewed the applicable diagrams with Engineering and was
satisfied that the licensee's explanation was plausible,
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Retest of the A train and testing of the B train was rescheduled to the
end of the outage pending completion of the root cause analyses of the Aa

train problems.

c. Conclusions

This performance of Safeguards Testing was challenging to the Operations
and Engineering staff. The completed root cause analyses were thorough
and appropriate for each problem. The reperformance of the test had not
occurred at the end of the inspection period.

E8 Hiscellaneous Engineering Issues

E8.1 Haul Route Lead Test For Unit 1 Reolacement Steam Generators (RSG)
150001)

| a. Inspection Scope

On May 2 the ins)ector witnessed the Haul Route Load test performed
prior to moving t1e RSGs on site.

b. Observations and Findings

The haul route was established and the test performed in accordance with
Work Package 4501. The purpose of the test was to verify that the SGs
could travel along this route without damaging any buried utilities or
contacting any structures adjacent to the haul route. The inspector
verified that the prerequisites were established prior to commencing the
test. The test essentially involved loading the self propelled modular
transporter (SPTM) with test weights and then driving the SPTM along the
route that it will take when loaded with the RSGs. The test included
the rcJte from the boat slip to the temporary storage location. In
addition, the route that the old steam generators (OSG) will take was
also load tested. The haul route was previously ultrasonically tested
with no problem areas identified. This load test was also completed
with no problems identified,

c. Conclusions

The test was completed successfully with no problem areas identified.

E8,2 Reolacement Steam Generator Work (50001)

On May 4 the Unit 1 RSGs arrived onsite by barge, After the barge was
secured tM licensee started assembling the ramps from barge to the
shore. On day 7, the first RSG was removed from the barge and
transported to the temporary storage location inside the protected area.
The second RSG was moved to the temporary storage location on May 8.
The inspector witnessed both the arrival and transoort of the RSGs into
the protected area. The licensee transported the RSGs in a very slow
and deliberate manner. Quality Control personnel monitored the activity
as well as a number of licensee and contract management. The inspector

i
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observed Security personnel as they inspected the RSG and transporter
prior to it entering the protected area. No discrepancies were observed
during this activity.

IV. Plant SUDDort

52 Status of Security Facilities and Equipment

52.1 Status of Security Facilities and Eauinment (71750)

a. Inspection Scope
.

On April 18, 1996. the insSector walked down the protected area
barriers. In performing t1ese walkdowns, the inspector verified the
fence fabric had no unintentional openings, was not degraded. and was
not eroded at the base: 1 solation zones were free of objects and well
illuminated: and compensatory guard postings were in place as necessary.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector found no discrepancies with the protected area barriers.

c. Conclusions

The protected area barriers w(re in good condition, the isolation zones
well lit, and the appropriate compensatory guard postings in place.

V. Manaoement Meetinas and 0ther Areas

X1 Exit Meeting Summsry

The inspectnrs ) resented the inspection results to members of licensee
management at tie conclusion of the inspection on May 9. 1997. An interim
exit meeting was held on May 2. 1997, to discuss the findings of Region based
inspection. The licensee acknowledged the findings presented.

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during the
inspection should be considered proprietary. No proprietary information was
identi fied.

PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee

M. Allen. Training Manager
C. Bible. Site Engineering Manager
W. Bladow. Site Quality Manage-
G. Boissy. Materials Manager
H. Buchanan. Health Physics Supervisor
D. Fadden. Services Manager
R. Heroux. Business Manager
H. Johnson Operations Manager

. _ . _ .. -
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J. Marchese. Maintenance Manager
C. Marple. Operations Supervisor
J. Scarola. St. Lucie Plant General Manager
A. Stall St. Lucie Plant Vice President
E. Weinkam. Licensing Manager

'

W. White. Security Supervisor
i

Other licensee employees contacted included office, operations, engineering.
maintenance, chemistry / radiation, and corporate personnel.

| INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

| IP 37551: Onsite Engineering
IP 50001: Steam Generator Replace,tient
IP 50002 Steam Generators
IP 61726: Surveillance Observations
IP 62707. Maintenance Observations
IP 71707: Plant Operations
IP 71750: Plant Support Activities
IP 73753 Inservice Inspection
IP 92901: Followup Plant Operations
IP 93702: Prompt Onsite Response to Events at 0parating Power Reactors

ITEMS OPENE0 CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED

Ooened

50 335.389/97 01 01 VIO " Failure to Follow the In Plant Equipment
Clearance Orders Procedure"

50 335 389/97 04 02 VIO " Routine Use of Heavy Operator Overtime"

Closed

50-335.389/95 17 01 V10 " Failure to Follow Procedures for Material
Centrols"

50 335/95 18 02 V10 " Failure to Follow Clearance Procedures"
.

50-389/95-18 03 VIO " Failure to Adequately Design and Test the
Emergency Diesel Generators"

50 389/95 21-03 V10 " Failure to Perform RCS System Boron
Surveillance"

50-335.389/97-03-03 URI " Excessive Overtime Usage Among Reactor Controls
Operators"

Discussed

None
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LIST OF ACRONYMS USED

ABB Asea Brown Boveri
AFW Auxiliary feedwater
ALARA As Low As Reasonably Achievable
ANPS Assistant Nuclear Plant Supervisor
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
B&PV Boiler and Pressure Vessel-
CCW -Component Cooling Water
CEA Control Element Assembly
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CIAS Containment Isolation Actuation Signal
CR Condition Report
CS Carbon Steel
CSAS Containment Spray sctuation Signal
DCN Design Change Notice
DRS Division of Reactor Safety

| ECO Equipment Clearance Order
; EDG Emergency Diesel Generator

ERT Event Response Team
| ET Eddy Current Test
| FME Foreign Material Exclusion
'

FHB Fuel Handling Building
GL Generic Letter
gpm Gallons Per Minute
HPSI High Pressure Safety Injection
'CW Intake Cooling Water
IGSCC Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking
IP Inspection Procedure
IR Inspection Reporti.

i 151 Inservice Inspection
IWE. lWL Subsections of ASME B&PV Code. Section XI
LPSI Low Pressure Safety injection
M&TE Measuring and Test Equipment
MSSV Main Steam safety Valve
NDE Nondestructive Examination |
NOUE Notice of Unusual Event
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. NRC
NWE Nuclear Watch Enaineer
PDR Public :,0cument Room
PER Prtblem Evaluation Re) ort
)sig pounds per square inci (gage)
)WSCC Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking
RAB Reactor Auxiliary Building
RCO Reactor Control Operator
RCP ' Reactor Coolant Pump
RCS Reactor Coolant System
RL Refracted Longitudinal UT e.g. 60' RL
RWT Refueling Water Tank
S Shear Wave UT. e.g. 70* S.

.SCE- ---System and Component Engineer
~

~
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SDC Shut Down Cooling
SG Steam Generator
51 Safety Injection ,

iSIB Special Inspection Branch
i

SPDS Safety Parameter Display System |
SNPO Senior Nuclear Plant Operator
SRO Senior Reactor Operator
SS Stainless StcEl,

TC Tem orary Change;

TS Tecinical Specification
UGS Upper Guide Structure
URI Unresolved Item
UT Ultrasonic Examination
VIO Violation
VT-2 ASME Section XI Visual Examination for Ltakage

.-
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